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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
COMsMITTEE ON' FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, T almadge, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Curtis,
Fannin, Dole, and Packwood.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank yesterday's witnesses for a very
fine presentation. I had occasion to carefully study some of the
statements last night, and I think some of the statements made by
the ranching and cattle businessmen are far better than the things
that have been said by many of these experts on the Hill who have
never known anything about a cow except that it has something to
do with milk they see on the doorstep in the morning. They want to
tell us how that industry could and should be taxed.

This morning we are pleased to have with us as our first witness
Mr. Julio S. Laguarta, chairman of the legislative committee of the
National Association of Realtors, accompanied by Wallace R. Wood-
bury, chairman of the Federal Taxation Subcommittee and Gil
Thurm, Staff Legislative Counsel.

STATEMENT OF JULIO S. LAGUARTA, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS; ACCOM-
PANIED BY GIL THURM, STAFF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AND
EDWIN L. KAHN, OF ARENT, FOX, KINTNER, PLOTKIN & KAHN,
SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL

Mr. LAGUARTA. Mr. Chairman, members of this distinguished com-
mittee, I am Julio S. Laguarta of Houston, Texas. I as a realtor and
I appear here as the chairman of the National Association of Realtors
legislative committee. I am accompanied by Mr. Gil Thurm, our staff
legislative counsel and director of tax programs for our government
affairs department and by Mr. Edwin L. Kahn of the law firm of
Arent, Fox, Kintner, Pjotkin, and Kahn, our special tax counsel.

The National Association of Realtors has the largest membership
of any association in the United States concerned with all facets of
the real estate industry. The association is comprised of more than
1,600 local boards of realtors located in every State of the Union, the
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District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Combined membership of
these boards is approximately 500,000 persons actively engaged in
sales, brokerage, management, counseling, and appraisal of residen-
tial, commercial, industrial, recreational and farm real estate. The
activities of the association's membership involve all aspects of the
real estate industry, such as mortgage banking, home building, and
commercial and residential real estate development, including devel-
opment, construction and sales of condominiums.

The health of the real estate industry is of vital importance to the
national economy. A healthy real estate industry leads to a healthy
economy because it stimulates employment directly, and in allied
industries such as lumber, concrete, plumbing supplies, glass com-
panies, furniture manufacturers, et cetera. In recent years, real
estate investment has been beset by many adverse forces, such as the
recession, a host of regulations, accelerating costs of constructing and
operating real property, high interest rates and lack of mortgage
funds.

In his State of the Union message on January 19, 1976, President
Ford placed high priority on the recovery of the construction indus-
try to continue our return from the depths of the recession which
has plagued the Nation. Treasury Secretary William E. Simon, in
his statement before this distinguished committee on March 17,
1976, acknowledged that the construction industry is one of the most
depressed in the economy and he set forth the administration's pro-
posals designed to alleviate this problem.

Basically, the administration's proposal on this issue would permit
very rapid depreciation methods for the construction of new plants
or expansion of existing facilities in areas where the unemployment
rate exceeds 7 percent. The commercial and industrial facilities
which would qualify for this very rapid depreciation include fac-
tories, warehouses, shopping centers, and office buildings.

The National Association of Realtors supports this concept and
urges that residential rental properties be included in this proposal.
Although there have been recent reports of recovery in the residen-
tial real estate sector, almost all of this recovery has concerned
single-family homes. Investment real estate, suich as multifamily
residences, remains in a very depressed condition.

Unfortunately, this administration proposal is in serious conflict
with the administration's continued support of an older proposal-
the so-called limitation on artificial accounting losses which hRs been
included in the House-passed tax bill, H.R. 10612. The administra-
tion's new proposal properly calls for more rapid depreciation prac-
tices than are allowed today. On the other hand, LAL would call
such rapid depreciation an "artificial" loss and deny the deduction
of this amount in certain cases. We respectfully submit that very
rapid depreciation methods are of no benefit if deductions for that
depreciation will be disallowed.

Shopping centers, warehouses, office buildings and other such
commercial and industrial facilities are constructed by individuals,
partnerships and corporations. Although LAL does not apply to
corporations-an example of its discriminatory aspects which we will
discuss later-LAL does hurt the individuals and partnerships that
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are needed to fulfill the President's objectives of encouraging con-
struction and capital formation.

This committee is continuing to consider important and worth-
while incentives such as the investment tax credit. However, incen-
tives for the purchase of machinery and equipment will not be effec-
tive unless there are new and modern commercial and industrial
facilities in which to place the machinery.

The National Association of Realtors has developed a positive
program designed to stimulate real estate investment and, hence,
the national economy.

One aspect of this program is the consideration of enactment of
provisions which would permit a real estate entity, whether a part-
nership, a trust, or a corporation, to engage in devlopment with the
same multiple ownership and the same tax results as have long been
considered available for limited partnerships. This would be a funda-
mental method for continuing local, rather than absentee, owner-
ship of real estate developments and encouraging a broader base of
capital investment by small investors. We are now considering a
proposal for this legislation. With your permission we will submit
at an appropriate later time a discussion- draft of this legislation
which we consider to be administratively practical for the Govern-
ment.

Another example of our positive program relates to our belief that
all taxpayers should pay a fair share of tax. The National Associa-
tion of Realtors believes that if it is necessary to make a change in
the taxation of individuals investing in real estate, then such a
change should be in the nature of a minimum alternative tax. Under
this method, one would pay the greater of his regular tax or the
minimum alternative tax. We are submitting with our statement
a draft of a legislative proposal for such a minimum alternative tax.

We believe the proposal meets the objectives set forth by Treasury
Secretary Simon in his March 17, 1976 testimony before this com-
mittee. According to Secretary Simon:

First, and foremost, our tax system must be fair. Its fairness and integrity
rest upon three premises: equity, simplicity, and efficiency. A tax system not
built on this foundation erodes both the confidence of taxpayers and thie
incentive required for economic progress and well being.

The minimum alternative tax [MAT] proposal which we submit
herewith is equitable, simple and efficient. MAT is equitable because,
unlike LAL, it treats all industries in the same manner. It is simple
because only one understandable MAT rule is needed. On the other
hand, the House-passed tax bill, H.R. 10612, contains a separate,
complex and lengthy LAL rule for separate industries. MAT is
efficient because it effectively hits the target cases without the over-
kill and complexity of the House bill's numerous LAL rules, separate
minimum tax, personal and investment interest limitations, prepaid
interest rules and other such provisions.

At this point, I would like to address in more detail some of the
proposals contained in H.R. 10612 and other matters under consid-
eration by this committee.

H.R. 10612 contains several LA, sections designed to limit so-
called "artificial accounting losses." In fact, when this concept was
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originally introduced in 1973, it was referred to as the Limitation on
Artificial "Accounting" Losses. Since then, however, the word "ac-
counting" has been dropped from the title, perhaps giving a mistaken
impression that only "artificial" losses are being limited.- In the case
of real estate, LAL would disallow the current deduction of interest
and taxes paid during the construction period, and also accelerated
depreciation in excess of straight-line depreciation.

It is a mistake to call construction period interest and taxes "arti-
ficial losses." There is nothing "artificial" about them. There is noth-
ing "artificial" about the checks that have to be written in payment
of these expenses. These expenses are true economic costs and re-
quire out-of-pocket cash outlays. It is often said, but worth repeating,
that one i.s not allowed to pay for these expenses with "artificial
checks".

At one point, the House was considering making LAL even
worse, by eliminating the ability to combine-aggregate-income and
losses from separate real estate p-r-peties. That is, if one property
produced income, you pay tax. Yet, at the same time, if another
property had a loss, a deduction would be denied. A harsh amend-
ment to deny aggregation was defeated on the House floor. Treasury
Secretary Simon s statement before this committee properly supports
aggregation. That is, if an LAL rule is adopted, for real property
investments, aggregation is essential.

Proposals such as LAL present a serious threat to the Nation's
economy in general and to the real estate industry in particular.
Furthermore, the National Association of Realtors opposes the LAL
proposal because of its inherent discriminatory nature:

(1) Discriminates-all other industries are permitted to deduct
interest as an expense, and this is the correct accounting and economic
treatment of interest.

(2) Discriminates-LAL favors corporate investors, particularly
very large publicly held corporations which invest in real estate
either directly or through partnerships. LAL discriminates against
individuals who invest as proprietors or through partnerships.

(3) Discriminates-economic studies indicate that LAL would ma-
terially reduce the anticipated yield on real estate investment, thereby
putting pressure on rents, encouraging conversions to condominiums,
and creating difficulty in attracting equity capital for new develop-
ment.

(4) Discriminates-LAL is complex to administer, in substance
requiring the taxpayer to maintain two sets of accounting records,
a costly burden for all investors, particularly small ones.

LAL will be even more discriminatory under the Treasury's pro-
posal set forth by Secretary SimoD in his statement before this
committee. For example, Treasury would exempt the oil and gas
industry from LAL. Also, it would exempt sports franchises to
which the House bill applies LAL. Similarly, Treasury would ease
the House bill's application of LAL to farming activities.

Thus, LAL would be applied in different ways to different indus-
tries and real estate investment would receive the harshest treatment.
In addition to the discriminatory aspect of this varying treatment
are the numerous economic dislocations which will result from such
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changes in the Internal Revenue Code. The tax incentives Congress
provided in the code relate to various risk-taking investments. Most
of these investments are essential to the economy. Attempts to deal
with them on a one-by-one basis cause distinctions that distort. the
flow of risk-taking capital. Taxation cannot be as precise as the LAL
approaches require, with their 100 percent disallowance of deduc-
tions in the affected industries without regard to the many varying
situations.

Proponents of LAL say that it would raise revenues. This propo-
sition is based upon the premise that all present real estate activity
will remain the same after adoption ofLAL. This is a faulty
premise. LAL would adversely affect yields on real estate investment
and hamper investor's cash-flow needs.

Attached to this statement are graphs which illustrate the adverse
impact of LAL on yields from real estate investment. There is no
doubt that LAL hits the highly sheltered individual. However, it
also impacts on all investors regardless of tax status.-

According to economist Dr. Norman B. Ture, the combined impact
of several of the provisions of 1I.R. 10612 on real estate investment
would be $6.3 billion less real estate investment; $11.2 billion less
GNP; a loss of 280,000 jobs; and a loss of $2.8 billion in Federal
revenues. Dr. Ture's calculations take account of the fact that as
laws are changed, investments change. Investment capital will not
be available for the real estate industry in the same manner as
today if LAL is enacted.

It is estimated that LAL alone would reduce real estate invest-
ment by $1.7 billion, end 74,000 jobs and lose $900 million in Federal
revenues.

We urge this committee to take full account of secondary and
tertiary effects of proposed changes in the tax law. The adverse
ripple effect of LAL on the real estate industry and national economy
would be too great.

The dangers of an LAL approach are further evident by looking
at some developments in Canada.

In mid-1971, Canada amended its income tax laws by enacting
an LAL concept. That is, certain real estate losses-so-called capital
cost allowances-could not be deducted against income from other
sources.

At that time the Canadian Government recognized that these new
rules would have an adverse effect on the total level of real estate
activity but they were of the opinion that the difficulties would be
temporary and minor. They stated that:

Construction activities would be reduced fot a period of time until rents
rose sufficiently in response to a growing demand to restore the related
attractiveness of real estate investment. The government probably would have
to take action to offset any reduction in apartment construction during the
transitional period. (Volume 0, Implications of the-Proposed Tax Reform.)

In retrospect, it appears that the effects of eliminating these deduc-
tions were underestimated. In the ensuing years the Canadian real
estate and construction industries encountered considerable difficul-
ties. Construction activity decreased significantly and there were
dramatic increases in the price of residential real estate. Although
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much of the decline in construction can be attributed to other factors,
such as high mortgage interest rates, certainly the tax change exacer-
bated the situation.

In the light of these distressing trends, the Canadian Government
suspended some of the stringent tax rules that were enacted. In
1975 they reinstated provisions to allow deductions against personal
income of losses on new residential rental properties which were
started within a 1-year period. Recently, this relaxation was ex-
tended for an additional '2-year period.

The message of the Canadian experiment is clear. Disincentives
in the tax law to real estate investment are markedly reflected in
the downturn in real estate activity. This should not be permitted to
occur in the United States. Accordingly,. we urge this committee to
abandon any LAL approach to tax revision.

The House-passed tax bill contains a $12,000 annual limitation on
the amount of personal interest, and investment interest in excess
of investment income that an individual may deduct. Personal in-
terest includes home mortgage interest and interest on consumer loans
and educational loans. Investment interest includes interest expenses
related to certain net lease transactions.

The National Association of Realtors is opposed to such limitations
on the deduction of interest expenses. Such a limitation on home
mortgage interest deductions is a foot in the door to the possible
entire elimination of home mortgage interest deductions.

We endorse the Treasury's opposition to this drastic interest
limitation.

H.R. 10612 would severely restructure the existing minimum tax.
By adding construction period interest and taxes to the list of tax
preference items, the proposal adds to the discrimination against the
real estate industry. Such expenses are not preference items-they are
legitimate out-of-pocket expenses. Moreover, the complete denial of
an offset for the amount of regular income taxes paid would convert
the existing minimum tax into an oppressive surcharge or add-on
tax.

We heartily endorse the Treasury's opposition to these proposed
changes.

If some change in the present tax rules concerning investment
incentives is necessary, the National Association of Realtors supports
a minimum alternative tax (MAT) concept designed to ensure that
all taxpayers pay a fair share of tax. In this regard, we have at-
tached to this statement a draft of legislative language which could
be used to implement such a minimum alternative tax (MAT).

In the MAT approach, one would pay the greater of -his regular
income tax or the MAT tax. Thus, it is a true alternative tax concept
in line with the concept which Treasury Secretary Simon recom-
mended to this committee.

Under this approach, a taxpayer would compute his or her tax-
able income under the regular rules. To that amount he would add
any of the tax preference items. The regular income tax rates would
then be applied to 50 percent of this total. The taxpayer would pay
the greater of his regular income tax or this MAT tax. The simple
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computation steps are as follows: (1) Taxable income plus tax pref-
erences equals total base; (2) total base multiplied by 50 percent
equals alternative income; (3) regular tax rates applied to alterna-
tive income results in minimum alternative tax (MAT). Taxpayer
pays the greater of MAT or regular, income tax.

Congress would determine which deductions would be called tax
preferences for purposes of MAT. For example, the existing mini-
mum tax lists nine preference items. Congress could add to or sub-
tract from this list.

MAT is designed to replace the existing minimum tax and avoid
the need for numerous and complex LAL rules, investment interest
limitations, prepaid interest rules, and other such provisions. Any-
time that Congress decides that a particular deduction or exclusion
should be classified as a tax preference item, it could be added to
this one, simple MAT formula. Thus, a new separate and complex
rule would not have to be created as would be necessary with the
House tax bill's LAL approach.

The effect of the MAT proposal will be to provide a more com-
prehensive approach to dealing with tax incentives than the several
LAL proposals. It would put all incentives in one group and prevent
a taxpayer from shopping for his tax incentive investment. The
proposal is flexible enough so that any item deemed appropriate may
be included. The LAL approaches ado pted by the House fail to
provide a comprehensive approach to all tax shelters, and by an
entire denial of deduction represent overkill.

The MAT proposal is not only simple and equitable, but it is
effective as well. MAT zeroes in at the target case--the highly
sheltered individual-without the severe LAL effects on all investors
regardless of tax status.

In studies undertaken by the department of economics and research
of the National Association of Realtors, the MAT proposal was
applied to some of the abuse cases that were presented to the House
Ways and Means Committee by the staff of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation. MAT effectively raised the tax
liability of these taxpayers. The computations are submitted with
this statement. In the first exampic, a taxpayer with income in
excess of $400,000 showed a tax liability of only $1,200. In the first
place, it is not certain that this tax would not be increased upon
audit by the Internal Revenue Service using the present tax rules.
In any event, by applying MAT in this situation, the taxpayer would
be required to pay $116,930 in tax rather than $1,200 as indicated.

Thus, one simple MAT proposal can effectively curb abuse situa-
tions and eliminate the unnecessary complexity of numerous LAL
rules, the existing minimum tax, personal and investment interest
limitations, prepaid interest rules and other such items which would
have to add hundreds of pages to the Internal Revenue Code and
Regulations and be an administrative nightmare for the Internal
Revenue Service and for taxpayers.

Some may say that the concept of simplifying the code is aimed
entirely at the low or middle income individual and that complex
rules such as LAL are appropriate. They would be incorrect in this

69-460 0 - 76 - Pt.2 - 2
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belief. As stated by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Charles M.
Walker, in a speech presented at a session of the American Bar
Association Section on Taxation, on February 9, 1976:

For the upper income and- business taxpayer the complexity, of the tax
law, is much more formidable, arising in part from the sheer difficulty of
defining the income from a business activity. Some would regard the com-
plexity faced by the business enterprise or high-income taxpayer of little
moment on the argument that these taxpayers can afford the services of tax
experts to advise them and prepare their returns. Whatever the intripsic
merits of this view it overlooks the effect on all taxpayers of the existence
of a tax system which few can understand. The feeling is increasingly wide-
spread that those who can afford the talents of highly skilled tax advisors are
able to avoid paying their fair share of taxes. When few can understand the
law, confidence in general is sure to be eroded."

We urge this committee to reject LAL. If change in the tax rules
concernininvestment incentives is necessary, we believe such change
should be made by the adoption of the Minimum Alternative Tax
(MAT) approach.

As mentioned above, the National Association of Realtors is-
continuing to develop positive suggestions to assist in the Nation's
capital 7f hm- tion goals. One aspect of this program is the legislative
proposal for the creation of a new real estate entity. This proposal
is designed to bring more certainty into the law so that the risk
takers, and their investors, lenders, contractors and tenants can make
and carry out necessary long-range plans.

Furthermore, a healthy real estate industry is dependent upon
mortgage money being available-to those who need to borrow funds.
Therefore, any incentives such as deductions for savers and interest
income credits should receive the close attention of this committee.

This distinguished committee is presently considering the energy
tax bill, H.R. 6860. The National Association of Realtors urges this
committee to give special consideration to incentives that would
encourage energy conservation in residential and commercial build-
ings. In this regard, we support a tax credit to homeowners who
purchase insulation and solar energy equipment to achieve conserva-
tion goals. Similarly, we endorse efforts to establish incentives to
convert multifamily residences from single master _metering to
individual metering systems.

We are strongly opposed to the provision of H.R. 6860 that estab-
lishes an excise tax on business use of oil and natural gas and we
urge this committee to reject this unwarranted excise tax.

As a part of its statement of policy for 1976 the National Associa-
tion of Realtors calls upon Congress to refrain from any further
erosion-of-public confidence in real estate-our Nation's most funda-
mental asset-by resisting attacks on private property ownership.
In addition to the above discussed items, our statement of policy
on Federal Taxation urges Congress t-:

Eliminate discriminatory limitations on individual investment
interest deductibility and any other provisions which favor "cor-
porate" owners over individuals;

Enact capital gains provisions which recognize the effect of in-
flation- and encourage the formation and turnover of capital;
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Increase the existing capital gains exclusion to a sales price of
$35,000 for the sale of a home by a taxpayer over 65 years of age;

Enact as part of the Internal Revenue Code presumptive, realistic
useful lives for depreciation of real property;

Continue the rapid amortization provision for rehabilitation of
low-income housing;

Allow a limited deduction for costs incurred to prevent deteriora-
tion of a personal residence; and

Exempt from Federal income tax, funds from assessments held
for the administration, maintenance, and operation of condominium
and other homeowner associations.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
[Attachments to the preceding statement follow:]

Attachment A

MINIMUm ALTERNATIVE TAX

Sec. -. Minimum Alternative Tax
(a) In Gencral.-Part VI of subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to mini.

mum tax for tax preferences) Is amended by inserting immediately before
section 56 the following new section:
"Sec. 55. Minimum Alternative Tax For Individuals

"(a) Impositionof Tax.-In the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation,
in lieu of the tax imposed by section 1 and 511, there is hereby imposed a tax
(if such tax is greater than the tax imposed by such sections) determined as
if the taxable Income of the taxpayer Is an amount equal to one-half of the
taxpayer's alternative income as hereinafter defined.

"(b) Dctermination of Alternative lncomc.-For purposes of this section, the
term "alternative income" means the sum of-

"(1) the taxable income for the taxable year,
plus

"(2) an amount equal to the sum of the items of tax preference as de-
fined in section 57."

(b) Amendment to Section 57.-Section 57 (relating to Items of tax prefer-
ence) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(d) Additional Items of Tax Preferenc.-ln the case of a taxpayer other
than a corporation, there shall be included under subsection (a) as Items of
tax preference for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976, the
following:

"(1) (Add here new items of tax preference to be included).
"(2) (Add here new items of tax preference to be included).

(c) Conforming Amendments.-
(1) Section 56 (relating to Imposition of the minimum tax) is amended as

follows :
(A) by changing the heading to read as follows: "Sec. 56. Minimum Tax

For Corporations."; and
(B) by adding at the end of section 56 the following new subsection:

"(d) Appliction of Section. In the case of taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1976, this section shall apply only to corporations."

(2) Section 5(a) (relating to cross references relating to tax on individuals)
is amended as follows:

(A) by amending paragraph (5) to read as follows: "(5) For minimum
alternative tax for individuals, see section 55."; and

(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph: "(6) For
minimum tax for corporations, see section 56."

(3) Paragraph (1) of section 871(b) (relating to tax on nonresident alien
individuals) is amended by inserting "section 55," after "section 1".

(4) Section 877(h) (relating to expatriation to avoid tax) is amended by
inserting ", section 55," after "section 1".

(d) Effective Date.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.
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Attachment B

COMPUTATION USING MAT APPROACH

CASE No. 1
FEBRUARY, 1976.

Partnership return ,
(Type of business: Real estate. Date of startup: Dec. 28)

Capital contributed by partners ---------------------------
Liabilities of partnership
In co m e .... . . .. . . . ... .. . .. .. . . .... . .. .. .. . ... .. ..
E xpenses ............................

Interest-
Depreciation.
Real estate taxes
Management and syndication fees ...........

Net loss_
Net loss as a percent of capital contribution

Individual income tax return
(Occupation: Executive)

Wages and salaries_.
D ividends and interest .............................
Capital gains (100% ) ----------------------------------------
Partnership profit and loss (line 2 below) -----------------------

Real estate (3 shelters) .....................
F arm ----- -- -- ---- ---- -- ---- -- -- -- ------ -- --- -- ----- ---

Other income_.
E conom ic incom e --------------------------------------------
Adjusted gross income-
Item ized deductions -----------------------------------------
Taxable incom e (line 1 below) ---------------------------------
In com e tax -------------------------------------------------
M inim um tax -----------------------------------------------
T ax credits -------------------------------------------------
Total tax after credits...
Tax as a percent of economic income__

$427, 000
4, 000

0
-410, 000

(-385, 000)
(- 25, 000)

16, 000
448, 000

37, 000
27, 000

7, 000
1, 200

0
0

1, 200
.3

Analysis
The real estate partnership commenced operations on December 28 and lost

$215,000. Expenses consisted of $151,000 of interest on a construction loan (pre-
sumably prepaid interest), $25,000 of commitment fees. $21,000 of guaranteed
financing fees, and $18,000 for advertising and startup rental costs. For each
$1,000 invested in this partnership, the partners were able to deduct 95 cents in
the first taxable year, which was only 3 days in length.

This individual had wages of $427,000. Almost all of his income was sheltered
by investments in real estate and farm partnerships.

Minimum alternative tax (MA T)
1. Taxable income per return --------------------------------- $7, 000
2. Add: Tax preferences ------------------------------------- 410, 000

3. Total ------------------------------------------- 417, 000
4. Deduction-% line 3 ------------------------------------ (208, 500)

5. Alternative income --------------- ----------------------- 208, 500
6. Tax' ---------------------------------------------------- 116,930

I Based on joint return tax rate; no allowance for 50 percent maximum tax on earned Income.

CAsE No. 2

Partnership return

(Type of business: Real estate. Date of startup: Apr. 30)

Capital contributed by partners -------------------------------- $53, 000
Liabilities of partnership ----------------------------------- 3, 420, 000

$225, 000
0
0

215, 000
197, 000

0
0
0

215, 000
95. 6
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Income $118, 000
E xpenses ----------------------------------------------------- 321, 000

Interest ---------------------------------------------- 186, 000
Depreciation --------------------------------------------- 116, 000
Real estate taxes ------------------------------------------ 0
Management and syndication fees --------------------------- 0

Net loss ------------------------------------------------------ 203, 000
Net loss as a percent of capital contribution ----------------------- 383. 0

Individual income tax return
(Occupation: Executive)

Wages and salaries ------------------------------------------- $100, 000
Dividends and interest ---------------------------------------- 51, 000
Capital gains (100%) 0------------------------------------------ 0
Partnership profit and loss: Real estate (line 2 below) -------------- 127, 000
Farming income ---------------------------------------------- 97, 000
Rental loss (line 2 below) ------------------------------------- 13, 000
Other income ------------------------------------------------ 4, 000
Economic income ------------------------------------------ 252, 000
Adjusted gross income ---------------------------------------- 112, 000
Itemized deductions ----------------------------------------- 35, 000
Taxable income (line 1 below) ---------------------------------- 74, 000
Income tax ------------------------------------------------ 30, 000
Minimum tax ------------------------------------------------- 0
Tax credits --------------------------------------------------- 0
Total tax after credits ----------------------------------------- 30, 000
Tax as a percent of economic income ---------------------------- 11.9

ANALYSIS

This partnership, which is building and operating a store, is highly lever-
aged. Partners contributed capital of $53,000 to finance assets of $3,280,000.
In the first year, the partnership threw off a loss of $203,000, almost four times
the investment by the partners. Deductions were for interest $186,000, amortiza-
tion of the financing fee $19,000, and depreciation $116,000.

The executive who invested in this store had large salary, dividends and in-
terest and also has sizable income from a farm. The farm income consisted of a
profit on the sale of cattle and feed grain. This executive used the 50-percent
maximum tax method to compute his income tax.

Minimum alternative tax (MAT)

1. Taxable income per return ---------------------------------- $74, 000
2. Add: Tax preferences ------------------------------------ 140, 000

3. Total -----------------------------------------------. 214, 000
4. Deduction-2 line 3 ---------------------------------------- (107, 000)

5. Alternative income ----------------------------------------- 107, 000
6. Tax I ------------------------------------------------------ 49, 520

1 Based on Joint return tax rate: no allowance for 50 percent maximum tax on earned Income.

CASE No. 3

Partnership return

(Type of business: Real estate. Date: Second year of operation)
Capital contributed by partners ------------------------------- ()
Liabilities of partnership- - -....------------------------------- $7, 716, 000
Income ------------------------------------- .-------------- 1, 157, 000
Expenses -------------------------------------------------- 1, 300, 000

Interest ---------------------------------------------- 609, 000
Depreciation -------------------------------------------- 215, 000
Real estate taxes --------------------------------------- 124, 000
Management and syndication fees ------------------------- 42, 000
Ground rent ------------------------------------------ 44, 000

Net loss --------------------------------------------------- 142, 000
Net loss as a percent of capital contribution --------------------- - (1)

INot available.
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Individual income tax return

(Occupation: Executive)
Wa~ts and salaries ----------------------------------------- 150, 000
Dividends and interest -------------------------------------- 25, 000
Capital gains (100 percent) (line 2 below) ----------------------- 365, 000
Partno.rship profit and loss (various) (line 2 below) -------------- 151, 000
Rentats (line 2 below) -------------------------------------- 101, 000
Other income ---------------------------------------------- 13, 000
Economic income ------------------------------------------ 632, 000
Adjusted gross income -------------------------------------- 118, 000
Itemized deductions ----------------------------------------- 97, 000
Taxable income (line I below) --------------------------------- 16, 000
Income tax ------------------------------------------------ 3, 000
Minimum tax--------------------------------------------- 19, 000
Tax credits 0------------------------------------------------- 0
Total tax after credits----- --------------------------------- 22, 000
Tax as a percent of economic income- --------------------------- 3. 5

Minimum alternative taz (MAT)

1. Taxable income per return -------------------------------- $16, 000
2. Add: Tax preferences:

(a) Partnership loss --------------------------------- (151, 000)
(b) Rentals ---------------------------------------- (101,000)
(c) Capital gain deduction ---------------------------- (182, 500)

Total tax preferences ------------------------------- 434, 500

3. Total .-------------------------------------------- 450, 500
4. Deduction- line 3 .------------------------------------- 225, 250

5. Alternative income --------------------------------------- 225, 250
6. Tax.2 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  128, 655

3 Based on Joint return tax rate; no allowance for 50 percent maximum tax on earned income.

Attachment C

EcoNoMIc CHARTS ON IMPACT OF TAX PROPOSALS ON YIELDS -

IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS ON YIELDS FROM A SUCCESSFUL
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT

Introduotion.-The National Association of Realtors®' Department of Eco-
nomics and Research and its consultant, Dr. Ennis Elsen, have used a computer
model to compare the potential impact of two tax proposals on the yield from
a successful real estate investment.

The analysis of yield encompasses all economic gains accruing to the investor,
Including cash flow, amortization, capital gains, and the tax benefits of shelter-
ing other income. The analysis pertains to a successful residential project and
is bounded by a set of assumptions which characterize the investor, the
property, and Its financing. -

Cases.-The following three cases have been considered:

1. Current Tax Law
All construction-period expenses are deducted in the year incurred, compo-

nent depreciation utilized, 1969 recapture rules in effect.
2. Alternative Minimum Tax'

All tax preferences are added to taxable income. Regular tax rates are
applied to 1/2 of this amount. Taxpayer pays the minimum tax if it is larger
than his regular income tax.
8. Limitation on Accounting Lo8ses (LAb)

LAL is applied to both construction Interest and taxes, and excess depre-
ciation. Full recapture of excess depreciation.
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Finding.-Data from our model of a successful real estate investment are
chartered on the following pages. Some of the more salient features shown by

the data are :
Both the Alternative Minimum Tax and LAL substantially reduce the after-

tax rate of return on a successful real estate investment for highly sheltered
tax-payers.

LAL impacts heavily not only on the intended target groups of high income

and highly sheltered taxpayers, but on all investors regardless of tax status.
The Alternative Minimum Tax is more selective in its impact. It bears more

heavily upon the highly sheltered wealthy individual and impinges only modestly
upon the broad base of middle income taxpayers who form the core of the real
estate industry.

Our data show the yield for a successful real estate venture. If the project

is only marginally successful, the deferred loss account created under LAL is

indefinitely suspended-thus adding an extra element of risk to an already
risky enterprise.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. I think Senator Fannin was here first.
Senator F,\NIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly appre-

ciate the fine testimony you have given here this morning, Mr.
Laguarta. I am very interested because of the particular situation
in my State of Arizona where we have an extensive retirement indus-
try. What would be the effect on your industry if the $12,000 interest
deduction limitation provision comes to pass'
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Then I will get, perhaps, to the people who are not retired, but
have a second home, for instance, in our State.

Because of the cold weather, they may have a health condition
where it is imperative that since they have a winter home they must
go to the warmer climate. How would this position of the maximum
$'12,000 allowable affect your industry?

Mr. LAGUARTA. It merely states there is a maximum interest de-
duction of $12,000 which would include the interest expense on a
home mortgage. If a modest investor desires to go out and put his
capital at risk to develop real property, to develop a small apart-
ment house or any other kind of investment in real estate, this
limitation of interest would be placed on his total interest deduction
over $12,000 which would include his home interest deduction.

Sentor FANNIN. I understand that, but wouldn't it be discrim-
inatory?

Mr. LAGUARTA. Absolutely.
Senator FANNIN. I think the general assumption is that the second

home is just a rich man's second home and generally speaking that
is not true. So, I feel this is very important. Your testimony indicates
your industry feels it is discriminated against, too, by this bill. Would
you summarize your view in this area? The general bill that came
from the House has quite a few items that you have spoken about,
and you feel your particular industry is vitally affected. Would you
want to select what is most damaging to the industry?

Mr. LAGUARTA. In particular, corporations are allowed to deduct
their interest expenses in this program as proposed in H.R. 10612,
yet individuals have a limitation placed on them, Senator.

Let's just take the example I was using of the corporations in our
town that are engaged in real estate development. If they chose to
go the route of funding their capital needs through bonds or through
general corporate borrowings, these are deductible for them operat-
ing expenses. LAL would not apply to the corporations in this
instance, but would apply to the individual so we think that that
is certainly discriminatory against the individual as opposed to the
corporation.

If you were in the same business of manufacturing a 12-unit
apartment as you would be for going into the drug business, as an
example, and you had to buy goods to put on the shelves of your
drugstore, the interest on the loan to create that merchandise on the
shelves of the druggist would still have to be paid and could be
deducted if he put it in real estate, it would not be deductible. We
think it directly points the finger at real estate.

Senator FANNIN. We hear so much about the cases in which people
take advantage of a particular situation. Where they do have a de-
duction, of course, the LAL provisions in the House bill are trying
to curb extensive utilization in some of these accounting losses. But
now this would be eliminated, as I understand it, with the alternative
tax where you take the regular tax to be paid and you take the other
matters that would be included in the LAL, and you divide that by
half, so the amount that is involved could not be too far out of line;
is that correct?

Mr. LAGUARTA. That is correct.
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Senator FANNIN. You pay the higher of the two. So if there are
great areas of discrimination, you would feel that the individuals or
the corporation was being given a special privilege beyond the neces-
sity. The minimum alternative tax would take care of that; is that
correct?

Mr. LAGUARTA. That is correct. We understand the concern of
Congress over a few people who have tremendous incomes vho pay
no income tax. But the minimum alternative tax would absolutely
catch everyone in that particular field and require that they pay
some tax and not allow anyone to escape payment of taxes entirely.

Sentor FANNIN. Would you say it is fair to characterize the bill
before us as a no growth bill'? That this would be the results if you
applied the different stipulations in this bill?

Mr. LAGUARTA. Absolutely.
Senator FANNIN. Who would benefit from enactment of this bill?

There are all these groups that think they will benefit. There is
reason for this bill including these stipulations.

Who do you feel would benefit from the bill that has come from
the House?

Mr. LAOUARTA. I assume the authors feel the public is going to
benefit. We disagree on that point. When there is a cloak thrown
over construction and development, this discourages development,
discourages the economy and there is no productivity so, therefore,
there are no taxes that would come from the productivity. Our
charts and graphs and studies indicate to us that there would be
more tax generated by an encouragement of development rather than
a discouragement of development, Senator.

Senator FANNIN. Also, we are talking about jobs in this country.
Of course, jobs take capital formation and if we are going to have
the jobs that will be needed in the future, in accordance with the
study that has been made by Chase Economists, they will need
around $4 trillion in the next 10 years, and even the industry in
which I have been very much associated, the energy industry will
need as much as a billion dollars. Would this bill greatly preclude
the obtaining of capital formation for your industry?

Mr. LAGUARTA. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTTS. How important is the outside investor to the real

estate industry? By outside investor, I mean the person not per-
sonally engaged in construction.

Mr. LAGUARTA. We feel they are very important. The one I used
in my prepared testimony, the medium-sized investor, the man who
has now saved some money from his earnings, and has a desire to
put this money out with an opportunity for some reward. If these
poeple are discouraged from this opportunity, they are left only
with the opportunity to invest in other medias.

Senator CURTIS. What will LAL do in your industry?
Mr. LAGUJARTA. We believe it will depress employment and it will

press the industry, and add to the burden we have in unemploy-
ment in this country.

Senator CuuTis. Quite measurably.
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Mr. LAGUARTA. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. You alluded to the Canadian experience. What

was that?
Mr. LAGUARTA. In our printed testimony on page 8, the Canadians

in 1971 put in a program which basically related to an LAL type
tax program. What happened was that the Canadian real estate
and construction industries experienced considerable difficulties, and
while this was not solely tied to the LAL type provisions, construc-
tion did almost stop. As a result, the rents escalated dramatically,
and they say that the results of this tax law change was actually
discouraging development, discouraging meeting the needs of hous-
ing in Canada, and they had to go in and make some revisions to
curb this unwanted trend as far as Canada was concerned.

Senator CURTIS. Was this a Federal law in Canada or one of the
provinces?

Mr. LAGUARTA. I believe it was a Federal law.
- Senator CURTIS. In reference to your minimum alternative tax,
how would that work in the case, say, of an individual with $100,000
ordinary income, $100,000 of interest receipts on tax-exempt bonds?
How would this work out?

Mr. LAGUARTA. If I said I was a tax expert, I would be waving
a false flag.

Mr. KAH1N. We leave the determination of the tax preferences to
Congress. If interest on municipal bonds are included as a tax
preference, then the taxpayer would compute his income in the
ordinary manner and assume-

Senator CUNTIS. That $100,000 would be on the ordinary income?
Mr. KAriN. Less whatever deductions he is entitled to.
Let's assume it brings him to a taxable income of $75,000. He

would add $100,000 to that, divide the total, $175,000 by one-half
which I believe would be $87,500 and apply the regular tax rates to
that figure.

Senator CURTIS. The reason I used $100,000 and I should have said
instead of regular ordinary income, I meant ordinary taxable in-
come after reductions in order to make the mathematics easy.

What tax would he be paying on his tax against the interest under
our plan? Assuming the interest on tax exempt, bonds is a tax pref-
erence and a man has $100,000 of ordinary taxable income and he
has $100,000 of that, and $100,000 of interest from tax-exempt
bonds-

Mr. KAIN. I am sorry I threw the computation off. In that case,
with $100,00 taxable income, add $100.000 of the otherwise tax-
exempt interest, giving a total of $200,000. Divide that in half and
come out with $100,000 subject to the regular tax rate. There would
be no change in his taxable position in that case, whereas his interest
on tax-exempt bonds did not exceed his taxable income.

Senator CURTIS. If he had $100,000 of ordinary taxable income
and $200,000 interest from tax-exempt bonds, then what would be
the result?

Mr. KAH1N. Then the. total of $100.000 and $200.000 would be
$300,000. He would pay tax on one-half of that or $150.000 so, in
effect, he would be paying tax on $50,000 out of his $200,000 tax-
exempt interest.
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Senator CURTIS. I would have to look at the tables to see if he
boosted his income into the higher brackets.

Mr. K-AiN. He would have boosted it, assuming a married tax-
payer, assuming somewhere-I don't have the tables in front of me-
somewhere from 50 Percent ip.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, if the committee will excuse me,
I am due at the White House in just a few minutes.

The CHAIR AN. I am concerned about the estimates that we will
not lose revenue but will make a lot of money by confiscatory Gov-
ernment taxes. Maybe counterproductive would be a better word
than confiscatory, even though sometimes it works out to the same
thing.

In other words, I am concerned about these Government estimates
that assume that the Treasury can kick a man's brains out at mid-
night tonight and the man will nevertheless show up for work to-
morrow morning, earn the same amount of- money and pay an even
higher Amount of taxes on that money. Those assumptions completely
overlook the fact that the man will not be on the job,.but will be in
the hospital. In fact, the Government may be paying something
directly when it is trying to save the man's life after the Government
agent clobbered him the night before. •

Failure to take into account the effect a tax change will have on a
taxpayer leads to poor Government estimates and poor Government
estimates tend to lead to-bad law.

For example, the House report says that if this LAL provision is
put on real estate people, it will pick up a revenue gain of $84
million in 1976, increasing gradually on up to a $2819 million gain
in 1980. But those estimates only assume what happens with the
first stroke, as if the real estate people will not change what. they
do if the provision is enacted.

Now, take a simple transaction. Let's assume a man can borrow
some money and buy a piece of property for $100,000 and sell the
piece of property after 10 years at a higher price. Assuming he can
sell it 10 years for $200,000, after inflation is taken into account, there
is no real gain. But in view of the fact. that. inflation is working on
the money he borrowed as well as on the property, by that. time he
has $100,000 in equity, even assuming he has not reduced the in-
debtedness, but has only paid the interest expense. Of course, the
person lending the money has taken one good clobbering. He has
been paying a tax for the privilege of losing money in constant terms.
But if the man who has the property proceeds to sell it, at. that
point, under the LAL approach, as I understand it, he would pay
a 42 percent tax. It would be a foolish thing to sell that property
and pay $42,000 in taxes. The smart thing would be to keep the
property, continue to deduct the interest expense, and find some way
to use the property or hold on to it or trade it or just hang in there
until he can find some way that he can do business in such a fashion
that he can keep more than 60 percent of what he made. The fact
that he will not sell the property simply is not taken into account
in those calculations of the revenue gain.

If the man sold the property under the way the tax law used to
be in earlier days, and paid a 25 percent capital gain on the inflated
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$100,000 of value, you would then have bricklayers laying brick; you
would have carpenters nailing boards together; you would have
electricians out working on the site; you would have people manu-
facturing building materials; you would have transportation people
transporting people from place to place; and all these people would
be paying taxes on their incomes, income taxes, social security taxes,
unemployment insurance taxes. The State would be picking up
money. All that would be taking place if he sells the property, but
not if he holds on to his property-and there is-not 1 penny of that
reflected in these revenue estimates.

Admittedly, some of those workers might find a job doing some-
thing else, and that ought also to be in the estimates. But an esti-
mate is badly in error if it assumes that all those workers would find
a job doing something else. The last I heard, 1§ percent in the con-
struction trades are out of work right now.

By the time they take another $1.7 billion of taxes away from the
oil industry, they estimate they are not going to lose any money as a
result of doing that, even though we all know that the companies
that they are taking it away from after paying taxes put that much
back in and borrow that much more in invest into finding new
sources of energy. So a $1.7 billion net tax in addition to the $30
billion that industry is already paying means that it will reduce their
energy-finding activity by $3.4 billion. The effect of that will be felt
all up and down industry, including the people who make the steel,
who mine the iron ore, who work in the transportation industry,
even the people who dig the mud to deliver it to the spot where
they are drilling. Mud is a secret ingredient-you have to have mud
so the pipe will turn and so the thing will blow not out if you
discover something.

If you allow the industry the incentive to produce oil or gas,
you stimulate a lot of economic activity. That is something you can
sell. If you eliminate their incentive to produce, you will have to find
some other kind of jobs for the people who will be put out of work.
The alternative jobs these people, who want to end the incentives,
are talking about would be to put somebody out there trying to
produce rice or soybeans which we can't sell, that we have to give
away-and that results in a Government expense, too. Or they want
to get them jobs in the housing industry where people are all going
broke now and need a shot in the arm in the worst kind of way.

I just think that these revenue estimates must be corrected to try
to see how much they really can be expected to raise when you take
into account the effect they will have on people's incentives.

The way these people, "who want to change the tax law, make
revenue estimates is like saying the batter hit a homerun, and the
only thing wrong about that was that the center fielder happened
to reach up and catch the ball before it went over the fence.

If you people will look at these estimates that appear on page 19
of the House report on the Tax Reform Act, I would be curious to
know how much you estimate will be gained. I would like to see how
you document your estimates, and I will try to provide you the
assumptions on which these revenue gains were estimated by those
who prepared them. I have asked those same people to go back and
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take a look at the secondary and tertiary effects of these so-called
revenue-raising provisions. I believe that we are going to find a great
change in the estimates when we analyze those effects in depth.

I can recall a time when one of our Senators in good conscience
sat here and proposed an amendment which sounded great to give
3-for-1 Federal matching for whatever a State would spend on social
services. That was estimated to cost us $40 million a year. In a few

ears, it was threatening to cost us $4 billion a year. No one ever
othered to assume that if you are going to give a guy $3 every

time he puts up one, that guy will put up more dollars than he
was putting up prior to the time we made the offer. I would be
willing to sit here and trade you $5 bills for $20 bills all day as
long as you can keep coming up with $20 bills.

Those kind of Government estimates lead us into difficulties. I am
hoping we can get much better estimates. I have asked the Treasury
to start looking at their estimates again and talking to the people in
the businesses that are affected.

For example, if you have to pay a 42-percent tax on any gain from
selling property, illusory though the gain may be, are you still going
to sell that piece of property or are you going to hang on to it?

I see you are shaking your head. You believe that he is not going
to sell the property if he has to pay 42 percent out in taxes.

Mr. LAGUARTA. No, sir.
The CHAIR-MAN. The point is that, if he wouldn't make that sale,

and somebody in the area would like to risk his money to develop
the property into a subdivision but, can't. buy the property, then the
city just fails to grow. Isn't that correct?

Mr. LAGUARTA. That is correct. Right on.
The CHAIRM.AN. These revenue estimates will not be corrected to

where they ought to be until we recognize that capital accumulation
does have some value and that we ought to encourage a man to try
to make a little money in the hope that by doing so he will benefit
himself and benefit others besides himself.

I for one do not buy this theory of some of our ivory tower
friends that every dollar a man makes belongs to the Government
first, and that anything he is permitted to keep is a gratuity from
the Government-on the theory that the Government did not have to
permit him to keep any of his earnings. It seems to me that one
of these days we should begin to recognize that if a man earns some-
thing by dint of hard work, then that is his money, and it is not a
tax expenditure to the extent that the Government does not tax it all
away from him.

Senator Byrd?
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I yield my time to the chairman. He

is doing so well.
The CIAIRMA. If I can, I am going to get us some figures that

will show what the real revenue gain from these proposals would be
rather than just the first impact if you assume everything else will
continue to operate as though you never changed the tax law at all.
I would appreciate your giving us the best estimates you can, and
I want to thank you for your suggested alternatives& We all agree
that if someone makes some money, he should pay some taxes. I see
you are nodding agreement at that.
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Mr. LAOUArA. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAX. When people proceed to come forward with so-

called tax reforms which will bring the Government to a halt, cost a
fantastic number of jobs and reverse the progress of this Nation, I
just think we ought to find a better name for it than to call some-
thing like that tax reform.

Senator FANNIN. I would like to comment that the figures you
have given on page 6 are very impressive, quoting Dr. Norman B.-
Ture. Could you furnish the committee with an estimate of the
effect the minimum alternative tax and interest limit would have? If
you could furnish the committee with that information, we would
appreciate it.

Mr. TuR5iuR. We do not have a full revenue estimate of the mini-
mum alternative tax approach. What we have supplied the commit-
tee with is an example of the effectiveness of the proposal on various
so-called "abuse" situations. We will be very happy to supply the
requested information.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
[The following statement was subsequently received for the record:]

As we understand it, the Treasury Department is making that calculation, and
it appears that the minimum alternative tax could raise about $900 million.
It is interesting to note that the minimum alternative tax impacts more heavily
on the so-called abuser than does a minimum add-on tax.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I note you indicate a job loss of 74,000
jobs on page 6 as a result of LAL alone. Do you happen to have the
figure for the State of Virginia?

Mr. LAGUARTA. No, sir, I don't have the figures for the State of
Virginia.

[The following was subsequently received for the record:]
We have figures which illustrate that the real estate industry is important

to the State of Virginia. In 1973 Virginia had 141,277 people who were em-
ployed directly in real estate and construction. This was 11 percent of the
State's privately employed labor force. In addition, this basic activity probably
supported an equal amount of employment in other related industries.

The considerable role that real estate and construction play in the national
and State economy Is in sharp contrast to the smallness of its establishments.
In Virginia an estimated 13,305 firms are actively engaged in real estate or
construction. The majority of these firms are small-70 percent having less
than eight employees.

The CHAIRMAN. We have taken longer than we should have be-
cause of our tight schedule, but 1 want to say something to this group
of witnesses, because there are a lot of people who are in your line
of endeavor trying honestly to make a decent living and advance
their communities the best they can. The probabilities are that this
committee will report something that will favor the concept you have
advocated, assuring a fair amount of taxes would be paid by your
industry in such a fashion that the industry can do what the Nation
has a right to expect of it. But if we do, we will have a difficult fight
on the Senate floor maintaining that position. I regret to say that
when you present your views to the Senators you have been talking
to here, it is like the preachers who go to church and denounce people

- who don't come to church. The only people who are hearing the
message are those who don't need to hear it to begin with.
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Your people had better make some plans, when the fur starts
flying on the Senate floor, to have some of your members come back
to town and talk to some of the Senators who were not available
to hear you or to hear those members of the U.S. Senate who share
your views.

The few Senators you get a chance to speak to at this hearing
cannot do the job all by themselves. Other people have to explain
the counterproductive features of this tax proposal. I don't know
anybody who can better explain it than people from the State talk-
ing to their own Senators.

I know the great daily newspapers in this town and elsewhere
sometimes seem to question whether a citizen has the right to com-
municate with his Senator or Congressman, but the Constitution
clearly provides that you have a right to petition Congress for a
redress of your grievances, and it gives you that right every bit as
much as it gives these big newspapers to say just the opposite of
what you think.

Thank you very much.
Next we will call Ms. Cushing N. Dolbeare, executive secretary of

the National Rural Housing Coalition.

STATEMENT OF MS. CUSHING DOILBEARE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL RURAL HOUSING COALITION

Mfs. DOLBEAnim. Thank you very much.
It is a real pleasure to be, here since I have a somewhat different

message from the previous witness or some of the other witnesses
today.

I would like to approach this question in terms of the overall
housing needs of the country. The National Rural Housing Coali-
tion is concerned with people in rural areas. But we are very much
aware that a great deal of the urban housing problem-and I am
speaking now of the low income housing problem-has been caused
because housing and economic development in rural areas has lagged
so far behind needs. Housing and employment opportunities simply
have not been provided. So, a great many people have moved to
cities where they are really no better off.

The National Rural Housing Coalition is concerned with the total
housing problems of people in this country who do not have adequate
shelter.

Our major premise is that the housing needs of low and moderate
income people in this country are urgent and compelling by any
measure, although there is a wide discrepancy in the measures that
are used.

For example, the Department of Housing and Urban Development
in its own program review in 1973 reported there were 15 million
housholds that were eligible for housing subsidies but were not receiv-
ing them.

The Joint Center for Urban Studies at Harvard and MIT, under
contract with HUD, identified a need for 13 million units.

Most recently, in 1974, the Congress reaffirmed, in the Housing
and Community Development Act, the 1968 goal of provision over a

69-460-76--pt. 2-
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decade of 6 million low and moderate income housing units. We have
provided 2 million, and two-thirds of the decade has elapsed.

In contrast to this need, last year there was an overhang of some
400,000 houses that were built which builders were unable to sell.
This was due to a variety of reasons: because the economy was weak;
because interest rates were high; but most importantly because those
units of unsold houses were built for people in the top 20 percent
of the income distribution. Most of these potential consumers already
had adequate houses and, therefore, were not in the market for new
houses.

At 1972 rates, when we had the highest level of production ofsubsidized housing in the history of this country, we were building
so that the private unsubsidized market would in 14 years provide
a new house for every family in the country with income sufficient
to afford that house, whereas it would have taken 179 years to
provide housing for people at the bottom end of the income distri-
bution, the lowest 20 percent.

In 1973 HUD shut down its subsidized programs because of run-
away costs. Since 1973. the increase in tax expenditures for housing
has been greater than the total expenditure now budgeted for direct
subsidies for low income housing.

We have in this country, if you look at tax expenditures as one part
of our housing subsidy system and direct expenditures as the other
part of our housing system, a subsidy system which is terribly in-
efficient and dramatically skewed to favor people who really, by any
economic test of need, do not need Federal subsidies.

In 1974, for example, the 1 percent of households in this country
with incomes above $50,000 received 10 percent of all housing sub-
sidies. Ninety percent of the taxpayers in that income bracket re-
ceived some form of housing subsidy by making some kind of
itemized tax deduction.

At the other end of the income scale. households with incomes
below $3,000-the neediest group-14 percent of the population. re-
ceived only 7 percent of all housing subsidies and only one house-
hold in 10 received any kind of housing subsidy, either through
the tax system where mortgage payers were deducting interest pay-
ments or because they were occupying low income housing.

It seems to me, since tax subsidies and tax expenditures are three
times at least as great as direct expenditures, that this committee has
a significant responsibility to address the question of how our whole
housing subsidy system should operate, how much should be funded
through the tax system and how much should be funded in a direct
manner.

I am very much aware that the capacity of the Government to
deal adequately with major questions, such as housing, are limited.
We don't have unlimited resources to spend on low income housing
or on meeting housing needs. Therefore, it seems to me it is of
critical importance to be sure that-however we spend our money,
whether it is through the tax system or whether through direct
subsidies-we are spending that money in a cost-effective way to
meet real needs in the most efficient manner possible.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development a couple of
years ago commissioned the Touche-Ross Co. to make studies of
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the effectiveness of tax expenditures in housing, particularly the
167(k) deduction for 5-year amortization for rehabilitation and for
some of the efforts to stimulate multifamily construction. The con-
clusion of those studies-and I would be glad to supply the official
summaries for the record if it would be helpful-indicated these are
not really at all efficient in achieving their purpose of stimulating
low income construction, moderate income housing construction or
rehabilitation.

Forty-five percent of our total rental housing subsidies and I am
talking now of public housing and other subsidized rental housing,
45 percent of that cost, again according to HUD's figures, is in the
form, of the tax deductions that are made possible through the pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code for excluding interest on hous-
ing authority bonds and for rapid depreciation and other expenses
for the other programs.

The major point that I wish to make is that current tax law seems
to be both bad tax policy in that it disproportionately benefits people
with relatively high incomes. For example, people with incomes
above $50,000 get one-third the benefits of excess depreciation, three-
quarters of the benefits of 167(k), nine-tenths of the benefits of
exclusion of interest on State and local bonds.

The tax system, therefore, seems to me to be bad tax policy in
that it moves away from a progressive system. It certainly is bad
housing policy. These expenditures are costly. They are uncontrol-
lable. They benefit people who do not need assistance. The same
amounts used for direct lending programs, for example, the pro-
grams of the Farmers Home Administration in rural areas, would
be far less costly and would benefit far more low income people.

Therefore, I urge this committee to do two things. First, to explore
how the housing problem can be addressed as a whole. One of the
real fears that those of us are concerned with the problems of low
income housing is that if you adopt LAL or some other form of
limiting the subsidy, it may have an impact on low income housing
development. So we need something else to achieve that objective,
assuming that the tax provisions are really essential to achieve that
objective. I am skeptical on that point because I read the 1969 hear-
ings that this committee held, and I was particularly impre.sed-
this was a couple of years ago when I was working on a study-
with the predicted impact of the limitations on depreciation that
were incorporated in the 1969 act on shopping center construction
and other commercial construction and so forth. One would have
thought in 1969 that we would never build another shopping center.
Clearly, there are other factors at play. Clearly. it seems to me it is
impossible to predict with any degree of validity what is going to
happen. We have to use our best judgment. It seems to me we have
to be ready to reconsider, if the impacts turn out to be other than
the ones we wish for.

So, I would urge this committee not to extend 167(k), and to
strengthen the provisions on LAL in the House-passed bill. An even
better approach would be to eliminate within 5 years the accelerated
depreciation and expensing deductions. Finally, I urge the com-
mittee to stubstitute a tax credit for the deduction of mortgage
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interest and property taxes because I think people in the middle
income range really need those deductions and we would have to
substitute another subsidy program if we eliminated that one.

The CHAUIMAN. Senator FanninI
Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much. You have given us many

figures. When you say the top income group gets more than 90
percent of the subsidies am I correct in concluin that it is not
numbers of people you are talking about, but dollars. Isn't that
right?

Ms. DOLBEARE. The 1 percent is numbers of people and 10 percent
is dollars.

Senator FANNIN. The 10 percent-
Ms. DoBiE.& It is dollars in direct tax expenditures. This is based

on Treasury analysis as far as the income distribution of tax sub-
sidies is concerned. It is based on HUD analyses as to who benefits
from the direct spending programs and those are aggregate totals.

Senator FANNIN. Figures can be very misleading. As far as HUD
is concerned, we do have a surplus of low income housing in many
areas of the country. They cannot dispose of them. They are a burden
upon the communities and we receive many complaints.

Ms. DOLBPARE. It is not a surplus of housing fit for occupancy.
Senator FANNIN. There is a question of whether or not the house

is acceptable from the standpoint of what they previously were living
in. There are many factors involved. I don't want to get into that,
but I do feel the Farmers Home Administration has been doing an
excellent service. I can cite my State of Arizona. There are many
areas of Arizona that have been supplied with housing where just a
few years ago they were not receiving that consideration. So I do
think the Farmers Home Administration has done an excellent
service, and I think we would have to analyze specifics rather than
just generalities. I do think there are many areas where specifics
could show we have gone forward tremendously in the last few years.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. I have been looking at your chart here. Of course,

you and your group have a right to look at it this way. Underthe
tax law, people were permitted to deduct the interest expense which
they actually paid on their homes and the Government because of
this deduction failed to collect $4.7 billion in taxes. Taxpayers were
permitted to deduct property taxes that they paid on their homes
to government, and that deduction reduced taxes another $3.8 billion.
The fact that in these and other respects they were permitted to
deduct taxes which they actually paid, 1, for the life of me, can't
look upon as a Government handout. It seems to me that this is
money that they were not permitted to keep. While your group
might want to look upon their deductions as a gift from Uncle Sam,
I look upon that as money the people had to pay. and, therefore, it
should not be taxed. We went through all of this in Louisiana when
our State legislature undertook to deny a taxpayer the right to
deduct the Federal income tax that he had paid to Uncle Sam on
his State income tax. That proposal was so unpopular that those who
voted for it suffered horrible casualties at the next election, and
great numbers of them were not returned. The most popular thing
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anyone can say who is running for Office is that he is not going to
levy taxes on taxes.

For my point of view, I cannot buy this concept that we are giving
a man a handout when he was not permitted (to keep the money he
made. Your people can look at it that way, but I find it very difficult
to buy that concept.

Ms. DoLUFAR.9. Would you then extend the concept to renters?
What we are really saying is sonidbody who has an income of say
$20,000 and pays $2,000 a year in rent is not able to keep that money
because they are spending it for shelter on which the landlord pays
the income taxes, but if they own the house and pay some of it in
taxes they do deduct it.

That is an inequitable thing for people in the same classes of
income, as well as being skewed, so that the higher your income, the
more proportionately you benefit from this particular tax benefit.

The CHAIMAN. I happened to lead the charge myself to enact the
earned income credit to say if these people you are talking about
making $3,000 or less by any peradventure of doubt paid any tax
whatever, we would in effect give it back to them through a payment
out of the Treasury. This 14 percent group here that you are speak-
ing of with incomes of less than $3,000 is benefiting not only from
the earned income credit-which I don't see on your chart, by the
way-but they are also benefiting from about every benefit program
other than the one you have mentioned here, such as the food stamps,
the welfare programs, or unemployment insurance. I am not saying
all unemployment benefits are handouts, but to the extent that they
are paid for a full year when a person works for only 3 months,
that is getting very generous. If you look at all the things we are
doing for low-income people, they are not being treated as badly as
you might suggest.

I would like to do more for them, especially if we could relate
the benefits more to their working.

Ms. DOLBEARE. I am looking at this from my 20 years of experi-
ence in housing. It ma-y be a narrow perspective, but it seems to me
the vast majority of people in this income range have critical housing
problems. The vast majority of them either do work or have worked
most of their lives and are now too old to work. I am not in any way
mea:ong to imply that you are any less concerned than I am.

The main thrust of this is, I tlink, that in housing we need to
look at the totality of what the Federal Government is doing or is
trying to do in housing. I think that a total housing program, where
most of the subsidies go to people with incomes above $20,000, when
clearly people with incomes below $20,000 need assistance most, needs
some kind of very critical reexamination.

The CHAIMAN . I appreciate what you have said and I hope that
we can just understand that we both have a concern for these less
fortunate people. I want to help them just as much as you do, but I
don't think it would help them just by making invidious comparisons
as though we did somebody some favor that he would not be able to
demonstrate sufficient gratitude for before the good Lord calls him
home.

I will put a chart in the record that I first used some time ago in
arguing for the earned income credit to help these same low-income
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people you are talking about. The chart shows that for those whose
income is under $1,000, if you look at what they paid to the Federal
and State governments as a group, it totaled 44 percent. But if you
look at the transfer payments that they received from Federal and
State governments, it amounted to 126 percent of that, for a net tax
of minus 83 percent measured against income.

When you separate out the working poor-rather than those who
are living on social security welfare, various disability benefits, or
unemployment insurance-when you look at those who are actually
working, you can say those people were really entitled to a better
break than they were getting, and that is what we voted for, and we
try to take better care of those.I for one want to help all these people for whom you have a laud-
able concern. I don't think we are going to be able to help them very
much through the tax system, because they paid so little taxes-to
the point where we have given them in transfer payments amounts
which exceed to one what they are paying in taxes as a group.

I think that if we are to help those people, it will have to be done
by the appropriations route. I don't think it helps them to suggest
that a person has done something wrong because he has been per-
mitted to deduct the expense of a tax he has paid or interest he has
paid. There is nothing wrong with that fellow. He is doing his part.

Ms. DOLYEATI. I did not mean to suggest that was wrong. I sug-
gested a tax credit rather than a deduction which would benefit
mainly the people in the income range of $10,000 to $20,000.

The CA1RMAN,. I would like to insert the chart I referred to in the
record at this point.

[The chart follows:]

TAXES AND TRANSFERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF INCOME, 1965

(In percent)

Taxes

State Transfer Taxes less
Income class Federal and local Total payments transfers

Under $2000....... ............. 19 25 44 126 1 -83
$2,000 to $4,000 ................. 16 11 27 it 16

4,000 to $6,000 ....................... 17 1o 27 5 21
$6,000 to S8,000 ....................... 17 9 26 3 23

,000 to $10,000 ...................... 18 9 27 2 25
100 to $15,000 ..................... 19 9 27 2 25

$15,000 and over ...................... 32 7 38 1 37

Total ........................... 22 9 31 14 24

I The minus sign indicates that families and individuals in this class received more from Federal, State, and local govern-
ments than they as a group, paid to these governments in taxes.

Source: Joseph A. Pechman, "The Rich, the Poor, and the Taxes They Pay," the Public Interest, November 1969.
The data are from the Economic Report of the President, 1969, p. 161.

Herman Miller, "Rich Man, Poor Man," p. 17.

The CIAWrNTA-r . Even though we have the forbidding name of
Senate Committee on Finance. that does not mean that we are not
interested in the poor. I think our record is pretty good in that
respect. While my concern is not quite perhaps the same as yours,
it dos extend t(o poor people.

Thank you very much. --

Senator HARRY F. BYnD, JR. You mentioned these should be credits
instead of deductions. Would this be the way you would envision it,
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the homeowner with say $6,000 of interest payments, instead of
taking that as a deduction from total income you would use that as
a credit against whatever taxes paid?

Ms. Dor x. Not the total amount, but an amount up to a ceiling.
I have suggested a ceiling of $200. Maybe it should be $300 or $500.
You could deduct that from your tax. It would benefit people in the
lower income range where the amount does not get up as high as
$6,000 just as much as the person in the higher income range can
afford to spend roughly $6,000 for those privileges.

Senator HAmY F. BYRD, JR. If you have a $200 ceiling on interest
payments I don't see how any person could afford to build a house.
If you don't permit any of that interest to be deducted, I don't see
how they could buy a house. .

Ms.. DOLBEARE. 'this is why we have to look at the problem as a
whole. In rural areas, such people who need Farmers Home financing
with interest credits. Many of them are being forced to buy mobile
homes because the FmHIA credit is not available. To make it pos-
sible for them to afford to purchase, it seems to me you need a
direct lending mechanism with some kind of subsidy. I agree with
you that people can't afford to pay interest rates of 6, 9, 10, 12 per-
cent, but I think we need a direct approach rather than an indirect
approach.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLF. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMAIXE. I have no questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dolbeare follows:]

STATEMENT OF CUSHING N. DOLBEARE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,

NATIONAL RURAL HOUSING COALITION

TAX SHELTERS AND TAX SUBSIDIES IN HOUSING

My name is Cushing Niles Dolbeare. I reside at 517 Westview Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. I am a consultant in housing policies and programs. In that
capacity, I was the author of a study of tax shelters for subsidized, limited
divilend housing for the Rural Housing Alliance, "Federal Tax Rip-offs:
Housing Subsidies for the Rich." published In 1972. I also chaired a special
task force on taxation and the distribution of wealth and income In the U.S.
of the American Friends Service Committee and the Friends Committee on
National Igislation. I appear today as Executive Secretary of the National
Rural Housing Coalition. a public interest organization concerned with the
urgent housing needs of people who reside in small towns and rural areas.
Ta.x expenditures for housing dwarf direct federal expenditures

In 1949, Congress adopted the goal of achieving "as soon as feasible . . . a
(lecnt home and a suitable living environment for every American family."
Major emphasis then, and since, has been placed on providing subsidies nnd
incentives for private builders and Investors to achieve this goal. The direct
sulsidles have been provided through programs of (lie Department of Housing
and Trban Develncinent and, in rural areas, through the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration (FMHA) of the Department of Agriculture. The incentives have
largely been provided through the tax system, through four major mechanisms:
accelerated depreciation of rental housing, exclusion from income of interest
on honds used to finnnce public housing and state-finnneed housing: exemption
of martgage interest on owner-occupied housini and exemption of local nrornrtv
taxes on owner-occupied housing. Added to this list of continuing incentives
should be the one-time tax credit of $2000 for purchase of new homes. These,
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and a number of lesser incentives, will total an estimated $13 billion this fiscal
year. Both the magnitude and the rate of increase of tax expenditures for
housing dwarf the direct housing subsidy programs of HUD and FMHA which
total less than $4 billion.

Tax expenditures for housing will total almost $14 billion in Fiscal 1977,
based on OMB and Treasury estimates:

HOUSING-RELATED TAX EXPENDITURES, 1977

(in millions)

Individual Corporate Total

Deductibility of mortgage Intereston owner-occupied homes .............. $4,710 .............. $4,710
Deductibility of property taxes on owner-occupied homes ............... 3,825 .............. 3, 825
Financial Institutions, excess bad debt reserves ..................................... 570 570
Exclusion of Interest on state and local debt (30 percent of total tax

expenditure) .................................................. 417 945 1,362
Tax credit for purchase of new home, as amended by Public Law 94-45 .... 100 .............. 100
Depreciation of rental houslna in excess of straight line ................ 455 125 580
Expensing of construction period interest and taxes .................... 570 1,065 1,635
Deferral of capital gain on home sales ............................... 890 .............. 890
Housing rehabilitation: 5-year amortization ........................... 40 25 65
Exclusion of capital gain on home sales if over 65 ..................... 50 .............. 50

Total ...................................................... 11,057 2,730 13,787

Source: Table F-1, Special Analyses: Budget for Fiscal Year 1977.

The Budget for FY 1977 shows that tax expenditures for mortgage interest
and property tax deductions are an estimated $8.5 billion, and direct housing
subsidies are $4.3 billion.
The total housing subsidy system is perverse and regressive because of the impact

of taM expenditures
Tables 1 and 2, attached to this statement, are an effort, necessarily crude

because adequate data are not available, to analyze the impact and equity of
major housing subsidy programs for this fiscal year. While the data are less
than ideal, the methodology used tends to understate the regressive nature of
our total housing subsidy system.

The results, wholly due to the impact of tax subsidies, are shocking:
The top 1% of the income distribution-people with incomes above $50,000-

gets more than 10% of all housing subsidies. At least 90% of all families and
individuals with incomes at this level receive housing subsidies through the tax
system.

Only 7% of all housing subsidies go the 14% of the population with incomes
below $3,0O--although they have the most desperate housing needs. Less than
one household in ten in this income range receives any housing subsidy, either
directly or through the tax system.

The lower half of the income distribution gets only one quarter of all housing
subsidies.

One basic reason for the inequity and perversity of the total housing subsidy
system is that tax subsidies (credits, income exclusions, or deductions) may be
claimed by all who qualify. In contrast, HUD estimated in 1973 that over 15
million households had incomes low enough to qualify for subsidized housing,
but such housing was not available. Moreover, tax subsidies continue indefi-
nitely, whereas direct subsidies have been curtailed by both Congres and the
Administration.

Last year the Treasury Department, at the request of Senator Mondale, esti-
mated the distribution of tax expenditures by income class. These figures, for
1074, appear in the June 2, 1975 Congressional Record at pages 89173-77. Table
3, showing housing-related tax expenditures in 1974, is drawn from this source.
Briefly, it shows that housing-related tax expenditures totalled $9.7 billion, or
16.6% of all tax expenditures $58.2 billion).

Housing-related tax expenditures benefit low and moderate income people even
less than over-all tax expenditures. The 1974 figures show that 16.6% of all tax
expenditures went to taxpayers with incomes below $10,000, but this income
group received only 6.9% of the housing-related expenditures.

Selected housing-related tax expenditures. are particularly perverse. People
with incomes above $50,000 received more than one-third of the benefits of excess
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depreciation, more than three quarters of the benefits of rapid rehab amortiza-
tion and almost nine-tenths of the benefits of exclusion of Interest on state and
local bonds.

Middle-income taxpayers were major beneficiaries of the deducting for mort-
gage interest and property taxes. People with incomes of $10,000-20,000 received
41.5% of the mortgage Interest expenditures and 38.3 percent of tbe property
tax expenditures. If these deductions are repealed, some substitute subsidy
program will have to be invented, or many middle-income home owners will
either be forced to move or the increase in their total housing costs would force
them to curtail other expenditures.

Substitution of a tax credit of not more than $200 for the current tax deduc-
tion would keep the level of tax subsidy to this income group relatively constant,
but it would lower the total cost of tax subsidies and make their distribution
more equitable.

ESTIMATED IMPACT OF SUBSTITUTING A TAX CREDIT OF NOT MORE THAN $200 FOR TAX DEDUCTION
OF MORTGAGE INTEREST AND PROPERTY TAXES

1973 expenditures Equivalent tax credit of up to $200

Dollars In Percent Dollars In Percent
Income class millions distribution millions distribution

Under $3,000 ............................... 2.6 0.03 $16.1 C. 3$3,000to $5,000- ........................ 31.2 0.4 98.0 1.9, 00to 0 ......................... 130.6 1.6 269.2 5.370000to0$100 ............................ 538.8 6.8 800.0 15.8
1,00, to 1,000 ........................... 1, 307.9 16.5 1, 472.0 29.1

$15,000 to $---------------------------1,675.3 21.1 1,137.6 22.5
$20,000 to $0000 3,274.3 41.2 1,138.0 22.5
$50,000 to 982.8 8.7 95.8 1.9
Over $100,000 ............................... 289.0 3.6 23.6 0. 5

Total ................................ $7,943.6 100.0 $5,050.3 99. 9

Substituting a tax credit for tax deduction of mortgage interest and property
taxes would be a step toward greater equity. But, as this illustration shows,
such a tax credit would lead to expenditures double those for direct subsidies
for low and moderate income housing-for an income group with far less critical
housing needs. Yet efforts to increase housing subsidies for low income people
have found little Congressional support because of their cost. Substitution of
direct subsidies, at the level needed to achieve our national housing goal, for the
indirect subsidies of the tax system would be more straightforward and would
require more careful analysis of the true level of housing needs and the true costs
of meeting them.
The hidden costs of other housing-related taxr expenditures

The cost of excess depreslation, above straight-line, for rental housing is
estimated this year at $550 million.

In contrast, HUD's 1976 budget request estimated outlays for rental housing
subsidies (other than low-rent public housing) at $405 million. To put it another
way, only 460% of federal expenditures for rental housing are accounted for by
HUD payments; the remainder is a tax expenditure. One-third of this tax
expenditure goes to people with incomes above $50,000.

OMB's tax expenditure estimates for 1976 show a total of $4.8 billion as the
cost of excluding interest on state and local debt. In 1973. HUD estimated that
36 percent of the total subsidy cost of low-rent public housing was accounted for
by exclusion of interest on the bonds financing public housing projects. If thi4
relationship still holds, the 1976 figure is approximately $1.4 billion. This com-
pares with $1.7 billion in direct payments b v the federal government to local
housing authorities. In other words. 45% of the direct and indirect federal cost
of public housing is in the form of tax expenditures, and almost 90% of this
subsidy goes to taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes over $50,000. For each
dollar of public housing subsidy to a low income person, a rich taxpayer gets a
deduction of 900.

Thore .is a tax subsidy of $95 million-this year for 5-year amortization of
rehabilitation costs of moderate Income rental housing. In 1974, this ex"Pnditure
amounted to $50 million, and 76% went to Teople with Ineomes above $150.000. In
contrast, Congress annually attaches a rider to the Agriculture Appropriation
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Act effectively prohibiting implementation of a Farmers Home Administration
program to make rehabilitation grants to low income rural-home owners.
Current Tax Law 18 Both Bad Taxa Policy and Bad Hou8ing Policy

There are cheaper and better substitutes available for all of the major housing-
related tax expenditures. Credits or direct subsidies could accomplish the social
purpose of the mortgage interest and property tax deductions.

Direct lending by the federal government would clearly be a surer and less
costly way of providing financing for rental housing than is the tax incentive of
excess depreciation. Legislation ig pending to provide this step and for direct
lending to finance low rent public housing as well. Programs, though
inadequately funded, are already enacted to provide for housing rehabilitation.

We urge that tax legislation and expenditures be given the same careful
scrutiny, on an annual or bienial basis, that is given to substantive housing legis-
lation and appropriations. Specifically, we urge that the Finance Committee
strengthen the legislation dealing with real estate tax shelters and limitations on
artificalal losses adopted by the House, and that youngive serious consideration
to proposals, such as that introduced by Senator Hathaway, to substitute tax
credits for mortgage interest and property tax deductions.

TABLE I.-APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL HOUSING SUBSIDIES BY INCOME CLASS, 1973

Subsidy
recipients

as percent
of total

Families and Tax subsidy LMI I subsidy Total families and
Income class individuals recipients recipients recipients individuals

Under $3,000 ............... $10,297, 000 $112,000 $642,000 $754,000 6.7
$3,0 to $5,000 ............. 8,385,000 490,000 474,000 964,000 11.5
$5,000 to $7,000 ............. 7, 523,000 1,436,000 428, 000 1,864,000 24.8
$7,000 to $0,000 ......... 10, 688,000 4,000,000 227,000 4,227, 000 39.5
$10,000 to 1 ,000 .......... 15, 955,000 7, 360,000 25,000 7,385,000 46.3
15,000 to $20,000 ........... 9,838, 000 5,688,000 ................ 5.6U8. 000 57.8

$20,000 to $50,000 ........... 10,023,000 5,690,000 ............... 5,690,000 56.8
Over $50,000 ............... 606, 0C0 597, 000 ................ 597,000 98. 5

Total ................ 73,313,000 25,326,000 1,796,000 27, 122,000 37.0

Note.-This approximation comes from a variety of sources, not strictly compatible with each other. The number of
families and individuals is the total shown in "Money Income in 1973 of Families and Persons in the U.S.",Current Popula-
tion Reports; Income distribution of tax subsidy recipients from table in appendix to 1974 NWtional HousingGoals Report;
Income of low and moderate income housing subsidy recipients from information in HUD's Housing in the Seventies. The
point Is clear and Incontestable: the majority of housing subsidy recipients have incomes above $10,000 and, roughly
speaking, the higher one's income, the more likely one is to receive a subsidy.

LMI -low and moderate income.

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF FEDERAL HOUSING SUBSIDY, BY INCOME CLASS, FISCAL 1976

Total subsidy ------------------------------- -Income

Tax subsidy LMI I subsidy dollars in distribution
Income class (millions) (millions) millions Percent (percent)

Under $30 .............. $3.7 1928.2 $931.9 6.7 14.0
$3,000 to $5,0 ............. 44.6 686.4 731.0 5.2 11.4

5,000 to $700 ............. . 186.8 618.8 E05.6 5.8 10.3
$7,oo0 to $ 100 . 770.5 327.6 , 1098.1 7.9 14.6$10000 to i1s,000 ......... 1,870. 3 36.4 1, S(;6. 7 13. 7 21.8
$15,000 to $20,000 ......... 2 305.7 ................ 2,3S5.7 17.2 13.4
$20,000 to $50,000 ........... 4,682.2 ................ 4, 2.2 33.5 13.7
Over $50,000 ............... 1,405.4 ................ 1: 45.4 10.1 .8

Total ................ 11, 359.3 2, E(O. 0 13, S57. 3 CO. 1 100.0

I LMI =low and moderate income.
Note.-This table rests cn seme unreliable assL'mptIcrs, ord is illustrative only. The tax subsidy assumes that theidis-

tribution of tax subsidies in 1976, by inccrre cless, is 1te ,irre as in 173, alttrt h te irrrcins are larger by 43 percent
(the increase from 1973-76). The housing sutsiey istm r( tI itle 42.( tillicn in lcw ard rcetrate income tcusirgsubsi-
dies is distributed proportionate to the number of ticelcoles sred ty i.atsicy prrgrrrrs in 157 -e air, unreliable,
but no better data are available. Finally, tie inctn'e ('ls.irilticn is e..,tin c( tc tr tal ci tirrilics trd inolkiduals in 1973,
for lack of betterdata. Nonetheless,tte majerccrclticr-Iattite lo'r I s If c Ite irc(rre cistritOicn els only a quarter
of total housing subsidies-is not far off the nark. Ncr is lte ccrclusicn tat tte Up I ;tirnt Set IC ;erctnt ot stbsidies.



TABLE 3.-1974 HOUSING-RELATED TAX EXPENDITURES, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASS

Total tax Mortgage Excess Interest Rehab Housing as
Adjusted income class Taxable returns expenditures interest Property taxes dcpreciation exclusion amortization Total housing percent of total 2

Dollars in millions

Under $3,000 ------------------------- 4,057 $1,085 ---------------- $1 $2 ---------------- $2 $5 0.5
$3.000 to $5,000 ----------------------- 7,579 1.738 $13 24 6 --------------------------- ---- 43 2.5

$5,000 to $7,000 ----------------------- 8,273 2,357 52 66 10 ------------------------------- 128 5.4

$7,000 to $10,030 ---------------------- 11,428 4,403 265 221 21 $0.3 ----------------- 507 11.5

Subtotal ----------------------- 31,337 9,583 330 312 39 .3 2 683 7.1

$10,000 to $15,000 --------------------- 15,952 8,875 886 583 42 1.2 2 1,514 17.0

$15,00 to $20,000 --------------------- 9,856 8,881 1,133 771 38 6.6 2 1,951 22.0

Subtotal ----------------------- 25,808 17,756 2,019 1,354 80 7.8 4 3,465 19.5

$20,0 to $50,000 --------------------- 9,006 17,414 2,078 1,774 128 29.4 6 4,015 23.0

$50,000 to $100,000 -------------------- 665 6,116 348 407 80 116.7 14 966 15.8

Over $100,000 ------------------------- 160 7,306 95 213 48 163.8 24 544 7.4

Subototal ----------------------- 825 13,422 443 620 128 280.5 38 1.510 11.2

Total -------------------------- 66,966 58,175 4,870 4,060 375 318.0 50 9,673 16.6

In percent

Uhder $3,000 -------------------------- 6.1 1.9 ---------------- 0.02 0.5 ---------------- 4 0.05 ..............
$3,000 to $5,000 ----------------------- 11.3 3.0 0.3 .6 1.6 ------------------------------- .4..............
$5,000 to $7,000 ----------------------- 12.4 4.1 1.1 1.6 2.7 ------------------------------- 1.3 --------------
$7,000 to $10,000 ---------------------- 17.1 7.6 5.4 5.4 5.6 0.09 ---------------- 5.2 --------------

Total --------------------------- 46.9 16.6 6.8 7.7 10.4 .09 4 6.9 --------------

$10,000 to $15,000 ------------- -------- 23.8 15-3 18.2 14.3 11.2 .4 4 15.7 ................
$15,000 to $20,000 --------------------- 14.7 15.3 23.3 19.0 10.1 2.1 4 20.2 ...............

Total -------------------------- 38.5 30.6 41 5 33.3 21.3 2.5 35.9 ----------------

$20,000 to $50,000 --------------------- 13.4 29.9 42.7 43.7 34.1 9.2 12 41.5 ..............

$50,000 to $100,000 -------------------- 1.0 10.5 7.1 10.0 21.3 36.7 28 10.0-----------
Ovcr $100,00 ------------------------- .2 12.6 2.0 5.2 12.8 51.5 48 5.6 ................

Total ........................... 1.2 23.1 9.1 15.2 34.1 88. 2 76 15.6 ..............

'30 percent of total for all tax exempt bonds. s Percent of total tax expenditures.

Source: U.S. Treasury tables prepare.for Senator.Walter Mondale, CR June 2,1975, pp. S9173-77.
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The CHAMAN. Next we will call Mr. Don Lawrence, president,
National Apartment Association accompanied by John C. William-
son, general counsel.

STATEMENT OF DON LAWRENCE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL APART.
MENT ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN C. WILLIAMSON,
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. LAWRENCE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I ap-
preciate this opportunity today to testify on behalf of the National
Apartment Association in regard to certain pending tax reform
provisions which affect the apartment industry.

Before going into the specific changes we are proposing, I would
like to comment on the widespread fiction emanating from some con-
gressional sources and in the Nation's press that the real estate sec-
tion of the tax reform bill had been whittled down to a pile of saw-
dust as one feature writer described the situation recently in a local
newspaper. Actually, there are provisions in the bill which, if
enacted, could have a serious impact on the apartment industry which
is truly a depressed industry. Indeed, there is ample justification for
this committee to reject for the time being any tax reform provision
which constitutes a disincentive to investment in an apartment
project.

Nevertheless, I will address myself to some specific provisions and
convey our thoughts as to whether they should be retained in the
bill.

While we cannot deny that there is some merit in the limitations
on artificial accounting losses (LAL) as approved by the House,
there are more compelling reasons to strike it from the bill. These
reasons are: (1) the present depressed state of the rental housing
industry; and (2) the decision of the Treasury Department, as
expressed in testimony before this committee on March 17, that even
the modest version of LAL in the House bill should not apply to the
oil and gas industries.

We have nothing against the oil and gas industries, but LAL's
principal, if not sole, claim to validity rests on its even application
to all sectors of the economy involving investments that may gen-
erate so-called artificial accounting losses.

I might add we disagree that the deduction of construction in-
terest, for example, is an artificial accounting loss.

If some industries are exempt from LAL and others are partially
exempt, then the remaining victims, such as real estate, suffer an
erosion of their relative position in the. private investment market.
When one realizes that real estate is already a residual receiver of
funds in the capital markets, as evidenced by its current depressed
state, the application of LAL to real estate, under the circumstances
outlined by the Treasury, stands out as a gross act of discrimination.

It certainly cannot be justified as part of a tax bill which is hailed
as an instrument for restoring fairness and integrity to our tax
system.

A further example of the Treasury's discriminatory approach to
rental housing is set forth in its job-creating tax incentive proposal
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for rapid depreciation for business in areas where the unemployment
rate exceeds 7 percent. The Treasury excludes rental housing because
of stimulants administered by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. These stimulants represent subsidies whose
effectiveness in reviving the multifamily industry is questionable
and whose cost to the taxpayers is astronomical. Our industry is not
asking for this tax incentive although the unemployment rate in
the building trades presents a compelling argument for its applica-
tion to the construction of rental housing. Nevertheless, the exclu-
sion of rental housing from the Treasury's plan makes it imperative
that present tax laws are not converted into disincentives for the
construction of needed housing.

I want to emphasize that our position against LAL does not mean
that we believe that everything is perfect in our tax system and its
application to our industry. We must concede that the so-called tax
shelter as it operates in our business does, in fact, result in situations
where taxpayers with substantial economic income pay little and
sometimes no Federal taxes.

The remedy is in a revised and equitable minimum tax, or in a
minimum taxable income (MTI) as proposed by the Treasury in its
March 17 testimony or as advanced by several of our allied groups
before the House Ways and Means Committee. Because we have not
had sufficient opportunity to study the Treasury's MTI, we ask per-
mission to file a supplemental statement in the near future on this
proposal.

THE MINIMUM TAX

While we recommend an abandonment of LAL along with the
harsh minimum tax approved by the House, and the substitution of
a minimum taxable income, we would like to discuss some inequi-
table aspects of the minimum tax as set forth in H.R. 10612.-

The House bill would crank into the minimum tax formula the
elements of LAL which are referred because of the need to construct
more rental housing during the next few years.

If excess depreciation and construction period interest and taxes
are offset against unrelated income because of the deferred effective
dates, they become items of tax preference, and are subject to the
14-percent surcharge.

We believe this double play is inequitable and should be stricken
from the bill. The ingredients which make up LAL should not be
considered as items of preference under the minimum tax formula.
We agree with the Treasury that this action is conceptually unsound,
and we concur in HUD's and the Treasury's belief that this double
play can have an adverse effect on real estate development. We re-
iterate our opposition to LAL and recite this inequity as additional
evidence of a discriminatory approach to real estate in this tax
reform bill.

We also recommend two additional changes in the minimum tax
formula, should this be the method adopted by the committee, to
assure that all high income individuals assume a fair share of the
tax burden. First, we believe that the taxpayer should be able to
subtract Federal income taxes paid from the sum of preferential
items. The minimum tax was designed to make certain that everyone
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paid some taxes. Denying the right to subtract taxes-paid converts
the minimum tax into an added tax or surcharge.

We also recommend that the nonrecognized portion of capital
gains be eliminated as a preferential item subject to the minimum
tax. Capital gains is taxed with rates as high as 35 percent. The mini-
mum tax had its genesis in a desire to make certain that people with
substantial incomes paid some taxes. Therefore, including capital
gains, which is already taxed as a preferential item, makes-it evident
that the purpose is to indirectly increase the capital gains rate. We
respectfully submit that this does violence to the basic purpose of
the minimum tax; and capital gains should therefore be eliminated
as a preferential item.-

We strongly endorse the Treasury's recommendation of a sliding
scale approach for the taxation of capital gains and losses. Under
this proposal capital assets held for more than 1 year and less than
5 would result in half of the gain taxable at the normal rate. For
property held more than 5 years and less than 25. the percentage of
gain taxable at the normal rate would be reduced by 1 percent per
month, so that property helT- 25 years or more would result in 30
percent of the gain taxable at the normal rate.

RECAPTURE OF EXCESS DEPRECIATION"

The House-approved tax reform bill provides for total recapture
as ordinary income of depreciation deductions. in excess of straight
line, taken on property after December 31, 1975, regardless of the
date the property was constructed or acquired. This would introduce
a retroactive feature in the tax code. We strongly recommend that
the total recapture of excess depreciation begin with respect to
property acquired or constructed after December 31, 1975. In the
interest'of fairness, taxpayers should not be subject to a change in the
rules in effect when they acquired the property.

REHIABTLITATION OF RENTAL HOUSING

We support Section 102 of H.R. 10612, which would extend the
special 5-year depreciation rule for expenditures to rehabilitate low-
income rental housing. The bill increases the amount of rehabilitation
expenditures, that can be taken into account per dwelling unit for
"rUrposes f the special 5-year depreciation, from $15.000 to $20,000.

Because of the timelag in planning major rehabilitation, we recom-
mend that this provision be extended for 5 years instead of 2 as
provided in the bill. Also, because the rehabilitation of our existing
rental housing inventory looms as a vital element in the renewal of
our cities and in stopping the ominous trend toward abandonment,
we urge that consideration be given to extending this special
depreciation provision to all rental housing.

In view of the per unit dollar limitation, including the deductions
in LAL, or as preferential income in an MTI in lieu of LAL, and
the recapture provisions of existing law, the benefits from such a
provision far outweigh the temporary advantage that may accrue to
the taxpayer. Certainly, it would provide an incentive for the
preservation of our existing rental housing inventory, a goal of pro-
nounced increasing national significance.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I don't believe we have

ever begun to consider how much revenue we are losing in the Gov-
ernment and even worse, how much income we are losing the Ameri-
can people by tax laws that discourage the kind of men who know
how to make business succeed from fully employing their talents.
When one gets a taxable approach in a 50-percent tax bracket, from
that point on, a man spends more time trying to find some way of
keeping what he made then he does employing his extensive talents

to find out how to put these many people who want to be put to
work and using these people to produce more income for the benefit
of all concerned.

I hope we can depart from the concept that has been all too well
expressed around here from time to time that the taxation system
should work on the theory that you should only permit a man to
keep after taxes that which the tax planners think he would require
for his daily existence for food, clothing, shelter and a minimal
amount of recreation.

Now, at a lower rate on very successful people, we can generate a
great deal more revenue because they do just a great deal more. You
only have to look at the boxing industry to see what happened when
we put a 50-percent limitation on earned income instead of a cham-
pion putting his crown on the line once a year, he put his crown on
the line iw'iwhere from :A to 4 times a year. So, at a 50-percent rate,
you would make 3 to 4 times as much revenue as you would on a 70
percent rate on the same individual. I would like to hope those people
are not in business entirely for the purpose of making revenue for
the Government.

We have hardly scratched our potential to raise revenue from
other sources. We don't have a value added tax here in this country.
We have very few excise taxes other than those on gasoline. There
are many other ways which would not be nearly as counterproductive
as these wartime tax rates on individual incomes.

A proposal had been made-I have been reading some of the state-
ments before they have been made by the witnesses and will be made-
for us by the Association for the Bar of New York City. I would
suggest that your people obtain a copy of it and look at it. It may
be available before they appear here. I think those people have
made one of the most useful suggestions I have seen yet as to ways
we could undertake to see that no one escapes paying a fair share
of taxes and at the same time you would not destroy the incentive
of the business people to devote-their talents fully to the benefit
of society as well as themselves. When you have had a chance to
study that, I would like to know what your reaction is.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I will let you know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. No._ questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. You made a reference to the Treasury discrim-

ination and said you had a housing development stimulant. What was
that? -

Mr. WILLAMSON. The current stimulant that we have now in the
market is the $3 billion made available under the Brooke-Cranston
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bill to buy 7,n percent mortgages. Since 1946, at least for 30 years,
the Congress has tried to develop some mechanism to stimulate the
multifamily housing industry and to help low- and moderate-income
people obtain decent shelter. It has been a very difficult task. The
trail is strewn with the wreckage of these programs. The costs were
astronomical and the progTams abandoned.

Senator PACKWOOD. Treasury said you had trade offs and you do-a't
need LAL and some of the other incentives you need to extend to
the business.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. We are not concerned so much about the tax
laws; but the tax laws which have disincentives such as LAL if it
were applied to some industries and not others.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is nothing much more than a credit
allocation. We would be saying the gas or oil industry is more de-
pressed so therefore we would give it to them.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, it is a form of credit allocation.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does your association represent those who con-

struct apartment houses or just manage them?
Mr. WILrIAbMsoN;. Both.
Senator PACKWOOD. I would have to do it by region. There are

areas in the United States today where there is a dramatic shortage
and there are some areas where there is not a shortage. There are still
very few which are limited everyday but there are still some give-
away programs to rent apartments.

Basically and overall today, there is a shortage of apartments in
the United States. The vacancy rates are dropping rapidly.

Senator PACKWOOD. But you say it varies substantially.
Mir. LAWRENCE. From city to city.
Senator PACKWOOD. Why shouldn't we adopt the approach we

would give LAL where we need to construct apartments but not
other areas?

Mr. TAWRENCE. I feel in time we will not have the problem. The
vacancy rate in all cities will be gone. I think within the next 8 to 9.
months the cities now that have a vacancy rate, these apartments are
going to be rented.

Mr. WILLAMSON. For example, in Dallas-Fort Worth, the FHA
or GNMA is not making available any of this 71/2 percent money
because there is an overbuilt situation in Dallas-Fort Worth but in 1
year that could be converted into a shortage.

Senator PACKWOOD. And the trend is down in the vacancy rate?
Mr. WILLIAMSO?. The vacancy rates-there is a sharp 'drop in

them and I think various shortages will be manifesting themselves in
the next 12 months.

Mr. LAWRENCE. In the Los Angeles rate we have a vacancy of 1 to
2 percent.

Senator PACKWOOD. You are telling me with the trend down and
this pressure coming on that apartments will still not be built with-
out LALI

Mr. WMLTAMSON. I think we are saying that LAL would have a
delayed impact, a various delayed impact because there is a delayed
effective date in the bill. But, yes, LAL would act as a disincentive
to investment in real estate.
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Senator PAcKWOOD. You are saying without the deduction even
though the market is going to be pressuring you and even though
there are shortages, without the artificial losses, these apartments
are not going to-be built? _

Mr. IMLIAMSON . The deduction of construction period in interest
and taxes is not an artificial loss. That is a substantial deduction
that if LAL were approved with the disallowance of the deduction
on construction interest that this would be a disincentive. There

- would be less risk capital going into the apartment industry.
Senator PACKWOOD. If there is such a shortage and it is going to

be so tight, then you have a natural LAL situation?
Mr. WmLL03so. The interest rates are high. Rents have not in-

creased to keep up with increased costs. There is inadequate profit-
ability. It is just a very risky business with a return not enough to
encourage capital from going in.

Senator PACKWOOD. Why not? You are only faced with rent con-
trol in how many cities in this country?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. It is not that. The money is not there. The rents
would have to be increased 20 to 30 to 40 percent to make it profit-
able.

Mr. WLLIAMSON. Yes. The costs of operating apartments are sub-
stantial and every time you increase the rent to increase costs, there
is generally more and more pressure for rent control. You have it
in some State or other in about 8 States and you never know when
it will assert itself. Philadelphia rejected rent control last year but
I think they have a new city council this year and will probably ap-
prove it. So, this is a very serious deterrent to people investing in
apartment projects.

The FNMA has been developing a mortgage purchase program of
conventional multifamily mortgages. I think they have already
decided they would not buy a mortgage in any area that has rent
control. So, it is a self-defeating proposition and a deterrent along
with other factors. This is just one more deterrent.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DoL. I have just two questions.
What extent do apartment builders depend on outside equity

financing?
Mr. LAWRENCE. The estimated $20 billion, it would be probably $2

billion according to the Treasury figures.
Mr. WMLAMSON. Treasury made a study of the impact of LAL

and those are the figures that they gave us based upon 1974 con-
struction of rental housing. It would affect about $2 billion out of
$20 billion because corporations would not be involved, and you are
only talking about the equity that is invested and the fact that a
relatively small percentage would have no real estate related income.
But it is substantial. It is about $2 billion out of $20 billion accord--
ing to the Treasury.

Senator DOLE. What do you see as the impact on LAL because of
the availability of such financing?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. We have done a lot of agonizing with the
Treasury since it first broached the subject in 1973. I think the at-

69-460---76--pt. 2-4
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tempt in the House of Representatives to have project by project
LAI would be disastrous. The House modified it.

When you want to exempt certain industries or partially introduce
other industries, you introduce a new note into LAL which would
make it disastrous for real estate because it would impair real
estate's relative position in the investment market.

Senator DOLr.. You mentioned the sliding scale capital gains rate.
How would that assist your industry?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. It would reduce the capital gains rate for prop-
erty held for a long period of time. I think the Treasury proposal
is a sound one. After the property is held for 5 years, for each year
of the holding period, the amouii of the gain taxable under the tax-
payer's normal rate would be reduced 1 percent per month. I think
it would act to unlock a lot of properties that were held for a long
period because it would reduce the capital gains rates. I think it
would be a meritorious proposal to gear the rates to the holding
period.

Senator DoLE. What do you see as the purpose of the minimum
tax?

Mr. WHAAAMSO.. The minimum tax is to assure that everybody
paid a fair share of the tax burden. I think it is a laudable purpose.

Senator I)or.. As I understand, you will file a statement in re-
sponse to the administration's proposal?

Mr. WILIA MSON. We would like to file one not just on the admin-
istration's MTI but also the proposal mentioned in the testimony of
the National Association of Realtors.

The CHTAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
The next witness, Mr. fIohn ITart, is still testifying before another

committee on the House side. We will give him his chance to testify
later on.

We will move on now to Mr. Wallace R. Woodbury, chairman,
Tax Subcommittee, International Council of Shopping'Centers. We
are pleased to have you, Mr. Woodbury.

STATEMENT OF WALLACE R. WOODBURY, CHAIRMAN, TAX SUB.
COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING
CENTERS

Mr. WVoornntm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have with me Mr.
Edward C. Maeder of the law firm of Winston & Strawn, our legis-
lative counsel. I am a mortgage broker and a savings and loan execu-
tive although my primary activity is shopping center development.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify. Ve have an extensive
written statement that we would like included in the record.

The CHAiR-MAN. We will print your full statement in the record
and then if you can excite us with what you say, we will go home
and read all'of your statement.

Mr. WooDmRY. The shopping center business is a capital intensive,
high-risk business. We have very long lead times in developing shop-
ping centers. A typical lead time is 11/2 to 2 years for.a neighbor-
hood center, and anywhere from 3 to 7' years for a regional center.
It is almost never less than 3 years before a developer gets started
on a center.
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We have many uncontrollable conditions present during the pre-
development stage where great sums of money are spent for pre-
development costs. We have the problem at all stages of develop-
ment of applications for necessary permits being rejected because
of governmental regulations. We are obligated to undertake with our
own money expensive studies in the environmental area and else-
where as a result of the many changes in environmental and land use
laws the past few years. These governmental-changes have greatly
increased the front-end costs of developing shopping centers.

We have attached to our written testimony tables which show
statistics on shopping center development which we believe will be
helpful to the committee. The first table shows the development de-
lays in 1976 caused by additional governmental red tape and other
factors.

Next we show the increase in front-end expenditures, percentage
wise, and in total cost that shopping center development has experi-
enced in the last 5 years.

We include a study showing the reduction in construction 1y our
members that would result from a measure which required them to
capitalize construction interest expenses. The LAI4 provision would
result in the capitalization of these expenses since that is the only
real way out for those who would be affected by LAL. This study
demonistrates that, at least 26 percent of projected shopping center
developments would be aborted because of the LAL provision.

We also have a table showing the slowdown in shopping center
construction during recent years, and one showing the loan versus
cost ratio that demonstrates the increasing amount of equity required
to build shopping centers during the period from 1970 to 1974.

Also included is a table showing the net return per square foot on
equity investment after debt service and before taxes which demon-
strates the decline in internal capital generation in the shopping
center industry.

We think this information will be helpful in explaining our present
problems with a seriously deteriorating market for shopping centers.

To couple the House-passed tax proposals with the existing de-
ressed economic situation in the shopping center industry would

have a cumulative economic effect that would be catastrophic to our
industry. As our survey shows, many shopping center projects would
be aborted as a result of the Hous provisions.

The equity requirements for shopping center development would
be dramatically increased. This would be far more of a problem for
smaller entrepreneurs who currently have a difficult time in com-
peting for capital with other types of investments and with corpora-
tions, institutions, and wealthier individual entrepreneurs. If the tax
laws are changed as the House suggests, the smaller developers will
be at an even greater disadvantage competing- with these groups
which are not affected by the LAL rules and the investment interest
rule that is part of the current law.

We believe that the Treasury revenue estimates are invalid. I
won't spend a lot of time on these estimates because the chairman
has already elaborated on that subject.

However, we have attached to our testimony the analysis by Dr.
Ture, which evaluates the direct effects on employment, "investment,
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and revenues as a result of the application of three major provisions
of the House tax bill-LAL, the changes in the minimum tax, and
the changes in the interest rules. This study shows a net revenue loss
of $2.3 billion a year to the Federal Government instead of the $1.5
billion positive gain indicated by the Treasury figures.

The slowdown in development activity resulting from these three
provisions would have a substantial adverse effect on employment.
Dr. Tire's analysis shows that there would be about 221,000 fewer
jobs in the real estate industry as the result of the application of
these three provisions. The tax on the. traditional deductibility of
interest during the construction period is unwarranted. If interest is
some sort of a tax shelter that should be attacked, it should be
attacked across the board without the singling out of a particular
industry. Construction period interest and taxes are real cash costs.
There is nothing artificial about them.

As a premise, I think it is erroneous to single out construction
preferences. They are a business interest expense of someone trying
to develop shopping centers. They add nothing of intrinsic value to
the property.

It is interesting to note that the LAL rules applied to real estate
affect only individuals and not corporations. In fact, LAL would
only apply to smaller individual entrepreneurs since wealthier in-
dividuals would not be affected because they could borrow money
on other assets and take a deduction for the interest paid for that
money since it would not be construction interest. Also, I cannot
compete with a corporation that builds the same project as I do and
can deduct, its interest. Since as an individual, I cannot deduct the
interest paid. My equity requirements would be increased 50 percent
as a result of LA, and I could not compete with corporations, insti-
tutions, and wealthier individuals.

The investment limitation provision that is in the law and which
is made worse by the addition by the House of a $12,000 limitation
is discriminatory against me as a smaller entrepreneur and as an
individual. As is the case with LAL. this provision does not apply
to cornorations. The institutions and the very wealthy can avoid this
provision in the same way they can avoid the application of LAL.
They have enough other rental income property to shelter their
interest expenses so they have no excess investment interest. This pro-
vis;on hurts the little man.

Both the LAL rule and the investment interest rule affect-the
smaller entrepreneur and not the corporations or the wealthy. This
results in discrimination in the ability to attract capital generally
and within the real estate industry.

With the high risks involved in the shopping center industry, it
would be unconscionable not to permit aggregation. We feel' thr
Treasury's most recent testimony recognized the need for aggrega-
tion and accepted our arguments for aggregation.

We could not be in the shopping center development business and
take the high risks that exist during the early years of a project if
we could not aggregate all owir real estate-relatdc income against our
front-end expenses, that is, if we could iot use the income from one
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project to offset what we lose on a losing project. Many of our
projects don't reach culmination although we have made major
expenditures of money. Many of those which we do finish either
do not result in a net profitable situation because they are never-
leased up enough to make them profitable, or they are not leased up
for many years. .

Our industry is in a depressed condition. We don't think any
legislation should be enacted at this time which would increase the
impact of taxation on this depressed industry and cause less con-
struction and more unemployment.

We believe that if you want to tax more people, and if it is the
individual who should be subjected to this change, the alternative
minimum tax route that the chairman has discussed is by far the
sensible way to go. It would not impact those people already paying
a substantial tax, and it would make everybody pay a fair share of
taxes We have included in our testimony the discussion of a measure
that takes this route.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to see that the best talent we have
available to us will study these cost analysis prepared by Dr. Ture
whom you employed because in your judgment he has fine credentials
as an economist and has a profound understanding of our tax sys-
tem and in my judgment has those credentials. This should be
studied. We-ought to check it and cross-check it and we should also
look at the secondary and tertiary effects. If these figures you have
can be supported, then I find that this House measure insofar as
the real estate industry is concerned to be an absolutely incredible
proposal. Here is an industry where everybody in it has been going
broke. We hope things will turn around and they will start making
money for a change but here is a proposal just in case someone does
make a little money somewhere along the line they want to be sure
they take. them anywhere from 50 to 75 percent and to be sure he
does not have any incentive to go into-this industry.

You are saying without looking at the secondary and tertiary
effect on your revenue alone the cost would be 280,000 and that is
not looking at the fact that the carpenter loses a job and he has
less money to spend down at the grocery store. He does not have the
funds to go buy himself a boat to go fishing or enjoy it for recrea-
tional purposes or to go down to the bowling alley so those people
have to cut back on their unemployment. That is just looking at
what you can see for starters, a loss of $2.8 billion.

I jtst hope that we do. not get ourselves into this counterproduc-
tive' type thing where nothing more than intellectual arrogance that
we think we know better what somebody should pay than somebody
else would know, that we are going to tax this country into a first-
class depression, bankrupt our Nation in the quest for'tax uniform-
ity.

It seems to me some things might be more important. I don't know
of anything more important than putting 100 million Americans
to work honestly and productively for the benefit of society and for
the benefit of themselves' and hoping that in doing so they will all
pay a fair amount of taxes to the Government. If in the quest of
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seeing it on a given dollar of income where it is real income or merely
illusory income, we are going to try to build a monument to some-
one stealing which would put this country in a deep depression, and
have literally millions of able-bodied American men who want noth-
ing more than a chance to make an honest living among the ranges
of the unemployed tax eater rather than taxpayers. I hope we are
just not that foolish.

You can be sure we will study this very carefully. I hope that
you will heed my advice and just because you happen to testify
before four Senators who can understand what you are saying,
don't assume by that that 100 Senators get the message. You may
have to repeat this and people in your line of endeavor may have
to take this statement and the evidece that can be used in support
of it and see that those who did not attend the hearing, as well as
those who are not on the committee, those who have benefitted from
some of these novel tax expenditures that are being developed on
some of these other committees are aware of these other problems
as well.

Mr. WOODBURY. I have noticed statements by Senators in opposi-
tion to our position, and we. include in our written testimony the
statement of President Kennedy in one of his tax messages, when
le was faced with a similar economic condition: "The chief problem
confronting our economy in 1963 is its unrealized potential-slow
growth, underinvestment, unused capacity and persistent unemploy-
ment." Although he proposed reform in some important areas of
tax law, the Congress, at his urging, enacted a tax incentive-the
investment credit-to stimulate the economy. And it worked.

Also, Senator Robert Kennedy, on the introduction of his housing
bill (The Urban Housing Deveiopment Act of 1967, Cong. Record
18822-40 July 13, 1967), devoted most of his statement discussing
the need for tax subsidies to get private capital to do the job of build-
ing low-income housing, because it was impossible to do it on a
direct subsidy basis.

The CITAIRMAN. Thank you very much. These matters should be
studied.

I was the manager of the. bill that emerged from the speech that
President John Kennedy made, when he contended that by reducing
the wartime tax rates and by providing an investment tax credit,
we could get the economy going again, lie concluded it would cause
the Government to have more revenues, not less revenues, if you
did those things.

I think that when we repealed the investment tax credit, the dis-
aster that it caused to the economy and Government revenues indi-
cated the impact of that type of stimulus, which one might call a
tax expenditure. Permitting a businessman to keep a fair amount of
thz earnings he makes brings in more revenue to the Government-
certainly in the long run, and often in the short, run. We have to
give adequate incentive for businessmen to make an investment
and take a chance. Senator Byrd.

S nator HARRY F. BYRD. JR. No questions.
The CHArIMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
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Senator DoLz. You are talking to four of the members of this
committee. We understand the problems in the House. We hope we
can change those in November.

The CHARMAN. I hope that you can change a few people before
November.

Senator Doi. Do you mean a special election?
The CHAIMAN. No, I honestly believe that when people are con-

fronted with facts, especially when they hear them more times than
one, it begins to get to them. I think everybody wants to do the
right thing that is good for the country. If they have failed to do
so, it was because they were poorly advised or they did not get
proper encouragement.

Senator DoLx. I want to say very seriously there is that school of
thought in the Congress-and I don't suggest it is bipartisan in any
sense, and they may be perfectly and properly motivated but, at the
same time, I think the Chairman spelled out some very difficult
problems-if we are going to tax everyone who makes a profit, and
that is what that seems to mean to some members, and there should
be no profit making in this country, they are going to see to it, if
they can, that it not be done-I have not read your entire statement
-I can hardly lift it-that we have some minimum tax.

Mr. WOODBURY. We think now is not the time to hit the real estate
industry at all, but if you feel there are some unfair situations with
people escaping taxes, an alternative minimum taxable income pro-
vision would be the right approach. The House bill's revision of
the minimum tax with the addition to the base of construction period
expenses not disallowed under LAL, the increase in the rate to 14
percent, and the elimination of all exemptions, including the tax you
are already paying, is ludicrous. I will buy municipal bonds myself
and spend more time with my wife.

Senator DOLE. 'Wouldn't it be more serious at one stage on the
House side I Weren't there some last-minute changes that gave you 2
years to go broke?

Mr. WOODBuRY. They made it a little worse on the floor by elim-
inating the exemption for half of your taxes. In addition, they have
a $20,000 exemption which disappears when you have $40.000 in
tax preference items. This provision requires the payment of addi-
tional taxes with no basis for adjustment. Accelerated depreciation
is one of the preference items, and it is seldom recapturable under
the recapture rules. However, this provision allows for the payment
of taxes through recapture. If they don't catch you under 'LAL,
they catch you under the minimum tax.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't believe you could find as many as 70
Senators who would vote to do the type of thing you are testifying
to that we find in the House bill if they heard tle testimony I am
hearing before this committee.

We are all very b-tisy and verv few Senators are. going to find
time to read all that is in these hearings. People like yourself are
going to have to do something to get Senators to fully inform them-
selves of what is ~oing on. I know how it was when I was a junior
member of the Finance Committee, I was busy somewhere else. The
Senate is in session right now. Theoretically, Senators should all be
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over on the Senate floor. Then you go to the Senate floor-if you are
a businessman and you are hoping at that time the chairman or
some member of the committee will explain the problem you have,
only 5 Senators are there. The only chance a businessman has is to
get a list of all the Senators who did not hear his statement and
did not hear the debate on the floor and head down the hall tapping
on doors to see if he can get somebody to at least hear about the
mistake they are getting ready to make.

In view of the act that he is not a constituent from their State,
they don't have time to bother with him. The only answer to that
is to get a delegation from that Senator's State to tap on his door.
Most Senators have enough political wisdom to listen to their own
constituents.

Senator DOLE. He may be out in his own State.
The CHAMMAN. Then catch him there.
The point is that assuming what you say here is basically correct,

and I believe it is, people like you can't depend on just a few of
us who hear your testimony before the committee getting through to
all of our colleagues. There used to be a time when you could, but I
regret to say you are going to have to do more to save your. elf than
was the case in earlier years. In earlier years, there was a time
when a committee like this one would hear a presentation and if you
could prove that what someone was trying to do to you was very
bad and counterproductive, you could pretty well count on the Senate
going along with the committee. But that is not the case any more.
We find people who feel their judgment is so far superior to
everyone else's that their judgment should be followed, people who
shout "tax reform" and "tax expenditures" and that type of thing.
Sometimes it is very hard to overcome that in the Senate, just as it is
the House.

Thank you very much for your presentation.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Woodbury follows. Oral testi-

mony continues on p. 54-1.3
STATEMENT OF WALLACE R. WOODBURY, FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF

SHOPPING CENTERS

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
The adoption of the LAL, minimum tax and interest deduction limitation

provisions of the House Bill would clearly result in a substantial reduction in
real estate development including new shopping centers. This would have a
ripple effect across the economy that would produce substantial unemployment
In the construction Industry and other related professions and businesses.

The consequences of this slowdown would be higher rents and consumer
prices, a substantial outflow of investment capital from the real estate market,and a reduction in the availability of consumer marketplaces. Thus, the reduc-
tion in real estate development would reduce the demand for manufactured
goods and severely diminish the effectiveness of the current and proposed In.
vestment credit incentives.

Norman B. Ture, Inc., economic consultants, studied the economic and tax
revenue effects of the adoption of the House Bill's LAL, minimum tax and
interest deduction limitation provisions and determined that their adoption
would result In a loss in the real estate industry of $5 billion in investment,
8.8 billion in GNP. and 221,000 Jobs. The net effect on federal revenues would
be a loss of $2.2 billion.

In addition, the adoption of these House passed provisions would discriminate
against, and effectively eliminate, investment in shopping centers by smaller,
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noncorporate entrepreneurs. This would force the shopping center industry and
other income property development into the hands of large corporations to
which LAL does not apply and institutional and extremely wealthy investors
who build for cash without borrowed money.

The chairman and others have suggested an alternative minimum taxable
income approach in lieu of the House adopted provisions. ICSC finds this
approach ar more reasonable than that taken by the House. We suggest that
such a proposal should include the following:

Under the minimum taxable income proposal, the taxable income of an indi-
vidual having tax preferences would be determined as the greater of:

(1) The taxable income determined in accordance with existing tax law, or
(2) Fifty percent (500) of the sum of taxable income (or net loss) deter-.

mined in accordance with (1) plus all tax preferences (those of the current
year plus carryovers less a deduction for tax preferences disallowed in prior
years).

(3) The excess, if any, of the individual's income determined in accordance
with (2) over the income determined in accordance with (1) (representing
currently disallowed tax preferences) would be carried over as a deduction in
subsequent years.

All tax preference items should be grouped for this purpose. Thus, all present
law tax preference items plus other tax preferences currently escaping taxation
would be added to the taxpayer's taxable income.

This proposal is an alternative to the minimum tax and the investment in-
terest limitation provisions of present law and the several LAL approaches
being considered. The approach will substitute for existing tax provisions a
more intensive approach, much simpler to administer than the existing provi-
sions and the LkL approaches agreed to by the House.

The President, in his State of the Union Message proposed a short-term pro-
gram to encourage new development by permitting certain properties to accele-
rate depreciation by adopting a shorter useful life (H.R. 11854).

We applaud the recognition that incentives are needed to encourage devel-
opment in the current difficult ecoonmic climate, and such recognition under-
scores the inadvisability of new tax provisions that would discourage develop-
ment and would discriminate heavily against smaller entrepreneurs.

However, it is difficult to evaluate whether the Administration proposal would
be useful because of the uncertainty as to the additional tax impact of new
tax provisions which might more than offset any advantages, and the very short
qualifying term which is substantially less than the front-end time necessary
to place and program major projects such as shopping centers.

Until these questions are answered it is difficult to take a definitive position
in regard to the President's proposal.

STATEMENT

I. Introduction
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Wallace R. Woodbury. I am a Salt Lake City, Utah, based real

estate broker, mortgage broker, attorney, and a non-corporate developer and
operator of shopping centers.

I am a Trustee of the International Council of Shopping Centers and I appear
today on behalf of its members. The ICSC is a busines.: association of. more
than 5,000 members. About 60-percent of its members develop and/or own
shopping centers. About 15 percent are retailers, who operate stores within
shopping centers. Most of the developer-owner members own from two to four
shopping centers each, and collectively have been responsible for most of the
estimated 16,000 shopping centers in the United States. In addition, members
include professionals who service shopping centers, and other individuals and
business firms involved directly or Indirectly in the financing, development,
ownership, or operation of shopping centers.

New shopping center construction has traditionally involved investment of
over $6.6 billion per year for building, stores, fixtures, and equipment. It is
estimated that shopping centers provide regular employment for more than
5,000,000 sales and store personnel and that hundreds of thousands more are
engaged in the construction end of the business. The rippling effect on employ-
ment in related professions and businesses, among them law, architecture, engi-
neering, display, advertising, maintenance and cleaning, and the manufncture of
goods used in construction otland goods sold in the centers, is considerable.
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Shopping centers have a significant Influence on the total economy. It Is esti-
mated that, after adjusting for such non-shopping-center-type retail activities
as sales of automobiles, gasoline. lumber and building materials, and fuels,
shopping centers account for 44 to 48 percent of the remaining retail sales In
the United States.

During the 1976-1980 time period, assuming a 1980 U.S. population equal to
222.N million people and a real per capita disposable personal Income equal to
$5.298 (in 1974 dollars), there will be a need for an Increase in the gross
amount of shopping center retail space equal to 369.6 million square feet to
satisfy consumer needs for retail goods and services.

It is my intention to talk about what some of the proposals before you would
do, If enacted, to the economy as a whole and to the shopping center industry.
II. Construction Period Expcn e8

The impact of the proposed changes in the tax laws on the shopping center
Industry can best be understood if it is understood that new shopping center
development is a high risk, capital intensive, and very complex business.

The development of a shopping center, from the time of Its conception to
final completion and opening, is a very lengthy process. The gestation period
may run from one and one-half years to two years in the case of a neighbor-
hood center, and from three years to seven years and sometimes longer, in the
case of a larger center.

The development of a shopping center is also a highly complex task, requiring
the expertise of people In such disciplines as law, engineering, city planning,
economics, finance, retailing, leasing, environmental protection, and architecture.

,-Finally, the development of a shopping center, even before the construction
phase, entails the expenditure of large sums of money for "front-end" costs
with negligible chance of recovery If the project is not ultimately completed and
vu(cesSful. This front-end money is spent for many purposes, including the
following :

(1) Govern ctal approval.-ln today's economy and social setting, the
Increasingly burdensome requirements for zoning, land use, and environmental
regulatory agency approval from local, regional, state and federal authorities
depends on the outcome of a series of studies the developer undertakes at his
own expense and risk. Often governmental approvals are conditioned on exten-
sive expenditures for environmental and land use Iurposes. A representative
list of such studies has been developed by ICSC and it represents a massive
comnmitment of time and resources by a developer.'

(2) Financing rcquircments.-A developer must show through extensive
studies that there is a strong market need for the shopping center, that there
exists, from high credit major tenants, a legally binding commitment to operate
on the site, and that the project's proforma statement indicates economic feasi-
bility. Having achieved these assurances, a developer's access to mortgage
funds is further contingent upon achievement of viable leases with adequate
credit at pre-projected rental rates.

(3) Leaging.-To generate major tenant (s) interest in the site, the developer
must have extensive research studies and physical layout studies prepared. He
must also forecast the center's fixed and operating expenses in order to deter-
mine the required minimum rent prices for the rentable space, and he must
then lease enough of the retail space for sufficient terms of years at sufficiently
high rental rates to secure a long-term mortgage loan.

(4) Securing the 8ite.-Trhe developer must tie up the land on an option or
by some other means in order to provide time to gain necessary governmental
npprovalq and to generate tenant interest in the site and insure that he can
"deliver" the site on the closing of the deal.

I Pte evaluation in ternic of soil erosion and mubsoil conditons annd tha availabilitv
of mlintclprl service and pWbli utilities. to Insure that the project Is buildable and will
not reii-csent nn uvdile burden to the Iocal community.

Ringhtoicring strdirit *o determine the need for on-site water runoff rentention and sani-
tarrvewer and storm drainage systems.

Fntirr'"mental? tudie" to dptprmine bow the shopping center should be designed so as
not to vyolate local, state nnd/or federal ambient sir, noise, an water quality standards
and to insure the protection of the area's other natural resources, including the public's
nee', for open-space.

.,-nnomf and market studies to dfetermnne the shonping center's impact on the flisal
structure of the locl municipality, the area's employment base, and the region's existing
centers of retPll activity.

A rchitectural and landscapino attifdle to provide for general aesthetic appeal, pedes-
trlnn .nftv, sndl the prevention of blighting influences.

Planning studies to insure that the shopping center conforms to applicable subdivision,
,oning, and building ordinances, as well as the region's comprehensive land use plan.
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A shopping center project faces a myriad of risks during the predevelopment
and construction periods. These include, weather, labor availability and strikes,
unexpected site conditions, zoning and title problems, uncontrollable cost in-
creases, breakdowns in the delivery of supplies, and delays or failure to get
governmental approval. In addition, the developer may face new competitive
retail facilities In the market, and financial failures or delays in the opening of
committed tenants.

ICSC has gathered information which shows that the degree and extent of
unexpected delays among ICSC developer members whose shopping centers are
scheduled for opening in 1976 is substantial.'

The financial risks in the life of a shopping center are greatest during the
lire-development and construction stages. Income from the project is zero during
this period and substantial cash expenditures for property taxes, interest and
other carrying charges continue without let-up. Failure to achieve full occu-
pancy at projected rental rates may cause years of operating losses. The ex-
posure and individual liabilities involved run into millions of dollars. At the
extreme, these risks and cost-, can send a developer into bankruptcy.

"Front-end" cash expenditures are absorbing an increasing share of the total
cost of shopping center projects.' For instance, construction period interest and
financing costs were seven percent of the total cost (including land acquisition)
for regional centers opened In 1974, and only 3.2 percent for regional centers
opened during the 1968-1970 time period.'

The cash outlays for capital items such as environmental and other govern-
mental permits, market and traffic surveys, and other overhead and development
costs went from an estimated 2.1 percent of total capital cost to an estimated 6.7
_percent, during the same time period.'

2 See the following table:
FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF DELAY IN CENTERS SCHEDULED FOR 1976 OPENING

Percent of centers delayed

Less than
Size of center (GLA range) 6 mos 6 mos to 1 yr 1 to 2 yrs Over 2 yrs

Under 100,00) ft- ....................... 4.2 14.3 4. 2 1.2
10),0 I. 3")0 003 ft2. .................... 4.3 14.0 4.3 1.1
Over 3)3,0)0 fIt ------------------------ 9.5 2.4 4.8 ...........

Source: ICSC Research Department, based on a sample of 394 shopping centers.

' See the following table:
SELECTED "FRONT-END" EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT OF TOTAL CAPITAL COST FOR CENTERS OPENED IN

1974 AND DURING THE 1968-1970 TIME PERIOD (FOR CENTERS THAT CAPITALIZE THESE COSTS)

[Median percent]

Other overhead
Interest and and development

Type of center (opening time period) financing I charges'

Regional:
L 1974 ......................................................... 7.0 6.7

1968-70 ...................................................... 3.2 2.1
Community:

1974 ......................................................... 4.5 4.0
1968-70 ...................................................... 2.3 1.1

Neighborhood:
1974 ......................................................... 5.3 2.4
1968-70 ...................................................... 5.0 (')

I Includes interest during construction, loan fees, loan settlement costs, appraisal costs, and legal fees.
Includes market and traffic surveys, zoning fees, outside accounting and auditing fees, real estate taxes, other

taxes, insurance, advertising, other administrative costs. Deductible items under present law represent only a
small portion of this category.

3 Not available.
4Id.
3Id.

Source: Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, 1972, 1975, The Urban Land Institute (Washington, D.C.) pp.
282-283 (1975), and p. 190/6 (1972).
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Burdensome environmental, land use, and OHSA regulations and other gov-
-eramental requirements have substantially increased preconstruction period
failures (there is no recovery of expended front-end funds) and the precon-
stiuction period costs of completed centers. These increases thereby have sub-
stantially Increased equity requirements for new shopping centers.
III. Deduction of Construction Period Expcnses

A. Present Law

The present law permits the full deduction against current income of interest
and property taxes incurred in connection with carrying real estate and con-
structing improvements thereon.

The present law also permits a taxpayer the election of capitalized interest
and taxes paid during construction of a project, and the annual election to
capitalize interest and taxes in regard to non-productive "investment" property.
If such expenses are capitalized they become part of the cost of the property
in determining depreciation deductions.

The present alternatives therefore permit either "up-front" deductions or
deferred deductions; but either way in regard to construction period interest
and taxes the taxpayer is entitled to the deduction and the only difference is
timing. --

One of the most important consequences of such deductions is to reduce
equity capital requirements and to ease the financing of real estate develop-
ment; that is, the actual equity investment required to develop real estate is
lessened to the extent of the income taxes recouped by being able to deduct
construction period interest and taxes. This, of course, encourages investment
ini real estate development and is a method for generating capital for the
financing of such development.

B. Proposed Changes

There are various proposals for changing the current treatment of interest
-and taxes for development real estate and they all, in one way or another,
and in varying degrees, either eliminate or penalize "up-front" deductions.

For example, the House Bill includes a limitation on the deductibility of so
called "artificial accounting losses" (LAL) and would provide that for non-
corporate taxpayers the interest and taxes attributable to the construction
period, *along with certain other deductions, cannot be taken as a current tax
deduction except against current real estate related income. This effectively
disallows the deduction unless there is otherwise taxable real estate income.

The adoption of LAL without "aggregation" (the aggregating of all real estate
related income and expenses), as suggested by some, would result in the
elimination of individual taxpayers from the development business.

C. Discriminatory Nature of LAL

The adoption of LAL would be discriminatory.
Construction period costs are real costs of investment and should be de-

ductible Just as similar expenses are deductible in other businesses. All interest
payments, except on tax free bonds, have traditionally been deductible by all
taxpmars. -

Under the proposed law, interest during the construction period is treated
as an artificial loss. Unlike accelerated depreciation beyond straight line, how-
ever, interest costs are a real loss-an actual cash loss.

The adoption of LAL without aggregation of income and expenses would be
unconscionable and amount to confiscatory taxation. In no other area of business
is investment treated in this fashion. 11ow can a taxpayer be expected to
share with the government his gains and not his losses? General Motors
doesn't; a dealer in commodities doesn't. All corporations do, in fact, aggregate.

Without aggregation, a shopping center developer could actually find himself
In the position of having two shopping centers: one very successful on which he
pays heavy taxes, another on which he is actually losing cash (not- "artificial
deductions") but for which he can take no deductions. A noncorporate tax-
payer could not afford to take this risk.

The adoption of LAL without aggregation would force the shopping center
industry into the hands of large corporations to-which LAL does not apply
and institutional and extremely wealthy investors who build for cash without
borrowed money. The small individual entrepreneur would be forced out of
business and concentration inAhe indutry would be substantially Increased.
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D. Eoonomic Impact of LAL oo ths Shopping Center Industry

The adoption of LAL will result In a slowdown in the development of shopping
centers, and a significant increase in unemployment.

Limitations on the deductibility of construction period expenses would affect
a large majority of the new shopping center projects being undertaken by ICS0
members as indicated by a recent survey' (even though such tax provisions
will apply only to dloncorporate taxpayers), and the impact of such limitation
on the development and operation of shopping centers would be serious.

The severity of this Impact is indicated by a survey of 1080 members by
Touche-Ross and Company I In which the reponse to the question, "what would
be the effect on your company If federal tax legislation required all costs
during the construction period to be capitalized?" was as follows:

Perceem
diaribw

Uiem
I. Require higher rents ---------------------------------------- 33. 1
2. Continue to require the same return on equity -------------------- 15. 3
3. Accept slightly lower rate of return ------------------------------ 4. 8
4. Experience reduction in outside investiment funds ------------------ 12. 1
5. Experience reduction in development ---------------------------- 26. 6
6. Experience no effect at all ------------------------------------- 5. 6
7. Other-unspecified -------------------------------------------- 2. 4

Total ----------------------------------------------- 99. 9

The indicated results of such changes I nthe tax law-the higher rents, lower
rates of return, reductions in investment funds and the reductions in the number
of shopping centers developed-would serve to further depress an industry that
is already suffering a downturn with resultant adverse effects on employment.

The ultimate consequence would be to deny to a significant portion of our
population much needed outlets for retail goods and services In the future.

Limitation on the deductibility of construction period expenses would increase
significantly the equity required during the construction period. This is because
the main source of equity capital in the shopping center industr yis cash flow
generated by successful centers. In the shopping center industry, construction
period deductions shelter the cash flow from successful centers and produce
equity capital for development.

Without these deductions I estimate a 150 percent Increase In the typical
equity required for a noncorporate taxpayer to develop a center. A corporate
competitor could justify identical rental rates without the increased equity
investment.

Clearly without existing tax incentives, It would be difficult for a noncorporate
equity Investor in a shopping center project to earn a competitive rate of
return, especially after taking all alternative risks Into consideration.

Without expectancy of a minimum return commensurate to risk, nobody in-
vests capital. We would be better served to liquidate our taxable assets and
convert them into tax-free bonds-the ultimate loophole-rather than take the
chance of having to absorb cash losses.

Reduced investment will cause a considerable slowdown in shopping center
unemployment. The consequence of this will be a lower degree of market com-
petition, higher tenant rents, and, in the short run, lower retail store profit
margins (increasing the probability of tenant bankruptcies). In the longer run,
higher tenant rents are likely to be passed on to the consumer in the firm of
higher prices for retail goods and services.

4 A survey of 214 ICSC developer members having 793 shopping centers in operation
and 339 shopping centers under development aR of June 3, 1974. Prepared by Howard
Kalkatein. ICBC Research Department, March, 1974.

?The Touche-Ross and Company's Deprecfable LIe Study, prepared for the ICSC,
April 6, 1973.$An F. W. Dodge Survey presenting annual data on shopping center construction
(GLA) for the period 1970 to 1974 Indicates the following:

Shopping center GLA construction: CPanek

1971 compared to 1970 ---------------------- ------------. 15.9
1972 compared to 1971 ------------- 82.3
1973 compared to 1972 -------------------------------------- +8. 4
1974 compared to 1973 -------------------------------------- 21. 6
1975 relative to 1974a --------------------------------------- 41.0

IF. W. Dodge.
'ICSC Research Department.
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E. Capital Shortage

The reduction in the source of equity capital generated within the shopping
center industry caused by LA, will occur at a time when the future develop-
ment capital needs of the shopping center industry, and those of the non-
residential development sector in general, cannot be fully met by today's primary
market financial institutions (the commercial banks, life insurance companies.
mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, mortgage companies and
mortgage investment trusts). An analysis conducted by the ICSC Research
Department on the relationship between the 1970-1974 quarterly flow of con-
struction loans (current dollar value of originations) for nonresidential proper-
ties" and the current dollar value of non-residential construction put-In-place "
demonstrates that the dollar value oY construction loans from these institutional
sources of capital have been substantially less than the capital requirements
of the private non-residential development community." These statistics also
demonstrate the continuing need for substantial equity capital In order to
undertake new non-residential construction.

In addition, recent evidence suggests that the internal liquidity of many new
U.S. shopping center projects has deteriorated substantially when compared to

' The Supply of Mortgage Credit 1970-1974, U.S. Department of HUD (Washington,
D. C.) October 1975: p. 11fl.-Tabl 5-9.

to Constructlon Reports C30-745, U.S. Department of Commerce (Washington, D. C.)
pp. 20-24. Table 3.

u See the following table:

DOLL-R VALUE (CURRENT) OF CONSTRUCTION LOAN ORIGINATIONS FOR NONRESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
AS A PERCENT OF THE DOLLAR VALUE (CURRENT) OF NONRESIDENTIAL PRIVATE NEW CONSTRUCTION
PUT IN PLACE: 1970-74.

Column 1 less
Column I less industrial and

Column 1, all industrial mIscellaneous
Year buildings buildings buildings I

1970 ........................................... 34.6 49.8 64. 2
1971 ........................................... 42.9 56.6 72.1
1972 ........................................... 44.1 54.7 69.4
1973 ........................................... 50.6 65.4 81.6
1974 ........................................... 46.7 63.7 79. Or

I Includes hospitals and Institutions.
Note: The data in this table Is for illustrative purposes only, to show that the developer cannot be expected to

rely completely on primary institutional sources of capital during the development and construction stages for non-
residential properties. Arnold H. Diamohd of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development has raised
similar Issues with respect to residential properties. The Supply of Mortgage Credit 1970-1974, U.S. Department of
I!UD, pp. 123-132. Source: Ibid., ICSC Research Department.

u See the following table:

FUNDS AFTER DEBT SERVICE AND BEFORE INCOME TAXES (NEW CASH FLOW) FOR U.S. SHOPPING CENTERS,
CLASSIFIED BY AGE AND TYPE: 1974 (DATA REPRESENT MEDIAN VALUES AND ARE IN TERMS OF CURRENT
DOLLARS PER SQUARE FOOT OF GLA)

Current period as
Period center Funds after debt percent of prior

Type of center opened service period

Regional I ...................................... 1971-73(15) $1.36 -15.0
1968-70(25) 1.60 -10.1
1965-67(16) 1.78 ..................

Community I ................................... 1971-73(22) .36 -16.3
1968-70(13) .43 -27.1
1965-67(20) .59 ..................

Neighborhood ................................. 1971-73(20) .47 -32.9
1968-70(21) .70 -29.3'
1965-67(24) .99 ..................

Note: Data in parenthesis equal number In sample.
I Median total retail space equal to 546,500 square feet, with the lower and upper deciles equal to 308,935 and
840,654 square feet respectively
I Median total retail space equal to 153,500 square feet, with the lower and upper deciles equal to 79,500 and

271,000 square feet, respectively.
3 Median total retail space equal to 52,000 square feet, with the lower and upper deciles equal to 24,300 and

101,000 square feet respectively.
Source: The Urban Land Institute, 1975 edition of Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, Section D, Fund After

Debt Service; ICSC Research Department.
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the older projects whih have lower building costs, better financing arrangements,,
lower interest rates, lower land prices, and Increasing overage rental income.

If the trend implicit in this evidence continues (and we strongly believe that
it will), the shopping center developer could not rely on the internal cash flow
from the more recent projects to provide for an increasing need of equity
capital for future projects even if the current tax Incentives are retained.
Without them, of course, his capital problems will be even worse.

Thus, the capital shortage discussed before this Committee and elsewhere has
begun to arrive for shopping centers.

F. The Impact of LAL on the Real Estate Industry in General
LAL would discourage investment in real estate, reducing the level in the

number of people employed in real estate and the GNP originating In the real
estate sector. Contrary to Treasury estimate, LAL (once implemented) would
produce a negative change in federal tax revenues.

This conclusion has been reached after careful study by the economic staff
of Norman B. Ture, Inc., Economic Consultants-' Specifically, Dr. Ture has
concluded that real estate investment would fall by an estimated $1.7 billion
and employment by an estimated 74,000 people. Associated changes In federal
tax revenues are estimated at minus 0.9 billion.
IV. Minimum Tax

A. Present law
The current tax on preference items is now 10% of aggregate preferences to

the extent they exceed income tax actually paid for the year in question (in-
eluding a carryover adjustment from previous years) plus a $30,000 exemption.

B. Proposed Change
The House Bill would increase the rate to 14%, eliminate the offset for

normal tax liability to be paid, and reduce the exemption to $20,000 subject
to a further reduction on a dollar-for-dollar basis to the extent preferences
exceed $20,000. This substantially eliminates all exemptions.

The House Bill would add to the "preference items" construction period
expenses not disallowed under LAL. More than 92% of the revenues from the
present "tax preference" provision have related to capital gains and accelerated
depreciation beyond straight line.

'C. Comment
The present minimum tax is defective in several respects:
First, as Secretary Simon said in testimony before this Committee: "Since

it is an additional tax, it penalizes the use of preferences, or incentives, even
where an individual has paid significant amounts of regular tax."

Second, It Involves only a few of the tax' preferences available under the
present law thus discriminating against real estate and stock transactions and
ownership. By broadening the base through adding allowable construction period
expenses as a preference the law becomes even more discriminatory against
real estate.

Third, it results In double and triple taxation because of no basis adjustment
and therefore becomes a penalty tax.

D. Impact of the JProposed Changes of the Real Estate Industry

The tax impact model developed by Norman D. Ture, Inc., shows that the
minimum tax provisions of H.R. 10612 alone would, if implemented, have a
drastic effect on the Nation's real estate industry. It is estimated that invest-
inent would drop precipitously by $2.8 billion and real estate employment would
decrease by about 125,000 people. Associated changes in federal tax revenues
would be minus $1.2 billion.
V. Limitation on Investment Interest Deductions on Non-Corporate Tarpayers

A. Present law

The present law provides that a taxpayer who itemizes his deductions may
deduct all interest paid or accrued within the taxable year on his indebtedness.

u See Appendix I.
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A limitation is imposed on the deduction of interest on investment indebtedness
Under this provision, the deduction for such interest is limited to $25,000 per
year, plus the taxpayer's net investment income and his long-term capital gain,
plus one-half of any interest in excess of these amounts. Any remaining amount
may be carried over to future years.

B. Comment
This proposal was enacted in 1969 to get at the wealthy. In fact, it has

utterly failed to achieve that purpose for the following reasons:
(1) The Treasury has found it difficult to administer.
(2) The wealthy are able to offset investment interest against income from

other real estate investments although the smaller entrepreneur lacks that
capacity.

(3) It discriminates in favor of corporations and institutional investors as
to whom the rule is not applicable.

(4) It unfairly deprives some individual entrepreneurs of long-term capital
gains treatment to which all others would be entitled.

The net effect of the present rule is to make it difficult for the smaller indi-
vidual entrepreneur to compete in business with the wealthy, the corporate,
and the institutional entrepreneurs.
VI. Limitation on Non-Businesa Interet Deductions

A. Proposal
The House Bill imposes a $12,000 a year limitation on the amount of personal

interest, and investment interest in excess of investment income, that an indi-
vidual may deduct. Unused investment interest, but not unused personal interest,
would be available as a carry forward and be deductible in future years to
the extent of related investment income in those years.

B. Comment
The House Bill would make the already discriminatory and onerous investment

interest limitations even worse by adding non-business interest (such as home
mortgage interest) and greatly reducing the maximum allowable deduction in
aggregate under both rules to a maximum of only $12,000 per year. Such a
limitation would substantially eliminate any possibility of many smaller entre-
preneurs developing real estate, while having minimum adverse effect on the
wealthy, the corporate, and-the institutional investor.

C. Impact on the Real Estate Industry
The economic staff of Norman B. Ture, Inc. has analyzed the likely impact

of the "interest deduction limitation" provision of H.R. 10612 on the real estate
industry. Their studies show that investment in real estate would decline by
an estimated $0.4 billion and real estate employment would fall by an estimated
17,000 people as a result of the application of this provision. Associated changes
in federal tax revenues are estimated at minus $0.2 billion.
VIL The Minimum Taxable Income Propoal--an Alternative to LAL, the Mini-

mum Tax and Limitations on Interest Deductions
The Chairman and others have suggested an alternative minimum income

proposal. ICSC and a number of other real estate Industry trade associations
find this approach far more reasonable than the approach taken by the House.
In line with this approach we wish to suggest that such a proposal should
include the folowing:

A. Proposal
jnder the minimum taxable income proposal, the taxable income of an indi-

vidual having tax preferences would be determined as the greater of:
(1) The taxable income determined in accordance with existing tax law, or
(2) Fifty percent (50%) of the sum of taxable income (or net loss) deter-

mined in accordance with (1) plus all tax preferences (those of the current
year plus carryovers less a deduction for tax preferences disallowed in prior
years).

(3) The excess, if any, of the individual's income determined in accordance
with (2) over the income determined in accordance with (1) (representing
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currently disallowed tax preferences) would be carried over as a deduction in
subsequent years.

All tax preference items should be grouped for this purpose. Thus, all present
law tax preference items plus other tax preferences currently escaping taxation
would be added to the taxpayer's taxable income.

B. Discussion
This proposal is an alternative to the minimum tax and the personal and

investment interest limitation provisions of present law and several LAL ap-
t proaches being considered. The approach will substitute for existing tax provi-

sions a more intensive approach, much simpler to administer than the existing
provisions and the LAL approaches agreed to by the House.
(1) Insure that all individuals engaged In business and investment pursuits
for which Congress has provided tax incentives will pay tax on some portion
of their income.

(2) Attack the problem directly by controlling the relationship between the
amount of tax preferences and their effect on taxable income. It is simpler,
more clearly effective, and less susceptible to avoidance than the House pro-
posals.

(3) The minimum taxable income proposal would treat all shelters in one
group and prevent a taxpayer from shopping for his "tax shelter" investment.
'The proposal Is flexible enough so that any Item deemed appropriate may be
included.

(4) Enable capital to continue flowing to those areas In the economy for
which tax incentives have been provded by Congress without discriminatorily
singling our real estate tax incentives as would be the case under the LA, and
minimum tax proposals agreed to by the House.

(5) Provide fairness through the carry foward of diallowed tax preferences
to minimize double taxation without involving complex basis adjustments.

(6) Still discriminate against noncorporate taxpayers.
VIII. Accelerated Depreciation for (Jontruction of Plants and Equipment in

High Unemployment Areu8
The President In his State of the Union Message proposed a short-term pro-

grain to encourage new development by permitting certain properties to accele-
rate depreciation by adopting a shorter useful life (H.R. 11854).

We applaud the recognition that incentives are needed to encourage develop-
ment In the current difficult economic climate. Especially In light of the inceas-
Ing burden imposed on development by expensive and time consuming environ-
mental, OSHA, and land use regulations.

Such recognition underscores the inadvisability of new tax provisions that
would discourage development and would discriminate heavily against smaller
entrepreneurs.

However, It is difficult to evaluate whether the Administration proposal
would be useful because of the uncertainty as to:

(1) The additional tax impact of new provisions such as the House mini-
mum tax, investment interest and LAI, provisions which might more than
offset any advantages, and

(2) The very short qualifying term which is substantially less than the
front-end time necessary to place and program major projects such as shopping
centers.

Until these questions are answered it Is difficult to take a definitive position
in regard to the President's proposal.
IX. 6ConCluslon

The adoption of the House Bill would clearly result In a substantial reduction
In real estate development including new shopping centers. This would have a
ripple effect across the economy that would produce substantial unemployment
in the construction industry and other related professions and businesses.

The consequences of this slowdown would be higher rents and consumer
prices, a substantial outflow of investment capital from the real estate market,
and a reduction in the availability of consumer marketplaces. Thus, the reduc-
tion In real estate development would reduce the demand for manufactured
goods and diminish the effectiveness of the current and proposed investment
credit incentives.

69-460-76--pt. 2-5
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Norman B. Ture, Inc., economic consultants, studied the ecoonmic and tax
revenue effects of the adoption of the House Bill's LAL, minimum tax and
interest deduction limitation provisions and determined that their adoption
would result in a loss in the real estate industry of $5 billion in investment,
$8.8 billion in GNP, and 221,000 Jobs. The net effect on federal revenues would
be a loss of $2.2 billion.

In addition, the adoption of thise House passed provisions would discriminate
against, and effectively eliminate, Investment in shopping centers by smaller,
noncorporate entrepreneurs. This would force the shopping center industry and
other income property development into the hands of large corporations to
which LA-L does not apply and institutional and extremely wealthy investors
who build for cash without borrowed money.

It is interesting to note that when faced with a somewhat comparable
situation, President Kenncdy in his two tax messages to Congress mentioned
"tax reform" but put his main emphasis on tax incentives to stimulate economic
growth. le said at that time: "The chief problem confronting our economy in
1963 is its unrealized potential-slow growth, under-investment, unused capacity
and persistent unemployment." U

In response, Congress adopted the business investment credit-which did
have a stimulative and beneficial effect on employment and the economy.

It is encouraging to see the Congress and the Adminitration taking the same
approach today with regard to the investment credit, but it is disturbing to see
an opposite approach regarding investment in the real estate industry, which,
if enacted, would more than negate the advangtages sought through the invest-
ment credit.

Appendix I

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF TAX CHANGES AmFcTiNo REAL ESTATE INVESrMENT-
THE REAL ESTATE TAX IMPACT MODEL (DEvzLoPED BY NORMAN B. TunE,,
INC., FOR THE NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE, INC.

SUMMARY
H.R. 10618

The Tax Reform Act of 1975, passed by the House of Representatives on
December-4, 1975, would have the following economic and tax revenue effects:

EFFECTS OF TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

IDollar amounts in billions

Change in real estate
Gross Change In

National Employment Federal
Tax change Investment Product (in thousands) revenues

1. Reduction of preference exemptions plus increase In
minimum tax rate .......................... -$2.8 -$5.0 -125 -$1.2

2. Full recapture on residential property................-1.3 -2.4 -59 -. 6
3. LAL ............................................. -1.7 -3.0 -74 -. 9
4. Interest deduction limitation ....................... -. 4 -. 7 -17 -. 2
S. Combined effects ................................. -6.3 -11.2 -280 -2. a

Note.-Items may ,vA add to combined effects due to rounding.

To estimate the economic effects of tax changes affecting real estate, it is
necessary first to describe, in quantitative terms, the response of real estate
investors and developers. To do so, we have developed an economic model
which expresses the amount of real estate investment in relation to the
cost of capital invested in real property. This cost of capital is affected by
various tax provisions which are represented in the investment equation.
Specifying changes in one or more of these provisions permits estimation of
the change in the amount of investment. This change in investment affects
employment and GNP originating in the real estate sector; the magnitude of

Is Oongreasonal Record, 962 (January 24, 1963.)
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these effects are estimated by reference to relationships among real estate

investment, GNP, and employment derived from the National Income Ac-
counts. Based on these estimates of the economic effects in the industry,
changes In Federal tax revenues are estimated on the basis of the effective
marginal rates of the principal Federal taxes as derived from the National
Income Accounts.

Tax changes aimed at curbing tax "loopholes" or "preferences" allegedly
enjoyed by persons investing in real estate increase the cost of investment
and lower the return on investment in real estate. Investors will react to such
changes by trying to raise rents and by reducing their real estate investments.
Since the proposed tax changes do not increase the demand for real property
services, buyers of these services are not willing to pay higher rents for any
given amount of real property services. The tax changes, therefore, result in
reduced investment in real estate projects. However, as the supply of real
property declines relative to the amount in the absence of the tax change,
the rent per unit rises. Adjustment to the tax change is complete when the
amount of real property supplied at some rental rate is equal to the amount
demanded at that rent.

This reduction In real estate investment may occur almost Immediately, if
Investors cancel some or all of their projects, or over a number of years, if
owners reduce their maintenance budgets and undertake a smaller volume of
new projects than otherwise. The model estimates the change in the stock of
real property when adjustment Is complete, but does not attempt to distribute
that change over time.

The economic characteristics of individuals investing in real property and
the types of properties in which such investments are made are highly diverse.
Representation In the model of all possible combinations of investors and
property clearly Is impractical. This model, however, uses 18 classes of tax-
payers investing in real estate and three classes of property holdings; these
are assumed to represent the bulk of owners who would be affected by the
proposed tax changes and most of the property which would be involved. The
taxpayer classes comprise five levels of taxable income, three average amounts
of investment, and three levels of preference income.' The three property
classes are residential, commercial, and industrial. In order to analyze the
impact of the interest deduction limitation, principally affecting shopping
center, investors in such properties are explicitly included among the 18
classes.3 In addition, specific assumptions are made regarding construction
and holding periods, financing, and discount rate for esch investor (with
assumptions for shopping centers noted where different):

It is assumed that financing consists of a mortgage amortized over 25 years
(80 years for shopping centers) at 9 percent Interest, starting at the end of
construction. A constant payment schedule with declining interest and increas-
ing amortization appears to be more in line with actual practice than other
loan repayment patterns. An initial equity of 20 percent is specified (15 per-
cent for shopping centers).

A 9 percent discount rate is used.
The preopening and construction period is assumed to be 2 years.

1 The' taxpayer-investor classes were derived on the basis of data In the internal Reve.
nue Services 8tatitfcs of Income-jlt, Indiridual Income Too Returns.

' The interest deduction limitation restricts the amount of Investment interest a tax.
payer may claim to Investment income plus the excess, If any; of $12,000 per year less
the taxpayer's personal Interest. Net leases, a common arrangementfor shopping centers
are considered investment for this purpose., It In estimated that 9% of nonresidential
property would be affected by this provision based on unpublished data from the
Treasury Department and from the F. W. Dodge division of McGraw-Hill, Inc. Not all
shopping center Investors would be affected since some have Sufficient Investment income
and some do not have net leases as defined 6y the tax code.

$The discount rate is the factor which equates the value of a future sum to its value
in the present. Since the dollar to be treaeived a year hence is rfarded ns les voluhle

than a dollar received today, while a dollar of outlay a year hence Is les dear than
the same dollar outlay today, virtually all contractual arrangements which extitnd
through time involve the proess of discounting future values to the present. The dis-
count rate appropriately used by any-investor with respect to any given project reflects
both the rate of return he might expect to earn on an alternative Investment and any
diffrence he prceives In the riskiness of the project under consideration compared
with that of the alternatives available to him. The-.9 percent discount used In the model
a )plies to the after-tax cash flow. A discount rate applied to pretax cash flow would be
higher depending on the Investor's tax bracket.
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It is assumed that the developer expects to hold the property for 10 years
after its completion before selling it.

Deductible preopening costs are taken as 10 percent of total investment.
Land costs are assumed to be equal to 20 percent of total cost (10 percent

for shopping centers).
The useful life of the property is taken to be 33 years (27 years for shop-

ping centers).
To simplify computation, it Is assumed that rental Income net of operating

expenses (but before deducting interest and depreciation) and the investor's
taxable income from other sources remain constant over the life of the
property.'

Finally, it is assumed that the investor sells his property after 10 years
for an amount equal to the present value of the after-tax cash flow he would
receive if he continued to hold the property.'

Of course, investors are not identical in terms of desired holding period,
discount rate, or any other variable specified above. There appears to be no
reason, however, to expect large or systematic differences from one category
of investor to another with respect to these variables. Nor is there empirical
evidence on the correct value or distribution of values for these variables.
Therefore, one value, selected after investigation of the economic litrature and
discussion with government and industry sources, is used for each variable
for all taxable income and property size classes.

These variables are assembled in a set-of investment equations, one for
each investor-taxpayer class, for which a computer program has been devel-
oped. The program calculates the net income per dollar of project cost needed
annually by each investor class to undertake a residential or nonresidential
project, under existing tax provisions. A proposed change In the tax law is
analyzed to determine how It would affect any one or more of the terms in
the investment equations. These changes are then fed into the computer to
determine the change in required net income. Weighted average changes for
residential and nonresidential property are computed separately, using as
weights the share of all property estimated to be held by each investor class.
The computer prints these weighted average changes for each tax alternative.

The percentage changes are then multiplied by the existing stocks of resi-
dential and nonresidential property to yield estimates of the impact on real
estate investment. Estimates of existing stocks of these properties were ob-
tained from the Commerce Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

The change in Gross National Product originating In real estate is about 1.77
times the change in Investment, based on data In Real Estate in the U.S.
Economy, a report prepared by Norman B. Ture, Inc. for the National Realty
Committee. The same source shows that approximately 44,500 jobs are lost for
each $1 billion reduction in real estate investment.

That volume also shows that labor and net capital income total about 70%
of real estate GNP. The marginal tax rate on each of those shares Is approxi-
niately 33%, or .83 X .7 = 23.1% of GNP according to IRS and BEA figures. In
addition, indirect business taxes amount to about 1.9% of GNP. Net changes in
Federal tax revenues, therefore, total approximately 25% of the change in real
estate GNP, or 44% of the change in investment.

As passed by the House of Representatives, the Tax Reform Act of 1975
contains four provisions of particular concern to real estate investors. These
are: 1) Changes in the minimum tax. The exemption from preference Items
would be lowered from $30,000 plus Income tax due to a maximum of $20.000
with a further decrease of $1 for every $1 by which preferences exceed $20,000,
with no exclusion of ordinary income tax. Thus, the exemption would disappear
altogether for taxpayers with $40,000 or more in preferences. In addition, the
list of preferences would be expanded and the minimum tax rate raised from
10 to 14 percent. 2) Recapture of the excess of accelerated depreciation over

1or shopping centers, Incomp is assumed to eq~ial one-third of its evwntnal level In
the first year following construction, two-thirds in the second year, and 100 perr-ent
thereafter. No evidence as to the most realistic time pattern of these variables is avail-
able. This assumption could be relaxed without significantly affecting the rosultm.

s Clearly. he would not willingly sell for lea, since he would then be better off by
retainilng the property. It ts assumed that market conditions prevent him from receiving
more than this minimum price.
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straight-line would apply fully to residential property, as it now does to non-
residential, instead of declining 1-pecent per month for each mouth over 100
months that a property is held. 8) Limitation on artificial losses (LAL).
Property owners would no longer be able to deduct preopening interest and
taxes or the excess df accelerated over strfight-line depreciation unless they
have sufficent real estate income to cover these expenses Any amount not
deducted must be carried forward In a "deferred deduction account" until real
estate income rises sufficiently. 4) Interest deduction limitations. Instead of the
present virtually unlimited deduction for Interest paid, taxpayers would be
restricted to a total of $12,000 per year in personal Interest, and investment
Interest equalling investment income plus the excess If any, of $12,000 over
personal interest

The CHAMMAN. Next we will hear from Mr. George Brady with
the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low and Moderate Income.

STATEMENT 0P SIDNEY FREIDBERG, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, THE NATIONAL HOUSING PARTNERSHIP
AND MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, AD HOC COALI-
TION FOR LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

Mr. FiREmBEo. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Brady, the president of our
company, is attending a business meeting in the great city of New
Orleans. I apologize for his absence.

The CHAMrMAN. Don't apologize if he is in New Orleans.
Mr. FREIDBERG. I also apologize for the absence of our chairman,

George DeFranceaux, who is out of the country.
I ask your indulgence in permitting The National Housing Part-

nership to be represented by an understudy. With your permission,
I will read a digest of my statement which will not take more than
about 8 minutes, and I am told that the other gentlremen who repre-
sent organizations whose views do not conflict with ours will con-
fine their remarks to 31/ minutes each.

I am appearing in my capacities as executive vice president and
general counsel of The National Housing Partnership and as a mem-
ber of the executive committee of the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low- and
Moderate-Income Housing. My purpose is to explain why private
enterprise will be unable to contifiue to provide housing for low- and
moderate-income families if some of the provisions contained in
H.R. 10612 are enacted into law.

Matters more specifically affecting the State housing programs and
rehabilitated low income housing will be dealt with by Mr. Hance
and Mr. Dukess, who will follow me. In support of my statement,
and those of Mr. Hance and Mr. Dukess, I request permission to
submit for the record a technical memorandum prepared by the Ad
Hoc Coalition providing further analysis and explanation of points
to be covered by all three speakers.

It is the public policy of th United States, reflected in the Hous-
ing and Urban Development Act of 1968 and the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, and reaffirmed in 1974 by the addition of section 8 to the
United States Housing Act of 1937, to encourage and support the
construction by the private sector of multi-family housing for low-
and moderate-income families, as well as elderly and handicapped
individuals.
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The production of such housing rests upon the ability to obtain
major capital backing. A portion of this capital comes from conven-
tional mortgages, from HTJD -insured loans and from bonds issued
by. State housing finance agencies. But-in all cases, somewhere be-
tween 10 and 20 percent of each project must be financed by equity
money. This is private capital, which comes from private investors.

The choices available to people willing to risk their private capital
today are enormous. Why should they invest in highly risky, socially
troublesome low and moderate income housing with little hope of
achieving a limited cash return when they can invest in high-grade
corporate or Government bonds, yielding high rates of interest, or
tax exempt municipal bonds with very attractive yields? There must
be a reward commensurate with the risk. Presently, the only reward
is tax shelter, provided by the deduction of interest and real estate
taxes during construction, as well as after completion, and by ac-
celera4ed depreciation and other items with which the committee is
familar.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that the tax shelter for low and
moderate income housing is not a loophole-an accidental flaw in
the fabric of the tax law-but a deliberate, considered-and, we
believe, wise-public policy decision by the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, we respectfully submit that there will be no
significant production of low and moderate income housing in the
future unless equity capital can be obtained from private investors,
and we further submit that this equity capital can only be obtained
if the rate of return produced by tax shelter benefits is preserved.
Until the Congress legislates an alternative means for providing this
equity capital, the present tax incentives must be unchanged, or the
.housing will be unbuilt.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development stated in a
memorandum by Secretary Carla Hills to the House Ways and
Means Committee:

The fact Is that builders will not build subsidized projects unless they are
able to sell the projects to Investors. And the fact is that investors will not
purchase subsidized apartment projects unless their Investment produces the
substantial tax advantages available under current law.

Contrary to the belief of some, the housing program has made
substantial and effective progress toward the national goal of a
decent home in a suitable living environment for every American.

One way to illustrate the achievements of the 1968 program is to
use the experiences of my.company, The National Housing Partner-
ship. It is a private organization, created by Congress under title IX
of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 to perform a
public purpose-to encourage the widest possible participation by
private enterprise in the provision of housing for low and moderate
income families.

In response to Congress' appeal for private involvement, 270 large
industrial corporations. banks, insurance companies and labor unions
invested over $42 million in The National Housing Partnership.
They invested their money as an act of faith, in reliance on specific
tax advantages provided by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and exist.-
ing sections of the Internal Revenue Code.
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Since it began operations in mid-1970, NHP has participated with
local partners in 173 low and moderate income housing projects in
33 States that -will provide decent homes for 27,405 Anmerican fam-
ilies at a total cost of $560,241,000, of which $44,759,000 is equitycapital invested by the private sector in exchange for the promise
of tax benefits.

One of the primary characteristics of low and moderate income
housing projects is little or no cash distribution, because of economic
reality and statutory restrictions. This can be illustrated by the
experience of NHP. To December 31, 1975, we have advanced, on
be alf of ourself and certain of our partners, $1,257,169 to pay
operating deficits. This is in addition to deficits funded by some of
our local partners. On the other side of the ledger, our share of cash
distributed by profitable projects was only $203,860. Since NHP's
operations have produced a net cash deficit rather than a cash profit,
it is obvious that the only return to our investors is in the form of
tax benefits.

Let me now turn specifically to the provisions in H.R. 10612 with
which we take issue.

MINIMUM TAX

H.R. 10612 makes several dramatic changes in the current mini-
mum tax provisions. The Bill provides for a "vanishing" exemption,
eliminates the deduction for regular taxes paid in computing the
minimum tax, adds construction period interest and taxes-not sub-
ject to LAL--as a tax preference, and increases the tax rate from
10 percent to 14 percent. In our judgment, it is not an overstatement
to say that these changes, taken together, will virtually eliminate
private investment from the construction of low and moderate in-
come housing.

The drastic ramifications of the minimum tax provision in the
House bill can best be illustrated by a typical NHP housing project
where an investor in the 50-percent bracket, with $20,000 of other
tax preferences, purchases an interest for $117,000. Under present
law, the minimum tax is not applicable; if H.R. 10612 is enacted, this
investor would pay, over a 20-year period, nearly $50,000 in mini-
mum taxes. Under present law, his tax savings will equal his invest-
ment after 6 years; under the House bill, his tax savings would not
reach this level until the 11 year. Under present law, this investor,
at the end of 20 years, will receive in tax savings an amount equal
to his initial investment plus 67.5 percent. Under the House bill,
this 67.5 percent figure would be reduced to 25 percent. Our experi-
ence has shown that the present law is workable; the House bill, we
fear, is not. Greater detail is shown in the technical memorandum
which we are submitting.

Consequently, we urge your committee to exempt all tax pref-
erence items generated by low and moderate- income housing from
the minimum tax provisions of H.R. 10612; limitation on artificial
loses-section 101 of the bill.

The Ways and Means Committee recognized the necessity of tax
incentives for private investment in low and moderate income hous-
ing by exempting from the limitation on artificial losses projects
which receive a subsidy commitment under sectionr-8 of the U.S.
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Housing Act-or comparable provisions of State or local law-
before January 1, 1979, and where the construction begins before
January 1, 1981.

We would much prefer an outright exemption of low and mod-
erate income housing from LAL until Congress adopts some alter-
native housing program. However, 5 years is the absolute minimum
period that is feasible because it will take at least that long to adopt,
test and implement a replacement program.

The 5-year exemption contained in II.R. 10612 is deficient in that
it requires a section 8 subsidy commitment from HUD-or a state
or local agency-by the end of 1978. As a practical matter, con-
struction of most projects commences within a matter of weeks after
such a commitment is received. Therefore, the requirement that
there be a commitment by January 1, 1979 has the practical effect
of shortening the exemption to just over 3 years and in our judg-
ment serves no meaningful purpose.

We urge the committee to delete the requirement that there be
a subsidy commitment by January 1, 1979, if the committee decides
to retain the 5-year exemption rather than provide a permanent
exemption, depreciation recapture-section 201 of the bill.

H.R. 10612 also changes the depreciation recapture rules with
respect to low and moderate income housing. Instead of the present
10-year period, a project must be held at least 164. years before
there will be no recapture of accelerated depreciation. This new
longer period would apply to depreciation taken after December
31, 1975 even though the project was constructed and sold to in-
vestors prior to that date.

We do not object to increasing the depreciation recapture period
for low and moderate income housing, but we believe it is unfair
to change the rules retroactively for projects already in existence.
Not only is it unfair, it will cause future investors to question
whether they can rely on current tax laws when investing in risky
low and moderate income housing.

Accordingly, we urge the committee to make the new depreciation
recapture rules applicable only to low and moderate housing which
is built in the future.

The various amendments to H.R. 10612 which we have suggested
are consistent with the position of the Administration as set forth
in Secretary Hills' letter of October 10, 1975 to Congressman Ullman,
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, a copy of
which is annexed to the technical memorandum. In discussions with
representatives of the Treasury Department and HUD, we have
been assured that the Administration's position has not changed.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that our suggested changes to H.R.
10612 are essential to the continuation of construction of low and
moderate income housing by private investors. To eliminate those
tax advantages now would amount to a breach of faith with many
low- and moderate-income families who are still waiting for the
decent homes promised them by Congress long ago. There may be
a better program than tax incentives which can be developed in
the future, but today there is no alternative. Thank you.
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With your permission, I would also like to submit a technical
memorandum which has been prepared jointly by the three of us.
I would be prepared to answer questions now or after.

The C0IAMIMAN. I would like to ask your people to take a look
at the estimate in the House report of the revenue gain that they
are going to make by repealing a provision that is there for the
purpose of encouraging people like yourselves to build homes for
the benefit of low income people. See if you can help advise us of
the jobs that will be lost and the revenue the Government will lose
by discontinuing this program. I do not have any doubt that you are
right when you say that this program, if taxed the way this House
bill recommends, i§ at an end.

I would like to know if we can get an adequate analysis to take
into account what nobody ever tried to consider-how much revenue
we lose when the carpenter and the others who would have been
working on the house are out of work. It is a cinch they are not
going to be working in the shopping center, because those people
will be laying off workers also. From what we are hearing, I don't
believe they will be working building housing for the homebuilder
market, because those people are going to have to cut back also.

We need a careful analysis of what we will lose and how much
we will have to pay in welfare benefits for your part of it. The
people working today to build homes for low-income people will
no longer be in the work force.

Mr. FPrITBERa. I would like to ask Mr. Dukess, Chairman of the
National Housing Rehabilitation Association to comment on that.
STATEMENT OP A. CARLETON DUKESS, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL

HOUSING REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. DUKEss. Mr. Chairman, my association, the National Housing
Rehabilitation Association, has been working for some years now in
conjunction with and under the leadership in this instance of the
National Realty Committee whose witness will testify next. We have
worked intimately and carefully with the True economic model, and
we have studied that issue, and we devoted tremendous amounts of
time in bringing input from all over the Nation to Dr. Ture and
his organization.

I understand Mr Walsh, who is, the next witness, has that infor-
mation in summary form or can deliver it to the committee.

I commend the thoughtfulness of the Chairman of the Committee.
That is really one of the gut issues we are talking about under the
guise of tax reform.

The CHAMMAN. Your industry is one we put in business with tax
advantages. I believe George Romney was heading the drive at the
time we first passed these provisions in the tax law to encourage the
people you represent to divert their activities from other lines of
activity to put their money into this kind of effort to try to provide
rehabilitated housing at the lowest possible cost to the poor. Is that
not right?

Mr. Duxss. That is correct.
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The CHAM-AN. If we repeal the provisions we put in there Which
George DeFrance mentioned-and we in Louisiana have a claim on
him--obviously investors won't continue in that line of endeavor.
They will find something else to do with their money. When they
do, all the jobs you have been able to create for people providing
decent low-income housing for the poor will no longer be there.
Meanwhile, when there is less housing on the market, housing being
more scarce, that tends to cause rents to move up, does it not?

Mr. DuKESS. It certainly does.
I would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that you are absolutely

correct in what you said. This was an industry created, indeed,
by this committee, Secretary Romney, the House of Representatives,
and the Administration.

We are not here now seeking to prevent the destruction of this
industry. That has virtually happened, sir. The law to which you
refer, section 167(k) notwithstanding unanimous support of the
Senate and the House, Treasury and HUD, expired on December
31, and we do not have that law any longer. I do not want to go
out of order, but that is the basic point. We are not threatened. We
have been killed already, and we are here asking to be ressurected.

The CHTAIRMAN. I was under the assumption that this House bill
would try to kill whatever remaining signs of life might be around
somewhere.

Mr. DUKESS. That is a reasonable assumption. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred is not a bad average, and that is where you would be put.

In this rehabilitation for families of low and moderate income,
the Ways and Means Committee and the full House did vote its
--.tesio-n and, indeed, its improvement. They failed to act on an
extension of the legislation which did expire on December 31, 1975,
so that we have an industry now that is in total disarray. I am
now speaking about the immediate need for special legislation rather
than under this omnibus legislation in order ta.ge± that provision
of the law extended at this time.

The CHAIR AN. This is one of the amendments we tried to put on
one of the bills and apparently some senators felt that might be a
handout to vested interests of some sort and, therefore, we were not
able to pass it. We will see what we can do about it on this bill
or some other bill.

Mr. Duxns. Or some other bill-which I would hope would come
faster. We are in total disarray at this point, Mr. Chairman. We
have unanimous support for enactment of this bill from the Treas-
ury, from the White House, from HUD, and, we are led to believe,
from this committee and the Ways and Means Committee in the
House. We don't know who is against it, but, in the meantime, we
are dying for lack of it.

Mr. FRIDBERG. We understand the Joint Committee has some
figures on low and middle income housing.

Mr. DuKLs. In view of he fact that my big mouth has already
gotten me into the proceedings, there are a few other points I would
like to make before turning the mike over to Mr. Hance.

As I believe I have already stated, I am president of the National
Housing Rehabilitation Association. Although we have prepared a
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statement, I will not repeat it at this point. However, there are a few
points I would like to make.

The reason why there is apparently unanimity of support for
extension and improvement of section 167 (k) is that there has come
to be virtually unanimous realization that within our cities-I don't
mean just our major cities of 5 million or 3 million population but
all of our cities throughout the Nation from coast to coast--there is,
in addition to housing inventory an extraordinary investment in
what we in the industry refer to as the infrastructure--the streets,
the sewers, the schools, the hospitals, and so on-and the failure to
take the housing that feeds off of that infrastructure and return
it to a decent, sanitary, safe shelter is, indeed, a tremendous failure
and a tremendous waste of national assets.

Secretary Hills is pushing very hard for preservation of the
Nation's existing housing inventory or its restoration or rehabilita-
tion, or call it what you will.In perhaps an extraordinary dramatic signing ceremony that took
place just 4 weeks ago, the eight major international and national
construction trade unions joine with Secretary Usery and Secretary
Hills and my association in-signing a national statement of labor
principles and policies which provide for three things: (1) A re-
duced rate for all union construction trade workers working on
housing rehabilitation for families of low and moderate income;
(2) A limitation on profit of the developer-builders who are engaged
in that industry; and (3) A redefinition of workrules that are more
appropriate to construction in the rehabilitation trades than in the
new construction trades.

We have the section 8 of the Housing Act of 1974 produced by
this Congress. HUD is pushing very hard for rehab. HUD has in-
formed us through Secretary Hills that they have an extraordinary
high degree of requests in the community development programs
from municipalities throughout the Nation to increase tremendously.
the rehabilitation component of the housing effort within those
municipalities. Everything is in place.

Fortuitously, everything got into place and only because of the
difficulties to which you referred, Mr. Chairman, there is a missing
essential element, section 167(k) did die on December 31.

We have taken the liberty of providing to the committee the
technical memorandum to which Mr. Freidberg made reference and
a piece of draft legislation which would extend and slightly modify
section 167(k) in a manner that we are informed the Joint Com-
mittee staff favors, that HUD and the Treasury are in favor of,
and we need it desperately, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, in terms of immediate legislation at the earliest convenience.,
We now have a significant number of jobs throughout the Nation
that are in jeopardv that could be going into construction, but the
developers are unwilling or liable to put them into construction
in the absence of this legislation.

Thank you, sir. -
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dukess with attachments

follows. Oral testimony continues on p. 565.1
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STATEMENT OF A. CAHLETON DUKESS ON BEHALF OF TUE NATIONAL HOUSING
REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION

BUMMARI

1. Rehabilitation of Low and Moderate Income Housing owes its success to
Section 167(k).

2. Extend Section 167(k), which has expired, now, by separate legislation.
Extension should be for at least five years.

3. Amend Section 167(k), as does H. R. 10612, to increase naxinmum ex-
penditure per dwelling unit from $15,000 to $20.000.

4. Amend 167(k) to permit use of Section 8 income limits to define low and
moderate income families.

5. Amend 107(k) to clarify, as Treasury Regulations state, that it applies
on a "per dwelling unit" basis.

6. Extend benefits of 167(k) to expenditure.Q incurred pursiunt to "binding
contracts" in effect on new expiration date rather than, as at preswit, paid or
accrued by such date.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name N Ak. Carleton
Dukess. I submit this statement in my capacities as Presidenit of the National
Housing Rehabilitation Association and as a member of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low and Moderate Income Housing. I am
accompanied today by the Association's Counsel, Bruce S. Lane, Esq. of Lane
and Edson, P. C., Washington, D.C.

In view of the limited time available to me, I will not repeat the points
made by Mr. Freidberg and Mr. Hance, but I would like to indicate that the
National Housing Rehabilitation Association subscribed to the positions set
forth by them, and to the Technical Memorandum submitted by the Ad Hoe
Coalition in support of our collective testimony. Beyond that I will address
my remarks primarly to the rehabilitation of housing for low and moderate
income families.

The National Housing Rehabilitation Association is an organization com-
posed of persons and organizations active in the business of rehabilitating
housing for low and moderate income families. Members of the Association
include developers, builders, contractors, management firms, suppliers and
associates professionals. The members of the Association include some of the
most active organizations in the field of government assisted rehabilitation,
and account for a significant portion of the multi-family rehabilitation proj-
ects undertaken with HUD or state assistance. Attached to the Technical
Memorandum Is a list of our members.

In my private capacity I am Executive Vice President of Continental Win-
gate Company which, I believe, is the nation's oldest and largest producer
and operator of subsidized, rehabilitated housing.

There is a pressing need for the rehabilitation-preservation, restoration,
call it what you will--of our nation's older housing inventory. I believe that
the importance of this process to stabilizing and upgrading neighborhoods and
preserving cities is so obvious (especially when viewed in light of the ob-
stacles being put in the path of a new development) and so well known to
the Committee that I will not dwell on it at length.

Essential to that objective has been Section 167(k), which was added to
the Internal Revenue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. This is the
so-called five year write off of rehabilitation expenditures for housing of
families of low and moderate Income. As you know, when Section 167(k) was
enacted in 1969, it was for a trial period of fAve years-later extended to six
years. At the end of 1975, Section 167(k) expired and, despite repeated
efforts, which we know had the support of this Committee and its Chairman,
we have been unable to obtain even a stop-gap extension. This has created a
severe break in the rehabilitation pipeline-which is not a process easily
turned on and off-and there is a need for emergency action to repair that
break.

Section 167(k) fills a programmatic void without which there can be no
meaningful production or operation of this type of housing. Becauseof the
complexities involved in working with old structures located in inner cities
and the limitations imposed by the rent paying ability of low and moderate
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Income tenants, rehabilitation of low and moderate income housing cannot
work without some external basis for developer and builder profit. Equity
syndication in conjunction with Section 167(k) is Ideally suited to provide a
profit source and encourage the business community to enter the field. De-
spite suspension of the Section 236 program in January, 1973 and the de-
pression in the economy in general and the housing industry in particular,
80,000 units of low and moderate income rehabilitated housing were pro-
duced with government assistance in the United States from 1909 through
1974, as contrasted with only 15,300 such units In all prior years.

The new emphasis on the Section 8 Leased Housing Program, often utilized
in cooperatlon with state housing finance agencies, and the new Community
Development block grant program administered by local agencies, each have
a substantial rehabilitation component which has sparked renewed interest
in rehabilitation. Neither program will bg successful without the inclusion
of significant amounts of rehabilitation, and that rehabilitation will be ac-
complished only with the extensive use of Section 167(k).

Therefore, we call on you to act immediately-not as part of H. R. 10612,
but by amendment to separate pending legislation which can expect to be
enacted at a very early date-to extend Section 167(k) for at least five
years, until January 1, 1981, a period of time sufficient to encourage devel'
opers and builders to reply on it and to gear up their production.

Section 167(k) should also be amended to bring it into line with legis-
lative and other changes which have occurred since the time that it was
enacted.

Such amendments would be:
1. In recognition of inflation, to modify the ceiling amount that may be

taken into account per dwelling unit from the present $15,000 to $20,000. The
' need for that change was recognized by the House and is contained in H. R.

10612.
2. In view of the enactment and implementation of the Section 8 Leased

Housing Program, which complates both low income and non-low income
housing within a single building, to codify the present Treasury Department
interpretation that the write off applies on a "per dwelling unit" basis;

3. In view of the enactment of the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974, amend Section 167(k) to authorize the Secretary to set income
limits consistent with those established for the Section 8 Leased Housing
Program;

4. Amend Section 167(k) to make it clear that rehabilitation expenditures
incurred pursuant to a binding contract entered into prior to January 1,
1981, and rehabilitation expenditures incurred with respect to low income
rental housing the rehabilitation of which has begun prior to January 1, 1981,
will be deemed incurred prior to January 1, 1981. This will avoid premature
shut-downs and will enable the production pipeline to continue as we near
1980 and 1981.

Extension of 167(k) has been supported by Dr. Laurence Woodworth and
is supported by the Administration, which also, we understand, has no
objection to any of the other amendments which. I have suggested.

As part of the Technical Memorandum being submitted to you, there 1q
attached a draft of a bill that would accomplish all of the foregoing and a
further technical explanation of that bill. We know that you and the staff
will give this careful consideration.

Of course, it goes almost without saying that insofar as these matters are
not-or cannot-be dealt with by separate legislation, they should be included
in H. R. 10612.

Thank you.

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 01 RECOMMENDATIONS WITr RZSPEOI! To
H. R. 10612 As IT AFFzCTS LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

L BACKGROUND
On December 4, 1975, the House of Representatives passed and sent to the

Senate for consideration the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1975, H. . 10612.
A key element of that bill Is the LAL concept-Limitation on Artificial Losse
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The basic idea of LAL, insofar as real estate is concerned, is that losses gen-
erated by depreciation in excess of straight-line depreciation plus real estate
taxes and interest during the construction period ("LAL Losses") are only
currently deductible to the extent of income derived from the same class of
property. In the case of real estate, the House voted to define the class so
as to permit LAL Losses to be deductible to the extent of any income derived
from any real estate (determined by consolidating rental income and sale
income from both residential and commercial properties). Deductions in ex-
cess of such income would be placed in a "deferred account" and would be
deductible against future income from any real estate (again, not Just from
the specific project) and against any gain resulting from the sale or other
disposition of the project.
A. Exemption for Certain Low-Income Housing

The definition of low-income housing set forth in H. R. 10612 is as follows:
"(A) property with respect to which a mortgage is insured under Section

221(d) (3) or 236 of the National Housing Act, or housing financed or
assisted by direct loan or, tax abatement under similar provisions of State or
local laws, and with respect to which the owner is subject to the restrictions
of Section 1039(b) (1) (B)," or

(B) dwelling units held or to be held (pursuant to commitments) for oc-
cupancy by families or individuals eligible to receive subsidies under Section
8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended, or under the pro-
visions of State or local law authorizing similar levels of subsidy for lower
income families.

In the case of a building (or the portion of a building devoted to dwelling
units), if 85 percent or more of the dwelling units are described in subpara-
graph (B), such building (or portion thereof) shall be treated as low-
income housing." [See proposed Code Section 470(a) (4). p. 27 of the Bill.]

Low-income housing which falls within the above definition and the con-
struction of which begins before January 1, 1981 would be permanently ex-
empt from LAL (that is, the present tax law regarding deduction of losses
would continue to appiy to It indefinitely) if it meets the following addi-
tional test: "before January 1, 1979, there is a subsidy commitment to sup-
port new construction or substantial rehabilitation under Section 8 of the
United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended (or under the provisions of
State or local law authorizing similar levels of subsidy for lower income
families) and such commitment was made before the beginning of the con-
struction or rehabilitation of such property, . . ." [See proposed Code Section
470(c) (3),p. 31 of the Bill.]

In other words, for low and moderate income housing to benefit from the
exemption agreed to by the Committee such housing must meet three require-
flents: (i) it must qualify as low-income housing; (ii) prior to construction
and prior to January 1, 1979 there must be a Section 8 subsidy commitment
(or the state or local equivalent) ; and (iii) construction must begin before
January 1, 1981.
B. Application of LAL to Other Real Estate

LAL will not apply at all to any real estate project construction of which
began on or before December 31, 1975. Such projects would he "grandfathered"
and the present tax law regarding deduction of losses will continue to apply
to them indefinitely.

With respect to projects construction of which begins after December 31,
1975, the following rules would apply:

(a) Commercial Property.-LAL will apply in full (without any phase-in)
if construction begins after December 31, 1975.

(b) Residential Rental Property Other than Certain Low-Income Housing.
-Any residential -real property (other than the low-income housing qualify-

ring as described above) the construction of which has begun before January
1. 1978, will be exempt from LAL ("grandfathered") if, in addition: "before
January 1, 1977, (1) the taxapyer has acquired the site (or has av binding
option to acquire the site), and (ii) there is a firm commitment for the

I 'The restrictions described in Section 1039(h) (1) (13) of the Internal Revenue Code
relate to restrictions on the owner's return on investment and limitations on rental
charges to tenants.
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permanent financing of the property which (except for clause under which
the borrower may be relieved from this commitment if he does not receive
the rezoning for which he has applied before January 1, 1977) is binding on
both the lender and the borrower,..." [See proposed Code Section 470(c) (2),
p. 30 of the Bill.]
0. Recaptu4re of Depreciation of Real Property

H. R. 10612 proposes to recapture at ordinary income tax rates all depre-
ciation in excess of straight-line depreciation incurred with respect to any
residential real property after December 31, 1975 to the extent of any gain

' involved when the property is sold. (Commercial property is already subject
to full recapture under present law.) Excess depreciation claimed before De-
cember 31, 1975 will continue to be subject to the present recapture rules.

(a) Exception for Low-lncome Housing.-With respect to low-income hous-
ing, the House voted to adopt for all excess depreciation claimed on and
after January 1, 1976 the rule which presently exists for non-government
assisted residential housing, that is, a 1% reduction in recapture after the
property is held beyond 100 months, with no recapture after the property is
held for 16 years, 8 months. This recapture rule will apply to all excess
depreciation generated by low-income housing on and after January 1, 1976,
even though such housing was under construction or in existence prior to
that date.

(b) New "Foreclosure" Rule.-With respect to all real estate, the House
also voted that in the event of a mortgage foreclosure, sale, or the equiva-
lent, the disposition of the property will be deemed to have occurred as of
the date that foreclosure proceedings are commenced rather than the date on
which foreclosure is concluded. This was done at HUD's request to prevent
taxpayers from dragging out the foreclosure procedure in order to avoid
recapture.
D. Section 167(k)-Rehabilitation Expenditures

The House voted to continue Section 167(k) for an additional two years
so that it will apply to rehabilitation expenditures incurred before January 1,
1978. In addition, it voted to amend the Section to increase the maximum
amount of rehabilitation expenditures per -dwelling unit that may be written
off to $20,000 (from $15,000), but it did not change the minimum amount,
which presently Is $3,000. The new limit applies to expenditures incurred
after December 31, 1975. The bill makes it clear that the accelerated depre-
ciation permitted by Section 167(k) will not be subject to LAL.
R. Minimum Tax on Tax Preference Items

The House voted to increase and expand the minimum tax on tax prefer-
ence items.

Under present law, a taxpayer is subject, in addition to his ordinary
income tax, to an additional tax equal to 10% of the amount by which his
aggregate tax preferences in any one year exceeds a "floor" equal to the sum
of (1) $30,000 (for married taxpayers filing joint returns), plus (ii) the
amount of his income tax for such year, plus (i1) the tax imposed for the
seven preceeding years (but not taxable years prior to 1970) which was not
previously used to reduce preference income.

H. R. 10612 would increase the rate of the minimum tax as of January 1,
1976 from 10 to 14% and would decrease the $30,000 exemption to a $20,000
exemption which would be reduced to zero when preference income exceeds
$40,000. In addition, it would eliminate entirely any deduction for regular
taxes pald either in the current year or in any past year.

Presently, insofar as real estate is concerned, the "tax preference items"
are accelerated depreciation and capital gains. H.R. 10612 creates, as of
January 1, 1976, several additional categories of tax preference items, amongwhich are interest and taxes generated during the construction period of
real estate projects to the extent that such interest and/or taxes is not placed
in an LAL deferred account.

M. DISCUSSION
Congress made a conscious decision In enacting the Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1968 to use the federal tax laws in partnership with
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direct housing subsidies to induce private developers to produce more resi-
dential rental housing for all Americans and particularly for families of
low and moderate incomes.

That decision, which essentially adopted the recommendation of the Presi-
dent's Committee on Urban Housing (the Kaiser Committee), was followed by
the enactment of provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1069 favoring the con-
struction of residential rental property, particularly low- and moderate-
income housing, and reducing the tax benefits favoring the construction of
other types of real estate. The most notable provisions added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 were the enactment of Section 167(j), which continues
to permit double declining balance and sum of the years-digits depreciation
of new residential property, but proscribes the use of such rapid depreciation
with respect to non-residential real estate; the--enactment of Section 107(k),
which permits a sixty-month" write-off of rehabilitation expenditures for low-
and moderate-income rental housing; the enactment of Section 1250(a) (1) (C),

. which in effect permits low and moderate income housing projects to be sold
at capital gains rates after they have been owned for ten years and other
residential rental property to be sold at capital gains rates after sixteen years
eight months, while removing that privilege from non-residential real estate;
and the enactment of Section 1039, which permits the deferral of gain on
qualifiedd salcs of certain low- and moderate-income housing projects, including
Section 236 projects.

These tax incentives, working in concert with the various housing sub-
sidies provided in 1968 and earlier housing acts, dramatically increased the
number of quality housing units for low- and moderate-income families. It
led to the creation of The National Housing Partnership and other entitles,
large and sinall, which in combination have produced many hundreds of
thousands of low- and moderate-income housing units that would not other-
wise have been produced. For example, in 1971, there were 430,000 federally
subsidized housing starts, approximately twenty percent of the 2,000,000 U. S.
housing starts for that year, excluding mobile homes. The National Housing
Partnership alone has participated in the organization of 173 low and mod-
erate Income housing partnerships In 33 states-which will provide shelter
and decent homes for more than 27,000 American families. Many other devel-
opers are involved in the type of activity as NHP, producing many thousands
of homes for low and moderate-income families. There Is no other incentive to
private enterprise that could have matched that record.

I1. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUPPORTING REASONS

A. Limitation on Artificfal Loaaes --
When Secretary of the Treasury George Schultz first put forward the con-

cept of LAI, in a statement before the House Ways and Means Committee
on April 30, 1973, he suggested that low and moderate income housing be
exempted from its impact, and that has been the position of the Administra-
tion ever since. The most recent statement of the Administrations position is
contained In a letter dated Octolwr 10, 1975 from Carla 1li1s, Secretary of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, speaking for the Ad-
ministration, to Chairman Ullman of the Ways and Means Committee. (See
Exhibit A) Secretary Hills stated that such exemption should be permanent
or, at a minimum, for a period of five years.

The need for exemption from LAL for low and moderate income housing
has also been recognized by many others, for example, Ralph Nader's Tax
Reform Research Group and Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.). Sen-
ator Kennedy put the argument well in his statement on the Senate floor on
March 1, 1976 in a speech entitled: "Tax Reform: Dream or Reality?" He:
said: "In other cases, it may be appropriate to reduce or eliminate the tax
expenditure program-because its costs outweigh its benefits, or because its
benefits are distributed unfairly-but part or all of the revenues saved need
to be added to more efficient and more equitable federal programs in the
same budget areas. For example, tax shelters for real estate should be elim-
inated because they are a source of serious tax inequity and because there
iq s1bqtantial evidence that the tax expenditures involved in real estate tax
shelters are Inefficient and counter-productive. But, the revenues gained by
C *nresq to direct spending programs for the construction and rehabilitation
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of low and middle income housing. This simultaneous action is required to.
meet our housing needs and to Insure that needed tax reform does not
reduce unnecessary disruption In the construction industry.

It is important that we amend the House bill by developing stronger anti-
tax shelter rules ready to go into effect. But the House bill wisely delays until
1981 the imposition of its tax shelter rules in the case of the construction of
low income housing. In the interim, Congress should require HUD to develop
and submit an alternative direct spending program to encourage construction
and rehabilitation of low income housing.

I will not support any proposal to change the present tax benefits for low
income families until a better alternative program is designed. We can then
use the revenues gained from closing down tax shelters to help fund more
effective and more equitable methods of providing low income housing. In this
way, tax reform and spending reform can go hand in hand." (Emphasis
added.)

Like Secretary Hills and Senator Kennedy, we believe that LAL should not
be applied to low and moderate income housing until Congress has developed,
tested and implemented a successful alternative program to produce low and
moderate income housing. Hopefully, five years will be sufficient.

H. R. 10612 seeks to accomplish this, but we believe that it fails because
proposed Code Section 470(c) (3) set forth on page 31 of H. R. 10612 exempts
from LAL low income housing the construction period of which begins
before January 1, 1981 if a Section 8 or comparable state or local subsidy
commitment Is obtained before January 1, 1979. The requirement of a subsidy
commitment within the first three years of the exemption period results in
only a three year rather than a five year extension of present law. This Is so
because construction normally begins within approximately 30-0 days after
a subsidy commitment is issued.

The precondition of a subsidy commitment is troublesome for two addi-
tional reasons. First, It would eliminate from the exemption any construction

-not yet begun under the older Section 221(d) (3) and Section 236 housing
programs, which although considerably diminished, still remain in effect and
still have projects in the "pipeline." Secondly, there is no comparable subsidy
under any present state or local housing program, and so the precondition of
a subsidy commitment effectively eliminates entirely from the exemption all
state and local programs for low and moderate income housing which func-
tion separately from the federal Section 8 Leased Housing Program. There
are many of these and to date they have been the heart of the state low
income housing programs.

We urges that sub-paragraph (A) of proposed Code Section 470(c) (3) be
deleted from H. R. 10612 so that the section exempts low income housing (as
defined in the bill) from LAL if the construction period for such property
begins before January 1, 1981.
B. Depreciation Recapture

We believe that the decision of the House to establish a sixteen-year eight-
month recapture rule for low and moderate income housing represents the
minimum incentive necessary to sustain investment interest in such housing
and to discourage early disposition or-foreclosure. However, we believe that
applying this new rule, rather than the present ten-year rule, to existing
investments in low- and moderate-income housing is a serious breach of faith
with thousands of investors who were urged by Secretary Romney and others
to make this investment. Such investments are highly illiquid and cannot be
disposed of easily if the tax law changes. This breach of faith is likely to
create a "credibility gap" which will discourage future investment in Section
8 and other new low- and moderate-income housing based on representations
as to the tax benefits.

Retroactive application of the new sixteen-year eight-month rule to existing
projects is also opposed by the Administration. In her October 10, 1075 letter
to the Ways and Means Committee (see Exhibit A) Secretary Hills says:

"Third, the Committee should avoid retroactive application of the new re-
capture rules to projects already built or startedl-a feature that seems cer-
tain to contribute to investor resistance to residential real estate investment
in the future-and should provide for timing of recapture changes so that
they parallel changes in the timing-of LAL as recommended above."

69-460--76--pt. 2-6
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We urge that Section 201(a) of H. R. 10612 be modified to provide that
low and moderate income housing the construction of which began before
January 1, 1976 continue to be subject to the ten-year recapture rule pres-
ently provided for by Section 1250(a) (1) (0) (ii) of the Internal Revenue
Code.
C. Section 167(k)-Rehabilitation Expcnditures

There is a pressing need 'or the rehabilitation and restoration of our nation's
older housing inventory. Essential to that objective has been Section 167(k),
which was added to the Internal Revenue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
This is the five year write off of rehabilitation expenditures for housing of
families of low and moderate income.

When Section 167(k) was enacted in 1969, It was for a trial period of five
years-later extended to six years. At the end of 1975, Section 107(k) expired
and, despite repeated efforts, we have been unable to obtain even a stop-gap
extension. This has created a severe break in the rehabilitation pipeline-
which is not a process easily turned on and off--and there is a need for
emergency action to repair that break.

Section 167(k) fills a programmatic void without which there can be no
meaningful production or operation of this type of housing. Because of the
complexities involved in working with old structures located in inner cities
and the limitations imposed by the rent paying ability of low and moderate
Income tenants, rehabilitation of low and moderate income housing cannot
work without some external basis for developer and builder profit. Equity
syndication in conjunction with Section 107(k) is ideally suited to provide a
profit source and encourage the business community to enter the field. Despite
suspension of the Section 236 program In January, 1973 and the depression
in the economy in general and the housing industry in particular, 80,000 units
of low and moderate income rehabilitated housing were produced with gov-
ernment assistance in the United States from 1969 through 1974, as con-
trasted with only 15,300 such units in all prior years.

The new emphasis on the Section 8 Leased Housing Program, often utilized
in cooperation with state housing finance agencies, and the new Community
Development block grant program administered by local agencies, each have
a substantial rehabilitation component which has sparked renewed interest in
rehabilitation. Neither program will be successful without the Inclusion of a
significant amount of rehabilitation, and that rehabilitation will be accom-
plished only with the extensive use of Section 167(k).

Therefore, we urge immediate action-not as part of H. R. 10612, but by
amendment to separate pending legislation which can expect to be enacted at
a very early date-to extend Section 167(k) for at least five years, until
January 1, 1981, a period of time sufficient to encourage developers and build-
ers to rely on it and to gear up their production.

The two year extension provided for in H. R. 10612 is not adequate. The
Administration supports extension of Section 167(k) (See Secretary Hills'

"ter of October 10, 1975--Exhibit A) and Dr. Laurence Woodworth, Chief
of Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, has suggested
a five year extension through 1980. (See Exhibit B).

Section 167(k) should also be amended to bring it into line with legisla-
tive and other changes which have occurred since the time that it was enacted.

The amendments which we urge are:
1. Increase Expenditure Ceiling.-In recognition of inflation, modify the

ceiling amount that may be taken into account per dwelling unit from the
present $15,000 to $20,000, with respect to rehabilitation begun after Decem-
ber 31, 1975.

This amendment Is contained in H. R. 10612, was supported by HUD before
the Ways and Means Committee, and is endorsed by Dr. Woodworth.

2. Authorize Use of Section 8 Income Limits8-In view of the enactment of
the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, amend Section 167(k)
to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to set income limits consistent
with those establlshel for the Section 8 Leased Housing Program.

Presently Piragraph (R) (B of Section 167(k) permits the Secretary of the
Treasury to determine families and individuals of low or moderate Income
"in a manner (finslstent with the policies of the Housing and Urban Devel-
opment Act of 1")8." Since the Section 8 Leased Housing Program was
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enacted as part of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, the
Treasury Department takes the view that Section 167(k), as presently en-
acted, precludes the Secretary of the Treasury from adopting regulations
which would define families and individuals of low and moderate income in
accordance with the Section 8 income test. That leaves available only the
outmoded test of the Section 236 housing program. The amendment suggested
above would properly expand the Secretary's authority in this respect.

This amendment was supported by HUD before the Ways and Means
Committee during consideration of H. R. 10612.

3. Confirm "per dwelling mit" Application of Section.-In view of the en-
nctment and implementation of the Section 8 Leased Housing Program, which
contemplates both low and non-low income housing within a single building,
codify the present Treasury Department interpretation that Section 167(k)
can be applied on a "per dwelling unit" basis.

This amendment, which would clarify an ambiguity in the present statute,
was supported by HUD before the Ways and Means Committee during consid-
eration of H. R. 10612.

4. Apply Section to Expenditures Incurred pursuant to a "Binding Con-
traet".-A definition would be added to Section 167(k) to provide that re-
habilitation expenditures incurred pursuant to a binding contract entered
into prior to January 1, 1081, and rehabilitation expenditures incurred with
respect to low-income rental housing the rehabilitation of which has begun
prior to January 1, 1081, shall be deemed incurred prior to January 1, 1981.

It is important that Section 167(k), as amended, apply to expenditures
incurred pursuant to binding contracts entered into prior to January 1, 1981,
rather than just to expenditures incurred by that date. The IRS Regulations
presently take the view that an expenditure is not incurred until "all eventshave occurred which establish the fact of the taxpayer's liability with reason-
able accuracy." (See Treas. Reg. 1.167(k)-1(a) (2).) That accounting deft-
nition of the word "incurred" does not include work in process and would
tend to discourage the commencement now of rehabilitation that cannot or
may not be completed by December 31, 1980. The amendment is based upon
the precedent set by a prior extension of Section 167(k) contained in P. L.
9,3-482 (see Exhibit C). Occasionally rehabilitation is done by the owner or
developer himself, rather than contracted for with an outside party. To cover
that situation, the definition of "incurred" should also include expenditures
later accrued when the rehabilitation actually has begun prior to January 1,
1091.

Dr. Woodworth has endorsed this amendment, and we understand that HUD
does not object to it.

Attached as Exhibit D is language of a proposed bill that would achieve
all of the foregoing with respect to Section 167(k).
D. Minipnunt Tax on Tax Preference Items

li. R. 10612 makes significant changes in current minimum tax provisions.
it iq not an overstatement to say that the changes, taken together, will
virtually eliminate private investment in low and moderate income housing.

We concur in the view expressed by Secretary Simon in his testimony on
March 18, 1976 when he said that treating construction period interest and
taxes not limited by LAL as tax preference items is "conceptually unsound"
and we agree with his further statement that "HUD and Treasury are con-vinced that this treatment can have an adverse affect on real estate develop-
ment." We believe that that conclusion is especially true in the case of lowand moderate Income housing, where almost the entire return to the investor
is made up of tax benefits and cash return is of little importance.

Exhibit E demonstrates, in the context of an actual National Housing
Partnership syndication, the effect of the minimum tax on a modest investor.
As can be seen, such an investor under present law would pay no minimum
tax on an investment of $117,200, but under H. R. 10612, as reported by the
Ways and Means Committee, he would pay $26,395 in minimum tax: and
under H. R. 10612 as passed by the House he would pay $49,600 in minimum
tax! In other words, under the House bill, in order to achieve eventual tax
benefits of $196,350, the investor must risk $117,200 of his own cash and pay
$49,600 in taxes, leaving a "profit" of only $29,550. Not a very attractive
offer, when one considers that a 19 year tax exempt bond in the principal
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amount of $117,000 bearing interest at the rate of 7% per annum would
return $155,610 in tax free interest, plus the holder's original investment.
Given such a choice, how many investors can be expected to choose low and
moderate income housing in preference to tax exempt bonds and similar less
troublesome investments.

We urge that all tax preference items-accelerated depreciation included-
arising from low and moderate income housing be exempt from the minimum
tax presently set forth in H. R. 10612. Without that exemption, the exemption
from LAL already granted has no meaning.
E. Other Technical Matters

The definition of "low-income housing" set forth in proposed Section
470(a) (4) of the Code (p. 27 of H. R. 10{612) in our opinion requires certain
technical revision in order (I) to include the small but important Section 515
low income housing program administered by the Farmers Home Administra-
tion for rural areas, and (1i) to correctly reference the state and local pro-
grams for financing and assisting families and individuals of low and mod-
erate income. Comparable corrections should also be made in the proposed
amendments to Section 1250 of the Code (pp. 42-43 of the Bill).

Similarly, should proposed Section 470(c) (3) (A) of the Code (p. 31 of
H. R. 10612) be retained (which we oppose), then it also requires technical
amendment to correctly reference commitments under the appropriate state
and local low and moderate income housing programs.

These technical drafting- problems have been discussed and explained to
Dr. Woodworth and other members of the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation. Our suggestions for revision are attached hereto
as Exhibits F-1, F-i, and F-3.

This Technical Memorandum is submitted by the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low
and Moderate Income Housing, which consists of the organizations and indi-
viduals whose names re shown on Exhibit G.

Exhibit A

THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, D. C., October 10, 1975.Hon. AL ULLMAN,

Chairman,
Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEa MR. CHAIRMA N: I fully appreciate the importance of the Committee's.
efforts to reform the laws applicable to tax shelters. At the same time, I
would like to take this opportunity to express my strong concern that certain
of the tentative decisions made to date by the Ways and Means Committee
will have a serious adverse impact on housing production, particularly pro-
duction of housing for lower income families.

The Committee I am sure will recognize that its decisions are coming at ai
crucial time for housing. After a two-year period during which new com-
mitments under the previous subsidized housing program were suspended, we
are Just commencing the new Section 8 program to produce much needed low
and moderate income housing. New construction and substantial rehabilita-
tion under the Section 8 program require the investment incentives which are-
currently provided through the tax laws. As to unsubsidized housing, the.
multifamily sector is exceptionally depressed, and it is therefore critical that
the Committee's proposed tax changes be commenced in a manner which will*
not abort currently planned construction if we are to sustain the housing-
recovery that is so essential to the nation's economy.

I believe that a limited number of modifications to these tentative decisions.
will preserve the Committee's approach to tax reforms, and at the same time
reconcile these important tax reforms with the need to produce housing. I
strongly urge the Committee to make the following modifications to its ten.
tative decisions--

First, low and moderate income housing should be exempted from the Limi-
tation on Artificial Losses (LAL). At a minimum, if the Committee does not
provide such an exemption, It should at least defer application of LAL for
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five years. This would permit production under the new Section 8 program to
go forward uninterrupted over the next two years while the Administration
and Congress consider possible alternatives. The Committee's two-year de-
ferral with three-year phase-in, while similar to a five-year deferral, is inade-
quate because of the long lead time often required for subsidized projects. I
would add that accelerated depreciation should be subject to the minimum tax.

I recognize that our existing tax provisions present serious issues from
the standpoint of the overall operation and fairness of our tax system. The

---- difficulty is that, particularly where lower income housing is concerned, we
do not currently have an alternative. Such an alternative may require both
revised tax laws and revised housing legislation. I have appointed an intra-
departmental Task Force chaired by General Counsel Robert R. Elliott to
determine whether there are better tax or non-tax alternatives.

Second, in order to assist the housing recovery generally, and the depressed
multifamily rental sector in particular, we would urge the Committee to
provide rules for the commencement of LAL as to non-subsidized housing
which will avoid cancellation of planned construction.

Third, the Committee should avoid retroactive application of the new re-
capture rule to projects already built or started-a feature that seems certain
to contribute to investor resistance to reslential real estate investment in the
future-and should provide for timing of recapture changes so that they par-
allel changes in the timing of LAL as recommended above.

In addition to the above modifications in its tentative decisions, I strongly
urge that the Committee add to its bill an extension of Section 167(k) of
the Internal Revenue Code relating to the depreciation of costs of rehabili-
tating housing for low and moderate income use. This provision is needed if
we are to achieve any significant volume of rehabilitation in support of neigh-
borhood preservation efforts in communities across the country. The Depart-
ment favors increasing the maximum and minimum per unit amounts to
*20,000 and $5,000, respectively.

We will be pleased to provide more detail on the basis for each of the
above recommendations, as well as recommendations incidental to the above,
such as recommendations regarding the definition of low and moderate income
housing. My staff will be available to discuss the specific technical issues with
,Committee staff.

Sincerely,
CAu A. HXLS.

Enclosure.

MAJoR HUD CoNcvnls IN CURRNT TAX LEOxsLATIoN MARK-UP
The Department of Housing and Urban Development believes that several

of the tentative decisions of the Ways and Means Committee on changes in
tax law applicable to real estate investments will have a serious adverse
impact on low and moderate housing production and upon current prospects
for a housing recovery. A summary of these concerns and recommendations is
set forth below.

1. APPLICATION OF LL TO LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

In 1974, the Committee, while agreeing upon LAL, voted to exempt low and
moderate income housing from its terms. This year's tentative decisions reflect
an intention to apply LAL to low and moderate income housing beginning in
1978.

The problem is that, without the favorable tax treatment permitted by
current law, there is no reasonable prospect that we will be able to build the
low and moderate income housing which is needed and which the Congress
expects to see our program produce. It is true that with the enactment of the
new Section 8 program, our housing subsidy laws have been modified in some
material ways from those which were in effect in 1909 when the present
pattern of tax incentives was fixed.

These modifications, however, have not changed the one fundamental feature
that requires special investment tax Incentives--the exceptional risks associ.
ated with ownership and long-term successful operation of projects occupied
by low and moderate income famlies. These risks are accentuated in the new
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Section 8 program to the extent that the program by statutory direction is
expected to serve more of the very low income tenants for whom proper man-
agement may be most difficult. The present favorable tax treatment is also
important for construction of housing under state and local programs for low
income housing.

The fact Is that builders will not build subsidized projects unless they are
able to sell the projects to investors. And the fact is that investors will not
purchase subsidized apartment projects unless their investment produces the
substantial tax advantages available under current law.

As a -means of obtaining production of subsidized projects, there is currently
no alternative to the tax incentives provided in the present law. The Depart-
ment has begun a thorough study of possible alternatives.

We believe low and moderate income housing should be exempted from
LAL. We believe that if the Committee is not prepared to exempt low and
moderate income housing projects from LAL, it should at least defer appli-
cation of LAL for a sufficiently long period to permit consideration of pos-
sible alternatives without curtailing Investment decisions over the next several
years. For this purpose, the Committee should allow at least three years as
the time lead for a subsidized project from conception to subsidy commitment.
This means thdt if production of subsidized housing Is to continue uninter-
rupted during the next two years-which would allow time for consideration
and enactment of a possible alternative--the bill should provide an additional
three years for developers to obtain final subsidy commitments.

We would stress that the lead time required for low and moderate income
projects-is much longer than that typically required for non-subsidized proj-
ects, given the local and Federal approvals and special reviews required.
Further, the time needed to process a particular subsidized project is much
more uncertain. Thus, the two-year period during which, under the Com-
mittee's decisions, new construction could be started without application of
LAL will be completely inadequate, since investors who might incur substan-
tial costs would have no reasonable assurance that construction would in fact
begin within that period. The two-year time lag accordingly would not only
fail to stimulate new investment but would probably adversely affect some
of the investment decisions already made.

2. LAL APPLICATION TO NON-SUBSIDIZED HOUSING PROJECTS

The Committee has tentatively decided to apply LAL to new residential
projects not designed for low and moderate income families which are started
after December 31, 1975. This means that the legislation would have an
immediate impact not only on future project planning but also on projects
ready for construction.

Our concern with this aspect of the bill is that, coming just now, it adds
to our difficulties in stimulating and supporting housing recovery that is vital
to our overall economic recovery. The slump in housing which began last year
has been marked by an unusual weakness in the multifamily sector and an
adequate recovery in that sector is likely to be difficult to achieve. We esti-
mate that in this calendar year there will be fewer than 150,000 new or
rehabilitated non-subsidized multifamily rental housing starts, as compared
to an average of 400,000 -per annum in the 1964-1969 period, and 550,000 per
annum in the 1970-1973 period. There are current indications of a modest
recovery next year. An immediate application of the new rule to all projects
where construction is to commence after December 31, 1974, may cause can-
cellation of much planned construction.

We urge that the Committee establish rules regarding commencement of
LAL which will avoid cancellation of planned construction of non-subsidized
projects.

3. RECAPTURE OF DEPRECIATION

At present, the Internal Revenue' Cde prnvides for recapture as ordinary
income of depreciation in excess of straight-line depreciation as a decreasing
method over ten years in the case of certain low and moderate income proj-
Pcts and 16% years In the case of other residential housing projects. The
Committee's proposed provision would provide that all such accelerated de-
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preciation attributable to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1975,
be recaptured as ordinary income regardless of when the project was con-
structed.

One of our concerns with this feature-apart from arguments of fairness
that might be made on behalf of those who relied upon the prior rules-is
that, from a housing standpoint, a retroactive change may shake investor
confidence, if they had before them the example of a retroactive change in the-
recapture rules.

Our more basic concern arises simply from the belief that- the recapture
rt,ler should be considered as part and parcel of the present system of incen-
tives for production. Thus, If housing considerations suggest that these
incentives should be continued to some extent, we think that the same con-
siderations apply to recapture. We therefore recommend that the timing of
recapture changes be meshed with the application of LAL so that the new
full recapture rules would apply only to those future projects---subsidized or
non-non-subsidized-that would be subject to LAL. However, In the case of
subsidized housing, if the Committee wishes to make an immediate change, we
urge that It consider a provision which would apply to subsidized projects the
same 16% year rule as applies under current law to non-subsidized projects.

4. EXTENSION OF SECTION 167(k)
Section 167(k), enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, provides.

that owners of multifamily rental property may depreciate costs In five years
so long as the property is rented to low and moderate income tenants and
certain other requirements are met. Section 167 (k) expires December 31, 1975,
unless extended by Congress.

We strongly urge the extension of section 167(k). Section 167(k) Is an
essential measure to foster rehabilitation of existing housing stock for low
and moderate income families. Congress in the Housing and Community De-
velopment Act of 1974 specifically amended the national housing goal to
emphasize the preservation of existing housing stock. Rehabilitation Is cru-
cial now in view of current costs of new construction and the broader public
policy interests in maintaining the vitality of older urban areas.

Initiation of rehabilitation projects for low and moderate income families
has ground to a halt due to the imminent expiration of section 167(k). An
extension is necessary if planning and execution of new projects Is to go
forward.

Section 167(k) currently sets a $15,000 maximum and a $3,000 minimum on
the amount of rehabilitation expenditures per unit. In order to provide for
increases in costs since section 167(k) was enacted, we recommend that these
limits be Increased to $20,000 and $5,000, respectively.

5. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Definition of related income for LAL purpo8e8-aggregation.-With one
minor exception, the Committee's tentative decision on LAL contemplates that
"artificial" losses--including construction period Interest and taxes as well as
accelerated depreciation--can only be taken against Income from the same
projects. We believe that this concept of related income Is too narrow in that
it would operate not only in syndication arrangements where investors other-
wise would deduct the artificial losses against unrelated ordinary income from
completely different activities, but also against established builder-developers
who are developing and operating successful housing projects without syndi-
cation of ownership. The most important tax incentive now provided to those
developers is the availability of a current deduction for construction period
interest and taxes. This would in nearly every case be unavailable so long as
related income Is defin6d on a project-by-project basis, since a project under
construction would ordinarily not be producing income. Accordingly, we urge
that related income for LAL purposes be defined to include at least income
from other housing projects held for rental or sale.

b. Reform to curb abuses related to project foreclosures--We urge, as a
reform to avoid abuses which have occurred, that the percentage of ordinary
income recapture be determined under the existing rules as of the date of
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commencement of foreclosure, rather than as of the date foreclosures is com-
pleted. There have been instances in which foreclosures have been litigated
and dilatory tactics pursued in order to extend a tax shelter and reduce the
percentage or ordinary income recapture. We urge this change to counteract
Incentives which otherwise exist for such abuses.

Exhibit B

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES1
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION,

Washington, D.C., October 22, 1975.
Eon. JAMES A. BURKE,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. BuRKE: This is in response to your request for my candid ap-
praisal of a proposed bill that provides for continuation through 1980 of
-section 167(k) which provides for five-year amortization of the expenses
incurred 4n rehabilitating rental housing for low or moderate income families.

The increases in the limitations from $3,000 and $15,000 to $5,000 and
$20,000 are reasonable in view of the increase in construction costs during the
past several years.

The mixture of low and nonlow income tenants within the same buildingmay be a desirable social objective, but it may be difficult to assure that the
tenants fit the income restrictions applicable to each dwelling unit. This is a
general observation, but actual implementation of the progam may be ableto avoid such complications as an ineligible tenant occupying a--rehabilitated
dwelling unit.
--The-binding contract provision that would permit completion of projects

begun before the expiration date Is reasonable and desirable.
The history of this provision, however, indicates that it has had limited

success. Where it has been used, this has occurred in conjunction with otherforms of housing subsidies, such as mortgage guarantees and rent subsidies.
The combination provides the investor who is interested with a combination
of subsidies that is topped off with the tax shelter opportunity under section
167(k). Many potential rehabilitation projects, however, have floundered on
the difficulty that rehabilitation has begun after neighborhoods have under-gone serious deterioration, and it -has been difficult to convince moderate
income tenants to return. As a consequence, low income families have been
the major tenant group, and in the view of developers and investors, this has
raised the risks of the projects.

'Low income families also need adequate housing and require financial
assistance to obtain it. To the extent section 167(k) helps achieve this objec.
tive, it should be extended through 1980.' The Department of Housing and
Urban Development now may have sufficient experience to assure effective
accomplishment of the program's objectives. On the basis of past experience,
however, the rehabilitation program has to be judged as a limited success,
and section 167(k) has been useful chiefly as an additional tax shelter ratherthan as an incentive to rehabilitate housing for low and moderate income
families.

Sincerely yours,
LAURENCE N. WOODWORTH.

Exhibit C
A BILL To amend Subsection 167(k) of the Internal Revenue Code to promote the

rehabilitation of housing for families of low income
-Ba--4t---ctted by the Senate and House of Reprcsentatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled,
SECTIoN 1. gubsetlon MtO?(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re-lating to depreciation of expenditures to rehabilitated low-income rental hous-

ing) is amended by-
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(1) striking out "January 1, 1970," in paragraph (1) and inserting in
lieu thereof "January 1, 1981,";

(2) striking out "$15,000" in paragraph (2) (A) and inserting in lieu
thereof $20,000";

(3) striking out the words "existing building" in paragraph (3) (A)
and inserting in lieu thereof "existing building, or any portion thereof,";

(4) striking out the words "any building the dwelling units in" in
paragraph (3) (B) and inserting in lieu thereof "any dwelling units";

(5) striking out words "pursuant to regulations prescribed under this
subsection" in paragraph (3)(B) and isertinz in lieu thereof ", the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, and subsequent acts
related to federal housing programs, pursuant to regulations prescribed
under this subsection."

(6) adding the following new paragraph (8) (D): "(D) REHABILITATION
EXPENDITiU"ES INCURRED--Rehabilltation expenditures incurred pursuant
to a binding contract entered into prior to January 1, 1981, and rehabili-
tation expenditures incurred with respect to low-income rental housing
the rehEubilitation of which has begun prior to January 1, 1981, shall be
deemed incurred prior to January 1, 1981."

SECTION 2. The amendment made by this Act to paragraph (2) (A) of
subsection 167(k) shall apply to rehabilitation expenditures incurred with
respect to low-income rental housing the rehabilitation of which begins after
December 31, 1975.

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE MINIMUM TAX ON A TYPICAL NATIONAL HOUSING
PARTNERSHIP SYNDICATION

We have used an actual syndication of the National Housing Partnership to
demonstrate the impact on an investor of the present law and various changes
in the minimum tax.

Attached are three schedules illustrating the effect on a "typical" investor
of :

1. The present minimum tax.
2. The version adopted by the Ways and Means Committee.
3. The version passed by the House of Representatives (The "Corman

Amendment").
In preparing these schedules, the following basic assumptions were made:
1. The investor has primarily salary income, is taxed at the 50% rate, and

has $20,000 of other tax preference income.
2. The investor acquires two units in the Merrill Lynch VI offering of the

National Housing Partnership at a cost of $117,200.
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE VERSION-EFiECT OF MINIMUM TAX ON INVESTOR

Tax saving before Net
minimum tax at Minimum tax Tax saving after Invest-Investment Tax loss 50 percent Ways and Means minimum tax ment

Year:
1976 ......... ($29,760) $7, 500 $28, 750 ($2,850) $25,900 ($3,860)1977---... (24, 000) 45, 500 22,750 (4,000) 18,750 (9 110
1978-------(24,000) 36:000 18,000 (3,625) 14,375 (18735)
1979--..... (20, 31700 15,850 (3,370) 12, 50 (27,035)1980---------(18, 560) 27,400 3, 700 (2,91 10 790 34, 8051 ..................... 24,600 12,300 (2,515) 9,785 25,0201982 ..................... 24,600 12,300 (2,125 1 ,175 14,8451983 ..................... 22, SCO 11,250 (,70) 9,490 (5,35519-4 ..................... 1o I 10(,7o07o ( 4

194------------0300 10,150 ,308,780 3,4251985- ................. 18,200 9,100 (1,000) S100 11,525
1986------------------... 16,000 8,000 (640) 7,360 18,8851987------------------16, 000 8,000 330) 7,670 26, 555198 ..................... 700 6,850 .................. 6, 850 33,405
1989-----------------.11,400 5,700 .................. 5,700 39, 1051990 ..................... 9,100 4,550--------------------4,550 -43,6551991 ..................... 63,3503 .................. 3,350 47,005
1992 ..................... 6,400 3,200 .................. .3,200 50,205
1993 ................ . 3,800 1,900 .................. 1,900 52,105
1994----------....... 1,300 650 .................. 650 52,755

Total ...... (117,200) 392, 700 196,350 (26,395) 169,955 52,755
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HOUSE VERSION-EFFECT OF MINIMUM TAX ON INVESTOR

Tax saving Minimum Tax saving
Invest- - - Tax before minimum tax-Corman after minimum Net

meant loss tax at 50 percent amendment law investment

Year:
1976 ......... 29, 760) $57,500 $28,750 $11,480 $17,270 ($12,490
1977 ......... 24,000) 45,500 22,750 4,985 17,765 (18,725
1978 ......... 24,006) 36,000 18, 000 4,620 13,380 (29,345
1979 ......... 20, 880 31,700 15,850 4,255 11,595 (38,630)
1980 ......... 18,560) 27, 400 13,700 3,890 9, 810 (47, 3801981 ..................... 24,600 12,300 3,500 8,800 38,5801982 ..................... 24,600 12,300 3.110 9,190 29,390
1984------------------20,300 10, 150 2, 355 7,795 1001984 ..................... 20301,5(:5 ,9 13,09O
1985 ..................... 18, 2u0 9,100 1, 990 7,110 (5,9801986 .................... 16,000 8,000 1,625 6,395 3951987 ..................... 6 8o000 1,315 6,685 7,080
198 ..................... 13, 700 6,850 980 5,870 12,950
1989 ..................... 11,400 5,700 785 4,915 17,865
1990 ..................... 9, 100 4,550 695 3,905 21,7701"6 ..................... 6,7oo3,350 505 2,845 24,615
1992 ..................... 6,400 - 3,200 365 2,835 27,4501993 ..................... 3,800 1,900 280 1,820 29,0701994 ..................... 1,300 650 170 480 29,55n

Total ...... (117,200) 392,700 196,350 49,600 146,750 29,550

PRESENT LAW-EFFECT OF MINIMUM TAX ON INVESTOR

Tax saving Tax saving
before minimum Minimum tax- after minimum Net

Investment Tax loss tax at 50 percent present law tax investment

Year:
1076 ......... ($29,760 $57,500 $28,750 None ............ $28,750 ($1,010)
1977-..... (24, 0O0) 45: 500 22, 750 ..... do ........... 22,750 (2,260)
1978---------(24,000) 36, 000 18,000 ..... do ----------- 18, 000 (8,260)
1979 ......... (20, 880) 31,700 15,850 ..... do ........... 15, 850 (13,290)1980 ......... I.560) 27,400 13,700 ..... do ........... 1,7 (18,150)1981 ..................... 24,600 12, o0 ..... do ........... 12,300 (5,850)
1982 ..................... 24, 600 12,300 .... do ........... 12,300 6,450
1983 ..................... 22,500 11,250 .-.. do ........... 11,250 17,700
1984 ..................... 20, 300 10,150 ---- do ........... 10,150 27,850
1985 ..................... 18,200 9,100 ..... do ........... 9,100 36, 950
1986 ..................... 16,000 8,000 ..... do ........... 8,000 14,950
1987 ..................... 16,000 8,0 ..... do ........... 8,000 52,9501988 ..................... 7 .850 ..... do ........... 6,850 59,
1989 ----------------- 11,400 5,700- do.. 5,700 655001990..................... 9100 4,550 do ...... 4,550 70,0501991 ..................... 6 7 3,350..o ........... 73,400
1992 ..................... 6,400 - 3, 200 ..... 4o ........... 3,200 76, 600
1993 ...... ; ............... 3,800 1,900 ..- do ........... 1,900 78,500
1994 ..................... 1,300 650 ..... do ........... 650 79,150

Total ...... (117,200) 392,700 196,350 .................. 196,350 79,150

* S

Exhibit E-1
* * 41

(4) LOW-INCOME HoUSING.-The term low-income housing' means--
"(A) property with respect to which a mortgage is insured under section

221(d) (3) or 236 of the National Housing Act, or housing financed or assisted
by direct loan or tax abatement under Section 515 of the Housing Act of 1949
or under provisions of State or local laws intended primarily to finance or
assist housing for families or individuals of low or moderate income, and
with respect to which the owner is subject to the restrictions of section
1039(b) (1) (B), or

"(B) dwelling units held or to be held (pursuant to commitments) for
occupancy by families or individuals eligible to receive subsidies under
section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended, or under
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the provisions of State or local law providing for subsidies of a similar
nature for low or moderate income families and Individuals.

In the case of a building (or the portion of a building devoted to dwelling units),
if 85 percent or more of the dwelling units are units described in subparagraph
(B), such building (or portion thereof) shall be treated as low-income housing.

Exhibit E-2

__ "(3) Low-INcomE HOUsiNO.-In the case of low-income housing, this subpart
shall not apply to real property if-

"(A) before January 1, 1979, there is a subsidy commitment to support
new construction or substantial rehabilitation under section 8 of the United
States Housing Act of 1937, as amended- (or a commitment under the provi-
sions of State or local law to finance or assist new construction or substantial
rehabilitation for low or moderate income families and individuals) and such
commitment was made before the beginning of the construction or rehabili-
tation of such property, and

"(B) the construction period for such property begins before January
1, 1981.

"(4) COORDINATION wrT SECTION 167 (k).-For purposes of this subpart, any
expenditure incurred before January 1, 1978, to which section 167(k) (relating
to depreciation of expenditures to rehabilitate low-income rental housing) applies
shall not be treated as an accelerated deduction.

term 'applicable percentage' means-
"(B) APPLICABLE PERCENTAGE.-For purposes of subparagraph (A), the

[Exhibit E,4]

"(i) in the case of section 1250 property with respect to which a mort-
gage Is Insured under section 221(d) (3) or 236 of the National Housing
Act, or housing financed or assisted by direct loan or tax abatement
under Section 515 of the Housing Act of 1949 or under provlson.i of
State or local laws intended primarily to finance or assist housing for
families or individuals of low or moderate income, and with respect to
which the owner is subject to the restrictions described in section 1039
(b) (1) (B), 100 percent minus 1 percentage point for each full month
the property was held after the date the property was held 100 full
months;

"(ii) in the case of dwelling units which, on the average, were held
for occupancy by families or individuals eligible to receive subsidies
under section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended,
or under the provisions of State or local law providing for subsidies of
a similar nature for low or moderate income families and individuals,
100 percent minus I percentage point for each full month the property
was held after the date the property was held 100 full months;

"(iii) In the case of section 1250 property with respect to which a
depreciation deduction for rehabilitation expenditures was allowed
under section 167(k), 100 percent minus 1 percentage point for each
full month In excess of 100 full months after the date on which such
property was placed In service; and

"(iv) In the case of all other section 1250 propery, 100 percent.
In the case of a building (or a portion of a building devoted to dwelling

units). if on the average, 85 percent or more of the dwelling units contained
in such building (or portion thereof) are units described in clause (ii),
such building (or portion thereof) shall be treated as property described in
clause (ii). Clauses (i) and (ii) shall not apply with respect to the additional
depreciation described in subsection (b) (4).

0 e
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[Exhibit F]
MEMBERSHIP OF AD Hoc COALITION FOR LOW AND MODERATE

INCOME HOUSING

ORGANIZATIONS

Council of State Housing Agencies.
National Housing Partnership.
Institute for Government Assisted Housing.
National Housing Rehabilitation Association.
National Leased Housed Association.

INDIVIDUALS

Brantley Barr, Vice President, Dean Witter & Co., Inc., 14 Wall Street, New
York, New York 10005 (212) 437-3000.

Dennis D. Beese, AIA, Assistant Director, Urban & Housing Programs, Ameri-
can Institute of Architects, 1735 New York.Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006 (202) 785-7300.

Fred D. Benton, Moninet, 725 Hamilton Bank Building, Knoxville, Tennessee
37902. (615) 546-8993.

Nathan Betnun, Department of Economic and Community Development, 2525
Riva Road, Annapolis, Maryland 21401 (301) 267-5830.

Larry Brown, Executive Director, HOPE, Inc., 2130 Madison Avenue, Suite
204, Toledo, Ohio 43624 (419) 243-9215.

William R. Bruce, Bruce, Southern & Perkins, P.C., 3201, 100 North Main.
Building, Memphis, Tennessee 38103 (901) 523-7111.

John G. Burnett, President, New York State Urban Development Corporation,.
1245 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10005 (212) 974-7028.

Kenneth G. Hance, Jr., Executive Director, Virginia Housing Development
Auth., Imperial Building, 5th & Franklin Streets, Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 649-7041; or President, Council of State Housing Agencies, 1025 Con-
necticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 707, Blake Building, Washington, D.C. 20036 (202)
785-2146.

Edward Butler, Jr., Forest City Dillon, Inc., 10800 Brookpark Road,. Cleveland,.
Ohio 44130 (216) 267-1200.

Sandra Butter, South Bronx Community Housing Corp., 349 E. 149th Street,
Bronx, New York 10451 (212) 585-2100.

E. Anthony Buzzetti, Operations Officer, R. I. Housing & Mortgage Finance.
Corp., Suite 1420, 40 Westminster St., Providence, Rhode Island 02903 (401),
751-5566.

Thomas M. Cook, President, National Leased Housing Assn., Berkeley Housing
Authority, 200 Hearst Avenue, Berkeley, California 94709 (415) 849-3632.

William B. Dockser, C.R.I., Inc., Suite 1125, 5454 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy
Chase, Maryland 20015 (301) 986-1500.

A. Carleton DukesB, President, National Housing Rehabilitation Assn., Con-
tinental Wingate Co., 919 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 (212)
753-8200.

Gustav E. Escher, III, New Jersey Housing Finance Agency, Box 417, Trenton,
New Jersey 08540 (609) 292-5352.

Edward H. Fish, President, Peabody Construction Co., Inc., 536 Geanite
Street, Braintree, Massachusetts 02184 (617) 848-4110.

David L. Froh, Michigan State Housing Development Authority, 300 South
Capitol Avenue, Lansing, Michigan 48926 (517) 373-1385.

Michael F. Gallagher, Mortgage Credit Administrator, Illinois Housing De-
velopment Authority, 201 N. Wells, Chicago, Illinois 60606 (312) 793-2060.

Robert S. Gershkoff, Davenport Assoc., Inc., 15 Westminster Street, Providence,
Rhode Island 02903 (401) 272-2773.

James Ginsburg, CRC Development Corp., 762 Fairmount Avenue, Towson,
-M&aryland 21204 (301) 823-1383.

William Hirabson, c/o Greater Hartford Community Developmeit Corpora-
tion, 100 Constitution Plaza, Hartford, Connecticut 06106 (203) 249-1331.

George C. Hobson, Cumberland Housing Authority, 1 Mendon Road, Cumber-
land, Rhode Island 02864 (401) 724-8590.

Marvin Kelnerj Forest City Enterprises, Inc., 10800 Brookpark Road, Cleveland,
Ohio 44130 (216) 267-1200.
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Hippocrates Kourakos, South Bronx Community Housing Company, 349 E.
149th Street, Bronx, New York 10451 (212) 585-2100.

Peter H. Leach, Security Pacific, Inc., 1400 Tower Building, Seattle, Washing-
ton 98101 (206) 623-8313.

John McCoy, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Housing Finance Authority,
8211 N. Front Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110 (717) 787-1450.

Juan Morales, Hunts Point Local Development Housing Corp., 383 East 149th
Street, New York, New York 10451 (212) 665-7170.

Constance Parascandolo, Town of Johnston Housing Authority, 8 Forand Cir-
cle. Johnston, Rhode Island 02919 (401) 231-2007.

Daniel E. Rogers, II, Deputy General Counsel, Virginia Housing Development
Auth., Imperial Building, 5th & Franklin Streets, Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 770-7588

Lawrence Selkovits, Beacon Construction Co., 1 Center Plaza, Boston, Massa-
chusetts 02108 (617) 742-5500.

Val C. Somers, LiDaPell Corp., 99 Chauncy Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
(617) 423-7402.

Joseph H. Torrence, Executive Director, Tennesse Housing Development Agen-
cy, 500 Hamilton Bank Building, Nashville, Tennessee 37219 (615) 741-1081.

Baxter H. Turnage, Jr., Confederated Housing Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 4304,
Membhis, Tennessee 38104 (901) 725-1905.

Keith A. Waldrop, Executive Director, Georgia Residential Finance Auth., La-
Vista Perimeter Office Park, Building 1, Suite 101, 2163 Northlake Parkway,
Tucker, Georgia 30084 (404) 934-1192.

Stephen Ziegler, Esq., Young, Kaplan & Edelstein, 277 Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10017 (212) 826-0314.

Mark Munley, New Jersey Development of Community Affairs, 33 West State
'Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08618 (609) 292-8117.

Mr. Tom Forrester Lord, Houston Housing Development Corp., 430 Lamar,
:Suite 200, Houston, Texas 77002 (713) 225-1017.

The CAM AN,. Next we will hear from Kenneth Hance, Jr. Please

.STATEMENT OF KENNETH G. HANCE, JR., PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF
STATE HOUSING AGENCIES; ACCOMPANIED BY BRUCE S. LANE,
ESQ., LANE AND EDSON, GENERAL COUNSEL

M r. HANCE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth G. Iance, Jr.
I submit this statement in my capacity as president of the Council
of State Housing Agencies and as a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Ad Hoc Coalition for Low and Moderate Income Hous-
ing. I am accompanied today by the council's general counsel, Bruce
S. Lane. Esq., of Lane and-Edson, P.C., Washington, D.C.

The Council of State Housing Agencies is an association represent-
ing the State housing agencies of virtually all of the approximately
35 States that have enacted such a program. Each State housing
agency is an arm of the State government that has created it.

I am executive director of the Virginia Housing Development
Authority, a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia
ind one of the more active state agencies in the Nation responsible

for the financing and development of low and moderate income
housing.

State housing programs have already become an important ele-
ment in the field of Government-assisted housing. To date these
programs have assisted the development of over 250,000 units of low
and moderate income housing, representing an aggregate investment
of over $6 billion. The bulk of this housing was developed in con-
junction with the interest subsidies provided by the Federal section
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236 program. Roughly 20 percent of all housing produced under the
section 236 program was developed in conjunction with financing
provided by State housing finance agencies.

As a result of the enactment by Congress of the section 8 leased
housing program as a part of the Housing and Development Act
of 1974, and the implementation of that program by HUD, a very
large and special responsibility has been placed on the State housing
agencies for financing and developing a large portion of the Na-
tion's low and moderate income housing in the future. State housing
agencies are intended to be one of the primary leaders of mortgage
money to the buildersand rehabilitators of section 8 leased housing,
and HUD has requested the State agencies to assist in financing
and developing 100,000 units, 25 percent of the entire national section
8 production goal for fiscal 1976. The State agencies cannot do the
job alone. There must be ejuity money in every project. That equity
money, as the previous witness has pointed out, invariably comes
from private investors, primarily through the incentive of tax
benefits.

H.R. 10612 recognizes that the present tax incentives are essential
to the continued production of low- and moderate-income housing
and, in effect, provides that such incentives not be removed for at
least 5 years, which should permit Congress time to develop, test,
and implement workable substitute incentives, perhaps under pro-
visions other than the tax laws. Our position with respect to such
a 5-year exemption is supported by the administration, by Senator
Edward M. Kennedy, by Ralph Nader's Tax Reform Research
Group, and by many others.

We urge, however, that the provision of section 470(c) (3) of
H.R. 10612, which exempts from LAL low-income housing the con-
struction period of which begins before January 1, 1981 if a section
8 or comparable State or local subsidy commitment is obtained before
January 1, 1979, be modified to eliminate the latter requirement. The
requirement of a subsidy commitment within the first 3 years of
the exemption period results in only a 3-year rather than a 5-year
extension of present law, since construction normally begins shortly
after such a commitment issues.

Second, there is no comparable subsidy under any present State
or local housing program, and so effectively eliminates entirely
from the exemption all State and local programs for low- and mod-
erate-income housing which function separately from the Federal
section 8 leased housing program-and there are many of these.
Indeed, they have thus far been the heart of the State low income
housing programs. The technical memorandum submitted by the
ad hoc coalition, which we endorse, explains this point further.

Also, Mr. Chairman, the increases in the minimum tax on tax
preference items and the inclusion therein of construction period
interest and taxes essentially remove with the left hand the exemp-
tion conveyed with the right hand. We urge that all tax preference
items generated by low- and moderate-income housing be exempt
from the minimum tax. And, for the same reasons stated by the
previous speaker, we also urge that the proposed change in the
recapture rules, insofar as they affect low- and moderate-income
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housing, affect only housing the construction of which begins after-
the effective date of this legislation.

State housing agencies take their responsibility very seriously,
and they have developed many techniques, including escrow arrange-
ments and strict supervision of syndication, to prevent the abuses.
and injustices about which many Senators and Congressmen have.
expressed concern. In that controlled atmosphere, with exemptions.
from LAL and the minimum tax, and with the program formulated
recently by Congress through the section 8 leased housing program,
the States can be a major force in assisting in achieving the Nation's
needs for low- and moderate-income housing and, in particular, in
coming nearer to achieving the goal of Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development Hills to have 400,000 units of leased housing-
under commitment by October 31, 1976.

Without attempting to duplicate what has already been said before,
we certainly endorse the comments of Mr. Dukess and Mr. Freidberg
with respect to immediate extension of 167 (k).

Thank you for consideration of this matter.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HARRY F. Bmn, JR. Do you feel the House-passed legis-

lation would be very detrimental to moderate- and low-income hous-
ing?. I assume you also feel it would be detrimental to the entire-
housing industry whether it be low or middle income or whatever.

Mr. FREIDBERG. That is correct. We were only expressing our own
parochial point of view, but we agree that the House-passed legisla-
tion would be detrimental to all housing.
. The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Albert A. Walsh on behalf
of the National Realty Committee.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT A. WALSH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
REALTY COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY ALAN 3. B. ARONSOHN,
ESQ., NRC TAX COUNSEL

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my-
name is Albert A. Walsh, and I am appearing today as president
of the National Realty Committee, Inc., a nonprofit business league-
of owners, operators, and developers, of all types of real estate
throughout the United States. I am accompanied by Alan J. B.
Aronsohn, Esq., NRC's tax counsel.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to present the.
views of the National Realty Committee on the House-passed Tax
Reform bill, H.R. 10612, and on certain other current tax reform
proposals.

In the interest of time, we will submit our full statement for the.
record and Mr. Aronsohn and I will try to briefly summarize the
main points.

The real estate industry in the United States is an immense but
highly fragmented industry which has an enormous impact on the
American economy. With all of its fragments taken as a whole, it is.
the third largest industry in the United States.

Contrary to popular belief, this high economic impact industry is
composed of a very large number of very small firms. Of some.
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450,000 firms which may be said to comprise the real estate industry,
a majority have three or fewer employees and less than 10 percent
have 20 or more employees.

Because it is essentially an industry of small business units, and
because the decision to invest in reaf estate is always highly dis-
cretionary, real estate is unusually susceptible to even small changes
in the law law.

Other witnesses, most of whom have never developed, owned or
operated a piece of real estate, will tell this committee that even the
most drastic tax reform proposal will not significantly affect the
amount of capital investment flowing to real estate, or that. even if
it does, the flow of capital out of real estate into other forms of
investment will not adversely affect the gross national product or
any other vital aspect of our national economy.

Mir. Chairman, this is pure sophistry. Builders and developers
will, of course, continue to build wherever and whenever they can,
but the rate of return to potential investors will have to be in-
creased in order to compensate for any new tax disadvantages and
to compete with alternative investment opportunities. Where the
market is strong, these increases will initially be passed on to the
tenant or purchaser in the form of increased costs or rents and, in
the case of industrial or commercial property, ultimately to the
consumer in the form of increased costs for goods and services. If
the market will not absorb these increased costs or rentals, which
is certainly the case in many areas today, the proposed development
will simply not be built, with all of thie consequent losses of jobs,
national income and gross national product.

There was reference made earlier today to the real estate tax im-
pact model which, in fact, Mr. Chairman, was constructed by Dr.
Ture for the National Realty Committee as long ago as 1973. It has
since been updated, including Dr. Ture's recent analysis of the pro-
visions of H.R. 10612. The figures that were given earlier did not
include the provisions of that bill which affected only residential
real estate: namely, the depreciation recapture lirnitaiion. So, the
aggregate figures on the effect of that legislation 6n the industry
and the economy are as follows: if enacted, that bill would cause a
$6.3 billion drop in real estate investment whfch, in turn, would
cause an $11.2 billion loss in real estate GNP, and a 280,000 increase
in real estate unemployment, principally in the construction trades.

I would say to Senator Byrd that we do have or can easily get.
because we have the -whole thing broken down on a state-by-state
basis, the breakdown as to how those same numbers, including g em-
plovment, would come out in the State of Virginia.

We think it most significant, Mr. Chairman, that in contrast to
the House Ways and Means Committee's estimate of $1.5 billion in
tax revenue to be gained through enactment of H.R. 10612, Dr. Ture
predicts a net annual loss in Federal revenues of $2.8 billion from
the real estate industry alone, to say nothing of the other provisions
of that, bill. A summary of Dr. Ture's analysis is attached to this
statement for the record and for the convenience of the committee.

If anything will discourage housing recovery, Mr. Chairman,
the House bill is certainly it.
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As I am sure you know, multifamily housing starts are down
from 1.05 million in 1972 to 445,000-in 1974 and 289,000 in 1975 and,
notwithstanding the general economic recovery, there is almost -no
hom of a significant increase in 1976. For some of the same reasons,
and because commercial development is so intimately related to an
adequate supply of housing, th ame is true for private nonresiden-
tial construction.

As a result, we now have 873,000 unemployed construction workers
in the United States, a 122 percent increase since 1972.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn the
microphone over to Alan Aronsohn for a few specific comments on
the provisions of H.R. 10612 and for our recommendations for a
more appropriate approach to the difficult problem of taxpayers
with excessive tax preferences.

Mr. ARoz~soHzr.1 wil try to limit my remarks to only a few
points, because we have filed a very substantial statement, and you
have certainly listened to a lot of witnesses this morning.

The first point I would like to briefly allude to is the complexity
of the House bill.

Do we really need to have two minimum taxes, one for corpora-
tions, one for individuals, a different set of LAL rules for each
industry covered by LAL plus a large number of industries not
covered by LAL at all, and a multitude of different kinds of limita-
tions on certain sorts of interest?

We do not think that the tax shelter problem, while it may be a
problem, is such a substantial problem in the United States, that we
have to turn the Internal Revenue Code inside out, and very sub-
stantial industries like the real estate industry inside out, to try to
handle problems that people may believe are abuse situations.

In that respect, the Chairman referred earlier to the report of
the Tax Committee of the Association of the Bar of the city of
New York with which we are familiar; we would support their
approach which is more of a limitation on the deductibility of tax
preferences, somewhat comparable to the Treasury Department's
suggestions back in 1969 which, to some extent, I think, are superior
to anything that has been suggested since. At least an approach of
that kind has the merit of being easily understandable by the Ameri-
can people. I think it can be administered fairly by taxpayers and_
by Government agencies. It has a large element of fairness in it.

I do not think that under the Bar Association proposal, people can
end up finding themselves in an impossible position, which would be
the effect of some of the whimsicalities implicit in the MTI ap-
proach; we would recommend the Bar Association's approach.

In any event, we certainly recommend the notion of some kind of
alternative-minimum tax as opposed to the minimum tax approach
in the House bill which has many elements of unfairness in it.

The only other point I would like to touch on is a remark made
by Senator Packwood before he left, reporting Secretary Simon who
last week referred to real estate construction items in terms of being
artificial losses. 'We find its very frustrating discussing this issue,
particularly. in terms of the media treatment which always seems to
associate real estate with paper losses, artificial losses, accounting
losses.

69-460-76--pt. 2-7
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The real estate -industry is a large industry. I am not discussing
the merits for the moment of particular incentives introduced into
the code by. Congress in order to induce, for example, the construction
or rehabilitation of low-income housing. That is a totally separate
field. Deductions for commercial and nonsubsidized housing involved
in the payment of interest and taxes during the construction period,
we reiterate in our judgment are -certainly not artificial; and they are
certainly not paper losses when they are paid.

Now, where does this notion of artificiality come from? Certainly
on the House side we repeatedly heard the statement that good
accounting practice would require that construction period interest.
and taxes be capitalized and, therefore, since they are not capitalized
under the code, they constitute an artificial accounting loss and the
taxpayer ought to feel, as the chairman put it before, that he has
been given .a Government handout because he has been permitted
to deduct these items.

The fact.of the matter is that interest has been deductible under
the Uhited States Income Tax Laws since-the revenue Act of 1890.
If you go back to the debates in Congress over those early income
tax laws, you will find they are talking about mortgage interest, and
I don't think they were intending to subsidize anybody. They just
felt there was an elementary fairness if you had a tax on net
income, not gross income, that you would permit someone to deduct
certain expenses. I think that is true today.

There are similar deductions accorded to other industries. For
example, in the House bill, preproduction expenses incurred in farm-
ing are included under LJAL, but interest and taxes paid in farming
are excluded even if paid in connection with planting a citrus or
almond grove, the expenditures for which are required to be capi-
talized by the code since 1969. Here, again, the current Treasury
regulations except from the requirement to capitalize such expendi-
tures, the deduction for interest and taxes. Why? We think it does
make sense.

The fact of the matter is that, if you check with the accounting
societies, there is no accepted accounting method which mandates
the capitalization of construction interest. -It is not treated under
generally accepted accounting methods necessarily as the cost of the
asset. In fact, the Securities and Exchange Commission in an ac-
counting release which they issued in 1974, which we cite in our
written statement, specifically stated, that, except for public utilities,
interest cost on debt is generally reflected as an expense of the period
during which the debt is used rather than being allocated as a cost
of the asset acquired by the use of the debt. They give several
reasons for that rule, and they make sense.

It is difficult to trace interest. It is not only difficult to trace in-
terest in terms of where the borrowed funds came from, but it is
difficult to distinguish interest as a cost of debt capital as opposed
to the lack of income that results from the foregone use of equity
or nondebt capital.

As we attempted to illustrate by a very simple example in our,
written statement, if the tax law is changed in a way that deprives
a taxpayer who borrows money of a current deduction for the in-
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terest hi pays constructing a building, he is going to be discriminated
agaist as compared with a taxpayer who does not borrow money but
uses equity capital that would be otherwise devoted to taxable
income-producing activity. In order to put the two in the same tax
position, you must preserve the current deduction for construction
interest and not penalize it by treating it as a preference under an
add-on minimum tax.

I know that when I made this statement previously, proponents of
the other view stated that our example is an extreme case. Nobody
builds buildings with all equity. You get out and get the biggest
mortgage you can. However, the simplicity of the example we have
given does not change the underlying merit of the argument, which
gets down ot the fact that under a provision like LAL, the more
somebody borrows, the more he is discriminated against, and the
less he borrows, the better off he is. In addition, generally, if he puts
up more equity, he gets it lower rate of interest and, therefore, is
penalized to an even lesser degree.

I would say, in conclusion, that except for our differing views
with respect to the proper treatment of construction period items,
we find our selves largely in agreement with many of the proposals
suggested by Secretary Simon last week, and we very much appre-
ciate the opportunity the committee has granted us to testify here
today.

The CyrAMMAN. As I indicated earlier* I am going to try-to see
that Dr. Ture's study is carefully looked at by the Treasury and by
the Joint Committees staff. If they cannot agree on the merits of
that study, perhaps we might try to hire some independent group-
an impartial group, if there is such a thing-and see what those
people come up with by the time they make the same type of study.

To me, it is shocking to have a person of Dr. Ture's credentials
come up with a study that shows that a proposal which is supposed
to bring in $1.5 billion in taxes will not make the $1.5 billion but
loses about twice that much in revenues to the Government. In
other words, instead of making $1.5 billion, the proposal would
lose $2.8 billion and, further, that it would lose 11s

Mr. WALsr. 208.000 jobs would be lost.
The CHAIRMAN. When we passed that tax-cut bill last year, it was

estimated to cost the Treasury about $17 billion in revenue a year.
We estimated at that time that we were going to gain about 700,000
jobs. Now, that is an expensive way to gain 700.000 jobs, but we
concluded it would be better thian having all those people out of
work.

If Dr. Ture is even halfway correct in what he is saying here,
and we are going to lose 280,00 jobs-not gain but lose 280,000 jobs
-a revenue loss of anything even approaching $2.8 billion is s'heb
that you would think we would have to be out of our minds to do
that.

You may see different arguments made. but I think sometimes even
eloquence must yield to commonsense in the public interest and,
therefore, I am going to make this information available to the
Congressional Record and ask the Treasury to study it and ask the
Joint Tax Committee staff to study it. I will ask them to look at
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the same factors and also to look at some of these secondary factors
because, if you are not looking at the ripple effect of these things,
you are not looking at the whole system to see if this is correct.

May I ask, Mr. Aronsohn, are you familiar with the suggestion
being made by the New York Bar Association as a way of moving
toward tax uniformity?

Mr. ARONSOUN. I am familiar with their report on tax preference
and their suggestion for a limitation on the utili2tion of aggregate
tax preferences as a substitute for both LAL and the minimum
tax.The CHAMMAN. It is in their prepared statement; they will be
down here in the next day or so to testify. There is a great deal
to be said for their proposal, comparing it to the complexities and
the mischief already done to the economy, comparing it to the pro-
posal to add a 14 percent tax on top of the tax one already pays on
capital gains, and that sort of thing.

It would seem to me that that is one very simple approach com--
pared to the infinite complexities of what we have now and, even
worse, some of what is being suggested. We ought to further explore
this idea before we go for anything that others suggest.

I take it that you as well as the other witnesses do not complain
about the concept of paying the kinds of taxes that are suggested,
but that--

Mr. ARoNsoHN. We are in favor of it, and we think the logic of
the bar association's report is pretty overwhelming.

I would think as a political matter the major opposition to that
position, based upon what happened to the alternative minimum
tax proposals on the House side, will be comparing the revenue
estimates with what are in the House bill. It is our view for the
reasons you have given that that should not be the deciding factor
in choosing one minimum tax approach over another minimum tax
approach, that it is not really revenue you are looking for because
you probably won't get it anyway, and, in any event, most of the
tax derived from the House provision is derived from the House
provision is derived from increasing the capital gains rate.

The CITRMrAN. Actually, it would be difficult to predict. I am
confident the income to the Government, not to mention the good
to our economy by putting 2 or 3 million idle workmen back on the
job, would bring billions of additional dollars of revenue to the
Government and, even more important, bring tens of billions of
dollars of additional income to our workers and their families. That
is something we ought to be concerned about in this country.

We have gone along with the suggestion that we provide an in-
vestment tax credit. The ones who claim to have the prior credentials
as tax reformers are always talking about tax expenditures. As far
as the investment tax credit is concerned, if ever there was a tax ex-
penditure, that would be it.

You give somebody a 10 percent handout from the Government
because you think it is justified. You say that if you will buy this
new equity, in addition-to depreciating 100 percent of the cost you
paid for it and all expenses in connection therewith, we will reduce
your tax by that amount to encourage you to accumulate capital
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and to invest it somewhere where it would expand our economy and
make a workman's endeavor more productive.

If we are going to recognize capital accumulation, about the best
chance the average little family has to accumulate some capital is
to accumulate the complete equity in the ownership of their own
home. But when these same people take a look at the deduction of
mortgage interest, they say, "Oh, my goodness, that is something that
is unconscionable; that is a tax expenditure."

Perhaps that is so. But if you think of it as something to encourage
everybody to accumulate some capital, his home is one area where
capital accumulation could be accrued.

This Nation benefits from the construction of shopping centers
just as it benefits from the construction of a factory, maybe not in
precisely the same degree, but it benefits from it when you are put-
ting idle hands to work and making taxpayers out of those who
would otherwise be taxeaters.

I find great appeal in your statement. I am going to try to see
to it if this estimate that we are going to make $1.5 billion by those
additional taxes on your industry is actually an error and you will
instead lose $2.8 billion and you will also lose 280,000 jobs in an
area which is depressed already, with a lot of people out of work.
I think we should try to find out who is telling the truth or who
comes more nearly being right and who is more nearly in error
about the effect of that proposal.

Mr. ARoNsoHN. On the investment credit, may I note that it has-
been previously stated that every time the investment credit goes
up a point, you lose some capital out of the real estate industry. We
are faced with all sorts of suggestions for enhancing capital forma-
tion, most of which are good ideas, but they will have all by them-
selves the effect of probably moving capital away from real estate
into other areas.

If we add onto that movement specific tax disincentives to invest-
ing in real estate, such as adversely treating construction period
items, we will have some serious problems. Certainly we will change
the real estate business, as it has been known for the last 100 years
in the United States.

Senator HARRY F. BYiD, JR. When new buildings or new houses
or apartments are constructed, the builder must go out and hire
workers, and he pays the workers w number of dollars. He hires or
buys equipment and pays x number of dollars for that. Then he
must hire, in most cases, money. So, what he is really doing is hiring
money when he borrows money and pays 8 or 9 or 10 percent interest,
or whatever it might be.

Is it not logical to include interest in as an essential part of doing
business? You are hiring the use of somebody else's money, are you
not?

Mr. WALSH. Absolutely, and that point is treated at length in our
full testimony. Something which has been said many times today has
has to be kept in mind: The amount of interst paid on that con-
struction loan does not change the value of that construction one
iota. If two identical buildings are built, one totally out of equity
capital and the other with a mortgage, they are not worth a different
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;amount of money. They are worth the same thing. So, you cannot
-capitalize that interest into the value of your building.

If someone were coming out and doing an appraisal for real prop-
erty tax assessment purposes or estate taxation or anything else, the
interest you paid on that construction loan is totally irrelevant, and it
should be treated just like any other interest on borrowed money
in the production of income.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. It is like any other business expense.
Mr. ARONSOHN. It. is different than the expense of labor and bricks

because the more labor I put into a building and the more bricks I
put into it, the more valuable building I will have. The more interest
I pay means nothing. If I can borrow interest at 3 percent and you
have to pay 12 percent for it, your building is not going to be worth
any more than mine because you pay a higher rate of interest.

Mr. WALSH. It may be worth less.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. You say the housing starts are down

to 300,000 in 1975. What are the main reasons for that sharp drop?
Mr. WALSH. Senator, there are a variety of reasons-the high in-

terest rates and the unavailability of mortgage money for apart-
ment construction. Even though-you will hear all kinds of state-
ments in testimony about the savings inflows and a lot more money
being available, it is not readily available today for apartment con-
struction. That basically is for three reasons.

First is the threat of rent control which is growing around the
country, particularly in California, and you had one witness from
California testify today. Second, there 'is increasing hostility in
the whole area of the landlord/tenant relatiQnship, and third, this
tax bill has been kicking around since 1973, and limitation on arti-
ficial losses has been hanging in the air since 1973.

In addition to all of that, construction costs, interest costs, costs
of operation, energy costs as well as all other costs have risen so
rapidly that many less American families are able to afford the
product, whether in terms of the cost of a one-family home or the
rental of an apartment. As that number shrinks, there is less and
less of a market to build for.

The House bill would inevitably increase, as I testified earlier,
The cost of the rental price of housing. There is ne doubt that it
would also increase the square-foot costs of shopr ng centers and,
iiltmnatelv, the costs of the goods in the shopping centers. All of
which means there will be no housing built, or less because there
will be less people able to afford it.

The real reasons for the recession in the multiple-dwelling field,
in multifamily housing starts, are: (a) the pendency of this bill;
(b) the costs'are high; (c) the fear is they will go higher if this
bill is enacted.

Senator T][.\RY F. BRD). JR. One reason you ascribe is the sharp
increase in interest rates?

- - Y JSH. Yes.
.Senator HARRY F. BYRD. , J. If the Government does not permit

interest deduction, that would have the practical effect of increasing
the cost of borrowing money.

Mr. WALSH. Absolutely.
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Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. It would further reduce the construc-
tion.

Mr. WALSH. You heard a witness testify it would increase his
equity requirements on a typical project by 40 percent, and he is

oing to have to get that back some place. That is another cost
actor into the whole equation of housing costs.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. That would tend to substantially

increase the cost of housing?
Mr. WALSH. Absolutely.
Senator HARRY F. BYD, JR. If the Congress were to adopt the

New York City Bar Association approach and it also wants to,
and I assume it does, cut back on tax incentives, do you have any
ideas where revenue may be obtained under those conditions?

Mr. WALSH. Senator, first of all, I would like to point out that I
agree with Mr. Aronsohn. When you are talking about a minimum
tax or an alternative minimum tax, the revenue to be gained should
not be the significant criteria. Tax equity probably should be. Tax
neutrality, I would hope, is a better word because everybody's defini-
tion of tax equity is very, very different. I would also like to call
your attention to Dr. Ture's study with particular reference to the
minimum tax provisions of the House bill.

I do not recall offhand what the Treasury or Joint Committee
staffs were estimating as the gain out of just that portion of the
bill, but Dr. Ture's study estimates that just that portion of the
bill alone will cause a revenue loss of $1.2 billion.

The Ch\AIRM3AN,. They are estimating that the minimum tax pro-
visions will raise $707 million in the first year and that eventually
it goes up to a revenue gain by 1981 of $1.091,000,000.

Mr. WALSH. In any year according to this, you are going to lose
more out of the real estate industry alone, out of that minimum tax,
than you could gain even if the Treasury's estimate of that first
impact were correct. Even the Treasury's first-round estimates as-
sume that when that bill passes, the guy who is getting ready to
build is going to build anyhow, and both you and I know he will not
build.

So, even in the first instance, the Treasury and Joint Committee
estimates are wrong. I think that the Ture study only measures the
secondary, not tertiary, effects because when we talk about loss of
jobs, we are not able to go down to the guv who manufacturers the
nuts and bolts and the guys that make refrigerators that go into
the house. You just cannot get that far.

The CTARMNAN. By the time you get through with the other
industries, many of them are going to be able to show that they are
going to be losing money, just like the man from savings and loans
showed us where his industry is going to be losing money.

Mr. WALSI. Absolutely. I think if we get caught in the game of
revenue estimates on a minimum tax and if we follow the approach
used in the House of Representatives, we are going to lose the fight
because their first-round revenue estimates are going to be hard to
fight. I will get asked the question Senator Byrd just asked-where
d0 you pick up the revenue? I do not think there is any revenue to
be picked up.
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The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about how you go about losing
those billions this bill would lose for you.

For example, if we had before us a House bill that was going
to put a 100 percent income tax on everybody, one could assume we
are going to make $1 trillion. If you assume everybody is going to
continue to do exactly what he was doing before you- put the 100
percent tax on his back, perhaps that is what we would make.

But who in his right mind is going to proceed to go out and work
and give it the best he has day in and day out for no pay whatever I
The result will be, therefore, far from making the $1 trillion, you
would not make the $300 billion you are picking up now. You would
be lucky to wind up making $30 billion where you had been making
$300 billion, just because some poor - )lks are so used to working that
they would continue to do so even tLough the Government was taking
100 percent.

By the same token, if you are going to tax them 150 percent of
what they make, you could be presented with a revenue estimate that
you are going to make $1.5 trillion. Then you would know even the
poor souls who were left would quit by that point, even those who
were working from force of habit. They would do some repairs
around the house. But the last thing they would do is work if they
had to pay 150 percent of their income in taxes to the Government.

If you are looking at it in terms of what is in the national in-
terest, it would be to forget about the trillion dollars because that is
money you are not going to make anyhow and try to think in terms
of saving the $300 billion that would be lost. I suspect this Ture
study is correct.

Mr. WALSH. I should state that the basic work on the Ture study
comes out of a volume that Dr. Ture did for the National Realty
Committee in 1973. I believe a copy of that volume called "Real
Estate in the United States' Economy" has sometime ago been
delivered to your office. We are in the process of updating some of
that basic data because the real estate industry in 1976 is not quite
the real estate industry that existed in 1973. Our early impressions
are that the effect that comes out in this tax impact model will be
even more dramatic on the current situation than they were then.

For example, as has been testified to earlier today, lending institu-
tions are requiring more equity rather than less, so you need more
capital investment in order to build a given project. If you need
more dollars and you have additional disincentives, then each dis-
incentive dollar is going to have a multiplier effect in terms of loss
of gross national income, jobs. If it requires more dollars to build
a job and you have in fact'less, then the impact could be higher than
the 280,000. It could be 350,000.

The CHAMMAN. In many instances, we are talking about the same
figures in a different connection.

I could give you an illustration. I am asking that the Interna-
tional Trade Commission give us some figures that would come
nearer to showing us what we are making or losing in trade. not
quarreling with the Commerce Department about the figures from
which they are working. Where we give something away and do
not get paid for it, we should put it down as having made money
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from it. We might have created a little good will, and you cannot
even be sure of that, but when you gave something away, don't put
that down as though you are being paid for it. Another thing any
businessman can understand, when you buy something, you should
consider the cost of the freight as part of your expense.

When you take things like that into account, something any busi-
nessman would do, you wind up with a different conclusion than
you do if you start out assuming you are being paid for things
everybody knows you are not going to be paid for and leaving out
a great deal of the costs everybody knows you had to pay.

Mr. ARONSOHN. We might point out that the real estate industry,
like a great many other industries, is dependent upon discretionary
investment. If you put a tax rate up high enough, say, below 100
percent, but up to 90 percent, most of us would still have to work
because we would have to try to support ourselves on the 10 percent
the Government kindly left us, but none of us has to invest in a
discretionary investment.

We don't have to spend money we have paid taxes on and put it in
apartment houses. You can put it in a mattress or in a savings
account. That is why these suggested tax changes can have a much
larger impact on an industry of this kind.

The CHARMCAN. Some of our so-called reformers who want to get
a,7Z-percent or 90 percent tax from the taxpayers, think that if they
close enough so-called loopholes, they can collect that much income,
because the man would still be out there trying to earn money not-
withstanding that.

I honestly think if they were permitted to go through all those
exercises, they would find the ingenuity of the taxpayers in finding
ways to defeat their purposes is just as good as their ingenuity to
find ways to increase taxes. If worst comes to worst, the taxpayer
can resort to victory gardens for his food and he can spend his time
repairing his own home, and he can find various and sundry ways
he can get by in ways that are beneficial to him in the economic
sense, where our so-caled reformers have still not been able to find
the way to fully achieve that task.

Mr. WALSH. And they never will.
Quoted in our written statement, Mr. Chairman, are specific ex-

amples not only of the fact that the House bill does not close all of
the so-called loopholes but does not mention some of the biggest tax
shelters in existence which still go on. If those were closed, some-
body, including some very smart people at this table, and behind us,
will find some more tomorrow.

I have said many times if it were possible to draft a completely
neutral tax bill, at least this segment of the real estate industry would
support it. But it is not possible, and certainly H.R. 10612 is as
far from neutrality as any piece of legislation that we have ever seen.

The CnARXAN.I th;nk one knows how we reach a point of dimin-
ishing returns. It applies to taxation, like everything else. I see you
,are nodding your head, indicating you know that is correct. It works
even more, so when you are talking about the area where one needs
an incentive in order to do something. It is very frustrating to try
to proceed on the basis that you are going to tax right up to the
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)oint of diminishing returns, because when one does that, he often
nds he has gone far beyond that and in ways he never anticipated

and he failed to make money for the Government.
John Kennedy could have explained that by reducing the rates

and by putting on an investment tax credit, that you are going to
increase revenue to the Government and provides more employment.

I hope we have not gone so far that we fail to recognize there is
merit to encouraging people to make investments that are good for
the country to provide employment and provide for jobs that all of
us will benefit from. The tax law should give enough encouragement
so that that will happen.

Thank you very much.
Mr. VALSH. Thank you very much for your extreme generosity in

staying so long with us, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walsh follows. Oral testimony con-

tinues on p. 593.]

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE, Ivc.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.
My name is Albert A. Walsh and I am appearing today as President of the

National Realty Committee, Inc., a non-profit business league of owners, oper-
ators and developers of all types of real estate throughout the United States.
I am accompanied by Alan J. B. Aronsohn, Esq., NRC's tax counsel.

We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the National Realty
Committee on the House-passed Tax Reform Bill-HR 10612-and on certain
other current tax reform proposals.

For the purpose of these hearings, it would be well to keep in mind certain
undisputed, but not widely understood, facts about the nature and character
of the real estate industry.

1. Real estate is an immense, but highly fragmented, Industry which has an
enormous impact on the American economy. With all of its fragments taken
as a whole, it is the third largest industry in the United States, generating
$1 out of every $7 of the private GNP, originating one-ninth of the national
income, carrying an inordinate total tax burden, Including almost half of all
state and local taxes, and providing one out of 18 non-agricultural jobs.

2. Paradoxically, however, and contrary to popular belief, this high eco-
nomic impact industry is composed of a very large number of very small
firms. Of some 450,000 firms that may be said to comprise the real estate
industry, a majority have three or fewer employees and less than ten percent
have twenty or more.

3. Perhaps because it is essentially an industry of small business units, and
because the decision to invest in real estate is always highly discretionary,
real estate is unusually susceptible to even small changes in the tax law.

Other witnesses, most of whom have never developed, owned or operated a
piece of real estate, will tell this Committee that even the most drastic tax
reform proposal will not significantly affect the amount of capital investment
flowing to real estate, or that, even if it does, the flow of capital out of real
estate into other forms of investment will not adversely affect the gross
national product or any other vital aspect of our national economy.

This is pure sophistry. Builders and developers will, of course, continue
to build wherever and whenever they can, but the rate of return to potential
investors will have to be increased in order to compensate for any new tax
disadvantages and to compete with alternative investment opportunities.
Where the market is strong, these increases will initially be passed on to the
tenant or purchaser in the form of increased costs or rents and, in the case of
industrial or commercial property, ultimately to the consumer in the form
of increased costs for goods and services. If the market will not absorb these
increased costs or rentals, which is certainly the case in many areas today,
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the proposed development will simply not be built, with all of the consequent
losses of Jobs, national income and gross national product.

For example, using the Real Estate Tax Impact Model which was con-
structed for the National Realty Committee in 1973, Dr. Norman B. Ture
estimates that, if enacted into law, HR 10612 would result in a $6.3 billion
drop in real estate investment which, in turn, would cause a $11.2 billion
loss In real estate GNP and a 280,000 Increase in real estate unemployment,
principally in the construction trades. In contrast to the House Ways and
Means Committee's estimate of $1% billion in tax revenue to be gained through
enactment of HR 10612, Dr. Ture predicts a net annual loss In federal reve-
nues of 2.8 billion from the real estate industry alone. A summary of Dr.
Ture's analysis is attached to this statement for the record and for the
convenience of the Committee.

4. While there are some hopeful signs that the real estate industry in
beginning to work out of its biggest slump since the Great Depression, this
Incipient recovery Is almost exclusively confined to the construction of one
family houses in suburban and rural areas. Multi-family housing, which Is
urgently needed in urban and suburban communities across this nation, and
without which no real housing recovery can take place, simply will not and
can not recover with the. continuous threat of punitive tax reform hanging
over its head.

As you know, multi-family housing starts are down from 1.05 million In
1972, to 445.000 in 1974 and 269,000 in 1975 and, for a variety of reasons
which are well known to the members of tlis committee and even better
known to the members of the Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Commit-
tee, there Is almost no hope of a significant increase in 1976. For some of the
same reasons, and because commercial development is so Intimately related
to an adequate supply of housing, the same Is true for private non-residential
construction.

5. As a result, we now have 873,000 unemployed construction workers in
the United States; a 122 percent increase since 1972. In my own home city of
New York, where construction unemployment approaches 40 percent, more than
16,000 construction jobs were lost last year alone. The situation is the same
in most cities north and east of the so-called "sun-belt." And for every con-
struction job lost there are 1.1 Jobs lost in allied fields.

Of course, there are those who say that the way to stimulate a hou.!ing
recovery, and ultimately the entire real estate industry and the national
economy, is through a program of direct federal housing subsidies, which are
more effective and efficient than tax incentives anyhow.

I am certainly not against a better, and more adequately funded, federal
housing subsidy program. As a matter of fact I have testified in favor of
such a program on numerous occasions. But I do have serious reservations
about the simplistic proposition that all existing tax incentives should be
removed from the law, and new disincentives added, in the hope that some
new, and as yet unknown, direct subsidy program will take over and do a
better job.

It may be that, in some case, direct subsidies would le more effective nnd
more efficient than the tax incentives that are now in the law or are being
proposed. I say it "may" be because, in the case of multi-family housing
where the replacement of existing tax incentives -(principaiiy acReiernied
depreciation and present limitations on recapture) by direct subsidies is, most
frequently recommended, I doubt It.

I have spent twelve years of my life as a government housing official, at a
state and local level, and I would hate to hold my breath until we got an
effective, adequately-founded housing subsidy program out of this Congress
that will be ,vigorously and faithfully Implemented by this Administration.

And when we do, it will probably be a tenant subsidy, like HUD's "housing
allowance" experiment or the current Section 8 program, and not a produc-
tion subsidy at all.

Vith your permission. Mr. Chairman. T would like to offer a few rather
conelusqory observations, from my twelve years' experience as a housing offi-
cial. about past, present and potential future housing subsidy programs and
their utility as alternatives to the limited tax incentives now in the law. For
the sake of brevity, I will not attempt to prove any of these statements at
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this time but I am prepared to document each statement with detailed eco-
nomic analysis and specific case examples if the Committee wishes.

1. It has been my experience that, at least in the housing field, direct
government-administered subsidies are less effective and less efficient than
indirect tax incentives. It you don't agree with me, take a look at the pro-
duction record and cost effectiveness of HUD over the last 8% years.

2, The only broad-based production subsidy programs that we have ever
-had in this nation are the public housing program and the 221(d) (8) BMIR
direct loan program; both of which are now dead or dormant and, in any
event, produced only a limited amount of housing for a very limited segment
of our population-for the most part far below the median income.

3. With the exception of the Veteran's Emergency Housing Program and
the G.I. Home Mortgage Loan Program, neither of which can be character-
Ized as a broad-based program, we have never had a subsidy program that
even attempted to produce housing for the vast majority of "middle income"
Americans-and I do not expect that we ever will have. Yet, even with 'the
"incentives" that are now in the law 70-80 percent of our population cannot
afford the cost or rental of new housing. Take away those incentives, or add
new disincentives (as would be the case with construction period interest and
taxes under both the LAL and minimum tax provisions of HR 10612) and
this percentage will inevitably increase.

4. The much abused Section 236 program did serve as a production incentive
for a very limited segment of the population, but various studies (including
one done for HUD) have shown that it could not have worked at all without
the companion tax incentives that were then and are now in the law. The
risks were simply too high and the potential return either non-existent or
much too low to justify private investment on any other basis.

It has been said that the combination of direct subsidy and tax incentives
that existed in the 236 program allowed the construction of some housing that
should never have been built or permitted some owners to disregard the
normal obligations and responsibilities of long term ownership and manage-
ment. Both of these statements are true, to ;; much more limited extent than
is generally believed, but the fault lies in part with the legal and regulatory
structure of the 236 program and in part with its administration by HUD-
uot with the tax law.

5. It must be clear to the Congress by now that the Section 8 program is
also structurally defective as a housing production program. It isn't working,
and it probably never will. And even those few Section 8 projects that appear

- to be working have relied heavily on the tax incentives now in the law for
their economic viability.

As I said earlier, it may be possible to structure-and fund-a direct hous-
ing subsidy program that would replace the existing tax Incentives and com-
pensate for the new disincentives that are being proposed, and that would
produce housing for the vast majority of middle income Americans as well as
for low Income groups, but I doubt it; and it would be a cruel hoax to enact
a tax law which is based on such an unrealistic and unlikely assumption.

Therefore, for the time being at least, we submit that Congress must con-
tinue the existing incentives for multi-family rental housing-and not add new
,disincentives.

As a matter of fact, if this Committee really wants to stimulate a broad-
-based "housing recovery" perhaps it should consider the notion of a tax
credit for multi-family housing Investments in urban areas; or, if you really
want to deal with the more fundamental disinvestment problems of our older
cities, a tax credit for any private development in conformity with a locally-
approved community development plan. Such a program might well be the
only thing that could turn the tide in some of our declining urban areas.

In any event, the essential issues Involved in the current controversies over
attempts to "reform" the tax treatment of real estate, as embodied in HR
10612. involve many questions extendingg beyond the proper nature of housing
subsidies.

HR 10612 proposes massive changes In the tax treatment of many items
affecting capital flows and investment in the American economy. As such its
enactment, without substantial changes, would drastically affect the future
amount and character of real estate investment.
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In large part, these adverse effects oil real estate investment would not
result from removing or decreasing existing tax incentives to investment in
real estate, but rather would be the result of enacting provisions resulting
in especially disadvantageous treatment to real estate. Our primary concern,
therefore, is not simply to preserve the existing tax incentives for multi-
family housing, which we -believe are currently necessary; our major concern
is the growing tendency among tax reform groups to single out the real estate
industry for additional punitive treatment. Many of the proposals mrde would
deprive the industry not of special benefits such as the investment credit,
ADR, percentage depletion or other similar provisions designed to benefit
particular industries or investments (none of which are available to invest-
ments in real estate), but rather would exclude real estate from the benefits
of deductions generally accorded to other industries, such as the proposed
treatment of real estate construction period interest under HR 10612.

Our more specific commnents concerning primarily Title I, II and III of HR
10612 are as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Unneces8arV Complezty

We share the disappointment of many others in assessing the overall impact
which enactment of HR 10612 would have upon the equity of our tax system,
the ease and practicality of its administration, and the effects of the proposed
tax changes upon the economy of the nation.

A great deal of lip service has been given over the years to the notion of
simplifying the income tax laws or at the very least halting the apparently
inexorable growth in complexity of the Internal Revenue Code. Nevertheless,
while everyone inveighs against sin and in favor of motherhood, virtually
every amendment to the Code since its enactment in 1954 has been in the
direction of compounding the complexities which theretofore existed.

We are not naive; we acknowledge that a complex society cannot have
simple tax laws. Nevertheless we are of the opinion that the complexities
which have been introduced Into the Code over the last fifteen years, always
in the interest of trying to perfect what Is inherently not perfectable, have
created a level of complexity and confusion which can only be counterpro-
ductive in terms of taxpayer equity, fair administration of the tax laws,
and minimally disruptive effects on the national economy.

There comes a point when the game is no longer worth the candle; HR
10612 appears to us to illustrate this maxim. In an attempt to curtail certain
perceived abuses by a relatively small number of taxpayers the first three
titles of HR 10612 add to the Internal Revenue Code page after page of
increased complexity, and layer after layer of multiple differing approaches,
without any general or unifying concept other than the apparent notion that
a specific alleged taxpayer "abuse" requires a specific legislative "remedy".
This approach ignores both the possibility of administrative remedies and the
increased costs to taxpayers and government alike of attempting to administer
complex specific statutory "remedies".

The Bill contains a large number of provisions applying the general con-
cept of a Limitation on so-called Artificial Accounting Losses (LAL) to a
number of specific Industries, but without uniformly applied rules. Different
rules apply to different industries. Construction-period Interest and taxes,
for example, become subject to LAL in the real estate industry, and are
specifically excepted from LAL as an item of pre-productive expense to
farmers. Interest paid to carry non-farm inventory, to construct machinery
or equipment, or for other capital expenditures incurred in business, is not
covered by LAL at all. Corporate enterprises are not covered by LAL.

This piecemeal approach effectively creates differing tax systems for each
of the Industries covered by HR 10612 and those not covered.

In addition to the varied and diverse LAL provisions, the Bill layers, on
top of these, additional recapture provisions relating to depreciation on real
property and gain from dispositions of certain Interests in oil or gas property.
limitations on the treatment of pre-paid Interest and on the deduction for
non-business interest generally, a limitation of losses with respect to inve.;t-
ments In certain industries to amounts for which the taxpayer is "at risk",
amendments to certain partnership provisions, and, on top of all of this.
fundamental changes in the minimum tax on individuals which would have
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the effect of substantially increasing the effective rate of tax on long term
capital gains.

In our view the Bill in Its entirety represents a massive case of overkill,
It not only will have serious unintended consequences in terms of Its effects,
but will not even accomplish what Its proponents have claimed for it. Enact-
ment of HR 19612 with all of its many varied layers of so-called "reform"
provisions, intended to close "loopholes" and put "tax shelter sellers" out of
business, will not cause the end of taxpayer practices considered by some as
"loopholes" or "tax shelters".

As a matter of fact, even the most reform-minded members of the Ways
and Means Committee concede that the Bill is a very discriminatory and
Inequitable piece of legislation and will probably do more harm than good.
In supplemental views annexed to the Report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, Rep. Charles Vanik (D-Ohlo), a leading tax reform advocate, admits
that "the bill does little more than 'reshuffle' tax loopholes and preferences"
while "the really big loopholes still persist". Similarly Rep. Sam Gibbons
(D-Fla.), who gets equally high marks as a tax reform proponent, voted
against reporting the bill because It "adds further unnecessary complications
and tax loopholes to the Internal Revenue Code" and "in a number of areas,
we ended up with a worse tax policy".

In terms of media publicity, the current vogue in "tax shelters" involves
purchases and sales of silver and put and call transactions in the option
market. Neither of these activities would be limited by anything contained
in HR 10612.

In fact, it is clear that no tax reform bill can ever hope to deal with the
complex tax problems which arise in actual practice and which inevitably
of ten involve generalized concepts such as the "reality" of a particular trans-
action or its "business purpose", issues which have been dealt with far more
effectively in the past by the judiciary than by legislation.

The question must be seriously asked why evenhanded, intelligent and thor-
ough administration of existing tax laws isn't a better solution to most tax
abuse situations than almost bi-annual attempts by Congress to close up alleged
tax loopholes.

For example, the prepaid interest problem with which Section 205 of HR
10612 proposes to deal appears to have been virtually eliminated by a change
in the Service's ruling policy, coupled with aggressive audit and litigation
action by the Service; enactment of any provision comparable to Section 205
or HR 10612 was not necessary.

Similarly, court decisions favorable to the Government would appear to
have eliminated the need for any statutory provision comparable to Section
210(a) of HR 10612.
Di. criminatory Provisions

In addition to its complexity and lack of general consistency, we object to
the provisions of Title I, II and III of HR 10612 on the following additional
grounds.

We believe that these provisions represent a general bias against upper
middle-class individual investors and in favor of corporate enterprises. Most
of the so-called reforms proposed by HR 10612 apply solely to unincorporated
investors. As a result, the real impact of these provisions will not be upon
large accumulations of capital which can afford the flexibility of incorporat-
ing or taking other action designed to minimize the burdens of an income tax.,
but will be imposed largely upon Individual enterpreneurs having sufficient
income for discretionary savings and investment but possessing only moderate
capital. Under HR 10612 capital accumulation becomes the Increasingly ex-
clusive privilege of corporate or tax-exempt institutions, rather than a gen-
erally available stepping-stone for individual economic and social mobility.

HR 10612 continues the current bias in the Code favoring investments in
-machinery and tangible personalty (as opposed to real estate) by extending
--the previous temporary increase in the investment credit, a tax preference
which is not dealt with by any of the limitations proposed in HR 10612.

"Furthermore, the provisions of the Bill which clarify extension of the invest-
.nient credit to movies and TV films, in a manner intended to encourage their
rpraiictlon In the United States, may be contrasted with the lack of any credit
dl&sligned to encourage production of housing and commercial buildings in the
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United States, even though this is an industry which employs a far more sub-
stantial number of individuals and is one in which we probably currently
suffer the highest rate of unemployment.

We believe that HR 10612 would also increase the bias that currently exists
in the Code against long term investments such as real estate, and in favor
of shorter term investments, such as option trading in the stock market, by
increasing substantially the maximum effective capital gain rate without any
amelioration for the effects of inflation (which, in the case of long-term
holdings typical of real estate investments, has made many gains illusory in
terms of real purchasing power). The effect has been to tax capital, not any
real capital gain.

Finally, we believe that the proposals contained in HR 10612 evidence a
strong bias against borrowing which ultimately must favor taxpayers who do
not need to borrow over those with lesser resources. The bill contains multiple
limitations upon the deductibility of certain types of interest, particularly
so-called "non-business interest" and interest incurred In connection with the
construction of real property improvements. The provisions proposed in this
regard appear superficially simple, but on analysis they clearly involve an
extremely substantial increase in the complexity of the tax law, and the
difficulties faced in fairly administering the law.

In short, we favor reform of the tax laws, but true reform, which comes
to grips with basic problems in our income tax system, not simply an addi-
tional series of patchwork provisions which treat every industry differently,
and in effect creates a series of tax codes.

A PROPER APPROACH TO TAX PREFERENCES

We recognize some differences both in the nature of business and in the
social utility of various tax incentives designed to produce certain desired
national goals. Our nation has a long history of utilization of tariff duties
mid excise taxes for this purpose. T he more recent growing utilization of
income tax provisions for similar purposes (such as the deduction for per-
centage depletion, the investment credit, and the accelerated depreciation
deductions for expenditures incurred in the rehabilitation of low-income
housing) should, we believe, be limited to those situations in which Congress
has determined that the use of an income tax incentive does produce a
socially desirable result consistent with the cost to the nation in public reve-
nues and simplified administration of the tax laws. We believe that Code
Section 167(k) providing certain incentives for investment in the rehabili-
tation of qualifying low income housing satisfies such criteria.

Similarly, we believe that the long standing Congressional decision to grant
preferential rates of tax to gains realized on long term capital gains is sound
and should not be subject to direct or Indirect erosion. Capital transactions
generally differ from the realization of ordinary income in several ways.
Perhaps the most Important from the standpoint of tax policy is the voluntary
nature of most capital transactions. The imposition of very high rates of tax
on capital transactions does not result in increased tax revenues; it simply
reduces the frequency of transactions, as sales tend to become limited to
involuntary situations In which taxpayers are forced to sell. Capital becomes
"locked in" to economically less efficient investments, a result which i4
clearly not desirable in a society based upon the notion of preserving and
expanding a healthy and relatively efficient free market economy substan-
tiallv based on private capital.

We might note that proposals for realization of capital gain at death will
not cure the problem of investment "lock-in" during life. The life-time lock-in
results from the inability of the taxpayer to have sufficient net after-tax
proceeds to reinvest on a profitable basis .fter the disposition of an asset
resulting in the payment of a very substantial tax.

In any event, we believe that once Congress has established to Its satis-
faction that the use of any particular income tax Incentive does produce a
socially desirable result consistent with Its cost, such decision should not be
vitiated by additional Code provisions, inserted In the name of "reform",
which have as their sole goal the negation of such Incentives.

We recognize that in any income tax system including tax incentives, objec-
tlons may be raised that either such Incentives are not justified or that they
are being abused by being utilized in ways not intended by Congress.
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With respect to the first objection, Congress should, and it appears to us
frequently does (perhaps too frequently), review incentives. Adjustments
have been made periodically in the investment credit, the rates of depre-
ciation on tangible personalty (although not with respect to real estate where
useful lives pursuant to Treasury guidelines remain at the inordinately
lengthy periods specified over 30 years ago) and recently in rates of percen-
tage depletion. The exemption for interest on tax-exempt bonds, the deduc-
tion for charitable contributions, the tax treatment of private foundations,
pension funds, and foreign income have all received extensive Congressional
attention in recent years.

Once Congress has determined the objectives to be sought in these areas,
and consciously chosen the tax treatment designed to foster such objectives,
there would appear to be little merit in the resulting complaints of some
members that certain_taxpayers are responding to the Congressionally-legis-
lated inducements by taking the action Congress intended, such as increasing
charitable contributions or investing in machinery, oil drilling or the reha-
bilitation of low income housing, and thereby becoming entitled to the taxpreferences Congress enacted in order to encourage such activity. If experi-
ence shows a particular incentive to be excessive or unnecessary, then itshould be reduced or eliminated-not offset by a contrary "reform" which
serves only to complicate the law, confuse the public and, in many instances
create substantial inequities.

For example, enactment of the add-on minimum tax proposal contained in
HR 10012 would impose substantial additional taxes upon taxpayers who havepreviously invested in low-income housing projects in reliance upon the tax
inducements granted to such projects by Congress in 1969. While HR 10612
evidences an intention on the part of the House of Representatives to pre-serve such inducement for the construction and rehabilitation of low-income
housing, as evidenced by the projected future effective dates for the appli-
cability of LAL to such investments, there are no comparable exclusions fromthe scope of the minimum tax. Enactment of the minimum tax contained in
HR 10612, therefore, would immediately put an end to any future private
sector investment in low-income housing, despite any exception for such proj-
ects from the LAL provisions. Furthermore, imposing such a minimum taxon projects which have already been built or rehabilitated would be grossly
unfair to taxpayers who made their investments in reliance upon the then
existing law.

On the other hand, it is arguable that, whatever the social desirability ofany particular conduct, there is another important social goal in preventing
taxpayers from making such extensive use of tax incentives that little or no
income remains to be taxed.

FQr-this reason, we support the concept of" an overall limitation on the useof tax incentives where the aggregation of such Incentives in any taxable
year would otherwise result in little or no contribution by the taxpayer tothe public treasury. We believe that the basic parameters of such a limitation
should be similar to those set forth by the Treasury Department In 1969
(then referred to as LTP) and consisting essentially )f the following:

1. an overall limitation on tax preferences equal co a percentage of the
taxpayer's income including preferences.

2. a carryover of unused preferences to future taxable years.
Such a system balances the maximum incentive effect of the preferences

enacted by Congress with the goal that every taxpayer will pay some tax,
every taxable year, with respect to his income undiluted by preferences.We are aware that the Chairman of this Committee has expressed a tenta-
tive preference for an alternative minimum tax approach in lieu of the add-
on minimum tax contained in HR 10612. We have also studied with interest
the suggestion of Secretary of the Treasury Simon for a modified minimum
taxable income (MTI) provision. While we believe that a limitation on taxpreferences is a simpler and more equitable approach to the problem posed
by the excessive use by individual taxpayers of tax preferences, we arestrongly of the opinion that an alternative minimum tax approach is far
more sensible than the minimum tax provisions contained in HR 10612.

We recognize objections will be raised to any LTP or alternative minimum --
tax approach on the grounds that such proposals generally will not produce
revenue estimates comparable to those predicted by advocates of the add-onminimum tax proposal contained In HR 10612, and than an alternative
minimum tax Is arguably less progressive than an add-on minimum tax.
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With respect to the first argument, we believe that revenue gain is not the
objective to be sought in the enactment of a minimum tax. The objective
should be enhancing the equity of the system by requiring each taxpayer to
pay some tax each year on his total income undiluted by preferences.

Secondly, the largest source of the revenue expected to be derived from the
minimum tax proposed in HR 10012 relates to the imposition of that tax on
long term capital gains. We believe that the current rate of federal income
tax on long term capital gains is excessive and socially counterproductive
when viewed in the context of increasing state and municipal tax burdens
on capital gains and the continuing inflationary nature of our economy. Webelieve that the entire subject of the treatment of long term capital gains
deserves separate study and decision. An adjustment to remove inflationary
gains entirely from tax Is probably overdue. In any event, effective rates of
tax on long term capital gains should not be increased through the back doorof the so-called minimum tax. Capital gains are subject to tax; the rate canand should be set by Congress directly and there is no need to include anyportion of such gains as a preference item under a minimum tax (note maybe taken that capital gain was excluded as a preference from the 1909 Treas-
ury Department LTP proposal).

Thirdly, we believe most revenue estimates in the minimum tax areas areseriously deficient since the estimates are based upon the unreal assumptionthat taxpayer conduct will be unaffected by the tax. Imposition of an add-on
minimum tax will not produce revenue. It will simply reduce the activity inthose areas such as the rehabilitation of low income housing, which aresubject to the tax, many of which, presumably, are areas in which Congressintended to increase taxpayer activity by enacting the preference.

Finally, with respect to the arguments concerning progressivity of the mini-mum tax, we believe that progressivity is present under an LTP or alterna-
tive minimum tax approach. If desired by Congress, progressivity can beincreased under either approach by utilizing varying percentages of limitation
or tax depending upon total income levels.

Consequently, we believe that Secretary of the Treasury Simon's proposals,
embodied in his statement made to your Committee on March 17, represent,in large part, worthwhile suggestions for improvements in our tax system.

In particular, we support his proposals to stimulate capital formation andencourage savings, and to alleviate the existing burden resulting from theimposition of tax on illusory "paper" gains caused by inflation, through the
enactment of a sliding-scale rate of tax on capital gains. We agree with himthat our tax system must be fair, and must enhance our economic growth.We also support his proposals for estate tax reform by: (a) increasing theamount of the estate tax exemption from $60,000 (the exemption level whichwas established in 1942) in order to offset the ravages of inflation; and (b)liberalizing the procedures for payment of estate tax on the death of aprincipal owner of a small business in order to make t easier (and in manyinstances, possible) to continue family ownership of such a small venture
after the principal owner's death.

On the other hand, we must reluctantly part company with SecretarySimon with respect to certain details of his proposals for a minimum taxable
income (MTI) combined with LAL.

MTI, as proposed by Secretary Simon, is similar to the minimum tax con-tained in HR 10612 to the extent that both provisions represent an indirectincreases in the maximum effective rate of tax on long-term capital gains.For reasons which we have previously noted, we do not believe that any such
increase is warranted.

We also believe that adding "excessive itemized deductions" to the MTIbase may be very inequitable to certain taxpayers having large involmitry
expenses during a particular year, such as major medical expenses, casualtylosses, or substantial state or local income taxes (which may relate toIncome realized in a prior taxable year). The possibly punitive treatment ofsuch taxpayers appears particularly difficult to justify when it is proposedthat a completely voluntary Itemized deduction, namely the deduction for
charitable contributions, be excluded from the MTI base.

Of greater importance, we must differ with Secretary Simon both in hissupport of the concept of the LAL approach and his inclusion of real estate
construction-period interest and taxes among the deductions designated as"artificial" losses.

69-4 60-76---pt. 2-----8
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We note that Secretary Simon himself finds the application of LAL to oil
and gas investments to be "Inappropriate and inefficient". We feel that these
comments might be made with respect to the application of LAL to real
estate as well. Secretary Simon also stated that application of LAL to sports
franchises "is an unwarranted extension" of the concept. Since the "Code
contains no special tax benefits for sports franchises . . . abuses can be
dealt with adequately by the Internal Revenue Service." We feel these com-
ments are also equally applicable to real estate, at least in so far as the
deduction for construction period interest and taxes is concerned.

Secretary Simon particularly stressed that the problem of securing adequate
capital investment in the oil and gas industry "will be compounded If outside
investors, an important source of._capital, become disenchanted" by reason
of the tax "reforms" propoFed In HR 10612. At the same time, the Secretary
stated that application of LAL to real estate will "have no significant ad-
verse effect on new construction". We must respectfully disagree. Dr. Ture's
analysis, a copy of which is annexed to this statement, indicates that, on the
contrary, by severely impairing the ability of the industry to attract private

--investment capital, LAL would have a tremendous impact on construction
activity.
The Deduction for Interest

The treatment of interest under the Income tax law presents special diffi-
culties.

Interest is usually defined as payment for the use of money. Distinguish-
ing interest from other payments has not generally been a problem presenting
great administrative difficulties. However, trying to categorize interest by
reference to the purpose for which the borrowed funds may be used has
historically been extremely difficult. Money is fungible; tracing the applica-
tion of borrowed funds with respect to which interest is paid is in many
instances well-nigh imposr" .A

This point was made by tbe Securities and Exchange Commission in its
Accounting Series Release #163 (issued November 14, 1974) in which the
Commission "noted with concern an increase In the number of non-utility
companies changing their accounting method to a policy of capitalizing inter-
est cost."

In this Accounting Release the-Commission observed: "... it Is impossible
to follow cash once it has been invested In a firm. Even when a loan is made
for a designated purpose and secured by a lien on specific assets, it can he
Preued that capital made available for one purpose frees other capital for
other purposes, and it is therefore unrealistic to allocate the cost of any
particular financing to any particular asset. Thus, any allocation of capitalcost to particular assets is based on allocation decisions which are inherently
arbitrary."

This point was acknowledged by Congress many years ago. A deduction
for Interest was included in the Revenue Act of 1890 and in each succeeding
Revenue Act imposing an income tax through and including the Revenue Act(if 1913. In the Revenue Act of 1917, Congress introduced an exclusion to the
deductibility of all interest, by providing that there would be no deduction for
interest incurred for the purchase of tax-exempt obligations. In the debates
relating to the Revenue Act of 1918, 1924, and 1926, the House of Repre-
sentatives attempted to remove or limit this exclusion because of the difficulty
in administering it. In each case the exclusion was restored in Conference.

Section 23(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 retained the deduction
for all Interest paid with the exception of interest on Indebtedness Incurred
or continued to purchase certain tax-exempt obligations.

In the 1942 Revenue Act. Congress added an exclusion for Interest "on
Indebnedcness incurred or continued to purchase a single premium life insur-
ance contract". The 1954 Code expanded this exclusion to include life insur-ance, endowment or annuity contracts purchased either with a single premium
or through a plan involving systematic borrowing.

Generally, therefore, subject to two minor exclusions, interest was treated,
without any limitations, as a deductible item in determining net income sub.
iect to tax under every United States federal income tax statute from the
Revenue Act of 1890 to the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

In 1069, the House of Representatives, over the objections of the Treasury
Department, included in the 1969 Tax Reform Bill a provision placing a
$23,000 limit on the current deductibility of so-called "excess investment in-
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terest". At that time, the Secretary of the Treasury, in testimony before this
Committee, opposed the proposed limitation on the ground that the proposal
was discriminatory and in fact "fails to correct many of the problems in this
area . . . The only truly equitable solution would require tracing the interest
expense to the particular investment for which the funds were borrowed. We
are inclined to believe, however, that an attempt to trace Investment interest
to the related investment would be administratively unworkable. Other alter-
natives do not appear to correct any substantial number of the actual abuses
and uniformly add extraordinary complexity."
This Committee thereafter deleted the proposed limitation on investment in-
terest from the House bill, but the limitation was reintroduced in modified
form in Conference.

In practice, since its introduction in 1969, this limitation has added extraor-
dinary complexity and administrative difficulties to the Code. It Is seven
years since the passage of the 1969 Tax Reform Act, but the Treasury still
has not promulgated final regulations with respect to this provision. The es-
sentially artificial definitions of "net lease" contained in the provision were
the subject of additional legislative amendments in the Revenue Act of 1971
and continue to plague taxpayers and tax collectors.

An example of the virtually unintelligible distinctions which accountants
and agents are asked to make in connection with this limitation may bc
illustrated by the instructions to the Partnership Income Tax Return (Form
1065), published by the Internal Revenue Service, which contain the following
language: "A partnership cannot deduct interest expense it incurred on funds
borrowed to purchase or carry property held for investment. Although a
partnership can deduct all interest expense on funds it borrowed to purchase
or carry rental property subject to a net lease, each partner must take only.
his distributive share into account in computing his investment interest
expense deduction limitation."

Since "rental property subject to a net lease" is treated as an "investment"
under the investment interest limitations, the result of these confusing direc-
tions is that partnership tax returns throughout the United States differ in
their treatment of interest subject to the Section 163(d) limitation.

Other problems result from the definition of the term "net lease" contained
in Section 163(d)(4)(A)(i). Under this deflnit4on a taxpayer may own two
essentially similar properties, one of which is treated as an "Investment"
uidler Section 163(d), while the other constitutes a "trade or business". The
interest relating to the first cannot be deducted against the Income from the
second. We believe that all rental real estate should be treated as a trade or
business under Section 163(d) unless the property is held as a truly passive
investment.

In any event, the problems involved in the administration, or lack of ad-
ministration, of the Investment interest limitations have been ameliorated by
the high $25,000 floor which must be exceeded before the provision becomes
operative. Section 206 of HR 10612 would drastically reduce this floor (in
some cases to zero) by combining the limitation on "excess investment in-
terest" with all "personal interest" and making the combination subject to a
$12,000 limit. To further complicate the issue, Section 206 of HR 10612 pre-
serves a carryover of unused "excess Investment interest" to future taxable
years, but provides no carryover for "personal interest" In excess of the
limitation.

This proposal defines the term "personal interest" to mean "Interest on
indebtedness other than business interest and investment interest". The pro-
vision defines "business interest" as "interest on indebtedness to purchase or
carry a trade or business or property held for use in a trade or business"
anti states that "Interest shall be presumed to be personal interest unless it
is established that it is business interest or investment interest, as the case
may be".

After nearly sixty years of litigation over what constitutes interest on
indebtedness to purchase or carry tax-exempt obligations, it requires no great
powers of clairvoyance to predict that distinguishing "personal Interest" from
"Investment interest" from "business interest" under the helpful definitions
contained in HR 10612 will produce an annuity for a whole new generation
of litigating tax lawyers and accountants.
Construction Intere8t

A particular problem to the real estate Industry is the lncluion in HR
10612 of provisions treating interest and taxes incurred during a period of
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construction of real property as a tax preference subject to the provisions
relating to limitations on so-called artificial accounting losses and also subject
to the minimum tax on individuals.

The sponsors of these provisions have made repeated statements to the
effect that interest paid during construction of real property is properly a cost
of construction' that under good accounting practice it should be capitalized
rather than deducted, and that proper reflection of a taxpayer's income re-

-quires that the deduction for such interest be matched against the subsequent
income to be produced from the property being constructed rather than de-
ducted against a taxpayer's other income during the year in which such
interest is paid.

Despite the constant repetition of such statements, they are clearly incor-
rect.

The Securities and Exchange Commission, in Accounting Series Release
#163 (issued November 14, 1974) states:

"The conventional accounting model applicable to companies other than
public utilities has not traditionally treated the cost of capital as part of the
cost of an asset and, except for two specific industries [Savings and Loan
Associations; Retail Land Sales], no authoritative statement on this subject
presently exists. Interest cost on debt is generally treated as a period expense
of the period during which debt capital is used, while the cost of equity capital
is reflected neither in asset cost nor in the income statement.

* * * * *

For these reasons, interest cost has generally been reflected as an expense
of the period during which capital was used rather than associated with the
assets acquired by the use of the capital. ....

Interest paid on a loan incurred to construct a building fails to satisfy the
.basic text for identifying a capital expenditure under the income tax laws.
Payment of such interest add., nothing to the value of the building. A building
constructed entirely with equity funds is worth exactly as much as the same
building constructed entirely with borrowed funds. luterest paid on any such
borrowed funds represents the cost for using such funds, not the cost of the
building. Therefore, unless the Code is amended to impute taxable income to
taxpayers on non-currently income producing equity investments (a clearly
farfetched proposition), disallowing or penalizing the current deductibility of
such interest must discriminate against taxpayers who borrow more and In
favor of taxpayers who borrow less.

For example, compare the alternatives open to a taxpayer who needs $100
to construct a building, and who has a $100 certificate of deposit (CD) bear-
ing interest at 10% per annum. He has the option either to (1) cash in the
CD and invest the proceeds in the building; or (2) borrow $100, at 10%
interest, to build the building, and retain the CD.

If he takes the first alternative, cashes In the CD and puts up the cash for
construction, rather than borrowing, he has no interest deduction, but, of
course, he no longer has $10 per year taxable Income from the CD. The tax-
payer, in effect, avoids the $10 interest cost and has also reduced his taxable
income by $10, by eliminating this amount of income. The net result is the
same as if he had elected the second alternative, i.e., his taxable Income Is
the same as if he had retained the $100 CD, received the $10 interest income
therefrom, and at the same time paid interest of $10 on a loan of $100.

Current law properly treats the taxpayer in the same way whether he
chooses alternative 1 or alternative 2. Under the LAL and minimum tax
proposals contained in HR 10612, however, the taxpayer choosing alternative
2 may find that, although his interest income from the CD Is currently taxed,
his deduction for Interest paid on the borrowed funds is either postponed or
penalized, while a choice of alternative 1 would avoid these penalties.

Of course, In the real world, not every taxpayer has the ability to choose
between alternotiv6s as drasti-as those given in the above example. However,
the example does clearly illustrate that the proposals In HR 10612 do result
In subjecting Individual tax pyers who borrow more for construction pur-
poses to tax detriments which will not be borne to an equivalent degree by
those who borrow less. In addition, of course, the detriment to taxpayers who
nrP forced to borrow will be greatest upon those having to pay the highest
rntes of interest. The pronosals, therefore, discriminate most heavily against
those with the least equity capital. In cases where more equity capital is
available, the adverse impact of the proposals will be lessened since the,
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'amount of borrowing may be less and the rate of interest paid will probably
be lower.

The alternative argument, that even if construction period interest does
not represent a real capital expenditure deductibility of such interest should
nevertheless be postponed and matched against the income from the property
when, as and if realized, distorts income in the year in which the interest is
paid, since the interest is paid for the current use of money and should be
a charge against any current income earned during that year from any
source by the taxpayer. This is certainly the view underlying the Securities
and Exchange Commission's Accounting Series Release #163 previously re-
ferred to.
- In addition, if, as has been suggested by some advocates of "reform", the

deduction for interest during construction were postponed until income was
generated by the particular property with respect to which the deduction was
incurred, severe discrimination would result against unprofitable or mar-
ginally-profitable investments. The more profitable the investment, the quicker
the deduction would be. In a break-even Investment, the deduction would be
postponed indefinitely. It is difficult to think of a provision which would be
more apt to discourage risk-taking than one which would have the result of
doubly penalizing a less-than-expected rate of return by disappointing the
Investor both in terms of the hoped-for yield and denying the investor a
deduction for interest already paid.

It may be noted that the deduction of construction interest was not intro-
duced in the Internal Revenue Code as a special incentive for the construc-
tion of buildings. As previously pointed out, interest has generally been
deductible since the earliest Revenue Acts. Section 2613 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code, which permits taxpayers to elect to capitalize interest, taxes and
other charges properly chargeable to capital account but otherwise deductible,
was introduced in the Revenue Act of 1942. The purpose of this provision
was not to grant any special tax incentive, but, as indicated by the Congres-
sional debate accompanying Its passage, its purpose was to permit social
security taxes paid with respect to labor to be capitalized in the same manner
as labor costs, rather than being required to be deducted, as would have been
the consequence under the Code prior to amendment.

Interestingly enough, the highly-publicized tax expenditure budgets intro-
duced by Professor Stanley Surrey and now prepared annually for the Con-
gresq pursuant to the Congressional Budget Act did not, prior to 1975, include
the expensing of construction period interest and taxes as a "tax expenditure".

The truth of the matter Is that for over half a century interest incurred by
taxpayers in connection with the construction of real estate improvements
has been treated as a current deduction without question and without any
notinn that Congress was granting to the real estate industry any special tax
preference over and beyond the deduction for Interest generally accorded to
all taxpayers since 1890. From 1890 to date Congress has never enacted any
imiltatln on the deductibility of interest incurred In a business.'

Within the last few years it has become fashionable to point to the deduc-
tion for interest in connection with the construction of real estate as a special
tax preference, as If it were In the nature of an Investment credit or other
special allowance accorded only to certain taxpayers. In fact, Interest is
generally deductible in the computation of net income derived from the con-
duct of a business or Incurred in connection with a venture entered into for
profit. (For example, Section 278, added by the 1969 Tax Reform Act, required
ciltalization of expenses incurred in planting and developing citrus and
almond groves. - The Regulations specifically excluded "expenditures attrib-
utable to real estate taxes or Interest." Regs. § 1.278-1 (a) (1) (itl)). So long
as this is true, any special limitation, or add-on minimum tax, imposed on the
deductibility of interest incurred only in connection with construction of real
property must operate In a discriminatory manner and must in effect impose
a tax disincentive against such activity.

With respect to HR 10612 since both the LAL provisions and the minimum
tax provisions contained in that Bill can be avoided by corporations, the
enactment of such provision would most assuredly -result In the elimination
from the American economic scene of many small family building operations,
leaving the market to large corporate enterprises which in the past have

1 Code Section 279. added by Congress In 1969. may agruably represent an exception
to this statement, but the purpose for Its ennetmpnt and ItR extremely narrow scope
indicate that It was not intended to affect the general deductability of business Interest.
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operated less efficiently in this area. The ultimate result would not be In-
creased revenue for the United States government, but be increased rents to
be paid by American consumers.
C onclu8ion

The real estate industry is not a vast tax shelter mechanism. It is a major
sector of the American economy, upon whose success millions of Americans
depend for wages, adequate housing, commercial facilities and livable cities
and neighborhoods.

The facts do not substantiate a need for the imposition of drastic changes
in the tax treatment of real estate, particularly of the nature contained in
HR 10612. The changes proposed in that Bill involve very pointed discrimi-
nation against real estate investment, and would certainly imperil the flow
of private capital into the industry as we know it. The end result of discour-
aging private capital investment in real estate will be a requirement for in-
creased government participation in areas such as housing and revitalization
of urban commercial facilities. Few would find this result attractive today;
fewer would believe it possible.

Strong arguments can be made for the position that the housing and other
building needs of this country, as enunciated innumerable times by many
governmental agencies and commissions, require much more favorable tax
treatment than they presently receive. Real estate is a major employer of
labor In the United States, but was the only industry to which the Job Devel-
opment Investment Credit was not extended in 1971. Real estate currently
does not receive the benefit of ADR or even of the guideline life reductions
administratively promulgated in 1962. If we believe in maintaining or
increasing private private sector capital involvement in this industry, we
cannot continue to make investment in real estate less and less desirable when
compared with other opportunities for capital investment.

Finally, we must appreciate that there are no simple or easy answers to
the complex tax problems which we have discussed. It is incorrect to consider
as genuine tax "reform" any change which results in an inconsistent and
complicated statute, and which would give rise to overwhelming problems in
administration. True reform at thi.q time would move In the direction of
increased clarity in the tax law and towards enactment of provisions having
uniform effect with respect to all taxpayers.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF TAX, CITAN.OF. AFFECTING REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT-

TuE REAL ESTATE TAX IMPACT 'MODEL

(Developed by Norman B. Ture, Inc.. for The National Realty Committee, Inc.)

SUMMARY)7.R. 10612

The Tax Reform Act of 1975, pnsed by the House of Representatveq on
December 4, 1975, would have the following economic and tax revenue effects:

EFFECTS OF TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

IDllar amounts In billions

Change in real estate

Grns~q Employ- ChanRe In
National ment Federal

Tax change Investment Product (000) revenues

1. Reduction of preference exemptions plus increase in
minimum tax rate .............................. -- ?. -$5.0 -125 -$1.22. Full recapture on residential property ............... -1.3 -7.4 29 .

3. LAL ............................................ -1.7 -3.0 -74 -. 9
4. Interest ted ction limitation ..................... . -. 4 -. 7 -17 -. 2
5. Combined effects ................................. -6.3 -11.2 -280 -2.8

Note: Items may not add to combined effects due to rounding.
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To estimate the economic effects of tax changes affecting real estate, it Is
necessary first to describe, in quantitative terms, the response of real estate
investors and developers. To do so, we have developed an economic model
which expresses the amount of real estate investment in relation to the cost
of capital invested in real property. This cost of capital is affected by various
tax provisions which are represented in the investment equation. Specifying
changes in one or more of these provisions permits estimation of the change
in the amount of investment. This change in investment affects employment
and GNP originating in the real estate sector; the magnitude of these effects
are estimated by reference to relationships among real estate Investment,
GNP, and employment derived from the National Income Accounts. Based on
these estimates of the economic effects In the industry, changes in Federal
tax revenues are estimated on the basis of the effective marginal rates of the
principal Federal taxes as derived from the National Income Accounts.

Tax -changes aimed at curbing tax "loopholes" or "preferences" allegedly
enjoyed by persons investing in real estate increase the cost of investment and
lower the return on investment in real estate. Investors will react to suchchanges by trying to raise rents and by reducing their real estate investments.
Since the proposed tax changes do not increase the demand for real property
services, buyers of these services are not willing to pay higher rents for anygiven amount of real property services. The tax changes, therefore, result in
reduced investment In real estate projects. However, as the supply of real
property declines relative to the amount in the absence of the tax change,the rent per unit rises. Adjustment to the tax change is complete when the
amount of real property supplied at some rental rate is equal to the amount
demanded at that rent.

This reduction in real estate investment may occur almost immediately, If
Investors cancel some or all of their projects, or over a number of years, if
owners reduce their maintenance budgets and undertake a smaller volume of
new projects than otherwise. The model estimates the change In the stock
of real property when adjustment is complete, but does not attempt to dis-
tribute that change over time.

The economic characteristics of individuals investing in real property and
the types of properties in which such investments are made are highly diverse.
Representation in the model of all possible combinations of investors andproperty clearly is impractical. This model, however, uses 18 classes of tax-payers investing in real estate and three classes of property holdings; these
are assumed to represent the bulk of owners who would be affected by theproposed tax changes and most of the property which would be involved. The
taxpayer classes comprise five levels of taxable Income, three average
amounts of investment, and three levels of preference income.' The threeproperty classes are residential, commercial, and industrial. In order to an-
alyze the impact of the interest deduction limitation, principally affecting-
shopping center, investors in such properties are explicitly included among the
18 classes.! In addition, specific assumptions are made regarding construction
and holding periods, financing, and discolint rate of each investor (with as-
sumptions for shopping centers noted where different) :

It is assumed that financing consists of a mortgage amortized over 25 years(30 years for shopping centers) at 9 percent interest, starting at the end of
construction. A constant payment schedule with declining interest and Incrgn.
Iug amortization appears to he more in lin(, with actual practice than otherloan repayment patterns. An initial equity of 20 percent is specified (15 per-
cent for shopping centers).

I The taxpayer-investor elAses were derived on the basis of data in the Internal
Revenue Service's Statistics of Income-1972, Individual Income Tax Returns.'The interest deduction limitation restricts the amount of investment int rest . tapayer may claim to Investment Income phis the excess, if any, of $12.000 per year Iessthe taxpayer's personal interest. Net leases, a common arrangement for shoppinzig cen.ters. arre considered investment for this purpose. It is estimated that 0e of nonresi.dentinl property would be affected by this provision based on unpublished data fromthe Treasury Department and from the F. W. Dodge division of McGraw-Hill. Inc. Notall shopping center investors would be affected. s nce some have sufficient investmentIncome and some do not have net lenses as defined by the tax code.
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A 9 percent discount rate is used.'
The preopening and construction period is assumed to be 2 years.
It is assumed that the developer expects to hold the property for 10 years

after its completion before selling it.
Deductible preopening costs are taken as 10 percent of total investment.
Land costs are assumed to be equal to 20 percent of total cost (10 percent

for shopping centers).
The useful life of the property is taken to be 33 years (27 years for shop-

ping centers).
To simplify computation, it Is assumed that rental income net of operating

expenses (but before deducting interest and depreciation) and the investor's
taxable income from other sources remain constant over the life of the
property.'

Finally, it is assumed that the investor sells his property after 10 years for
an amount equal to the present value of the after-tax cash flow he would
receive If he continued to hold the property.'

Of course, investors are not identical in terms of desired holding period,
discount rate, or any other variable specified above. There appears to be no
reason, however, to expect large or systematic differences from one category
of investor to another with respect to these variables. Nor is there empirical
evidence on the correct value or distribution of values for these variables.
Therefore, one value, selected after investigation of the economic literature and
discussion with government and industry sources, is used for each variable for
all taxable income and property size classes.

These variables are assembled in a set of investment equations, one for each
investor-taxpayer class, for which a computer program has been developed.
The program calculates the net income per dollar or project cost needed
annually by each investor class to undertake a residential or nonresidential
project, under existing tax provisions. A proposed change in the tax law is
analyzed to determine how it would affect any one or more of the terms in
the Investment equations. These changes are then fed into the computer to
determine the change in required net income. Weighted average changes for
residential and nonresidential property are computed separately, using as
weights the share of all property estimated to be held by each investor class.
The computer prints these weighted average changes for each tax alternative.

The percentage changes are then multiplied by the existing stocks of resi-
dential and nonresidential property to yield estimates of the impact on real
estate investment. Estimates of existing stocks of these properties were ob-
tained from the Commerce Departments' Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

The change in Gross National Product originating in real estate is about
1.77 times the change in investment, based on data in Real Estate in the U.S.
Economy, a report prepared by Norman B. Ture, Inc. for the National Realty
Committee. The same source shows that approximately 44,500 Jobs are lost
for each $1 billion reduction in real estate investment.

That volume also shows that labor and net capital income total about 70%
of real estate GNP. The marginal tax rate on each of those shares is approxi-
mately 33%, or .33 x .7 = 23.1% of GNP according to IRS and BEA figures.
In addition, indirect business taxes amount to about 1.9% of GNP. Net changes
in Federal tax revenues, therefore, total approximately 25% of the change in
real estate GNP, or 44% of the change in investment.

3 The discount rate is the factor which equates the value of a future sum to its valuein the present. Since a dollar to he received a year hence is regarded as less valuable
than a dollar received today, while a dollar of outlay a year hence is less dear than
the same dollar outlay today, virtually all contractual arrangements which extend
through time involve the process of discounting future values to the present. The dis-
count rate appropriately used by any investor with respect to any given project reflectsboth the rate of return he might expect to earn on an alternative Investment and any
difference he perceives in the riskiness of the project under consideration compared
with that of the alternatives available to him. The 9 percent discount rate used in themodel applies to the after-tax cash flow. A discount rate applied to pretax cash flow
would be higher depending on the investor's tax bracket.

4For shopping centers, income is assumed to equal one-third of its eventual level Inthe first year following construction, two-thirds in the second year, and 100 percent
thereafter. No evidence as to the most realistic time pattern of these variables is
available. This assumption could be relaxed without significantly affecting the results.

8 Clearly, he would not willingly sell for less, since he would then he better off byretaining the pronerty. It Is assumed that market conditions prevent him from receiving
more than this minimum price.
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As passed by the House of Representatives, the Tax Reform Act of 1975
contains four provisions of particular concern to real estate investors. These
are: 1) Changes in the minimum tax. The exemption from preference items
would be lowered from $30,000 plus income tax due to a maximum of $20,000
with a further decrease of $1 for every $1 by which preferences exceed
$20,000, with no exclusion of ordinary income tax. Thus, the exemption would
disappear altogether for taxpayers with $40,000 or more in preferences. In
addition, the list of preferences would be expanded and the minimum tax
rate raised from 10 to 14 percent. 2) Recapture of the excess of accelerated
depreciation over straight-line would apply fully to residential property, as it
now does to nonresidential, instead of declining 1 percent per month for each
month over 100 months that a property is held. 3) Limitation on artificial
losses (LAL). Property owners would no longer be able to deduct preopening
interest and taxes or the excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation
unless they have sufficient real estate income to cover these expenses. Any
amount not deducted must be carried forward in a "deferred deduction
account' until real estate income rises sufficiently. 4) Interest deduction limi-
tations. Instead of the present virtually unlimited deduction for interest paid,
taxpayers would be restricted to a total of $12,000 per year in personal in-
terest, and investment interest equalling invest income plus the excess if any,
of $12,000 over personal interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is John C. Hart, president,
National Association of Home Builders.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. HART. PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF HOME BUILDERS, ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD L.
SILVERSTEIN, TAX COUNSEL, AND CARL A. S. COAN, JR., LEGIS-
LATIVE COUNSEL

Mr. HART. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
My name is John C. Hart and I am a home builder from Indianap-

olis,'Indiana. I am appearing before you today in my capacity as
president of the National Association of Home Builders. NAHB is
the trade association for the home building industry. Its membership
totals over 74.000 firms in 603 associations.

Accompanying me today are Leonard L. Silverstein, our tax
counsel, and Carl A. S. Coan, Jr. our legislative counsel.

The principal concern of our members is the maintenance of aL
level of housing production, including rental housing, adequate to
meet the national housing goal reaffirmed by Congress in 1968 of a--
decent home and suitable living environment for every American
family. Over the past 2 years we have fallen far short of the rate of
production necessary to meet the target of 26 million housing units
to be constructed or rehabilitated during the decade 1968-78. The
principal factors in our failure to achieve that goal have been in..
flation, recession and extraordinarily high interest rates. This failure
is clearly illustrated by the fact that housing starts in 1975 fell to
1.17 million units, the lowest level in almost 30 years.

While housing construction activity has picked up somewhat since
the disastrous depths of last year, we still only expect total starts
this year to be about 1.4-1.5 million units. This is far below the
Nation's needs. In it is multifamily construction that much of the
shortfall-is occurring. Multifamily starts last year were only 268,300:
units, the lowest since 1958 and no real improvement is in the offing.
Yet the national rental vacancy rate declined to 5.4 percent in the
fourth quarter of 1975 and appears to be heading even lower, at
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the very time when a lot of young people forming families and
requiring rental units are coming on the market. This is not the
time to tinker with the provisions of the tax laws which are designed
to encourage the construction of multifamily housing.

The Federal income tax laws have had a major, positive impact
upon home building, particularly in providing incentives for raising
the equity capital necessary to construct rental housing. Such incen-
tives have operated during periods of normal economic conditions
to attract the outside equity capital necessary to finance the con-.
struction of rental housing. Unlike other industries, only a few
builders can provide the capital necessary to sustain the production
of rental units at an adequate level. Tax incentives are thus neces-
sary in order to encourage capital formation for the construction
of housing.

Maintenance of existing Federal income tax incentives for the
construction of rental housing would clearly be consistent with the
overall goal of the administration to provide incentives to encour-
age capital formation. In the absence of these tax incentives, the
home building industry, in view of the risks involved in the nature
of rental housing, particularly for low and moderate income fam-
ilies, would be. unable to compete against the other investment op-
portunities available. This would result in investors abandoning our
industry in favor of other types of investments with a higher return
and less risk. This will prevent the industry from constructing the
housing necessary to meet the Nation's housing needs.

Wre believe that the policy of encouraging the construction of
necessary housing through thie provision of Federal income tax in-
centives is one which Congress should continue in the national
interest. Accordingly, we strongly oppose enactment of any changes
in the present income tax laws which would seriously impede the
flow of capital into the construction of rental housing.

We are quite concerned that several provisions contained in H.R.
10612, the Tax Reform Act of 197.5, as passed by the House last
year would, if enacted in their present form, have a substantial.
adverse impact upon the construction of multifamily housing. At
a time when the demand for housing is increasing, such result would
not only have a severe impact on our members but would be counter
productive to the overall national interest.

Before I give you my comments on the House-passed bill and
other changes we would recommend to the tax code, I should like
to express our great appreciation to the Chairman of this committee
for passing last year the tax credit to purchasers of new homes.
Despite claims to the contrary, the credits' opponents in the admin-
istration. our members feel the credit was most helpful to them in
reducing the large inventory of housing on hand last March.

Oulr rincina] concern with LAL-is that it would unfairly dis-
criminate against rental housing. We are completely opposed to
LAL. It would strike at a major source of equity capital for rental
housing that is coming from outside the industry.

We believe a more appropriate method of assuring that nobody
escapes taxes is to impose a reasonable minimum tax. We fully sup-
port the efforts of the Chairman to provide .uch a minimum tax
and recomment that it be substituted for LAL.
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However, we urge rejection of the House provisions, eliminating
the regular income tax deduction for computing the minimum tax.

We also urge rejection of the inclusion, as an item of tax pref-
erence, of the amount of deductions for interest and taxes paid dur-
ing construction of real property. These deductions represent actual
business expenditures made and should be allowed to their full
extent.

We are strongly opposed to the House provision which would
impose a limitation on the amount of nonbusiness interest that an
individual could claim as a deduction in any taxable year especially
as this relates to the inclusion of interest on home mortgages. Interest
deduction has been allowed since the Internal Revenue Code was
initially enacted. We believe it is a justifiable one. We urge the
rejection of the House provision which excludes home mortgage
interest from it.

We urge the committee to reject amendments to 1250 increasing
the amount of recapture on residential housing.

We wholeheartedly support the House provision exempting from
taxation amounts received by homeowners' associations, condominium
associations and cooperative housing corporations from their mem-
bers.

I should now like to turn to an area of great importance to the
home building industry. We appear to be coming out of the serious
housing slump that started in the summer of 1973. However, this
past cycle was much worse than another experienced in the past
30 years, dropping more precipitously and lasting longer than its
predecessors.

The principal cause of this cycle was the nonavailability of mort-
gage money and the high cost of that money that was available.
It. started with severe disintermediation in the Nation's thrift insti-
tutions, the principal suppliers of residential mortgage credit and
snowballed into a disaster. Something must be done to prevent the
recurrence of such a situation. We have three proposals to help us
which we believe deserve most serious consideration by the committee.

One would bring more money into the residential mortgage market
and protect the financial mortgage markets from disintermediation.
The first would provide a tax cut in connection with the Financial
Institutions Act passed by the Senate. It would encourage banks,
lenders, life insurance companies to invest more funds in residential
mortgages.

I commend to your attention the attachment to our full statement
setting out our specific views on the credit and how be believe it
should function.

The second would require pension funds to invest at least 20
percent of their assets in residential mortgages in order to retain
their present exemption from taxation. Pension funds have over $250
billion in assets, but less th:'.1 2 percent of the assets of the private
fu-nds are in-vested in the residential mortgages. We believe that this
is inexcusable, that these repositories of peoples' savings are being
used primarily to speculate in the stock market and are ignoring the
housing needs.

The third would give the small saver a tax break on the interest
earned on his savings. It would also encourage him to keep his
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savings in a bank or thrift institution during times of tight money
when higher yi(ilds appear. Such a provision should help moderate
considerably the periods of disintermediation which have become
more frequent in recent years.

We propose that the first $1,000 on the interest earned be exempt
from taxation or, in the alternative, a tax credit of up to $250 be
allowed.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to present
our views with respect to tax reform. As is evident, the income tax
laws have a major effect on the home building industry, particularly
the construction of multifamily housing. Accordingly, we urge no
action be taken to change the laws in matters that have an adverse
effect upon the flow of outside equity capital into our industry.

We also urge serious consideration be given to approving the three
proposals designed to assure greater stability in the residential
mortgage market. These proposals to enact a mortgage interest tax
credit, to require a 20 percent minimum investment in residential
mortgages by pension funds, and to encourage savings by the sma ll
saver are essential if we are to avoid repetition of the disastrous
housing cycle from which we are just recovering.

I want to thank you for allowing us to shift position today while
we testified over on the House side.

The CHAMAN. So many of you are familiar faces to me, like
Mr. Silverstein who has been before us many times to help advise on
tax matters. I want to help the real estate industry and the home
builders to do what they are trying to do in the national interest.
but I am not sure I am going to be able to do you much good unless
you people help yourselves.

You made an impressive statement, but prior to the time you got
here we had some other impressive statements that referred to a,
study by Dr. Norman B. Ture. His study etimates that if enacted,
H. R. 10612 would result in a $6.3 billion drop in real estate invest-
ment, which in turn would cause $1.2 billion loss in real estate gross
national product and a 280,000 increase in real estate unemployment.
principally in the construction trades. In contrast, the House Ways
and Means Committee estimates $1.2 billion gained in revenue in
this bill. Dr. Ture predicts a net annual loss of revenue from $2..8
billion from the real estate industry alone. A summary of his study
is attached to their statement. I suggest you get a copy of that and
make it available to your members.

To the extent that Senators go home during this Easter recess,
you ought to see if you can get your people together with those
who build the shopping centers and those associated with these other
witnesses and make them acquainted with that study.

I am going to give Dr. Ture's statement the attention it deserves.
I am going to try to get the Treasury to take everything that Dr.
Ture ran through his computers and run it through theirs. I am
going to try to get the Joint Tax Committee staff to do the same
thing and perhaps analyze the secondary and tertiary effect which
causes people to quit making investments and causes them to do
something else with their money.

If your people will undertake to see to it that every Senator hears
the kind of testimony I have heard here today including what you
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have said, I predict with confidence this Congress is not going to do
the kind of mischief to this Nation's economy that could result from
-that House-passed bill. I am frank to tell you that you people need to
get your message across to others.

At the moment, you are talking to only one Senator. I was con-
vinced you were right before you got here, frankly. As I said before,
in some respects, while you have made a magnificent statement and
it is there for the record, most people will not have read it and
when the debate comes up they will not have heard what you and
these other witnesses have said. You just ought to make it a point
to see to it that when they come home you have a committee talk
to them. Half the time they are too busy with other things to talk
to you, but they will talk to their own constituents if you have e.
committee of realtors and real estate agents and builders of shopping
centers in their own hometown waiting for them when they get
there. If your people take full advantage of the right the Constitu-
tion gives you to petition Congress for redress of grievances, my
guess is that the Congress will treat you fairly and that they will
pass laws that will assure that the people who are making money
pay a fair amount of taxes-but at the same time the Congress will
refuse to accept this invitation to destroy this Nation's economy
in the name of tax uniformity.

Mr. HART. Senator, I just completed six grassroots meetings around
the country where we met with builders who never have the oppor-
tunity to come into Washington. We were asked at each of those
meetings to set up a meeting this spring in Washington at the time
of our spring board meeting. We will have a political education
seminar. If you are available on Sunday afternoon, May 23, when
we reconvene, I would like you to come over to address the 1,200
or 1,500 people who will be there. We are going to go to the Hill the
next day. We know that businessmen, in order to survive, about 85
percent of our builders build 15 homes or less a year. But they are
till becoming dominated by the Government. We know how to
survive. We just have to get active and take a more active role and
educate ourselves on the problems.

The CHAIRMAN. I have made many mistakes in life, usually be-
cause I did not know better. I would hope I will be forgiven those.
In fact, I hope I will be forgiven all my mistakes, but those that
are the sadedst are those I made because I did not know better. The
same thing is true with the average Member of tho Senate or House
of Representatives.

For the time being, I think as far as the real estate industry is
concerned, the first objective is going to be to get the attention of
the Members of the Senate and explain to them what the facts are.
If that Ture study is correct, it would be an absolute crime for
Congress to pass what the House of Representatives sent us in the
name of tax reform as it applies to the real estate industry.

If the Secretary of the Treasury says he will cooperate, we will
have them check out Dr. Ture's figures and have the joint com-
mittee check them out, and we may have to call some neutral people
to add their views.

Mr. HART. We would be glad to give you a study we have that
shows the man-hours and dollar contribution. Every dollar of con-
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structibn that is put into a local community is there for life, and
the average property tax is about 31/2 percent of true value.-LThe
reasons-these mayors were all up here last week asking for more
revenue sharing, when the housing starts drop, their revenue
dropped, too.

[The study referred to above follows:]

ESTIMATED MAN-YEARS OF WORK REQUIREMENTS AND WAGES PAID FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A SINGLE
FAMILY HOUSE

Man-year I
requirements Wages t

All industries ........................................................... 1.853 $23,913

Construction ............................................................ 714 10,667

Onsite ............................................................. 595 8 889
Oftsite ........... .................................................. 119 1,778

Other industries ........................................................ 867 9, 187

Manufacturing ....................................................... 476 4,779
Wholesale trade, transportation, and services ............................ 238 2, 475
Mining and all others ................................................. 153 1, 933

Land development ....................................................... 272 4,064

1 2,000 man-hours=1 man-year.
The wages and man-years shown In this table include wages paid with fringe benefits and man-years utilized directly

for construction of the unit, as well as for labor which goes into producing materials, development of land, and other con-
nected services such as: marketing, engineering, financing, etc.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, (1) man-year requirements derived from study entitled
"Labor and Material Requirements for Construction of Private Single Family Houses," Bulletin 117 5, p. 11, table 1 (2)
February 1976 wages from 'Employment and Earnings," March 1976, pp. 88-100, table C-2; data compilation and analysis
by NAHB Economics Deparment.

Selected average material usage in single-family homes

Board feet of lumber-
Square yards of carpeting.-
Square feet of softwood, plywood.
Bricks ....
Pounds of cement.
Gallons of paint--
Tons of steel.
Water closets-
Bathtubs, shower enclosures-------------------------------
Furnace or other central heating unit-
Square feet of ceramic tile-
Square feet of asphalt roofing shingles--
Square feet wall and ceiling insulation
Convenience outlets----------
Electrical switches.-
Garbage disposals_
Exhaust fans..-
Central air-conditioners-
Lineal feet of cabinets ....
Complete windows.-
Square feet of gypsum board products ....................
Doors - --
Garage doors:

I car ............................
2 car---

Fource: NAHB Economic Department, Mar. 1976.

Per 1.000
units

10, 700, 000
66, 000

5, 500, 000
5, 000, 000
2, 200, 000

23, 000
2, 000
1, 860
1, 610

870
220, 000

1, 400, 000
2, 400, 000

34, 000
15, 000

620
900
970

28, 000
14, 000

5, 900, 000
22, 000

180
570
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The CHA1RMAN. I might accept your invitation. By then, from
what we know, if your people go and talk to their Senators, it might
be more meaningful.

Mr. HART. We think it would be wonderful. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hart follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HoME BUILDERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is John C. Hart
and I am a home builder from Indianapolis, Indiana. I am appearing before
you today in my capacity as President of the National Association of Home
Builders. NAHB is the trade association for the home building Industry. Its
membership totals over 74,000 firms in 603 associations.

Accompanying me today are Leonard L. Silverstein, our Tax Counsel, and
A. S. Coan, Jr., our Legislative Counsel.

The principal concern of our members is the maintenance of a level of
housing production, including rental housing, adequate to meet the national
housing goal reaffirmed by Congress in 1968 of "a decent home and suitable
living environment for every American family". Over the past two years we
have fallen far short of the rate of production necessary to meet the target of
26 million housing units to be constructed or rehabilitated during the decade
1968-1978.The principal factors in our failure to achieve that goal have been
inflation, recession and extraordinarily high interest rates. This failure is
clearly illustrated by the fact that housing starts in 1975 fell to 1.7 million
units, the lowest level in almost 30 years.

While housing construction activity has picked up somewhat since the dis-
astrous depths of last year, we still only expect total starts this year to be
about 1.4-1.5 million units. This is far below the nation's needs. It is in
multifamily construction that much of the shortfall is occurring. Multifamily
starts last year were only 268,300 units, the lowest since 1958 and no real
improvement is in the offing. Yet the national rental vacancy rate declined to
5.4% in the fourth quarter of 1975 and appears to be heading even lower, at
the very time when a lot of young people forming families and requiring
rental units are coming on the market. This is not the time to tinker with
the provisions of the tax laws which are designed to encourage the construc-
tion of multifamily housing.

The Federal income tax laws have had a major positive Impact upon home
building, particularly in providing Incentives for raising the equity capital
necessary to construct rental housing Such incentives have operated during
periods of normal economic conditions to attract the outside equity capital
necessary to finance the construction of rental housing. Unlike other industries,
only a few builders can provode the capital necessary to sustain the produc-
tion of rental units at an adequate level. Tax incentives are thus necessary in
order to encourage capital formation for the construction of housing.

Maintenance of existing Federal income tax incentives for the construction
of rental housing would clearly be consistent with the overall goal of the
Administration to provide incentives to encourage capital formation. In the
absence of these tax incentives, the home building industry, in view of the
risks involved- in the nature of rental housing, particularly for low and mod.
erate income families, would be unable to compete against the other Invest-
ment opportunities available. This would result in investors abandoning our
industry in favor of other types of investments with a higher return and less
risk. This will prevent the industry from constructing the housing necessary
to meet the nation's housing needs.

We believe that the policy of encouraging the construction of necessary
housing through the provision of Federal income tax incentives is one which
Congress should continue in the national interest. Accordingly, we strongly
oppose enactment of any changes in the present income tax laws which would
seriously impede the flow of capital into the construction of rental housing.

We are quite concerned that several provisions contained in H.R. 10612,
the "Tax Reform Act of 1975", as passed by the House last year would, if
enacted in their present form, have a substantial, adverse impact upon the
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construction of multifamily housing. At a time when the demand for housing
is increasing, such result would not only have a severe Impact on our members
but would be counter productive to the overall national interest. In light of
the extremely unfavorable economic conditions which have existed for the last
several years, enactment of significant changes in the Federal income tax laws
adversely affecting the flow of outside equity capital into our industry would
deal a critical blow to our ability to meet the nation's housing needs.

I would like now to comment upon several of the specific provisions in the
House-passed Bill which would, in our judgment, adversely affect our industry.
These provisions are as follows:

Imitation on Artificial Losses ("LAL")-We strongly oppose the adoption
of the "LAL" proposal which would limit the full deduction during a taxable
years of accelerated depreciation on, and mortgage interest and real property
taxes incurred in the construction of, residential rental property and other
real estate. The "LAL" proposal unfairly discriminates against real estate.
While we recognize that there may have been tax abuses in certain situa-
tions, we believe that the overkill approach of LAL is an inappropriate solu-
tion. This approach would severely limit the flow of outside equity capital
into rental housing and thereby deprive our members of the capital required
to construct such housing. While the aggregation approach adopted by the
House is more moderate than some original LAL proposals, we are heavily
dependent on equity capital investment from outside the industry and aggre-
gation will not alleviate that problem.

It is our judgment that rather than LAL the more appropriate method of
assuring that all persons pay their fair share of tax would be to impose a
reasonable minimum tax. NAHB has consistently maintained that every per-
son should bear his fair share of Federal income taxation and that the mini-
mum tax is the appropriate mechanism to effect such equity. We fully support
your efforts, Mr. Chairman, in reaching this desired objective. Accordingly, we
strongly recommend that this Committee reject the "LAL" proposal and in-
stead concentrate on the minimum tax as the mechanism to achieve the goal
of assuring that everyone pays some reasonable proportion of his income in
taxes while still preserving desirable tax incentives.

Minimum Tam for Individuals.-Consistent with the foregoing, we would
not object to a reasonable increase in the rate of minimum tax provided in
Section 56 of the Code. The House Bill provides for an increase in the rate of
minimum tax from 10 to 14% which we would support. However, we urge
rejection of any attempt to effect a further increase in the minimum tax rate.

We believe that the legislative history of the Tax Reform Act of 1969
makes it clear that the minimum tax was intended to result in the payment
of a minimum tax by those persons who would not otherwise be paying in-
come tax under existing rules. However, it was clearly not intended to be
applicable to those taxpayers who were paying a substantial amount of regu-
lar income tax. Accordingly, we oppose the provision in the House Bill elimi-
nating the deduction for regular income taxes paid in computing the minimum
tax, and the corresponding carryover of regular income taxes. This provision,
If adopted, would convert the minimum tax to a penalty tax on preferences,
regardless of the amount of regular Income taxes paid, which is inconsistent
with the concept of a minimum tax.

In addition, we strongly oppose the inclusion, as an Item of tax preference,
of the amount of deductions for interest and taxes paid during construction" of
real property to the extent not subject to the LAL proposal. These deductions
represent actual business expenditures made and should be allowed to their
fhll extent. To subject them to Inclusion In any list of tax preferences is
analogous to saying that you can deduct only a certain portion of your actual
business expenditures for such items as the light bill or office supplies. We
urge the Committee to reject such an absurd result.

LiAmitation on Non-Business Interest Deduticton.-We strongly oppose the
provision in the House Bill to impose a limitation on the amount of non-
business interest that an Individual could claim as a deduction in any taxable
year. We are particularly concerned about the inclusion of interest on home
mrtgages in this category of "personal interest". The full deduction of
Interest paid on home mortgages has been in the Code since the beginning
and it has been one of the major contributors to the fact that over 60% of
Amerlcan families own their home. The proposal would require that Interest
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on home mortgages be taken together with interest on other personal loans
(e.g., automobile, education and home appliance loans) and, a $12,000 limitation
be imposed on the total deduction, with the excess not deductible in any
subsequent year. In light of the rampant inflation of the past few years and
the existing high interest rates on home mortgages, interest paid on home
mortgages, when added together with interest paid on other personal loans,
could result in many middle income taxpayers approaching or exceeding the
$12,000 level. We are even more concerned with the possible future implica-
tions of imposing such a limit and then subjecting it to piecemeal reductions
in future years, thereby raising the cost of home ownership. With multifamily
housing already in dire straits, this is not the tim-r to attack home ownership
also.

Moreover, such a proposal would have an adverse effect on our members as
a result of making the amount of investment interest deductible in a taxable
year dependent upon the a mount of the taxpayer's personal interest. For
example, a builder may find that interest paid on his own home mortgage and
other personal loans will severely limit the amount of the current deduction
for interest paid on Investment property such as unimproved land held for
possible future development in his home building business. This could sig-
nificantly affect the flexibility needed, by builders to plan for the future.

For these reasons, NAHB strongly opposes enactment of the proposed limi-
tation on the deduction of non-business interest and instead urges the re-
tention of the rules in section 163(d) of the Code which are limited to invest-
ment interest. If, however, this cannot be accomplished, we urge adoption of
an exclusion from the category of personal interest for interest paid on home
mortgages.

Extension and, Amendment o1 Section 167(k)-We urge the prompt exten-
sion of section 187(k) providing for a five-year amortization of rehabilitation
expeditures incurred with respect to low-income rental housing. This provision
expired on December 31, 1975 and the failure to take action since that date
has created substantial uncertainty as to the continued viability of rehabili-
tation as a means of providing housing for families of low and moderate
income. We urge immediate enactment of a minimum one-year- extension, even
before the Committee acts on major tax legislation.

We then urge that the Committee give serious consideration to making the
provision permanent. It was originally enacted for a five-year term on an
experimental basis. We believe that it has achieved its purpose in encourag-
ing rehabilitation that would not otherwise have occurred.

We also support the provision in the House Bill to increase from $15,000
to $20,000 the dollar limitation on the aggregate amount of rehabilitation
expenditures with respect to any dwelling unit which may qualify for the
rapid amortization. This recognizes the substantial inflation that has occurred
since 1969.

Moreover, we urge that section 167(k) be amended so as to be made spe-
cifically applicable with respect to a project where substantially all of the
units are held for occupancy by families or individuals eligible to receive
subsidies under Section 8 of the Housing Act of 1937, or state or local pro-
grams authorizing similar levels of subsidy. Section 8 is the principal Federal
housing assistance program presently utilized by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and it is essential that buildings under Section 8 (or
provisions of state or local law authorizing similar levels of subsidy) bespecifically covered under section 167(k) in order to provide the tax Incentive-
to rehabilitation of low-income housing which Congress sought to provide in
enacting section 167(k) in 1969.

Depreciation Recapture.-We oppose the provision in the House Bill which
would amend section 1250 to increase the amount of depreciation recapture
treated as ordinary income on the sale or other disposition of residential
housing, including subsidized housing. Such an action would apply rules to
real property which are substantially similar to those applicable to depreci-
ation recapture with respect to personal property. This ignores the special
nature of real property which Congress recognized when it enacted section
1250 in 1964, i.e., that the impact of price level changes in real estate is often
far more severe than that which occurs with respect to personal property.

Asserted gains which occur with respect to realty held for a considerable
period of time often represent mere changes in price levels, rather than a real
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economic gain which might justify recapture of previously granted deductions.
This is particularly true in times like the present which are characterized by
rapid inflation, Moreover, unlike personal property, real property does not
qualify for the investment tax credit provided for by section 38 of the Code.

Furthermore, these changes would in essence sharply reduce the present
incentives to invest in rental housing by removing entirely the distinction
between nonsubsidized housing and nonresidetial real estate. At a time when
niumltifamily construction is at such a low ebb, such an action would be like
driving another nail in the coffin.

We therefore urge retention of the existing provisions of section 1250 and
recommend that two amendments be- made with respect thereto. One is to
make permanent the provisions of section 1250(a) (1) (C) (ii) covering low-
income housing. This provision, which expired on December 31, 1975, has
proven its worth just as has 167(k) and is needed to encourage builders and
Investors to take the much greater risks inherent in low and moderate income
housing. The second amendment would be to expand the category of low and
moderate income housing covered by 1250(a) (1) (C) (ii) to include projects
which qualify under Section 8 or provisions of state or local law authorizing
similar levels of subsidy.

Tax Exemption for Condominium and Homeowners' Associations-We urge
enactment of the provision In the House Bill respecting the tax treatment of
amounts received by a homeowners' association, a condominium housing asso-
ciation or cooperative housing corporation from its members. These organi-
zations are formed and are operated for the maintenance of common facilities
In condominium, townhouse and planned unit developments and clearly qualify
for the tax-exempt status. The Internal Revenue Service, however, by rulings
in 1974 denied such status, which represented a change In its previous posi-
tion. The result is that such associations are subject to current taxation on
amounts-se aside for future capital improvements, exterior maintenance and
replacement of common facilities. Imposition of such taxation is unwarranted
and will adversely affect the financial structure and continued operation of
these associations. Moreover, in view of the uncertainty created for several
thousand associations by reason of the change in IRS position in 1974, we
urge retention of the December 31, 1973 effective date for the provision in
the House Bill.

Capital Gains.-We have no objection to the House provision extending
the holding period from six months to one year for qualification for long-term
capital gains and losses. However, we urge that the Committee adopt a pro-
posal to provide for an increase in the amount of capital gains excluded from
taxation for assets held for long periods. For example, if a taxpayer sold a
parcel of real estate held for twenty years, the taxpayer would be entitled to
exclude from taxation a larger portion of the capital gain than the 50 percent
exclusion under existing law. A similar provision was Included in the Tax
Reform Bill approved by the House Ways and Means Committee in 1974 and
we urge that this Committee include such a provision in the current bill.

Tediuetion of Expenses for Vacation Homes.-We oppose adoption of pro-
viIon imposing a limitation on the amount of deductions for expenses with
respect to a vacation home which is used by the taxpayer for personal pur-
ipoqes during some portion of the taxable year. We believe that this pronnsal
Is ton restrictive in application and that the more appropriate rule would be
to allow a deduction for a portion of each expense, otherwise incurred in a
trad or business or for the production of income, attributable to the portion
of tie une of the residence for business purposes, even if the total of such
nllocatinn exceeds the gross income derived from the business. Limitation of
the detnlctibility of such expenses to the amount of gross income fails to
reflect the fact that persons owning such residences are engaged In the con-
duct of a trade or business for the production of income, regardless of tie
portion of personal uqe of such property, and such provision unfairlv dis-
criminates against such persons in relation to persons engaged in other forms
of incnme-Produicing activity.

E1rjelusion of Gain from Rale of Residenre.-We urge Inclusion in the Bill
of a provision expanding tie exclusion from gross Income provided in section
121 of the Code for all or part of tbP, amount of gain from the sale of the
taxpayer's regidpnce. Under section 121. an exclusion from grns Income of
all or part of the capital gain of the sale of a residence is available only to
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a taxpayer over 65 who has used the property as his principal residence for
five or more out of the preceding eight years. The House Ways and Means
Committee approved a provision as part of the Tax Reform Bill of 1974
which would have extended the exclusion to all taxpayers, regardless of age,
and would have increased the amount of the exclusion from $20,000 to $35,000.
We support this proposal as a means of increasing the attraction of home
ownership.

Treatment of FNMA Commitment Fees and Similar Expenses Paid with
Respect to Federal and State Housing Programs.-We urge consideration by
the Committee of an amendment to the Code which would eliminate the
problem created by recent IRS rulings respecting the tax treatment of corn-
mitment fees and other related payments made in connection with Federal
or state assisted housing programs. The IRS has ruled- that the FNMA corn-
mitment fee paid with respect to a Section 236 project constituted interest
which was deductible over the entire period of the 40-year loan, and not
merely over the period of construction. The Service position was based on an
unfounded analysis of the financing of a Section 236 project as involving
4'one loan". We believe that this analysis fails to properly categorize the fact
that two separate loans, for construction and then for permanent financing,
are obtained for Section 236 projects as well as for other types of multi-
family projects. A similar result was reached by the IRS with respect to fees
paid to a state housing agency. We urge that the Committee add to the bill
an amendment which provides that FNMA commitment fees, financing fees
and other similar expenditures incurred -with respect to Federal or state
housing projects should be deductible ratably over the period of construction.
This is the more appropriate characterization of such expenditures as related
to the construction period.

Investment Account for Dealers in, Rcl Estate.-We urge that considera-
tion be given to the adoption of a provision authorizing the creation of an
investment account for dealers in real estate. Unlike persons who deal in
securities, persons who engage in the real estate and home building business
have no statutory provision (similar to that provided in section 1236 of the
Code for dealers In securities) authorizing the segregation of reat estate as
investment property and the treatment of the gain realized on the subsequent
disposition thereof as a capital gain. As a result, the availability of capital
gains and the sale of real estate has been the subject of hundreds of judicial
decisions which in total create substantial uncertainty as to the tax treatment
of real estate acquired for investment rather than for development.

The purpose of such a provision would be to eliminate the uncertaity and
avoid unnecessary litigation by providing an express statutory rule which, if
sati,;fied, would permit an electing home builder or other dealer in real estate
to acquire real estate for investment and thereafter dispose of such property
with clear assurance of treatment of the gain thereon a, a capital gain. Tn
order to Insure that the provision would be applicable only to real estate held
for investment purposes, the property would qualify for capital gains treat-
ment only if, within thirty days after acquisition, the taxpayer elected to
identify the real property as property held for investment; the manner of
such identification could be prescribed by the Secretary. Moreover, the tax-
payer would have to refrain from Improving the property by expenditures of
not more than some minimal percent of the market value thereof and would
have to hold the property for a certain minimal period.

The cnncent of an Investment account iq presently provided in section 12.16
of the Code In the case of dealers in securities. We believe that home builders
and dealers in real estate should be entitled to the same certainty of tax
treatment.

TAX INCENTIVES TO ASSURE A MORE STABLE SUPPLY OF RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE
FUNDS

T should like now to turn to an area of- great importance to the home
building industry. As I have mentioned earlier, we appear to be gradually
coming out of the serious housing slump that started in the summer of 1973
and at its depths reached the lowest production level since World War IT.
One more housing cycle thereby seems to be ending. IHowever. this past cycle
was much worse than any other experienced in the past 30 years, dropping
more precipitously and lasting longer than its predecessors.
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The principal cause of this cycle was the non-availability of mortgage
money and the high cost of that money that was available. It started with
severe disintermediation in the nation's thrift institutions, the principal sup-
pliers of residential mortgage credit, and snowballed into a disaster. At one
time in the course of the shortage of funds, home mortgage interest rates
were at the 10% level, multifamily mortgage interest rates were above 11%,
and construction money was rarely available for less than 15%. Many build-
ers went bankrupt and most people, whether buyers or renters, found them-
selves priced out of the new housing market at a time when we are experi-
encing the highest demand for new housing in our nation's history.

Something must be done to prevent the recurrence of such a situation.
There have been many proposals made within and without the Congress to
deal with the situation. In December, the Senate passed the Financial Insti-
tutions Act of 1975; in the House the Financial Reform Act of 1976 is now
pending before the Banking Committee. In fact, we testified on the FRA
before the Banking Committee earlier today. These bills propose significant
changes in the structure of the nation's financial institutions, with the prime
goal being to expand the powers of the thrift institutions so as to give them
a broader deposit base and thus make them presumably better able to deal
with threatened disintermediation.

NAHB has strongly opposed these financial restructuring proposals on the
basic premise that, while we were perhaps making thrift institutions better
able to withstand disintermediation, it would be done at the expense of
housing. The proposals would result in a decrease in the investment in
housing mortgages by thrift institutions, without any assurances that this
loss would be made up through some other sources. Even in the depths of the
recent housing depression, 1974, close to 80% of the single-family, conven-
tionally financed home mortgages were made by savings and loans and mutual
savings banks. We cannot afford as a nation to dilute such a mainstay for
meeting the nation's housing needs without taking other actions to offset any
such dilution.
Mortgage Interest Tax Credit

The implementation of the Senate-passed bill is premised upon enactment
of the mortgage interest tax credit. This tax credit, on a sliding scale from
11/2% to 3% based on the percentage of assets invested in residential mort-
gages, is designed so as to make it attractive for thrift institutions to remain
substantially invested in residential mortgages and to increase the invest-
ment in residential mortgages of commercial banks and life insurance com-
panies. Incidentally, the latter have almost completely abandoned the resi-
dential mortgage market in the past ten years.

We support the mortgage interest tax credit as one of the actions that
needs to be taken to stabilize the supply of residential mortgage money, espe-
cially if the Congress sees fit to enact legislation such as that proposed in
FIA and FRA. We believe that the proposal set out in S. 1267, as reported by
the Banking Committee, should be modified so as to change it, from its present
straight-line progression, to one under which the credit increases more rapidly
as the percent of investment in residential mortgages increases and, con.
versely, drops off sharply when this investment decreases. We also believe
that the maximum credit should be increased from the 3% percent proposed
in S. 1267 to perhaps 5 or 6 percent. A more detailed explanation of our
thoughts on the mortgage interest tax credit is attached as Exhibit "A".
Requiring Minimum Pension Investment in Residential Mortgages

While the mortgage Interest tax credit is an absolute necessity if legislation
such as FRA or FIA is enacted, we do not believe that it in itself would be
a sufficient offset to the expanded non-residential Investment powers which
would be granted the thrift institutions under those proposals. The tax credit
does not reach the problem of how the pension funds are to be induced to
increase their present almost nonexistent level of investment in residential
mortgages.

Public and private pension funds have assets in excess of $250 billion,
nearly approaching that of the savings and loans. As an increasingly major
repository of the people's savings, they have major social responsibilities to
carry out, particularly In light of their favored Federal tax treatment. Yet
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their principal investment has been in the stock market, a much more highly
speculative area than housing investment. During the sharp drop in the stock
market In 1973 and 1974, the asset value of private pension funds actually
declined, a situation which would not have occurred with residential mort-
gage investments. Attached as Exhibits B, C and D are tables showing the
investment experiences of public and private pension funds since 1969.

The declining ratio of assets of pension funds invested in residential mort-
gages must be reversed. We know of no other way to assure such a reversal
and to assure that a reasonable percentage of the assets of such funds areZ invested in residential mortgages than by conditioning their favorable tax
treatment on a minimum percentage of their assets being invested in resi-
dential mortgages.

We proposed that 20 percent of the assets of a pension fund above a mini-
mum size (say $5 million) be invested in residential mortgages or related
residential mortgage debt. We propose that this minimum level be required
to be reached over a 10-year period, by 1985, by directing that by the end ofthe first year after enactment 2 percent of a fund's assets be invested in
residential mortgages and that this requirement increase by 2 percent a year
until the 20 percent level is reached.

This proposal will still leave a great bulk of the assets of pension funds
available for investment in corporate equities and other presumably more
liquid obligations. At the same time, however, it would assure that these major
repositories of the people's savings assume a significant role in assuring thatpeople can obtain housing at reasonable interest rates. The enactment of thisproposal, in conjunction with the mortgage Interest tax credit, would go a
long way toward stabilizing the supply of mortgage credit and preventing
future sharp swings in its availability and the resultant chaos that comes
from such swings.
Tax, Incentive for Savings

Another proposal which we believe deserves serious consideration by theCommittee is one which would give the small saver a tax break on the interest
earned on his savings. In time of tight money and resultant increases in yieldson investments other than time and savings accounts, the small saver is fre-
quently attracted to such higher yields causing disintermediation in thrift
institutions and even at commercial banks. Granting a small saver an exempt-
tion from taxation of a portion of the interest earned on his savings deposits,
we believe, would act as a major deterrent to such disintermediation. Itwould also encourage at all times greater thrift by potential savers.

We therefore urge that the first $1,000 in interest earned on savings de-posits in financial institutions be exempt from Federal taxation. To balance
out the benefit of such a provision between higher and lower income savers,
we also urge that the saver be permitted to take, as an alternative, a tax
credit of up to $2,50. The tax credit could be so structured so that for each
dollar of interest earned, 25 cents in tax credit would -be allowed.

We realize that in recent months there has been a great inflow of savings
into financial institutions. But we also remember very vividly the outflow that
occurred in 1973 and 1974. Stability is needed in the flow of funds to these
institutions, especially the thrift institutions which have been and we hopewill continue to be the mainstays of the residential mortgage market. We
also feel that the availability of the tax credit should permit a decline in the
ninximum rates allowed on certificates of deposit. These rates, which are as
high as 7 -j % for six-year CDs and 71/2% for four-year CDs offered by thrift
institutions, have resulted, unfortunately, in keeping the mortgage interest
rates charged by thrift institutions at outrageously high levels.

CONCLUSION

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before youi today to present theviews of the National Association of Home Builders with respect to tax
reform. As is evident, the Federal income tax laws have a major impact onthe operation of the home building industry, particularly the construction nd
ownership of multifamily rental housing. Accordingly, we urge that no notionbo taken to change the tax laws in a manner which would have an adverse
effect upon the flow of outside equity to our industry.
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We also urge that serious consideration be given to approving the three
proposals designed to assure greater stability in the residential mortgage
market. These proposals to enact a mortgage interest tax credit, to require a
20% minimum investment In residential mortgages by pension funds, and to
encourage savings by the small saver are essential if we are to avoid a
repetition of the disastrous housing cycle from which we are just recovering.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear today.

Exhibit A

MORTGAGE INTEREST TAX CREDIT

A mortgage investment tax credit in NAIIB's opinion should provide incen-
tives as well as disincentives. The tax credit, as now structured in the FIA,
is straight-line and Increases or decreases on a directly proportional basis.
It, thus, only provides a marginal degree of incentive for an investor to
increase its investment in mortgages when higher yielding alternatives are
available. By the same token, the disincentive for non-investment in Mort-
gages (or penalty if you will) is at best marginal. Within the proposed
restructured financial institutions framework of FIA, lending institutions,
which now support housing due to the disincentive of increased taxes, will
be given much broad alternate investment opportunities. If the penalty for
dis-investment in mortgages Is not significant, ordinary investment analysis
leads to the conclusion that, when housing most requires funds from its
traditional sources, the attractiveness of alternative investments made possible
by VIA will lure them' from housing lending.

Therefore, we believe that any system of tax Incentives must provide se-
vere disincentives for non-compliance. NAIIB believes that, in the case of a
mortgage interest tax credit, the disincentives can only be provided by a pro-
gressive scale of increasing benefits for increased Investment which falls off
(ilickly when the maximum investment is not maintained.

Using the tax credit proposal contained in the Senate bill which provides
for a maximum credit of 3% for investment of 80% of assets in residential
mortgages, we would propose that, instead of the 1/30 of 1% decrease In the

amount ot the credit for each 1% of asset decrease in residential mortgage
Investment, a rate schedule sub as the following be considered:

Percent of ausets invested In residerUaWl m,,rtgage8 Aenou ' of credit

Under 10 ----------------------- None.
10 percent ---------------------- I percent.
Over 10 percent I)ut not more than 1 percent-+ '-,0 percent for each 1 percent

25 percent. increase in assets invested in residential
mortgags over 10 percent.

Ocer 2.5 percent but not more than 1, lwrcent- -to percent for each 1 percent
45 percent. of increase in assets invested in resi-

dential mortgages over 25 percent.
Over 45 percent not not more than 1 percent-4 %o percent for each 1 percent

65 percent. increase in assets invested in residential
mortgages over 45 percent.

Over 65 percent but not more than 251 percent +'/s percent for each 1 percent
80 percent. increase in assets invested in residential

mortgages over 6,5 percent.

You will note that this schedule imiakes the initial credit 1%. rather than the
11.% prolosed by the Administration and contaile(d in the SenlatC-a5Sled lIll.
You will also note that the Incentiwy, to increase investment in resilential mort.
gages rises somewhatt more shamjly between 10% and 25% than it does between
25% and 45%, after which it starts rising sharply again after 45% and even more
sharply between 65% and 80%. While we are not locked into the exact numbers
set out In the above example, we feel It better meets our concern that there
twe a higher penalty for a savings and loan, for instance, dropping below the
present average S&L investment of approximately 80% of its assets In resi-
dential mortgages. Conversely, there is a greater incentive to reach the 80%
level for an institution that is below that level now.
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Another approach would be to use the same sort of progressions outlined above,
but to Increase the maximum credit above 34% to, say, 5% or 6%. This would
permit an even sharper increase in the credit as the percentage of assets in-
vested In residential mortgages rises from 5% to 80%. Conversely, it would also
provide a greater penalty for allowing this investment to drop away from
80%.

[Attachment BI

ASSETS OF PRIVATE NONINSURED PENSION FUNDS, 1969-74

Demand U.S.
Total deposits Corporate Government Corporate Residential Miscellaneous

Year assets and currency shares securities bonds mortgages assets

Dollars In millions

1969 ......... $102,360 $1,620 $61,400 $2,790 $27,610 $4,220 $4,720
1970 ......... 110,630 1800 67, 100 3,030 29,670 4.170 4,860
1971 ......... 130.470 1 640 88,600 2.730 29,010 3,660 4,8301972 ......... 156,770 1,860 115,300 3,690 28,210 2,.730 49801973 ......... 135, 190 2, 340 90,50 4,400 30330 2,380 5.2401974 ....... 118,600 4,200 65,900 5,500 34,500 2,700 5,600
1975' ....... 151,800 3,300 91,400 10900 36,900 2,300 7,000

Percent distribution

1969 ......... 100 1.58 59.98 2.73 26.97 4.12 4.61
1970 ......... 100 1.63 60.65 2.74 26.82 3.77 4.39
1971 ......... 100 1.26 67.91 2.09 22.23 2.81 3.70
1972 ......... 100 1.19 73.55 2.35 17.99 1.74 3. 18
1973 ......... 100 1.73 66.94 3.25 22.44 1.76 3.88
1974 ......... 100 3.54 55.56 4.64 29.09 2.28 4.89
1975' ....... 100 2.17 60.21 7.18 24.31 1.52 4.61

1 Corporate shares reflect market value, all other categories reflect book value.
I Preliminary.
Source: Federal Reserve Board (1) Flow of Funds Accounts 1965-1973. September 1974, p. 35; (2) Flow of Funds, Assets

and Liabilities Outstanding 1974, p. 3; (3) unpublished data for 1975; data compilation and analysis by NAHB Economics
Department.

[Attachment C]
ASSETS I OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT FUNDS, 1969-74

Demand U.S.
Total deposits and Corporate Government Corporate Residential Miscellaneous

Year assets currency shares securities bonds mortgages assets

Dollars in millions

1969 ......... $51,824 $479 $5, 877 $7,003 $30, 150 $5, 984 $2, 331
1970 ......... -58,089 601 8,014 6,698 33,935 6.809 2,032
1971 ......... 64,374 700 11,199 5,143 38,120 7,085 2 1271972 ......... 72, 232 799 14,661 4,530 43, 445 6, 7642,0331973 ........ 81,647 967 18, 583 4, 643 49, 31 6,658 1,415
1974 ......... 93, 900 900 22,100 5, 200 57,600 7, 000 900
1975, ....... 106, 500 600 24,700 6,900 65,100 7,200 2,000

Percent dist ibution

1969 ......... 100 0.92 11.34 13.51 58.18 11.55 4.50
1970 ......... 100 1.03 13.80 11.53 58.42 11.72 3.50
1971 ......... 100 1.09 17.40 7.99 59.22 11.00 3.30
1972 ......... 100 1.11 20.30 6.27 60.15 9.36 2.81
1973 ......... 100 1.18 22.76 5.69 60.48 8.15 1.73
1974 ......... 100 .S6 23.54 5.54 61.55 7.45 .96
1975' ........ 100 .56 23.19 6.48 61.12 6.76 1.89

i Corporate shares reflect market value, all other categories reflect book value.
I Preliminary.
Source: Federal Reserve Board (1) Flow of Fipds Accounts 1965-1973, Sept. 1974, p. 35; (2) Flow of Funds, Assets and

Liabilities Outstanding 1974, p. 3; unpublished datai 1975, data compilation and analysis by NAHB Economics Oepartment.
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[Attachment D]
TOTAL ASSETS OF PRIVATE NONINISURED PENSION FUNDS AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE

RETIREMENT FUNDS, 1969-74

Demand U.S.
deposits Corporate Government Corporate Residential Miscellaneous

Year Total assets and currency shares securities bonds mortgages assets

Dollars In millions

1969 ......... $154, 184 $2,099 $67, 277 $9, 793 $57, 760 $10,204 $7, 051
1970 ......... 168, 719 2,401 75, 114 9, 728 63,605 10,979 6, 892
1971 ......... 194,844 2,340 99,799 7,873 67, 130 10,745 6,957
1972 ......... 229,002 2,659 129,961 8,220 71,655 9,494 7,013
1973---... 216,837 3,307 109,083 9,043 79,711 9,038 6,655
1974 ... 212, 500 5,100 88,000 10, 700 92, 300 9, 700 6, 700
19753-------258, 300 3,900 116, 100 17,800 102,000 9,500 9,000

Percent distribution

1969 ......... 100 1.36 43.63 6.35 37. 4G 6.62 4. 57
1970 ......... 100 1.42 44.52 5.77 37.70 6.51 4.08
1971 .....-- 100 1.20 51.22 4.04 34.45 5.51 3.57
1972......... 100 1.16 56.75 3.59 31.29 4.15 3.06
1973.......- -100 1.52 50.31 4. 17 36.76 4.17 3.07
1974 ......... 100 2.40 41.41 5.04 43.44 4.56 3.15
1975 '--------100 1.51 44.95 6.89 39.49 3.68 3.48

1 Corporate shares reflect market value, all other categories reflect book value.
3 Preliminary.
Source: Federal Reserve Board (1) Flow of Funds Accounts, 1965-1973, SepL1974, p. 35, (2) Unpublished data for

1975, Securities and Exchange Commission, Statistical Bulletin, April 1975; data compilation and analysis by NAHB
Economics DepartmenL

The CHAIR.AN. Thank you very much.
We will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the subcommittee. adjournled,

vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, March 24, 1976.]
to rCcoll-



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
COxmMYTTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Bentsen, Hathaway,
Curtis, and Dole.

The CIAMMANI. This hearing will come to order.
Today we will hear from some of those who are responsible for

the success, or lack of it, as the case may be, of professional athletics.
Ve will coimrience with a panel consisting of Bowie Kuhn, commis-

sioner of baseball, accompanied by Walter J. Rocker and James
F. Fitzpatrick.

Also, we will have Robert 0. Swados-is that the correct pro-
nunciation?

Mr. SWADOS. That is correct, Senator. I compliment you.
The CIIAmMAN. The director and vice president of the Buffalo

Sabres Hockey Club.
We also have John Jones. Which one of you is ir. Jones?
Mr. JON.NES. I am, Senator.
The CHAMMAN. You should have brought Bert Jones.
Mr. JoNEs. Right. You did pronounce it right, sir [laughter].
The ChAIRM.-. And Andrew Singer on behalf of the National

Football League.
We also have Ronald S. Schacht on behalf of the National Basket-

ball Association. Fine, gentlemen.
This group ought to limit its time to 30 minutes, and I will suggest,

Mr. Kuhn, that you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF PANEL CONSISTING OF: BOWIE KUHN, COMMIS-
SIONER OF BASEBALL, ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER 3. ROCKER

- AND JAMES F. FITZPATRICK; ROBERT 0. SWADOS, VICE PRESI-
DENT AND DIRECTOR OF BUFFALO SABRES HOCKEY CLUB; ON
BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE, JOHN JONES AND
ANDREW SINGER ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE;
AND RONALD S. SCHACHT, NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Mr. KUHN. Thank you, Senator.
Obviously, I am very happy to have an opportunity to appear here

and address myself to this committee on a subject which is an im-
portant one, not only to baseball but to all professional sports.

(Q09)
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I have submitted, Senator, a statement and an attached memo-
randum, which I would ask be included in the record, but my re-
marks this morning will be more informal than those which appear
in my statement.

I would like to obviously address myself to H.R. 10612 and par-
ticularly to those provisions which pertain to professional sports and
to baseball. There are some provisions, reform provisions, in it to
which we have made no objection, but there are others dealing with
LAL and minimum tax, unique depreciation recapture, and a 50
percent presumption regarding player contracts, which are very
troublesome to professional baseball.

I think it is important that the administration through the Sec-
retary of the Treasury has supported the continuation of the present
regulations regarding professional sports. The Secretary has pointed
out in his appearance before the committee that the Internal Revenue
Code as it exists really has no special benefits for sports franchises.
Indeed, they are treated under the code and under the procedures of
the Service as any -other business and not as a specialized tax shelter
with specialized legislation giving them advantages which arc not
available to other businesses.

The Secretary points out, and I think quite correctly, that the
Internal Revenue Service is perfectly capable of handling franchise
valuation problems, contract valuatiaon problems, and depreciation
problems as they arise, on a case-by-case basis. Indeed, we feel that
the case-by-case basis is the only way to handle these -problems and
that a new statutory basis, is not appropriate because the differences
between franchises within a sport and the differences, indeed, be-
tween sports are so very great that we do not see how any one statu-
tory standard or set of standards can do the necessary job.

The Secretary also pointed out that the LAL concept, as it was
conceived, was not really intended to apply to sports franchises at
all. I think that is quite an important point that I did want to
focus on.

As the Secretary saw them the special provisions in the proposed
tax reform bill applicable to sports, really, he felt, were unwar-
ranted and were, in his words, "arbitrary" in their application to
sports. So, I urge that the committee give weight to what the Sec-
retary said on the subject, which we agree with and which we think
is very persuasive.

If there is one thing that I would like to particularly stress this
morning, gentlemen, it is that professional sports do not constitute
tax shelters as that phrase is normally understood. Certainly, if you
look at professional baseball, it has none of the attributes of a tax
shelter.

You do not find trafficking in franchises in baseball. We have sub-
mitted some data to the committee indicating that the average period
that a franchise is held in professional baseball is 18 years. That is
way beyond the normal turnover you get in a tax shelter situation.
If you look at the schedule, you will see some interesting things. For
instance, the San Francisco Giants, until their recent sale, had been
held in the same corporation for 57 years; the Chicago Cubs have
been controlled by the same family for 44 years in an ordinary
corporation; the Philadelphia Phillies for 33 years.
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Indeed, this 18-year average would be longer than it is except for
the expansion in recent years that has pulled the average down
without reflecting the fact that the people who own these clubs may
also intend to hold them for 44 years, or whatever is characteristic.

So, people who have come into baseball have not really come into
it for a fast buck; they have come in because; more than anything
else, they love the game and want to be a part of it. I think that the
support for this concept is very strong.

Also, if you look at our 23 clubs which are in the United States
and subject to our tax laws, 14 of these are ordinary corporations.
In, other words, these 14 are not partnerships or subchapter S's where
depreciation losses can be passed through to individuals. So, in the
great majority of our clubs corporations, there is nothing passed
through at all.

You do not see in baseball, in the acquisition of clubs, the typical
kind of leveraging you see in the tax shelter. You do not see accele-
rated depreciation; we do not have accelerated depreciation. You
do not see the quick in-and-out guys. In other words, you do not see
the things that are typical of tax shelters found in the operation of
professional baseball. It is a stable business, though it does have
financial problems, and, in view of its financial problems, it has been
a remarkably stable business. Now, to think of it as a tax shelter is
just very unfair when you view the game and view its operating
history.

Another thing that I would like to focus on is our player values.
These values are not artificial values. When a club is acquired and
the values are set, we use professionals, who oftentimes sit down with
outside experts, to attach what we conceive of as a market value to
the contracts of the various players. We try to arrive at something
that is realistic and not artificial for our player contracts.

To give you some idea of how real our player contract values are,
I will give you the recent case of Catfish Hunter, who, having become
a free agent before last season, was able to negotiate a financial pack-
age, the total value of which was $3 million.

I am not saying that all of our players are Catfish Hunters, but it
does give you some idea. There is real value, a-hd these values are
being established, indeed, on a regular basis, because our clubs work
with the Service to establish what is properly depreciable in terms
of player contract values.

Also, when a franchise is sold, obviously, the amount of money that
the franchise can bring is based on the potential future earnings of
the franchise. Now, if you look at the earnings of a baseball fran-
chise, you will find them for the most part closely related to the
value of player contracts.

About 60 percent of our income, comes from attendance. Now, in
baseball, attendance is a very "iffy" thing. If your ball club is good,
your attendance can be very good; if your ball club is not so good,
your attendance will turn right around and go down. This is not
true of some other sports, but it is true in baseball. An example
would be the Boston Red Sox in 1966 and 1967. In 1966 the Red Sox
finished in ninth place and drew 800,000 people. The next year they
ran up to first place, played a very exciting World Series against the
St. Louis Cardinals, and the attendance jumped from 800,000 to
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1,700,000, showing you how changeable this can be, depending on
how well your athletes are playing.

This comes back again to the real value of player contracts. As I
said, about 60 percent of our income comes from attendance, and if
you add the local broadcasting revenues, the concession income, the
parking income, and the other things which are directly related to
the kind of show you put on, you find that 84 percent of our income

'9 related to the quality of the baseball club that you have.
So, this is the heart of baseball.
In some sports they are fortunate enough to be able to sell seats

without having good teams. We see examples such as the 50,000
season tickets being sold by an expansion football franchise that does
not even have a team yet. In baseball, it is a love affair depending
on how good your team is. It is a fickle love affair which changes if
your team is not performing well.

So, we have to live with the value of these rights, and I think we
know that they are important and that they add up to something.

Also, in talking about player values, we have another facet of our
business which is very much distinct from the other sports businesses;
that is the cost we have in bringing a baseball player to the major
league franchise. Our friends in football and basketball are for-
tunate to be able to derive their talent from the college campus. I am
nothing but jealous of that, but it does not work that way in base-
ball. Because of the nature of our game, we have to take our talent,
and develop it in the minor league system.

We estimate today, with the increasing costs that we are faced
with, that it costs us about $500,000 to bring a player to a major
league franchise. So, we make a terrific investment in a player just
to get him up to a major league franchise. Again, this is an exampl-
of how very real the player values are that weJave, which we feel
should be reflected in the way the tax laws treat professional base-
ball, and indeed professional sports.

I should also add a somber note, and that is that, while baseball
has had a long and solid history, obviously, there are franchises,
more today than ever, that have economic problems. We are con-
stantly trying to find good new ownership to bring into our game
in those cities where owners are having problems. The San Francisco
Giants are a good example of the difficulty that we can have. I feel
certain that, if the present tax treatmnet that we have is taken away
and replaced by some provisions which we feel are arbitrary in the
new tax reform bill, we can anticipate greater difficulty in attracting
ownership that can give us the stability to continue operating as we
have in the past. We would also lose the ability to bring in people
who can make the teams more competitive and therefore better able
to attract the fans in those cities. So this is a point that I do want
to stress.

Also, we are currently looking at expansion in baseball and-we
are trying to bring in strong new ownership there. Expansion
franchises are notorlou1slY unprofitable. To tr to attract the kind of
ownership that we want, we would hope that we could at least
operate under the tax laws as they now exist, without the kind of
changes that are included in the House tax -reform bill.
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In closing, I should say a word about Bob Short, who owned the
Washington baseball club. There has been some feeling, I know,
among the people who have analyzed the problems of this franchise
that Mr. Short did indeed use baseball as a tax shelter, and that
he derived substantial monetary benefits from doing so.

I am not here to defend Mr. Short's operations in baseball; he is
perfectly capable of doing that himself, but I do want to say that
there is nothing which smacked of benefits from a tax shelter.

First: Mr. Short put a fair amount of equity financing into the
Washington baseball club when he acquired it. It is widely said
that he had almost no equity financing. I think $5.6 million was
equity financing. So it was not something that was highly leveraged
and done on $1,000. It was nothing of the kind.

Second: Mr. Short used an ordinary corporation. Since this was
not a subchapter S corporation or a partnership, there were no
losses flowing down to Mr. Short as an individual of which he was
taking advantage.

Third: And perhaps most importantly, what Mr. Short proved
himself to be was one heck of a good bargainer when he was selling
things. When he took the ball club to Texas, he promptly proceeded
to sell the broadcasting rights for the next 10 years for $71/2 million
in hand, and then turned around and sold the ball club for approxi-
mately the same price he had paid for it in Washington.

So Mr. Short was a shrewd trader but was not a man who was
taking advantage of the tax laws in any improper way in his owner-
ship of the baseball franchise.

There are a lot of other things that I have included in my state-
ment that was submitted, but I did want to touch on these high-
lights. I do want to very strongly to emphasize to the committee
that we think the special provisions pertaining to sports are really
not needed and that under the existing procedures of the Internal
Revenue Service there is more than adequate protection for the
public interest.

I thank you for your time, Senator.
Senator DoLE. Can I ask him to comment on one other thing.
The CHAIN MAX. Yes.
Senator DoLE. There has been a recent story, not directly on what

you said, about baseball players drawing unemployment compen-
sation, making $48 to $50 to $60 thousand a year. You are quoted
as saying that you see nothing wrong with that.

Is that an accurate statement?
Mr. KuHN. What I said, Senator Dole, was that I felt this was a

matter of local law and not one over which the commissioner of base-
ball had any control.

Now, what my personal views may be as to the desirability or
undesirability of ballplayers doing that is something else again,
but in the Milwaukee case, which was one that was publicized, the
local law permitted the payments that were made, and I-must say
that I think it is a matter for local law to handle. If they want to
call me to testify, I will be happy 1o tell them what I think of it.

Senator Dor. Well, they still o have of the school personnel,
cafeteria workers in schools. They eliminated the teachers, but they
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still have the other people and some movie industry people and
others, where they have sort of seasonal employment, but it is a
matter of concern.

Mr. KUHN. I can understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the reasons it is that way is that if you

get them into the 70-percent tax bracket, complete idleness has
great attraction.

If a fellow was permitted to keep as much as half of what he
makes a day, he would have a greater incentive. Some people are
not satisfied for the Govetnment to take just half of what he makes-
they feel the way you ought to judge what a man is considered to
make after taxes is by letting them measure his eggs in their basket,
how much they think they ought to give him to eat and spend on
clothes, and so forth. If he wants to go fishing, and has to buy
a boat, shall they give him an inboard motor or an outboard motor"?

I feel that we ought to let a man keep enough of what he makes,
so that he can decide for himself whether he wants to go fishing
or not. But if the tax law is going to be so demoralizing that it
becomes more attractive for a man to work for 5 or 6 months and
spend the rest of his time fishing or in leisure, then that is counter-
productive law that makes it less attractive to work than it does
ft'r the man to find something to do with his spare time.

Do you want. other members of your panel to testify at this point?
Mr. KUi.i. Yes, sir.
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, I am John B. Jones, Jr., of the law

firm of Covington & Burlington, Washington, D.C. I am accompanied
by my partner. Andrew Singer. We are tax counsel to the National
F ootball League.

Commissioner Rozelle hoped to be here today, but he has to testify
in a lawsuit out on the west coast and could not be here. He has
submitted a brief statement, which he would have presented orally,
as well as a fuller statement of the principles. I ask that those be
made a part of the record.

Mr. JoNES. I am not going to read al through this. In the first
place, many of the points have been very well stated to the committee
bv the commissioner of baseball, Mr. Kuhn, I just want to emphasize
briefly why football finds this a vital matter and is in full agreement
with baseball in saying that the legislation which was passed by
the House of Representatives last year and is presently before you is
unjustified by any tax abuse known to us in the case of professional
sports.

We are not a tax shelter. We have never had accelerated deprecia-
tion. Certainly, in professional football the leverage factor which is
common in tax shelters is not present. We do not see the shuttling
in and out of franchises that would be the hallmark of people getting
into it for tax advantages and then getting out. We are a stable
business and what we really want is to be taxed like other businesses.
Losses if they occur, as they do sometimes, particularly in the start-
tip years, are matched by income which comes along in the later
years.

Other businesses get these deductions and so should football and
all professional sports.
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We find inclusion of sports in the LAL proposals putting them
somewhere where they do not belong. We do not have any ha marks
of other people in that category. We cannot understand why this
one case in the whole entire internal Revenue Code appears where a
purchaser's basis should be determined by the seller's basis when
there is no tax-free exchange between them. We do not think that is
justified in terms of tax law. -

We do not think that the provisions which provide simply for
-writeoff of costs attributable to player contracts is the kind of pref-
erence which belongs in the minimum tax.

When we look at the recapture rule, with all due respect, I have
to say as a tax lawyer, it seems to me to be a technical nightmare.
The main disadvantage would come down to an owner who vtayed
in a long time. If we were in a situation for somebody to come along
like George Halas to get in on football and stay in it for 40 to 50
years, you would find that he would be paying recapture on 8 to 10
generations of football players as ordinary income because of the
necessary inflation that would have taken place during his lifetime.

That provision on recapture makes no distinction between contract
purchases and simple bonuses, which are paid to players but must be
capitalized because of the manner of payment. Those bonuses are
nothing but a salary payment in deferred form, and there ig ab-
solutely no justification for having any recapture of these amounts
once a player has performed his services. We find no counterpart
clse where in the Internal Revenue Code.

If there is a complaint there has been an overallocation of dollars
to a player contract, we have seen in a recent court case that the
courts do make independent examinations and require that the tax-
payer carry his full burden of proof and come up with reasonable al-
locations. :I think the committee is well aware that there is a case
.now pending in the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals involving the
Atlanta Falcons, which was decided by the district court somewhere
in between the contentions of the Internal Revenue Service and the
contentions of the taxpayer. That case may not be the last case to
be decided, but it will show that the courts are grappling with this
problem.

AV(-. are- heartened in presenting this position )y the fact that the
Secretary of the Treasury shares these views. Ile is confid-ent that the
l)resent law is entirely adequate to give the Internal Revenue Service
the tools it needs to bring taxation of sports enterprises in line with
what we all want taxes to do-to work for fair allocation of revenue
requirements.

We have suiggeste(l in our statement that, indeed, if you were really
looking at this problem from the point of view of the tax laws, you
micight ask why it is that so large an amount of what is invested in the
sport franchises has to be put in an account that is not amortizable
over any period. Any such account ought to be amortizable over, let
us say, an arbitrary period of 20 or 30 years. If you rectify that, you
might get rid of a lot of revenue disputes. So we suggest and outline
that. in our presentation.

I will conclude by pointing out that in our view, the effect of what
the House has done is to make it harder for sport leagues to expand,
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has a tendency to lock in ineffective owners, owners who have lost
interest in-9ports, and causes transfers of franchises of people who
have to move to another city to get the advantage of novelty.

We do not object to the provisions which were originally included
in the bill that Chairman Ullman suggested. One codifies the rule of
recapture on depreciation of players and the other would require the
buyer and the seller to agree on allocation of the amount to player
contracts.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SWADOS. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am Robert 0. Swados

of Buffalo, N.Y., special tax counsel to the National Hockey League.
I am also a vice president, director, and one of the owners of the
Buffalo Sabres of the National Hockey League.

I have been in hockey since 1968. as have all of the owners of our
club. I have been involved directly in the projections and analysis of
the sport that leads to one's entering the league. I participated in
the deliberations of another finance committee, the finance committee
of the National Hockey League and, indeed, that is where the con-
cern ripened which brings me to this forum today.

Some of you may have seen the- article in last night's Star about
the troubles of theKansas City Club in our league. This is a condi-
tion with which we must all be concerned. I would say that our prin-
cipal concern here, is that these provisions, which we do not feel are
justified in terms of the experience of our sport or any sport, would
have a very adverse effect on the possibility of solving the problems,
such as the Kansas City problem, solving problems such as have oc-
curred in Pittsburgh last year of bringing in new owners, as we did
in Oakland, of carrying out the policy of our league, which is not
to permit or encourage the sudden entry or departure of owners as
their tax deductions run out, but to provide a permanent and con-
tinuous and growing franchise in the cities that we choose for the
league.

Now, what I was thinking about as this problem came up in our fi-
nance committee, what is the investor confronted with in terms of
this bill as we seek to encourage him to come into our league, either
in the purchase of an existing franchise or as a recipient of an ex-
pansion franchise. If he seeks an expansion franchise, he knows that
the largest part of his cost in major asset will be player contracts;
yet, the bill would tell him that he has a very difficult burden to
sustain before he can amortize more than half of his purchase price,
even though he knows that his players will have limited useful play-
ing lives.

If he cannot bargain successfully with the seller, he must accept
the seller's allocation of the cost. He knows-and in our league we
tell everybody very clearly-he knows that as a new franchise he
must expect losses, and I am not talking about book losses, I am talk-
ing about out-of-pocket losses in the development years of the fran-
chise. We insist that people show the financial capacity to stand

.. thos--get-going costs.
But he also knows that if this bill ever becomes law that if he de-

sires to use his income from another business to fund hockey opera-
tions during those rough years, he will have restrictions to the ex-
tent to which he can use the hockey losses against his other income.
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If he or his general manager seeks to sell a player or make him avail-
able in the expansion or interleague draft he faces the risk of trans-
actions that will trigger unexpected ordinary income tax arising
from the depreciation taken on an unrelated player who is not even
disposed of.

Now, I may say, after Sunday's night game, I went down to talk
to our general manager, Punch Imlach, some of you may know of
him, but I will say that he is a very tough-minded fellow. During
the course of the conversation, I said to Punch: "Do you know if this
bill is going to be enacted, you are going to have to consult tax
counsel every time you want to sell, draft, or make available players
in the draft," and his answer was in cryptic fashion, "No way." And
that is really a realistic problem, what we call the lump recapture
provision of the bill.

Now, I am, by what I hope is a fortuitous confluence of experience,
also a tax lawyer, but I am trying to talk as an owner. Therefore,
I will try to stress the particular facts which seems to me in part
what Mr. Kuhn and Mr. Jones have said, to indicate that this bill
is too broad a brush, that it does not really appreciate the differences
between sports, and that in fact its impact would be much harsher
on some and would not make sense in terms of other sports.

For example, we think that one of the main impulses behind the
bill's approach to the amortization of player contracts is the theory
that sports franchises have a big fat television contract somewhere
which generates large amounts of income, and that when you acquire
a franchise, either an expansion or from another person, that what
you are really getting for your money is the right to get that tele-
vision money and that therefore these large amounts that are allo-
cated to the player agreements do not make factual sense.

Well, I have to say regretfully that in the National Hockey League
they do make an awful lot of sense, because we are sitting here at
this very moment with no national television contract and we have
not had a television contract on a national basis that amounts in
aggregate or in relative terms to anything like what the other three
major sports have. In our best years, hockey had dollar-per-club
from national television which was about a third of basketball and
maybe one-seventh to one-twentieth of what the other sports got.

But here we are today with no television contract. Now, when
one looks at it on a local level, the television revenues are all over
the lot. There is one club that has zero local television revenue and
some clubs have very high television revenue, but that seems to us
itself speaks for the fact that the anaylsis of this allocation problem
has got to be a case-by-case basis.

Mr. Alexander ana his troops have always had a good success in
their administrative procedures for handling it, with legal appeals
available for it and where there are perfectly rational and fair ways
of solving the problem.

Now, it seems to me, the second thing-and this confirms what Mr.
Kuhn said-the second thing to realize is that there is a notion that
the player contract is nothing but a piece of paper that gives you a
temporary right to that player's service. In fact, it has built behind
it very substantial development costs because in hockey, and I am in

69-460-76--pt. 2- 10
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hockey, we have to develop our talent from the Canadian junior and
amateur leagues and from the United States the amateur leagues.

Then we have to take most of these players and find a place for
them in the minor leagues and we have to subsidize the minor
leagues. For the last 5 years, the aggregate amount paid to junior
hockey, to amateur hockey, was $5 million, which is a large number
in our league, though that number is smaller than some of these
giants here. In addition, the average subsidy to a minor professional
league club was $300,000 per NHL club. So that means when you
lose a player, he jumps to another league, or for whatever reason
you lose a player, that is a real loss, not an artificial loss.

That is something which represents a long period of investment
in the player's training, expertise, and promotion.

Now, in the time I have in concluding, I would again like to stress
the things that we think are directly referable to hockey so that you
will understand that this bill has to be considered in'terms of 'the
facts as they differ in the different league situations.

Like baseball, we have stability in our league. We have very few
instances in which there have been transfers. There has neve: been
a transfer of geographical location in the National Hockey League.
It has been against our policy. I look at those instances where there
have been transfers of ownership. One case involved the death of the
principal owner and the two other cases involved a serious continu-
ing financial problem, which we dealt with as I have described it, by
trying to find ultimately after strenuous efforts and loaning sums
and bringing in other owners.

It is this ability, again, to solve those problems which it seems to
us this bill would chill. I think, finally, I would also point out that we
do not have the characteristics of a tax shelter. I have already men-
tioned that we do not have a sudden entering into and departure. It
ought to be pointed out that normally tax shelters arise because there
is an accelerated depreciation. You use sum-of-the-years digits or
you use a double declining balance or just push the cost up front in
the earlier years. We do not have any such rights.

When we amortize the cost of players' contracts, we are limited
to the straight line. We figure what the player expectency is, which
can be determined from publications like this, divided by the number
of years and arrive at the amortization amount. We do not counte-
nanee a high leverage situation. We normally require not less than
$1,500,000 of working capital for new franchises and substantial
equity, and ini every instance where the credit liquidity, or the fi-
nancing suggests it, we have also required individual guarantees.

Of our franchises, very few use limited partnership vehicles.
Finally, and this is where I can say from my own experience, there

is direct and personal involvement by owners in the full range of
the, operations of the sports business. It is nothing like the indirect
ownership of an oil payment or an indirect interest in a Broadway
show or whatever it is' you want to talk about. As you look at the
history of sports generally and particularly in hockey, it looks nothing
like a tax shelter, and it'is not a tax shelter.

So, in summary, I would concur with Mr. Jones and Mr. Kuhn.
As they said before, we do not object to those provisions which would
require some conformance between buyer and seller as to the handling
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of allocations. We do not object to the rule that the amortization
of players' contracts should be subject to the normal recapture rule,
but we do not feel that with the economic conditions that exist in
hockey today, with the other assaults that have been on us from
every side, and owners are getting a little paranoid because nobody
says anything good about them, we deserve not to be treated in a
discriminatory manner.

We are perfectly willing to be bound by the same general princi-
ples of tax accounting applicable to other businesses, and we suggest
that those piuvisions of this bill which would depart for that berejected.Mr. SCHACHT. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am Ronald S.

Schacht, and I am an attorney representing the National Basketball
Association.

I will try to limit my remarks to just a few points, since the three
prior speakers have covered all of the principal points, and because
of the short amount of time that we have left.

I would like to reemphasize the fact that we do not believe that
there is any reason to treat the owners of sport franchises in a more
adverse manner than the owners of any other business enterprise.

Basketball, in particular, is a very speculative, risky operation.
Many basketball teams incur substantial dollar losses each year and,
as we have recently seen in the American Basketball Association,
many of those teams have demonstrated the inability to continue in
business because of these losses.

For these reasons, we do not believe that it is justified or warranted
to treat a sports team as a tax shelter. To d0 so, I think, is to
comniletely ignore the reality of the situat ion.

The proposed provisions with respect to recapture, we believe, are
also unwarranted. This provision would apply to an isolated sale of
a player contract as well as to the sale of an entire team. To tax re-
capture of depreciation on a contract, other than the contract being
sold, is a very unique concept, and we believe that this will cause a
substantial limitation on the ability of players to move from one
team to another. The existing recapture rules and proposed codifi-
cations of those rules are certainly sufficient to prevent any abuse in
this area.

As I stated, a substantial number of basketball teams lose money
each year. This proposed legislation would necessarily have an ad-
verse effect on most people who are now willing to operate or who
will be willing to acquire teams in the future. There should not lHe,
and we do-not believe that there is, any reason for Congress to dis-
cour-age the continued operation of existing sports teams.The provision creating a presumption with respect to 50 percent
of the purchase price, we believe, is similarly un] ustified. This pro-
vision would not give any consideration to the differences that, in
fact, exist between leagues and between teams in each league. In al-
locating the purchase price among assets, it is necessary to give con-
sideration to such things as the fact that basketball realizes a very
small portion of its revenues from national TV as compared to some
of the othersport leagues.

Similarly, it is necessary to give consideration to the area in which
the franchise plays their games and to the degree of fan interest in
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that area. Consideration should also be given to the size of the arena
and to the fact that values of player contracts also varies depending
on the ability of the player involved and depending upon that play-
er's appeal to the fans.

To ignore these considerations, by creating arbitrary presumption,
we again believe, is unwarranted.

In conclusion, I will just state that the National Basketball Asso-
ciation joins the other speakers in urging that these provisions be
deleted from the bill.Thank you, sir.The CIANsir. By seniority rule, which applies on this committee,
the first Senator here asks the first question, and I believe I was the
first one here. So I will avail myself of the benefit of my seniority.

I would like to ask you tax lawyers, have you seen the statement
of Peter Fabner before the Senate Finance Committee? If you did, I
think you might as well laugh about these things as cry about them.
I have done some of this type exercise in trying to figure out what
a section is supposed to mean, and I find that I just had to give up
and conclude-even though I have been a law school graduate with
a good law school record-that it is just beyond my capacity to figure
out what that section means, because this man gives an example where
a client goes to his lawyer to try to find out whether or not he should
niake an investment and if lie can deduct some of the expenses against
income.

Otherwise, it would not be worth making the investment. He
showed how the lawyer read all these various sections that make it
]e(esgarlA to read another section, each one referring to three or fouir
other sections. By the time he got through with 'all this, when he
)Ilhmed to eall the client before the day was out, he had to call hin

to say that he would call him back the following day.
So" he then spent all the next day studying, running from one

cross-reference to another and then studying.all these things out
and. finally, h6 had to call the man and tell -him:- "To tell you the
truth, I cannot really tell you whether, for sure, you can deduct that
loss or . 0t."

That is to deduct expenses.
In tiny event, finally, he winds up saying this, having completed the

research-after 2 days-he calls the client and tells hn lie is not ab-
solutely sure, but thinks there may be a problem. He discusses some
of the principles involved, including the additional recordkeeping
expenses, at which point the client cuts in with an exasperated tone
and says, "Look, I don't care about all these fancy rules. Should I
buy that property or shouldn't I I"

At this point, the lawyer shouts in the telephone: "How sloul(1 I
know ? Ask your Congressman," and hangs up.

Senator CURTIs. May I ask: Is the lawyer studying the House bill
or the current law? I'think it is the House bill.

The CHA73AfA . He is studying the LAL, just one section of the
LAL. I have had some experience with some things that are in the
law now, such as this man points out, that we have succeeded in put-
ting sections in the tax law where a single sentence is 21/o times as
long as the Gettysburg Address.
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People -hould be able to have some idea whether they are going
to have a chance to make money or keep some of it if they do make
it, or if they lose money, they can deduct the loss, and the business-
man needs to know about some of that to know where to invest his
money, which puts people to work or not. When one puts forth a
franchise, somewhere along the line it brings all sorts of jobs. I do
not know whether it will ever succeed in paying for the Dome in
New Orleans but it provided a tremendous number of jobs, construc-
tion jobs and service jobs, and all sorts of other things.

Now, none of that would have happened if we had not been
awarded a football franchise to begin with.

Now, we need to find some way where a businessman can make a
decision with the hope that if it goes well, he will make some money
and be able to keep some money. One of the suggestions that has
been made has been made by Secretary Simon, that you ought to
just have a simple system where you have very few deductions and
pay a relatively low rate. I do not know if the taxpayers will settle
for that.

Now, it occurs to me that while that is not in the offering, it can-
not be done any time soon, and Secretary Simon would be the first
to admit that you cannot do it now, perhaps we could think of some-
thing along that line. Instead of passing something like we did with
the Tax Reform Act, pass something that repeals everything in that
as well as if you should pass these LAL provisions and all these
things in the House bill.

Goodness only knows how much money the Treasury is losing and
how many jobs we are losing for this country because a businessman
cannot make an investment with any degree -of certainty or knowing
where he will stand, whether he will be permitted to keep some of
what he earned after taxes. It is enough of a risk that the investment
might be a failure, much less than the prospect in the event that it
does succeed, he cannot keep enough of it to make it worth his while,
and I think one of you tax lawyers can give me your reaction to that.

Mr. .JoNEs. Well, I think that -one analysis of tax lawyers' would
be that the provisions that you talk about take a more simplified
structure that would appeal to owners in professional sports as well
as anywhere else. The real complaint that we have is that in the
determination of income, we feel that under this legislation we are
being deprived of deductions which any other business could get in
determining what that income is.

So, even if you were to adopt a sound and simplified tax structure
which would lust be a tremendous improvement in what we have to-
day, it would still have to take this legislation back until we can
get an accurate measure. That is our objection here.

The CITAIMAN. Well, I hope that tax lawyers, so like the firm
that you represent, Mr. Jones, can help us to show us some simplified
alternatives that would cause the law to be simpler by the time we
get through, rather than more complicated.

Now, the testimony against this House bill-and I think I have
heard more than any body-has been devastating. We have had stud-
ies to indicate that where we thought they were going to make money,
they would lose millions of dollars. It was just because they forgot
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to take into account the fact that a man who cannot make a decent
rofit going into a venture is not going to put his money into it to

begin with. So the House bill too often proceeds on the assumption
that the man is going to do something where he cannot keep any
money if he did make it. Most people know that is an unsafe as-
sumption.

Also, when you look at the secondary and tertiary effects of some
of these things, you do something that causes the *businessman not
to go into the very thing that he would have gone into, and that in
turn causes other things to fail to happen that would have been good
for the economy, and in analyzing it on through we can see, in my
belief I can see, a compelling need to work out something that would
be somewhat uniform and that would be rather simple that would
assure that if someone in an economic sense makes a lot of income,
he may assume a reasonable income tax.

So w e do not want to project the man making in economic terms
millions of dollars and paying no taxes, but we do not have that
right away to contend with. Well, some who made half a million
dollars and paid no tax dollars in the economic sense, maybe we can
meet those problems and at the same time simplify those codes.

Mr. JowEs. I did not consult with the league co-owners on getting
their authority to speak on this generalized subject of taxation, but
speaking for myself, I very much appreciate the efforts and thoughts
of something such as a simplified tax code. I think it is a valid ap-
proach. I would sfay, with that in mind, that the testimony you have
heard this morning is that in the present tax law it is contrary to
tlhe epre.sontations that have been made. There is no special treatmenlt
for baseball, for football or any professional sport. They want the
same tax law applicable to them as to other businesses.

Tf the House law is adopted, we are buying a tremendous compli-
cation, a whole new unique tax law only applicable to professional
sports. and I think we are moving in exactly the wrong direction
from the goal you have in mind.

The CHAMiRAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator Byrd?
Senator TTARRY F. Bvrn. Jr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Did any of you gentlemen or counterparts have an opportunity to

testify before the House Ways and Means Committee?
Mr SWAMoS. T did not.
Mr. Kunx. We did not.
Senator HARRY F. Bs-RD. .Tr. As I have gathered. then, these pro-

visions were put in the House bill without getting the input from the
businesses beino.affectedI

Mr. KuvN. That is correct.
Mr. SwADos. Correct.
Mr. JoNEs. Does the Senator understand how it came about that we

did not testify?
There were two provisions, largely declaratory, of the existing law.

Given limited time, we felt that it was not necessary to take the
committee's time for further discussion -since the proposals were
reasonable ones. It was only after the hearings that these proposals
came to -the floor. Thus, if we may use the term, we were "mouse-
trapped" into not appearing before the Ways and Means Committee.
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Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Jones-

maybe you can help me better understand this problem, referring to
what the House bill does.

Would you give me an actual or a hypothetical transaction or
transactions that illustrate what the tax consequences are now under
the existing law and what the House does to it?

Mr. JoNEs. Well, we will have to take a series of examples.
Senator CuTms. That is what I mean.
Mr. JONES. Because there are different kinds of transactions.
Lot me take one that I find is the easiest. It is the recapture rule.

Under the present law, if I buy a player's contract for $100,000 and
depreciate it down to $50,000. because he plays with me for 2 years,
and then I sell that contract for, let's say, a figure of $300,000, there
is a recapture of the $50,000 depreciation, which I originally took.

Senator CURTIS. Recaptured as ordinary income?
Mr. Jows. Yes, because I took the dealuction against ordinary in-

come, and that, we understand under the present law, would be re-
inforced by one of the provisions they have in this bill.

Senator CuRps. Now, that is in the present law.
Mr. JONES. Under the present law, most people agree that there

is recapture. Under the new law, if you get $300,000 for a player's
contract, you would find out if there was any other depreciation on
any other player at any time after passage of the act, and you would
recapture all of that again, as ordinary income, without any relation
to what the particular contract was that changed hands. That is
what we object to.

There is no other place, in our view of the law, where you get that
kind of pickup for all other depreciation on any similar asset.

Senator CuRTIs. The House bill would pick up depreciation that
had been taken on all other players?

Mr. SWADOS. Yes.
Mr. JO. That is right.
Senator CtmTis. How about our physical property ?
Mr. JONES. You see what happens, you go through generations of

players. You go through a generation of players in 4 years. So, if a
future Geor.e 'Halas were to sell out in 40 years, he would have
eight generations.

Senator Cu'ms. That is very helpful. I like the, way you boil that
down. Now, give me some other examples of what thiey' do to it.

Mr. .ToxEs. There is the arbitrary rule that we have heard from the
baseball on what the allocation of a franchise might be today if a
league or if two owners got together, an older owner and somebody
who wanted to be an owner, sat down and discussed how much this
player is worth. They put that in their contract. That is binding on
both parties. Now, the new law would create a presumption that
not more than ,50 percent of the value could go to the players' con-
tracts, even if a businessman sitting in there had his best 'judgment
and said it was 80 or 90 percent. You still would have that presump-
tion going azainst you in the new law.

Senator CURTIS. Is there anything elseI
Mr. JoNEs. Yes; yes.
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Senator CURTIs. But your concise statement has given me an un-
derstanding.

Mr. JoN.rs. We have minimum tax provisions which are supposed
to be on items of tax preferences. You look anywhere else for items
of tax preference, you find accelerated deductions or early type de-
ductions, something that is privileged under the tax laws. Nowhere
else is minimum tax applicable to straight-line depreciation, just re-
covery of purchase cost. Under the new law, everybody gets taxed as
an item of preference on accelerated depreciation. Professional sports
are going to be taxed on all depreciation, and that is much more of
a severe penalty.

Senator CURTIS. Are those the principal illustrations?
Mr. JoxN.s. Well, the LAL provision, very much what we have

said on the minimum tax, where football is treated much less fairly
than anybody else. It includes, if I may say so, an absolutely un-
precedented provision which has the buyer's basis in the contract
l)eing determined by references to what the seller's basis is, which
is completely irrelevant.

Senator CtnTrs. Could you illustrate that?
Mr. STNGER. Well, if you take a player who is acquired for, say,

,10.000. and, say, he comes up in 5 years into a superstar, he-may be
worth $1 million. Well, if I go buy that player now for $1 million,
the LAL provision would say that' I can only depreciate on $10,000,
because that is what my seller paid for it.

Senator CUnTIs. In other words, the buyer takes the base of the
seller.

Mr. -SCITACIIT. Yes; the buyer has to disregard his cost and use
his seller's cost.

Mr. SWADOS. For the purposes of LAL, trying to offset any other
income with this type of deduction.

Mr. ScITACTIT. The depreciation attributable to that excess amount
paid could not be deducted against any other income.

Senator CrTMwS. Did this happen in the Ways and Means Com-
mittee or on the floor of the House?

Mr. ROCKLER. LAL came in at the very end. The minimum tax
came in on the floor. It is interesting to look at the interaction of
LAL provisions and the minimum tax, because LAL says that the
amount of the basis which the buyer has in the contract in excess of
the seller's basis is disallowable. and as to that remaining portion,
which derives from his seller's basis, which you amortize straight-
line. that is treated as a preference item which you must pay Mini-
mum tax on. So you are caught coming and going.

The CHIAIRMANX. That comes over here under the label of "Reform."
Senator CURTIS. If you would submit for the record some examples

that will illustrate what the present law is, what this would do, so
we unli(lerstand that in the practicalities of it, because the testimony
of the whole panel today is very rood and you are learned men in that
field, but these illustrations will help us and will help the staff, too,
Iam sure.

[The examples requested above follow:]

DEPRECIATION RECAPTUREP-(FECTION 209(11))

Erample I.-A club sells in 1977 for $500,000 the contract of a star player
acrqured in 1967 at a cost of $25,000. Present law: proceeds in excess of $25,000
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are capital gain. H.R. 10612: the entire proceeds are treated as ordinary in-
come to extent of depreciation taken on other players 1975.

Example 2.-In 1995, an owner who has owned his club for 40 years retires
and sells his team. Seventy-five percent of the consideration received is at-
tributable to the 30 player contracts the club owns. Present law: only depreci-
ation on these 30 contracts is recaptured as ordinary income.-JH.R. 10612: an
amount equal to all depreciation ever taken on these 30 contracts plus the 100
other player contracts which he has owned since 1975 is treated as ordinary
income.

LIMITATION ON ARTIFICIAL LOSSES-(SECTION 101 (A))

Example 3.-In 1976 a new owner acquires all the player contracts of an old
club for $10,000,000. The old club's bases in the contracts totaled $2,000,000 and
there was $1,000,000 depreciation recapture. Present law: no restriction on re-
covery of cost through depreciation. H.R. 10612: new owner cannot deduct any
depreciation on $7,000,000 of player contracts against other income he.anay
have. (If he had purchased depreciable real-estate, the disallowed depreciation
under LAL would be only the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-
line.)

Example .- H.R. 10612: if the new owner in Example 2 sells one of the
contracts acquired in the transaction, he may be required to report as ordinary
income recovery of the depreciation which was disallowed, a double penalty
unprecedented in tax law.

MINIMUM TAX (SECTION 301 (A))

Example 5.-The new owner in Example 3 allocates $3,000,000 to his contracts
(an amount equal to the prior owner's bases plus depreciation recapture).
Present law: straight-line depreciaton allowed. H.R. 10612: the entire amount
of the new owner's straight-line depreciation is subject to minimium tax of
14 percent.

COMBINED EFFECT

Example 6.-After the effective date of H.R. 10612, Team A purchases a
player's contract for $10,000 and sells it to Team B for $10,000. Team C pur-
chases the contract from Team B for $100,000 and sells it to Team D for
$250,000. Team D holds the contract until it expires and the player retires.

Team

Item A B C D

Purchase price of contract .................................... $10, 000 $10, 000 $100, 000 $250,000
Depreciation on this contract ................................. 0 1, 000 20, 000 250, 000
Depreciation on other player contracts ......................... 0 25, 000 300,000 1,000, 000
Economic gain on purchase and sale of this contract ............. 0 90, 000 150,000 0
Present law:

Ordinary income ........................................ 0 1,000 20,000 0
Capital gain ............................................ 0 89, 000 130, 000 0

H.R. 10612:
Ordinary income ........................................ 0 '26,000 11", 000 0
Capital gain ............................................ 0 64,000 0 0
Amount subject to minimum tax of 14 percent -------------- 0 2 1,000 22,000 2100, 000
Amount subject to LAL. -............................... 0 0 3 18, 000 3150, 000

' This amount will constitute ordinary income without regard to whether all or part of the depreciation was deferred
under LAL.

2This amount represents the depreciation allocable to the seller's original basis in the contract.
3 This amount represents the depreciation allocable to the amount paid for the contract in excess of the seller's original

basis.

PRESUMPITION OF VALUE- SECTIONN 200 (C))

Example 7.-The aggregate price of an expansion franchise, player contracts,
and other assets to be acquired is $6,000,000 payable over a five-year period.
Buyer and seller agree at arm's length that the aggregate market value al-
locable to (and cost of) player contracts acquired is $5,400,000. Present law:
despite lack of directly comparable sales, expert testimony and appraisal will
be accepted to support assigned value and thus permit amortization of the
cost of player contracts over five yeutrs at the approximate rate of $1,080,000
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per year. H.R. 10612: in the absence of directly comparable sales, agreement
of parties and expert appraisal may not be enough to overcome the presump-
tion that new owner paid no more than 50 percent of his purchase price for
the player contracts In which case his depreciation will be cut from $1,080,000
per year to $600,000. This reduction of $480,000 could prevent him from obtain-
ing sufficient cash flow in the last years of the five-year purchase period to
meet his purchase pay:-lents, or to support bank loans for that purpose, and
thus discoLrage his acquiring the expansion franchise at all.

Senator CURTIS. I would like to ask a general question. Will the
enactment of the House provisions, as it relates to your business,
increase business and employment and revenue to the Trreasury?

Mr. SWADOS. Absolutely not; it will have the opposite effect.
Mr. SCHACHT. The opposite effect.
Senator CURTIS. That qualifies it for a great many people's defini-

tion of tax reform, just some hell-raising notion of theirs.
The CHAMRMAN. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. What they are doing is forcing you into a

position of paying ordinary income tax on all of this.
If I understand, you would have an inhibition, really, on trans-

ferring players and you might get locked in.
To go back in a retroactive way and lump together all depreciation,

as I understand it, it is straight-line depreciation?
Mr. JoNxis. That is correct.
Senator BEINTSEN. No accelerated depreciation?
Mr. Jo.-N.s. No. No investment credit; nothing.
The Cii.rN A.N. Senator Hathaway.
Senator HATHIAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On the example that you gave with regard to the $10,000 player

who became a $1 million player, even though you could only limit
your losses on your other income, you could still take the balance
of the $1 million against the income you get from the franchise. It
is not a complete loss.

M- _--JocEs. But if you had a new franchise or a new situation
where it was producing a loss, if you were in any other business.
you could deduct that loss against your other income. This would
be the only situation where you could not.

Senator HATHAWAY. When you purchase a franchise now, with
the evaluation of player contracts as such, is it determined for tax
purposes Say, you buy a franchise for $10 million, is it in the
contract itself that you are paying x number of dollars of that $10
million for player contracts?

Mr. SWADOS. Usually is. I suppose the practice is not uniform
but usually there are specifications in the sale that exist. There is
usually a list of players or contracts referred to.

In an expansion, the practice may be to say that the purchaser
of the expansion franchise is going to get x number of players to be
designated in a draft.

Senator HATHAWAY. Would evaluations be very difficult to come
by ? That is what I am trying to get at.

M[r. SWADOS. It is not very difficult, because you sit down with a
general manager who knows these players, has these records, has
their potential, and he makes the evaluation. You may bring in an-
outside appraiser to make that evaluation. There are enough player
transactions in the league so that the evaluations are pretty objective.
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Senator IATHAWAY. What are some of the other items -going into
the franchised television rates?

What about physical property? Aren't there an awful lot of
things going into it?

Mr. SWADOS. Yes, but not very much in 'physical property, because
most clubs in the sports rent their facilities. Some do not; most in
the National Hockey League own their own facilities, but there
are the television rights which I have described of differing value
and amount. There are concession rights; there are rights to sell
novelties; there are sometimes special rights to promote events
within the arena. There are various possibilities but the main asset
that you are acquiring are the players.

Mr. JONES. We feel that this is a difficult problem that runs through
the tax lawv-allocation of purchase price. If you buy somebody's
amusement park, you are going to have allocation problems. The
problem here is not more difficult or different in kind from the
purchase of any other business. It is subjective judgment and there
is no absolute right answer, but it is something we have been able
to deal with elsewhere in the Internal Revenue Code.

The Secretary of the Treasury thinks the sports problem is being
dealt with under the present law.

Senator HATHAWAY. And player contracts are simply amortized
over a 5-year period?

Mr. JoNEs. It varies from sport to sport.
Senator HATHAWAY. In baseball?
Mr. SINGER. Approximately.-
Senator HATIIAWAY. In the IRS, they are all lumped together;

right?
Mr. JONES. Sometimes that has been voiced. I do not know that

that is their official position, because after all, they have-
Senator HAThIAWAY. What if every business had to allocate its

expenses against only its own income. Would you object to that?
If a trucking firm buys a baseball franchise, it couldn't allocate the
baseball losses against the trucking income and the same would be
true for the guy who owns a gas station and a laundry business.
He couldn't allocate the laundry losses against the gas station.

If we did it for everybody, everybody would be limited.
What would you think of that?
Mr. Jo-Es. It seems to be much easier to state than to implement.

When an existing company goes into a new line of business, when
is it presumable that it would be subject to the new rule? When it
goes into a new city to conduct business it has been conducting in
another city? The ramifications are not at all easy to simplify. I
guess our answer is that if you work that out and thought that was
a good tax law and did that for every business, certainly professional
sports would not be entitled to more privileged treatment than other
businesses are getting.

Senator HATHAWAY. Wouldn't that be a better tax system, doing
it that way? Because the effect of what you are doing now, you are
forcing other taxpayers to pay-you name the loophole-for the
deductions of somebody else. You are saying to the American public
that whether they like it or not, their money is going to be spent
for subsidizing baseball, movies, or whatever it might be.
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If I make charitable deductions to the X, Y, Z, charity and I'm
in the 50-percent bracket, that means that the Federal Government
is picking.up 50 percent of that tab, which means that the Americirn
taxpayer is paying 50 percent of my contribution to the X, Y, Z,
charity. Even if other taxpayers voted on it, they might not make
the contribution.

Mr. JoNEs. Charities are quite a different thing. There is a pre-
sumption that most businesses in this world exist to make money.
They do not go on for a long time losing money, and they do not
intentionally do this. In any business there is a start-up cost. As
you move into a new business, you are not apt to make money.
Although business looks for new ways to make money it is proper
to offset that against other income as long as it is under regular
business motivations.

Our testimony here today has been trying to persuade this con-
mittee that investment in sports are motivated, as are other business
investments, to make money. They will make money, and there is
no reason for giving them the kind of t.xctment that you might
give to a charitable deduction, for example.

Senator HATIIAVAY. My point is, we are, in effect, spending
taxpayers' money without their really having a vote on whether or
not they would spend that money in the various businesses.

Mr. JONES. You are doing that in every deductible expense.
Senator HATITAW AY. But if you had a direct appropriation for it,

that is a little bit different situation.
If we are going to give baseball industry $5 million a year, do

you think such an appropriation would pass?
ir. JONES. But if a business here in town puts on an extra janitor

to make its business clean and charges that as an expense, I do not
think anybody really believes that that is an appropriation. It is
a business decision to incur this expense.

In my experience of sport owners, they do not like to spend money
any more than anybody else. The fact that it is a deductible dollar
makes it more palatable, but it is still their dollar being spent.

Senator HATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman, if I could have 30 seconds
more.

The CjrATR31tA. Agreed.
Senator HATMAWAY. A man in the trucking business who decides

to buy a baseball franchise and deducts from his trucking income
for losses incurred in his baseball franchise, he pays less income
tax to the Federal Government, which means that somebody else
picks up the tab for what he did not pay. And one who picks up
the tab for what the trucking company did not pay, is the other
taxpayer, who is subsidizing the baseball franchise. If you put that
subsidy in on tle floor for a direct appropriation for that amount
of money the taxpayer has to make up for by the -trucking company
not paying as much taxes as it otherwise would, that subsidy would
probably fail.

We do it in an indirect way, and the general taxpayer does not
realize what is happening. My point is that we ought to eliminate
all of them, not just yours.
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Mr. SWADOS. You mean to not let the business that loses deduct
that loss from any other business. If that is what the rule was, all
we are saying, let us be included in the same rule. I am saying that
we could not make an argument here today.

Mr. JONES. For it is also true-
Senator BENTSEN. Even if they hire a new janitor, it becomes a

business judgment.
Mr. JONES. We also have a carryover provision that would be

deductible against its own income instead of the trucking income,
so we do have to take into consideration the carryover business.

The CHARmmAN. Mr. Kuhn, my Uncle Earl used to like to refer to
the bug under the chip; what the thing was really about. I want
to see what your reaction is to this: I have heard a rumor that the
whole purpose of all this, some of which makes for ridiculous tax
law, is to cause you people to put a baseball team back here in
Washington, D.C. Have you heard that? Has that thought ever
occurred to you?

Mr. KUHN. I have heard the rumor, and the thought has occurred
to me.

The CHAimbAN. All I can say is, it is one hell of a way to write a
tax law.

Senator CURmIs. I do not believe that. I believe that the sports
lovers are high-class citizens, and it is impossible for something like
this to come out of their minds and hearts.

The CHAM AN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 661.] -
BASEBALL'S OPPOSITION TO PROVISIONS OF H.R. 10612 AFFECTING

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

SUMMARY

Baseball strongly opposes the provisions of H.R. 10612 affecting professional
sports. (Sections 101(a), 209(b), 209(c), and 301(a) and (c)). These pro-
visions are unjustified because Baseball Is not a "tax shelter." In Baseball,
the cost of player contracts is capitalized and depreciation is taken on a
straight-line basis. These deductions, firmly engrained in the tax laws, are
available -to all taxpayers in all businesses. Baseball depreciation is not in-
flated; players' contracts are of substantial value to the clubs.

The proposed measures are not justified by tax policy, nor are they ap-
propriate to the economics of Baseball. Moreover, legislation is unnecessary.
Any problems that may arise In the transfer of a baseball club can be readily
handled by the IRS and the courts. Secretary Simon has testified to the Finance
Committee in opposition; sports presents no "abuse" warranting singularly
unfavorable legislation.

These measures can damage Baseball without commensurate gain. They
should be stricken from the bill.

STATE ENT OF BowiE K. KUHN, COMMISSIONER OF BASEBALL

I appear here today to state our opposition to certain provisions of H.R.
10612 affecting Baseball, all of which are based on the false premise that Base-
ball is a tax shelter. Baseball strongly objects to those measures which would
subject sports to LAL and to the minimum tax (Sections 101 (a) and 801 (a)
and (c)) ; which would impose a unique and adverse depreciation recapture
rule (Section 209(b)) ; and which would establish the presumption that no
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more than 50 percent of the purchase price for a team can be allocated to
player contracts (Section 209(c) ).1

As we detail in the attached memorandum, which we ask be included in the
record, these provisions are unnecessary, unfair, and would be most damaging
to Baseball. Significantly, the Administration squarely opposes them. As the
Secretary of the Treasury testified:

"The House Bill applies LAL to sports franchises. While LAL is a sound
concept, this is an unwarranted extension f the rules the Administration pro-
posed in 1973. These rules did not contemplate that LAL would apply to sports
franchises.

"The Internal Revenue Code contains no special tax benefits for sports fran-
chises. In this area, abuses arise only when too high a value is placed on
player contracts, or when they are written off over too short a period of tinie.
However, abuses of this type are possible in the case of any business property
which may be amortized or depreciated. These abuses can be dealt with ade-
quately by the Internal Revenue Service. Although the disputes surrounding
the value and life of player contracts are the subject of litigation, resolution
of these disputes should eliminate the tax controversies in this area.

"The House Bill also applies special rules for the allocation of the purchase
price on the purchase and sale of sports franchises. It also provides that single
sale of a player contract will trigger depreciation recapture on previously un-
recaptured depreciation and abandonment losses taken on all other player
contracts.

"These proposals are arbitrary since they apply only to sports franchises.
Allocating the purchase price among the assets of a sports franchise is no
different from allocating the purchase price among the assets of any other
business. Applying special rules to sports franchises to deal with a problem
that the Internal Revenue Service can handle adequately Is not warranted.
Further, the unique depreciation recapture rule goes far beyond the usual
asset-by-ass-et depreciation recapture rules in the Code. Here, too, there Is no
apparent reason to Isolate sports franchises for special treatment."

1. Baseball i8 not a "tax 8hcltcr".-In the first place, Baseball possesses none
of the attributes of a tax shelter which would justify the imposition of the
harsh provisions which we and the Secretary oppose. A tax shelter is, in gen-
eral, a marketed promotion, in which individuals invest for the principal
purpose of saving taxes on Income from other sources. As passive Investors,

_.... they_withdraw from a venture once all tax benefits have been obtained.
Investment in a baseball club Is wholly different in character. Baseball

owners do not hold teams for tax reasons; rather they seek an economic return
on their investment and the enjoyment and excitement that accompany active
Involvement in the sport. A Baseball owner's participation is active and long-
standing. Our average Baseball owner has held his club for about 18 years,
and some for a great deal longer. For example, Phil Wrigley has owned the
Chicago Cubs for 44 years and Tom Yawkey has owned the Boston Red Sox
for 42 years.

In addition, the purchase and operation of a Baseball club are based on ordi-
nary business practices, not tax manipulation. Purchases are financed by hard
cash rather than leveraged by non-recourse loans. Prior to approving the pur-
chase of a team, a prospective buyer's proposed capitalization Is examined and
a substantial equity investment is required in order to insure proper operation
of the club. In recent Baseball transfers equity financing has constituted about
70 percent of the purchase price.

Similarly, purchasers do not select a form of ownership solely for tax rea-
sons. Fourteen of the 24 teams do business as ordinary corporations. Corporate
ownership and operation are Inconsistent with a team's being held as a tax
shelter, since losses do not flow through to individuals and therefore are not
available to shelter high-bracket income from other sources.

2. Players' contracts have substantial value.-Some have suggested that
purchasers of sports teams, in order to Inflate amortization deductions, arbi-

I Although we feel thnt no legislation Is required. Baseball Is lesq troubled by two nali-
tional provisions affecting sports which were proposed by Chairman Ullmnin. one cndf-
fying the present IRS practice which subjects player contracts to the ordinary rules of
depreciation recapture (Section 209(a)), and the second requiring the buyer and seller
of a sports team to specify the portion of the price to be allocated to player contracts
in a manner binding on both parties (Section 209(c)).
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trarily over-allocate the value of player contracts, and under-allocate the non-
depreciable franchise. In Baseball, this clearly is not the case. In the first
place, allocations to contracts are not arbitrary. The normal procedure is that,
shortly after a team is purchased, the club's executive personnel, often with
outside consulting advice, value each of the purchased contracts separately
for depreciation purposes. The value assigned to each is the price that they
believe would be paid for the exclusive contract right to that player's services,
assuming that such a right were available on the market.

Second, these values are not inflated. In Baseball, historically the rights to
players' services are seldom sold, but the current collective bargaining pro-
cedure will likely lead to greater bargaining for contracts in the market. One
example of the value of a contract is reflected in the bidding which took place
over the right to the services of Jim "Catfish" Hunter and the extraordinarily
high consideration paid by the New York Yankees to acquire rights to his
services.

Also, a purchaser acquires proven Major League players, which cost the
previous owner substantial amounts to acquire and train. Unlike other sports,
Baseball owners make substantial expenditures--over $160 million in the years
1969 through 1973-to train players in the Minor League system. We estimate
that it costs $500,000 to bring a player up to a Major League team.

Finally, in Baseball the quality and abilities of the players generally de-
termine a club's profit or loss. Therefore, it is appropriate to value the player
roster highly in a franchise transfer. Eighty-four percent of a club's revenue
is derived from gate receipts, from concessions, parking, and advertising, and
from radio and television contracts with local stations, wRtiradditional revenue
realized from participation in the League Championship Series and the World
Series. All of these receipts depend on player quality. In Baseball, more people
come to see the better teams. Similarly, since greater community interest is
generated when the team Is a contender, the better teams will tend to realize
more from the sale of the rights to broadcast and televise their games locally.
locally.

3. No legislation is necessary; administrative reviete by IRS is adequate.-
Of course, a purchaser's allocation of price to player contracts must be fully
Justified by the facts. The IRS necessarily reviews Baseball club transfers; it
has accepted allocations which it found warranted and set aside those of which
it did not approve. The burden of proving a reasonable allocation is on the
taxpayer. Should the IRS and the taxpayer disagree, the matter will be de-
cided by the courts, as the Atlanta Falcons case demonstrates.

Accordingly, as the Secretary of the Treasury. has noted, legislation on allow.
cations is unnecessary and inappropriate; disputes "can be dealt with ade-
quately by the Internal Revenue Service" and the courts.

4. The proposed measures can be damaging to Baseball.-The proposed mea-
sures may be potentially harmful to Baseball. First, they will tend to make
the sale of existing teams more difficult. At present some Baseball clubs oper-
ate at a loss and new owners or additional investors may be required. If a
distressed owner cannot find a buyer because of unwarranted tax provisions,
there will be unnecessary pressure to move the franchise to a new city, hoping
to find a-buyer there.

Second. the proposed measures may inhibit the establishment of expansion
clubs, a matter which has been under consideration in Baseball. Expansion
teams generally operate at a loss in their early years. We are concerned that
potential investors in an expansion franchise would be discouraged if the losses
that will almost inevitably ensue are disallowed as a deduction for tax pur-
poses.

The proposed provisions can thus make desirable expansion difficult. They
can also cause the shifting of existing franchises, damaging all who partici-
pate in the present system. These Include the cities In which teams are located,
the Minor leagues and their cities, television, radio, and, most of all, the mll-
lions of Baseball fans who enjoy the wholesome entertainment that Baseball
provides.

The benefits of the proposed provisions on federal revenue would he mini-
mal; they are estimated to generate only 7 million in the first year from all
sports--less than one percent of the tax revenue to be raised by the reform
provisions of the House Bill. In contrast, the detriment resulting from these
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Inappropriate and unnecessary measures to Baseball and those who enjoy it
would be very considerabIly greater.

In conclusion, we ask that this Committee exercise its taxing power carefully
and fairly. On behalf of Baseball, we request that the provisions of H.R. 10612
adversely affecting sports be stricken from the bill.

ADDENDUM

MEMORANDUM or BASEBLLL IN OPPosrrIoN TO PROVISIONS
or H.R. 10612 AUFeoTING PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

INTRODUCTION

The tax bill (H.R. 10612) which was recently passed by the House of Rep-
resentatives includes six provisions affecting the owners of sports teams. All
of these provisions appear to be based upon the premise that the ownership of
a professional sports team is a "tax shelter". Two of the provisions were pro.
posed by Chairman Ullman, one codifying the present IRS practice which sub.
ject player contracts to the ordinary rules of depreciation recapture,1 and the
second requiring the buyer and seller of a sports team to specify the portion
of the price to be allocated to player contracts in a manner binding on both
parties.' Four other, more damaging. provisions (i) establish a presumption
that a purchaser can allocate no more than 50 percent of his purchase price to
player contracts;$ (ii) require recapture of depreciation taken on all player
contracts after December 31, 1975 and all losses incurred on the disposition of
player contracts after this date;' (iii) prohibit a purchaser from applying
against other income losses attributable to depreciation deductions taken on
the purchased player contracts (LAL);5 and (iv) subject to the 14 percent
minimum tax depreciation deductions taken on purchased player contracts
which are not disallowed under LAL.

Baseball feels that there is no need for any legislation whatever in this
area, but it is most strongly opposed to the latter four provisions of this bill
which were added in Executive Session or on the floor. These measures are
particularly discriminatory and unjustified by the economic realities of Base-
ball. Baseball is not a "tax shelter" in any sense of that term; owners enjoy
no special tax benefits which would warrant their being singled out for this
unfavorable and inappropriate legislation. The Secretary of the Treasury has
opposed these proposals; he testified that these measures are unnecessary since
the IRS and the courts have complete power to resolve any differences and
restrict any debatable practices that may arise in the transfer of a sports team.

I. BASEBALL IS NOT A "TAX SHELTER"; THIS CHARACTERIZATION IS BASED ON A SERI-
OUS MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURE OF BASEBALL OPERATIONS AND DISREGARDS
TIE BASIC ROLE OF AMORTIZATION DEDUCTIONS IN THE TAX LAW.

A. Overview

The sports provisions were included in the bill as part of the Ways and
Means Committee's attempt to curb "tax shelters". Well-recognized "tax shel-
ters" have included real estate ventures, farm operations, film productions.
equipment leasing, and oil and gas ventures. Apparently, the Committee equated
them with a Baseball owner's amortization of purchased player contracts and
the possible sale of player contracts at capital gains rates., However, the view

I H.R. 10612. 94th Con., 1st Seas., 1.209(a) (1975) (hereinafter H.R. 10612), amend-
Ing Int. Rev. Code of 1954 (hereinafter "Code") 11 1245(a) (2) and 1245(a) (3).

H.R. 10612, 1 209(c), adding Code J1 1050(a), (b) and (c).
aH.R. 10012, 1209(c), adding Code 1 1056(d).
'H.R. 10612, 1 209(b), adding Code 1 1245(a) (4).
gH.R. 10612, 1 101(a). adding Code 1466, 467(a) (6). 468(f). More precisely, a de-

duction subject to LAL dioallowance consists of amortization of the excess of the amount
allocated to player contracts over the sim of the aggregate adjusted bases of player con.
tracts in the hands of the seller immediately before the sale, plus the ordinary income,
if any, recognized by the seller on the sale.
* H.R. 10612, Y 301(a) and (c), adding Code 1155, 57(a) (15).
'See Staff of Joint Comm. on Int. Rev. Taxation, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., tnx Shelters:

Professional Sports Franchises 1-2, 5-8 (Comm. Print 1975) (hereinafter "Sports Fran-
chises").
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of a baseball club as a "tax shelter" is founded on a complete misconception,
which ignores the realities of Baseball operations and the role of amortization
or depreciation deductions in the tax law. Briefly to summarize, the facts with
respect to Baseball are as follows:

1. Persons invest in, and retain ownership of, Baseball clubs with a view to
economic profit and also for love of the sport. The average length of ownership
today is eighteen years.

2. Baseball enjoys no special statutory or regulations tax advantages, such
as deductions for accelerated depreciation, prepayment of expenses (e.g., con.
struction loan interest and points), or intangible drilling expenses which are
-characteristic of a "tax shelter".

8. Player contracts are the most valuable assets owned by any club; the
costs of acquiring or developing a player roster are real and substantial.

4. The amortization of the cost of player contracts is consistent with general
tax principles applicable to any business. Such amortization has long been rec-
ognized as appropriatt by the Internal Revenue Service and by the courts,
both in the sports area and in analogous contexts.

B. Baseball Possesses None of the Attributes of a "Tax Shelter"

As defined by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
"tax shelters" share certain characteristics. They are, in general, investments
in which losses flow from special deductions allowed specifically by statute or
by regulations-losses taken before realization of matching income. Such in.
vestments are held in forms (limited partnerships or Subchapter S corpora.
tons) that permit the losses to pass through to individuals to be used to offset
income from other sources. The investments are generally financed through
non-recourse loans, which allow the investor to amplify deductions of interest,
depreciation, and other expenditures. Finally, the investors' primary concern
is a tax benefit rather than economic gain from the activity.,
- An examination of these elements will show that they are not applicable to
Baseball.
1. Alleged Creation of Artificial Losscs

(a) In fact, depreciation is taken on a straight-line basis; deductions are
matched with related income.-The labeling of Baseball as a "tax shelter"
assumes that amortization of player contracts generates an artificial loss.' Yet,
in contrast to the other investments subject to H.R. 10612, contract costs in
Baseball are capitalized and depreciation is taken on a straight-line, rather
than on an accelerated, basis.10 Further, in contrast to "shelter" Investments,
these Baseball deductions are not taken in years before the related income is
earned." The income derived from player contracts is earned immediately and

' See Staff of Joint Comm. on Int. Rev. Taxation, 94th Cong., 1st Bess., Overview of
Tax Shelters 1-7 (Comm. Print 1975) (hereinafter "Overview').

'Sports Franchises at 1-7. 5-8. As to subsequent gain on the sale of contracts, to the
extent that the portion of gain which reflects a recoupment of depreciation is subject to
ordinary "recapture" rules, there is no problem. Any gain beyond the recaptured amount
is legitimately entitled to capital gain treatment, as lu the case of the sale of contract
rights or of any other asset of a trade, business or Investment.o In the case of real estate, a buyer-owner is permitted accelerated depreciation with-
out regard to the actual decline in the value of the assets during the depreciation period.
See I.R.C. Of 167(b), (c). In the case of farm operations, the owner Is entitled to a cur-
rent deduction for the costs of developing farm properties and animals, thus putting his
inventory costs on a prepaid cash basis. Sec.-Treas. Regs. 1! 1.01-4, 1.162-12. In addition,
farm investors are permitted accelerated depreceation of the purchase price of animals
and farm buildings. In the case of oil ventures, the owner may current deduct intangible
drilling expenses at the outset. See I.R.C. 1 263(c). In the case of equipment leasing the
owner is permitted accelerated depreceation as in the case of real estate. In addition,
under the ADR rules, the owner may claim a very short life for the leased assets. Under
Section 179 of the Code, the owner is permitted accelerated first year depreciation, and
under special provisions (see I.R.C. J 169) is permitted rapid amortization of certain
types of equipment (for example, pollution control equipment). In the Case of movie
films, financing through non-recourse loans is common. The depreciable asset acquired
thereby at a high price may then be amortized on an accelerated basis. Cf. Joint Comm.
on Int. Rev. Taxation, 94th Cong., 1st Bess., Tax Shelters: Movie Films 2-3 (Comm.
Print 1975), which shows 75 percent of the basis of a film being amortized in the first
year.

"In real estate, deductions for interest and taxes are taken during the construction
period before any income is generated from the property. In farm operations, deduetions
are taken for feed and other expenses before realization of matching income. In oil ven.
tures, current deduction for intangible drilling costs Is permitted, although income from
the well, if any, is realized over several subsequent years. In film productions the current
deduction of production expenses is permitted although income from the film Is gener-
ated over several years thereafter. See H.R. Rep. No. 94-658, 94th Cong., 1st Bees. 28-29
(1975).

89--460-7---pt. 2--11
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for each year over the players' professional lives. Accordingly, in distinction to
losses in "shelter" investments which are generated by "accelerated" deduc-
tions, in Baseball, any losses which may be generated by depreciation deduc-
tions are by no means "artificial".

(b) Playjer contracts have substantial value; allooatione to oontraote are not
arbtrary or otflated.--It has also been suggested that artificial losses are cre-
ated by allocating more of the purchase price for a club to player contracts
than Is warranted. This would have the effect of overstating the depreciable
assets, player contract, and understating the non-depreciable assets, the fran-
chise itself.

In Baseball, player confracto, are quite valuable and their worth is not over.
stated. Contrary to uninformed belief, when a team Is purchased the buyer does
not allocate an arbitrary sum to the aggregate players' contracts that he buys.
As a matter of normal practice, the team's executive officials, often with ex-
pert advice, value each contract separately. The amount assigned to each is
the price that they believe would be paid for the exclusive right to that play-
er's services, assuming that such a right were available on the market. Al-
though such rights are seldom sold, the price can be very high in an arm's
length negotiation.u

In overall terms, when a purchaser buys a player roster he is buying proven
Major League Baseball players. The previous owner has spent a substantial
amount of money to acquire, train, and develop this roster. It is estimated that
an average of $10,000 is paid as a signing bonus to each player drafted by a
Major League club. Since, on the average, only one in every ten players signed
up makes the Major Leagues, the signing bonus invested in each Major League
player is $100,000, or $4 million per 40-player roster. In addition, the teams
spend a substantial amount of money in the form of scouting expenses and on
the maintenance and operation of minor league affiliates. In the years 1969-78,
these expenses amounted to $162 million for all Major League clubs, or 28
percent of their total expenses. Economic research has indicated that it costs
$500,000 to bring a player up to a Major League team.

Most importantly, in Baseball the quality and abilities of the players direct-
ly determines a club's profit or loss. Eighty-four percent of an average team's
revenue is derived from gate receipts (59 percent), radio and television con-
tracts with local stations (14 percent), and concessions, parking, and adver-
tising (11 percent),u all of which depend largely on player quality. It is note-
worthy that the amortization of player contracts accounts for only 6.7 percent
of average expenses of a Baseball team. See Table H1 in Appendix A.

One example plainly demonstrates that In Baseball more people come to see
better teams. In 1966, when the Boston Red Sox finished next to last, the team
drew 811,172 fans. The following season, when the Red Sox won the American
League championship, the team drew 1,727,832 fans, an increase in attendance
of more than 100 percent.

Aside from affecting gate receipts, attendance also affects concession and sim-
ilar revenues. Baseball's experience has been that these revenues vary almost
proportionately with attendance

Teams with better players also generally command more revenue from local
radio and television contracts. For example, the Pittsburgh Pirates sold broad-
cast rights for the 1974 season for $1.2 million, while Cleveland, a team repre-
senting a city of approximately the same size, sold Its 1974 rights for $800,000,
or two-thirds of what the Pirates received.u The Pirates had won their divi-

U For example, at the end of the 1974 season, the famous pitcher, Jim ("Catfish")
Hunter was declared a "free agent". As a result, he had the right to negotiate his own
contract which he sold to the highest bidder, the New York Yankees. The Yankees under-
took to pay Hunter a bonus, a salary for his services for five years, and certain deferred
payments extended over a substantial period thereafter. The total package came to ap-
proximately $8 million. Since Hunter's salary amounted to $150 000 yearly, the straight
compensation portion of this package was $750,000. the other $K.25 million was the cost
to the Yankees of acquiring the exclusive right to Hunter's services. Because this amount
was to be paid over a number of years, the contract cost, discounted to present values,
was approximately $1.75 million.uee Table II in Appendix A.

'A For example, in 1972, gate receipts for the Baseball industry were $80.8 million, and
the net revenue from advertising, concessions, and parking was $15.4 million. In 1978,
gate receipts increased to 90.5 million and advertising, concessions and parking revenues
increased to $18.5 million. See Table II In Appendix A.

'These figures are taken from a schedule compiled by Broadcast Magazine, March 8,
1975, pp. 88;-89.
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Slion's championship In three of the four years prior to the 1974 season, win.
ning the World Series in 1971. Cleveland, in these years, finished last twice
and next to last twice.

Finally, since participation in the League Championship Series and in the
World Series brings a team substantial additional revenue, players can con-
tribute even more directly to the club's profits. For example, in every year for
the five-year period between 1970 and 1974, the Baltimore Orioles had an oper-
ating loss prior to, but hadnet profits after, the inclusion of income from post-
season competition. Thus, all of the Orioles' profits in these years flowed directlyfrom the quality of its players.

Since the purchase price of a team Is based on an expectation of net earnings,
and since, in Baseball, earnings depend primarily on the quality of the players,
there is nothing unrealistic in allocating a very large part of the purchase price
of a team to player contracts.

(c) Theory of depreoation.-The notion that the straight-line amortization
of the cost of a player's contract over his useful life creates an 'artificial" loss
disregards the basic role of amortization or depreciation deductions in Federal
income taxation. In determining Income subject to tax, a taxpayer is permitted
to deduct the costs of producing his income. However, when an asset is pur-
chased that will generate income over a number of years, the taxpayer recovers
its cost through amortization or depreciation deductions as that asset is used
up in the operations, representing dollars spent years earlier for which no
immediate deduction was available.

Thus, the depreciation of purchased Baseball player contracts represents
n(Athing more than the buyer's recovering the dollars he paid for these con-
tracts as their value is exhausted. Any losses flowing from such depreciation
are real economic losses, not the artificial benefits of which "tax shelters" are
made.

Significantly, the IRS has long recognized the propriety of capitalizing and
depreciating player contracts in professional sports. See Rev. Rul. 54-441, 1954-
2 Cu . Bull. 101; Rev. Rul. 67-879, 1967-2 Cum. Bull. 127; Rev. Rul. 71-187,
1971-1 Oum. Bull. 104. This principle has been recently reaffirmed in the courts.
See Laird v. United States, 391 F. Supp. 656 (N.D. Ga. 1975), appeal pending,
involving the contract allocation of the Atlanta Falcons.
2. Uee of Speolal Statutory or Regulations Provisions

In each of the "tax shelters", losses are generated by special deductions,
allowed specifically to such activity by statute or regulations and not generally
available to all taxpayers In all businesses.' In contrast, as described above,
the capitalization and depreciation of the cost of player contracts are founded
on the general principles of the tax laws, with no special benefits being made
available to sports. As Sccretary Simon has testified to the Finance Committee:

'The Internal Revenue Code contains no special tax benefits for sports fran-
chises. In this area, abuses arise only when too high a value is placed on player
contracts, or when they are written off over too short a period of time. How-
ever, abuses of this type are possible in the case of any business property which
may be amortized or depreciated. These abuses can be dealt with adequately
by the Internal Revenue Service."

Thus, the tax consequences for the buyer of a baseball team are applicable
to any taxpayer upon the purchase of any business. The buyer of any business
must allocate his purchase price to the various assets purchased in proportion
to their respective fair market values. Upon the purchase of any business, some
of the assets acquired may consist of supply contracts, personal service con-
tracts, or customer contracts, and the buyer may properly allocate some part
of his purchase price to such contracts and amortize the allocable cost over
their useful lives. See KFOX, Ino. v. United States, 510 F.2d 1865 (Ct. Cl.
1975) (recognizing the right to allocate and amortize a substantial part of the
purchase price of a radio station to contracts for the services of four disc
jockeys and the station manager).
8. Form of Investment

Unless the Investment is held in a form that allows the losses to flow to an
individual so as to offset his income from other sources, it will provide little
"shelter". Baseball lacks this characteristic of a "tax shelter" as well. Of the

Is Bee n. 8 on 1,. 4, supra.
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23 Major League teams subject to the United States tax laws (excluding Mon-
treal), only four are operated as limited partnerships, four as Subchapter S
corporations, and one as a sole proprietorship. Four clubs do business as ordi-
nary corporations."
4. Use of Non-Recourse Loans

In several tax shelters the purchase is highly leveraged through the use
of non-recourse loans, which allow the investor to minimize his risk and amplify
deductions of interest, depreciation and other expenditures. In Baseball, by
way of contrast, purchasers pay hard cash for their teams. In the last six
years, seven teams have been sold." The average purchase price was $10 mil-
lion,-of which about $7 million was paid in cash and $8 million took the form
of debt (including the assumption of liabilities). Thus, instead of debt exceed-
ing equity financing by ratio of nine to one as in real estate shelters," in the
purchase of Baseball teams equity exceeds debt by a ratio of almost two and
one-half to one.
5. Motivation for Investment-Length of Ownership

Since people invest in "shelters" primarily for tax savings, they generally
withdraw once all benefits have been obtained. A taxpayer using his investment
as a "shelter" has no interest in being a farmer or a movie producer. If the
ownership of a Baseball team were undertaken for tax purposes only, the
average length of ownership would presumably be equivalent to the depreci-
ation period for purchased contracts (from four to six years). At that point,
the owner would have derived his maximum tax benefits and have the oppor-
tunity to sell at a gain.

In Baseball, the average franchise owner holds his team for well beyond
the depreciation period, since he is not a passive investor interested only in
deductions. Baseball owners operate clubs as a major source of income or as
a secondary business venture, and also for love of the sport. The average
Baseball owner has held his club for about eighteen years.N The average
realistically is much higher, taking into account the fact that four of the 24
teams were created only seven years ago, two others 14 years ago, and two
others 15 years ago.
6. Particular Examples

In Appendix B, two specific Baseball transactions, Bob Short's purchase,
operation, and sale of the Washington-Texas club (a transaction widely, and
erroneously, thought to reflect some kind of tax "abuse"), and Bill Veeck's
purchase of the Chicago White Sox (a recent transfer of a Major League club),
are summarized. These transactions support the view that Baseball is not a
"tax shelter".

II. THE HOUSE PROVISIONS ADOPTED TO CURB THE ALLEGED ABUSE WERE INADE-
QUATELY CONSIDERED AND ARE DISCRIMINATORY, UNJTUSTIFIED AND INAPPROPRIATE
TO THE ECONOMIC REALITIES OF BASEBALL

Although Baseball does not present a tax "abuse" warranting remedial legis-
lation, the measures adopted by the House single out sports for unique tax
treatment which is neither Justified as a matter of tax policy nor appropriate
to the economic realities of Baseball.
1. Presumption That Value of Players Does Not Exceed 50 Percent of Purchase

Price
Prior to the Committee's consideration of a fixed percentage presumption for

player contract depreciation, it had given no notice that it would take up any
such proposal. Rather, the advance Committee documents indicated that only
Chairman Ullman's two, relatively non-controversial, proposals (described on
page one) would be considered."

27 See Table I In Appendix A.
Is Seattle In 1970, Cleveland in 1972, New York Yankees in 1978, San Diego and Texas

In 1974, and Chicago and Atlanta In 1975. Figures on the Atlanta sale are not yet avail-
able. See generally Table IV in Appendix A.

10 See Joint Comm. on Int. Rev. Taxation, 94th Cong., lot Sess., Tax Shelters: Real
Estate 2 (Comm. Print 1975).

20 Bee Table I in Appendix A.
"1 See Joint Comm. on Int. Rev. Taxation. 94th Cong., 1st Sees., Committee Member

Selection of Proposals for Consideration in First Phase of Tax Reform 8 (Comm. Print
1975) (hereinafter "Proposals").
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In addition, no economic data were presented in any hearings to support the
presumption that the value of players is no more than 50 percent of the pur-
chase price for a club-and that the fixed presumption is fair for all sports.
In fact, the presumption bears , no relation to the economic realities of Baseball
where the value of player contracts has consistently run above 50 percent and
often run above 80 percent.

The purchase price of a baseball team is based upon its projected net earn-
ings. As set forth above, a team's earnings in terms of gate receipts, local telp-
vision and radio revenues, concession income, and postseason revenues depend
directly on-the quality of the players. In addition, the purchaser acquires a
proven Major League roster for which his predecessor had incurred very sub-
stantial costs. Thus, if any presumption is economically justified in Baseball,
it would appear to be the opposite one-that upon the purchase of a team the
value of the players is greater than 50 percent of the purchase price. Indeed,
in previous Baseball transfer the IRS after full investigation agreed that the
facts warranted allocations to player contracts in excess of 50 percent."

Actually, no statutory presumption whatsoever is appropriate or necessary.
The quality of baseball players varies, of course, from team to team and from
time to time with any one team. Similarly, the value of a franchise varies
from city to city and from time to time. Moreover, there are intrinsic differences
between sports that affect the value of the players in relation to the value of
the franchise." Therefore, the establishment of a mechanical presumption,
whichever way it goes, applicable to any purchase at any time in any sport, is
arbitrary and unwarranted.

As far as we know, Congress has never before legislated a limitation on the
market value of an asset; no reason is apparent why a statutory limitation is
now necessary for sports teams. The IRS currently audits every transfer of a
sports team, requiring the parties to justify the allocations to player contracts.
When the IRS and club owners do not agree on such allocations, the dispute
will be decided by the courts, as the Atlanta Falcons case demonstrates." The
present process of administrative review and judicial determination is not
particularly burdensome to the IRS or to the courts. In Baseball, there have
been only a dozen sales in the past decade.2

Sports owners are proposed to be made the subject of special legislation with
no showing of a need therefor. The presumption should be eliminated.
R. Depreciaton Recapture

H.R. 10612 has two recapture provisions applicable to sports. The first ex-
pressly applies Code Section 1245 to player contracts (Section 209(a)). The
second requires that, on the sale of a player contract or of the player roster,
gain must be recaptured as ordinary income, not only to the extent of the
depreciation reflected in the basis of the contract or contracts sold, but also to
the extent of the depreciation taken on all contracts after December 81, 1975,
plus all losess incurred after this date on the disposition of all contracts, less
any ordinary income previously recaptured (Section 209(b)).

The first depreciation recapture provision merely codifies existing IRS prac-
tice. It was subject to hearings. There is relatively little controversy over this
provision.

In contrast, the second provision was suddenly and unexpectedly considered
and approved, without any hearings. The advance Ways and Means Committee

uThe IRS has set aside Baseball contract allocations of 98.5 percent and 98.4 percent,
settling with the taxpayers on allocations of 91.4 percent and 70.4 percent expectancy.
The IRS has also reviewed allocations In all recent Baseball transfers, but has withheld
action pending outcome of the Atlanta Falcons case.

2 For example, in Football, all owners share equally in a large national television con-
tract which accounts for about 34 percent of a team's revenues. In addition, in Football,
gate receipts (which account for about 55 percent of a team's revenues) only vary on
the average about 6.5 percent from team to team regardless of quality. In fact, one of
the expansion teams has sold 59,000 season tickets for revenues of $2.05 million, even
though it has few players under contract. See Washington Post, February 22, 1973, CO.
Col. 8. Also, Football owners do not have the same costs for players as do Baseball own-
ers; players are trained without cost in the college ranks. In contract Baseball spent over
$160 million in player development costs over the five year period from 1969 through
1973. Thus, in the sale of a football team, the portion of the total price attributable to
the franchise is apparently far greater than in the case of Baseball. For a comparison of
Football and Baseball revenues, see Table II in Appendix A.

OALaird v. United States, 891 F. Supp. 656 (N.D. Ga. 1975). In this case; the tax-
payer allocated $7.7 million to his $8.5 million purchase price to player contracts (00.5
percent). On audit the IRS reduced the allocation to $1.05 million (12.3 percent). The
court fixed the allocation at $3,035 million (35.0 percent).

" See Table IV in Appendix A.
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documents expressly stated that the depreciation recapture proposal to be con.
sidered was the provision of the tax legislation which the Committee con-
sidered in 1974," which codified IRS practice by expressly bringing player
contracts within the operation of Section 1245." Similarly, when the Committee
accepted depreciation recapture in principle on September 17, 1975, at no time
in its deliberations did it indicate that it was adopting or even considering
going beyond codification of current administrative practice. In fact, the Com-
mittee's release plainly stated that it had only clarified present law." It was
not until the first copy of the House Bill was made public on October 20, 1975
that sports was Informed of Section 209(b) which had a far wider scope than
Section 1245.

In fact, Section 209(b) not only goes well beyond present law, but imposes
on sports owners unfavorable and discriminatory tax treatment which has no
basis in principle, policy or practice. Under present law, gain realized on the
sale of players' contracts is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of the de.
preciation taken and reflected in the basis of the contract or contracts sold.
Recapture of depreciation taken on other contracts," or of losses incurred on
the disposition of other contracts, is not required.

Nor is such treatment required in any other business context. The seller of
any other asset need recapture only the depreciation reflected in the reduction
of basis of the aset which is sold. In no other case is a seller required to re-
capture depreciation or loss deductions attributable to other assets which are
not sold. There is no justification to apply this unique and burdensome theory
to Baseball. The Secretary of the Treasury is correct in labeling this rule as
"arbitrary".
8. LAL

The application of LAL to sports was also a last-minute measure, adopted by
the Committee on November 4, 1975. Here, too, there was no opportunity for
full consideration of the propriety of LAL treatment.

In addition, the degree of support for this measure is questionable. The
Committee adopted the provision by a single vote; its principle sponsor was
the major opponent of LAL treatment for any activity. In fact, press reports
indicated that the proposal was made as an effort to embarrass LAL pro-
ponents by extending LAL to activities where there was no Justiflcation.80

Like the other proposals, the LAL provisions are discriminatorily applied to
sports and unjustified as a matter of policy. As the Secretary of the Treasury
has testified:

"While LAL Is a sound concept, [application to sports franchises] is an un-
warranted extension of the rules of the Administration proposed in 1973."

In other investments LAL is applied to accelerated deductions, taken before
the realization of matching income.m In sports, LAL is applied to deductions for
straight-line amortization which are taken in the years In which the related
income is earned. In other investments, these accelerated deductions are al-
lowed specifically by statute or regulations and are not generally available to
taxpayers In all businesses. In sports, the LAL provisions would prevent owners
from utilizing general tax provisions, applicable to all taxpayers, which repre-

N Proposals at 8.
27Tax Reform Act of 1974, Section 293(a).
28 "In the case of player contracts of sports franchises the Committee agreed to clarify

present law by providing that there would be a complete recapture of all depreciation to
the extent of any gain involved at the time of the sale of the player contract or of the
sports enterprise." Committee on Ways and Means, Tax Reform Legislation, Tentative
Decisions for Drafting Purposes Only, Release No. 5, Wednesday, September 17, 1975.
(Emhasis added.)

-*For example, no recapture is required on a contract for the services of a player who
retired, since this contract would be extinct, and not the subject of sale.soThe November 5, 1975 edition of the Washington Post reported: "lie [the sponsor]
hadn't meant for the amendment to pass, he said a little sheepishly afterward. He had
just been trying to show that 'some people change their feet when they change their
shoes.'"

$ In real estate, LAL applies to accelerated depreciation (Code I 468(a) (2)) and con-
struction period Interest and taxes (1 468(a) (1) ), taken in years before any matching
Income is realized. In equipment leasing, LAL applies to accelerated depreciation, includ-
ing the effect of the ADR rules (1 468(b)). In farm operations, LAL applies to acceler-
ated, depreciation of animals and trees (1 468(c) (3)) and certain prepaid expenses (1 468
(C) (1) and (c) (2), taken before the matching income is realized. In oil and gas ven-
tures, LAL is applied to the accelerated deduction of intangible drilling expenses, (I 4f8
(e). In film productions, LAL is applied to deductions for depreciation and production
expenses (J 468(d)) as such deductions are accelerated. See H.R. Rep. No. 94-058, 9,4th
Cong., 1st Sess., 61-09 (1975).
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sent nothing more than the recovery of the cost of an income-producing asset
over its useful life. Other taxpayers are permitted this deduction in full; only
for sports owners would it be conditioned on the extent of the Income from
the activity.

Furthermore, LAL is meaningful only for teams that lose money. Profitable
teams will be allowed their depreciation deductions in full. It seems arbitrary
and unfair to subject owners suffering losses to this tax disadvantage.

Furthermore, LAL as applied to sports would produce little revenue. The
Ways and Means Committee has estimated that In 1976 LAL as applied to oil
and gas property- would raise 207 times as much tax revenue as sports fran-
chises, farm property 100 times as much, and real property 84 times a much.'
4. Minimum Tax

This provision Is also discriminatory and inappropriate. The bill as reported
did not extend the minimum tax to sports; the provision was part of a floor
amendment which generally broadened the application of the minimum tax.
The sponsor of the amendment conceded in House debate that the sports por-
tion received little consideration in Committee." In addition, the sports pro-
vision was not voted on separately. In fact, criticism of the inclusion of player
contracts under this amendment was voiced during the debate by Represent-
atives who supported the amendment generally

This amendment is also discriminatory in its application. The sports deduc-
tions made subject to the minimum tax are those amortization deductions
taken on purchased player contracts which are not disallowed under LAL.
First, it should be noted that in no other case is straight-line depreciation
made a tax preference item. Moreover, the deductions on which this tax Is
levied are available to all taxpayers in all other businesses. Therefore, not
only is the sports owner put in the singular position of having his depreciation
deductions contingent on income from the activity (LAL), but he alone is sub-
ject to a 14 percent tax on such deductions when they are allowed.

By subjecting these deductions to LAL and to the minimum tax, sports owners
would, to a large extent, be denied the opportunity to recover the cost of their
income-producing assets. No reason has been advanced why sports owners
should be singled out for this treatment.

III. THE LEGISLATION IS UNNECESSARY; DISPUTES MAY BE READILY RESOLVED BY
THE IRS AND THE COURTS

The root of the alleged problem In the sports area is the view that a pur-
chaser allocates more to contracts than their value warrants." All of the
aforementioned provisions are merely overlapping efforts to rectify this alleged
problem.* Yet, this issue involves nothing more than a matter of the valuation
of assets in a transfer of a business. Such valuation is not unique to sports;
it arises in a variety of businesses and transactions. The Service and the
courts have demonstrated that they are fully capable of curbing "abuse" In
the sports area or elsewhere.

A purchaser's allocation of costs to player contracts and the useful lives
assigned to these contracts for depreciation purposes are subject to tests of
reasonable justification, which the taxpayer must establish by a preponderance

2 New Code Section 470(d) provides that depreciation deductions not allowed under
LAL will nonetheless reduce the basis of a player's contract, thereby Increasing poten.
trial gain on sale. Under the new recapture provision, in effect, all gain realized on the
sale of a player's contract will be ordinary income. The House Report states that no de-
duction will be allowed for deferred depreciation upon the sale of an individual contract
(H.R. Rep. No. 94-658, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 83 (1975)). Thus, upon the sale of an
individual contract. it appears that the owner is put in the anomalous position of having
to recapture as ordinary income a deduction which was never allowed-a result which is
improper on its face. At the least, deferred depreciation deductions should offset recap-
ture in the year in which the contract is sold."8 H.R. Rep. No. 94-658, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 19 1975).

" 121 Oorig. Rec. H.R. 11834 (daily ed. Dec. 4, 1975) (remarks of Representative Cor-
man.

514. (remarks of Representatives Sisk and Horton).
0 See Sports Franchises 1-2, 5-8.
$?The 50 percent presumption directly legislates the value of player contracts. Depre-

ciation recapture penalizes a purchaser for an overallocation and serves to establish an
adversity of Interests when the pnrchaser later seeks to sell the team, so as to limit his
buyer's allocation to contracts. LAL penalizes the purchaser for allocating to contracts
more than his seller's original basis. The minimum tax to a further penalty on overall.
cation, exacted to discourage abuse.
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of proof. Although it is claimed that purchasers overreach in their valuation of
player contracts, it has not been suggested why the IRS and the courts cannot
deal with such excesses. In truth, unlike true tax shelters, where the tax losses
are based on special statutory or regulations provisions that are binding on
the IRS and the courts,w alleged abuses in the purchase of a sports club are
presently subject to effective administrative and judicial controls.

In sports, the IRS has regularly reviewed buyers' allocations to player con-
tracts and has accepted those which it found warranted and set aside those
of which it did not approve. Similarly, the courts have determined the value
of contracts for personal services in the sports area 1 and in analogous non-
sports situations '0 where the IRS and the taxpayer could not agree.

Moreover, the valuation of assets for tax purposes is particularly within the
administrative competence of the IRS. Even if the IRS and the taxpayer can-
not agree on value, the resolution of their dispute is best handled by the courts,
to which all the facts are presented and the Issues sharpened in an adversary
proceeding. As far as we know, Congress has-never before sought to legislate
limitations on fair market values of the assets of a business. No reason has
been advanced as to why it should do so in the sports area.

IV. THE ADMINISTRATION ALSO BELIEVES THAT 1HESE PROVISIONS ARE
DISCRIMINATORY, UNJUSTIFIED AND UNNECESSARY

Indeed, the Administration is similarly of the view that these provisions
are discriminatory and unjustified since sports owners enjoy no special tax
benefits warranting singularly unfavorable treatment. Furthermore, the Ad-
ministration believes, as do we, that these measures are unnecessary since the
IRS and the courts can readily handle any "abuse" that may arise in the trans-
fer of a baseball club. As the Secretary of the Treasury noted in his statement
delivered to this Committee on March 17, 1976:

"The House Bill applies LAL to sports franchises. While LAL is a sound
concept, this is an unwarranted extension of the rules the Administration pro-
posed in 1973. These rules did not contemplate that LAL would apply to sports
franchise.

"The Internal Revenue Code contains no special tax benefits for sports fran-
chises. In this area, abuses arise only when too high a value is placed on player
contracts, or when they are written off over too short a period of time. How-
ever, abuses of this type are possible in the case of any business property
which may be amortized or depreciated. These abuses can be dealt with ade-
quately by the Internal Revenue Service. Although the disputes surrounding
the value and life of player contracts are the subject of litigation, resolution of
these disputes should eliminate the tax controversies in this area.

"The House Bill also applies special rules for the allocation of the purchase
price on the purchase and sale of sports franchises. It also provides that single-
sale of a player contract will trigger depreciation recapture on previously un-
recaptured depreciation and abandonment losses taken on all other player
contracts.

"These proposals are arbitrary since they apply only to sports franchises. Allo-
cating the purchase price among the assets of a sports franchise is no dif-
ferent from allocating the purchase price among the assets of any other busi-
ness. Applying special rules to sports franchises to deal with a problem that
the Internal Revenue Service can handle adequately is not warranted. Further.
the unique depreciation recapture rule goes far beyond the usual asset-by-asset
depreciation recapture rules in the Code. Here, too, there is no apparent reason
to isolate sports franchises for special treatment."

V. THESE PROVISIONS CAN HAVE A DESTRUCTIVE IMPACT ON BASEBALL

Not only are the sports provisions of H.R. 10612 discriminatory, inappropriate
and unnecessary, but they could harm the sport of Baseball and all who enjoy
it without commensurate revenue gain.

See notes on pp. 4 and 10 and accompanying text.
'1n the Atlanta Falcons case, the court fixed the value of p layer contracts at $3.035

million. Lafr,1 v. United States, 391 F. Supp. 656 (N.D. Ga. 1975).
60 See KFOX. Inc. v. United States. 510 F. 2d 1365 (Ct. C1. 1975) In this case. the

buyer of a r,)dfo stotion allocated $400,000 of the $878,666 purchase price to contracts
for the services of foir disc jockeys and the station manager. The IRS lowered the
amount allocated to $100091. The Court of Claims determined the value of the contracts
to be $400.000.
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The Ways and Means Committee estimates that of the more than $1 billion
of tax revenues to be raised in 1976 by the reform provisions of H.R. 10612, $7
million-less than one percent-will be generated by applying the new sports
provisions to all professional sports.'" However, the Immediate impact of these
measures will be to deflate significantly the value of existing teams. It would
seem highly unfair to exact a penalty from individual taxpayers without a
showing either of abuse, or necessity, or promotion of the general good.

In addition, these measures could severely damage Baseball by making the
transfer of a club more difficult and inhibiting expansion.

It is well known that in recent years, some Baseball owners have encountered
substantial difficulty finding buyers despite the alleged tax benefits and ad-
vantages to purchasers. In penalizing sports club owners, as the House Bill
does, the proposed measures would encourage franchise shifts. Many Baseball
teams now operate at substantial loss. No owner can afford to lose money
Indefinitely. If a distressed owner cannot find a buyer, he may have no a'itegna-
tive but move the team, hoping to realize on its novelty in another setting.

The-House provisions may also inhibit the establishment of new clubs, a
matter currently under consideration in Baseball. Expansion teams generally
operate at a loss in their early years. We are concerned that potential investors
in an expansion franchise would be discouraged if the losses that will almost
inevitably ensue are not allowed as a deduction for tax purposes.

Thus, these provisions are not neutral; they discourage professional sports
as they now exist. They certainly will cause the shifting of franchises. The
result will be to damage all those who participate in the present system. These
include not only the team owners and players, but also the many others who
make a living, and pay taxes, out of activities related to Baseball, i.e., media,
announcers, concessionnaires, etc. They also include the cities that profit from
favorable stadium lease arrangements and from the increased economic activity
that a team generates. Most of all, however, they include the millions of Base-
ball fans who enjoy the many hours of inexpensive entertainment that Base-
ball provides.

It must be questioned what, if anything, would be gained by removing these
benefits. As noted, the impact of these measures on the Federal Treasury will
be minimal." We have heard no suggestion of the other benefits that will
accrue to the nation from discouraging sports through special, unfavorable
tax provisions.

CONCLUSION

Baseball is not a "tax shelter" in any sense. It is a sport and also a business
like other businesses, presenting more risk than most. There is no reason to
isolate it for specially unfavorable tax treatment.

The allocation of value to, and depreciation of, player contracts does not
constitute a tax "abuse" or loophole". The treatment of player contracts does
not constitute a tax "abuse" or 'loophole". The treatment of player contracts
is not a case of a special tax privilege. Rather, it reflects the realities of cost
and value exhausted over the terms of the contracts, i.e., useful professional
lives. Furthermore, it is a recognized application of general and sound tax
principles.

The provisions of H.R. 10612 discussed in this memorandum are wholly
inappropriate to Baseball and are unjustified as a matter of policy. Moreover,
these provisions are unnecessary. To the extent that excessive allocations and
depreciation may be claimed in franchise transactions, the Internal Revenue
Service and the courts have full power now to challenge them. The taxpayer
may be put to his proof, with the general presumption of correctness running
in favor of the Internal Revenue Service. The situation is no different than in
the case of any other allocation of a purchase price to a package of assets.

The Administration shares the belief that these provisions are discriminatory,
unjustified and unnecessary.

Moreover, these measures could have a destructive impact on Baseball, which
could radiate beyond the immediate confines of the sport. No suggestion has
been made of any commensurate benefit that would be advanced by damaging
Baseball.

The Congress has a broad power to impose different tax treatment on various
taxpayers. We ask that it exercise its taxing power carefully and fairly. The

41 H.R. Rep. No. 94-658.94th Con.. 1st Sess. 10 (1975).
"H.R. Rep. No. 95-658, 94th Cong., let Seas. 19 (1975).
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case for special, unfavorable treatment of Baseball has not been made and,
we befleve, cannot be made. We ask that the provisions of H.R. 10612 adversely
and discriminatorily affecting sports be stricken from any legislation finally
enacted.

Appendix
TABLE I.-LENGTH AND FORM OF OWNERSHIP OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUBS, JANUARY 1, 1976

Date present own- Length of ownership
Club Form of ownership ership took control (years)

National League:
San Francisco Giants ................ Ordinary corporation ............. 1919 57
Chicago Cubs ............................ do ......................... 1932 44
Philadelphia Phiiles .......-.............. do ......................... 1943 33
Los Angeles Dodgers ..................... do......................... 1950 26
Pittsburgh Pirates ........................ do ......................... 1950 26
St. Louis Cardinals ...................... do ......................... 1953 23
New York Mts I .................... Subchapter S corporation ......... 1962 14
Houston Astros I .................... Ordinary corporation ............. 1965 11
Cincinnati Reds .......................... do ......................... 1967 9
Montreal Expos 2 .................... Canadian partnership ............ 1969 7
San Diego Padres .................. Subchapter S corporation ....... 1974 2
Atlanta Braves ...................... Ordinary corporation ............. 1975 1

American League:
Minnesota Twins ......................... do ......................... 1920 56
Boston Red Sox ................ Sole proprietorship .............. 1934 42
Oakland Athletics .............. Ordinary corporation ............. 1961 15
DetroitTigers .................. Subchapter S corporation ......... 1961 15
California Angels a ............. Ordinary corporation ............. 1961 15
Baltimore Orioles ........................ do ......................... 1965 11
Kansas City Royals I ................. Subchapter S corporation ......... 1969 7
Milwaukee Brewers -................ Limited partnership ........... 1970 6
Cleveland Indians ....................... do ......................... 1972 4
New York Yankees ....................... do ........................ 1973 3
Texas Rangers a .......................... do ......................... 1974 2
Chicago White Sox .................. Ordinary corporation ............. 1975 1

1 Expansion team created In 1962.
2 Expansion team created in 1969.
a Expansion team created in 1961.

TABLE II.-COMBINED STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES FOR MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAMS FOR YEARS
1969-1973 INCLUSIVE (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

Percentage
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Totals of total

Income

Gate receipts .......................
Local television and radio contracts ....
National network contracts ...........
Concessions, parking, and advertising.
Other (investments, rental of stadium

for nonbaseball activitie, stadium
clubs and miscellaneous) ...........

Total income .................

$75, 346
17,970
15, 529
14, 335

$79,996
19,452
16,648
15,327

83,730
19,864
18,963
15,698

$80, 785
20,468
16, 875
15, 443

$90,492 $410,349
19,086 96, 840
17, 862 85, 877
18,482 79,285

3, 075 5,450 5,970 1,743 2,531 18,769

126,255 136,873 144,225 135,314 148,453 691,120

59.37
14.01
12.43
11.47

2.72

100

Expenses

Team operations .................... $33,773
Player development (including scout-

In# and spring training expenses)... 33,154
Stadium expenses ................... 18,824
General and administrative expenses.. 16,823
Game and ticket expenses, publicity,

and promotion .................... 16, 002
Contract depreciation ............... 10,677
Other expenses ...............................

$36,314 $38,393 $39,171 $43,216 $190,867

31,568 32, 315 32,729 32,569 162, 33524,472 25,504 22,616 24,841 116,257
17,318 18,095 19,390 20,636 92,262
10,557 10,903 10, 886
9,117 9,494 8,070

10,534 9,539 7,221

11,248 59,596
9,568 46, 926
5,927 33,221

27.21
23.14
16.57
13.15

8.50

144,243 140,083 148,005 701,464 - 100Total expenses ................ 129, 253 139, 880
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TABLE Il.--COMPARISON OF BAkEBALL AND FOOTBALL REVENUES
-* IDollars In thousands

Baseball I Football a

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Total income ....................................... $148,03 .............. $171,776 ..............
Gate receipts ....................................... 90,492 60.96 94,197 54.84
Television contracts with national networks ............ 17 862 12.03 I 59,286 34.51
Radio and televison contracts with local stations ......... 19, 086 12.86 4) (4
Advertising, concessions and parkir.. .......... 18,482 12.45 3, 4 2.
Other ................ ........... ......... 2,531 1.70 14,802 8.61

A Figures are taken from a consolidated schedule prepared by a major public accounting firm for the 1973 season. Figures
for 1974 and 1975 have not yet been compiled.

I Figures are taken from a consolidated schedule prepared by a major public accounting firm for the 1974 season. Figures
for 1975 have not yet been compiled.

I Includes revenue from sale of radio broadcast rights to local stations.
* See note 3, supra.

TABLE IV.-Baeball franchise purchases, 1965-75

1. Baltimore Orioles -------------------------------------- 1965
2. New York Yankees ------------------------------------- 1966
3. Cleveland Indians -------------------------------------- 1966
4. Cincinnati Reds --------------------------------------- 1967-
5. Washington Senators (became Texas Rangers) -------------------- 1969
6. Seattle Pilots (becamer-Milwaukee Brewers) -------------------- 1970
7. Cleveland Indians -------------------------------------- 1972
8. New York Yankees ------------------------------------- 1973
9. San Diego Padres -------------------------------------- 1974

10. Texas Rangers .....---------------------------------------- 1974
11. Chicago White Box ----------------------------------------- 1975
12. Atlanta Braves -------------------------------------------- 1975

Appendix B

SPEComIC BASEBALL TRANSACTIONS

1. BOB SHORT

Although it Is thought in some quarters that Bob Short realized large profits
from tax manipulations in his ownership and operation of the Washington
Senators-Texas Rangers, the facts appear to be otherwise. Short's profits were
relatively modest in light of his risk and were the product of Short's business
acumen and bargaining abity rather than tax advantage.
A. Facts

The team was purchased prior to the 1969 season by the Washington Senators,
Inc. ("WSI"), a corporation of which Robert E. Short Company, a second
corporation, was the principal shareholder. The purchase price was approxi-
mately $9 million; another million was advanced as working capital during
Robert E. Short Company's participation in the venture. Of this $10 million,
$5.6 million was contributed by Short or his companies' through loans upon
which Short was able either through personal or corporate guarantees or
through personal or corporate ownership of collateral (other than the baseball
club's assets).

After suffering substantial operating losses in Washington, exclusive of
depreciation and interest deductions, WSI moved the team to Texas after the
1971 season.' Thereafter, it had operating profits. In addition, upon moving to

'From the Information that Short purchased and operated the team on a $1,000 In-
vestment ts without foundation In fact.

'The remaining $4.4 million was raised through a $3.3 million purchase money loan
from the prior owners, and through the sale of $1.1 mtllu, of preferred stock to Mr.
James Lemon.

IThe authority to move the team came only after Short was unable to find a buyer in
Washington who would pay the same amount as Short had.
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Texas, WSI sold the rights to broadcast and televise its games for the years
1972 through 1981 for $7.5 million in cash, all received in 1971.

After the 1978 season, Robert E. Short Company sold the club for approxi-
mately the amount it paid for it. However, the purchasers were not to share
in the $6 million ($7.5 million x 8/10) received for the sale of radio and tele-
vision rights for seasons 1974 through 1981. Robert E. Short Company retained
this money, thus constructively increasing the amount received on resale (and
consequently the company's profit) by $6 million.
B. AnalyMss

Short's investment contained no characteristics of a "tax shelter". First,
since the team was owned and operated in ordinary corporate form (in fact,
there were two corporate layers, WSI and Robert E. Short Company, between
the team .and Short aaan individual), Short could not use any losses generated
by the team to offset personal income from other sources.

Secondly, ownership and operations were not financed primarily through non-
recourse loans. Eleven percent of the capital was equity, another 56 percent
was debt either guaranteed by Short or his companies or secured by his per-
sonal or corporate assets.

The profit realized in this transaction was the product of !3hort's business
acumen and his bargaining ability rather than of tax advantages. Even so,

the not profit of the Robert E. Short Company for its five-year investment was
about $2 million or $400,000 yearly, a 7 percent return on the $5.6 million risk.
This return resulted solely from Short's ability to move the team vnd presell
its radio and television rights, and from his ability to induce the buyers to
pay full value for the team even though they would have no local fadio and
television revenue for the next eight years. Profit did not result from tax
manipulations.

2. CHICAGO WHITE SOX
A. Facts

The Chicago White Sox franchise is held by Artnell Company ("Artnell").
On December 2, 1975, the White Sox Baseball Club, Inc. ("White Sox"), a
corporation organized for this purpose, purchased 80 percent of Artnell's com-
mon and all of its preferred stock for $535,500 in cash and an assignment of
Artnell's cash balance and accounts receivable, expected to total from $135-i000
to $164,500. In addition, White Sox was to discharge certain of Artnell's debts
totaling $7,014,500.

To raise this money plus the working capital required by the American
- League, the White Sox offered $6,211,700 in common and preferred stock in

$110,000 packages to selected investors and received a bank loan of $3.75 mil-
lion.

.B... Ths Transaction Also Lacks the tVharacteristics of a "Tax Shelter"
Like the Bob Short transaction, this purchase is in no sense a "tax shelter".

First, since the team is held in ordinary corporate form (indeed, there are two
corporate lawyers. Artnell and White Sox between the team and the individ-
uals), it is impossible for losses generated by the team to offset individuals'
income from other sources.

In addition, this purchase was not highly leveraged. Equity ($6,211,700)
exceeds debt $3,750,000) by 1.66 to 1.

Furthermore, any return to shareholders will be in the form of dividends.
In addition, the receipt of dividends will depend on the profitable operation
of the team. Thus, unlike in "tax shelters", the investors' sole economic con-
cern is the profitability of the activity, which will generate ordinary income
to them.

It is unlikely that White Sox will pay dividends in the near future. In
addition, restrictions imposed on the transferability of White Sox stock limit
the shareholders' ability to realize any appreciation in their investment or to
liquidate if it proves unprofitable. Whatever may be the economic merits of
their investment, it is difficult to perceive invidious tax motives for it.

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROZELLE OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

My name iq Pete Rozelle. I am Commissioner of the National Football League.
I am appearing here today on behalf of the 28 member clubs of the League
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In opposition to certain provisions of H.R. 10612 that would deny owners of
football and other professional Sports teams the right to compute their net in-
come and pay tax on the same basis as other businesses.

THE TAX RULES ON PROFESSIONAL SPORTS IN H.R. 10612 ARE ARBITRARY AND
DISCRIMINATORY

The provisions we oppose would apply uniquely onerous rules to investments
in player contracts, the principal asset of every sports team.

1. For LAL purposes, the purchaser of a sports team would be required toc., depreciate player contracts on his seller's basis rather than his own investment,
contrary to a basic principle of tax law applicable to all other businesses.

2. Depreciation on player contracts, already limited to the straight-line
method by present law, and to the seller's basis by the proposed LAL rules,
would be subject to the minimum tax as a "tax preference" item. No other

,.business is required to treat straight-line depreciation as a tax preference item
subject to the minimum tax.

3. In most cases, the owner of a sports team would be required to pay ordi-
nary income tax on any gain attributable to the sale of player contracts. In
all other businesses, sellers are entitled to capital gains on any appreciation
over cost in assets comparably used in their trade or business.

4. A purchaser of a sports team would be subject to a presumption that no
more than 50 percent of his purchase price is allocable to player contracts.
We know of no similar provision applicable to any other business.

These far-reaching changes in the tax treatment of professional sports would
substantially impair the value and marketability of present franchises. This
might not be objectionable, at least from the Committee's point of view, if
football and other professional sports are receiving special tax breaks which
-are undeserved or abused. The fact is that sports enjoy no special tax breaks.

FOOTBALL IS NOT A TAX SHELTER

An NFL franchise is not a tax shelter. There is no accelerated depreciation
of player contracts, no fast write-offs of capital expenditures, no special tax
Incentives to encourage investment in professional sports.

Accordingly, every NFL owner must look to economic profit rather than
artificial tax losses for a return on his investment. As in most businesses,
losses do occur, particularly in the early years of a franchise, but these are
real economic losses, not artificial tax losses.

ALLEGED ALLOCATION ABUSES CAN BE ADEQUATELY DEALT WITH BY THE IRS UNDER
PRESENT LAW

Critics charge that some purchasers of sports teams allocate too much of
the purchase price to depreciable player contracts, and too little to nondepre-
ciable franchise costs. These provisions, however, go far beyond what is needed
to deal with any such problem. They penalize the many legitimate owners for
the alleged abuses of a few.

As you know, the Secretary of the Treasury testified last week against the
same provisions we oppose here. His statement before the Committee points
out that the Internal Revenue Service already has the tools to deal adequately
with allocations that do not fairly reflect market values. These disputes are
common in all types of businesses, and provide no Justification for singling out
professional sports for discriminatory and arbitrary treatment.

THE HOUSE'S RESPONSE TO ALLIED ALLOCATION ABUSES MISSES THE REAL PROBLEM

Any objective legislative approach to purchase price allocations in profes-
sional sports must deal with the failure of present law to allow owners to
amortize their franchise costs against the income generated by the franchise.
The theory for disallowing amortization is that the useful life of a franchise
is indefinite or indeterminable, but, as the accounting profession has recently
come to recognize, this Is no excuse for disregarding a real cost of doing busi-
ness and overstating net income. Correcting this defect in present law would
treat the principal cause of allocation disputes in professional sports (owners
are understandably reluctant to allocate to a nondepreciable asset), and thereby
solve most of the problems.
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FOOTBALL DOES NOT OBJECT TO CHAIRMAN ULLMAN'S PROPOSAL FOR MINIMIZING
VALUATION DISPUTES

Football has no objection to the sports provisions in H.R. 10812 proposed
by Chairman Ullman of the Ways and Means Committee. One change would
codify present administrative ruling holding that when a player contract Is
sold, depreciation claimed on that contract must be recaptured. The other
would require both buyer and seller of a sports team to allocate the same
amounts to player contracts and franchise costs. This will assure that the
Internal Revenue Service is not "whipsawed" and, because-of the ordinary
Income recapture on player contracts, will provide some incentive for the seller
to insist on allocating a fair amount to franchise costs.

The other provisions on professional sports are unnecessary, unjustified, and
completely arbitrary. We urge the Committee not to Include those provisions
in its tax bilL

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAoU

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. NFL owners oppose provisions of H.R. 10612 that would deny professional
sports the benefits- of basic depreciation and capital gains rules available to
all other businesses.

2. These provisions cannot be justified as a means of eliminating tax shelters
In professional sports. There are no special tax provisions or Incentives avail.
able to professional sports that give rise to "artificial tax losses". Depreciation
of player contracts is already limited by present law to the most conservative
straight line method.

8. Problems of valuing player contracts and other assets on the purchase
of a sports team can be adequately dealt with by the Internal Revenue Service
under present law. These are problems common to all businesses and do not
justify singling out professional sports for discriminatory and arbitrary treat-
ment.

4. The failure to allow amortization of franchise costs as a cost of doing
business Is a major defect In present law and a principal cause of valuation
disputes between team owners and the Internal Revenue Service. Further
study of this area Is needed if Congress desire a legislative solution to valuation
disputes in professional sports.

5. NFL owners do not oppose Chairman Ullman's proposal that the buyer
and seller of a sports team allocate the same amounts to player contracts and
franchise costs as a means of minimizing valuation disputes.

I. H.1. 10612 UNFAIRLY DISCRIMINATES AGAINST PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

The member clubs of the National Football League object to those provisions
of H.R. 10812 whh subject them to a unique set of tax rules that are sub-
stantially more caerous than those applicable to any other business. All of these
rules relate to player contracts, the principal asset of every sports franchise.

1. Under the Limitation on Artificial Losses (LAL) provisions, the purchaser
of a professional sports team could not deduct economic losses from the oper-
ation of his team against income from other sources to the extent that such
losses were attributable to straight line depreciation on the excess of what he
paid for player contracts over his seller's basis in those contracts. See H.R.
10612, Section 101(a), adding Code §466, 467(a) (6) and 468(f). The idea
that the buyer in a purchase transaction must use a carryover basis for de-
preciation purposes is contrary to basic accounting and tax law principles
applicable to all other businesses.

Further, this is the only instance in all of the LAL provisions in which
straight line depreciation is treated as an "artificial loss." For all other In-
vestments to which LAL is applicable, depreciation is considered an "artificial
loss" only to the extent that accelerated depreciation exceeds straight line
depreciation.

2. The limited amount of straight line depreciation on player contracts to
which an owner would be entitled becomes a tax preference Item subject to
the minimum tax. See H.R. 10812, Sections 801(a) and (c), adding If 55,
57(a) (15). In no other business must an owner include depreciation deduc-
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tions computed on the straight line method as income subject to the minimum
tax.

8. When an owner sells player contracts, he will be required to "recapture"
depreciation taken not only on the contracts actually sold (the rule for other
depreciable property) but on every other contract on which depreciation has
ever been taken since December 81, 1975. See MIB. 10612, Section 209(b), adding
Code 1 1245(a) (4). The practical effect Is to make the entire gain on all sales
of player contracts taxable at ordinary income rates. This Is contrary to the
rule applicable to all other businesses that realized appreciation above cost on
assets used in the trade or business Is taxable at capital gains rates.

4. The purchaser of a professional sports team is subject to a presumption
that no more than 50 percent of his purchase price was paid for player con.
tracts. See H.R. 10612, Section 209(c)- adding Code J 1056(d). In no other
business Is a purchaser subject to such a presumption. Further, the value of
player contracts as a percentage of the total value of a team ,'aries substan-
tially between sports and between teams in the same sport, making across-the-
board presumptions entirely Inappropriate.

These arbitrary and discriminatory changes in the tax treatment of profes-
sional sports would substantially impair the value and marketability of NFL
franchises. As one consequence, sport leagues might have to abandon expansion
plans and some leagues could be faced with contractions in the number of
franchises.

A professional sports franchise Is already one of the least favored forms of
Investment from a tax standpoint, and certaintly one of the most risky from
a business standpoint. It will be extremely difficult, If not Impossible, to attract
new owners if they are unable to deduct real economic losses from operating a
sports team against their other income as they could do with any other kind
of business.

This might not be objectionable, at least to Congress and this Committee, if
sports teams were currently over-valued solely because of artificial tax ad-
vantages. But professional sports teams have never enjoyed special tax breaks.
The provisions of H.R. 10612 would Instead deprive club owners of basic de-
preciation and capital gains rules that are available to all other businesses.

Il. A PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL FRANCHISE IS NOT A TAX SHELTER

An Investment Is generally regarded as a "tax shelter" if it enables the
Investor to take advantage of special tax incentives which generate large
"artificial" losses that offset the investor's ordinary income. Typically, the in.
vestor is not concerned about the economic soundness of his investment because
the tax savings alone substantially exceed his cash outlay.,

Professional sports do not enjoy unique tax advantages such as unlimited
depletion or immediate write-offs of capital expenditures which are necessary
to construct a "tax shelter". The most controversial deduction allowed to a
team owner, depreciation of player contracts, Is already limited by present
law to the basic, conservative straight line method.

An NFL owner does not even enjoy generally available capital incentives
such as the investment credit, accelerated methods of depreciation, or the
Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system. These provisions are limited to in-
vestments in tangible personal property, and the largest part by far of an
NFL owner's capital investment Is In "Intangibiles" such as player contracts.

An NFL owner therefore must look only to economic profits, not tax shelter
profits, for a return on his investment.

In summary, neither Congress nor the Internal Revenue Service has given
professional sports any special tax privileges. Unlike other Industries singled
out for consideration in the LAL provisions, no one has alleged abuses of
special tax incentives by owners of professional sports teams, for such special
privileges have never been conferred on professional sports.

II. ALLEGED VALUATION ABUSES CAN BE ADEQUATELY DEALT WITH BY THE IRS UNDEB
PRESENT LAW

Critics of professional sports who profess to see special tax advantages accru.
ing to wealthy owners usually point to large write-offs of player contract costs.

' See generally Staff of Joint Comm. on Int. Rev. Taxation 94th Cong., 1st Seas.,
Overview of To. Shelter, 1-7 (Comm. Print. 1975).
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If those write-offs are large. it is because player contracts represent the own-
er's principal investment in his team. The owner of a laundromat has substan-
tial write-offs from depreciation deductions on his washing machines (which
he can take at accelerated rates), but no one complains about that.

Some allege that purchasers of professional sports teams allocate far too much
of the purchase price to depreciable player contracts and not nearly enough
to non-depreciable franchise costs. As Secretary Simon pointed out in his state-
ment to this Committee, disputes of that kind arise in all types of businesses
and can be dealt with adequately by the Internal Revenue Service under pres-
ent law. There is no Justification for singling out professional sports for dis-
criminatory and arbitrary treatment.

The Revenue Service is not bound by the location made by a purchaser
but may make an independent allocation baste. on its appraisal of the relative
fair market values of the assets. The Service maintains an Engineering and
Valuation Branch precisely for this purpose. The Service does not hesitate to
exercise this power, as can be seen by its challenge to the allocation made by
one of the NFL's expansion clubs, the Atlanta Falcons. See Laird v. United
States, 891 F. Supp. 656 (D.C. G. 1975), on appeal to CA-5. Disputes such as
these, which turn upon, the particular facts in each case, are uniquely suited
to resolution within the Internal Revenue Service or by the courts.

Even if a legislative response to the problem were called for, the approach
of H.R. 10612 is inequitable and inadequate. It applies not only to the so called
abuse situations but also penalizes-the legitimate owner who has been in foot-
ball for many years and is not looking for tax savings.

The so-called depreciation recapture rules are a good example of the overly
broad scope of these provisions. This is really a back door way of imposing
ordinary income treatment on all gains from the sale of player contracts. A
goal is to give the seller of a sports team an incentive for seeing that the
purchaser accepts a greater allocation of the purchase price to franchise costs
(taxed as capital gains to the seller but non-depreciable) and less to player
contracts (depreciable but, under the proposed rules, taxable as ordinary in-
come to the seller). -

The idea of imposing additional tax burdens on an innocent party to police
another party to the transaction is one which we hope never gains acceptance
in this Committee or the Congress. It does not insure fair allocations, for the
party with the greatest bargaining power will obviously hold sway in the
allocations. It Is also necessary, for the Internal Revenue Service maintains
an adult division for the purpose of policing just such abuses as the provision
purports to cover.

Consider also the owner who wishes to retire and sell his club after holding
it for twenty years. He may well have gone through four generations of play-
ers and have a substantive gain, if only because of inflation. Yet he, as well
as the sharp operator, will be subject to ordinary income tax on any gain from
the sale of player contracts under the rules of H.R. 10612. In any other busi-
ness. gains from the sale of assets used in the trade or business would be tax-
able at capital gains rates.

The depreciation recapture provision also fails to distinguish between player
contracts purchased as part of the sale of an entire francbise, where amounts
assigned for depreciation purposes might be disputed, and contract costs in-
curred as a result of the payment of signing bonuses to players as part of the
normal operations of any sports team. These bonuses are essentially the same
as salary and the players of course report them as ordinary income. There is
no apparent reason why the cost of these contracts should be subject to special-
ly onerous depreciation recapture rules, yet the broad-brush approach of H.R.
10612 fails to m~ke the distinction.

IV. CONGRESS SHOULD STUDY THE NON-DEPRECIABILITY OF FRANCHISE COSTS, A MAJOR
DEFECT OF EXISTING LAW AND PRINCIPLE CAUSE OF VALUATION DISPUTES, BEFORE
UNDERTAKING ANY LEGISLATIVE SOLUTION TO ALLOCATION DISPUTES IN PROFES-
SIONAL SPORTS

If critics of owners' allocations were entirely objective, they would recog-
nize that pressure to maximize allocations to player contracts results from an
for franchise costs on the theory that such costs have an "indefinite" useful
unrealistic and illogical rule of tax law that denies any amortization whatever
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life. We think it plain, for example, that the value of an expansion team's
NFL franchise diminishes as the novelty of professional football competition
wears off In Its home city and the team must attract fans on the basis of
success on the field. Yet this diminished value is not recognized through a
matching of amortized franchise costs against revenue produced by the fran-
chise, particularly in the initial years.

The accounting profession now recognizes that net income is overstated when
it does not reflect amortization of the cost of intangibles, no matter how "In-
determinable" the life." Accountants and tax lawyers have developed proposals
to change the tax law to conform more closely to accounting theory.* Indeed,
the Internal Revenue Code already allows elective amortization of certain in-
tangibles with "Indeterminate" useful lives.4

Congress should not attempt any legislation in the area of valuation disputes,
which have as their root cause the failure of present law to deal adequately
with franchise costs and other intangibles with "Indeterminable" lives, without
giving this matter careful study.

V. FOOTBALL DOES NOT OBJECT TO CHAIRMAN ULLMAN'S PROPOSAL FOR MINIMIZING
VALUATION DISPUTES

Football has no objection to the sports provisions In H.I&-10612 proposed by
Chairman Ullman of the Ways and Means Committee. One change would codi.
fy present administrative rulings holding that when a player contract Is sold,
depreciation claimed on that contract must be recaptured.' The other would
require both buyer and seller of a sports team to allocate the same amounts to
player contracts and franchise costs.' This will assure that the Internal Reve-
nue Service Is not "whipsawed" and, because of the ordinary income recapture
on player contracts will provide some Incentive for the seller to Insist on allo-
cating a fair amount to franchise costs.

The other provisions on professional sports are unnecessary, unjustified, and
completely arbitrary. We urge the Committee not to include those provisions
in its tax bill.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

I am Robert 0. Swados of Buffalo, New York, Special Tax Counsel to the
National Hockey League. I am also a Vice President, director and one of the
owners of the Buffalo Sabres of the NHL, as well as general counsel to that
organization. I have been a practicing tax lawyer for many years with some
contribution to the legal literature in that field.

I am here on behalf of the National Hockey League and I will try to resist
speaking from the viewpoint of a tax lawyer and instead focus on the difficul-
ties In the proposed bill from the perspective of present and future owners of
National Hockey League franchises. We are seriously concerned about Section
209 of the bill dealing with the allocation of the purchase price to player con-
tracts and with depreciation, depreciation recapture, and the basis of such
player contracts; and with Section 101 of the bill adding Code Section 467 (a)
(6)-making a sports franchise "LAL" property. In our view these sections
of the proposed bill would have a chilling effect on Incentives to Invest in pro-
fessional hockey. The consequence could well be few franchises, with a re-
sultant loss In jobs for players and reduction in badly needed revenue for mu-
nicipalities where such franchises operate.

The circumstances under which these sports related provisions emerged from
the House suggest that they were prompted not by tax considerations, but
rather by fallout from public or judicial controversies over antitrust laws,
player relationships and collective bargaining disputes. But to the extent that

$See American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Accounting Principles Board
Opinion No. 17.

8 See 136 J. Accountancy 79-80 (August, 1978) ; 28 The Tax Lawyer 1027 (Summer,
1976; 29 The Tax Lawyer 191 (Fall 1975).

'See # 174 (Current deduction of research and experimental expenditures) ; 1 177
(Amortization of trademark and trade name expenditures over a period of not less
than sixty months) ; J 248 (Amortization of organizational expenditures of a corporation
over a period of not less than sixty months).

' See H.R. 10612, 1209(a). adding Code 11245 (a) (2) and 1245(a)(3).
6H.R. 10612, §209(c), adding if1056(a), (b) and (c).

69-460--76--Pt. 2-12
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such provisions did emanate from tax policy considerations, we think they
proceeded on three erroneous premises: (1) an erroneous view that all profes-
sional sports are alike and, therefore, the impact of these sections of the bill
would be the same for all sports; (2) an erroneous premise-common to all of
thet sections of the bill we are considering-that the contract with a profes-
sional player-although admittedly a very important asset of the franchise-
has no real cost behind it, and thus its amortization or depreciation produces
an "artificial" deduction; and (3) an erroneous conception of the sports fran-
chise as belonging to the category of "tax shelter".

We In the NHL believe it is unfair and unrealistic to place all professional
sports under a single set of arbitrary assumptions, punitive allocation formulas
and unprecedented depreciation recapture provisions. There are real and sub.
stantial factual differences between hockey and other professional sports. While
there are some similarities, we believe the differences argue strongly for con.
tinuing the case-by-case determination of these issues and against the inflexi.
ble and overly broad provisions contained in the House bill. I would like to
describe a few of the special characteristics of hockey which indicate that
the bill proceeds on erroneous conceptions of the facts and would produce bad
legislation.

It is appropriate that my brief remarks follow those of Commissioner Kuhn.
Of the four big league sports represented here, baseball and hockey share
certain common features. Perhaps the two most significant similarities are in
the areas of player development costs and franchise stability.

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Hockey, like baseball, incurs substantial player development costs. The 509o
presumption provision makes no sense in the hockey context because of these
development costs; we have invested many dollars per player before the typi-
cal rookie reports to the NHL. During the period 1971-75, the aggregate pay-
ments by the NHL to the amateur leagues exceeded six million dollars. In addi-
tion, financial support to the minor professional leagues, usually in the form
of subsidies for players' salaries, averaged in excess of $300,000 per NHL Club
per year. A typical club owns or has working agreements with two or three
minor league clubs and has contractual relationships with as many as 40 play-
ers in its farm system, in addition to the 25 to 80 players employed at the
major league level. The subsidy of amateur hockey and the prolonged and
substantial costs of developing a player through the minor league system mean
that when an NHL owner is asked to sell or provide a new expansion fran-
chise or make available for draft a player, that player's contract represents
much more than the right to that player's services for a specific period of
time; it represents substantial costs and years of effort in developing that
player's skill, stamina, expertise and public image. When a player leaves the
team, as when he jumps to another league, there is nothing artificial about that
loss-it is real indeed. These factors support the appropriateness to hockey of
the House Committee report's conclusion that player contracts "represent one
of the important costs of acquiring a sports franchise". Under generally ac-
cepted accounting principles and tax practice, independent appraisals must be
utilized and work very well in allocating the cost of acquisition. In these cir-
cumstances, any arbitrary restriction of the amount allocable to player con-
tracts to 50% of the purchase price is wholly unwarranted.

FRANCHISE STABILITY

A second marked similarity between baseball and hockey is the relative
stability of franchise ownership and location. Of the 15 U.S.-owned clubs in
the League, 12 have their original owners. In recent years, one changed own-
ership primarily because of the death of the principal shareholder, and two
others underwent ownership changes because of persistent financial problems.
None of these 15 U.S. franchises has changed Its location from one metropoli.
tan area to another. Such stability is strong evidence that hockey is not the
type of business that attracts investors interested in the sport only so long as
their tax deduction is useful. We neither encourage nor permit the kind of
"in and out" shuttle of frequent geographic relocation which might indicate
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an intention to seek a temporary tax shelter. Our league constitution and by:
laws require unanimous consent for a change of franchise location and, in mod-
ern times, no transfer from one metropolitan area to another has taken place.
In fact, just the opposite is true. In cities where serious financial problems
have confronted the franchise, the League has not acted like a carpetbagger,
pulling the franchise from one community and handing it to another, leaving
a wake of disappointed fans and distressed creditors. On the contrary, the
League has to date spent millions of dollars and years of effort in nursing the
ailing franchises and effecting a series of negotiations enabling a continued
operation of the franchise in the same city. This happened in the early days
of the Chicago franchise and, more recently, in Oakland and Pittsburgh; it
may happen again in Kansas City. Last year, when the Pittsburgh franchise
encountered more financial problems, the League made substantial loans and
invested hundreds of hours in searching for and finding new owners who would
acquire and maintain the-franchise in that major metropolitan area. The new
Kansas City franchise in our League has already applied for and received an
interim loan from the League to enable it to finish the season, and we would
hope that similar efforts by local owners could result in maintaining the fran-
chise in that important region. Yet there are signs that uncertainties in the
tax law and the threat of the imposition of these provisions we are discussing
today could seriously reduce the chance of obtaining new investment capital
for these franchises. For hockey, it is not a question, as suggested in the House
Committee report, of maintaining "the operation of some marginal teams which
might not be in existence but for the tax savings"; it is a question rather of
enabling owners to enter the industry in the first place with the kind of finan-
cial stamina necessary to carry a new hockey franchise through the develop-
ment years. Experience has demonstrated that a new hockey franchise must be
prepared to incur substantial out-of-pocket losses during its formative seasons
when it is developing fan interest and building a team of competitive caliber.
The provisions of this bill create artificial barriers to the entry of new owners
who could otherwise survive this development period.

HOCKEY'S NEED TO EXPAND

In terms of public acceptance in the United States, hockey is in its relative
infancy-as is demonstrated by our lack of a national television contract.
Hockey has experienced rapid growth during the last ten years and, subject
in part to the outcome of this hearing, enjoys great prospects for substantial
growth in the future. Historically, professional hockey was ttmited to the very
largest metropolitan areas in the northeast and midwest. We anticipated
steady, controlled growth based upon developing a national market for hockey
through infusion of large amounts of investment capital, good business prac-
tices and effective player development. Experience demonstrates that new
sports franchises need time, prolonged effort and financial stamina to reach
a successful level. But expansion cannot occur if the marginal operating re-
sults of recent expansion franchises are not assisted by infusion of new capi-
tal, or if artificial barriers to entry into the industry are created. We in the
League are greatly concerned that the above-noted provisions of the House
bill would create such barriers to entry into the hockey business and would
seriously damage our franchises in cities where operating results in the forma-
tive years are marginal or negative. Such artificial barriers could result in
permanent elimination of those franchises, notwithstanding the substantial
investments of private owners or local municipalities in the construction or
improvement of the local arenas housing these franchises.

The proposed bill will also discourage expansion from the point of view of
existing or selling clubs. Because expansion almost invariably means that a
successful club or club on its way up will have to give up some playing
strength to the new franchise, it is already very difficult to get the unanimity
required to add new franchises. It may be impossible to get a vote for ex-
pansion if what we may call the "lump recapture" provision of proposed Sec-
tion 209(b) becomes law, since it could result in a large portion of the expan-
sion proceeds being taxable as ordinary income to the existing franchise holder
instead of being treated as capital gain as it is under present law.
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EFFECT ON PLAYER TRADING AND DRAFT

The theory expressed in proposed Section 209(b) that a sale or a trade or a
draft of one player would trigger recapture of depreciation or amortization
taken on an entirely different player has no precedent in the tax law and
throws an unrealistic monkey wrench into transactions which are vital to im.
proving a clubs' standing in the League-the exchanging, trading or other dis-
position of players, for the purpose of improving playing caliber and fan sup.
port. Perhaps the unexpected and capricious effect of these provisions can best
be illustrated in connection with the NHL intra-league. draft, a draft which
in normal times is held in June of each year to enable teams to lower standing
to obtain players on the roster of more successful clubs at a relatively nominal
price (1ow $40,000). In usual fashion a club protects 18 skaters and 2 goal
tenders, and the remainder of its players on its roster are available for draft
to the other clubs in the League in the inverse order of their standings of the
previous season. The general manager, acting in the normal and prudent busi-
ness way-without regard to tax considerations-would, as he attempts to
help his team climb in the standings from the earlier years of the franchise,
trade away or make available in the intra-league or expansion drafts those
players whose future value to his team is doubtful.

For example, assume one player per team must be made available in the
draft. The general manager considers making available: (1) Player A, who has
been with the club for four years, whose original basis was $70,000, whose
depreciation reserve account shows a potential recapture of $40,000 and who
is a seasoned veteran who should continue to give good service for a few more
years: or Player B, who was acquired in the previous year's amateur draft,
has a basis of $10,000 with no depreciation reserve, has not panned out, and
whose chances of helping the team in the future are minimal. In the normal
course, the manager would make available in the draft Player B. But he is
told by his tax lawyer that under the tax provisions applicable to sports, a
draft or sale of Player B for the intra-league draft price will result in trigger-
ing depreciation recapture (ordinary income) to the extent of $30,000 of the
$40,000 draft price. Therefore, he must consider placing Player A in the draft
because his sale or draft will only trigger a $10,000 recapture.

Thus, tax considerations enter into the ability of a manager to obtain or re-
linquish players for drafting, sale or trading purposes, and this is hardly the
type of deliberation to which general managers are suited. I, personally, would
not relish informing my general manager, Mr. Punch Imlach, that he must
consult tax counsel every time he seeks to sell or trade a player or make him
available to another club In a draft.

TELEVISION AND THE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Another feature unique to hockey is the absence of any national network
television contract for its regular season games. We suspect that the impetus
for the inclusion in the bill of the 50% presumption stems from two miscon-
ceptions concerning the sale of any sports franchise: (a) that there is no real
cost behind the player contract; and (b) that the buyer in each case receives
a right to participate in a valuable national television agreement and which
indicates that the portion of cost customarily allocated to player contracts is
excessive. As noted above, in the case of baseball and hockey, assumption (a)
has no validity whatsoever. Assumption (b)-that revenues from national tele-
vision and similar contracts really represent a major part of the acquisition
price of a franchise-is clearly unfounded as to hockey. In the case of hockey
the picture of a regularly renewed, regularly increasing revenue from national
television does not, unfortunately for us, exist at all.1 The NHL has no na-
tional television contract for the 1975-76 season, with no current prospects for
such a contract next season. During the years when the NHL did have national
television coverage, we had to shift from one network to another, with our last
contract with NBC having been terminated by the network, and our receipts
from national television in the best year of those contracts were approximately

' Certain of the Canadian clubs may derive revenues from Canadian national television
contracts which compare with those received by other sports leagues, but the share of
the U.S. clubs in these revenues has been limited in the last three years to approxi-
mately $35,000 per club.
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1/8 of the revenue obtained by the NBA and probably less than 1/7 of the
amount per club obtained by football and baseball. Thus, to the extent that
national television revenues have any influence on the allocation issue, the
problem must be looked at differently for different leagues. When one focuses
on local television and radio contracts, the necessity for case-by-case adminis-
trative disposition is even stronger." The local television revenues received
by the U.S. clubs in the NHL vary all over the chart, from zero to substantial
sums. However, in no case are these receipts of the same magnitude as those
obtained by other sports from national television. Where other sports can rely
on television revenues to compensate for weakness at the box office, hockey de-
pends almost entirely on Its gate receipts for its income. Box office performance
depends on team performance, and team performance is directly related to
player contracts; the franchise must have the financial strength necessary to
carry first-class talent on the roster. The average NHL salary has risen "over
the last five years from $25,000 to $85,000. This dramatic increase, coupled
with the absence of national television revenue, has resulted in a number of
clubs being unable to generate sufficient gate receipts to cover actual current
operating costs, exclusive of interest, depreciation and amortization. Financial
conditions in the League today are such that no club, regardless of whether
it sells out or not, will generate a cash profit unless it makes the play-offs; and
financial success is directly proportionate to the performance of the players
under contract-the number of rounds the club lasts in the post-season -series.
This tenuous profit structure cannot survive radical surgery on the allocation
of player contract costs and the method of their amortization. Those questions
are more suitably resolved through case-by-case adjustment in the Internal
Revenue Service and in the courts since they involve the type of factual de-
terminations of who paid how much for what, particularly appropriate for
normal I.R.S. audit procedures.

CONSISTENT ALLOCATION BY BUYER AND SELLER

We have no quarrel with the provision in the House version which would
require, in effect, that the seller and buyer make the same allocation of pur-
chase price between player contracts and other assets. This may be beneficial;
however, It introduces some element of rigidity which would delay, and pos-
sibly discourage, the sale of franchises since it would require the parties to
negotiate their tax consequences at the same time that they deal with the
economics of the transaction. Its effect would be, in some cases, to require the
parties to seek a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service, and on the type of
factual question on which the Service does not ordinarily issue a determination
in advance. But we believe that adoption of this provision would, to a large
extent, eliminate any need for the allocation presumption and depreciation re-
capture provisions.

-" WE ARE NOT A "TAX SHELTER"

I trust that we have shown through these examples that the bill is defective
in its attempt to impose rigid tax accounting rules on all professional sports
without taking into account the significant economic differences between them.
The tendency to do that, I believe, is traceable, to the misconception fostered
in other fields that all professional sports are tak shelters. The term "tax shel-
ter" usually connotes the use of artificial deductions; in the words of the House
report, "... ones that do not accurately reflect their current expenses." Tax
shelters are commonly observed as, situations in which the taxpayer makes a
sudden entry and a sudden departure, staying only so long as his tax advan-
tages obtain; reporting payments and accruals of expenses "up front" in such
a way as to accelerate deductions and distort income; using vehicles which
permit or are designed expressly for the purpose of facilitating tax deferral or
tax diminution without business purpose; using leverage-i.e., the employment
of borrowed money in excess of equity, often represented by non-recourse loans-
so that the real permanent investment by the taxpayer in the enterprise is
often overshadowed or negligible in comparison with the debt; and engaging

2 In a given case the cost allocable to a national or local television contract may itself
give rise to amortization deductions. But ace Laird v. United Statea, 391 F. Supp. 656
(N.D. Ga. 1975).
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in transactions which produce "paper" or tax losses but make no economic
sense.

'There are no tax devices available to or being used by our hockey owners
which to any substantial degree accelerate deductions or distort income, other
than those permitted by normal tax accounting. rules. To the contrary, the pres-
ent five-year limit on the net operating loss carry forward is penalty enough
to avoid abuse of operating loss deductions during a franchise's development
years.

The operation of a franchise in the NHL bears little resemblance to the
purely formal, temporary and non-economic transaction typical of the un-
divided and passive interest in a cattle feeding deal, the oil or gas payment, or
other typical tax shelters. The operation of each hockey franchise involves the
full range of business operations.

The successful establishment of a hockey franchise requires direct participa-
tion by owners and management in the day-to-day operations in the business.
It requires the infusion of sufficient equity to provide the financial stamina to
bear with the losses in the early years. The stability of NHL franchises and
the continuance of the original participants in the ownership of these hockey
clubs-even those who came in by way of expansion-demonstrates convinc-
ingly that the hockey business is not a tax shelter.

Another common tax shelter characteristic is the use of "leverage"-i.e., the
employment of borrowed money in excess of equity, oftea- represented by non-
recourse loans-so that the real permanent investment by the taxpayer in the
enterprise is often overshadowed by or negligible in comparison with this type
of debt financing. In the NHL we have regularly followed the policy of re-
quiring expansion franchises (and any new owner of an acquired- franchise) to
show evidence of adequate equity investment In the franchise and, moreover,
not less than $1,500,000 of working capital.

No National Hockey League club of which we are aware has any need to
employ "artificial" deductions. Typically, the out-of-pocket expenses of the
operation, without regard to amortization or depreciation, are high enough!
Depreciation or amortization of the cost of its principal assets-its player con-
tracts-is not the creation of an artificial deduction any more than it is arti-
ficial to amortize the cost of machines over a period of time which may be
unrelated to the period of payment for the machines. Amortization of player
contracts, which is the focus of an undue amount of excitement in this area,
does not permit the use of accelerated methods of depreciation: only straight
line is available. Moreover, the useful life (the playing expectancy of a player)
is readily obtainable from the average playing life of other players in similar
positions whose statistics are well publicized for the benefit of all persons inter-
ested in the sport (in publications such as the NHL Guide). To the extent that
there are differences in opinion as to the useful life of a player-whether at-
tributable to his age, his rank in the draft, his physical condition at the time
of signing, or other factors-these differences are no more and perhaps less
esoteric than the multiple criteria used by accountants, attorneys and Internal
Revenue agents in the application and administration of the depreciation pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code to a horse, a patent or a machine.

The cost and allocation of player contracts and the period for which amorti-
zation should be permitted are proper subjects for argument; but these argu-
ments are no different in kind nor in principle from the traditional and com-
mon-place practices of industry generally. They should be settled in the same
forums as industrial tax disputes, whether the I.R.S. or the courts; they should
not be arbitrarily settled by legislative overkill.

THE PROPOSED BILL CREATES
ARTIFICIAL BARRIERS TO INVESTMENT

An investor Is considering entering professional hockey. With what does this
proposed bill confront him? If he seeks an expansion franchise, he knows that
the largest part of his cost in the major assets he will obtain are player con-
tracts. Yet the bill would tell him that he has a very difficult burden to sustain
before he can amortize more than half of his purchase price, even though he

$The ownership vehicle which has become the hallmark of a tax shelter-the limited
partnership--is not used by the majority of the owners of NHL franchises.
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knows his- players will have limited useful playing lives. If he cannot bargain
successfully with the seller, he must accept the seller's allocation of cost. If
he desires to use his income from another business to fund the hockey opera-
tions, he will have restrictions on the extent to which he can use the hockey
losses against his other income. And' if he or his general manager seek to
trade or sell a player or make him available In an expansion or Intra-league
draft, he faces the risk that the transaction will trigger unexpected ordinary
Income tax arising from depreciation taken on entirely unrelated players who
are not disposed of.

We urge that there has been no showing of tax or other reasons sufficient to
Justify the imposition of the discriminatory impediments to Investment which
these provisions would construct. And in these uncertain and precarious days
of the industry, the interests of players, fans, municipalities and taxing author-
ities coincide in permitting normal investment incentives to work. Those in-
centives should lead to the maximization of revenue, of profit, and of the tax
yield to the federal government. Government policy should be consistent; If
we are to compete without any special exemption from the antitrust laws, then
we should similarly be allowed to compete without being selectively punished
under the tax laws. To some extent, and I think it is justified, owners in pro-
fessional sports are beginning to feel paranoid. The antitrust assaults. the
changes in the reserve system, the demands of collective bargaining and the
upward pressure on salaries, have all produced changes and strains in the struc-
ture of professional sports, the ultimate consequences of which are only dimly
perceived. We fear that the addition of unfavorable tax restraints not appli-
cable to other industries-will discourage the flow of investment capital, ob-
struct the maintenance of existing franchises and unnecessarily impede the
entry of new franchises and-new owners.

We do not seek any preferred treatment under the tax-laws for our member
clubs; we ask only that general tax principles continue to apply to our business
and that we not be singled out for special penalties or undeserved restraints.

SUMMARY OF THE STATEMENT OF NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
BY ROBERT 0. SWADOS, VICE PRESIDENT, BUFFALO SABES AND

SPECIAL TAx COUNSEL, NHL
The Nittional Hockey League urges the Committee to delete provisions sn-

gling out sports franchises contained in the bill passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives. In our view, these sections wold have an unjustified adverse effect
on the financial health of the hockey industry, would seriously curtail Its ability
to maintain franchises now in their development years, and would impair
hockey's prospects for expansion.

A complete statement is filed with this summary and we ask that it he in-
cluded in the record.

The specific provisions objected to by the N1fL are as follows:
1. The unprecedented presumption that a sports franchise can allocate no

more than 50% of the purchase price to player contracts ISection 209(c), add-
Ing Code Section 1056(d)] ;

2. The discriminatory "lumping" of all player contracts under a special de-
preciation recapture rule [Section 209(b), adding Code Section 1245(a)]
and

3. The classification of a sports franchise as a "tax shelter" subject to "LAL",
so as to prohibit the use of losses attributable to depreciation taken on player
contracts as a deduction from other Income [Section 101(a), adding Code
Sections 466, 467(a) (6), 468(f)].

These sections of the bill would constitute bad legislation because:
1. All professional sports are not alike and the impact of these provisions

would not be the same for all sports, and in the case of hockey would be sub-
stantially adverse--yet the bill treats all sports the same;

2. These provisions erroneously assume that the player contract-although
admittedly a very Important asset of the franchise-has no real cost behind
it, and thus Its amortization produces an "artificial" deduction;

8. The bill sweeps all sports franchises into the "tax shelter" basket when
the facts are that professional sports in general, and hockey in particular, have
none of the characteristics of a special tax device and are not tax shelters.
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With hockey's substantial player development costs, its lack of significant
national television revenues and existing economic situation, the imposition
of the proposed sections would be ill-advised and would present a real danger
to both the maintenance of franchises now in their development years and
the future expansion of the sport to new areas of the country.

In support of these observations, the following facts should be noted:
(a) Hockey player contracts have very substantial development costs behind

them (over $6,000,000 paid in the last five years to Canadian and United States
amateur hockey by the NHL plus subsidy of minor professional league opera-
tions in excess of $300,000 per club per year).

(b) NHL franchises have long-term stability of geographical location and
ownership, completely unlike the typical tax shelter.

(c) Hockey's acceptance in the United States is restricted to limited areas
and is in its relative infancy. The artificial barriers in this bill create critical
obstructions to much needed expansion.

(d) The absence of national television revenue for hockey suggests that an
allocation of cost to player contracts of more than 50% is justified.,

(e) The unprecedented "lump" recapture proposal introduces wholly unsuit-
able tax complications into the routine sales, trades, and drafts which are
the guts of the operation of the hockey business.

(f) Hockey is not a tax shelter:
(1) No sudden entry and departure;
(2) No use of "artificial" or accelerated depreciation of players-only straight

line available;
(3) Regular requirement of $1,500,000 of working capital for new franchises

and substantial equity, as opposed to the typical non-recourse loans of tax
shelters;

(4) Little use of the limited partnership vehicle;
(5) Direct and comprehensive involvement by owners in the management

of the hockey business.
Existing administrative and judicial remedies are more than sufficient to

control effectively any apparent abuses of the tax law by sports franchises.
Hockey and other sports should not be subjected to discriminatory treatment
under the internal revenue code, but instead should continue to be governed
by the same tax principles applicable to American businesses generally.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN STATEMENT OF NATIONAL
BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

This Summary contains the principal points made in the Statement of the
National Basketball Association with respect to H.R. 10612, Tax Reform Act
of 1975.

1. The Bill contains six provisions dealing with professional sports franchises.
These provisions have far reaching effects which could adversely affect the
fundamental structure of professional sports activities in this country.

2. The National Basketball Association believes that these provisions of the
Bill are unnecessary to protect the tax revenue, because any alleged abuse could
be, and in fact has been, controlled by existing law and auditing procedures
carried out by the Internal Revenue Service.

3. The enactment of this Bill should substantially impair the value of exist.
Ing sports teams, could seriously hamper the issuance of any new franchises,
and could thereby serve to deprive many people of the ability to enjoy viewing
professional sporting events.

4. There does not appear to be any justifiable reason to treat owners of
sports franchises more adversely than owners of other business enterprises.

5. The LAL provisions of this Bill are being proposed to prevent certain
abuses in the area of tax shelters. Since a sports team is not a tax shelter, to
apply such. provisions to sports teams represents an unjustified expansion of the
LAL concept.

6. The operation of a basketball team is highly speculative and risky, as
evidenced by the fact that many of the existing basketball teams incur sub-
stantial losses of money each year and, as has been recently seen -in the
American Basketball Association, where many teams have demonstrated an
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inability to continue in business because of such losses. Therefore, to view a
sports team as a tax shelter is to completely ignore reality, and to treat sports
teams in a manner different from other non-tax shelter businesses is unwar-
ranted.

7. The existing rules of the Internal Revenue Service require that deprecia-
tion deductions previously taken with respect to any player contract be recap-
tured at the time of the sale of such contract. Accordingly, a provision re-
quiring such treatment would be unnecessary and would not have any effect
on tax revenue.

8. The provision of the Bill that would require sports teams to recapture
depreciation or losses with respect to player contracts, other than the player
contract being sold, represents a unique and unwarranted extension of the
recapture rules applicable to professional sports. Such a provision is an Indi-
rect attempt to treat all gain on the sale of Qne or more player contracts as
ordinary income notwithstanding the fact that the House Ways and Means
Committee has expressly declined to impose that result in a direct manner.
By applying this provision to an isolated sale of a player contract. as well as
to a sale of an entire team, the movement of a player from one team to an,-
other could be -substantially inhibited. Furthermore, this provision discrimi-
nates against an already economically marginal business without apparent
justification.

9. The existing recapture rules are certainly sufficient to prevent sports teams
from realizing capital gain with respect to prior depreciation deductions.

10. At the present time a substantial number of basketball teams lose money
each year. To deprive such teams of the ability to realize capital gains on the
appreciation of their assets, in the same manner as is done by other busi-
nesses, would necessarily have an adverse effect on the number of persons
willing to operate or acquire sports teams. There does not appear to be any
reason for Congress to discourage expansion or continued operation of existing
sports teams.

11. National Basketball Association franchises have generally treated the
portion of the purchase -price allocable to player contracts in a consistent man-
ner. Therefore, a provision requiring such treatment is unnecessary and would
not have any effect on tax revenue.

12. The provision creating a presumption that not more than fifty percent of
purchase price can be allocated to player contracts is unjustified and fails to
give proper consideration to the differences that exist between sports leagues
and individual teams in each such league. For example: consideration should
be given to the fact that basketball teams receive a considerably smaller por-
tion of their revenue from national television than do some other sports teams;
to the fact that the value of a franchise depends upon such things as the
number of persons living in the area, the degree of fan interest and the size
of the arena; and to the fact that the value of player contracts varies de-
pending upon the ability of the player involved and upon such player's appeal
to the fans.

13. The allocation of purchase price among the assets of a sports team does
not create any problem that is different from the allocation of the purchase
price of any other business. Therefore, there is no apparent reason for creating
a special rule for sports teams. The Internal Revenue Service can adequately
control any abuse in the area.

14. To subject any depreciation deductions on player contracts to the mini-
mum tax constitutes a failure to recognize the justification for depreciation
deductions by sports teams with respect to the cost of acquiring a player con-
tract and, for no apparent reason, singles out sports teams by denying them
the right to the tax benefit from such deductions.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

This Statement contains the comments of the National Basketball Associ-
ation on H.R. 10612, Tax Reform Act of 1975, with respect to the portion there-
of specifically involving professional sports franchises.
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The Bill contains six provisions dealing with professional sports franchises.
These provisions have far reaching effects which could adversely affect the
fundamental structure of professional sports activities in this country.

The six provisions involved are the following:
1. Section 101 (a), which would extend the LAL provisions of the Bill to pre-

vent a buyer of a sports team after November 4, 1976 from applying losses
attributable to a portion of the depreciation deduction for player contracts
against other income.

2. Section 209(a), which would codify existing practice applying the de-
preciation recapture rule of Section 1245 of the Internal Revenue Code to the
sale of player contracts.

8. Section 209(b), which requires sports teams to establish a "suspense ac-
count" which would include all depreciation deductions taken on player con-
tracts after December 31, 1975, plus all deductions taken on player contracts
after December 31, 1975,-plus all deductions taken for losses on the sale of such
contracts after that date. The suspense account would be reduced by all ordi-
nary income recaptured on a sale of any such contract. When any player con-
tract is sold, the provision would require the seller to recapture the gain on
such sale to the extent of the amount in this account.

4. Section 209(c), which provides that upon a sale of a sports team, the
buyer and seller must specify the portion of the purchase price to be allocated
to player contracts, and that such allocations would be binding on both parties.

5. Section 209(a), which provides for a presumption that not more than 50
percent of the total purchase price for a sports team can be allocated to player
ea tats.

6. -Section 301 (c), which would treat depreciation deductions on player con-
tracts, which were acquired in a transfer of a team and which are not subject
to LAL, as a tax preference item for purposes of the minimum tax.

The National Basketball Association believes that these provisions of the
Bill are unnecessary to protect the tax revenue, because any alleged abuse
could be, and in fact has been, controlled by existing law and auditing pro-
cedures carried out by the Internal Revenue Service. Further, the enactment
of the Bill could substantially impair the value of existing sports teams, could
seriously hamper the issuance of any new franchises, and could thereby serve
to deprive many people of the ability to enjoy viewing professional sporting
events. There does not appear to be any justifiable reason to treat owners of
sport franchises more adversely than owners of other business enterprises.

Specifically, the following comments are material with respect to each of
the provisions referred to above:

APPLICATION OF LAL PROVISIONS TO DEPRECIATION OF PLAYER CONTRACTS

The LAL provisions of this Bill are being proposed to prevent certain abuses
in the area of tax shelters. Since a sports team is not a tax shelter, to apply
such provisions to sports teams represents an unjustified expansion of the
LAL concept.

The Internal Revenue Code does not contain any special provision creating
tax benefits for sports teams. Unlike tax shelters, deductions claimed by sports
teams represent actual expenditures of money and do not generally stem from
the use of non-recourse loans, which are commonly present in most tax shelters.
Further, the deductions claimed by sports teams do not include any artificial
deductions which can be claimed to actually constitute capital expenditures, such
as prepaid items or accelerated depreciation. Player contracts are treated in
the same manner as assets used in other businesses. The initial cost of acquir-
ing such contract must be capitalized and, in recognition of the nature of such
assets, such acquisition cost can be deducted over the useful life of the con-
tract. Since such contracts are treated as intangible assets, sports teams are
not even permitted to use any method of accelerated depreciation, but are
limited to the use of straight line depreciation, and are not entitled to claim
an investment tax credit with respect to the acquisition of such contracts.'

The operation of a basketball team is highly speculative and risky, as evi-
denced by the fact that many of the existing basketball teams incur substantial

--- losses- of money each year and, as has been recently seen in the American

1 See Rev. Rul. 67-379, 1967-2 C.R. 127.
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Basketball Association, where many teams have demonstrated an inability
to continue in business because of such losses. Any profits from operations
or from the appreciation in assets result from hard work and imaginative
management. Under these circumstances, to view a sports team as a tax
shelter is to completely ignore reality, and to treat sports teams In a manner
different from other non-tax shelter businesses Is unwarranted.

RECAPTURE OF DEPRECIATION ON SALE OF PLAYER CONTRACT

The existing rules of the Internal Revenue Service* require that depreci-
ation deductions previously taken with respect to any player contract be re-
captured at the time of the sale of such contract. Accordingly, a provision
requiring such treatment would be unnecessary and would not have any effect
on tax revenue.

UNIQUE DEPRECIATION RECAPTURE FOR PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

The provision of the Bill that would require sports teams to recapture de-
preciation or losses with respect to player contracts, other than the player
contract being sold, represents a unique and unwarranted extension of the
recapture rules applicable to professional sports. Such a provision is an indirect
attempt to treat all gain on the sale of one or more player contracts as ordi-
nary income notwithstanding the fact that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee has expressly declined to impose that result in a direct manner. By
applying this provision to an isolated sale of a player contract, as well as to
a sale of an entire team, a substantial and unique burden is imposed on the
ability of a sports team to operate. To impose such a burden on an already
economically marginal business Is unwarranted and unnecessary. Furthermore,
this provision could have the effect of reducing the number of player contracts
disposed of by operating teams and could thereby substantially Inhibit the
movement of a player from one team to another.

This provision discriminates against professional sports without any ap--
parent justification. All other businesses are entitled to treat the appreciation
in an asset used in its business as capital gain, subject to the recapture rules.
To require sports teams to treat such appreciation In a different manner is
Inequitable and unwarranted. The existing recapture rules are sufficient to
prevent sports teams from realizing capital gain with respect to prior depreci-
ation deductions. To deny sports teams the right to realize capital gain on the
appreciation of its business assets and to apply the recapture rules other than
in the usual asset by asset manner constitutes a complete departure from a
very basic precept of the tax law. To apply such a: unique concept to sports
teams alone is completely unjustified.

If this provision were to become law, the value of all existing sports teams
and the ability of such teams to continue operating would be substantially re-
duced. At the present time a substantial number of basketball teams lose money
each year. To deprive such teams of the ability to realize capital gains on the
appreciation of their assets, In the same manner as is done by other businesses,
would necessarily have an adverse effect on the number of persons willing to
operate sports teams. In a similar manner, this proposed provision would sub-
stantially reduce the number of persons will to acquire new or existing fran-
chises. There does not appear to be any reason for Congress to discourage
expansion or to discourage the continued operation of existing sports teams.
To do so would only deprive the many Americans who enjoy professional
sporting events of the privilege of obtaining such enjoyment.

ALLOCATION OF PURCHASE PRICE TO PLAYER CONTRACTS BY BUYER AND SELLER

In almost all cases, buyers and sellers of National Basketball Association
franchises have treated the portion of the purchase price allocable to player
contracts in a consistent manner. Further, under existing law, the Internal
Revenue Service has adequate means with which to control any alleged abuse
In this area. Therefore, a provision requiring such treatment Is unnecessary
and would not have any effect on tax revenue.

2 See Rev.'Rul. 67-380, 1967-2 C.B. 291.
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PRESUMPTION THAT NO MORE THAN 50 PERCENT OF PURCHASE PRICE CAN BE
ALLOCATED TO PLAYER CONTRACTS

This provision is unjustified and falls to give proper consideration to the
differences that exist between sports leagues and individual teams in each
such league.

Basketball teams receive a considerably smaller portion of their revenue
from national television than do Some other sports teams. Accordingly, the
portion of the purchase price properly allocable to the value of a basketball
franchise (and the right to national television revenue incident thereto) is
considerably less than the portion that is properly allocable to the value of

-. other sports franchises.
The value of a franchise is dependent, in substantial part, on the number

of persons living within the area in which the team plays its home games, the
degree of fan interest peculiar to that area, the size of the arena in which such
games are played and many other factors. Similarly, the portion of the pur.
chase price properly allocable to the value of player contracts varies depending
upon the ability of each player and upon such player's appeal to the fans.
To treat all teams as having players of equal value, or to impose an arbitrary
limit on the value of player contracts held by any team, fails to give proper
consideration to these differences.

The allocation of purchase price among the assets of a sports team does not
create any problem that is different from the allocation of the purchase price
of any other business. Therefore, there is no apparent reason for creating such
a special rule for sports teams. The Internal Revenue Service can adequately
control any abuse in the area. The recent case involving the allocation of pur-
chase price among the assets acquired in the sale of the Atlanta Falcons "
aptly demonstrates the ability of the Service in this area. Moreover, leaving this
area to the audit procedures of the Internal Revenue Service, as is done with
respect to other businesses, would permit more adequate consideration to be
given to the facts and circumstances present in the particular case involved
and would not leave the issue to be resolved in an arbitrary and unreasonably
manner.

APPLICATION OF MINIMUM TAX TO DEPRECIATION OF NON-LAL PLAYER CONTRACTS

This provision would impose a burden on sports teams which could have
a devastating impact. To subject depreciation deductions for player contracts
to this additional tax burden constitutes a failure to recognize the justification
for depreciation deductions by sports teams. Player contracts are a valuable,
but wasting, asset of a sports team. In the same manner as other businesses
are permitted to depreciate the cost of such assets, sports teams are allowed
to recover the cost of acquiring such contracts pro rata over the useful lives
thereof. Once the cost, if any, of acquiring a particular contract has been
fully recovered, no further depreciation deductions are allowed with respect
to such contract. The structure of our tax laws recognizes the right to such
recovery, and there is no apparent reason to single out sports teams by denying
them such right.

As discussed above, sports teams are not tax shelters and should not be
treated as such. Moreover, the depreciation deductions that would be subjected
to the minimum tax by this Bill are not accelerated deductions (as noted
above, accelerated depreciation is not allowed on player contracts), but merely
represent the recovery, of a cost of a valuable asset over a reasonable period
of time. In no other case is straight line depreciation treated as a tax pref-
erence item. To isolate sports teams for special adverse treatment is unjustified
and, as discussed above, could seriously impair the availability of professional
sporting events to the American people.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the proposed provisions are unwarranted and unnecessary.
Without any apparent reason, burdens would be imposed on sports teams
which are considerably different and more adverse than those imposed on
other business entities. The result of such action could substantially reduce

&E. Cody Laird, Jr. and Joanne IT. TAiird v. United ,tateR. 391 F. Sgipp. 050 (D.C.
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the number of professional sports teams that could continue in operation and
the number of new persons that would be willing to begin such operation.Should any material be submitted to the Committee in connection with
H.R. 10612 as to which further comments of the National Basketball Associ-
ation are appropriate, it would be appreciated if the Committee will afford
the National Basketball Association the opportunity to make such comments.

The CHAMMAN. Our next witnesses are on a panel consisting of Leo
Jaffe, chairman of Committee on American Movie Production;
Burton S. Marcus, Committee on American Movie Production;
Walter Diehl, international president of the International Alliance.
of Theatrical Staff Employees and Moving Picture Machine Oper-
ators of United States and Canada; Sam Robert coordinator of the
New York Conference of Motion Picture and Television Unions and
National Conference of Motion Picture and Television Unions and
vice president of Local 52; and Paul Roth, chairman of the board of
the National Association of Theatre Owners; Steve D'Inzillo, New
York business representative of the Moving Picture Machine Oper-
ators Union of the International Alliance; Alan J. Hirschfield,
president and chief executive officer of Columbia Pictures Industries,
Inc., and Kathleen Nolan, national president of the Screen Actors
Guild.

This panel is scheduled to testify for 35 minutes overall. I assume
Mr. Leo Jaffe will testify first and then the various members of
his panel.

STATEMENT OF PANEL CONSISTING OF LEO JAFFE, CHAIRMAN OF
COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN MOVIE PRODUCTION; BURTON S.
MARCUS, COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN MOVIE PRODUCTION;
WALTER DIEHL, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE THEATRI-
CAL STAGE EMPLOYEES AND MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPER.
ATORS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA; SAM ROBERT,
COORDINATOR OF THE NEW YORK CONFERENCE OF MOTION
PICTURE AND TELEVISION UNIONS AND NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION UNIONS AND VICE PRESI-
DENT OF LOCAL 52; PAUL ROTH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEATRE OWNERS; STEVE
D'INZILLO, NEW YORK BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPERATORS UNION O THE INTER-
NATIONAL ALLIANCE; ALAN I. HIRSCHFIELD, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUS-
TRIES, INC.; AND KATHLEEN NOLAN, NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF
THE SCREEN ACTORS GUILD

Mr. JAFFE. Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Leo Jaffe. I am
chairman of the board of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc., and
chairman of the Committee for American Movie Production.

My associates and I would like to express our sincere thanks to
the committee for allotting us this valuable time to examine a
problem that is plaguing the motion picture industry. Hopefully,
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with your help, we can get some measure of relief for a situation
that is of critical importance to every segment of our industry.

For more than 45 years, I have been involved in motion picture
roduction, financing and distribution. What you are witnessing
ere today Mr. Chairman and Senators, is a "first" for our industry.

For it is the first time that producers, distributors, exhibitors, and
the craft, technical and talent unions and guilds are united on a
single issue.

What is this issue that is so compelling that these natural and
long-time adversaries would put aside their traditional differences
and speak as one voice? The issue is the tax legislation that would
eliminate limited tax incentives for investment of risk capital in
notion picture production.

The reason we are all united is that we--as well as the American-
public-will all be the losers if such legislation is allowed to pass.

The American motion picture industry reaches across the entire
fabric of our country's economic, cultural and social life. As my
colleagues in the industry will demonstrate here today, the movie
indutr is vitally important for the economic well-being of many
hundreds of thousands of American workers and taxpayers. And I
would like to point out that what we are talking about is not limited
to a single region of the United States. Motion picture production
is no longer confined to Hollywood and Burbank-but reaches across
the country.

At a meeting recently held in Denver, Colo., called by the Governor
of Colorado, 28 States sent representatives of their film councils to
the meeting. There they voiced their strong concerns about the
pending legislation before this committee. They have joined forces
with us on this issue because they recognize that the loss of risk
capital means a further loss of film production in their States.

For example, the great States of Colorado, Arizona, Louisiana,
Georgia, Texas, New York, Ohio, Oregon, and others have, in recent
years, seen millions of dollars enter their communities through
motion picture production.

The higher earnings being reported in the industry by various
companies are misleading and have, by and large, been generated
by a handful of pictures like "Jaws," "The Towering inferno,"
"Earthquake," and a few others. These figures also include the
revenues that were received from sources other than motion pictures,
particularly in companies that are broadly diversified or those which
are part of larger conglomerates.

But the motion picture companies who are virtually entirely
dependent on motion picture production and its byproducts have
suffered severely in recent years.

The number of pictures produced has been reduced drastically.
When more than 400 features were distributed about 20 years ago-
that number has dropped to approximately 180 in 1975. This pro-
duction would have been further reduced if not for outside financing
that has been encouraged by current tax incentives.

These tax incentives are now in jeopardy and could eliminate
independent financing and investment in pictures. With the knowl-
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edge that production is iow at its lowest point, the inability to
have access to such money will further jeopardize the economy.

Theaters have already been badly hurt--labor is being destroyed
in the process. Hopefully, after hearing my colleagues, you will have
a better understanding of our situation and, if possbile, will help us
eliminate the present chaos that exists in many quarters of our
industry.

If you will permit me but another moment, I would like to point
' out that all major countries are today offering substantial subsidies

and emoluments to induce American producers and -creative talent
to their shores. Also bear in mind that the motion picture industry
has earned more than $500 million annually abroad, and has returned
approximately $375 million in favorable trade balance to our country.

The words "tax shelters" have taken on an ominous note. Actually,
what we are recommending is that investment in film retain the same
incentives accorded venture capital investments in other areas of
the economy. The Government will not be deprived of a single
dollar of tax revenues. Instead, under our industry proposal,
additional tax revenues will be created.

We want to keep our production here, utilizing American labor,
not only in Hollywood, but in ma4'y States throughout the country.
We have the talent, the technicians-and the audiences ready to see
our product. But a healthy motion picture industry is dependent on
the availability of risk capital. And our industry is united on this
issue because its very life depends on it.

Thank you.
At this time, I would like to introduce Burt Marcus. Mr Marcus

'will present the views of the industry in greater detail and in turn
will be followed by other members of our panel.

Mr. MARCUS. Mr. Chairman, Senators, 21/2 years ago we were
faced with a dramatically declining production schedule and dramat-
ically declining employment that followed it, simply because the cost
of production and cost of marketing had not increased but had multi-
plied several times and because those costs had strained every avail-
able traditional capital source.

We looked for other ways to finance production. We had to attract
outside venture capital. We did not want to do tax shelter invest-
ments. We wanted outside venture capital. We did not utilize any
special statutory provisions that accelerated deductions. Those were
not there. We rationally worked out ways of financing film.We are not complaining about limiting abuses that may have arisen
in the context of that financing. We very much want those abuses
to be reformed. However, we feel as though the means and end of that
method of reform in the House bill have become confused.

In our financing, we do not happen to have accelerated statutory
deductions. When somebody purchases a picture from us, they amor.
tize the cost directly in proportion to the income that they receive
from the picture. But we were stuffed into the LAL provision that
has been designed to take care of situations where there was an ac-
celerating of deductions through statutory provisions in relation to
20- to 30-year assets.
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We had none. That was easy to surmount; it was surmounted by
saying that in the case-of film, all deductions shall be deemed to be
accelerated deductions. We do not really think that is fair. We know
that we need the money. What we see in the House bill is not a
method to reform the abuses but a method of killing the availability
of money.

Now, this money is terribly important money. So is the Treasury's
money important money. We believe that the estimate that the Treas-
ury has given is that there is a loss of $31 million simply has no basis
in fact. We think we can demonstrate it to you.

In the context of the investment that we have attracted on the
first 13 films that we have done, the investor will over a relatively
short time span, pay more in taxes than they have deducted. That is
not really a tax shelter situation. We know that the money that we
attract goes directly and immediately into the economy, into jobs. We
know that 70 cents of every dollar that we attract in this venture
capital to our business goes immediately into production, immediately
into wages. That is 70 cents of every dollar. That is only a part of
the story, though.

If we can attract $15 million to make additional new pictures, the
effects on the Treasury and the economy are very favorable. And we
are talking of new films not about supporting on the market of
buildings that are already up: We are talking about money for in-
cremental production and jobs. If we can attract that and we do
nothing more than break even, we will generate about $35 million of
film recitals for the distributor. Although we have only broken even,
in addition because we only get 40 cents of every dollar that comes
into the box office, $55 million or so will remain in the local com-
munities and cities in this country. That happens within the 2, 3, 4
years of the time that the money comes to us.

Now, let us analyze what has happened. Our market will be elimi-
*nated; our money market availability of these funds will be elimi-
:nated by the House bill if it is sustained. In an industry that is al-
ready very highly concentrated-there are perhaps six ma]or studios
;which produce about half of the films-you will find greater con-
"centration.

Banks will not lend capital for films; certainly not unless the
borrower is a very large organization. What about the independent
film makers who have to scratch together enough money so that
they can continue filming. They have to go to nontraditional sources
to get risk capital, risk capital that will finance quality production
films.-These are films like "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," and
others which the major companies refused to do because they didn't
think they were commercially viable.

Independent producers are the people who took the risk and made
the decision to make the film. How much has that generated for our
economy apart from the $2 million that was spent to make the film?
I think we must analyze the means in relations to the ends.

The abuses that are being potentially used in this type of financing
are simply a function of two elements. These are the degree leverage
and the period before loan repayment. If the period before the loan
repayment-the period of deferral, or the degree of leverage are
abnormally extended an abuse and a tax shelter may be created.
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It is easy to eliminate the abuse. We have proposed and we have
tried to get people to at least require that a minimum investment
must be put in in cash dollars, perhaps 25 percent or the cost of the
film, require that all borrowings be repaid within 5 years after the
film is released and require that in order to get any tax incentive
on these films that it be produced in the United States, where it
does create jobs.

If that were done, the LAL provision would not offend us. The
"at risk" provision offends us because we have been singled with two
other areas in the entire economy as economic periods. We do not
think a revolutionary reshaping of a fundamental provision of the
statute, should be shoved in under the emotionally charged guise
of eliminating a tax shelter, is fair-and in this case the tax shelter
does not really exist, it is even less reasonable.

Finally, I just want to say that we face enormous competition from
abroad that is directly subsidized. Nonetheless, we bring back half
a billion dollars a year in foreign exchange. This is enormously
valuable to our country in bringing- our culutre to other countries
and bringing our culture abroad and selling a lot of our products,
and I think that we ought not to be discriminated against in the
pending legislation.

Now, I would like to introduce Walter Diehl, to speak in behalf
of the production workers in our industry.

Mr. DIEHL. I am Walter F. Diehl, international president of the
IATSE, which has 61,000 members. I am also speaking today on
behalf of the Hollywood Film Council, an organization representing
27 unions and guilds involved in motion picture production in
California.

At one time, Hollywood reigned as the major film-producing
capital of the world. Enough films were produced to give the public
a weekly change of double bills. Annual production reached an
average of 500 films during the 1930's, 475 in the 1940's, while 425
films were produced in 1950.

Film production continued to decline when only 350 films were
produced on the average in the beginning of the 1950's, and a sharp
decline took place in 1958 with a production output of 241, which
was a drop of 59 films from 1957. Since 1958, production has con-
tinuously declined at an alarming pace, to the point that only 180
films were released in the United States in 1975, and not all of these
were made in the United States.

The 180 films made last year were produced for the same amount
of dollars-as the 425 films in 1950. As of March 5, only 18 films were
in -production in this country this year.

)ue to the development of technology in the motion picture in-
dustry, the technician spends less time on a motion picture produc-
tion-and this technology which makes the American film the m6t
respected on the world markets is vital to our national resources.,
No matter how small the production, technology has and will always
play an important part in film production.

It is also vital to note that our technicians employed in the industry
are seasonal workers; there is less work in the summer months but
more in the autumn season which runs into early spring. But with
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less theatrical films being produced, even the seasonal work is in
doubt. And due to the lack of product, theaters throughout our
country are continuously crying for more product.

All the unions and guilds in the motion picture field each have a
large number of skilled professionals who are always ready to work
in film production, and when one looks at the unemployment statis-
tics, the industry's production, potential is not even being scratched.

Approximately 28,000 IATSE members are directly involved in
film production in- Hollywood and New York and 7 other major
centers of the United States. Of these, approximately 45 percent
are currently unemployed.

On behalf of the IATSE and the Hollywood Film Council unions
and guilds, and the film industry, we need stimulating action so that
we will not see a further decline of U.S. film production.

Our unions believe in tax reform. We believe that if there tre
abuses by a few individuals, these abuses should be rectified. Hcow-
ever, our industry needs the stimulus of risk capital if the produc-
tion of movies in America is to be maintained-and, hopefully, in-
creased.. Therfore, I urge this committee not to deprive our industry
of the tax incentives available to investment in other industries, as
suggested in the industry-supported proposal outlined here today.

Thank you.
In addition to what is set forth in the statement that I just sub-

mitted, I would like to draw your attention to the fact that bei.ause
of the vast improvement of motion pictures and the technological
changes, it is now possible to make a feature picture strictly within
a studio, because, as you were told, the number of studios in Holly-
wood has shrunk to six major studios.
. There are rental properties in the citv of New York. We (to not
have a real motion picture facility in New York, and there is no
real 'motion picture studio as such. Most of the stuff in New York is
done on location, on the streets of the city, in various other areas,
and this is why the production is now spreading to all parts of the
United States.

Production, as you know, has now been spread throughout the
various areas. A great number of the States that you gentlemen rep-
resent are also being used as these locatiol.s.

I have just been told that I am 2 minutes over my time, rnd with
that, I would like t6 introduce to you Mr. Sam Robert, a member of
our organization.

Mr. ROBE-RT. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am Sam Robert,
executive coordinator of the National Conference of Motion Picture,and Television Unions. Mv colleague. Walter Diehl. has already out-
lined the effects that further reduction of film production here in
America will have upon the workers in our craft unions.

Kathleen Nolan will. I am sure, develop this point further when
she testifies on the effects declining production will have on the talent
guild members. Accordingly, I would like to restrict my very brief
remarks to another aspect-of this situation, one that working men
and women are not supposed to be concerned about, but which deeply
troubles us..
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It seems odd to me that we fail to recognize the unique character
of our American movies. For years they rave told the story of the
,American democracy to the entire world. They have shown the
glories of our culture and the seamy side as well. They have shown us
in all lights, the good and the bad. I believe people throughout the
world respect us for it. When an American film is critical of America,
it is living proof that America is still a haven for the free expression
of ideas.

We tend to think of movies as a strictly commercial enterprise in,
much the same way that we think of the auto industry, meatpacking,
real estate, oil and gasoline. I am afraid that that is the way it has
been considered in the tax reform bill. We forget sometimes that the
box office is not simply a cash register. It is a transfer for something
very special in the life of our people.

Most'couintiries of the world consider movies to be important to the
cultural and artistic life of the country that gives them birth. They
are also ambassadors to the rest of the world. Movies, as you have
been told, are even subsidized by the governments of these countries.
Too often we are overlooked in our own country, and for over 50,
years the movies have not only provided entertainment and stimulat-
ing interests for all of America, but have told the story of Americani
democracy and the American ability to the rest of the world.

Our movies enter almost every nation in the world and reach the
masses of these countries and continue to make friends and continue
to convey to the world the vitality of the democracy in our way of life.
And what, a better way, -as we enter our country's bicentennial year,
than to. reaffirm the democratic principles on which our Nation is
founded.

It is with these considerations, along with the economic factors
which have already been pointed out, that we would ask that you
consider the needs and value of the tax incentives from the motion
picture creation to continue to produce.

To supply our own people and audiences around the world with
our pictures, we must continue to have assistance, especially to en-
courage new young people, young film makers, to enter the field of
production who can bring us some fresh, new, and creative pictures.

This is my final point: At a time when we have seen the growth
of monopolies and conglomerates, here is an industry which is still
open and which, in fact, has to be opened to the independent entre-
preneurs with drive and imagination to make it on their own initia-
tive and create mobility.

Isn't that what America* is all about, Mr. Chairman and Senators
and the committee? By all means, let us have a tax reform bill that
makes certain that everybody in this country, millioifiaire or working
(man, pays his fair share of taxes. Yes, let's plug up the tax shelters
that help the wrong people, but do not let us throw this precious
baby out along with the dirty water.

Let us remember, as Barbara Streisand pointed out at a recent
testimonial to the great director, Villiam Wilder, that the American
motion picture industry is an American institution.

Let. us hold it up, sustain it, encourage it and support'it.
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I would like to introduce Mr. Phillip Roth, who is the board chair-
rdii of the National Association of Theatre Owners.

Mr. ROTI. Phillip Roth writes the dirty books. My name is Paul
Roth.

About 30 years ago I had the pleasure of managing a theaterout
in Virginia named after your late father and family. Today I am
the chairman of the board of directors of the National Association
of Theatre Owners, which represents two-thirds of the theatres in
question.

Our president was to be here with me today, and he expresses his
regret that he could not be. He asked me that I may say a word to
ou in your deliberations on the tax legislation, particularly in the

form presented by the House of Representatives, because it has a
serious impact on the Nation's theaters.

Our theaters represent an investment of approximately $5 billion,
currently employing approximately a quarter of a million people
with an annual payroll of about $1.4 billion every year.

We went through our hard times in the late forties with the advent
of television and some other problems. Just recently, we have been
able to see a resurgence in attendance, where it has now gotten us
to the point that we are entertaining approximately 20 million
Americans a week, not exactly the 80 million that we were able to enter-
tain in the late forties, but a resurgence from our low point.

We know that the resurgence is directly attributable to three
things: first, to the American public's continuing love affair with
motion pictures; the second, the fine films that have been made in the
last few years by old and young, established and new film makers
alike; and, finally, by the millions of dollars that theater owners
have put into new theaters in new communities and the refurbishing
of old theaters in the established communities.

The key to all that is obviously film, at Mr. Diehl said. Twenty-five
years, 450 pictures; last year. 180. A great many of those 180 were
made possible by the laws which exist today. These laws allowed the
attraction of risk capital in the production of motion picture, and
permitted a number of independent competitors to risk capital and,
as we understand it, an opportunity to compete for capital, which
would be denied them, or serious curtailed by the House's version
of the bill which you are considering.

We feel that it would be disastrous, though, as theater owners,
and we feel that our theaters are Ipaying $16 million to State and
localities in admission taxes alone, and that is nothing compared to
our local, real estate, personal property and sales taxes.

We also have our corporate taxes, and what-have-you. Our payroll
is directly taxable, and it is going to carry a quarter of a million
Americans, who are largely job workers, older citizens, or family
breadwinners who are hit by inflation and find night and weekend
operation of theaters one of the few ways they have to augment their
incomes.

Of the films that we now have that were completed or partially
financed by capital attracted by tax incentives, to which we have ben
entitled, we know that we spent approximately $90 million at the

U; -
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local level in newspaper, radio, and television, billboads, and what-
have-you. We feel that we serve our community, not only in terms
of the number ol dollars that we put in or the number of jobs that
we offer, but we think that we offer one of the few accessible and
reasonable low-cost forms of entertainment and diversion in the
United States that is available, particularly to middle-income fam-
ilies who populate the thousands of communities which we serve.

I do not want to belabor the same points or attitudes that the other
speakers will make. I will say that you cannot put spaghetti through
a motion picture projector. Most of the time if you do not have film,
you close up or curtail, or you are forced to resort-to cheap ex-
ploitations and foreign quickfes. There is some serious question there,
whether or not you are, in fact, able to serve your community.

Motion pictures have been considered to be a legitimate source of
risk capital. For the reason that we cannot fathom, the House would
strip away that group of producers who go into the market and
compete for that capital. We think it would be disastrous. It would
be disastrous to our audiences and to our employees, and would eil-
danger an American art form. We think that it is completely unfair
in tevins of our relations with other industries.

So, in those terms, we commend closing the loopholes. assuming
there are any, and encouraging domestic producers, which is des-
perately needed to employ our talented people. It is important thlat
you do, in fact, retain the incentives for the investment of risk
capital in the production of motion pictures.

We thank you very much.
I would like to introduce Mr. D'Inzillo.
Mr. D'INZIL.LO. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I

should like to make some brief remarks about some of the factors in-
volved which do not readily appear on the surface and are not too
commonly known.

I would like to say at the outset, in my home State of New York
we are now in the process of trying to get our Governor to do what
the State Governor of Texas did sometime ago in establishin,. a
State film commission to attract a lot of motion picture production).
and the State of Texas has been doing a remarkable job.

My name is Steve D'Inzillo, and I am chairman of the East Coast
Council. of Motion Picture Unions, which is made up of regional
representatives from various locals encompassing cameramen, editors,
studio mechanics, cartoonists, film laboratory technicians, and pro-
jectionists.

T am also the business manager for the Projectionists Union. Local
306. Those of you who are Democratic Senators. and who will comie
to New York for the Democratic Convention will be able to see first-
hand some of the things I want to point out as happening to theaters
and communities in New York. particularly the midtown area right
near where your convention will be as a result of the shortages of
motion picture films, theatrical films. As a consequence a lot of
theaters are doing a lot of things that they would not otherwise do.

First, I would like to touch on the fact. that even in a city like
New York, motion picture production itself is an important job fac-
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tor. When we speak of motion picture production, we do not always
think of all the facilities required to produce a film, all of which
increase jobs, or decreases them if there are not pictures in produc-
tion; particularly, things like film processing, labs, which we call
recording studios.

There is also equipment and rental services and rental studios. It
New York, we only have a very few small ones and they are empty
for lack of production. The technical houses and the special effects
houses are also affected. What happens when we have a tremendous
slowdown in production, we do not use as much stock, and it has its
effect in faraway places, such as the Eastman Kodak Co. and the
du Pont Co., who are the principal producers of raw stock. When
the industry slows down, employment stops there, too.

I think a very big point should be made of the fact that if this
bill passes as it is, it will tend to encourage monopolies in our in-
dustry. Only the bigger, financially sound companies will be produc-
ing pictures. The smaller companies and independent producers will
not be able to do so.

Risk capital comes too high. One independent producer who was
trying to get far less than $500,000 was complaining of the fact that
he had been asked to pay as high as 25 percent interest to get the
money.

Another aspect that will affect jobs and job potential if this bill
passes, will be a return to a practice that existed prior to the present
statute's enactment: namely that a lot of production will go overseas.
Our unions fought bitterly with the producers in this country for
going overseas, even though we did not understand the tremendous
financial pressures that existed for them to do so, but it cost us jobs,
and we do not want to see a return to that situation.

Now, producers do not start out to make a bad picture, but the
fact is that the harder money is to come by and the more it costs,
the tendency is to restrict the budget for the picture, and in cutting
costs, a very good investment will turn out very often to become,
unhappily, a bad picture.

A lot of theaters are running reissues excessively. Now, we are
coinlaining about reruns on television. The same thing is happening
in the theaters and this is a case simply because there are no new
pictures to use. MIanv pictures that should oily rin : week are
running 2, 3. and in some cases, 4 weeks simply because there are no
pictures to follow.

In the heart of Times Square the De Mille Theater, a beautiful
theater, is closed now for 9 months. The particular membership of
my local union recently authorized me to make special deals with
some exhibitors in order to reopen it. It has gotten to that point.

The Music Hall, known throughout the Nation. now has a regular
Tolicy of dispensing of the running of motion pictures for close to
3 months per year. simply because there are not enough theatrical
films of good enough quality to play at the Music Hall. This factor
has taken a tremendous number of jobs away from us, particularly
in the motion picture profession.

There were 15 .000 theaters in the country that employed over
30,000 people. Now, with automation, there are less than 18,000 with
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one man running several theaters. For us, it means jobs and we urge
the committee to change that portion of 10612 which will enable the
industry to have this tax deferral.

I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, for going over my time.
I would like to introduce Mr. Alan J. Hirschfield, the president

and chief executive officer of Columbia Pictures Industries.
Mr. HIRsHFIELD. I am Alan J. Hirshfield, the president and chief

executive officer of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.
I joined this company some 3 years ago. When I joined the com-

pany, we had a studio and distribution organization that cost us
about $20 million to keep in business. In order to accomplish this,
we had to produce a minimum of some $40 million worth of produc-
tion within a given 12-month period. That was at a time when we had
a maximum of $25 million of our own money and we had to try to
come up with a production program, and this meant a minimum of
about $15 million in outside financing to have a complete schedule
which would put us back in a profitable direction.

Without that additional money, we would have been forced to
abandon our production distribution business and go out of business
as a major film producer in the United States. We were able to raise
this money even with the enormous debt load and horrendous balance
sheet situation only because of the ayailability of the tax deferral
mechanism, and the moneys that came as a result of it, which would
be eliminated under the bill now pending before this committee.

In short, if the House bill were now law, we would have been a
bankrupt company. This is a company that made "Bridge Over the
River Kwai", "The Guns of Navarrone", and is a company which I
think over the years has received great critical acclaim.

Now, we have not had duplication of that record. Instead, we did
raise that money and we were able to make "Funny Lady." We were
able to make in New York a new movie by Woody Allen and we
were able to make in Louisiana, "Hard Times", and we were also
to make a movie in Connecticut called the "Stepford Wives." We
were also able to make in Arizona a film called "W"hite Line Fever".
and another picture in Texas.

Mr. Marcus alluded to a picture, "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest". which in our genius we passed up, because we did not think
there was any market for it. That picture was made possible by out-
side investors. Financially, it will gross somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of $25 to $30 million, and the foreign gross will be in excess
of $10 million.

We fail to see where the Treasury loses money in that kind of a
situation. Sixty-two other films were made recently based on this
kind of financing.

As my colleagues have noted, moviemaking has become a national
business. Eighty percent of the films that are made today are made
on location. They are not made at the studio. Twenty-eight States
have developed film commissions, which have been referred to before.

In regard to subsidizing, in terms of foreign opportunities, we
have that as an alternative.

It is interesting to know that. in a recent white paper prepared
by the Labour Government in Great Britain, the recommendation
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was made that in order to help the declining production in tie
United Kingdom, the tax financing advantages used in the United
States be introduced in that country.

I think what we do is not a "ripoff", as some people have sug-
gested. Our investors this past year put in some $16 million in in-
vestments; they will get back over $18 million. I do not see how the
Treasury loses, but it can only profit in this kind of a circumstance.
Jobs were created and retained at the local level, and as a company,
we are still in business.

We ask you to give us the same opportunities as the groups that
have come here, in terms of tax treatment. It is my privilege now to
introduce Miss Kathleen Nolan, who is the president of the Screen
Actors Guild.

Miss NOLAN. Thank you.
I would just like to say that for a group of gentlemen who are

not actors, you do go on for a long time. I can understand it because,
as Mr. Jaffe said, it is the first time that the industry has come to-
gether in a very real way. We may have our differences, which we
settle through collective bargaining, but on this issue we are all
united.

I am an actress, but I come to you today" not only as one who has
spent her life as all actress from the age' of 13 months old. but as
the president of the Screen Actors Guild, the national president. I
represent an organization that has 32,000 professional actors across
this country. I think that we have clearly defined ourselves, not only
by our work but by the conditions of our work.

Again. I find myself hearing Congress speaking against a plan
which will strengthen our group ,a1nd1 force tie serious actors to
accept poverty as a precondition of his or her profession.

.fany of you here in Washington have been concerned, as we all
have been about the 8.5 unemployment rate in this country. Well. I
am not only concerned about the 8.5 percent; I am concerned about
the 85 percent un-ml)loyment rate in the Screen Actors Guild. It is
a staggering statistic, and there is a great myth about the motion
picture actors.

Contrary to thaf- myth, they are not all millionaires. There are
not too many milioiw'es among us. only a few. Those .ive the oe s
that you read about. That is what they write about but they do not
write about the 81.5 percent that made below poverty level last. year.

We could talk about that, too. Were they all on the unemployment
line? Not all of them; a lot of them were working as waitresses or
gas station attendants, or at various other jobs. I think that is a
shame. I think it is bad. I speak not only for the actors today, but
I also speak for the Writers Guild of America and the Directors
Guild of America. for all of the creative guilds that work ill the
motion picture industry.

I would also say that we probably promote our own myth in this
regard: next. Monday night we will be at the Academy Awards in
our rented dresses, rented tuxedos, and our rented cars. All we will
be showing to the billions of people around the world is that all is
well in Hollywood and all is well in "Tinsel Town."
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I can assure you that is a fantasy. The reality is that it is not well.
If this legislation is passed, it is going to be even worse.

We rely on two major industries for our employment. One is the
motion picture industry and the other is the television industry.
Well, if you watch television, which some of us work in and sonie
of us cannot really stand to watch any more, you see that there has
been a decline in the television product.

I did a television series many years ago, which I hope somebody
remembers, called, "The Real McCoys." We did 39 episodes and there
were 13 summer reruns. Someone in the television network decided
that it would be a terrific idea to give the American public more
reruns. So he cut it from 32 to 30, then 26, then 22. It looks like in
the new season most of the shows will be 17 and the balance will be
reruns.

Then, there was another external power, the FCC. In their great
wisdom, they decided that they would impose a prime time access
rule so that there would be more diversity in programing. What that
has produced is foreign-made shows and mind-numbing game shows,
and that is what we are giving people on television.

If we do not do something about this legislation, what will be
given in the motion picture industry will be just a few choices. We
will be given just what the major studios can afford to take a chance
on, and none of the marginal kind of films that have been referred to
before, such as "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," which was an
extraordinary film about men in a hospital ward.

Certainly, women have disappeared off the American screen. Films
witl minorities would not be made. We will just be blowing up
,buildings and the artists of this country will merely be stage weights
between the sound of guns and the blazing sirens, and I do not think
it is really fair to our artists.

The appalling thing is that in every civilized country around the
world there. is support for the artist and for the motion picture
industry. They have minister of culture and they also have incen-
tives for the motion picture industries. We have none of that; we
are not even asking for a plan, or any kind of a plan such as they
have in the rest of the world. We are just asking you n6t to take away
what we already have.

Indeed, we are saying. "Let's clean it. up and let's stop abuses,
and let's stop confusing the American artists, the American writers,
directors, with the makers of pornography."

We are not in the business of making pornography. Professional
actors, writers, and people at this table are interested in making
distinguished films and we are joining with the rest of the industry
in asking that the tax deferrals remain. We are asking for the same
treatment. that is available to other businesses, and we are asking
that. we be allowed to maintain this risk capital.

We are asking that in this computerized competitive society, that
you recognize that the American film industry is important, and
that the tax shelters, as we understand it, are a ripoff. But we do not
consider that a tax deferral incentive for financing motion pictures
is a ripoff.
f
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We ask for your help and your support.
Thank you.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. [presiding]. I want to thank each of

you. It has been a very interesting panel and I think that this com-
mittee is learning a great deal about the motion picture industry
today.

Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRTis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Marcus, if I understand the problem that you have described

here today, and you correct me if I am wrong, under the existing
law an individual might have $10,000 to put into a film, but he
borrows $50,000 more, and so that is $60,000 expended in the early
stages of the production for wages and all other expenses of pro-
ducing a picture. And under the existing law-and therefore this
film shows a loss, because he has spent $10,000 of his own money,
and he has borrowed $50,000, and that has all gone out, and there are
no returns coming in, so the mode of businesses operating take a loss,
and that loss can be taken by the investor by whatever income he
has: is that correct?

Mr. MARCUS. Yes, it is.
Senator CURTIS. Now, what the House bill would do would throw

this into LAL, and that you continue to take that loss all the time
that this money is flowing out, but it would have to go into the LAL
process and be delayed?

Mr. MARCUS. Yes; that is correct. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. And that is what would shut off your risk capital?
hr. MARCUS. Yes; that is part of what would shut off the risk

capital.
You see, when a lawyer goes out and works for a year and a half

or 2 years on a case, he is incurring expenditures, for associates that

work for him. staff, rents on his office, and under the cash basis ac-
counting he deducts those expenditures. That is the way the cash
basis accounting works. In 2 years, or 3 years, or 4 years, when he
wins a large settlement and gets a good fee, he takes it into his in-
come and that is the cash basis accounting also.

So in our transactions, when somebody who does not own a picture
furnishes the financing and services of producing the film and ex-
1neds the money in the course of produlction. he dedlucts the expend-
iturn part of the money. and tlbt is his own money plus; the part
of the money that is borrowed. The borrowed money must inevitably
come back into the income at the maturity of the loan.

We are suggesting that that maturity should not extend beyond 5
years after release of the film, simply to avoid the serious leverage
and deferral situation.

You know, in real estate. 10-to-1 is the common ratio. We are sug-
gesting for you to shorten the leverage, make it smaller, require real
cash dollars to go into jobs, perhaps 25 percent of the cost of the film.
That will increase the jobs directly.

Senator CuRTis. What you are saying is that if there are some
angles of abuses, you are making these suggestions as a way to clear
those up.
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Mr. MARCUS. We would like them to be cleared up because we
really do have a responsible industry.

Senator CURTIS. Do you subscribe to the theory that your industry
operates as a tax shelter?

Mr. MARCUS. No, it does not. When we went out-and as Mr.
Hirschfield suggested-and had to accommodate a $15 million need
based on tax shelter. Nobody can profit from our business deals based
on taxes. Anybody who went into it for profit solely from taxes would
have lost a lot of money.

If the suggestions that we are making here were adopted, it would
be perfectly clear that nobody should be going into it just for tax
shelter income; they should be going into it as a very risky entre-
preneurial investment basis. To accommodate that risk, if you will,
they should have the normal deductions.

Senator CURTIS. I am in accordance with the position that you
take here.

Senator Kennedy appeared before this committee a week ago, and
I am reading from his testimony. "Tax shelters have become a new
American way of life for wealthy individuals in this country in tax
brackets of 50 percent or higher. There is hardly an area of the
economic life that tax shelters have not infected in recent years. They
are used in farming from cattle to azalea bushes, they are used in
drilling for oil and gas; they are used in motion pictures, from
family-oriented films to hardcore pornography."

Do you wish to make any comment in reference to his statement
as it pertains to the film business?

MI. MA RCUS. I appreciate the opportunity, Senator.
Initially, I think we have to say that in a system where 50 cents

of every $1 earned is taken by the Goverrnment, if you wish to induce
somebody to invest the other 50 percent, you cannot say to them that
you can invest 50 percent, but if you win. one-half of that is aoin(g
to be taken; if you lose, you are not going to get any benefit for it,
either.

Additionally, the concept that this money is used for pornograplhv
is nothing more than cheap shibboleth. Pornography comes in 95
l)'peont of the situatiolls to a th iter wNi. because of the unavail-
ability of quality products. the theater owners cannot attract suffi-
cient people to meet his obligations. When he cannot attract that
sufficient number 6f people, he turns to much more reliable sources
and that is pornography

By the way, much of that pornography is manufactured abroad,
and we suggest that the deductions only be available for United
States production. That was the second point.

Third, this is entrepreneurial venture capital. All of the incentives
T have talked to induce people to risk money in our economy. If
the incentives are taken away. where does the money go? It goes into
the banks; it goes into Washington. The banks do not invest in
entrepreneurial situations. Banks do not take a heavy risk. The only
person drying up the entrepreneurial capital helps is the person who
has a large amount of his own capital and hence larger availability
of capital from traditional capital suppliers, for example, banks.
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If the entrepreneur cannot get risk capital to go into something
new, the only place that the new idea can be brought is to the large
institutions. That is because it has $18 billion in assets and is able
to take a risk, and it can offset all of the losses against its income be-
qwuse it is so complex that nobody is ever going to find out, even if
the law were in existence to prevent it, which it does not.

I think that we have to look at the value of movies in our economy
und the historical role that the entrepreneurial capital has played
in our economy, and the importance that it will continue to play.
Why should we take an industry like our fine industry, which is the
high standard in the. world, and say that it is going to be made an
economic pariah for investment?

_ In Canada, they have enacted legislation so that an individual
can deduct the entire cost of purchasing Canadian film in the years
of the investment to stimulate Canadian production. England has
sul~sidized and is looking for more of the major companies from
around the world and also our film industry, by the way, to subsidize.

Ours, which has the best and finest technicians and the finest per-
formers in the world, is being shut off by legislation.

Senator CURTIs. I appreciate your comment.
I think the panel has done a very fine job. I would like to ask you

if what the House has done becomes law, will it add to revenues in
the United States Treasury? Will it increase employment in the
United States? Will it promote business?

Mr. MARCUS. If what the House has adopted becomes law, it will
cut production, cut employment, cut revenues to the treasury, and
is economically unsound in any long-range view at all.

Senator CURTIS. It has been a very splendid panel.
If I were to criticize it at all, it would be that where you enum-

crated all the places where you have motion picture activity going
on. you had a quorum of this committee, but you left out the choicest
place.

Senate" Lnnv F. Byrim. Jr. Did ninv of your colleagues bave an
opportunity to present your viewpoint before the House Ways and
Means Committee

Mr. MA.ctrs. Senator Bvrd, as yoi have heard, the industry is not
a traditionally organized industry. It was only when the horror of
the House bill and its effects became apparent that we were able to
get ourselves united. Unfortunately, we did not at that time.

enator, I 1,v F. Brnn. Jr. So tle Touse committee acted without
the benefit of the viewpoint of the industry which is being affected
by this?

Air. JAFFE.. Yes: thet is correct.
Srnator TL1mn F. B niz. Jr. Senator Bviintson
SenIator' BEXT.EN. "I'lak 'o vvrv nI, Mt. (mu'i,'mn.V
T find the testimlOnV very iit(,r'Pstillr. It tertaintly shows tlo v"lie

of the industry. but I never lhad any question about that. My dis-
appointment is that you have not gone into more detail as to what
tax abuses have occurred and what we can do about them.

T am interested in trying to have equity in the tax system. Now,
I have no doubt at all about the various ways in which your industry
makes a contribution to our country in the way of culture and em-
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ployment. But I assume that the tax inequity and the problems come
about because of overuse of nonrecourse financing. I would guess
that it's a question of leverage and how far that is used.

As I understand your proposal, it is one that Would provide a
minimum of 25 percent equity in the deal. I would like a few more
comments on that. I would like to know what you think we ought
to be doing to eliminate the abuses.

N1'. MARCUS. First of all, a large portion of the abuses are these
transactions that are really economic shams. They have no economic
relevance to the world. Somebody will buy right in the United States
a foreign film that has no value for $5,000. They sell it for $150,000
in hand and another $1,400.000 in a nonrecourse vote, when everyone
knows that the value of that foreign language film is commercial
exhibition in the United States is zero.

That is nonsense. That is not a viable transaction on an economic
basis. There should be no incentive. It does not help our economy.
It does not really do anything. It is- a sham.

All of the problems in this business in terms of abuses are func-
tions of two interacting things, the period to repay the amount of
the loan, at which time every bit of income must come and the degree
of leverage. By providing minimum in investment requirements for
example, 25 percent of the cost of film-and limitinm- the perinvl of
deferral-for example, 0.5 from the first commercial exhibition. These
things can be eliminated. IWe have worked very hard to take away
that leverage, to take away the long-te, rm deferral.

So there is no way that somebody who has any sophistication could
go into a transaction until they thought they could profit by whatever

-incentives exist by virtue of the cash methods that, exist for every
otherr business. This (loes not accelerate any of these things. It really
is a real economic transaction and that has been proved.

In how many tax shelter areas that yol have talked about are
there situations where within 5 years that the investor will profit in
terms of a million dollars? These are economic transactions of in-
vestors investing in excess of $150,000. They are, advised by the best,
lawyers and they are advised by the best accountants. They are not
going to go in solely for tax benefits that really are of themselves
illusory in terms of *profit potential. There is no way to profit solely
from taxes.

We also wanted these incentives only for domestic productions,
for honest productions to keel) jobs- for our people.

Senator BENTSE N. At least 80 percent would have to be.
Mr. M,\ncuTs. Eighty 1)ercent here.
Senator BENTSEN. Recapture in 5 years.
Mr. MARCUS. Five years. That would be deductions taken into

income in that time period. You see, LAL was for a long term, net
the 20-year, 30-year period and a.long-term mismatching of income
and deductions. It maybe is fai' in that context the accelerated de-
ductions-for example taxes and interest during construction-are
used to create long-term mismatching of deductions and income. You
can deduct them before income is produced and you get 20 years or
more income thereafter. It is the same with real estate, the same with
construction. By statute, they are deductible. You still come out
with 20- or 30-yea'r assets.
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In a film in our transaction, 100 percent of whatever income could
be realized will come in in 5 years. That is not a long deferral.

Senator BEINTSEN . I think you have made a good point. Getting
bank financing for this type of thing today, witN the problems the
banks have had in trying to clean up their tax shelters, they are not
going to keep making this type of investment. This would limit pro-
duction to the very major companies.

Miss NoLAN. Right.
Mr. HIRSCHFIELD. Senator, if I may, also for some reason we have

been treated with the brush that every time the subject comes up,
some fellow will scream, "Pornography." So just for your knowl-
edge, the pornographic picture runs in the neighborhood of $25,000
to $75,000 to put together. I don't know of any that have been
financed with so-called tax deferral systems.

We would, if we could, suggest in a bill that their exclusion be
made but it is our understanding that this would abridge some of
the first amendment problems. So we cannot suggest it, but we would
like to suggest it as a practical matter. This is not going to curb the
making of pornographic films; it is not going to help pornographic
films.

I also want to make quite sure that it in no way bears any relation-
ship to what we consider the American film business to be.

Senator BF.NTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. The Senator from Maine, Mr.

Hathaway.
Senator HATAWAY. Thank you.
Mr. Marcus, you said that this is really not a tax shelter, yet right

here in Variety, February 25, this year, one article is entitled,
"Columbia Gets Credit Extension Dollars," and it suggests that
Columbia has relied on tax shelter financing. Then in another issue-
let's see-this is the same issue of Variety, there is an advertisement
here that goes like this, "Feature Length Hardcore Gay Film," U.S.
world rights available, tax shelter, million-dollar gross potential."
Also you mentioned the point that the movie industry was not doing
very well, yet the Wall Street Journal in August of last year says
in part--and I will put the whole article in the record:

"That at a time when corporation liquidation is under extreme
pressure, movies are reducing long-term and short-term debts." This
article goes on to say that movie companies are totally free of out-
standing bank debts. It gives MCA, Twentieth Century Fox, and
says that they are particularly strong.

It goes on to say that it is not 3ust because of the spectacular
movies that are being produced. I assume a lot of that is due to the
fact that you have a tax shelter provision that gives you an ad-
vantage over other businesses.

[The material referred to follows:]

MoTiow PicTuRE TAX STRUCTURE

SPOPULARITY OF MOVIE SHELTER

Business Week in its August 25. 1975 personal financial advice section fea-
tured a five page instructional article entitled "How to Invest in Movies." It
stated that in the last three years movie shelters have suddenly become so
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popular that about half of all fihus produced in the United States today are
financed through shelter partnerships: "you can Qften buy into a film partner-
ship for as little as $10,00(-somethnes as little as $5,000-and anyone in the
50% plus tax bracket ($44,000 a year) is a candidate.

"Most of these partnerships have involved big money-100,000 and up. But
more and more that is changing. 'Certainly million-dollar investors are needed,'
says New York film packager St-phen W. Sharmat, "but so is the $10,000 man.'
Sharmat has three partnership deals in the works: Breakheart Pass starring
Charles Bronson, Carmella with Liza Minelli and Ingrid Bergman, and The
Killer Elite with James Caan."

The Great Gatsby, For Pete's Sake, Fritz the Cat, Funny Lady, Shampoo,
Bite the Bullet,. and Day of the Locust have been among the more successful
shelter vehicles.

Since each feature movie usually costs anywhere from $1 million up to an
occasional $10 million or more to produce and only a few dozen features are
distributed each year the cost to the Treasury is less than other shelters. But
the availability of this exotic loophole to the wealthy few is being increasingly
publicized.

I. TWO BASIC TYPES OF FILM SHELTER

(1) Business Week extolled film shelters as follows:
"Before 1972, about the only time for individuals to invest in a film was after

it was finished, the original financing having been done by the banks, studios,
and distribution companies. Using an "amortization purchase," an investor-
as an individual or a partner in a syndicate-bought a capital asset (the film).
The tax break was the write-off over the seven-year life of the film. That form
of investing is still very much alive. What is new today, though, is the service
company partnership.

Such a partnership is formed before the film is ever made. And it contracts
not only to finance but also to produce the film, subcontracting the actual
movie-making chore to a production company and the distribution to a film
distributing company. Thus, what you buy is not a capital asset but a share
in what the Internal Revenue Service calls a "going trade or business."* What
makes the share so valuable is that the partners typically put up only 25%
in cash, borrowing the rest from a bank (Bank of America, First National
Bank of Boston, and Chemical Bank in New York are the big movie lenders),
but still can write off the entire cost of the film, usually within one year. The
result is a 400%-of-investment writeoff-a tax shelter that ranks with the
best that real estate, oil, or cattle ever offered.

,Furthermore, the promissory note that the partnership gives the bank in
return for the borrowed 75% is nonrecourse, meaning that it can be collected
solely from movie receipts and will not attach to the partners personally. "We
rely mainly on the credit worthiness of the film distributing company and
usually charge one or two points over the primate rate," explained a vice-
president of Chemical Bank.

If the picture fails to make a profit, you have your front-end tax advantage.
Whether it makes money or not, your deduction will eventually be recaptured
by the IRS, but not for several years. Usually the present value of the tax
shelter far outweighs the later tax.

If you are lucky and pick the one movie in 10 that becomes a real hit, you
may make a windfall. It happened to Daniel J. Riviera, a Seattle lawyer who
tired of the stock market in 1972 and got interested in films. Riviera bought a
10% share in a low-budget film called The Harrad Experiment. The movie did
well, and today Riviera says he will get back $100,000 for the $20,000 he put
up. "I was looking for a shelter and hoped I'd get my money back, too," he
explains. "I nearly fainted when the picture did so well."

The partnership acts just as a general contractor does in real estate con-
struction. It winds up with no ownership interest in the film which it has been
paid to put together.

(2) Business Week recommends: Consider the tax side. A production-service
investment is best in a year in which you have a big jump in income and can
benefit most from taking a very large write-off in that year. Conversely, an
amortization purchase spreads your tax benefit over seven years, with the
biggest advantage gained during the first three years.
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III. ADDITIONAL ABUSES

Forbes Magazine (August 15, 1974, "A Loophole for (Greedy) Pigs"), de-
scribed how the first type of shelter (purchase of a completed film) cau be
magnified :

Dirty Harry, the Danish porno master, makes Deep Audit for cheap and
decides to sell U.S. distribution rights for $200,000 cash. Up steps a tax-shelter
promoter and his wealthy limited partners. They. inflate the deal to their own
advantage.- On paper, they agree to pay Dirty lHarrV $2 million over 20 years.
Harry gets $200,000 as a cash down payment, plus a non-recourse note for the
remaining $1.8 million payable 'in 1994.. The note looks good, but it Is really
worthless and Harry knows, it. He would never be able to collect on it. Internal
Revenue does not know this. Exit Harry, happy with his $200,000 in cash.

Tie partners hurry to their nearest IRS office and, following federal require-
ments, forecast with a straight face that Deep Audit will earn at least the $2
million they paid Harry for the film rights.

Deep Audit does pretty good. That is, it earns the partners back the $200,000
cash they did put into it. But, why should they bother? Just to break even?
Because of the tax gimmick, of course. In theory the partners paid $2 million
for the movie. So, they have a loss of $1.8 million-in theory. On their Indi-
vidual income tax returns they write this off, saving themselves $900,000 in
taxes-assuming they are in a 50% bracket, more if they are in a higher
bracket. So, $200,000 gets them $1.1 million.

What about the note that Dirty Harry holds? Well, remember, that is a
nonrecourse note, and, since the filn only took in enough to repay the partners'
down payment, there isn't anything left for Dirty Harry to collect his note
against. The big payoff was made on the individual tax returns of the partners,
and Harry has no way of going after this. But Harry doesn't mind. He never
expected to collect.

How can anyone get away with this, what with all the auditing that goes
on these days? It's certainly like fraud. But how do you prove it? How do you
prove that the partners really weren't dumb enough to think Deep Audit could
do $2 million? Look at The Godfather, The Sound of Music, even Deep Throat.

IV. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF ASSET PURCHASE

(1) Purchase of the rights to a film within a specified territory (e.g. the
United States) is the purchase of an equity interest in a depreciable capital
asset.

(2) The partnership can write off as depreciation the entire amount paid
(including the portion paid for by issuing a note rather than cash) less sal-
vage, provided it can prove it did not pay more than the film could arguably
be worth. The possibly huge variation in revenues yielded by ostensibly similar
top grade films (from a few hundred thousand to over 100 million dollars)
facilitates exaggeration.

The factors to be considered are projections of potential revenue from the
film based on the story, the stature of the stars of the film, review of the
negative cost of the film, comparison of revenues of comparable pictures, con-
sultation with experienced motion picture distributors as to the value of the
film and their interest in distribution of the film, appraisal of fair market
value from experienced independent motion picture authorities showing a
reasonable chance of commercial success, certifications by the seller if he is
the producer of the actual production costs of the film and a comparison of
these costs with the purchase price, and independent parties engaging in arm's-
length negotiation and dealing.

(3) Film owners may choose the same accelerated method of depreciation
as other taxpayers. In addition they may use the Income forecast mc,:,od.
Here time deduction is computed by multiplying the cost of the film by a fraction
having a numerator equal to the net receipts from the film for the taxable year,
and having a denominator equal to the estimated total net receipts to be de-
rived from the film. For example, if a filn costing $1,800,000 has produced in
Its initial year net receipts from rentals after distribution fees and expenses
of $1,500,000 and it i.q expected that the film will produce total net receipts of
*",500,000 during the life of the filn, then the depreciation expenses would be
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$1,080,000, assuming there is no salvage value. The $1,080,000 is determinedas follows: $1,500,000 (net receipts from the film in taxable year) divided by
$2.500,000 (estimated net receipts to be derived during useful life) x $1,800,000
(cost) = $1,080,000.

This method could throw almost the entire writeoff into the first 2 or 3
years since by then, most films will have been fully exhibited and sold to
television.

(4) While the IRS had disallowed attempts to take the Investment credit
on films the Committee reports and floor debates accompanying the Revenue
Act of 1971 are now regarded as a clear indication of legislative intent to
allow the credit.

(5) Also under the 1971 law If the useful life of any asset for depreciation
is three years or more, one-third of the credit Is taken-if it is five years or
more, two-thirds-and if seven years or more 100%. The Conference Com-
inittee report states that as to films, if the income forecast method Is used,
the depreciation without affecting the credits* availability. If not more thal
76% is to written off over 3 years and not more than 97% is to be written off
over 5 years, the film will be deemed to have a 7 year life and qualify for
100% of the credit. If the write off is not more than 94% over 3 years, a 5 year
life is assumed-and hence, a two-thirds credit.

(6) Tie code allows no credit if an American made film is used predon-
inantly outside the United States but some purchasers of the rights to dis-
tribute foreign-made filns in the United States have claimed the credit on the
cost paid for negatives. Past proposals put before the Committee would limit
the credit to production costs incurred In the United States.
. (7) If the film is later sold outright, section 1245 recapture applies-i.e.
proceeds will be ordinary income up to the amount of all depreciation pre-
viously taken and only the remainder, if any, will be capital gains.

(8) The need to report this ordinary income can be postponed by continuing
to lease the film (or at least offering to lease it). This is done where the value
of the film has been inflated to boost the writeoff. Sooner or later it will become
app)arent that revenues will not be sufficient to pay off the note and the sup-
posed lender will have to foreclose on the due date. But responsible prac-
titioners have used notes with maturities of 10 years or more-often with
options for further renewal or extension-to postpone income recognition.

(9) The funds representing taxes saved as a result of the shelter can be in-
vested for 10 or 20 years. At 6% compounded interest a sum will triple in 20
years.

In past years the Committee considered the following illustration of the
value of deferral in a film shelter:

Cost (cash $200,000, mortgage $1,800,000) ....
Projected revenue over lifetime-
1st year:

Revenue ---------------------------------------------
Amortization -------------------------------------------
Tax deduction -----------------------------------------

2nd year:
Revenue -----------------------------------------------
Amortization -------------------------------------------
Tax deduction -----------------------------------------

Investment:
Cash --------------------------------------------------
Economic profit (all cash invested is lost because film is un-

successful at box office)
Tax loss -----------------------------------------------
Present value of tax benefits at 60 percent bracket. and 6 per-

cent interest -----------------------------------------
Am ount recaptured in 20 yrs -----------------------------
Present value of recapture at 60 percent bracket and 6 per-

cent interest----------------------------------------
Net tax benefit ----------------------------------------
Excess of tax benefit over lost investment -------------------

69-460-7---pt. 2-14

$2, 000, 000
500, 000

400, 000
1,600, 000

(1,200, 000)

100, 000
400, 000

(300, 000)

200, 000

(200, 000)
(1, 500, 000)

890, 000
1,300, 000

287, 000
603, 000
403, 000
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V. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF SERVICE PARTNERSHIP

(1) The service partner acts as a general contractor-just as a real estate con-
tractor. Neither takes title to any finished product-either a building or a film-so
no expenses need be capitalized. Each hires subcontractors, e.g. plumbers or
actors and producers, and immediately deducts all sums paid to them under the
cash method of accounting.

(2) The partnership gets a distributor to guarantee that it will pay a stip-
ulated price for a completed picture. Given this guarantee banks will loan the
partnership most of the funds to pay the subcontractors.

NEED FOR SUBSIDY

(1) Hollywood should follow the example of Broadway. As Business Week
noted :

The Broadway theater is booming. The 1974-75 season that ended last May
topped the previous season's take at the box office by nearly 18%. The gross
for Broadway itself plus shows on tour came to more than $108 million, the
highest ever. Anyone who wants a show business investment just might hit
it big by backing a straight play or a musical. In the bargain, you may even
make a break into the movies. A half-dozen Broadway shows each season are
made into movies. And you can take a shot at Broadway with as little as
$1500.

But investing in Broadway is not investing in Hollywood. The sharpest con.
trast: "Nobody has even been able to apply the leveraged tax-shelter idea to
the theater," says Morton Gottlieb, producer of such hits as Sleuth (three-year
stage run with profits of $2.6 million) and the smash, Same Time Next Year,
starring Ellen Burstyn.

"People invest in the theater on a straightforward basis," Gottlieb adds. "If
a show is a hit, they make money. If it fails, they write off their actual dollar
loss, nothing more."

(2) The Wall Street Journal, August 26, 1975, carried the following headline:

Movie Stocks Gain in Appeal as the Industry's
Improving Strength Points to Good Earnings

The Journal stated:
"Analysts credit the 'improving fundamentals' in the motion picture industry

with attracting Wall Street.
Movie stocks outraced the market averages through the first half and posted

new 1975 highs in July, which analysts concede was partly due to the general
surge of stock prices. But they also assert that movie companies have been
improving their internal structures, making earnings prospects for 1975 and
1976 extremely good.

"At a time when corporate liquidity is under extreme pressure, the movie
industry is reducing its short-term and long-term debt," says Benjamin K.
Aurand, analyst at Becker Securities Corp., Chicago. "Some of the movie com-
panies are totally free of outstanding bank debt," he adds. He believes MCA
and Twentieth Century Fox are particularlyy strong financial positions and
are expected to outperform the market well into 1976."

It isn't simply that spectacular movies produced recently are boosting the
industry, says Arthur E. Rockwell, analyst at Sutro & Co., San Francisco.
"It's the combination of fundamental developments in the industry over the
past few years that is beginning to catch Wall Street interest."

"The across-the-board improvement in the industry's profits is in contrast
to corporate profits generally," he says, and "we expect this trend to continue
at least well into 1976."

Mr. MARCUS. May I respond, starting at the last point.
Two companies that you mentioned, MCA and 20th Century Fox,

do not use this financing, so that has nothing to do with it. The re-
ality is that MCA is a very large conglomerate corporation, and 20th
Century Fox is a very heavily capitalized asset-based company. That
is the reason that they do not use it. They have done better but
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there are sources of revenues that are much more diverse in our in-
dustry.

With regard to Variety, its characterization of "tax shelters,"
I think that all they did was pick up on the language and publicity
that has been generated during the House hearings and pict up the
words, "tax shelter" and use them as a name for a type of financing
that they were doing. I think that it is the kind of thing that if he
says it is true, and you say it is true: it must be true. Everybody uses
it.

In Variety, they are somewhat colorful and less than conservative.
I think that was viewed in that ffiivor in terms of dramatic profit in
the film industry. Sure, "Jaws" did gross well, in excess of $100
million, but how--many films have grossed that? I do not think there
are any; perhaps "Towering Inferno" did, but what you are doing is
picking out two or three projects and ignoring the fact that there
are a lot of others that just do not become that much of a reward
situation but that create huge numbers of jobs for our people and
really put money into the economy very quickly.

There are situations where we should not provide incentives. There
are the situations where a film is made abroad. It is probably a
piece of garbage, I don't know, but you have somebody saying: "I1ey,
come make a tax shelter investment, promoters, and make some
money out of promoting a tax shelter." That is wrong. We very,
very strongly want to eliminate that.

senator R[ATHAWAY. Well, you are saying that you are getting
some kind of a tax break; otherwise, you would not be here.

Mr. MARCUS. I am getting the same break that any taxpayer who
operates on a cash basis accounting system gets. There is no statu-
tory benefit that is provided for our industry or that is used in
this type of transaction. It is a normal cash basis accounting system
that we are using. That is all we have. We do not have any statutory
provisions.

Senator HATHAWAY. Why are you making the suggestion that we
limit the amount of equity to at least 25 percent and recapture for
5 years? Why don't you leave it the way it is?

Mr. MARCUS. Because I would prefer that the people that tend to
abuse the economic laws in their transactions not be able to abuse it.
We think that the Internal Revenue Code deals with those transac-
tions, but we feel that it is important that the tax laws not be abused
in a money market that we worked very hard to create.

Obviously, what we have seen in this legislation is that the more
abuses there are, the more desires there are to get rid of them legis-
latively and/or administratively. We would rather have a scalpel ap-
proach rather than a meat ax means to an end.

Senator HATHAWAY. In the example that you gave earlier about
the $10,000 cash investment, plus the $50,000 money that was bor-
rowed, you mentioned that the House bill would not allow you to
take any more than 50 percent. You do mean 50 percent of the
$50,000 and not of the $10,000?

Mr. MARCUS. That is the House-the example, if I can articulate
the example a little more, the example that was given was $10,000
cash and $50,000 borrowed. I assume that the borrowing did not
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mean on a recourse borrowing. The first thing that the House bill
would eliminate in anv fashion would be the tax effects of nonre-
course borrowing entirely. It would eliminate it for film even though
it would remain available in real estate where higher leverage ratios
and longer term deferrals are the norm. It is available in every
other segment of the economy, with the possible exception of sorghum
and cattle breeding.

Second, the LAL provision would limit deductions solely to in-
come from a particular film. No other film, no other businesses, as
a result of the film-you really would not bet any deduction at all
until the maturity of the debt. We do not feel that we should be
singled out so selectively for that type of treatment.

Senator IATIAWAY. But you would not mind if we did it for ev-
erybody?

Mr. NIAncus. I would have to analyze what the proposal was, Sen-
ator Hathaway. I am just not good enough to comment. I know
that this does discriminate against us. I think that if the economy
had time to prepare for your proposal that, it might be perfectly
fine, but to pick us out and say that we are going to get you as a
starting point-we think it is unfair.

Senator HATHAWAY. But if we phased it out over a period of 10
years?

Mr. MARcus. If you phased everybody else also.
Senator HATHAWAY. Well, if we eliminate all these loopholes in

the brackets of 42 percent rather than 50 percent, make the lower
bracket only 7 percent., the lowest bracket

Mr. MARCUS. It would have to be because this is a whole tax system
moving this way. not that you are going to do it to the film industry.
The other side of that position is that someplace, somehow this coun-
try is going to have to attract risk capital into its economy and
limiting incentives that have been very successful, incentives that
have not been any special industry benefits, special statutory pro-
visions just to deduct losses, if it occurs, and if you foreclose all
the incentives in the interest of tax symmetry, I tlink you will end
up with an economy that is quite rigid and stagnant. Risk capital
comes from individuals.

We do not -really regard that as favorable.
Senator HATITAWAY. Maybe it would be better by a direct appro-

priation that doing it this way. Taxpayers in general do not under-
stand tax shelters.

Mr. MARCUS. I am not sure that that is really a fair way of deal-
ing with something as complex as the tax legislation.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much.
Mr. D'IxzIj.O. Senator, I would like to make a point that the

unions are not here to say that the industry in any way does not
want to pay its fair share of taxes. We are here because we are con-
vinced from our experience in sitting down with individual produc-
ers and financing the cost of production, and you get to know some
of the problems in financing tlhe picture as a whole and, therefore,
we are convinced of the legitimacy of the problem of financing that
motion picture.

Now, we know the problems that the companies have as a whole
in attracting risk capital. We know from our own experiences-my
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own local union has been reduced to a total of 1,400 in the member-
ship from a total of 2,400 only because of the loss of jobs, the closed
theaters. I think we should take note of the fact that most of the
hardcore pictures require very little capital. They are made in all
kinds of little hideaways, private apartments, cheap hotels, and
things like that.

I am sure that everyone knows where that money comes from I
do not think-

Senator HATAWAY. And there is no clothing expenses.
You mentioned Twentieth Century Fox.
Mr. MAncus. MCA.
Miss NoLxN,. Universal.
Senator hATUAWAY. They do not use these devices. I thought that

Tou said it was going to hurt the whole industry. How much of the
industry is going to be affected?

Mr. MARCUS. We just did a survey in November. We found that
six distributors that we polled, something like 62 out of 115 films
were financed.

Sellator IATIYAWAY. Financed which way?
Mr. MARcUs. This way.
Senator HATHAWAY. Do you know what that amounts to money-

wise?
Mr. MARnCUs. I think the number was something like $20 million

to 30 million.
Senator HATHAWAY. And 60 out of 115 films; some of them may

live been very brief.
M r. MARcxUs. Let me suggest something out of Hollywood in Va-

riety 2 weeks ago. The industry this year, the industry being o'ir in-
dustry., would make between . 100 million and $125 miillion at a cost
of $400 million and $450 million, which comes to an average of $4
million per film. When you compare that to the price parameter of
pornographic pictures, $25.000 to $75.000.

I think that the survey that we did in November, it may have been
$39 million in financingr that was projected. We are just not sure.

Senator HATIAWAY. That is not significant.
M[r. MLTns. If you happened to have a role in that picture-
Senator 1-w'yrI-AwAyV. If it is only $40 million out of $150 million.
Mr. MALRcus. First of all, ti ,i oney market in films is new, per-

lhaps 2 years old, on a rational money market basis where meaningful
amounts of dollars have flowed into the production and so a lot of
peol)le are trying to learn how to use it. Columbia started using it
on a business basis before most of the others.

So 100 percent of our films are financed in this way. Others have
been increasing their percentage as they have learned how to use it,
and these people who are capable of financing have been attracted
to the money market. So you have an evolving situation.

Mfiss Nol,,.\. May I say something?
You ar'e talking about, Universal and Twentieth Century Fox. You

are talking about "Jaws" and "Towering Inferno," and those are
two very large films. They had very large profits. There were not
that many actors used in either one of those films, a fish and a
building, 'but what happened is that these companies that do not
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need this kind of outside financing make a picture like this. They do
not need to make 15 or 20 films that use the talents of the industry.

They do play upon the excesses of what we are dealing with in
this country. That is why labor is supporting what has come to be
known as "the Columbia plan", because Columbia has dealt with the
abuses, and labor traditionally, I would think, would go along with
reform in every way.

We have supported what they have come up with because at least
it does deal with cleaning up some of the abuses along the way and
yet-hot eli inating the entire tax deferral.

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine; thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. What is the effect of the New York

City Bar Association limit on the use of tax preferences as it might
aplly to your organization?

Mr. MARCUS. Senator Byrd, I have only had an opportunity to
review it. I have not had all opportunity to really analyze it thor-
oughly. Based on the limited review that I have done, I think that
it is probably a better way of going than the House bill.

What I would add to that, however, is that you also have to define
what the preference is. At this point, under the House bill, it is de-
fined as to all deductions in the case of film. That is discriminatory,
and if all deductions were defined as preferences in the case of film,
we find that to be discriminatory toward us

If that proposal were ado)te d, if you carved out and limited the
exceptions in accordance with our proposal. ,md said that everything
else got thrown in, I think that would be fair. It is a way of re-
forming the abuse, but still allowing venture capital market to exist
and still keeping some normal type incentives for the investor to take
a very heavy risk.

Senator HARv F. Byim). . r. How many production employees does
the motion picture industry have now, roughly?

Mr. ROBERT. Including the Talent Union?
Mr. DIEnr, The number of employees?
Senator AII.R.Y F. B-nu, ,Jr. Yes.
Mr. Drm,. We represent 61,000.
Miss NOLAN. I represent 32.000 plus writers and directors, and that

would be another 10,000. That does not include New York as far as
the writers are concerned or parts of the rest of the country.

.fMr. DIEiL. There are a great number of unorganized people who
are film makers, and such, and I would say that the employment
situation in this country, including motion picture theaters, is some-
where between 300,000 and 500,000 people. You will never get a
clear figure, because it is the type of thing where people come and go.

Senator thARnY F. BYRD, .Jr. How does it compare with, say, 20
years ago?

Mr. DIEL. It is less.
Senator ILAnRY F. Byro. Jr. Substantially?
Mr. JAFF.. Very substantial; yes.
Mr. DIEuL. You take our motion picture industry in Hollywood

alone, due to the differences in the work, the automation, the clhanges
in the equipment that is being used, our people in the studios are
down vastly from what they were.
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Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Marcus, would you want to sub-
mit for the record a more detailed view of your appraisal of the
New York situation?

Mr. MARCUS. I certainly will; yes.*
Senator HARRY. F. BYRD, Jr. Mr. Roth, you mentioned that you

managed a theater in Elkton, Va. If my memory is somewhat ac-
curate, Harry and Sam Roth owned the Virginia Theatre in Harri-
sonburg.

Mr. ROTH. Yes, sir, the State Theatre. They are both my uncles and
I managed that one, too, and read the Daily News Record every
morning.

Senator ITARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Do you still read it?
Mr. ROTh. Yes, sir.
Senator I.\IIRY F. Byiim. Jn. Very good.
I would like to thank all of you.
Senator HATIIAWAY. I have no more questions.
Senator HARtRY F. BYiD, Jr. Tlank you, gentlemen and Miss No-

lan. very much. It has been a very interesting panel.
The l)repared statements of the I)receding panels. And the sulbmis-

sion referred to above follows. Oral testimony Continues on p. 703]

STATEMENT OF LEO JAFFE, CHAIRMAN OF TIfE BOARD OF COLUMBIA PICTURES
INDUSTRIES, iN('.

Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Leo Jaffe. I am Chairman of the
Board of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. and Chairman of the Committee
for American Movie Production.

My associates and I would like to express out sincere thanks to the com-
mittee for alloting us this valuable time to examine a problem that is plaguing
the motion picture industry. Hopefully, with your help, we can get some
measure of relief for a situation that is of critical importance to every seg-
ment of our industry.

For more than 45 years, I have been involved in motion picture production,
financing and distributionn. What you are witnessing here today, Mr. Chairman
and Senators, is a "first" for our industry. For it is the first time that pro-
ducers, distributors, exhibitors, and the craft, technical and talent unions and
guilds are united on a single issue.

What is this issue that is so compelling that these natural and long-time
adversaries would put aside their traditional differences and speak as one
voice? The issue is the tax legislation that would eliminate limited tax in-
centives for investment of risk capital In motion picture production.

The reasons we are all united is that we-as well as the American public-
will all he the losers if such legislation is allowed to pass.

The American motion picture industry reaches across the entire fabric of
our country's economic, cultural and social life. As many colleagues in the in-
dustry will demonstrate here today, the movie Industry is vitally important
for the economic well-being of many hundreds of thousands of American
workers and taxpayers. And I would like to point out that what we are talking
about Is not limited to a single region of the United States. Motion picture
production is no longer confined to -olywood and Burbank-but reaches across
the country.

At a meeting recently held in Denver, Colorado. called by the Governor of
Colorado, 28 states sent representatives of their filn councils to the meeting.
There they voiced their strong concern about the pending legislation before
this committee, and they have joined forces with us on this issue because they
recognize that the loss of risk capital means a further loss of film production
in their states. For example, the great states of Colorado, Arizona, Louisiana,
Georgia, Texas, New York, Ohio, Oregon and others have, in recent years, seen
millions of dollars enter their communities through motion picture production.

The higher earnings being reported in the industry by various companies

See p. 691
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have, by and large, been generated from a handful of pictures like "Jaws,"
"The Towering Inferno," "Earthquake" and a few others. These figures also
include the revenues that were received from sources other than motion pic-
tures, particularly in companies that are broadly diversified or those which
are part of larger conglomerates.

But the motion picture companies who are virtually entirely dependent on
motion picture production and its by-products have suffered severely in recefit
years.

The number of pictures produced has been reduced drastically. When more
than 400 features were distributed about 20 years ago-that number has
dropped to approximately 180 in 1975. This production would have been further
reduced if not for outside financing that has been encouraged by current tax
incentives.

These tax incentives are now in jeopardy and could eliminate independent
financing and investment in pictures. With the knowledge that production is
iow at its lowest point, the inability to have access to such money will further
jeopardize the economy.

Theatres have already been badly hurt-labor is being destroyed in the
process. Hopefully, after hearing my colleagues, you will have a better under-
standing of our situation and, if possible, will help us eliminate the present
chaos that exists in many quarters of our industry.

If you will permit me lut another moment, I would like to point out that
all major countries are today offering substantial subsidies and emoluments
to induce American producers and creative talent to their shores. Also bear
in mind that the motion picture Industry has earned more than $500,000,000
abroad, and has returned approximately $375,000,000 in favorable trade bal-
ances to our country.

The words "tax shelters" have taken on an ominous note. Actually, what
we are recommending is that investment in film retain the same incentives
accorded venture capital investments In other areas of the economy. The gov-
erinent will not be deprived of a single dollar of tax revenues. Instead, under
our Industry proposal, additional tax revenues will be created.

We want to keep our production here, utilizing American labor, not only in
Hollywood, but in many states throughout the country. We have the talent, the
technicians-and the audiences ready to see our product. But a healthy motion
picture Industry is dependent on the availability of risk capital. And our In-
dustry is united on this issue because its very life depends on it.

Thank you.
At this time, I would like to introduce Burt Marcus.

STATEMENT BY BURTON S. "MARCUS, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.

I am Burton Marcus, Vice President and General Counsel of Columbia Pic-
tures Industries, Inc. I speak on behalf of the Motion Picture Association and
the Committee for American Movie Production which embraces every group
coinprising the Motion Picture Industry of our country.

Film is a great and valuable industry in which more than 300,000 of our
citizens are directly involved-one which has contributed an indigenous Amer-
ican art form to our citizens and to the world, and which has made an enor-
iuous economic contribution while utilizing no resources other than the in-
telligence, creativity and skills of our people. Our industry has brought the
impact of our culture to every corner of the world which has responded by
buying the exported products of our economy. Our industry contributes directly
to the economy of virtually every city and town wherever a movie theater is.
Movie production has also become a national business. The $400,000,000 annual
film production expenditure is shared by many states such as Arizona with
19 films during the last few years and Georgia with 20 films. Louisiana, New
York. New Mexico, Colorado and Oregon have also shared significantly in the
economic benefits of film production. The trend is likely to increase with more
and more production outside of Hollywood.

We are not here to talk about so-called "tax shelters". We are here to object
categorically to the discriminatory treatment accorded film investment in the
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LAL provision of II.R. 10612. Whereas in each of the other areas-real estate,
oil and farming, the House Bill merely limits certain accelerated deductions
flowing from special statutory incentives; in the case of films, the House Bill
aims at and would succeed in eliminating all film venture capital investment
by foreclosing the usual ability to offset any deductions against income. Again,
we are not addressing statutory incentives such as intangible drilling costs
or accelerated depreciation-we are talking only of the ability to offset income
with deductions under normal accounting and tax accounting procedures.

For what policy reasons should LAL affect all deductions from film invest-
ment, when LAL was created to affect only selected accelerated deductions pro-
vided by statute in the case of real estate, oil and gas, and farming? The
effect will be end any venture capital investment in film. An investor will not
undertake a high risk investment in film where he cannot offset losses against
other income in the usual manner; when alternative investments with lesser
risk provide the ability to offset losses against other Income. Why should in-
vestment in film be subjected to such gross discrimination under our tax laws?

The film investment effectively precluded under the House Bill generates in-
cremental film production. Theater owners are already suffering from the
dramatic contraction of the number of films In distribution each year, and
some have been forced to exhibit exploitation films simply because there was
not enough quality fin to attract sufficient attendance to mete obligations.

Moreover, the Treasury benefits from risk capital investment for incremental
production. On the first thirteen films which we released that were financed
with outside risk capital, we will return to the investors a profit exceeding
$2,000.000-and hence the investors wil Irecognize that munch more taxable ji-
come than they deducted. But this represents only a small part of the Treasury
profit. If we can attract $15,000,000 in investment for incremental product,
almost 70 percent of that (or $10,500,000) will flow immediately into direct
wages, in an industry beset by shocking unemlployment levels. Moreover, if
iese films do nothing more than breakeven, they will generate approximately

$33,750,000 in film rentals for us. An additional $50,625,000 will be left in the
local economies around the country, because we receive less than 40 percent of
every box office dollars as film rentals (n average. Additionally. at least an-
other $20,000,000 may have been spent for advertising in the local economies.
Thus, the $15,000,000 of venture capital investment will have generated more
tian $100,000.000 in revenues for the economy directly, much of which w1ll be
generated within a relatively brief period after initial exhibition. This is with-
out giving any effect wlmtsoaver to significant peripheral revenues from food
concessions, any multiplier effect of the movement of the new money in the
economy or to the many neighborhood businesses that depend upon theater
traffic for income. The profit that must follow from the venture capital initially
attracted grows quickly and dramatically to the benefit of the national economy
and the Treasury.

Why, then, should investment in film production be discriminated against
under the House Bill? Let ii sdispense once and for all with the shibboleth that
venture capital investment is used to make pornographic films. For example,
I)EEP TIROAT cost $25,000 to make and had an assured profit potential. That
Is not the high cost, high risk venture capital investment the House Bill would
eliminate. It Is estimated that the industry will produce approximately 100-125
quality films this year at a cost of between $400,000,000 and $4 50,000,000,1 which
represents an average cost per film of approximately $4,760,000. It is simply
not rational to eliminate venture capital in our industry simply because some
tiny trickle of funds Into pornographic films. Moreover, adoption of the House
Bill to eliminate venture capital investment In quality films would inevitably
reduce production of quality films, increase the quality film shortage facing ex-
hibitors and thus effectively increasing the market for exploitation films.

Next let us examine the possibility that in certain transactions the tax laws
have been abused to structure transactions In which investors can "profit" from
the tax consequences without reference to the economics of the investment.
The existence of an abuse in a money market gives reason to reform the abuse
-not to eliminate the money market. Time abuses of the securities markets
during the 1920's were not reasons to eliminate the securities markets in the
1930's.

2 Estimates in the March 1976 Varlety.
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In the case of film investment we must relate the means of dealing with
the abuse rationally to the end of eliminating the abuse and not eliminating
the money market. If the tax abuses can be eliminated without disturbing
the rationally structured money market, there is no reason to use the tax laws
in a discriminatory manner to prevent our industry from attracting venture
capital on the same terms and with the same tax consequences as pertain in
other industries.

Whatever abuses that might exist in film financing may be easily eliminated.
The potential for abuse derives solely from the interrelationship of two fac-
tors-leverage and the length of the period before deductions must be returned
to taxable income. The degree of leverage is the ratio of invested cash to bor-
rowed money. The period before recapture relates solely to the length to matur-
ity of the loan. If the maturity of the loan is sufficiently short (e.g. it must
cash) and the period to maturity of the loan is sufficiently short (e.g. it must
be repaid by the end of the fifth year after the film is first exhibited), the
potential for tax abuse is eliminated because the tax benefit is so small in re-
lation to the magnitude of the investment that tax benefits alone would not
approach recovery of the investment. The value of tax benefits would, thus,
assume the proper proportion within the symmetry of the Internal Revenue
Code, i.e., merely cushion the economic loss in a high risk venture capital
investment.

LAL is then not necessary. In addition, we suggest that the limited incen-
tives remaining be available only for films produced substantially In the United
States, so in order to attract investment and produce jobs in the American
film industry.

Having seen that the potential for tax abuses may be eliminated easily, let
us analyze the manner in which film investment is treated under the House-
Bill. For example, LAL is a concept that was tailored to limit certain long term
misiatchings of income and deduction in real estate Investments. These mis-
matchings arose under statutory incentives (deductibility of interest and taxes
during construction and accelerated depreciation) and dramatically with own-
ership of an asset that would produce income over twenty to thirty years at
the least. As applied to oil and gas, LAL was also aimed at statutory incentives
(primarily intami'ble drilling costs) in the context of ownership of an asset
that would produce income over ten to fifteen years.

In filn investment financing there is no such long term asset, and there are
no specific statutory incentives which accelerate deductions beyond normal ac-
counting rules.' In a financing transaction where the investors acquire owner-
ship of the filn there are no accelerated deductions. Amortization is on an In-
come forecast method pursuant to which the proportion of film cost amortized
in each year is a function of the proI)ortion of total income from the film real-
ized in that year-a direct matching of income and amortization. Similarly in
a transaction where the investors produce the filn they own no asset subject
to capitalization and all of the income to be realized Is realized within five
years after the film's first exhibition.

Given that LAL was structured to capitalize deductions which were acceler-
ated by statute over the life of a long-terin asset It is difficult to understand
why the concept should apply to filn investment where there is not such a
long-term asset nor any statutory incentive providing accelerated deductions.
The louse Bill simply declares that in the case of filn. all deductions for
amortization, production or distribution shall be "accelerated deductions"-
without regard to whether they are or not.

The "at risk" provision of the House Bill also have a similarly harsh and
unnecessary impact. As Secretary Simon pointed out, "The 'at risk' limitation
is premised on the assumption that the present tax treatment of non-recourse
financing is unsound." That assumption is erroneous. Given the fact that non-
recourse financing pervades every aspect of our economy-ihome mortgages In
sonie states. commercial real estate, revenue bonds, etc.-and that its tax treat-
ment is a fundamental concept of our tax system, the rationality of altering
that basic concept should be subjected to open and intense analysis. Instead,
the proposal in the House Bill would severely undermine that basic concept

tit Is Interesting to note that Speretary Simon, In his alddresiq to thi.s Committee,
Indicated that he thought ,.AL[ inappropriate In application to sports business because
"The Internal Revenue Code contains no special tax benefits for sports franchises."
rhe . tun Is tru of (ilm.
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In order to strike "tax shelters". Such a revolutionary alteration of the basic
concepts of our tax system is unnecessary. Moreover, we regard the selection
of our industry along with one or two others for selective deprivation of fun.
damental tax benefits available to all other sectors of the economy as unfair
and discriminatory. We cannot understand why non-recourse financing with
fifteen or twenty year maturities should lIe permitted in real estate, where
customary leverage ratios approximate ten to one, but not in film where these
ratios rarely reach four to one and where the term to maturity runs only from
four to seven years.

The "at risk" provision In the House Bill is so structured that were a pro-
ducer-corporation or Individual-of $50,000.000 worth of film in a yar to
finance such production by collateralizing the borrowings with assets, lie would
not le permitted deductions accorded virtually every other business unless lie
agreed to assume liability that lie would not otherwise assume. If the producer
were a corporation, it could merely engage in the artifice of creating a shell
subsidiary to assume liability and include that in a consolidated return. The
"at risk" provision should be rejected.

We have seen that the I1ouse Bill discriminates against investment in filn
on both levels. Non-accelerated deductions such as straight line depreciation
tire available for real estate under LAL, but not for film. The "at risk" pro-
vision singles out film and one or two other areas of investment to be deprived
of tax treatment otherwise available to every other area of investment. The
house Bill would eliminate venture capital investment in film, but permits
venture capital investment to continue in real estate and oil.

The object of tax reform should be solely to cure abuses by the most rational
and least disruptive means.

We urge that "at risk" be eliminated altogether. We would further propose
that ,AL be adopted to deal with the aberrational or abusive transaction, but
that it be made inapplicable to deductions from motion picture investments
where all of tie following conditions pertain:

1. A minimum of 25% of the cost of the film (the maximum amount deducti-
ile) is invested in cash. This will eliminate any incentive to inflate cost.

2. The amount of debt must be recaptured and taken into income by the end
of the fifth year after initial exhibition.

3. A substantial portion of the film cost (e.g. 80%) must be expended in the
I'titted States.

This proposal will preclude the possibility of recovery of investment from
taxes and will insure that any limited incentive is used to support our domestic
industry and will support employment for our highly skilled workers.

Our industry is a valuable one for our economy and our country, and the
availability of venture capital investment to our industry is critically important
to every segment of our industry. If the availability of venture capital is shut
)ff by restrictive and discriminatory tax legislation the inevitable result will

lie a further shrinkage in the number of films produced domestically and hence
the number of filns available for exhibition in our theaters.

While some major studios might be able to maintain the present level of
production at least some would be forced to turn to production outside the
l'Iited States to countries where meaningful subsidies and tax incentives for
investment are available.

It is most important to note that the elimination of venture capital invest-
ient In film through tax legislation will inevitably lead to a further economic

concentration of l)r4)duction. Thme proposed tax legislation would sound the
death knell for the young filmmakers and independent producers who, although
talented. have at least marginal access to capital markets.

If the incentives are rationally tailored as -,n indu('ement to risk investment--
so that they cannot become an end-the economy will always benefit. If incen-
tives for venture capital are curtailed only those with entrenched wealth will
benefit and the power In our economy will become increasingly concentrated.

S'iMTtii'iD i'O TilE CoM.Nir'rTE ON IFINANME. U.S. SENATE. IN CONNECTION WITH
Im I s. Ox 11.1t. 10412

TIn t stinmony before tite (', omitte on Fiance. 'March. 1970. the ('oninittee
on American 'Movie Pr;(duction submitted the following tax reform proposal whilh
involves repeal of ti "lat ilsk" Irovisions In section 207 of 11.1. 10612 and
enactinent of an exception to the ILAL provisiol Ii sectioni 101 of 1I.R. 10612.
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LAI, would not apply to a movie or video tape if-
i) The investor makes a 25 percent equity investment at the outset;

(i) Any nonrecourse debt is repaid or recaptured into income no later than
the fifth year; and

(tii) The movie or tape is predominantly produced in the United States.
This uinimnum investment and recapture provision would eliminate all tax

auses and would assure that any investor could not profit from taxes.
The application of this tax reform proposal is illustrated by the following

Cash Flow and Tax Effect Analysis.

CASH FLOW AND TAX EFFECT ANALYSIS

EXAMPLE OF PlIO1)UCTION-SERVICE TRANSACTION

Production begins April 1976 and is first exhilited commercially in December
1970. The filn lroduetion cost is $4.0 0,000.

1. First there is a commitment agreement with an individual lursuaut to
which the illidvi(lhlill will filla(ce and produce the film for $4,000.000.

2. Tie iudividuial forns a limited pl rtnR, rshil) and tihe limited partnership
Interests are syndicated fer $1.200,0(0 iln equity in units of $120,000. Costs of
syn(lication are $20.100 or about 20 percent of invested cpitafl.

3. For services rendered this produetion-servlce partnership receives a fee in
two 1,arts;

(a) Ali amount contingent lpon the Ierfornnn' of the filn In exhibitlon.
This cotitngeint compensation way he a perc '.itawe of the gross film rentals, the
llet proceeds or a colnildultioll of t): two, 1)d is sealed to return the cash in-
veste(l at the alproximate break even point of the negative interest IIn the
film. Filn rentals nilim. (i) dsliribution fees amid cost". (i) union aud guild
lpYinents. (iit) a(lvertising and print costs and i iN,) third parties (e.g.talentI
participations 11 any-negative interest. After iregative interest Is rveovered.
there is net profit. Tihe contingent portion of the fee terminates at the earlier
of the following events: (1) the eontingent portiom totals $3,000.00 (thref' tinue.
cash invested) : or (i) 5 yearn from the first exhibitionl of the11 fi:

(b) A fixed f(. of $14.0000,09) 1;ayal n, in three eqluial annual installments in
1978. 1979 and I). Thi. nmuy li' il the forin of a guarantee of (listrllmt ion
reveies from the dlisirilhntor or in tfle form of letters of cre(lit from forel,,n
(list ribtorg. If t he film is made for n major (li.strilutlor who (istrihutes worl-
wide. th distributor woul (ommit to pay the $3.1100.000 to the prdotilo-ervice
partnership. If nn Inlep!ndent Iroducer is making the flum. he uight. sell terri-
torlal dlstrilmton rights 10 (loonistlet mid forefi-n diu ttriltors and receive their
Illakable guarantees or letters of credit ru,1nl to $3.000.000. The e, would lho

utilized to ray tMr fixfd ,omlbensntion. Tence t he total fee plyable to t,,
producing entity Is $6,000,000 of which €3,C(W).000 Is payable only out of pr(.ewd
refilizedi from the film.

4. The partnership enters Into n loan agreement with a bank. It pledIge,4
a, collateral for its loan of $3,000,000 the fixed fee vomilpewsation and somletimils.
all or some portion of contingent com!Knsation.

5. The partnership enages production )ersonnel. pays produetinr co5ts. and
tI film iN made. The partnership's only Interest is it., right to receive up to tihe
$6,000.000 fee for production and financing seiv\ies. It hali no ownership Interest
or other rights il tile filn or underlying rights. Uplon completion, the film is
delivered by time partnership to the owner.

f. Tax Consequences to Partnership:
(n) During the year or years of production (In our case 1976) the piirtner-

ship. on a cash method of accounting, will deduct the amiolints expeld-led ol
the production (i.e., $4,000.000).

(b) Any amounts receivedI by the partnership mis contingent copen nsation
will constitute taxable income at ordlinry rates. Whether the film will begImn
to return Income in 1976 or 1977 will (lpend partly imon time length of the(
period of production which i turn .tmnily' v,)rrehit,,s with the cost of )redW,-
tion. A $2.5 million film starting in April 1976 might he released initially In
the period August-October 1976. A $4 million prodIuction could be ready for
exhibition in the September to December 1976 period.

(c) Thje partnership will reallv.e taxable ineone of $1.000.000 In each of
1978, 1079, and 1980 as the distributor guarantees mature and/or the loan
matures.
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7. Cash Flow and Tax Effect for Investor:
The following assumptions are made.
(a) An individual investor in the partnership invested $120,000, of which

$100.000 went into the film and $20,000 to cost of syndication and administration.
(b) The individual is in a 50% tax bracket.
(c The individual's annual after-tax cost of money is 5%.
(W) All events for tax purposes are effective at the time for filing a return

in April of the year following the year of deduction or realization of income.

I.-The film rctiwnPr8 no contingent compcflmation

Year ending April 1976--Investment in film -------------------
Yeair ending April 1977-In 19T6 the partnership will show no income

and expenses of $4,200,000 which yields an after tax benefit to a
10 percent partner of $210,000 ----------------------------

Year ending April 1977-Cash flow.........................
Net position at April 1977-$210,000 tax benefit less $120,000 invest-

ment less $6,000 interest on $120,000 at 5 percent for 1 year ......

Cash
-$120, 000

+210,000

+84,000
For illustration ignore the fact that in the example fixed fee/loan repayments

would be made in 1978, 1979 and 1980 and hence taxable income would be
realized in each of those years. Asune, instead, that the partners take the maxi-
muni possible deferral, i.e., the greatest possible tax benefit permissible under the
proposal. Hence the $3,000,000 would come into income in December 1981--0
months after initial exhibition.

4/82 the partnership has recognized $3,000,000 of taxable income on the fixed
fee/loan repayment of which a 10% partner's share is $300,000. He must pay
$150,000 tax.

In order for the net $84,000 left at 4/77 to grVow to meet the $150,000 payment
due 4/82 (at which point the investor will have achieved nothing but a break even
on his investment) the $84,000 net left at 4/77 would have to grow at an after tax
rate of 12.30 percent or 24.60 percent pretax. Short of that, the investor cannot
break even-let alone profit from tax consequences.

II.

The film does nothing more than return $100,000 on the initial $120,000 invest-
ment ($70,000 of the $100.000 would be returned in 1977 and 1978 in equal amounts
and $3,000 equally in 1979 and 1980).

April 1976--Initial investment-
April 1977-$210,000 tax benefit, -$120,000 initial investment,

-$6,000 interest at 5 percent after tax
Net April 1977--
April 1978-$35,000 income received 1977 as contingent compensation,

$17,500 tax---
April 1979-$35,000 income received 1977 as contingent compensation,

$17,500 tax_--
April 1980-$15,000 received 1979, $7,500 tax -----
April 1981-$15,000 received 1980, $7,500 tax ....
April 1982-$300,000 noncash income from loan repayment and $150,-

000 paid in tax ---------------------------------------
April 1982-Net cash position of investor (includes tax benefit and

after tax income)
April 1982-Taxes paid on all items of receipt-

Cash
-$120, 000

+84, 000

+17,500

+17,500
+7,500
+7,500

-150,000

134,000
200,000

Even here, where the investor has recovered $100,000 pretax of his $120,000
investment, his net after tax receipts and tax benefit will not equal the $150,000
tax required to be paid in April 1982

If each year through April 1982 the partner reinvested his tax benefit and cash
receipts at a compounded annual after-tax rate of 5%, he would have generated
an additional after tax return of $30,879 through April 1982 making a total net
after-tax return of $164,879, and would come out $14,879 ahead after having made
the last tax payment in April 1982. He would, however, have generated $230,879
of total tax payments.

BURTON S. 'MARCUS,
Committee For Anwrican

Movie Production.
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APRIt. 9, 1976.
Mr. 'MICHAEL STERN,
Ntaff Director, Senate Finance Com ittee,
Dirkscn &notate O.fcc Building, Washinyton, D.C.

)EAR MP. STERN: I devote substantially all of my time to the development,
financing, production and distribution of motion pictures. Over the last three
years, I have been involved in nine completed pictures in the capacity of pro-
ducer, executive producer or associate producer, as well as raising financing. In
live of these, all of the production financing was privately arranged. In four of
thein, part of the production capital was provided by distributors. All nine of
these projects were initiated and developed by independent motion picture pro-
ducers. In all cases, some of the capital involved private investment that received
certain tax benefits. This money probably would have been impossible to raise
if the. investors had not received some tax benefits; and undoubtedly, some of the
pictures would not have been produced!

Of the nine pictures, five are already in distribution, and in all five cases, the
investors are assured that they will have a one hundred percent cash-on-cash
return on their investment p)lus a significant profit. Of the four pictures not yet
in distribution, three seem likely to fully recoup their cash budget cost and make
a profit. To date profits have run as high on my pictures as 270 percent of initial
investient. That 's a pretty good record---eight out of nine. And, my investors
will pay. more taxes than they deducted.

The pictures I have done include some of the greatest film stars in the world-
Elizabeth Taylor, Burt Lancaster, Robert Ryan, Jane Fonda, Ava Gardner, Rob-
ert Shaw,.. Shelley Winters, Richard Roundtree, Cliff Robertson. Genieveve
Bujold; and some of the best creative, directorial and production talent in the
world. These pictures have been filmed all over the world-Los Angeles, Dallas,
New Orleans, London, Lienningrad, Italy an(d Jerusalem. The distributors include
Twentieth Century-Fox, Warner Bros., Avco Embassy Pictures Corp., Columbia
Pictures Corp., and American International Pictures. These l)ictures have been
quality films. In most all cases, the most significant revenues ha0ve or will have
been generated in the United States.

Though I am very pleased with this record, I realize that I could not have
been able to accomplish this without the down-side protection of certain tax
incentive benefits. Without providing potential Investors with the down-side tax
incentive protection as well as the up-side economic incentive, it is simply too
difficult to try to raise private capital with the risks involved.

I have reviewed the tax bill passed by the U.S. House of Representatives and
find that the restrictions placed upon the motion picture industry to be extremely
harsh-: Granted, there have been significant abuses of the tax benefits for motion
picture investment by U.S. promoters, but these do not justify such harsh across-
the-board retaliation for an entire industry. If any legislation is deemed neces-
sary, I would welcome a more rational, objective standard for "sorting the wheat
from the chaff", such as those proposed by Mr. Burton Marcus of Columbia Pic-
tures in his testimony before your Committee.

Today, the other significant financing alternatives for an independent producer
are either to seek financing from a major U.S. film company , or to seek foreign
capital. While it is difficult to negotiate a favorable arrangement with a major
distributor, there are innumerable opportunities in foreign countries. Most of
the key countries of the world endeavor to foster their motion picture industry
through direct subsidies (e.g. England, Italy), tax benefits or incentives (e.g.
Canada, France, Germany), special financing or Investment incentives (e.g.
Germany, Israel, Canada),-and soft currency production arrangements (U.S.S.R.,
Yugoslavia, etc.).

These countries provide certain objective standards to sort out for legitimate
nationality productions rather than blindly providing benefits for all films or,
on the other hand, providing no benefits at all for any films. For example, the
direct subsidies in Italy and England are based an box office success for pictures
produced in their country as long as they have the proper qualifying elements. In
Canada, the investor receives 100 percent write-off in the first year that principal
photography is completed, if there are adequate Canadian elements to qualify
as a "certified feature film"; even if there are insufficient national elements, the
investor is accorded a 60 percent diminishing balance capital cost allowance.

All of these opportunities are available to help a competent producer finance
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the production of his motion picture. However, none of these incentives are
available for making or financing a film in the United States. There are no sub-
sidy benefits from our government for making a filn il this country. There are
110 "co-production" arrangements between the United States and any other
country whereby the U.S. production can take advantage of the foreign assistance
while producing partly in the United States.

Without some assistance, the independent producer must rely in this country
on the major filn companies for financing pictures for production in tile United
States. If the legislative intent is not to increase concentration of economic
power In the industry, even further than already unfortunately exists. then tile
independent film producer must be given viable assistance to accomplish his pur-
pose. To enact the legislation passed by the House of Representatives would
represent a major blow to the independent producer and the United States movie
industry as a whole. For this reason, I respectfully suggest that your ('ominittee
consider a significant amelioration of those provisions.

Very truly yours,
IARIRY N. B.UM.

ADDENDUM

For your information, these independent productions in which I have been
involved all had moderate production costs ranging between $800,0)0 nd $3
million.

Budgetary cash cost of all of these productions was approximately $13.500.00.
Of this amount, please note the composition :

(1) Only about $3,200,000 was contributed by United States studio-distributors
(of which over half was in one picture) ;

(2) About $1,200,000 was supplied by foreign distributors, and:
(3) Private capital provided about $9,000,000 for these pictures, about two-

thirds of the total.
ARiL, 23. 1976.

COMMENT OF COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN MoV'IE PRODUCTION ON M INIMUM TAX
PROPOSAL BY TAX COMMITTEE, AssocI.ArIo." OF 1TI BAR OF THE CITY O NEW
YORK

1. The Minimum Tax (or Percentage of Income Limitation on Tax Prefer-
ences) would limit "tax preferences" to 50 per cent of taxable i.,olit Comlmted
without regard -to such preferences. Preferences in exc'.ss of 50 per cent would
be carried over to succeeding years subject to the same limitation.

2. The proposal is designed to deal with "tax preferences" which It generally
describes as "tax incentive" measures that specially alter the basic structural
computation of net income in the Code in order to achieve some desired goal of
public policy-such as more rehabilitation housing under § 107(k). No definition
of tax preference is provided, but it is clear that the proposal generally relates
to those "items of tax preference" now specified in section 57. such as capital
gains, etc. Further evidence of this is found in the emphasis placed up)on there
being a basic item-by-item review of each item of tax preference (or tax incen-
tive) with the view that sonie might ie dealt with by direct repeal.

3. Since the proposal is directed at tax preferences (or special statutory tax
incentives), the proposal by definition can have no application to motion pictures
where there are no "tax preferences" or statutory tax incentives, either in the
form of special accelerated deductions or special exclusions from income.

In the case of motion picture investments, the only deductions Involved are
depreciation under the income forecast method which is no m6re a "tax prefer-
ence" than straight-line depreciation; and the expenses of producing motion
pictures which are ordinary income deductions just like any other expense of
earning ordinary Income.

Any "tax abuses" in motion pictures relate not to the nature of the deductions
involved, but to the combination of excessive leverage and extended repayment
periods for debt. Those limited problems can be readily dealt with outside any
minimum tax or limitation on tax preferences. BURTONx S. MARcvs,

- Committee for American
Movie Production.
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STATEMENT OF WALTER F. DIEIIL, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATION-
AL ALLIANCE OF THEATRICAL STAGE EMPLOYEES AND 'MOVING PICTURE MACHINE
OPERATORS OF TIE UNITED STATES AND CANADA (IATSE)

I am Walter F. Diehl, Ifiternational President of the IATSE, which has
61,000 members. I am also speaking today on behalf of the Hollywood Film
Council, an organization representing 27 unions and guilds involved in motion
picture production in California.

At one time, Hollywood reigned as the major filn producing capital of the
world. Enough films were produced to give the public a weekly change of
double bills. Annual production reached an average of 500-films during the
1930s, 475 in the 1940s, while 425 films were produced in 1950. Film production
continued to decline when only 350 films were produced on the average in the
beginning of the 1950s, and a sharp decline took place in 1958 with a produc-
tion output of 241, which was a drop of 59 films from 1957. Since 1958 produc-
tion has continuously declined at an alarming pace, to the point that only 180
films were made in 1975.

The 180 films made last year were produced for the same amount of dollars
as the 425 films in 1950. As of March 5th, only 18 films were in production in
this country this year.

Due to the development of technology in the motion picture industry, the
technician spends less time on a notion picture production . . . and this tech-
nology which makes the American filn the most respected on the world market
is vital to our national resources. No matter how small the production, tech-
nology has and will always play an important part in film production.

It is also vital to note that our technicians employed in the industry are
seasonal workers, there is less work in the summer months, but more in the
autumn season which runs into early spring But with less films being pro-
duced, even the seasonal work is in doubt. And due to the lack of product,
theatres throughout our country are continuously crying for more product.

All the unions and guilds in the motion picture field each have a large num-
ber of skilled professionals who are always ready to work in film production,
and when one looks at the unemployment statistics, the Industry's production
potential is not being scratched on the surface.

Approximately 28,000 IATSE members are directly involved in film produc-
tion in Hollywood and New York. Of these approximately 45 percent are cur-
rently unemployed.

On behalf of the IATSE and the Hollywood Film Council unions and guilds,
and the film industry, we need stimulating action so that we will not see a fur-
ther decline of U.S. film production.

Our unions believe in tax reform. We believe that if there are abuses by a
few individuals, these abuses should be rectified. However, our industry needs
the stimulus of risk capital if the production of movies in America is to be
maintained-and, hopefully, increased. Therefore, I urge this commitee not
to deprive our industry of the tax incentives available to investment in other
industries, as suggested in the Industry-supported proposal outlined here today.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF SAM IROBERT, EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR OF TIE NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION UNIONS

Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am Sam Robert. Executive Coordinator of the
National Conference of Motion Picture and Television Unions. My colleague
Walter Diehl has already outlined the effects that further reduction of film
production here in America will have upon the workers in our craft unions.
Kathleen Nolan will, I'm sure, develop this point further when she testifies on
the effects declining production will have on the talent guild meniiers.

Accordingly, I would like to restrict my very brief remarks to another aspect
of this situation-one that workingmen and women are not SUppIosed to be
concerned about-but which deeply troubles us.

As we enter our country's Bicentennial year, extolling freedom of expression
and the American democratic way of life, it seems odd to me thtit we fail to
recognize the unique character of our American movies. For yt-Afs they have
told the story of the American democracy to the entire world. They've shown
the glories of our culture and the seamy side as well. They've shown us in
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all lights-the good and the bad. And, I believe, people throughout the world
repect us for it. When An American film is critical of America, it is living
proof that America is still a haven for the free expression of ideas.

.1 would Rate to see this unique American art form shrink in stature
liecome hesitant in Its search for universal truths . . . become less innovative
and creative. That can happen.

We have a tendency in this country to think of movies as a strictly com-
mercial enterprise in much the same way we think of the auto industry, meat
packing, real estate, oil and gasoline. This is a fallacy. This is where the rest
of the world is ahead of us. Movies outside of the U.S. are privileged commod-
ities. They are rightfully regarded as works of art that are important to the
cultural life of the country that gives them birth-and ambassadors to the
rest of the world.

In order to survive, movies must continue to be innovative. They must con-
tinue to open their doors to young people. They are like a human body that
continually need nourishment.

1f risk capital is not available to our independent producers and to the major
studios who need such capital to survive, the doors will be shut to many young.
creative filmmakers. For when capital is in short supply, the opportunities for
Innovative, breakthrough films are closed.

Mr. Chairman, Senators-let us have a tax reform bill that makes certain
that everybody in this country-millionaire and workingman-pays his fair
share of taxes. Let's plug up the phony tax shelters that proliferate pornog-
raphy. But let's not throw the baby out along with the dirty water. Movies
are unique. Our industry remains responsive to n~w ideas. Permit it to have
the wherewithal to give expression to thosp ideas. I urge you to permit a
limited tax incentive-the kind outlined In the industry proposal.

STATEMENT OF PAUL ROTH, CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF THEATRE OWNERS

My name is Paul Roth, and I am Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
National Association of Theatre Owners, on whose behalf I am speaking today.
Our president, T. G. Solomon, was unable to attend today, and sends his apolo-
gies. NATO, as we are commonly known, represents approximately two-thirds
of the nation's 15,500 theatres. We are appearing before this committee today
because of our very deep concern that tax legislation currently being considered
in this Committee will have a severely debilitating effect on film production in
the U.S.

The exhibition sector of the motion picture industry, which we represent,
emuploy about 250,000 full aud part time people and our total national payroll
exceeds $1.4 billion. Attendance at motion picture theatres has declined severe-
ly since the advent of television in the early fifties, and only in the last few
years have patrons begun to return to motion picture theatres in what looks
like a gradual upturn In attendance. We firmly believe that the keystone of
this resurgence in attendance has been the recent production of highly enter-
taining and popular American motion pictures as well as the billions of dollars
which exhibitors have invested in the construction of new theatres and the
refurbishing of existing houses. Iany of the films which have been drawing
patrons back to the theatres have been made possible by venture capital invest-
ments which would be penalized by the House version of the bill now before
you.

The most critical problem that faces the theatre industry is a lack of quality
product, both currently and for the forseeable future. In 1950, when there were
approximately 18,500 theatres in the country, 425 motion pictures were re-
leased through them. In 1975 the number of theatres has declined only slightly,
but only 182 pictures were released by the 21 major and independent producers
for which we have records. Because of this dramatic contraction in the num-
ber of films available, certain theatres who are unable to attract timely, quali-
ty product have been forced to turn to pornography or cheap foreign action
pictures to continue to meet their obligations.

Nonetheless, most of our theatres depend on quality, American made film
entertainment to survive. What does this survival wan to the Trvnsury of the
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United States in terms of national tax policy and what does it mean to localil-
ties? On the national level, aside from our $1.4 billion payroll, which is tax-
able, scores of subsidiary industries from trucking to candy profit from the
range of activities associated with motion pictures exhibition. These subsidi-
ary services have an impact on a number of sectors of the national economy
and should not be overlooked. But more important is the economic affect of
motion picture exhibition on local communities.

Theatres pump $16 million into State and local coffers through admission
taxes alone.

Local real estate, sales and corporate income taxes add to this figure sub-
stantially.

The $1.4 billion payroll which American theatres disburse yearly-much of
it to non-skilled, entry level personnel-directly impacts local economies in a
variety of ways.

Local media-newspapers, radio, television and billboards-are stimulated
by promotional spending entailed in Motion Picture exhibition. It has been
estimated that the 1975 local advertising expenditures, just for films which
were financed at least in part by venture capital attracted by the limited tax
deferral incentive, were close to $110 million.

Movie theatres serve the public interest in non-economic ways as well. They
provide low cost entertainment for families in low income areas, both urban
and rural-an affordable chance to get out of the house for a social occasion.
They provide light and traffic, in this way theatres are often a major factor
in keeping decaying neighborhoods alive. "The Last Picture Show" is indeed
a tragedy for any community.

The leaders of the various guilds and the industry representatives who are
here with us today are adamant that they possess the talent pool necessary to
produce quality American motion pictures at an even greater rate than they
have in the past years. What they are lacking is risk capital; capital which
can be raised only if some limited forn of tax incentive cushion is available.
Filmmakers must compete in the capital mnark6t for funding with a variety of
ventures which combine a lower overall risk and the same investment incentives
that the proposed legislation would eliminate for film. Unless movie producers
are allowed to compete for this high risk capital on an equal footing, we face
an even more severe constriction of available product for the future.

To conclude, it has been charged that the current tax laws are perhaps open
to abuse. We urge that the appropriate reforms, suggested in the Industry pro-
posals, be instituted to correct any abuses. But to impose tax penalties with
respect to film investment, while preserving normal tax results for most other
areas of risk financing, can only further limit production. This would be a dis-
aster for the exhibition industry, which has a $5 billion investment in theatres
in this country, and will force still more theatres to close or resort to exploita-
tion films or foreign imports to keep their doors open.

STATEMENT OF STEVE D'INzI7T..O. CHAIRMAN OF TIlE EAST COAST COUNCIL OF
MOTION PICTURE UNIONS

I am Steve D'Inzillo, Chairman of the East Coast Council of Motion Picture
Unions, which is made up of regional representative, from various locals en-
compassing cameramen, editors, studio mechanics, cartoonists, filn laboratory
technicians and projectionists. I ani also Business Manager for the Projec-
tionists Union, Local 306.

Several of my uinon colleagues have discussed and will continue to express
to you the effect that the decline in motion picture production here in America
will have upon the people involved directly in production.

My union-the Projectionists-is in the midst of a crisis involving the loss
of jobs through automation and the proliferation of twin multiple theatres.
Any further loss of jobs resulting from the closing of motion picture theatres
would place a tremendous burden upon our membership. The tax legislation
that, was passed by the House of Representatives-and which this Committ-e
is conside'iftg at these sessions-Nwould further limit American film production.
This could be the signal for the closing of many theatres and the kind of sit-
umtion that our union fears most.
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When a theatre closes, its effect is felt in many ways. In addition to the
loss of Jobs for the skilled technicians such as the projectionists, it also means
the loss of jobs for many part-timers, particularly students, who have long
found that the Job of usher and ticket-taker is a means toward getting a higher
education. In addition, there is a social effect that the closing of a theatre has
upon a neighborhood. Unlike a grocery store or a dress shop or a hardware
establishment that closes, a movie theatre is a rather unique construction. It
has but one life. That of a movie theatre. I am sure you have all seen the
deserted movie house, with its empty marquee that soon bears the marks of
vandalism. And inevitably, the local diner or the ice cream parlor that stood
near it begins to feel the pinch and, in rapid succession, an entire neighborhood
is blighted. The flourishing movie theatre, on the other hand, generates an
excitement that stimulates a whole community.

For theatres to flourish they need movies-good quality films-not cheap
porno films or "quickie action flicks" from abroad. I strongly urge the Senate
to allow the motion picture industry to have the same tax incentives that other
risk capital industries have. I urge the retention of limited tax incentive legis-
lation as outlined in the industry proposal.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ALAN J. III-C1n'.FIEl.D, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICE
- OF COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee for giving us this
opportunity to express our Industry's position. I thought when I worked in
Wall Street it was supposed to he the biggest gambling casino in the world,
but when I found myself almost three years ago making a switch to the movie
industry I soon changed my mind. I don't think it's necessary to tell you how
risky the motion picture business is-it's really rolling the dice every day of
your life-or to put it another way, we are in the disposable new product busi-
ness. The shelf life of our product is very short, the public's taste can change
literally as the film is being made and what looks terrific in a script sometimes
doesn't look so great on a big screen, even with Raquel Welch wearing it.
Nonetheless, our business is going through a renalsance, helped in no small
part by the availability of outside funding for production of film.

When I came to Columlia Pictures three years ago. we were faced with tile
following situation: We had a film production and distribution facility which
presented us with approximately $20 million in yearly overhead expense. In
order to justify this, we had to produce a minimum of $40 million worth of
quality motion pictures to put through the distribution system. I say mininium
because we are in a high risk busiimes and even this level of production would
not guarantee a return on investment commensurate with the overhead ex-
pense which we were supporting. Also at this time, the Company had an out-
side debt of close to $165 million and a miet worth of $8 million. We had a
maximum of $25 million to invest in film production, thus we needed a mini-
mum of $15 million in outside risk capital to support the $40 million production
schedule which, with luck, could put the Company back on a profitable track.
Without that money we would have ieen forced to abandon production and
distribution businesses. We were aide to raise this venture capital mainly due
to the limited tax deferral mechanism which would be eliminated under the
bill now pending before this Committee. In short, were the Ihouse bill now
law, Columbia Pictures would have been bankrupt. I realize that it is not
the duty of this Committee to insure the stability of profitability of private
enterprise. At the same time, motion picture production, not only by large
distributors such as ourselves but by scores of independent producers, serves
our country not only economically but artistically in the wide variety of ways
which my industry colleagues have outlined for you today. All. we ask for is
equal tax treatment with other high risk investment opportunities so that we
can continue to produce high quality American motion pictures.

With the advent of TV In the fifties, weekly attendance at motion picture
theatres went from almost 80 million a week down to 16 million 3 years ago.
The American film as on art form and more importantly as a business form
was diminishing with the consequent disastrous, effect on production, eniploy-
ment and on the fortunes of this industry. 8omne two to three years ago we
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began experiencing an upturn, not only in America but all over the world.
Coincident with it was the availability of substantial funding by outside in-
vestors in so-called tax deferral structures which were adapted to film pro-
duction. Without this kind of money I can assure you, beyond question, that
I would not be sitting here today. Whether they were to your tastes or not,
films like Shampoo and Funny Lady would never have seen the light of day.
Taxi Driver would not have been made in New York or Hard Times in
Louisiana or Stepford Wives in Connecticut, or most of the 20 films made in
Georgia over the last few years simply would not exist. One of our new
pictures, Close Encounter of the Third Kind which is commencing shooting 1n
Wyoming and Alabama 'with a ten million dollar budget, is an example of this
kind of production. A picture which will probably win the Academy Award
this year called One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest was made in Oregon. Cuckoo
was considered too risky for every major movie company and, in our own
genius, we passed it up, too. We didn't think there was a market for it, but
tax deferral financing made the production of this film possible. In addition
to our pictures, at least 62 others were made possible by this kind of outside
venture financing.

As an industry, we brought in a favorable balance of trade last year exceed-
ing $375 million theatrical distribution and an additional $62 million for
features televised abroad. This year our trade balance will be greater; and
again, many of the films which will help produce this revenue were funded
by outside financing. In virtually every foreign country there is some form of
substantial subsidy available to the filmmaker, usually government sponsored-
England, France, Germany, Italy, Canada, Japan, Australia, Spain and Com-
munist countries as well offer substantial inducements for film production. It
is interesting to note that in a recent White Paper prepared by the Labour
Government in England, a recommendation was made that, in order to stimu-
late declining production in the UK, the tax financing advantages used in the
U.S. be introduced there.

What we do is not a ripoff and 95% of what all the majors and independents
in our business do is not a ripoff. There have obviously been abuses in film
financing as there have been in other areas. We have recommended and heartily
endorse changes which would eliminate these abuses, and in the end, cost the
treasury nothing. Our own investors last year, based on current estimates, put
up some 16 million dollars in cash-they will get back a minimum of 18 million
dollars in cash, excluding any other benefits. Theli 16 million dollars of high
risk investment produced more than 40 million dollars of film production which
has to date produced world-wide gross receipts of over 200 million dollars.
Foreign earnings have flowed back to U.S., and domestic grosses have benfited
local communities in a variety of ways.

Again, our business is not to siphon -money from the public or the U.S.
Treasury-rather we are trying to find an orderly way to run our company
and our industry profitability. We can only do this by stimulating picture
production. Obviously, we're in a risk business. Obviously, we seek whatever
means are available to cut these risks or diminish them. Outside financing
can accomplish this to some degree by giving us the means to produce ad-
ditional pictures while enabling us, as a company, to be In business today.
The same can be said for almost all small independent producers in the United
States as well as for a large part of the production by our fellow major dis-
tributors.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN NOLAN, NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE SCREEN
ACTORS GUILD

My name is Kathleen Nolan. I am National President of the Screen Actors
Guild. Our guild represents 32,000 actors. And, if you're concerned with eight
point five percent unemployment, think for a moment about 85 percent un-
employment. That's the national figure with respect to our membership.

I'm here today speaking not only for my guild, but for the other two major
creative guilds as well-the Writers Guild of America and the Directors Guild
of America-both of which are facing enormous unemployment in their ranks.

Contrary to the myth about movie actors and actresses, hardly any of us are
in the millionaire class. ')nly six-tenths of one percent of our membership earns
more than $100,000. Three point f~ur percent earns between $15.000 and $25,000

Itper year-and 80.6 percent are below the poverty level. The Writers Guild of
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America is currently facing a 45 percent unemployment rate and the Directors
Guild of America has more than 40 percent.

I'm here today to urge this committee not to discriminate by tax legislation
against the film industry-and to permit our industry to continue to attract
risk capital to be invested in American motion pictures.

Our members derive their employment from two major sources-motion pic-
tures and television. In recent years, when the rest of our economy was grow-
ing, our sources of employment were declining. While more money is being
spent on motion picture production today than ever before, sky-rocketing costs
have resulted in fewer and fewer movies being made here in America. This
past year approximately 125 films were produced by the major studios-a de-
cline from the 400 to 450 produced in the 1950s. This has had a disastrous
effect on our employment situation.

At the same time that movie production has declined, the television net-
works discovered they could make considerably more profit by reducing the
number of original programs shown on their stations. In a matter of ten years,
we have seen original production decline from 39 episodes per series per year
to 32, then 28, then 26, 24, 22-and they are now talking about 17 new episodes
per series per year, with the rest being re-runs. This, too, has had an enor-
mously negative effect on the employment situation in our creative guilds.

While this was happening, the FCC created the prime-time access rule which,
instead of creating new forms of programming, as was its intention, forced
television stations to rely on cheaply-produced foreign product from England
and Canada and a depressing array of mind-deadening game shows. This, too,
has hurt us in terms of unemployment.

Our government agencies seem to have a penchant for destroying our home
grown industries and building up the product of our foreign competitors. If
the Senate allows the House tax bill to stand-the result will be the destruc-
tion of the American film industry-at least, to the extent of driving production
abroad.

In addition to more foreign production, what we are going to see is the
perpetuation of mediocrity in films. This once great art form-an indigenous
American art form-will increasingly rely on the "safe" picture. Off-beat movies
like "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest," "Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore."

"Sounder," "Conrack" and "Aaron Loves Angela" will simply not be made. And
movies involving women and minorities-a struggle in which we are just be-
ginning to make some head-way-will be avoided in favor of the sure box-
office winner.

The motion picture industry is one that does not deplete our natural re-
sources. The profits it generates are intellectual as well as monetary. It re-
mains America's best spokesman abroad and the most potent mirror of Amer-
ican life.

With the enormous risk involved in producing quality films ... with the
rising costs of these films . . . the American film industry should not be sub-
jected to still another blow to Its already battered body. A decline in risk
-capital will result in a further decline in film production and, inevitably, a
decline in the quality of these productions. I believe the Senate would no more
want to see books and newspapers removed from the American home-than to
see American movies gradually disappear or be dissipated into celluloid pap.

Virtually every country in the world offers a subsidy to its filmmakers. We
are not asking for that. We are simply asking not to be discriminated against.
We are asking for the same tax treatment that is available to other business
investments to help increase production here In America, to increase employ-
ment, to make it possible for America's filnmakers to continue to produce in-
novative, trend-setting films which will remain the standard of the world
market.

We support the Industry proposal which allows for limited tax incentives
as an encouragement to investors to risk their dollars in American films. We
believe II.R. 10612 unjustly discriminates against the American film industry
at a time when we can ill afford to see its further decline.

Thank you.
Senator HARRY F. Bvnn, Jr. The committee will stand adjourned

until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m.. the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, March 25,1976.)





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
CoM.ibrrrim.pE oN FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant. to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Bentsen,
Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, Dole, and Packwrood.

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
The first witness that we have this morning is Mr. Robert H. Prei-

skel, chairman, Committee on Taxation, Association of the Bar of the
City of New York.

We are pleased to have you before our committee, Mr. Preiskel,
and we appreciate the thoughtful endeavors of your group to try to
help us accomplish tax simplification.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. PREISKEL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON TAXATION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY
OF NEW YORK

Mr. PREISKEL. Thank you very much, Senator Long.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee on be-

half of the Committee on Taxation of the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York.

I would like to talk about, LAL and the minimum tax, and if I have
timie, I would like to nmake some general observations about certain
trends wlhich concern the members of our committee.

As we perceive it, LAL and the irininium tax are basically con-
cerned with two separate and distinct problems. The first is the exist-
ence of tax l)references which do not produce benefits commensurate
with the resultant loss of, and associated dislocations to. the revenue.

The second is the excessive use of preferences by individual taxpay-
ers to inordinately reduce their tax liabilities although the prefer-

cmes of which they avail themselves are in themselves beneficial
to sciet N.

At, the taxation committee we have accel)ted as policy determina-
tions that certain preferences are not justified by the benefits that they
1)roduce, and that there should be a limitation on the amount of bene-
lits to which a taxpayer is entitled. I think that we would all tend to
think that subsidies should be handled outside of the revenue system.
We are not, really competent to decide that issue; neither are we corn-

(703)
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potent to decide whether preferences -are exorbitant. Some on the
committee believe that if a taxpayer is making expenditures in the
national interest, there is no reason why he should be limited, but as I
have said we have accepted as policy determinations, that there are in
fact two problems with which the Congress and we must concern
ourselves.

There is no doubt that LAL and minimum tax will inhibit the use
of tax preferences, but, in our opinion, they do not deal adequately
with either of these problems.

The first problem is the fact that certain preferences do not produce
benefits commensurate with their cost. We believe that it should be
handled by meeting all of the preferences head-on, evaluating them,
modifying them, either by reduction, increase, or elimination on an
item-by-item basis. Thus, the deduction for capital gains could be re-
duced from 50 percent to 40 percent. That would produce about the
same amount of revenue as a 15-percent minimum tax ona 50-percent
capital gains deduction. This would really be structural reform. the
law wold be simplified and all that would remain would be the de-
sirable tax preferences.

LAL and the minimum tax do not operate in this way. Some pref-
erences relate to low-income housing, others deal with baseball fran-
chises or with the gas and oil, and others with the deduction for
capital gains. Some of the preferences deal with timing benefits, such
as rapid acceleration. Some of them deal with changes in rates or ex-
clusions from income. We do not believe they should all be treated in
the same way.

LAL and the minimum tax are enormously complex, especially
LAL. The mininimum tax, if it becomes high enough to be effective, may
require basis and other adjustments. With respect to real estate, we
believe that LAL, which permits deductions from one item of prop-
eity to be offset against income from other items of property, discrmi-
nates in favor of persons who have developed a substantial amount of
real estate income. It is difficult to know why an incentive intended to
produce investment in new real estate should produce greater benefits
for the person who already has real estate income rather than the ler-
son who has other income.

We also think that LAL and the minimum tax are ineffective. They
do not apply to corporations; corporations (o tax shelter income. You
will see a further deflection of income from in(lividlals to corpora-
tions where they can use tax shelters. All in all, we think as far as the
first problem is concerned, LAL and minimum tax, are ineffective, com-
plicated, and do not really accomplish tax reform.

The second problem, the excessive use of preferences by individinal
taxpayers, is also not handled appropriately by LAL and the mini-
mum tax. In effect, they burden all preferences once one gets beyond
$40,000 with an identical burden. A taxpayer, once he gets beyond
$40,000, pays 14 cents on the dollar for every preference that he has.
As a matter of fact, a minimum tax may make shelter even mnore of a
rich man's game. It may be worth paying 14 percent to shelter 70 per-
cent income but not to shelter dollars that will be taxed at only 50
percent.
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We have developed a recommendation, It has been sent to you-I
guess we sent it down February 9--which we think deals with the
second problem much more appropriately.

Basically, we suggest a disallowance of deductions to the extent that
!they inordinately reduce what would have been true taxable income. Itis very similar to Secretary Simon's proposal. Basically we suggest
that the amount of preferences which a taxpayer is entitled to use be
limited to a percentage of his taxable income as if it were computed

' without preferences.
Now, we have not picked any percentage; that is a policy decision,

which would have to be made by Congress. But to give you an exam-
ple, if a taxpayer had $200 of accelerated depreciation, which would
be'a tax preference and taxable income after that of $100 under our
proposal, if a 50-percent rule were used, his deduction for accelerated
depreciation would only be $150, 50 percent of his true economic income
before deduction of what is deemed to be an artificial loss.

So, basically, what we are saying is that everybody has to pay a fair
tax on his true economic income, and we determine it in that manner.

We would provide for a carry-forward of any unused tax preference
items for reasons which I will discuss later. We believe that to be ap-
propriate.

We have submitted a draft of legislation. We are sure that it is not
as good as it might be but we think it works, although there-is prob-
ably some cross-referencing required. We think it is simple and effec-
tive. It absolutely disallows those preferences which are excessive. It
does not make them available to a taxpayer who is willing to pay 14
percent for them.

We also think it is preferable to the minimum tax and LAL because
it does not operate directly against the preference. Under the present
bill, a person who is about to make an expenditure that is apparently
socially desirable, has first to determine whether he is likely to have
enough accelerated income from a piece of property to get benefits
from the reductions attributable to that property. He then has to pay
a 14-percent tax on the preference he gets. We suggest that, within the
permissible limitation, preferences should not be burdened with LAL
or a minimum tax. A taxpayer should be allowed to enjoy without bur-
den the benefits of preferences when he is making expenditures in the
national interest which are not excessive.

We have provided for a carryover. It is our opinion that if a person
makes expenditures which are in the national interest, and it turns out
he is wrong about how much to spend, he should be required to defer
any excess preferences. but that if, over a period of time, his expendi-
tures are reasonable in relation to his economic income, he should be
allowed those preferences.

That is basically the proposal; any person under this proposal who
constantly tax shelters excessively would, in effect., have a poion of
the preference disallowed. If not, he would have them deferred and
ultimately allowed.

If there are no questions about LAL and the minimum tax, I would
like to make some general observations.

There are some trends in the Tax Reform Act which trouble us in
New York. One of them is the notion that whether one is entitled to a
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preference, ot the. extent to which one is entitled to a preference,
whether a method of accounting or accelerted depreciation-I think
my time is up.

The CHAIRMAN. You may finish your statement.
Mr. PREISKEL. That this should depend upon whether he is an entre-

preneur or a sole owner, or engaged full time in an activity. We be-
lieve that to be wrong. It is really not quite fair that enormously rich
people who can take on projects should get preferences while the mid-
dle class should not be able to get them through syndication. The pref-
erence is there to stimulate the investment of capital, whether that
capital comes from a lot of people, whether it cones from an entre-
preneur, or from others.

It seems to us, as long as the preference is desirable and it goes
along with the investment of the funds, there is no reason why one
should be against syndication.

We also, I think, detect an unfortunate tendency toward legisla-
tion intended to deal with narrow current problems. Allocation of
purchase price is really not a problem only for sport franchises; non-
recourse debt, is not a problem only for oil and gas. or films: it is just
as much a problem in the real estate industry. Legislation should try
to handle those problems generally and not by picking out the smali
problems in specific areas.

The foreign tax credit proposals correctly provide for recapture of
losses. It is not. correct to then reduce the foreign tax credits which
remains available. There is a redundancy there, and a distortion.
Finally, to say a person who has a foreign loss should recognize in-
colie where lie ordinarily woldd notsees wrong and not necessary-
the amount of revenue in the whole proposal is $30 million; "the
amount attributable to that last little recognition bit must be insig-
n ificant.

The CHAIRMAXN. I will have to ask you to end your oral statement
at this point.

I will invite you, as well as your association, to favor us with more
of the suggestions along the lines that you have in mind, which in my
judgment are very meritorious suggestions. Our staff has been very1
much impressed 1y the suggestions that your group has made. Their
contain a tremendous amount of merit and ousfht to be studied. I
wish that you would give us further studies. We are trying to ret
Secretary Simon's people to tell us more specifically the kind of thing
that they have in mind for their tax proposals. It occurs to me that,
some simplified tax procedure that Secretary Simon has advocated
might be started at this point, as an alternative tax system for that
that, we would choose as the minimum tax now.

T am ntvined tint wli-M v'our griolilp 1)p siu!'restei iq fpi r h ttnir.
Tt is far less complicated than what we have on the statute books, to-
day. It mayv he. lowevr,i that is wlnvt. S(.cre trv ,Simon i- Ci (:tii).

onec we get more detail asF to how' ' that w01l1 woi'k. w)uld bo 1"ttr.
What tenls to happen when we stirt to look nt the minimuml tax

proposal is that Qonieone sinews m) with te amlitioius idea of nd'rine-
ill( th rate to 50 or 70 pervnt all over a'ain. The ninimmu tax vo ld
set the stage for us repealing many things in the Tax Code that vo
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were discussing which would do nothing but impede what business
can do.

I am going to urge all my colleagues to carefully study charts and
examples that show what would happen under the suggestions that
your group has made. One thing that concerns me is that, up to now,
we have tended to penalize capital accomplishments that are produc-
tive. If a man sells his home, we will let him take that money and buy
another home, and we do not insist on taxing the enhancement of value
at that point.

If lie sells his ranch and invests the increase in value in stocks in a
corporation or business machinery to start a plant and a factory, we
levy a big tax on him. By the time we get through with the minimum
tax and all the other things such as LAL in the House bill, it works
out to a tax of about 42 percent on a profit that, in some respects, did
not really exist at all. Sometimes you are talking about the mere fact
of inflation on assets that have been held for a long time. We ought to
,ive a better break to capital accumulation. If we are afraid that one

is going to accumulate too inuch, maybe we ought to look at that ques-
tion more in terms of the gift or inheritance tax laws. Then after he
worked to build a financial empire, the benefit would be diffused more
generally to society at the end of his life.

Have you had the occasion to study or look into some of the details
of Secretary Simon's Ruggvstion ?

Mr. PREISKEL. No. All that we have seen is the statement; that is all.
We have not done anything beyond that. I suppose-I do not know
if further details will be available. If they were made available to us,
we would be very happy to look at them.

The CTI A. 3 &NT. We are asking for them. When we get them, I hope
that we can make them available to you.

Senator Bentsen?
Senator BX.XTSEX.%-. Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased with this testi-

mony, because I think lie goes right to the heart of the issue. As I look
at the minimum tax, what we have seen thus far in proposals for in-
creasing that minimum tax, they do not get to the prol)lem at all. What
we ire trying to do, it seems to me, is stop the abuse of preference in-come. The question is, as you aptly stated, it is the merit of each prefer-
ence item.

The subject of the accumulated use-overuse of all of them, is quite
another subject. What we are trying to stole) is someone who supposedly
makes $1 million in cash flow and lives off that and pays no taxes. or
virtually no taxes and the publication of that obviously destroys con-
fidence in the tax system and the overuse of it.

Now, you come'up with a very simplified approach to the minimum
tax that I have seen operating thus far. The suggestions that-I have
seen so far for the further increase of it will not touch the man who
is living off of the cash flow and who pays no taxes; it will )ot touch
him at all. It does not increase his taxes a bit. But they do add to the
taxes of the man already paying substantial taxes.

So your approach would go a long way on that and I am very
pleased to see it. I am very interested ni it.

One thing that simplifies all of this: If you had the same kind of
top tax bracket on the investment of capital income that you have
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* on earned income, I never understood the reason why someone could be
a prizefighter and make $1 million, or a country folk singer and make
$1 million a year and pay 50-percent tax, but the earnings of the intra-
capital and of the savings can go to 70 percent.

All over this country you are finding people who are making tax
decisions and not economic decisions. Sometimes they are making very
idiotic economic-tax decisions, thinking that they are going to save
taxes and going into all kinds of stupid tax shelters. They go into
some of them that really are not good.

Mr. PREISKEL. This is something that people are finding out now,
that they have made investment decisions.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I am very impressed, and I want to con-
tinue to study your approach.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. It is the best statement that we have had. I think

it is the best one that we have had in the hearings so far. I am going
to ask you just a couple of questions.

On page 2 you make reference to the fact that the Code should be
to raise revenues and that you should not have any tax preferences at
all. I think that's what you are driving at. Now, in theory, I agree with
you, but you say that other mechanisms should be used.

W're heard testimony the other day that the best way to get money
for housing was front tax incentives. What other mechanisms do we
have? The end of low-cost housing?

Mr. PREISKEL. Although we on the tax committee would prefer
that all subsidies be handled out of the tax law, we are not really com-
petent and do not have any special expertise to make that determina-
tion. But I think the best way to handle subsidies would be directly.

Senator PACKWOOD. A lot of people, a lot of Congressmen, come to
the conclusion that we do not subsidize things well here in the
Congress.

Mr. PREISKEL. I suppose you could use direct subsidies without any
more strings than you now use in the Internal Revenue Code. Now,
someone checks off a number of his tax return, and in effect, he is sub-
,Qidized by the Government so long as he is perhaps putting up some of
his own money. Nobody really pays very much attention to the kind
,of project or controls the expenditures.

it has been suggested that if we really don't want controlled sub-
sidizing we could say to a person send in a request saying that he is
putting up a project and asking for money; later on audit. We would
find out whether he has really done what he said. That is pretty much
what happens now.

Senator PACKNWOOD. Or take the homeowner who deducts the interest
rather than the dedction. What you are saying, he would pay it, then
hio would just send in the bank statement with his income tax return
that he paid $2.000 of interest; will you deduct that from my tax or
send ine the $2,000.

Mr. PREIsmrIM. Or send me a portion of the $2,000 which does not,
depend on his tax bracket; yes. That is pretty much what happens to-
day. except that the amount of his subsidy depends on his tax bracket.

Senator PACKWOOD. There is a great tendency in the Congress to put
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on controls. If I were that confident that we would simply send the
homeowner the $2,000 for his interest, I go along with it. I am not
that confident because they will not follow it the way we want and the
way we design it.

The last question is on page 8. Preferences and preferential methods
of accounting are created to stimulate and reward the investment of
funds, and it seems difficult to understand why a full-time participant's
investment should have different tax consequences than an investment
by a part-time person.

The farmers testified and said that they do not really need the tax
preferences. They can borrow, but they do not need the tax preferences.
If our policy is not to encourage the investment of outside income in
farms, but to find some way to keep the farmers on the farms, keep
the people who live on them and work on them, that would not hold
with your statement.

Mr. PREISKEL. That is correct. If that were the policy, that is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. That is the policy. I think that they pretty well

indicated that they do not need the preference for the capital. They
need some cash benefits to stay in business.

Mr. PREISKEL. I was thinking of something like real estate where
outside capital is important.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much. It was a very good
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. I have been very much interested in your statement.
Do I understand in general that what you propose is rather

than having LAL or minimum tax, we apply a remedial act to the
preference itself?

Mr. PREISKEL. Yes, an alternative tax to come to grips with the basic
decision that everybody should pay some taxes, not avoid all tax, even
through the preference, which is available, is desirable.

Senattor CunT is. What particular preference, in your opinion, results
in the most cases of unconscionable tax practices?

Mr. PREISKEL That is something that is beyond my competence to
answer.

Senator CURTIS. Is it interest paid? Is it a charitable deduction?
Mr. PREISKEL. I am really not competeat to make that decision.

Whether a particular activity is sufficiently beneficial to society is
beyond my field of expertise. People contribute to very stran.re kinds
of charities. It is hard for me to see the benefit in them all, but I
suppose there is much to be said for pluralism, which is a good thing.
I do not know that all of the housing that is built should have been
built, but I do not know that it would not have been.

Senator CURTIS. At what point would you place a limit on the de-
duction for the interest paid?

Mr. PREISKEL. Well, I think that the basic concepts, which have been
followed and embodied in the Tax Reform Act, are basically sound. I
do not think there should be a deduction for personal interest.

Unfortunately, it is complicated to start distinguishing between.
personal investment and business interest. I would think that we. can
eventually go down below $12,000 on personal interest, although I do
think that mere generous transitional rules are in order; many people
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have made commitments and are tied into large interest-bearing loans
that they just cannot. get out of quickly.

Senator CURTIS. Is it interest paid regardless of the reason? Isn't
that considered a tax preference, the deduction for interest paid?

M~r. PREISKEr. NO. At the moment, it is just a complete deduction

with no adverse consequences. Personal interest is not the problem. It
is just deducted and that is the end of it.

Senator CURTiS. In the minimum tax, is it not regarded as a prefer-
ence item?

Mr. PREISKE.,. Only to the extent that the minimum tax would apply
to the excess of your deductions from adjusted gross income over 70
percent of adjusted gross income, and someone with large interest in
that category would have to pay a minimum tax on it. There is also
under the new proposal a limitation on the amount of personal
interest.

Senator CURTS. I saw in your summary the hypothetical taxpayer
who has the $200,000-the 200 of the present 100 for the normal tax-
able income.You would lessen the value of his preference. How would
that apply to the homeowner or farmer in these days of high interest,
who has very, very sizable interest payments, and what happens in a
year that he has little or no income?

M r. P3REISKEF,. I do not think that would affect him at all. I do not
think that our proposal would affect at all the ability of a person to
deduct interest.

Senator CURTIS. Is medical deduction a tax preference?
Mlr. PREISKET,. We have not defined tax preferences.
Senator CURTIS. No, no. I mean in the existing law.
Mr. PRERISKE.. In the existing law?
Senator CURTs. It is.
Mr. PREISKEL. No.
Senator CURTIS. Are charitable deductions?
Mr. PREISKEL. NO.
Senator CURTis. I think it would be helpful to this committee if

someone would come up with some real objective studies as to what our
problem is. We hear a great many politicalspeeches about individuals
with high incomes paying no taxes. I have never rin into any of tho.ze
individuals. There might be a lot of them but I think that we need, in
order to come to a sound solution, need to find out just what the prob-
lem is. How much of it is in the political speeches that the candidates
wlho ,a e running for office make and how much of it is really true?

Tender your plan, assume that an individual is a lawyer and has
$50.000 in professional fees and $100,000 in the tax preference income.
How would your proposal apply in his case?

Mr. HersT( L. He would have to pay a tax on .$T 75.000 worth of the
income. In other words, under those ciremnstances, true economic in-
come would have been $150.000. That is assuming that $100,000 of
preferences are not true economic losses. We would limit his right to
avail himself of preferences to 50 percent of such income. Now, that is
.a hypothetical case: that is the 50 percent.

Sf-iator CURTTs. If T may finish.
Wat would this $100,600 tax preference income, what could that

consist of?
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Mr. PREISKEL. It could be accelerated depreciation in real estatei or
could be the deduction for charitable contributions. The deduction
could be for intangible drilling expenses. You could throw a lot of
things in there, percentage depletion, all of those expenditures which
someone deems to be artificial losses, and not true economic deductions.
That is a policy decision which we do not feel that we are competent
to make.

Senator CURTIS. Well, something that is not a true deduction is some-
thing that somebody else takes and we do not. I think that is the only
difference.

I have a couple more questions that I would like to have you answer
for the record, if you would. I will see that they are delivered to you.

Tle CI IA.MAN. The Senator will submit those questions.
[The questions and answers referred to above follow:]
Question 1. You stated that the LAL provisions of the House bill would favor

those already in the real estate Industry over those who are just entering the
real estate field. Please explain why this is so.

Answer. LAL permits artificial losses (accelerated depreciation and interest
and taxes during the construction period) from one Item of real property to be
ofliset against Income from other items of real property. This favors a taxpayer
already in the real estate industry because lie will have a previously developed
stream of real estate income from which artificial losses on new items of prop-
erty can be deducted w while persons newly entering the field do not have such
illcolue.

Assume, for instance, two taxpayers each of which makes identical invest-
ments in real estate and assume further, that each investment would generate
artificial Iosses of 1;50.000 in 11)76. Assuume, as is likely to le the ciose. that neither
of these investments will generate net related income in 1976 sufficient to absorb
those artificial losses. A, who has invested in real estate in tile past and who
will have income in 1970 arising from such investments (which may very well
have been in syndicated real estate operations which gave rise to tax shelter In
prior years) will be able to deduct his artificial losses from that other income.
B also has other Income but it is not from real estate and therefore cannot deduct
his 1976 artificial losses from that other income; Instead, he must wait until his
real estate activities develop sufficient income to aborb the artificial losses,
something which may never happen or may happen years in the future.

Que. tion 2. You referred to -the increasing l)reoccul)ation of our tax laws
with "inconsequential" matters. Would you Illustrate what you mean by this
statement?

Answer. Several illustrations spring to mind.
1. The investment credit for garden tool expenses.
2. Several provisions affecting the computation of the foreign tax credit.
(A) Bill Section 1032 contains certain amendments dealirg with the foreign

tax credit which are expected to raise some $30,000,000 in revenue. Our report,
which was sent to you on January 28, 1976, discusses these provisions in some
taili. The bill basically makes three adjustments In -the computations of the
foreign tax credit but I would now like to address myself oqlvy to that contained
in proposed Sec. 904(f) (3) which requires that under some circumstatnces a
taxpayer who has sustained an overall foreign loss will actually recognize In-
coni on transactions which would normally be tax free. It Is difficult to believe
that this provision would account for anything but an insignificant portion of the
$.0,000,000, It Is highly complicated, creates difficult problems of interpretation
of other provisions of law and is unrelated to the basic operation of the foreign
tax credit.

IB) Bill Section 1034 contains certain amendments dealing with the manner
In which foreign source capital gains are to be treated for purposes of forebi.n
tax credit; the bill is intended to prevent taxpayers from gaining undue advan-
tage where foreign source Income is capital gain and domestic source is ordinairv
income. The bill is appropriate in concept hut, once again. It Is highly complex
and raises only $10.000,000. Moreover, It probably would not raise anything like
that amount of money if it were appropriately drafted to nmke the foreign tax
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credit work really properly, because it would have to deal with the reverse situ-
ation in which taxpayers do not get sufficient foreign tax credits because they
have foreign source ordinary income and domestic capital gains.

3. The bill provides for allocating purchase price in the case of acquisitions of
sports franchises. It is hard to believe that this problem could not be dealt with
adequately at the administrative level. It is a problem which arises with respect
to all activities and hardly seems significant enough to require special legisla-
tive treatment.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you. If we at the Com-
mittee on Taxation can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to
call upon us.

Sincerely,
ROBERT H. PREISKEL,

Chairman, Committee on Taxation, The A8sociation of the Bar of the
City of New York.

The CIHAIRM1AN. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I have no questions.
I do want to make certain that I understand the thrust of your

statement.
You also pay a tax on at least 50 percent of your taxable income?
Mr. PREISKEL. On at least 50 percent of the economic income one

would have had if there were no preferences.
I want to say again that 50 percent number is purely-you may

decide 60, 70 or 30, but that he does pay at least that much on what
his earnings are economically.

Senator Dor1.E. That is all I have.
The CHAIRM31AN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In your statement, you say that the Tnx Reform Apt. is awesome ill

its complexities. That is an accurate statement. Then you say that
much of this is attributable to familiar causes, the major of which is
probably the use of the Internal Revenue Code to influence economic
behavior and not merely to collect revenue in an equitable. manner.

It seems to me that you are making a very important point there
and one which very seldom is made before this committee. Basically,
the revenue code should be for the purpose of collecting revenue and
in an equitable manner rather than attempting to get into all sorts
of economic behavior patterns. I am glad to see you point that out.

I think that Senator Bentsen made an excellent point, that what
this committee should be doing, as I see it, is trying to eliminate
the abuse of preferences and not necessarily eliminating all the
preferences.

I assume that you also agree.
Mr. PRF.TSKEr,. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. I am not sure that I understand your proposal as

submitted.
Let me put this question: if a person has an income of, say. $100,000

and makes charitable contributions totaling $40,000, now that $40,000
is reduced by 50 percent. is it? How is that handled ?

Mr. PREISKE,. No, our proposal would not necessarily touch that
at all. You would first have to decide whether that falls into the tax
preference category. We have not decided that it would. If it did not
fall into the tax preference category, it would have no effect unless
the taxpayer also had excess tax preferences; the $40,000 contribu-
tions reduces his taxable income, and since the amount of preference
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that a person is entitled to depends nontaxable income, the preferences
he could take that year would also be reduced. In effect, you do allo-
cate through this device some of your personal deductions against your
preference. Under the proposal as we conceive it, if it were decided
that it were a preference item, one would say that with $40,000 chari-
table contributions and $100,000 taxable income, the true income would
be $140,000. If you said that the preference should be limited to 50
percent of the true income, the $10,000 deduction would not be

'- disturbed.
If you limited it to 20 percent of true income, you would then allow

only a $28,000 charitable deduction, and tax would be paid on $112,000,
and $12,000 would be available as a carry forward. We hai'e not tried
to decide which should fall within the tax preference definition for
these purposes.

Senator BYRD. So long as your tax preferences do not exceed 50
percent of your total income; then there would be no change in the
present law.

Mr. PREISKEL. That is correct, assuming that 50 percent is the appro-
priate number.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CTTAIRMAN. One thing that does bother me about this is the prob-

lem that Senator Byrd raised.
If we left out charitable contributions from the preferences, we are

also going to leave out donations to universities and things that fall
into the same section of the code. All of those are gifts to public
organizations. If we do that, we may then leave ourselves subject to
the choice that a person makes $1 million and still pays no income tax.

This gets back to the quarrel between the laymn and our preacher.
He tells us that we ought to gve 10 percent of everything we make to
the church. If you go back to the bnginningf, the church and the state
were all the same thing; isn't that right? In other words, Moses was
th3 church and the state at the time he was lender. The folks back
at that time were not trying to run a check on Moses to see whether he
was using their 10 percent to inspire them to do good or whether
ho was using it to build tabernacles to shelter the people from the
rain.

If we look at the minimum income tax, the question is, should we
give him credit for what he is paying to the church? If -ou go backand look at the history of the whole question, when he was paying it
to the church, he was paying it to the state. It was the subsequent
philosophy of government to separate the church and the state, but
if we followed your approach and decided that we were going to let
a grift to a religious body not be subject to tax, do you think that we
could make folks understand that the gift should be considered the
same as if it were a tax itself that was being paid by the taxpayer?

Mr. PRF.ISKrET,. That is more than a simple tax lawyer could answer.
I think you are really in an area of policy involving substantial policy
determinations. I do not think I can answer that question.

The CIIARMA.N. Well, the fact that youi leave it to the committee and
the Congress to decide what we should view as a tax preference and
what we should not view as a tax preference is one reason that I think
that your idea has a great deal of appeal to this committee.

69-460---76---pt. 2-16
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You suggest also that you leave it for the Congress to decide
whether we should apply the same tax rate for purposes of the mini-
mum tax that exists elsewhere in the, code or whether we should adopt
a ,if'erent rate.
- Ir. -PIeiSKEL. Well, I would have to leave it to Congress but, I
believe, Senator Long, it seems to me that in light of the purpose of
the provision, I do not see any reason for different rates. If it becomes
a revenue-raising measure, yqu might want to impose a different rate,
but if the purpose is merely to prevent someone from avoiding tax on
too niuch of his income, I do not see any reason why it would have to
shift, to a different rate.

The CHAIRMAN. You would use the same rate structure?
Mr. PRETISKEL. We would use the same rate structure, and change the

amount of each preference if we felt that more tax should be paid, or
less tax, on for instance capital gains. I think that we would do that
in the preference end of it, rather than in this alternative tax.

The CHAIRANI,\. Thank you very much for some very constructive
thinking.

I thimik that it, would be very important, in view of the excellent
credentials of your group and yourself that you would favor us with
some imaginative thinking.

Senator Fannin?
Senator FA-,N-iN.. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one question.

I am sorry that I could not, be here to lhear all of your testimony, but
I h1ave heard some comments.

I was wondering, the real estate group was here and the realtors bad
a little different approach to this. They would take normal taxable
income without tax preferences and then add to that on tax prefer-
ences. The 50 percent of that. would be the taxable amount. If the 50
percent resulted in a. higher tax than the normal tax, you would pay
that amount; if it did not, then you would pay the normal tax.

Mr. PREISKE, . That is basically our proposal.
Senator FAN.Nxi. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement and attachients of Mr. IPreiskel follow.

Oral testimony continues on 1). 761.]
STATFMFNT OF ROBERT H. PREISREL, ChAIRAN O'.(F 'lTe COM MTTEE o. TAXATION

OF Tim ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THlE CITY OF NEW YORK

SUM MARY

1. The exi-stence of preferences which do not-produce benefits commensurate
with their cost is a problem different from the excessive use of preferences by
individual taxpayers. These two problems should be dealt with separately.

2. The first problem should be dealt with by examining each of the preferences
and eliminating or reducing it rather than by superimposing a complicated
system limiting the preferences and imposing a flat excise tax on them.

3. The IMinimum Tax merely reduces the value of all preferences to all tax-
payers except to the extent excluded from the Minimum Tax; it does not deal
effectively with the person who excessively reduces his income by their use.

4. The Bar Association recommends that Instead of the Minimum Tax, the
Code be amended to limit the deduction for preferences to a percentage of taxable
itnnme'rmputed without the deduction for such preferences. If a taxpayer had
$200 of preferences, $100 of normal taxable income after such preferences and
if it were deemed that the appropriate percentage were 50W4,, the taxpayer
wonuld be allowed only $150 of preferences (50%. of $300) and the remaining
$50 of such preferences would be disallowed but allowed as a carryover in future
years.
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5. The Tax Reform Act shows an alarming tendency to create narrow detailed
legislation for narrow current problems.

6. The tax treatment of income from a business and whether or not a person
is entitled to preferences should not depend upon whether he is engaged in it
full time or on his own or through a partnership or syndicate.

7. The Tax Reform Act does not adequately deal with structural reform or
complexity.

STATEMENT

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear before you in my capacity
as Chairman of the Committee on Taxation of the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York.

The Committee on Taxation has submitted.'-or will shortly submit, comments
with respect to Titles I, II, and III dealing with LAL, tax shelters and the
Minimum Tax, those portions of Title X dealing with investments in U.S.
property, the foreign tax credit, portfolio investments, possessions corporations
and Sections 367 and 1248, and Title XI dealing with DISC. I would appreciate
It if those reports were associated with and made a part of my statement.

It is impossible to talk about all of those provisions in any detail at this
tihe. I would, however, like to discuss LAL and Minimum Tax and to make
general observations with respect to the rest of the Tax Reform Act.

LAL and the Minimum Tax provisions are intended to deal with two problems
which are separate and distinct. The first Is the existence of tax preferences which
do not produce benefits commensurate with the resultant loss of, and associated
dislocations to, the revenue. The second is the ability of a taxpayer to eliminate
or excessively reduce his liability for income taxes by use of tax shelters
which are in themselves justiiable because they produce benefits commensurate
with their costs.

These problemss slhoul lie solved separately an(l failure of the Tax Reform
Act to deal with them separately has resulted in legislation which is ineffective
and inordinately complex.

The preferred solution to both problemss would appear to be excision from the
Code of those proviA 4ns intended to agect e(ononmic behavior and use of the
Code an(l revenue system solely to rai se revenue in an equitable manner, with
all incentives and subsidies handled through other mechanisms. It does 1ot
appear that such a solution is a likely prospect at this time and we have there-
fore assigned that the ('ode will continue to provide preferential treatment for
certain kinds of activity. WVe have also assumed it desirable to limit the extent
to which a taxpayer can reduce his tax liability through the use of preferences
even though In each case lie is making a decision which is fundamentally i the
national interest and Is in direct response to and in accordance with incentives
Intended by Congress.

The first l)roblem (the existence of preferences not justified on cost-benefit
analysis) should be solved by an intensive scrutiny of each of the preferences,
its cost, its effectiveness as an incentive and the desirability of the conduct which
it encourages with a view to its modification or elimination from the Code. For
example, it would be simple to provide preferential treatment for a portion
rather than all of an expenditure, or to reduce the rate of accelerated deprecia-
tion or spread the reductionn for intangible drilling expenses over a l)eriod of
years. The deduction for capital gains could be reduced: a re(luction to 40%
wovld al)pear to produce substantially the same result and revenue as the linposi-
tion of a 14%/ Minimum Tax on a 10(7 reductionn.

I am aware of the difficulty in confronting each of the preferences head m.
I am heartened, however, by the fact that since 1909 legislation has been enacted
increasing the capital gains rates, changing the definition of capital gains, lim-
iting the deduction of investment interest, reducing depreciation benefits accorded
to real estate and changing the recapture rules with respect to such depretia-
tion, reducing percentage (lepleti(n allowances. re(pealiig the investnie~t credit,
changing the rules with re.1iet to cliaritable contributions, modifying the foreign
tax cre(lit for foreign )il and gas income, and otherwvise dealing specifically with
preference ittis. These changes certainly indicate that Congress can deal specifi-
cally with preference items.

'I'te Cemiiittee Is Oppo.ed to LAL and the 14% Minimum Tax as solutions to
the first problem for the following reasons:

1. Their basic response is to distortions deliberately created and intended to
produce certain kinds of behavior and result. Elimination or simple modification
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of those provisions which create the distortions seem clearly preferable to the
creation of a complex layer of new provisions to deal with them.

2. They treat similarly items which are as different as the tax preferences for
low income housing, sports franchises and capital gains; it is hard to believe
they should all be treated identically.

3. They avoid and may well defer basic tax reform.
4. LAL has a kind of seductive symmetry to it-artificial losses from an item of

property are available only against income from that property. It is difficult,
however, to see why as a policy matter this is a preferred method for limiting
the scope of a preference. With respect to real estate, LAL permits losses from
one item of real property to be applied against income from all other items of real
property. This is seriously objectionable because it vastly prefers those persons
who have developed a stream of real estate Income against which losses could
be taken and discriminates against those persons who have other kinds of incomP
against which the losses would not be available. It Is Impossible to understand
why a preference intended to stimulate'future investment in real estate should
be more beneficial to persons who have one kind of income resulting-from prior
activity rather than another.

5. LAL and the Minimum Tax are not applicable to corporations; true struc-
tural reform would make unavailable to corporate taxpayers as well as individ-
ual taxpayers benefits which are not economically justified; indeed, the failure
to limit preferences in corporations will probably lead to using them to shelter
income deflected to them from individual taxpayers.

The Tax Committee is opposed to the enactment of the Minimum Tax provi-
sions of the Tax Reform Act whether LAL is or is not enacted.

Except for the 20,000-40,000 exemption, the Minimum Tax simply does not
impact more heavily upon those persons who excessively reduce their tax liabili-
ties through the use of preferences. Taxpayer A with $200,000 of taxable income
after giving effect to $40,000 of preferences pays a 14% tax on his preferences;
taxpayer B with no taxable income after $240,000 of preferences pays a 14% tax
on his preferences. Taxpayer B pays a larger amount of tax but each taxpayer
buys one dollar of preferences for 140.

Such a flat rate does not deter a 70% taxpayer from trying to eliminate all of
his taxable income any more than it deters a 70% taxpayer from trying to elini-
nate part of his income. Unless the 14% tax is intended to prohibit the use of
preferences. which it would not. It simply does not operate the way it should.
What it really does is decrease the benefits flowing from the exercise of prefer-
ences and deals with the first problem-whether the cost of the preferences is
justified by its benefits-rather than with the second problem-whether a partic-
ular taxpayer has excessively reduced his tax liabilities.

The Tax Committee recommends that the second problem, the excessive use
of preferences. be solved by requiring each taxpayer to defer such portion of his
deduction or exclusion benefit as is equal to the excess of his preferences over a
designated percentage of his taxable income computed without giving effect to
such preferences. Thus, assume a taxpayer had 100 of normal taxable Income
after 200 of preferences, and that 50% were the designated percentage. The tax-
payer would be required to defer .50. the excess of his 200 of preferences over 151).
The deferred preferences would be deductible in future years subject, of course.
to the same limitation of the deduction of preferences. Under such a system the
habitual over-user of preferences would in effect lose benefits attributable to his
excess preferences: if a person's use were not inordinate, determined by comnlar-
ing the amount of his preferences with his income over a period of time, the
prnnosal in effect would result in a deferral rather than a disallowance.

The Committee recommends this alternative because
1. It is simple (a draft of statutory provisions is attached to the Committee

report denling with Limitation on the Use of Tax Incentives).
2. It effectively prohibits the excessive use of preferences by denying them

rather than by merely subjecting them to a 14,/(. tax, a price which a 70% tat-
payer might well be willing to pay. (Examples are attached to the Committee
report on Limitntio-n on the Use of Tax Incentives.)

3. It does not impose a direct burden on the preferences themselves, while the
Minimuni Tax would impose such a burden on all preferences beyond the mini-
mum amount exempted from such tax.

The Tax Reform Act is awesome in it. complexity. Much of this is nttributable
to familiar causes, the major of which is probably the use of the Internal Reve-
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nue Code to influence economic behavior and not merely to collect revenue in an
equitable manner.

However, the Tax Reform Act shows an alarming proliferation of narrow leg-
islative solutions to narrow current problems. Thus, allocation of purchase price
is a problem which arises other than in connection with sports franchises and
the appropriate treatment of nonrecourse debt is not a problem limited to the
film, cattle and oil and gas industries. Broad principles of general application
should be developed. Patent abuses should be left to the courts.

There also seems to be a somewhat exaggerated pursuit of the relatively in-
consequential. Thus, although recapture of foreign losses is appropriate to the

" effective operation of the foreign credit mechanism and is consistent with the
philosophy of the overall limitation, the reduction of foreign tax credits by pro-
posed Section 904 (f) (1) (B) is inconsistent with that philosophy, redundant and
unfair while the generation of income by proposed Section 904 (f) (3) seems to be
entirely gratuitous and even outrageous.

A relatively new conceptt of dubious merit which will vastly complicate the
Code suggests that one's method of accounting and therefore the tax treatment
of one's interest In a business should'depend upon whether one is in that business
full or part time. Preferences and preferential methods of accounting are created
to stimulate and reward the investment of funds and it seenIs difficult to under-
stand why a full-time participant's investment should have difference tax conse-
*qutences than an investment by a part-time person.

Preferences arise because of the relative differences in the tax burdens
Imposed upon different kinds of activities. The creation of further complex
rules creating further distinctions in the tax treatment of various kinds of
income and various kinds of taxpayers will generate further preferences.

Many provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are not fully understood by
-taxpayers, their advisers or representatives of the Government and indeed
many of the provisions are not susceptible of understanding, much less sound
application in the real world.

Unfortunately the Tax Reform Act does not adequately deal with and indeed
in many ways compounds existing problems of tax preferences and complexity.

PROPOSAL FOR LIMITATION ON TIHE USE OF TAX INCENTIVES

I GENERAL STATEMENT

The Committee on Taxation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York (the "Tax Committee") believes that the LAI, and Minimum Tax Provi-
sions of the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1975 ("House Bill") are egregiously
deficient in the manner in which they deal with the problems they are supposed
to solve.

Those problems simply stated are first, the existence of tax preferences which
are not Justified by the benefits which they produce and second, the excessive use
of such preferences by taxpayers who thereby inordinately reduce taxable
income.

It is clear that the combination of LAL and the increased and revised Mini-
mum Tax will inhibit the use of tax preferences. But it Is equally clear that
this will be accomplished in an excessively complicated, random and non-
selective manner by submitting all tax preferences, no matter how conceived
or determined or useful, to the game LAL burden and to the imposition of an
ncross-the-board excise tax at a flat rate. The effect will be to postpone in-
definitely the intensive review of tax preferences which is so urgently required

-nnd to impose on all persons who avail themselves of such preference beyond
a minimum amount, a tax at a fiat rate, no matter how great the tax saving
from the use of such preferences. whether such saving is viewed relatively, in
proportion to the income of the user, or absolutely.

The Committee submits that what is required in the first Instance is a selec.
tive and careful consideration of each preference, its cost, its effectiveness as an
incentive, and the social desirability of the conduct -which it encourages. If it is
determined that the preference is not Justified because the social desirability of
the resulting conduct is not commensurate with its cost or is overbalanced by
attendant dislocations in the tax system-the preference should be eliminated or
appropriately reduced. Thus accelerated depreciation or the deduction of in-
tangible drilling expenses might be terminated or modified, either by providing
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preferential treatment only for a portion of the expenditure, by reducing the"
rate of accelerated depreciation, or by spreading the deduction for intangibles
over a period of several years.

I)etermining whether it preference Is Justified or whether It should he eliii-
sated or modified for failure to produce benefits commensurate with cost or
effectiveness, is beyond the competence of the Tax Conmidttee. The Committee
believes, however, that no preference should exist unless it is demonstrably
socially desirable, and that, this call he determined only if there Is a careful and
selective testing of all preferences. The Committee believes that superimposing
LAL on Items of tax preference is cumbersome, complex and erratic; and will
unfortunately delay inlefinitely the kind of review of tax preferences which is
really required.

Whether or not Congress undergoes a thorough review of preferences, or
enacts LAL, the Tax Committee believes that the second problem, the excessive
use of preferences, should bie curled by requiring each taxpayer to defer suh
portion of his deduction or exclusion benefit as Is equal to the excess of his pref-
erences over at de Agnated lsbrcetittup of his taxaildp income computed before
giving effect to preferences. This limitation is inte ,ded to prevent a taxpayer
from sheltering an Inappropriately large percentage of his taxable Income. As
will he demonstrated by the following example it is a far more appropriate and
effective deterrent than the miniuinini tax prolx)sei hy the Tax Reform Act

EXAMPLE

Present H.R. T3x
law 10612 committee

Gross income ----------------------------------------------------- 5,000,000 5, 00.000 5,000, ow
Preferences other than itemized deduction -------------.............. 4.000,000 4,000,000 4, 00. 000

Adjusted gross income ...................................... 1,000,000 1,000,000 1.000,000
Itemized deduction .......................................... 1,000, 000 1,000,000 1, 0CO, 000

Taxable income ............................................. 0 0 0
Addition for deferred tax preferences ------------------------- *.------------------------------ 2,000.000
Taxable income..... ...-------------------------------------------- 0 0 2,000, 000
Income tax ....................................................... 0 0 1,370,000

Minimum tax ..................................................... 299,997 604,000..........

Total .......................................... - : .......... 299,997 604,000 1,370,000

Note: For illustrative pur poses, we haveasssumedthat the appropriate percentge is 50 percent. Whether this percentage
should be increased or decreased, or made progressive, require4 a policy determination on which the committee expresses
no view.

The deferred portion would hbe dpdffetihle in future years subject. of course,
to the same limitation on the deduction of preferences. Under such a system
habitual over-user of preferences would in effect lose a substantial portion of the
benefits from such preferences; if a person's use were not inordinate, determined
by comparing the amount of his preferences with his income for a period of time,
the proljssal would in effect result in it deferral rather than disallowance. The
Committee believes this would be appropriate.

The Committee has also considered a second limitation on the amount of pref-
erences. This would require the taxpayer to defer a portion of his preference
hienefits equal to a designated percentage' of his preferences, if this second limi-
tation resulted III a greater deferral than that referred to above.

The Committee (loes not recommend the adoption of the second limitation be-
cause it does not believe that an across the board reduction in tax preferences
Is appropriate if the amount of preferences is not inordinately large In propor-
tion to the taxpayer's Income. However. as a policy matter, if it should be con-
eluded that if such a limitation is desirable. the Commission believes that tho
2r' deferral would he ' imph, widl apl~rohpilt,.

Attached is a draft of proposed legislation, a technical explanation an) a
series of examples which compare the impact of the Tax Committee proposal
with the results to be anticipated under the Tax Refor Act of 19t5.

1 For Ilhistratlve purpos.. we have assumed that the appropriate percentage Is 2014.
Whether this percentage shoilh lie Imcreased or decreased, or niade progessive, requires a
policy determination on which the Com(iittee expresses no view.
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11. CO.IN.%I:.TS ON THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

The rationale for the tax shelter provisions of the House Bill are stated on the
first page of the report of the House Committee on Ways and Means ("Ways and
Means Report") as follows:

"Tax reform is one of the highest priorities of the American people. They are
demanding that all individuals and corporations bear a fair share of the tax
burden and that it not be possible for high-income persons to avoid paying in-
come tax entirely. The Tax Reform Act of 1975 takes strong action to achieve
this goal. It reduces the important tax shelters and requires individuals to pay
at least some minimum tax on their preference income. The bill cuts back or
repeals many tax preferences entirely ...

"The committee also believes that it is important to simplify the tax law and
forms so that the public can better understand the law and need not make as
much use of professional tax preparers as is true today."

Our Committee agrees with these goals. However, we fault LAT. and a
strengthened minimum tax as the means of accomplishing these goals because
we find that those concepts are inadequate to achieve the announced objectives.

Simply stated, as indicated by the Ways and Means Report, the aims are as
follows:

(1) Simplify the tax law;
(2) Make it impossible for high-income persons to avoid paying tax entirely,

by requiring individuals to pay some minimum tax on preference income;
(3) Require all individuals and corporations to bear a fair share of the tax

burden ; and
(4) Cut back on or repeal tax preferences.
Our Committee believes that these goals are best served by reform provisions

which are not inconsistent with these stated objectives. Reform provisions
should not unnecessarily complicate the law. They should apply fairly and
equitably to all taxpayers. They should comport with the progressivity-of ( m

taxing system. The LAL and minimum tax provisions do not satisfy these
stnilards.
A. generall objections to L.41, antd minbimnt tax

We believe that both innimum tax and LAL are incorrect In their approach
toward "reducing the important tax shelters." C(onseqriently. this report 1. (I(,-
signed to comment generally on the inadequacies of these two concepts, while
also suggesting an alternative approach designed to (a) limit or eliminate , the
benefits of specific "tax preferences", while (b) 1irohilithig excessive ittiliza-
tion of those that remain, and (c) if necessary, providing for an overall rednc-
tion of all remaining "tax preferences".

1. Failure to aldere basir tax rrform.-Perhaps our basic objtotlnn to mini-
num tax and LAL is that they fail to effect any basic reform of those provi-

sions which are no longer justifiable. Both of these provisions olierate against
all tax preferences without considering the propriety of aiiy. We believe that
Congress can nd should make a policy review of all tax-favored investments
to determine whether the reason for originally adopting the tax incentive is
still valid. If Congress determines that the revenue loss fromt a tax preference
is greater than the economic or social benefit, the preference should be repealed
or reduced.

Thus. we believe that each of these items should lie considered separately
since different policy justilhcations apply to individual provisions. The tax
incentives swept into the LAT, anl minimunim tax provisions differ from one an-
other either because (0 they were adopted for different policy reasons (for
example, the tax incentives for low income housing are most certainly different
than those Involvint sports franchies)., or () they accomplish different tax
results (such as deferring income, accelerating deductions or conferring rate
benefits by changing (irduntry Income into capital gains).

A major drawback to LAL and minnimu tax is that most of the Incentives
remain, to he used liy taxpayers in circumistances where they would not be
affected by eithier of these two provisions (.e. private corporations). A far
more preferable course wmld be to ('it back the benefits of. or repeal. those
tax incentives for all taxpayers which have outlived their usefulness, retaining.
perhaps in lnodifled form, those which are deelned, as a policy matter, to retain
some validity.
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2. Failure to prohibit ecceeaive use of tax prcferenoe.-Neither LAL nor
minimum tax effectively deals with the excessive use of tax preferences. For
example, under LAL, a real estate operator may still effectively shelter virtually
all of his income from, real estate sources (which may be his only source of
income subject to tax), while an investor in oil properties would still be en-
titled to intangible drilling deductions to offset potentially substantial amounts
of income produced from the same interest in oil property. Moreover, as ex-
plained below, the 14% minimum tax may not effectively deter these taxpayers
from avoiding excessive amounts of income tax.

3. Failure to achieve lm plificatlon.--On page 7 of the Ways and Means Report,
it, is recognized that "the Complexity of the tax system for the average American
is also a serious and growing problem." The LAL provisions, which are designed
to "reform" the tax shelter provisions, if anything, add significantly to this
complexity. The difficulty In reporting and administration of LAL will-be sub-
stantial for a schdular system of taxation will he required for a signiflcaut
number of items of income and deductions. Furthermore, any provision which
requires ten full pages of statutory material, and 60 pages of Committee Report
to explain is guaranteed to complicate, rather than reform, the law.

4. Fqilnre to require all taxpayers to bear a fair share of the tax burdens.
The whinisical nature of the minimum tax will lie described in greater detail
below. But any provision for imposing a flat 14% excise tax without regard
for the benefit achieved will assuredly be inequitable in its application. More-
over, LAL, because of its non-application to corporations, is likely to result in an
increase In private company utilization (personal holding companies as well
as regular business corporations) of the tax incentives denied individuals. This
can hardly result in all individuals and corporations bearing a fair share of the
tax burden.
B. Specific objections--.Minimum tax

Our objections to the minimum tax Include the fact that
1. it is an erratic levy imposed on a list of items which are quite diverse;
2. as it is augmented, the need for complex basis adjustments becomes more

pre..4si ug;
3. we see no real benefit to establishing layers of special taxes, when other

legislative remedies are available;
4. the minimum tax represents legislative "overkill" if other structural re-

forms which have been proposed, or are already part of the House Bill, are
adopted;

5. it would be counterproductive to impose an excise tax on an investment
made to gain a benefit Intended as an incentive because that benefit was
realized ; and

0. it fails to deal with excessive use of tax shelters.
1. The miilimum tax imposes a flat 14% tax on a list of items that are quite

(1iver.-e an(l accouilill.h (diparate results for tlm xpyers. Beealuse of the diverse
nature of these preferences, the imposition of the 14% tax accomplishes unfair
and, in some sense, whimsical results. This can be seen by analyzing the
benefits available through these tax preferences:

Rate reduction.-The long-term capital gains deduction (I 57(a) (9)) and
to some extent qualified stock options' (§ 57(a) (6)) effect a rate change.
Similarly, the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion (§ 57(a) (8))
to the extent that it remains available to small producers, effectively reduces
the rate of tax upon oil related income. The benefit to the taxpayer is realized
in the year the income is realized and is never recaptured.

Timing bepnefits.-Those tax preference items dealing with deductions, such
as accelerated depreciation on real property (§ 57(a) (2)) and leased personal
property (§57(n) (3) and (13)), amortization of certified pollution control
facilities (0 57(a) (4)), amortization of railroad rolling stock (§ 57(a) (5)),
aniortizUtion of on the Job training and child care facilities (§57(a)(10)),
intangible drilling and development expenses (§ 57(a) (12)), construction period
Interest and taxes on real estate (1 57(a) (14)), and amortization of certain
player contracts (0 57(a) (15)) all effect an immediate deduction subject in

2 The reason this oeeurq is because of the amendment on the House floor permitting
aggreantion of real estate intf'rests.

' Qualified stock options also effect a timing benefit, comparable to accelerated deductions.
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most. eases to potential future recapture as ordinary income. As explained in
another section of this report, the recapture rules vary from item to item.
However, in all cases but construction period losses, some recapture is pos-
slble1 and perhaps likely. But this recapture may vary from the following year
to many years after the deduction, may be total or only partial and, in some
cases, anay be totally avoided by an Intervening death.

Mi-/eUaneoue.-The excess Itemized deduction provision of 157(a) (11) is
not related to any particular item of income or investment and therefore cannot
be compared to any of the prior categories. It is a pure excise tax on excess
personal deductions.

The imposition of minimum tax on items effecting a rate reduction mitigate*
this reduction. Thus, the 14% tax on the long-term capital gains deduction
effectively Increases the capital gains rate to 42%. If the purpose of imposing
this tax is to achieve this revenue producing result, a far more direct and
effective method would be to simply reduce the long-term capital gain deduc-
tion after the first $50,000 of net long-term capital gain to 40% of the excess
of net long-term capital gains over net short-term capital losses. Similarly,
percentage depletion on oil could be reduced to 17.6%, etc.

The imposition of a 14% minimum tax on deferral items, however, Is quite
a different matter. Tax deferral without interest cost is, of course, valuable.
The 14% excise tax becomes a toll charge for that timing benefit. This is quite
different than simply increasing the tax rate on n capital gain since the cost
is related to the period of time for which the deferral is achieved. But the
imposition of the 14% tax as a toll charge is erratic and in many cases
whimsical. For example, two taxpayers owning identical pieces of equipment
and claiming identical methods of accelerated depreciation in Year 1 would
have an identical tax impact under the minimum tax. The first taxpayer, how-
ever, may sell or dispose of the property, perhaps involuntarily, in Year 2
thereby potentially recapturing every dollar of tax benefit gained by the deprecia-
tion in Year 1. The second taxpayer, on the other hand, may hold the property
for an extended period of time and recapture the gain, if ever, niany years
later.

There is little Justification for both taxpayers being subject to the same toll
charge in Year 1. This distortion is exaggerated if the property were subject
to recapture under 1 1250 and by merely holding for an extended period, the
second taxpayer gains a rate reduction in addition to his timing benefit.' And
if the basis in the property was increased because the second taxpayer died
ringg the period of ownership, the recapture would be totally avoided. In
all of these situations, both taxpayers would have paid an identical 14% tax
but would have achieved widely disparate benefits.

2. As the tax increases, basis adjustments as a mitigation for the penalty
aspects, at least for timing differences, will likely be advocated. The House
Bill does not propose any basis adjustments. Our Committee would prefer that
because of added complexity. basis adjustments be avoided. But not at the cost
of imposing penalty taxes. Therefore. we recommend that other approaches to
thi problem be adopted by Congress to avoid the necessity of considering these
complex mitigating basis adjustment provisions.

3. Our Committee also ohjects to the minimum tax as a means of "cutting
Iaek on tax preference,;" since additional tax measures. such as the minimum
tax. tend to he maintained long after they have served the purpose for which
thor were adopted. The Houqe Bill demonstrates that Congress is capable of
dealing directly with tax preferences on a policy basis. Nevnrtheless. the mini-
mum remains. For example. in the Tax Reduction Apt of 1975, percentage deple-
tion was repealed far many produeer.s. Similarly. the ITou.se Bill repels nroviioj
dealing with onalified stock options and 1 184. providing for the rapid write-off
of railroad equipment, expired on December 31, 1975. Nevertheless. each of these
Items remains a tax preference.

4. Moreover. nugnmenting the minimum tax is also a cage of legislative "over-
Vi11". Momy of the provisions of Title IT. ns well as LA, itself. will serve to rediie
the benefit of tax shelters. The minimum tax may then merely duplicate the

'In those cases where no recapture or only pArtinl recapture is achieved, a rate reduc-
tion. In addition to a timin, benefit. may he Rehieved.

5This exaggeration always exists for construction period Interest and real estate taxes
which are never recaptured at ordinary income rates.
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Congressional effort. If LAL and the various provisions of Title II dealing with
tax shelters are effective, then the minimum tax merely becomes a penalty. As
previously indicated, our Committee endorses individual review of various tax-
favored investments and recommends that the effort contained in Title II be
'expanded to include all tax-favored investments. Once this course has been
effectively followed, the minimum tax will become an anachronism.

5. The minini tax is also counterproductive in that it penalizes a taxpayer
for investing to gain the benefits of various provisions which Congress specifically
adopted as incentives. The Ways and Means Report clearly points out this
aiinialy. Section 102 of the House Bill expands and extends the tax incentive
provided by § 1167 (k). In explaining the special rapid depreciation provisions for
rehabilitation expenses under § 167(k), the Ways and Means Report states at
page 181:

-In the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. the Congress
expressed its desire to stimulate construction in low- andm iddle-inconie housing
to eliminate the shortage Is this area. However, the special tax incentive for
rehabilitation expenditures for low-income rental housing under present law
expires on l)ecember 31, 1975. Without this incentive the remodeling of many
high-risk low-income projects miay he curtailed. In order to avoid discouraging
this rehabilitation, your committee believes that the special depreciation provi-
sion for low-income housing should be extended."
'hu.. in a bill designed to "eliminate excessive tax incentives" and foster "eeo-
nomically sound Investments" Congress extends another tax incentive to stimulate
investment where it is recognized that "without this incentive, the remodeling of
many high-risk . . . projects may tie curtailed." It would appear to lie coliter-
productive to expand a tax incentive to foster investment and at the .same time
subject that investment to a 14% exci.e tax. If Congress determines that the
incentive is too great. it would be far niore effective to reduce the incentive by
simply requiring the rapid amortization to he spread over 72 months rather than
0) months. This would lie preferable to retaining the (60 month write-off and then
subjecting the accelerated benefit to a 14% excise tax subject to all of the vagaries
described above.6

6. Finally. the minimum tax is vbjectionable in that it fails to deal with an
expressed concern of Congress, i.e. excessive use of tax preferences by individ-
ualz. reducing the tax burden to a mere fraction of what would otherwise be owed
absent the tax shelter provisions. The schedules attached demonstrate that
higher bracket taxpayers can avoid large amounts of tax while paying only a
relatively small minmmn tax. This does not really satisfy the stated objective
that all taxpayers carry a fair share of the tax burden. In fact. strengthening
tlip minimnum tax may merely make tax preferences more of a rlih i wan's game.
Taxpayers with large amounts of income might well choose to pay a 14% miil-
mnuni tax rather than the 70% maximmn rate whereas taxpayers with a 50%
nTmIximum rate or less may not. Our Committee believes that a principal itieans
for requiring, all taxpayers to pay a fair share of the burden within the progres-
sive tax structure iq to limit the amount of tax preference items which any one
taxpayer c:n utilize in any particular year. This would augment taxable income,
t.,xable at rates up to 7(1c%, rather than merely imposing a flat 14% tax. The
minimuni tax does not accomplish this goal.
('. Spcci/c obj'etions-LAL :

Our Co"mnmittee also objects to ,AL as a principal means for accomplishing
reform of tax shelters. Ii the first lace. AI, aidd an entirely new level (of cin-
lilexity to) an already over-burdened statue. These complexities Inlude sched-
ularizing many cateaorles of income, substantial definitionn problems such nus
"construction period", "item of property", etc.. allocation questions with respect
to expel itures that many conceivably lie allocate(l between classes of property.
elaborate recordkeepling requirenwnts which prove particularly burdensome for
siaill developers and investors with investnments which previously required little
o" tin major accounting.

The provisions of Title I also demonstrate another risk of attempting to apply
an overall concept to investments which differ materially froni one another. ,AL
Provides detailed rules for each industry. And these rules differ markedly from

* The examples attached denionstrate this apm'roio i.
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investment to investment. For example, the treatment of classes of property for
real estate (which provides for the aggregation of all property), oil (which is
ostensibly limited to a property-by-property basis but in reality covers all wells
drilled on a specific pitee of property which might be quite vast) and equipment
leasing (which appears to be limited to each individual Item of property) are
quite different In their scope. Moreover, construction interest in real estate is
Included in the TAL concept while it Is excluded for the farm industry. Similarly,
certain industries are subject to LAL for what could be described as mere
accounting losses (i.e. the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
on real estate and personal property) while other industries are subject to LAL
on the amortization of real economic cost (i.e. application of LAL to the amortiza-
tion of film costs or player contracts).

It is not the function of our Committee to evaluate whether these differing
rules for each investment are justifiable. We endorse this Congressional effort
(f dealing specifically with each separate tax incentive to the extent that it
evidences a policy review by Congress of the policy for each of these tax incen-
tives. However, we object to the imposition of an entirely new overlay of complex
rules when it would be possible to exercise similar policy judgments on the basis
provisions themselves.

Moreover, basic reform would result in modification of the incentives for all
taxpayers. LAL, however, Is designed to affect only individuals. This will permit
taxpayers with large enough interests to incorporate those interests thereby
totally avoiding the reforms embodied in LAL.

Our Committee also objects to the fact that proposals, such as LAL. or mini-
mum tax, have the effect of freezing the existing provisions of the Code.
Structural reform will require Congress to examine the policy implications of
each of the incentives with the lwtentlal of achieving simplification through
elimination of those provisions that are no longer required. LAL. on the other
hand, merely attempts to diminish the incentive on a selective basis without
(onsiderirrg the Justification for it. The end result is the shelter remains, and
taxpayers will strive to use it.

III. COMMITTEE PROPOSAL

Our Committee has attempted to deal with all of these considerations in
formulating a proposal to replace LAL and the minimum tax. The ends which
wo attempted to achieve are:

(1) Simplicity:
(2) Require all individuals to pay n fair share of the overall tax burden; and
(3) Review policy implications of all tax incentives.
We attach to this report proposed statutory provisions and a technical explana-

tiin of the bill which includes illutrative examples of the results sought to be
achieved, While we prefer the proposal to be considered as an alternative to
both LAL and the minimum tax, we also suggest that it be adopted even if it
replaces the minimum tax only.

TImplicit in this proposal would he policy review of each of the tax incentives
which now comprise the list of tax preferences. To the extent it Is determined
that these tax incentiveq had oltived their iiefulniss or should be diminished
in any respect. appropriate amendment of the wrticular provision is favored.
In order to demonstrate the effet of base reform, we have assumed in the
examples that the tax preference item is entirely represented by depreciation
claimed under I 167(-) and that a policy judgnent Is rendered that such a write-
off should be over 72 months rather than 60 months. It is our view that any
revenue raising requirement which the reform provisons are supposed to produce
can be satisfied b this type of basic qtruntural reform. For example, Increasing
the capital gains rate effectively to 42- will raise substantial revenues. Similarly,
lrngthening write-off periods for accelerated depreciation, cutting back on deple-
tion allowances, etc. could easily produce revenues far in exces, of that which
Is produced by a 14% minimum tax. Moreover, the percentage of Inome limita-
tion described below will itself produce revenues In that It will effectively
prohibit the overutilization of tax preferences to shelter inordinate amounts of
incnme otherwise subject to the income tax. -

A second aspect of Jur proposal would he to limit the amount of tax nrrference.
which any taxpayer could claim by requiring all taxpayers to defer that portion
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of all tax preferences claimed in a particular year which exceeds a percentage
of the taxpayer's taxable income for that year determined withoutLallowance
for tax preferences ("percentage of income limitation").

This percentag-e of income limitation is designed to prohibit the excessive use
of tax preferences by any single taxpayer. As previously explained, neither LAL
nor minimum tax achieves this result. This would limit the amount of tax prefer-
ences, if they exceed $10,000, to 50% of taxable income computed without allow-
ance for such preferences.7 In other words, a taxpayer's allowable tax preferences
in any year cannot exceed the income upon which he calculates his tax. To
demonstrate the operation of basic reform plus this percentage of income Umita-
tion, as compared to tax burdens under the present law and under the House
Bill, we have developed three fairly simple hypothetical situations. Example 1
considers a typical upper bracket taxpayer with $100,000 of earned income with
a modest amount of tax preferences. Example 2 shows a high bracket taxpayer
with $200,000 of earned income and excessive tax preferences. Example 3 demon-
strates a dramatic reduction in tax liability.

We believe that this proposal has several distinct advantages. First, it is simple
to administer. In its desire to create "tax equity" Congress repeatedly has passed
statutes that react to discreet problems, and in so doing has rendered the Internal
Revenue Code so complex that even experts are unable to determine the meaning
of many of the provisions. Our Committee believes that if reform can be achieved
simply, without adding new terms and concepts to the Code, this, in and of itself,
will be a major accomplishment.

Second, the percentage of income limitation imposes an added tax burden
progressively, at graduated rates, in proportion to the size of the taxpayer's
income and for reasons related to meaningful tax reform (i.e. the prohibition of
excessive utilization of tax incentives).

Third, our proposal, by seeking review of the various tax incentives, will result
in an appropriate policy review of each of the varied tax incentive provisions.
Those that remain, following such review, should be allowed to foster investment
without further penalties. But our proposal also prohibits overutilization of those
tax incentives which Congress chooses to retain, without terminating their
effectiveness.

Finally, our proposal also recognizes that many tax preferences provide timing
benefits, as distinguished from permanent reductions in tax liability. To the
extent that these timing benefits are preserved, we believe that deferral, rather
than imposition of an additional excise tax, should be the consequence of exces-
sively sheltered income. This permits a determination by reference to the use of
shelters over a period of time rather than within the structures of annual
accounting concept. The Committee's proposal does not permit a carryback of
preferences or an accumulation of unused preferences to he used in determining
the amount of permissible preference deductions: it merely permits a carry-
forward of preferences which would excessively reduce tax liability in any year.

Our Committee has also reviewed the possibility of other approaches if Con-
gress determined not to pursue the basic reform of the tax Incentive provisions
which we are recommending. While we much prefer the course previously de-
sribPd in this report, we have nevertheless concluded that an alternative to the
minimum tax is preferable if the purpose is to raise revenues by making all tax
preferences less attractive. This alternative would require each individual to
defer to following years a given percentages, " of all items of tax preference. The
amount deferred in any given year would be the greater of the "percentage of
Income limitation" de.-cribed above or the 20/ deferral which we are suggesting
as an alternative. In the attached statutory material the 20% deferral provisions
are set forth, but stricken through.

7 The percentages and the $10.000 exclusion are used for illustrative purposes. They
may he modified. made proportional or otherwise varied.

'We have chosen a 20% deferral since this would potentially subject deferred items In
a 70% bracket to an income tax equal to the 14% minimum tax rate.
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Committee proposals

20 percent alternativeTax reform deferral or 50 percent cap
and 50

Amount Present law House bill percent cap 20 percent 50 percent

Example 1:
Income .......................
Preferences I ..................

Adjusted gross Income .........
Itemized deduction ..............

$100, 000 $100, 000 $100, 000
33,333 40,000 40,000

$10000 ........................40, 000 ........................

60,000 .
16,000 .......................

66,667 60,000
16,000 16,000

Taxable income ............... 44, 000 ---------------------- 50,667
Deferred tax preference ..........................................................

60,000
16,000

44 000 -- 44,000
81800 ..........

Adjusted taxable income --------------------.--------------------------------- 52,800 ............
Income tax .................. ...... $14, 060 $14, 060
Minimum tax ------------------------------- 300 5, 600 ....................................

Total ..................................... 14, 360 19,660 17, 260
Carryover .................................................

18,460 ............
8.800 ............

Example 2:
Income ........................
Preferences I -------------------

Adjusted gross income ---------
Itemized deduction ............

200,000 ........................
130,000 .......................

70, 000 .......................
26, 000 ........................

200,000 200,000 200, 000
108, 333 130,000 13, 000

91,667 70,000 70,000
26,000 26,000 26, 000

Taxable income --------------- 44, 000 ....... ..........
Deferred tax preferences .............................................

65,667 44,000
21,333 26,000

Adjusted taxable income ----------------------------------------- 87,000 70,000 87, 000

Income tax -------------------------------- 14,060 14,060 37,400 ............ 37,400
Minimum tax -------------------........... 9, 300 18, 200 ....................................

Total .......................... . 23,360 32, 260 37, 400
Carryover .......................................................... 21,333

Example 3:
Income ........................ 5,000,000 ........................ 5,000,000
Preferences I .................. 3, 500,000 ----------------------- 2,916, 667

37, 400
43, 00

5,000,000
3,500,000

5,000,000
3,500,000

Adjusted gross income ......... 1,500, 000 ........................ 2,083, 333
Itemized deduction .............. 500,000 -------------------- 500,000

Taxable income.* ......... 1,000,000 ----------------------- 1,583,333
Deferred tax preferences --------------------------------------- 666,667

1,500,000 1,500,000
500,000 500,000

1,000,000 1,000,000
700,000 1,250,000

Adjusted taxable income ........................................... 2,250,000 1,700,000 2,250,000

Income tax ............................... 670,000 670,000 1,546,000 ..-- - -1, 546,000
Minimum tax ............................... 280,000 490,000 ....................................

Total ----------------------------------- 950,000 1, 160,000 1,546,000 ............
Carryover ---------------------------------------------------------- 666, 667

1,546,000
1,250,000

I Presumed to consist entirely of accelerated depreciation under sec. 167(k), which for purposes of the example of
basic tax reform, is assumed to have been extend to a 72-mo. writeoff.

No'Tr.-This draft has not been reviewed by the Committee. Stricken through
material is to be ignored unless alternative 20% limitation on preferences is to lie
employed.

STATUTORY AMENDMENT8

The following amendments are necessary to effectuate the proposal:
1. Section 63(a) shall be amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"(a) General RIle-Except as provided in subsection (b), for purposes of this

subtitle the term 'taxable income' means gross income, pils, in the cae of a
taxpayer other than a corporation, the addition for tax preferences defined in
Section 59(a) minus the deductions allowed by this chapter, other than the stand-
ard deduction allowed by part IV (sec. 141 and following)."

2. Section 63(b) shall be amended to rend as follows:
"(b) Individuals Elceting Standard Dcduction-In the case of an individual

electing under section 144 to use the standard deduction provided in part IV

44, 000
43, 000

........................
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(sec. 141 and following), for purposes of this subtitle the term 'taxable income'
means adjusted gross income, minus--

(1) such standard deduction
(2) the deductions for personal exemptions provided in section 151; and
(3) the deduction for preference carryovers defined in section 59(b)."
3. The following new Section 189 is inserted after Section 188.

"SEC. 189 DEDUCTION FOR PREFERENCE CARRYOVERS

There shall be allowed as a deduction the deduction for preference carryovers
defined in Section 59(b)."

4. The following new Section 59 is Inserted after Section 58:

"S TION 59 DEFINITIONS CONCERNING LIMITATIONS ON TAX PREFERENCES

(a) Addition for Tax Preferences.-The addition for tax preferences shall be
[the greater of]-

[(1)] the excess, if any, of such taxpayer's taxable preferences (as de-
fined in subsection (c)) for the taxable year over 50% C] of such tax-

]ayer's adjusted taxable income (as defined in subsection (d)) for the
taxable year E, or

E(?) 20% of such taxpayer's taxable preferences (as defined in subsection (c)
for the taxable year)].

(b) Deduction for Preference Carryover.-The deduction for preference carry-
overs shall be so much of the preference carryover (as defined in subsection (e))
as does not exceed [the lesser of]3-

[(1)] the excess, if any, of 50% r'] of such taxpayer's adjusted taxable income
(as defined in subsection 59(d) ) for the taxable year over the sum of such tax-

payer's items of tax preference (as defined in section 57) for the taxable year
[, or]

[(2) 80% of such preference carryover (100% of such preference carryover in
the case of a taxpayer whose preference carryover does not exceed $10,000 ']
($5,000 [3 in the case of a married individual who files a separate return) ).3

(c) Taxable Precferee.cs.-The term 'taxable preferences' shall mean an
amount equal to the sum of a taxpayer's items of tax preference (as defined lit
sections 57) for the taxable year, If such sum exceeds $10,000 r3 ($5.000 in the
case of a married individual who files a separate return) ; if such sum does not ex-
ceed $10,0001] ($5,000 [1 in the case of a married individual who files a
separate return), such taxpayer's 'taxable preferences' shall be zero.

(d) Adjuated Taxable Income.-The term 'adjusted taxable income' means the
amount by which the sum of-

(A) the taxpayer's gross income for the taxable year. and
(B) his items of tax preference for thi taxable year, exceeds the sum of the

deductions (other than the deduction for preference carryovers as define(l in
section 59 (b).

(e) Preference C(arryover.-The 'preference carryover' for any year shall be
the addition for tax preferences for the preceding year plus the preference carry-
over for such precediflg year, minus the deduction for preference carryover for
such preceding year."

5. Section 172(c) (relating to tie definition of a net operating loss) is amended
by substituting the following for-the la st sentence thereof:

"Such excess shall be computed with the modifications specified in subsections
(d) and (1)."

6. Section 172(1) is redesignated as Section 172(m) and the following new
section 172(1) is inserted after Section 172(k) :

"(1) Tax Prcference8.-In the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation.
the net operating loss for any taxable year shall be decreased by amount equal to
the excess of such taxpayer's taxable preferences (as defined in section 59(c) (1)
over the sum of the items of tax preference (as defined in section 57) which are
otherwise not disallowed pursuant to subsections (d) (2) and (d) (4) of this
section) in computing the amount of the net operating loss."

C' These amounts and percentages are used for Illustrative purposes only: they miy bovaried or made progressive without effecting a change in the general operation of the
proposal.3

F
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NoTE.-This technical explanation assumes that the 20% alternative limltatlorr
will not be employed. If it were to be employed the statement, of course, would
have to be modified.

TECHNICAL EXPLANATION

The underlying purpose of this proposal is the disallowance of excessive tax
preferences in the computation of taxable income. Any preferences so disallowed
are deferred and carried forward indefinitely, and thus available to reduce tax-
able income in subsequent years, subject to similar limitations on the excessive
use of preferences. Only upon his death will a taxpayer lose at least the oppor-
tunity to utilize previously deferred preferences.

By permitting unlimited carryovers, this procedure eliminates the need for
complex adjustments to basis on account of disallowed preferences, such as accel-
erated depreciation. Although the amount of gain recognized on the disposition
of an asset may exceed the deductions which a taxpayer has previously utilized
to reduce his taxable income (e. g., a portion of accelerated depreciation has been
deferred), the fact that such deductions are available to reduce taxable income
in subsequent years tends to eliminate any unfairness inherent in the current
taxation of gain. The availability of the unlimited carryover thus obviates tl)e
need for a complicated mechanism to trigger previously deferred deductions on
disposition of the underlying asset. By eliminating any necessity for determining
the exact amount of any given item of tax preference which has been deferred,
the proposal permits an undifferentiated "basket" carryover of deferred pref-
erences, thus avoiding a great deal of complexity.

Tbe amendments to section 63 illustrate the basic operation of the proposal
excessive current preferences are added to taxable income, while previously
deferred preferences may be deducted if current preferences are ii,,t excessive.

ISection 59(c) defines "taxable preferences" as excluding all items of tax pr'f-
rrenee If the sum of such preference Is less than .R10,000. This ".safe harbor" i
provided in order to avoid application of the l)roposal to a taxpayer who has not
sheltered "too much" income.

Sections 59(a) and 59(d) in effect require the addition to income-and the
deferral of Items of tax preference to the extent that they would reduce a tax-
payer's income below 50% of what it would have been without such preference
items.

Section 59(e) defines the deduction for preference carryovers as In effect being
the excess of all items of tax preference in prior years over those which have
been allowed.

Section 189 allows a deduction for any such preference carryovers to the
extent that such preference carryovers together with any current preferences do
not exceed 50% of the taxable income computed without such preference items.

Cause this proposal provides a vehicle for the independent carryover of tax
preferences, the amendments to section 172 serve to remove all items of tax
preference from the calculation of the net operating loss for a taxable year,
except in the case of a taxpayer who is within the $10,000 safe harbor. New
section 172(1) eliminates from the calculation of the net operating loss all pref-
erences which are not otherwise disallowed by section 172(d). This has the
effect of decreasing the net operating loss which would otherwise result by the
amount of all preferences, including the "spread" on stock options. Thus. the net
operating loss for a year will consist solely of non-preferential items and disal-
lowed preferences will be carried forward separately. Since allowances of cur-
rent preferences and preference carryovers is based on taxable income before
application of section 59, the net o]prating loss carryover Is "primary" and can,
In the event of a carryback, oust otherwise allowable preferences.

.. PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS OF NONRESIDENT ALIENS AND FoREIGN
CORPORATIONS 1o

,ummory of section
Under present law. interest received from any United States resident or

from certain U.S. governmental authorities. and dividends received from (n-
mestic corporations, by nonresident aliens and foreign corporations are, in

n Section 1041 was deleted from the 1ill on the floor of the Htouse. UInwever. it Is-
understood that this decision may be reconsidered by the Senate Finance Committee.
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general, included in the gross income of the foreign recipient.u Such interest
or dividend is either subject to the normal U.S. net income tax rates if it is
effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business within the United
States " -e 1 if Itis not so effectively connected, it is generally subject to a 80%
U.S. withholding tax or lower treaty tax rate." Moreover, if such interest or
dividend ii subject to U.S. income tax, an individual holder of the obligation
or stock way be subject to U.S. estate tax."6

In general, Section 1041 of H.R. 10612 would add Code Section 89I and
amend Code Sections 861, 872, and 883 to exclude such interest (including
original issue discount) and dividends from gross income, thereby exempting
such amounts from tax and eliminating U.S. withholding tax thereon. To
qualify, the interest or dividend must not be effectively connected with the
conduct of a trade or business within the United States and, in the case of
dividends and interest received from a corporation and interest received from
a partnership, certain conditions relating to ownership of the payor must be
met.

In addition, Section 1041 would amend Code Section 2105 to remove from
the definition of property within the United States, subject to the U.S. Estate
tax, stock or debt obligations the dividends or interest on which (if received
by the decedent at the time of his death) would be eligible for the exclusion
from gross income under Section 872 (b) (4).

Finally, Section 1041 would continue without an expiration date the present
time-limited treatment of interest on certain bank deposits as non-U.S. source
income." .

Reason for section 1041 according to the report of the House Wais antd Means
Committee

The proposed amendment has two purposes. First, it is intended to enhance
the ability of U.S. corporations to raise capital in foreign markets by eliminat-
ing the imposition of a U.S. withholding tax on interest. The Committee Report
notes that international bond issues are often exempt from withholding taxes
imposed by foreign governments and that lack of a broad exemption under pres-
ent U.S. tax law has made It difficult in some cases to trade U.S. obligations in
international bond makets."' The Committee Report also indicates that, in order
to satisfy foreign lenders, U.S. borrowers often have to agree to reimburse
holders of its debt obligations for any U.S. withholding tax which may be due.
This has the effect of increasing the cost which a U.S. borrower must incur
when it goes into foreign markets to raise capital."

One factor which has made it more difficult for -U.S. borrowers to obtain
funds from foreign markets was the June 30, 1974, termination of the Interest
Equalization Tax ("IET"). Prior to such termination, under certain circum-
stances, U. S. borrowers were able to secure an exception to the 30% U.S.
withholding tax by electing to have the U.S. obligations subject tA the IET."

In additiono-4t is now unclear the extent to which U.S. corporations will be
able to use international finance subsidiaries to obtain funds from foreign
markets; due to the issuance by the Internal Revenue Service of Rev. Rul.
74-464.19 This ruling revoked, retroactively to June 30, 1974, a series of rulings
by the Service dealing with international finance subsidiaries which had held
that a five-to-one debt-equity ratio was acceptable to the Internal Revenue
Service, in that context.

Second, the change is Intended to attract foreign capital to United States
investment, particularly petro dollars."

Analysis of proposed amendment
The exclusion from gross income applies to interest or dividends, received

from a U.S. person, unless (I) the payment is "effectively connected," (1i) the

" Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended [hereinafter cited as "Code"], if 872(a),
882(b). 801 (a) (1). 861 (a) (2).

2" Code 171(b). 882(a), 864(c).
21 Code 1871 (a) (1) (A), 881 (a) (1), 1441-42.
14 Code 4 2104(c).15 Code, ! 1861 (a) (1) (A).- 861 (c)
6 sV. Rept. 94-658, 04th Cong., 1st Seas. [hereinafter cited as "H. Rep."] 236-3 (1975).

17 [, fd.
I'An election under now-terminated § 4912(c) produced an elimination of tax under

Code R61 (a) (1) (0).
19 1 c74-.qq I.R.B. 10. See also Rev. Rul. 74-620, 1974-52 I.R.B. 13.
0 Rep. 237.
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recipient Is a controlled foreign corporation, or (111) there exists certain dis-
qualifying foreign ownership of the United States payor. Disqualifying owner-
ship of a corporate payor exists only if both of the following tests are met:

(a) more than 50% of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock
of the payor corporation entitled to vote is owned by foreign persons, and

(b) the recipient of the payment owns 10% or more of such total combined
voting power.
Special rules are provided for determining the constructive ownership of stock
for this purpose.

Similar disqualifying percentage ownership rules are provided with respect to
Interests in the capital or profits of a partnership to preclude availability of the
exclusion. In applying the 10% and 50% ownership tests, the proposed amend-
ment provides specific attribution rules similar to but different from those in Code
Section 318 for determining what constitutes direct and indirect ownership.

DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT

We approve the proposed amendment for reasons stated below. However we do
have certain criticisms of the proposed draft, also discussed below.

AFFIRMATIVE COMMENTS

We approve the general method chosen to effectuate the proposed amendment.
It would straightforwardly exempt the Income in question from U.S. tax (by
amending Code Sections 872 (b-) and 883). Prior efforts to eliminate U.S. tax have
often been directed at source-of-income rules." We believe the method adopted by
Section 1041 to be superior to source-rule changes, because it does not distort
artificially other attributes of the income in question.

We also endorse Section 1041 because It tends to eliminate inequalities in the
current treatment of certain taxpayers. Although withholding is normally re-
quired on payments of interest and dividends by U.S. borrowers, it is often possi-
ble for the well-advised foreign investor, or the substantial U.S. borrower, to
avoidthe requirement. The foreign investor can often eliminate U.S. withholding
on interest by making his investment through an appropriate treaty-country
entity.2" Substantial U.S. corporations can eliminate withholding on interest or
dividends by using an international finance subsidiary having very substantial
capital.2 Thus, the current withholding requirements may usually lie avoided by
the well-advised or substantial taxpayer. The proposed amendment would make
-the exemption available equally to all taxpayers. This would be in keeping, also,
with the most recent legislative expression of policy in this area.2

4

CRITICAL COMMENTS

The captions of Section 10-11 and proposed sections 872(b) (4) and 883(c) de-
scribe the proposed exclusions as limited to "portfolio investments." Adoption of
the prohibition against the recipient owning a 10%-or-more interest is assuffied
to have been intended to effectuate that limitation. If the House was solely seek-
Ing to limit the exemption to portfolio investors, however, the question of whether
the issuer Is more than 50% foreign owned should have been Irrelevant.

In fact, the exclusion as drafted is limited not so much on the basis of port-
folio investment as foreign control of the payor corporation.'

3 E.g., Code 1861(a) 11)(G), dealing with international debt financings by U.S.
companies, transformed the source of interest from U.S. to foreign. See also Code if 861
(a)(1)(A) and 801(c) dealing with Interest on U.S. bank deposits.

23 See Rev. Rul. 75-23, 1975-3 I.R.B. 33.
23 Before July 1974. such subsidiaries needed only %th as much capital as debt. Rev.

Rul. 69-377, 1069--2 C.B. 231 (interest-domestic subsidiary); Rev. Rul. 69-501. 1960-2
C.B. 283 (interest-foreign subsidiary) ; see also Rev. Rul. 72-337. 1972-2 C.B. 589
(dividends). These rulings were revoked in 1974. Rev. Rul. 74-464, 1974-38 I.R.B. 10:
Rev. Rul. 74-620, 1974-52 I.R.B. 13. Since then, only a handful of U.S. international
debt offerings have been concluded, In each case based on counsel's opinion that with.
holding would not be required, and in each as a result (at least in part) of the very
substantial capital contributed to the International finance subsidiary by Its parent.

4 
4Code 1 4912(c). 861(a) (1) (GJ. and 2104(a). The last was amended In 1973, to

eliminate estate tax on obligations of this sort..
%Indeed, the 10% requirement appears to serve esspntlally an administrative function.

that being to eliminate the necessity of a true portfolio Investor having to ascertain the
extent of foreign stock ownership of the payor. Obviously, the purpose of the provision
would be severely limited if the Investor had such a burden.

69-460-76--pt. 2- 17
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The 10% foreign ownership test seems to be motivated by a policy declsionx
to assist U.S.-controlled domestic entities in raising foreign capital, and at the
same time discourage foreign investment in foreign-controlled domestic entities.
Adoptibn of such a discriminatory policy against foreign-controlled U.S. domestic
corporations that pay full U.S. corporate income taxes seems to us questionable.
The dual test is also complex. Accordingly, we recommend that the ownership
test be based solely on the recipient's ownership percentage, and that the foreign
control test be eliminated. It would be perfectly appropriate for Congress to
increase* the recipient's permissible percentage from 10% to 50% or even more.
It should be noted, in this regard, that the exemption under Section 861 (a) (1) (0)
from withholding and taxability for interest paid on debt obligations of U.S.
borrowers who had made an election under Section 4912(c) was not limited to
portfolio investors of the U.S. borrower.

Similar questionable policybbjectives may have been involved in limiting the
exclusion to payments by United States persons" and "domestic corporationS."
The exclusion does not apply to payments by non-U.S. persons who are residents
of the U.S. (either individual or corporate) whose interest payments or dividends
are treated in whole or in part as U.S.-source income.' The policy reasons behind
the exclusion, including the encouraging of investment of foreign capital In the
U.S., suggest that the exclusion should reach all payments by obligors whose pay-
ments are treated as U.S.-source income.

In addition, the limitation of the proposed exclusion to Interest and dividends
paid by U.S. persons is objectionable as a technical matter because it introduces
a new concept into the provisions of the Code relating to withholding on payments
of interests, where a new concept is not necessary. Sections 1441 and 1442 of the
Code currently provide for withholding on fixed or determinable income which is
from sources within the United States. Under Section 801 (a) of the Code, interest
and dividends paid by a foreign corporation is considered to be from U.S. sources
(in whole or in part) if 60% or more of the gross income from all sources of such
foreign corporation, for the three-year period ending with the close of its taxable
year preceding the payment, was effectively connected with the conduct of a
trado or business within the United States."

In addition, interest paid by a resident alien individual is U.S. source income
unless less than 20% of the gross income of such individual is derived from
sources within the United States for such three-year period." Therefore, the
current provisions of the Code reflect a judgment that, for purposes of with-
holding on dividends and interest, foreign corporations and alien Individuals with
the required percentage of gross income from U.S. sources are to be treated the
same as U.S. payers. In the absence of a policy reason to the contrary (and, as
stated above, there appears to be none), we believe that the existing structure
of the Code should be preserved and, accordingly, that the proposed exclusion
should be applicable to all dividends and interest from sources within the United
States rather than Just to such payments by U.S. persons.

In general, the attribution rules in Section 1041 provide that an interest In an
entity (viz. stock in a corporation; a capital or profits interest in a partnership;
a beneficial interest in a trust or estate) is considered as be!ng owned propor-
tionately by its shareholders, partners, or beneficiaries. If 50% or more in value
of the stock in a corporation is owned directly or indirectly by or for any
person, the corporation is considered as owning the interests owned directly or
indirectly by or for that person. An interest in an entity owned directly or
indirectly by or for a partner or a beneficiary of an estate or trust is considered
as being owned by the partnership, estate, or trust.

An interest in an entity owned directly or indirectly by or for a person who
is considered the owner of any portion of a trust is considered as being owned
by the trust. However, an interest in an entity considered under these rules as
being owned by a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation is not considered as
being actually owned by such entity to make another the constructive owner
of such stock.

The attribution rules differ from Code Section 318 in three respects. First,
there are no family attribution rules as in Code Section 318(a) (1) (A). Thus,
a nonresident alien who owns 100% of the voting power of a U.S. corporation
and receives interest from such corporation could transfer his stock to a member

9 l .g. Code If 861(a) (1) (D), 861(a) (2) (B).
2Code 861 (a) (1) (B).
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of his family and still obtain the benefits of the proposed amendment. Second,
there are no attribution rules provided with respect to options, such as provided
in Code Section 818(a) (4). Thus a nonresident alien could acquire an option
which upon exercise would give him 100% beneficial ownership of a U.S.
corporation, provide capital by way of loans, and receive the benefit of the new
exclusion with respect to interest received. It seems appropriate to apply the
family and option attribution rules of Code Section 318 for purposes of deter-
mining partnership or stock interests under the new provision.NThe third differ-
ence between, Code Section 318 and the proposed attribution rules is that under
Section 818 stock Is attributed from a corporation only to a 50%-or-more share-
holder. The proposed rules have no percentage limitation.

It does not seem necessary or desirable to add yet another set of attribution
rules to the more than a dozen already in Internal Revenue Code.' It would be
far simpler (and more comprehensive) to adopt the attribution rules of Code
Section 318 In toto. perhaps with the simple proviso that "Section 818(a) (2) (C)
shall be applied without regard to the 50% requirement."

Finally, there seems to be a drafting defect in the attribution rules contained
in proposed Code Section 872(c). That Section must deal with not only stock
(as does Section 318), but also with certain partnership interests. This is re-
quired because interest paid by a partnership is only exempt when paid (a) by
a partnership in which U.S. persons own at least half of the capital and profits
interests, or (b) to a foreign person who owns less than 10% of such interests
in the partnership.'O

However, by contrast, interest paid by a trust or estate is exempt regardless
of the foreign recipients' beneficial interest in the payor trust or estate. The
attribution rules accordingly must trace both stock ownership (for testing exemp-
tion of corporate interest or dividends) and interests in partnerships (for testing
exemption of interest paid by partnerships). There is no need to trace beneficial
interests in trusts or estates, since interest paid by a trust or estate Is exempt
even If paid to the sole (foreign) beneficiary.

It therefore appears that proposed Code Section 872(c) (4) (C) should be
deleted as unnecessary. Attribution of stock or partnership interests will still
occur-from or to trusts or estates-under the proposed attribution rules.

Our final suggestion relates to problems of U.S. withholding agents. If the
exclusion of interest and dividends from gross income depends on the recipient's
stock ownership in the U.S. payor, and the status as foreign or domestic of
the recipient and other shareholders of the payor, the U.S. payor may be placed
In a difficult position with respect to ascertaining the percentage of ownership
of its stock held by the recipient and other foreign shareholders. If the U.S.
payor inadvertently fails to withhold because it is not aware of the stock owner-
ship status of the recipient or its other foreign shareholders with sufficient
precision, it might become liable for the tax which was not withheld"

In order to lessen this burden on U.S. obligors, it is suggested that a statui-
tory provision be adopted which would exculpate a U.S. obligor, and its with-
holding agents, if any, from liability for failing to withhold if they acted in
good faith based on the information which was then available to them. Alter-
natively, the Treasury Department could adopt regulations which would per-
mit the withholding agent to act upon the basis of an appropriate certificate
furnished by the recipient of the interest or dividend income and the stock
ownership records of the U.S. payor as of a specific date to establish ownership
requirements."

PROPOSALS BE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT CONTAINED IN H.R. 10612

Part III of Title X of H.R. 10612, as passed by the House of Representatives
in December, 1975 (the "Bill"), contains several provisions relating to tile al-
lowance and computation of the foreign tax credit. The four basic changes ef-
fected by this Part are:

t A list of such sections would include Code I1 276(c). 802(c). 804(b) (1). 304(c) (M.
.18. 841(d). 425(d), 544, 554, 958, 1235(d), 1246(b), 1371(), 1563(e), and 6046(). Thiv
list is not exhaustive.

MProposed new Code gg872(b)(4)(C), 883(e)(3).
81 Codes 1461.
• Compare Regulations 41 1.1441-5(a), 1.1441-4(a)(2), authorizing reliance, respec-

tively. upon Information furnished In Form 1078 and Form 4224. See also Rev. Rul.
70-175, 1970-1 C.B. 183, authorizing reliance upon information furnished in Form 1001.
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1. to provide for "recapture" of over-all foreign losses In computing the limita-
tion on the credit for subsequent years;

2. to alter the effect of capital gain.C'Tbnd losses on the limitation;
3. to mandate use of the "over-all" limitation on the credit, thus ending the

optional use of the "per-country" alternative; and
4. To require dividends from less developed country corporations to be,-

"grossed-up", as dividends froni other foreign corporations currently are.
Tie New York City Bar A:;sociation Tax Committee has identified a number

of substantial substantive and technical problems seriously affecting the first
two of these changes, as well as a major policy question relating to the "over-
all" limitation on the foreign tax credit. We also note that a policy judgment is
involved in the fourth change, which would remove preferential treatment cur-
rently extended to investments in less developed countries.
Section 1032-Thc "Recapt Pre" of foreign losscs

When a taxpayer experiences a loss from operations in a foreign country
for a taxable year, the effect on his U.. tax depends upon his circumstances.
If the taxpayer has taxable income from other foreign sources (in excess of
the loss), the effect is two-fold: the loss reduces taxable income as a whole and
taxable Income from foreign sources. rhis means that his U.S. tax before credit
Is reduced and, if lie is operating under the "over-all" limitation on the credit,
his limitation on the credit is-reduced." If he has paid foreign taxes to other
comtrles, these are fully available as credits-subject to the reduced limitation.

If, on the other hand, the taxpayer has no other foreign-source Income for
the taxable year of the loss (or income in tnt amount less than the loss), the
effect is single: the loss reduces taxable income and) the U.S. tax. Assuming that
the taxpayer has foreign-source taxable income in the followng year (elthe
from the country in which the loss was incurred or another) and pays foreign
tax on that income, the foreign tax is fully creditable; and the limitation on the
credit is computed only by reference to the foreign-source and over-all taxable
income for that following year, so that the earlier loss is not reflected In any
way.

While the Ways and Means Committee's Report. in referring to the "tax
benefit derived from the deduction of these losses" (II.R. Rept. No. 94-68.
94th Cong., 1st Sess. 228, hereinafter cited as "Comm. Rept."), is not clear, in
fact. the only advantage gained by the second taxpayer referred to 'above Is
that by having his loss in one year and his profit In another-rather than both
together-lie escapes a reduction in the limitation on the foreign tax credit.

Viewed in this light, Section 1032 represents a case of legislative over-kill.
Proposed Section 904(f) (1) (A) treats an amount of subsequent year, foreign-
source income equal to the loss as U.S.-source income, thus effecting a reduction
in the limitation on the credit comparable to that which would have occurred
If the income and the loss had been "blendeW" Into the "over-all" limitation in a
single taxable year. However, proposed Section 904(f) (1) goes on-in Sub-
paragraph (B)-to disqualify for credit purposes an amount of foreign taxes
paid in the subsequent year. No comparable disadvantage Is suffered by the
taxpayer recognizing his loss in the same year as his Income.

Appendix 1 illustrates the comparative -penalty paid by the taxpayer whose
losses and Income fall into two years. As can be seen from the Appendix, under
current law the taxpayer realizes a larger foreign tax credit ($78) when he
realizes an over-all foreign loss in Year I and foreign income in Year 2 than he
would have, had the loss been netted against the subsequent income In the same
year. The effect of the recharacterizaton of $100 of foreign-source income earned
in Year 2 under proposed Section 904(f) (1) (A) Is to eliminate this benefit
and produce the same result as If all transactions occurred in one year-a
credit of $48 and a carry-over of $30. If proposed Sections 904(f) (1) (A) and
(B) are both applied, however, the taxpayer is penalized, since a credit of only
$39 is allowed in Year 2 and there is no carry-over.

Under current law, any taxpayer who pays taxes at high effective foreign tax
rates is allowed credits at rates up to the effective U.S. tax rate and is per-

33In addition, under existing law. the foreign tax credit for foreign taxes PaIld by
the taxpayer in the snme yPar to other foreign coiintries mar be ninxtmixed beernup.
tindr the per-country, limitation, the denominator of the limitation fraction (worll-whle
inconie) is reduced by a net loss in a foreign country while the Dunerator (separate
foreign country income) is unaffected.
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mitted to carry over the excess credit to later years. Proposed Section 904(f) (1)
(B) would-be an arbitrary exception to this concept; it would take excess for-
eign losses from an earlier year and apply them in conjunction with current for-
eign income to disqualify all or part of the foreign taxes paid (or deemed
paid") in the current year. There is no relationship to the U.S. tax saved in
the earlier year. In fact, the disqualified taxes are levied in different years,
perhaps by different countries and possibly at totally different rates. And if the
foreign tax is paid because the foreign country involved did not allow net oper-
ating loss carry-overs, the taxpayer, after giving effect to net operating loss
carry-over, has paid a tax on such foreign income at an extremely high effective
rate-especially where the subsequent income from the loss country is rechar-
acterized under proposed Section 904 (f) (1) (A).

The single sentence in the Committee Report explaining the reason for Sub-
paragraph (B) is unilluminating; but we understand that it was included on the
rationale that the United States would be improperly deprived of revenue where
a foreign loss was deducted from taxable income in Year I (thus reducing U.S.
tax) but foreign income derived In Year 2 did not give rise to U.S. tax because
the foreign country involved, if it does not allow loss carry-overs,M imposes tax
in that year and the foreign tax credit offsets the U.S. tax. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that a U.S. corporation derives $200 of taxable income from U.S. sourcesIn Year 1. In the same year. its foreign branch has a loss of $100. Its taxable
income is $100 and its tax $48 (ignoring surtax exemption). In Year 2, the cor-
poration again has U.S.-source taxable income of $200; however, its foreign
branch has taxable income of M100 and pays a tax equal to $48 to the foreign
country in which it is located (because that country allows no loss carryoverr.Absent the proposed foreign loss recalpture provisions, tile corporation could
claim a $48 foreign tax credit, thus limiting its U.S. tax in Year 2 to $90. In
Year 1, the recognition of the foreign loss has reduced the U.S. tax by $48, butin Year 2 this amount Is not recouped, because the foreign country has im-
posed a creditable tax.

This effect is obviated by the application of proposed Section 004(f) (1) (A);
in Year 2, the corporation's Section 904 limitation is adjusted to zero, so that
no foreign tax credit is allowable in that year. Nevertheless, we understand therationale to be, the $48 foreign tax will he available under Section 904(d) as
a carry-over to Year 3 and thereafter, so that the U.S. effects "recoupment"
In Year 2, but "un-recoups" in any subsequent year (within the carry-over pe-riod) when the corporation has sufficient taxable income from foreign sources
(and foreign tax credits, otherwise allowable, less than the Section 904 limita-
tion).

In our view, this line of reasoning is uncQnvinclng. Even in the case given,
what has happened is that the taxpayer has suffered, hy U.S. standards, all ex-
tremely high rate of foreign tax. This has been caused by the foreign country's
denial of a loss carry-over, but that is only one among a host of reasonis why
a foreign tax rate may be high." If the foreign country in which the branchsustaining the loss is located doe. allow a loss carry-over and imposes no tax
In Year 2. then the otherwise creditable tax which will be disalloved will bp
a tax paid to another foreign country, presumably havinZ. nothing to (10 with
the earlier lo.ss, which would be available as a credit and for carry-over under
Section 904(d) if the loss had never occurred. Most importantly, no tax wold

3'The interrelationship of proposed Section 904ff) (13() and the carry-back andenrry-over provisions of Section 904(d) may achieve particularly anomalous results.Under Section 904(d), if a taxpayer has excess foreign taxes from n year prior to auiover-all foreign loss year. these excess foreign taxes are carried over and "deemed tohave been paid" In the year or yiars in which the over-all foreign loss is recaptured.However, proposed Section 904(f) (1) (13) would disallow such credit in the proportion thatreeharacterized income bears- to foreign-source income in the year of recapture. Anexample of this peculiarity would ib, to assume a foreign tax credit carry-over ofA100 from Year 1, an over-all foreign lots of $1 in Year 2, and foreign-source income of$2 in Year 3. 50% of the foreign tax carry-over from Year 1. or $50 would be disallowedin Year :3 as a result of the interrelationship of Section 904 (d) with proposed Section 904(f () M(B).
.,Where the foreign country allows the los. carry-over to be utilized only partiallyin each year( e.g.. only 10% (if the loss may lie used to reduce taxable income in eachfuture year). the foreign tax in Year 2 would be reduced somewhat, but the elect in thatyear. at least. would be substantially similar to a disallowance.
8Of course, where the carry-over of the loss is not disallowed but merely limited, the'elevation of the foreign tax rate is only a question of timing.
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have been disqualified for credit or for carry-over If the $48 foreign tax had
not been paid in Year 2 to the foreign country in which the loss occurred but
paid In Year 1 to another foreign country and in that year the corporation had
at least $100 of other foreign-source taxable income. (Cf. Appendix 1).

Once the limitation of proposed Section 904(f) (1) (A) has been applied, the
effect on the U.S. tax of a foreign loss is the same whether the loss is in one*
year and the Income in another or both income and loss occur in the same year.
When proposed Section 904(f) (1) (B) is then applied, however, the effect Is
to single out the tax payer who has only a single foreign operation or whose
income flows time out so that he is at an over-all foreign loss for a taxable
year, and to put him alone in the position of having to suffer U.S. "recoupment"
of the effects of the loss.

We see nothing unique enough about the over-all foreign loss situation to
Justify such a result. Rather, we believe that consistency and equity require
rej .tion of the "disqualification" rule embodied in proposed Section 904(f) (1)
(B).

We are aware, of course, that all of the comments we have addressed above
to proposed Section 004(f) (1) could also be made about Section 907(d), which
applies to foreign oil-related income and was obviously the model for this pro-
posal. In principle, perhaps, the two provisions are not different. We believe,
however, that the allowance of current deductions for intangible drilling ex-
penses anl the resultant pattern of oil industry operations, in which-assuming
large and on-going exploratory and drilling operations-substantial and some-
thnes consistently recurring foreign losses can combine with extremely hizh
(and arguably artificial) foreign income taxes, makes that industry a special
carse. While we have not examined any data. we would expect to find that in
foreign operations generally, the "blending" of foreign loss with foreign income
in the same year is the rule and the over-all foreign loss case the exception,
occurring usually In cases of genuine economic distress or possibly as the re-
sult of unusually severe doses of mis-timing of income and expense.

Disallowance or deferral.-It has been suggested that proposed Section 904
(f1) (B), as written, Is ambiguous as to whether ,the specified amount of for.
eign tax is disqualified for credit only in the year in which the over-all foreign
loss is "recaptured" or permanently. The statute can be read to accomplish
mere deferral since it reads:

"The amount of . . . tax paid or accrued (or deemed to have been paid) to
foreign countries.., for such succeeding taxable year... shall be reduced..."

Under the carry-over provisions of Section 904(d). a foreign tax credit dis-
Allowed under proposed Section 904(f) (1) (B) "for such smIceding year" (i.e.,
the year of the recapture of the foreign loss) may be deemedd paid" in a subse-
quent year.

If the proposed provision effected only a deferral, obviously niany of the
comments made above would be inapposite or le. germane. However, the Cow-
mittee Report appears to indicate that the words "shall be reduced .. for such
succeeding year" in proposed Section 904(f 11 ) (B) spell a permanent disal-
lowance of that portion of the foreign tax paid, or deemed paid, in the year
in which the over-all loss is recaptured. See, for example, the language at page
228 of the Committee Report. which reads:

"... In addition, since the loss reduced U.S. taxes on income from U.S. sources
in a prior year. no foreign tax credit or deduction is to be allowed with respect
to the foreign income which is treated as income from sources within the United
States. The nmonnt of the taxes allowable as a credit is to be reduced in the pro-
portlon the income treated as from domestic sources is of total foreign Income
(before recharacterization) for succeeding years."

This suggests that the Congress Intended to permanently disallow the amount
determined under proposed Section 904 (1) (1) (B). We do not believe that that
provision should be applied at all; if it is to be, a deferral, rather than perma-
nent disallowance, would soften its Impact: if 'a permanent disallowance Is never-
theless to be introduced, this should at least be made (lear.

Proposed section 904(f) (2)-Unused capital and operating losaes.-Another
problem with these provisions as presently written is that the definition of "over-

.7 SeStton 904 (M). provides that "sny amount by which such tax... exceed" the applicable
limitation.., shall be deemed paid... in the [year of the carry-back or carry-over]".



-all foreign loss" set forth in proposed Section 90%(f) (2) takes into account capi-
tal losses, although the taxpayer may te unable to use them because of the limit.
tation of :Section 1211, and net operating losses which expire unutilized. Aso,
while Section 1034 of the Bill carefully takes into account the lower rate gen-
erally accorded capital gains when dealing with computation of the limitation
fraction of iSection 904, ;Section 1032 totally ignores that fact In defining "over-
all foreign loss." A tax benefit rule comparable to that applied under Section
111 In case of inclusion of an income Item as a result of the recovery of a pre-
viously deducted item, i.e., bad debts, should be applied to these provisions.

Proposed section 904(f) (3)-Effect of diaposltiot of foreign business prop-
q m, -crty.-Both the intent and effect of this provision (and its counterpart in Section

907(f)) are highly obscure. Many of the members of the Committee have read
the subsection as effecting only a modification to the operation of subsection
(1)-that is. to alter the limitation on the credit and, if subparagraph (B) of
subsection (1) is to be *applied, the amount of creditable foreign taxes. Such a
reading would be consistent with the general effect of the proposed subsection
(f), which Is to alter the otherwise allowable amount of foreign tax credit. More-
over, the reference in the sufbparagraph to "taxable Income from sources without
the United States" is indicative of a function extending only to Section 904.

We understand, however, that this provision Is meant to alter the rules for tbi,
recognition of income or gain. Then It constitutes in effect an amendment of SeK-
tion 61 and, possibly, several other Sections of the Code. Assuming that It is fair,
wise and Constitutional to regard a gift or a contribution to capital, for exam-
ple, as giving rise to the recognition of income to the contributor, we nevertheless
believe that minimal fairness requires appropriate amendments to the income
inclusion sections and not the burial of a radically new income concept In the
provisions limiting allowance of the foreign tax credit.

Moreover, the language of proposed Nection 904(f) (8) (A) (i), particularly the
phrase ". . . shall be deemed to have received and recognized taxable In-
come . . .", requires clarification. The "received and recognized" language Is dis-
similar to that used under analogous circumstances elsewhere In the Code, e.g.,
ini Section 453(f) (". . . gain . . . shall result . . ."). More importantly, it Is un-
clear whether the intent or effect is to create ordinary income, short- or long-term
capital gain or to make this dependent on what kind of income or gain would
have resulted from a taxable sale or exchange. It is possible to read the provision
to mean that an otherwise taxable sale which the taxpayer elects to report on
the installment basis under sectionn 453 is to be denied installment treatment, a
result for which we doubt the justification, if it is intended.

There are other severe substantive and technical problems with the provision.
An otherwise taxable sale or eXchange of property outside the United States gives
rise to taxable income from sources without the United States without reference
to Paragraph (3). Thus, in a recapture situation. 50 percent of the appropriate
amount will already have applied to recapture loss under Paragraph (1) (since
subparagraph (3) (A) (I) appears to specify that it is to be applied after Para-
graph (1) has been applied "for the taxable year"). Paragraph (3) would then
require 100% of the same gain to be applied again.'

We also find no provision for stepping up the basis of assets disposed of in
otherwise non-taxable transactions, an omission which clearly can lead to dupli-
cative taxation without any apparent revenue protection purpose.

Finally, we believe that permitting an exception to this recapture rule only
in the ease of a Section 381 (a) transfer to a domestic corporation Is needlessly
restrictive and harsh. For example, Sections 367 and 1491 (particularly as it is
proposed to be amended by Section 1015 of the Bill) can be allowed to police
the transfers to foreign entities to which they apply. Moreover, various kinds of
transactions which occur in the ordinary course of business or are beyond the
taxpayer's control trigger recapture in a seemingly harsh and unnecessary man-
ner. Examples of such transactions would be transactions otherwise tax-free
umder Section 1031 (like-kind exchanges), ,Section 1033 (involuntary conversions)
nnd Section 103R (reacquisitions of real property) and normal retirements of
depreciable property.

Even with some amelioration, this disposition rule is draconian. The assets
disposed of may, of course, have nothing to do with the loss to be recaptured; and
while one can hypothesize a case in which a taxpayer (by disposing of all or

" Ap to problems of lntegration of this provision with the capital gains provisions
added by Section 1034 of the Bill, see 4Nfra p. 18 et seq.
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substantially all of his foreign income-producing assets) could put himself In
a position never again to realize any foreign-source income, we believe that such
cases would be the exception, rather than the rule. We are not convinced that
the essential revenue protection could not be achieved through Section 367 and
Section 1491 enforcement (combined, perhaps, with a speqlal rule to deal 'ith
Section 351 transactions involving domestic corporations), while permitting the
broad classes of asset dispositions to proceed, and over-all losses to be recaptured
against continuing foreign Income received, in the normal course.

Failure to deal wvith ovcraU U.S. 1088.-A fundamental defect with the re-
capture of overall foreign loss concept as a whole is that in fairness it should
be, and is not, symmetrical. It does not concern itself with the burden suffered
by a U.S. taxpayer with foreign-source income and U.S.-source losses. Appendix
2 demonstrates that a taxpayer can suffer severe tax burdens if he finds himself
in this situation. Aggregating the two years in that example, the taxpayer has
a net of $100 of foreign-source income and $0 of $U.S.-source income. Yet, the
taxpayer has been forced to pay $48 of foreign taxes in the first year and $48
of U.S. taxes in the second year, with no credit available for the $48 of foreign
taxes. This is the mirror Image of the problem the recapture of over-all foreign
loss provisions are designed to deal with, and to mirror provision should be
adopted. Thus, in later years, a U.S. taxpayer who has suffered an over-all U.S.
loss should be entitled to calculate the foreign tax credit limitation by recharac-
terizing U.S.-source income subsequently earned as foreign-source income in a
manner comparable to that prescribed by proposed Section 904(f) (1) (A).

Mi8cellancous.-From an administrative standpoint, it would seem advisable
to require the recapture of the foreign loss only within a reasonable period, per-
haps 10 years. It is doubtful that this would leave open any significant avoidance
opportunities.
Section 1034--Treatment of capital gains

This provision would require the netting of U.S.-source capital losses against
foreign capital gains and the reduction of both the numerator and denominator
of the Section 904 fraction to reflect the reduced rate of tax imposed on the
capital gains of corporations. In addition, long-term capital gain from most sales
abroad of personal property would be excluded entirely in computing the numera-
tor of the fraction.

In general. the netting and reduction rules seem appropriate in most, if not all,
instances.' The major defect with the netting concept is that it is a one-way
street. As indicated above with respect to ordinary losses (see pp. 15-16), a
taxpayer can suffer a double tax detriment when net U.S. source capital lossesare u.ed to offset foreign source gains, but net UT.S.-source gains realized in a
later year are not taken into account. Here, again, a "mirror image" type of
recapture rule would appear to be appropriate.

Serious substantive and technical problems arise from proposed Section 904
(b) (3) (B). Assuming that a provision of this type is to be enacted, its rela-
tionship to proposed Section 904(f) (3), dealing with recapture of over-all for-
eign loses upon the disposition of certain foreign business assets, ought to be
clarified. If property is sold at a gain in a transaction to which both proposed
Section 904(b) (3) (B) and proposed Section )04(f) (3) apply, it is not clear
whether (a) the exclusion provided by the first section operates to prevent a
triggering of the latter; (b) proposed Section 904(f) (3) overrides proposed
,Section 904(b) (3) (B) so that the gain is included in foreign-source income even
though the latter provision would otherwise exclude it: or (c) the gain is first
excluded from the numerator of the Section 904 fraction under proposed Soc-
tion 004(b) (3) (B) (though included in the denominator) and then again treated
under proposed Section 904(f) (3), with the result that a second reduction of
the numerator (and inclusion in the denominator?) occurs.

,ri,, adjustinnt maide in lpro ,moed Spction 004(b)(2) (A) (i) to reflect the corporate
capital gnin.s rareP does not and cannot take into account the effect of the surtax exemption.
Tits, IishiRiFrnifl(nnt for l1irge (orioratlons but not for smaller taxpayers. Thus, a tax-

anyer with $40.000 of lU.S.-sourve ordinary Income and $40.000 of foreign-source capital
vainq will be paying tax at an effective rate of 20.75% on the ordinary income and an
effective roite of 30% on the capital gain. not the 48% and 30% rates assumed by the
proposed Section. The only way to avoid this anomaly is to provide for the separate
calculation of a lisnitatioi, for capital gains under the current Section 004(f), a proplo.al
discui.(s4d further below. Moreover. there may be cases where a net operating loss carry-
over or carry-hack offsets the capital cain Involved (i.e., a Chartier Real Estate type of
situation) In'which the reduction would not be appropriate.
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The reason for proposed Section 904(b) (3) (B) is stated in the Committee
Report as follows:

"... [T]he source of income derived from the sale or exchange of an asset
is determined . .. , if the asset is personal property, by the place of sale (i.e.,
the place where title to the property passes). In [such a) case, taxpayers pre-
sently can often exercise a choice of the country from which the Income from
the sale of a tangible [sic] personal property asset is to be derived. It has thus
been possible, in some cases, for a taxpayer to plan sales of personal property
(including stocks or securities) in such a way as to maximize his use of for-
eign tax credits ....

"Since most countries (including the United States) Impose little, If any, tax
on sales of personal property by foreigners if the sales are not connected with
a trade or business in that country, the present system permits taxpayers to
plan sales of their assets in such a way so that the income from the sale results
in little or no additional foreign taxes and yet the amount of foreign taxes they
can use as a credit against their U.S. tax liability Is increased." (Comm. Rept.
at 231-2. )

WVe question whether, in light of the legislative purpose thus disclosed, pro-
posed Section 904(b) (3) (B) is addressed to the correct category of transac-
tions. The class of long-term capital gains seems at once too narrow and too
broad. It is too narrow in the sense that there are several kinds of transac-
tions giving rise to short-term capital gain (or ordinary income) which belong
in any "tainted" class as much as long-term gains. For example, short-term
gain on stock, securities, commodities or foreign currency or gain on the sale
of stock in a collapsible corporation, taxable as ordinary income under Section
341, clearly ought not as such to be distinguished from capital gains.

At tihe same time the category is too broad, in that it includes in the "tainted"
class gain on the disposition of assets which are connected with the conduct
of a business in a foreign country. Where a taxpayer disposes of an asset which
has been used in a business conducted abroad, we see no basis for concluding that
he is "trafficking" in foreign-source gains, any more than where he derives
foreign-source ordinary income in the conduct of the business. Once the adjust-
inent has been made under proposed Section 904(b) (2) to reflect the U.S. treat-
ment of capital gains, we see no way in which any further special treatment of
lii.hiness-related income can be justified by reference to U.S. capital asset con-
cepts. In particular, the fact that in some relatively infrequent cases, the sale
of foreign busines-related assets may be arranged to minimize or eliminate
foreign taxes is not a rational basis for "tainting" such transactions, since
such arrangements may be undertaken with respect to either ordinary or capital
assets. The over-all limitation in effect treats foreign income and foreign taxes as
unitary items, and we can see, no j justification for a relapse into a per country
type of test in the case of capital gains.

Based on the foregoing, we recommend that proposed Section 904(b) (3) (B)
be recast so that its application does not depend upon whether a sale of personal
property gives rise to long-term capital gain but rather on whether the type of
asset involved Is such that it can fairly be said that foreign sales of such assets
are likely to have been motivated by a purpose to manipulate the credit limita-
tIon, rather than to serve other purposes. Inventory and other property described
in Section 1221(1) (whether or not foreign-related) should not be "tainted."
Possibly other tangible assets should not be. Stock and securities (or an interest
in a partnership) constituting a direct investment interest might be excepted.
Perhaps gains "effectively connected" under the rules of Section 864(c) and the
regulations issued thereunder to a foreign branch should not be "tainted." There
are doubtless many formulations which could be developed, and we urge that
consideration be given to the development of a satisfactory one along those
lines.

Once the class of "tainted" transactions is established, there Temains the
question of what happens to the gains falling within that category. In principle,
there are three solutions. _The first-the approach taken In proposed Section
904(b) (3) (B)M-s a "source rule" approach: the "tainted" gains never constitute
foreign-source Income for credit purposes. The second is a "rationing" approach:"
for example, gains would be taken Into account as foreign-source income only In an
amount (if less than the gain) equal to some multiple (e.g., twice) of the foreign
tax paid on the transaction. The third is a "separate limitation" approach.
analogous to that now employed in Section 904(f) with respect to certain interest
and DISC income.
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Of the three, we believe that the "rationing" approach is interesting but com-
plex, since difficulties will be encountered in many cases in isolating the foreign
tax paid on specific transactions, particularly where the foreign rate is progressive
or otherwise variable, and In the case of individuals (or small corporations) in
determining an appropriate multiple of the tax to be included. The "source rule"
approach has conceptual appeal. (In effect, the legislative concern is the manipu-
lability of a flexible source rule to make "foreign" gains having little or no foreign
contact in an economic sense.) It has the defect, however, of absolutely denying
credit in cases where substantial foreign taxes are in fact paid on "tainted"
gains. The "separate limitation" approach avoids this defect (and, incidentally,
solves the anomaly for the small corporation referred to in the footnote on p. 17,
supra). Its only defect is that it unfairly denies the "averaging" effect of the
over-all limitation to a taxpayer who happens to pay a high rate of tax on a
single foreign-source gain (as in the case where a foreign country taxes at ordi-
nary income rates a transaction which the U.S. deems to give rise to capital
gain). If, however, the category of "tainted" transactions is properly defined to
exclude foreign business assets and direct investment interests, we believe that
this type of "excess credit" case will prove unusual enough in practice to make
the "separate limitation" approach clearly preferable to the "source rule"
approach.
Section 1031-Policy considerations8 bearing on repeal of the per-country

limitation
As previously noted, under the per-country limitation, a taxpayer is able to

gain two distinct advantages from a foreign loss. First, he reduces U.S. taxable
income, thereby reducing his U.S. tax, while foreign tax credits attributable to
foreign taxes paid by the taxpayer in the same year to other foreign countries
are maximized, because the foreign loss reduces the denominator of the liinita-
tion fraction (over-all income) while leaving unaffected the numerator (the
separate foreign country income upon which the foreign tax is levied). Secondly,
when the loss operation becomes profitable in subsequent years, a credit is al-
lowed for taxes paid on that profit. Section 1031 attempts to obviate this double
advantage by simply repealing the per-country limitation.

Repeal of the per-country limitation could be justified as an appropriate policy
Judgment. However, the Ways & Means Committee Report on the Bill while it
takes note of the double advantage referred to above, does not contain any policy
discussion which supports outright repeal as the appropriate solution. While this
subject Is obviously an appropriate matter to be dealt with by any meaningful
tax reform, other methods are available for solving this problem: and it is in-
satisfactory to propose a solution which embodies important policy judgments,
without the benefit of any discussion of the policies involved.

Background.-The repeal of the per-country limitation would bring the foreign
tax credit limitation of Section 904 full circle to the provisions of Sections 228hi)
and 238(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1921. Since that time, the Congress
has vacillated between the over-all and per-country limitations or some combina-
tion thereof, adding the per-country limitation to the over-all limitation in 1932.
then applying the per-country limitation exclusively under the 1954 Code, and
finally in 1961 allowing the taxpayer the option of either the per-country or
over-all limitation. Originally. under the 1954 Code, the per-country limitation
was applied exclusively because "the effect of the [over-all] limitation is un-
fortunate because it discourages a company operating profitably in one foreign
country from going into another country where it may expect to operate at a loss
for a few years." Sen. Rept. No. 1622, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess. 106 (1054). However,
in 1961 Congress Introduced the over-all limitation as a relief provision, since
(except in the case where losses in one foreign country fully offset profits earned
In another) the over-all limitation provides the advantage of utilizing Income
derived in countries with low tax rates to maximize the credits flowing from
Income earned in countries with high tax rates.

Discuss fon.-The elimination of the per-country limitation would eliminate the
double benefit of utilizing losses domestically to reduce the U.S. tax while maxi-
mizing the numerator of the foreign tax credit limitation. However, the result is
accomplished at the price of substituting one anomaly for another. AK previously
mentioned, the per-country limitation reduces taxable income from all sources
(the denominator) while leaving intact taxable income from the country with
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profits (the numerator). The over-all limitation accomplishes the reverse by
reducing the numerator by 100% of the foreign loss. See Appendix 3 for a demon.
stration of the effect of these limitations.

The over-all limitation combines all foreign operations to determine effective
foreign tax rates. Thus, in effect, it arbitrarily assumes that all foreign operations
are related when, in fact, they may be totally unrelated. This is no more logical
than the equally arbitrary, contrary assumption implicit in the per-country lmi-
tation. Not only is this not logically required, but it also may inhibit companies
from commencing new businesses abroad-this being the reason why the 1954
Code mandated the per-country limitation. Finally, there may be substantial

: - inequities , in assuming that losses from a business in one foreign country should
be offset entirely against the profits of a separate business in another foreign
country, rather than a third business operated in the U.S.

On the other hand, the per-country limitation, in allocating all losses against
U.S. income (as also demonstrated by the example in Appendix 3), Is equally
arbitrary and illogical. Absent an analysis of the facts of each case to ascertain
actual relationships-a wholly unworkable concept-a far more equitable rule
would be to require the income from each country in which a profit Is derived to
bear an appropriate portion of foreign losses. In this way, a more effective and
equitable determination of the effective rate of tax in each country (which Is the
real purpose of the limitation provisions) could be made. Appendix 3 demon-
strates that under either the per-country limitation or the over-all limitation, the
effective rate of tax embodied In the ultimate foreign tax credit after reflecting a
foreign operating loss bears no relationship to the effective rate of post-credit U.S.
tax liability on the U.S.-source income. For example, in Appendix 3, the U.S.-
source income is $400. Under the over-all limitation, the taxpayer pays $192 of
U.S. tax, an effective tax rate of 48%. However, in Country B, which also imposes
a tax at a rate of 48%, taxpayer has received a credit of only $48 on $200 income
or an effective tax rate for credit purposes of 24%. The per-country limitation, on
the other hand, also distorts the effective rate of post-credit U.S. tax on i.S.-
source income. Again in Appendix 3. on a per-country basis, the U. S. taxpayer
pays $144 tax on $400 of U.S.-source income, or an effective rate of only 36%,
while the credit of $96 on $200 of foreign-source income reflects an effective tax
rate of 48%.

The limitation provisions are intended to allow a foreign tax credit at a rate
no greater than that of the U.S. tax imposed on foreign income. This purpose
would be more al)tly effectuated if the post-credit effective rate of U.S. tax on
U.S.-source income were comparable to the effective rate of tax br which the-
credit is itself calculated. This Is achieved under the allocation of loss provision.
If loss is allocated as described, the post-credit U. S. tax in Appendix 3 Is $160 on
U.S.-source income of $400 (or an effective rate of 40%). This is exactly coin-
parable to the rate at which the credit is allowed ($80 with respect to $200 of
foreign-source income, or 40%). It should also be noted that this would be the
result under either limitation if all losses and Income had been realized in one
year. Therefore, a loss allocation approach would appear to arrive at the most
equitable result. In fact. Section 1051 embraces this loss allocation; in deterinin-
Ing the amount of the "phantom credit." to be allowed under proposed Section 936
for possession income, losses from foreign sources are to be allocated between
U.S.-source and possessions income. See Comm. Rept. at 257. Thus, it would
appear appropriate to allocate any foreign loss to income from each particular
country by comparing it to income from all countries, In a manner comparable
to the allocation of consolidated tax liability in Section 1552(a) (1).11 See Ap.
pendix 3. See also Reg. Section 1.963-4 (b) (2).

A further provision which should be added to this allocation of loss provision
is a recaptured rule comparable to proposed Section 904(f) (1) (A). Thus, Itf on

4 The basic Inequity can be demonstrated by assnming In the Appendix 3 thnt the
taxpayer never earns any income In Country A. Taxpayer would effectively pay $298.00
tax on $500.00 net income because of a loss in a business in Country A which may he
totally unrelated to the one carried on In Country B. Moreover, he never gets the benefit
of the Country B carry-over, because It imposes tax at an effective rate of 48%.

41 An alternative method of making this allocation would be to calculate the foreign
tax credit limitation on a per-country basis by using the foreign country's Income as a
numerator and by using total income (without reduction by operating losses in any
foreign country) as a denominator. This results In the same loss allocation deserihed in
the text. However, It is somewhat more difficult to trace income in future years for purposes
of recapture.
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a per-country basis loss is allocated to another country, subsequent Income
generated by the loss country should be characterized as having its source in the
country (including the U.S.) to which the loss was allocated. 4 In the example in
Appendix 3, this would involve redesignation of one-third of the first $100 of the
Income of Country A In Year 2 to Country B, since Country B was allocated one-
third of the loss in Year 1. Similarly, two-thirds of the income of Country A In
Year 2 would be redesignated as U.S.-source income. Thus, the Country B tax
would be subject to credit only to the extent of $.48, the balance to be carried
over to a later year.

The principal difficulty with this kind of loss allocation proposal is that it is
far more complex than a simple over-all limitation with a loss recapture rule
comparable to that proposed in the Bill. However, it is far more equitable and
permits a U.S. taxpayer the greatest protection against bearing two taxes on the
same income, which is the purpose of the foreign tax credit. Moreover, it would
provide adequate protection against the double advantage achieved by utilizing
foreign losses which Section 1031 was designed to stop.

This Committee is concerned with proposals which unnecessarily burden the
Code with complex and difficult rules of administration. However, in this in-
stance, it appears to be far more equitable to permit the retention of the per-
country limitation with the loss allocation rule proposed above, rather than to
require use of the over-all limitation. We recognize that the record-keeping and
tracing necessary to accomplish this allocation might be difficult for many tax-
payers. Since the provision would ie elective (over-all would still be available
for a taxpayer who did not want to undertake the complex tracing rules) a
taxpayer would not be subject to any serious disadvantage compared to the situa-
tion which lie would have faced had the per-country limitation been repealed in
its entirety. Further mitigation of this complexity would be provided by allowing
a taxpayer, after he files his tax return on a per-country basis, to switch to the
over-all limitation so that the complex loss allocation rules would not serve as a
trap on audit."

APPENDIX I

Composite (assuming alltransactions occurred
Year I Year 2 in a single year)

Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax

Country A .......................... $100 $48 0 ------------ $100 $48Country 8-----------------..... (200) ............ $100 ) (100) 0
Country C .................. O....... 0------------ 100 $30 100 30
United States ---------------------- 400 ............ 300 ............ 700 .........

Aggregate .................. 300 ............ 500 ............ 800 ............

Credits Carryover Credit a Carrycver Credit 3 Carryover

Presec. 904(f) credit ................. 0 $48 $78 0 $48 $30
Credit applying only sec. 904 ()(l)X'A). 0 48 48 $30 48 30
Credit applying both secs. 904(tX1)

(A) and (B) ...................... 0 48 39 (3) 43 30

a Country B has a net operating 10S carryover rule comparable to the U.S. rule. Therefore, although it levies a tax at a
48 percent rate no tax is payable in year 2 in that country.

3 Overall limitation.
' $39 if subpar. (B) of proposed sec. 904(fXl) effects only a deferral, rather than a permanent disallowance.

-- It should also be noted that if the per-country limitation Is retained In the form
described in this memorandum, the over-all loss recapture rules of proposed Section
904(f) (1) (A) should be extended to cover situatons in-which a taxpayer incurs foreign
losses in a per-country limitation year (but not over-all foreign losses) and. In a later
year in which income is earned in the loss the country, switches to the over-all limitation.
Recharacterizing the Income in the manner described in this memorandum would prohibit
a taxpayer from manipulating the two limitation provisions to his advantage.

"This Committee considered but rejected as far too complex a mitigation provision
which permitted the per-country limitation to apply without loss allocation to taxpayers
whose gross income, foreign-source income, or foreign tax credit falls below certain
prescribed limits.
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APPENDIX 2

Year 1 Year 2

Income Tax Income Tax

Country A ......................................... $100 $48 ............................

United States ...................................... (200) .............. $200 ..............
Aggregate .................................... (100) .............. 100 .............

U.S. tax:
Precredit ..................................................... 0 _.............48
Postcredit .................................................... 0 .............. 48

Aggregate taxes paid:
Foreign ...................................................... 48 .........................
United States ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 48

I After NOL carryover.
APPENDIX 3

Year I Year 2
Income Tax Income Tax

Country A .......................................... ($100) .............. - $101 $48.48
Country B .......................................... 200 $96 ............................
United States ....................................... 400 .............. 400 ..............

Aggregate .................................... 500 .............. 501 .............
U.S. Tax:

Precredit --------------------------------------------------- '240 -------------- 240.48
Credit overall ------------------------------------------------ (48) ------------- (48. 48)
Credit per country -------------------------------------------- (96) ------------- (48.43)

Country A ............................................................................ (.48)
Country B (with loss allocation) --------------------------- (80) .............. (16.00)

Aggregate taxes paid:
Overall credit ....................... .2 ........................ 288 .............. 240.48
Per country credit.."- 24-------------------------------240 .............. 240.00
Per country credit (with loss allocation) -------------------------- 256 .............. 272.48

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED ADMENDMENTS TO SECTION 956(B) O THE INTERNAL -

REVENUE CODE CONTAINED IN H.R. 10612

Description of current law
Section 951(a) (1) (B) of the Internal Revenue Code taxes the United States

shareholder of a controlled foreign corporation (hereinafter called a "CFC")
on any increase from one year to the next in the amount of a CFC's earnings
invested in United States property. Tlu.s, for example, if at the end of its pre-
ceding fiscal year a CFC had no earnings invested in United States property
but at the end of the current year has $100 so Invested, a United States share-
holder owning all the CFC stock would be required to include $100 in Income in
the same manner as if the invested funds has been repatriated to him as a
dividend.

At present, Section 956(b) of the Internal Revenue Code defines "United
States property" to include stock and debt of a United States person, tangible
property located in the United States, and intangible property (such as patents
and trademarks) acquired or developed by the CFC for use in the United States.
With respect to debt, the statutory language of Section 956(b) (1) (C) currently
refers to "an obligation of a United States person." Treasury Regulations Section
1.956-2(d) (2) (ii), however, modifies the statutory definition to exclude any
indebtedness (other than indebtedness arising in connection with the sale or
processing of property) which Is either collected or matures within one year front
the time incurred. The reason for modifying the statutory language is not stated.
We understand, however, that when the regulation was drafted there was concern
that if short-term or even demand indebtedness were treated as United States
property, a broad range of iiormal business dealings, including dealings in the
short-term money markets, would be disrupted at the end of the taxable year of
a CFC, since the United States shareholder might have to "clean out" all of the
CFC's receivables, deposits, prepayments and the like to avoid a taxable
inclusion.
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In addition, the one-year rule may act to prevent tax avoidance. It is possible
that, absent the regulation, a CFC which had paid foreign tax at an effective
rate higher than the U.S. rate would make a short-term loan to its United States
(corporate) shareholder on the last day of the taxable year. Since that loan
would be treated as a dividend, the taxpayer would be able to use the excess
foreign tax credit generated in respect of that dividend against, say, low-taxed
foreign source income from other CFCs.

Section 956(b) (2) currently excepts from the definition of "United States
property" certain United States investments whose holding by a CFC is not con-
sidered to Justify taxation. Those Include bank deposits, property purchased for
export, indebtedness arising in conne-ction with the sale or processing of property
(hereinafter called "Sales Receivables"), transportation equipment, assets attrib-
utable to certain insurances contracts, and amounts equal to earnings on which
the CFC has paidUnitedStates corporate tax.

Present Section 956(c) provides that, if a CFC guarantees or pledges property
to secure the obligation of a United States person, it shall be considered to have
acquired such obligation.
Description of significant pro posed changes

Under Section 1021 of H.R. 10612, as passed by the House of Representatives
in December, 1975 (hereinafter called the "Bill"), stock and debt would be con-
sidered United States property only if it were stock or debt of a United States
shareholder of the CFC; tangible property would be considered United States
property whether or not located in the United States but only if leased to or
used by a United States shareholder; and intangible property such as trade-
marks and patents would be eliminated from the category of United States
property altogether.

The narrowing of the definition of "United States property" makes three and
a portion of a fourth of the six exceptions provided by Section 956(b) (2) super-
fluous; and these items-obligations of the United States, property purchased
for export, transportation equipment, and assets attributable to certain insurance
contracts-would accordingly be eliminated. In addition, the exception for Sales
Receivables would be restricted to receivables which have a maturity of less than
12 months or are outstanding for less than 12 months.

As a conforming amendment, Section 956(c) would be changed to provide that
only a pledge or guarantee of the obligation of a United States shareholder, and
not that of an unrelated United States person, would constitute the acquisition
of an obligation.

In determining whether stock or debt Is that of, or whether tangible property
is used by, a United States shareholder, status as a United States shareholder
is to be determined with the application of the Section 958(b) attribution rules,
with some modification. The chief difference between these attribution rules and
the attribution rules of Section 958(b) is that under the proposed rules stock
owned by a shareholder, partner, or beneficiary which is not a United States
person could be attributed to his corporation, partnership or estate or trust,
respectively.
General cornets

The new amendments represent a change in the philosophy of Section 956.
Until now, repatriation of funds by investment in the United States has been
considered a sufficient ground for ending the deferral of United States tax on
CFC earnings. Under the Bill, the concept is that deferral should end only
when the repatriated funds are made available to the United States share-
holder; as stated by the Report of the House Ways and Means Committee,"
such availability constitutes an "effective repatriation" of the earnings.

The change is prompted by balance of payments considerations. The House
Ways and Means Committee Report states that Section 956 in its present form
may have a detrimental effect upon our balance of payments by encouraging
CFCs to invest their profits abroad. "For example, a foreign corporation look-
ing for a temporary investment for its working-capital is, by this provision,
induced to purchase foreign rather than U.S. obligations."" The inducement
offered by present Section 956 to purchase foreign obligations as temporary
investments of working capital, however, is limited in three significant respects:

44 IT. Rept. No. 94-658, 94th Cong. 1st Sess., p. 216 (1975).
, Ibid.
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First, Section 956 applies only if the Investment exists on the last day
of a CFC's taxable year;

Second, Section 956 does not apply either to loans of less than 12 months'
maturity or to bank deposits;

Third, Section 956 does not deter investments by a CFC whose effective
foreign tax rate is similar to that of the United States, since United States
tax on any Section 956 dividend would be fully offset by a foreign tax
credit."

Thus, although the Committee does not make any substantive recommenda-
b... tion, it does point out that changing Section 956 "or balance of payments

considerations will primarily encourage IoL:" term investment by low-taxed
CFCs rather than short-term investments or investments by those in highly-
taxed industrialized countries. The Bill's amendment represents a hybrid posi-
tion between present Section 956, under which repatriation of funds to the
United States is treated as a distribution to the shareholder, and the non-
statutory principles of constructive dividend treatment, under which the share-
holder is treated as receiving a distribution only if the funds made available
to him by the corporation are not intended to be repaid.

A second general consideration is whether, if tangibles used by the Unite,'
States shareholder of a CFC are considered to be effectively repatriated to tbt,
United States shareholder, a similar rule should not be prescribed for intangi-
bles such as patents and trademarks. The Bill would eliminate these from
the deflnitlon of United States property even if used by such shareholder.

A third category of general concern relates to whether the statutory provision
treating as United States property any property leased to, or used by, a United
States shareholder will in practice be harsh on unsuspecting taxpayers. For
example, a parent corporation's incidental use--perhaps overseas-of a subsidi-
ary's property could give rise to a taxable inclusion. Moreover, it appears that
even a short-term lease of property to a United States shareholdeer would give
rise to a taxable inclusion based on the entire basis of the property. We suggest
that consideration be given to ameliorization of this provision in two respects.
The first would be an exception under which the lease or use of property would
not lie taken into account if it lasted for less than 12 months. (This would be
consistent with the definition of "obligation," which permits loans of cash for
less than 12 months.) The second would be a rule under which the ,anount of
the taxable Inclusion in cases of relatively short-term leases would le based
on the rental value of the property for the term of the lease, if less than the
adjusted basis of the property. In either case, we believe that attempted abuse
of the exceptions through a consistent pattern of renewals or repetitive use
of property could be adequately dealt with through generalized "substance"
concepts.
Technical comment

The Committee has the following technical comments:
1. Section 956(b) (2) (A), excepting bank deposits from the term "United

States property." seems largely- unnecessary, since it would apply only where
the bank is a United States shareholder of the CFC.'T

2. Section 956(b) (2) (B), as amended by the Bill, would except from the
term "United States property" an obligation of -the United States shareholder
arising in connection with the sale or processing of property only if such obliga-
tion does not have a maturity in excess of 12 months or has not been outstanding
for a period in excess of 12 months. This applies to Sales Receivables the
12-month limitation under which the existing regulations exclude from the
category of United States property all obligations except Sales Receivables.
However, whereas the present regulations use the 12-month limitation to re-
strict the scope of Section 956, the 12-month limitation in the Bill's amendments
restricts the scope of an exception to Section 956 and thus expands its applica-
tion beyond that of present law. For example, a CFC selling a generator to its

' Tf the effective rate of foreign tax on the CFC substantially exceeded the United
tes tax rate. the Section 956 tran.Action colld create an excess forein tax credit.

However. in bch a situation, the U.S. shareholder mliht also use Sectinn 956 to
create appropriate inclusions from low-taxed CFCs, "washing down" the rate of creditable
foreign tax.

T .Moreover. if the rule of the present regulations Is continued (see points 2 and 8).
a deposit withdrawn (collected) within one year would not constitute United States
property.
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United States shareholder might well have payment terms of more than 12
months. So long as the terms are ordinary and necessary, the Sales Receivable
would be excluded under present law but not under the amendment.

3. The 12-month limitation on the statutory term "obligation" in present Sec-
tion 950(b) (1) (C) is set forth only in the regulations. Putting a 12-month limita.
tion in the statute with respect to the exception for obligations which are Sales
Receivables, but not putting one in the statute with respect to "obligations" gen-
erally, could create an implication that the present limitation in the regulations is
not intended to be continued. We believe that the original reasons for the limita-
tion continue to be valid. Accordingly, we suggest either that the 12-month
limitation be made explicit both under Sections 956(b) (1) (B) and (b) (2) (B),
as amended by the Bill, or that the limitation be deleted from (b) (2) (B).

4. Section 1021(b) of the Bill makes certain changes in the constructive owner-
ship rules for purposes of Section 950(b) (1). To be consistent, those changes
should be made also for Section 950(b)(2) and 956(c). For example, owing to
the nonapplication of Section 95S(b) (4) for purposes of Section 950(b) (1),
under the present version of the Bill the attribution rules will be more encom-
passing for purposes of Section 950(b) (1) than for the other two sections.
This could mean, first, that a receivable which was an obligation of a United
States shareholder for purposes of Section 956 (b) (1) would not be an obligation
of a United States shareholder for purposes of Section 956(b) (2) and would
therefore not be excluded as a Sales Receivable, even though it otherwise met the
terms of that exclusion.

Similarly, if the definition of "United States shareholder" is more expansive
for purposes of Section 956(b) (1) than for purposes of Section 956(c), a CFC
might not be taxed on its guarantee of an obligation of a person because, under
the attribution rules applicable to Section 956(c), such person is not a United
States .;hareholder. By contrast, since the person would be a United States
shareholder under the attribution rules applicable to Section 956(b) (1), there
would have been acquisition of United States property had the CFC acquired
such obligation directly. For this reason, we suggest that Section 1021(b) of the
Bill be amended to apply its attribution rules to all three subsections of Sec-
tion 96.

5. Under the ilrolosed changes In the attribution rules, a person can be con-
sidered a Tnited States shareholder for purposes of Section 956 despite the fact
that no Uuited State,4 sh areholder who i- taxed as a result of such attribution
has an interest in the "I'nited States shareholder" which obtained the funds.
For example, assume that X, a CFC, Ix- 60 percent owned by Smith, a United
States person, and 40 percent owned by Daudet, a French person. Assume further
that Daudet owns 100 percent of the stock of Inc., a United States corporation.
X loans zon-v to. nd there.by ac(luires an obligation of, Inc. By reason of the
Bill's attribution rules, Inc. Is considered to own the X stock owned by Daudet
and is therefore a "United St:ites shareholder" as to X. As a consequence, the
loan from X to Inc. is considered the acquisition by X of an obligation of a
United States shareholder, Inc., although the only United States shareholders
who is tnxed-Smith-owns no interest whatever in Inc. To prevent that re.4ult,
it is sugmested that the relevant language of Section 1021(b) of the Bill be
amended to read as follows:

"Paragraph (4) shall not apply for purnoses of section 956(b) and (c) if.
without the application of such paragraph, the person who is not a United
States person is owned by any United States shareholder; and section 318(a) (3)
shall not ..

6. The effective date provisions in Section 1021(d) (1) of the Bill provide that
the amount of a CFC's investment in United States property at the end of the
year preceding the effective date will be deemed to include only those items
encompassed by the new definition of "United States property." The reason for
this Is not clear. If, for example, as of the year-end preceding the effective date
a CFC held bonds of an unrelated United States, corporation in the amount of,
say, $100. the United States shareholder will already have been taxed on such
$100. If the CFC were thereafter to distribute the $100 to its United States
shareholder, that amount-having been already taxed-would be excluded from
income under Section 959. If, rather than distributing funds, the CFC changes
its Inited States investment from debt of an unrelated corporation to debt of
a related one, there seems to be no Justification for again taxing the $100 as
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an increase in investment in United States property. This would be the result
under the Bill, since the amount of investment in United States property at the
end of the preceding year would exclude debt of an unrelated corporation and
would therefore be zero. The $100 loaned to the parent at the end of the first
year for which the Bill became effective would therefore represent an increase
in earnings invested in United States property, although the investment in United
States property would not exceed the amount previously taxed to the United
States shareholder. For this reason it is suggested that the last sentence of
Section 1021 (d)A(1) of the Bill be deleted.

NEw YORK CITY BAR ASSOCIATION TAX COMMITTEE PROPOSALS RE POSSESSIONS
CORPORATIONS CONTAINED IN II.R. 10612

Part V of Title X of H.R. 10612, as passed by the House of Representatives
In December 1975 (the "Bill"), contains several modifications of the tax exemp-
tion afforded to possessions corporations. The basic changes effected by this
Part are:

1. Limitation on Excmption.-The exemption is limited to income derived
from the active conduct of a business within a possession and other income
derived from the possession which the taxpayer affirmatively demonstrates is
attributable to the investment of funds obtained from the active conduct of a
business within such possession. Income derived by a possessions corporation
from foreign non-possession sources will become subject to tax. The limitation
on the exemption from taxation is accomplished by means of a hypothetical tax
credit providing that possessions corporations are entitled to a credit against
income tax of an amount equal to the portion of the tax attributable to active
business income and qualified investment income from possessions sources.

2. Repatriation of Earnings.-Dividends from possessions corporations are
made eligible for the dividends-received deduction provided by section 243 of
the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code"). Accordingly, the Bill would permit the
current repatriation of earnings free, or substantially free, of United States tax.
Under existing law, accumulated earnings could be repatriated free of U.S. tax
upon a dissolution qualifying under section 332 of the Code or the disqualifica-
tion of a subsidiary otherwise entitled to join in the filing of consolidated returns.

3. Consolidated Return.-Corporations must file an election to achieve the
status of a possessions corporation and once the election has been filed, the
status is maintained for a period of ten years. Under the Bill, a possessions
corporation may not join in a consolidated return. However, the election proce-
dure permits a corporation to join in the filing of a consolidated return In Its
early years of operation where losses are available for use in the consolidated
return, and to thereafter file the election when those operations become profitable.
Any such losses are included wI-b4n foreign losses that are recaptured out of
future foreign-source income under section 1032 of the Bill.

COMMENTS

Utilization o0f Ta.x Credit.-As a technical matter, the statutory scheme adopted
by the Bill to effect the limitation on the exemption may produce unintended
results and introduces unwarranted complexity. It seems more appropriate to
address the problem directly as an exclusion from gross income, rather than
through a hypothetical tax credit. The exclusion approach finds support in the
current provisions of section 931 of the Code."

Under existing law and regulations, possession-source losses may not offset
United States-source income of a possession corporation. However, the use of a
credit would appear to permit the offset of possession-source losses against non-
possession source income, thus producing within the possessions corporation the
potential double tax benefit which the Bill attempts to eliminate (for years after
an effective election) with respect to the Burke Concrete Accessories result in
the consolidated return context. The following example indicates the result under
the credit approach and the present law:

48Utilization of the credit rather than exclusion results in an increase in both the
gross and taxable income of possessions corporations which may create unintended results
under other Code provisions which were eared to these concepts, such as the charitable
contribution deduction and the period of limitation on assessment and collection con-
tained in section 6501(e) (1).

69-460-76--pt. 2- 18
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Example 1.--A possessions corporation has taxable income of $100X, consisting
of taxable income from United States. sources of $200X and possession-source
losses of $100X. The result under the Bill and under present law is as follows:

THE BILL PRSEsNT LAW
Taxable income ------------- $100X Taxable income -------------- $200X

Tax ------------------- 48X Tax ------------------- 9OX
(No credit Would be applicable.)

If the exclusion approach had been retained, the result would be the same as
under present law.

As a partial balance to the foregoing result, the House Ways and Means
Committee Report provides that in determining income from possessions sources,
losses from non-possession sources are to be taken into account by allocating
such losses between possessions and non-possession source income. The allocation
requirement is not provided for in the Bill and thus constitutes an unfortunate
example of legislating by Committee Report. Even if such an allocation require-
meuL were provided in the Bill, it would add a degree of complexity which would
be unnecessary if an exclusion approach is adopted.

Moreover, the use of a credit (permitting possession-source losses to reduce
non-jiosses.-Ion source income) require tile continuing application oL tie c-
capture rules contained in proposed section 904(f) discussed below." While the
recapture rules might be necessary if the present exclusion were retained to
account for the situation where start-up losses were utilized in the consolidated
return, under the exclusion approach tile complex recapture provision would be
unnecessary except In the context of such start-up losses.

Loss Rccapture.-Section 1032 of the Bill adding section 904(f) (1) is de-
signed to recapture foreign losses which reduce United States taxable income
by treating an equivalent amount of future foreign-source income as from
domestic sources, thereby eliminating the foreign tax credit attributable to
such income. The recapture provision is only triggered in the case of a tax-
payer who sustains an over-all foreign loss for any taxable year and proposed
section 604(f) (2) generally defines an over-all foreign loss as the amount by
which gross Income for the taxable year from foreign sources is exceeded by
the deductions apportioned or allocated thereto.

The combining of the provision for the recapture of possession-source losses
with the general foreign tax credit recapture provision does not achieve the
purpose of the loss recapture provision with respect to the proposed section 936
credit. This is true because proposed section 90-(f) (1) is only triggered where
a taxpayer sustains ani overall toreign loss for a taxable year.

Example 2.-A possessions corporation has taxable income of $100X, con-
sisting of taxable Income from foreign rion-possession sources of $20UX and pos-
session-source losses of $100X. The result under the Bill is as set forth in LEx-
ample 1 above, subject to allowable foreign tax credits. Accordingly, possession-
source losses have offset income subject to United States tax. However, since
there was no over-all foreign-source loss for the year, the possession-source losses
which reduce taxable income would not be recaptured under section 904(f).

Since the section 936 credit is extended only to possession-source income, the
recepture provision should apply to possession-source losses regardless of
whether the taxpayer incurred an over-all foreign loss.

The mechanism which proposed section 904(f) utilizes to effect recapture--
the conversion of foreign-source income into U.S.-source income-recaptures a
loss by denying an appropriate amount of section 930 credit, since income
must be foreign-sourced in order to enter into the credit computation. Where the
taxpayer corporation has both qualifying possessions Income and non-qualify-
ing foreign-source income in the year of recapture, a determination must be
made whether the "recapture amount": (a) first reduces the qualifying income;
(b) reduces non-qualifying income first (and foreign taxes paid with respect
thereto) and then.reduces qualifying income; or (c) reduces each category pro
rata.' Moreover, it is possible that this decision depends upon whether the
loss arose from possessions activities or from other foreign- sources.

" Moreover, as discussed below, the recapture provisions are only applicable in the
context of an over-all foreign loss.,

00 Although proposed section 904 (f) could literally be read to do so, we assume that
the total "recatture amount" will not be utilized both to reduce the section 904(a)
fraction and to reduce the section 930 creditable amount.
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The Committee Report merely states that losses incurred "in a possession"-
either before or after a section 936 election is lnade--"are to be recaptured if
the corporation subsequently has income eligible for the Section 030 credit, or
if the corporation has any income eligible for the Section 901 tax credit.. (Comm.
Rept. at 258.) Depending upon the rate of foreign tax paid by the corporation
on non-qualifying income, the effect of recapturing against one category of
Income may be substantially different from that of recapturing against the other.
Accordingly, clarification of these ordering or application rules is required.

Application of the loss recapture rule as presently drafted to a iiossessiona
corporation raises a serious problem. No section 936 credit is allowable unless
80 percent of the colpbratlon's gross income was derived from sources within
a possession for a three-year period (or the shorter period since the com-
mencement of possessions operations). Recharacterizatlon of taxable income
as U.S. source income may imply that "gross income" is similarly recharacter-
ized; any other result would be at best confusing and would appear to conflict
with existing Code concepts. The recharacterization of income under proposed
section 904(f), accordingly, may withdraw exemption not only with respect
to the "recapture amount" but with respect to all income of the corporation
where the recharacterization applies to more than 20 percent of the corpora-
tion's relevant gross income.

Qualified Possession-Source Invcstmcnt Incomc.-The Report of the House
Ways and Means Committee contains a clear legislative policy to exclude from
the tax exemption the earnings on foreign investments outside the possession
where the trade or business is being conducted. However, there is also an
equally clear statement of legislative policy that the possessions not lose a sig-
nificant source of capital which they presently have available to them for their
own economic development. The requirement of an affirmative demonstration by
the taxpayer that investment income is attributable to the investment in such
possession (for use therein) of funds derived from the active-conduct of the
trade or business in such possession (or from such investment) appears ex-
tremely burdensome and may encourage the repatriation of the accumulated
earnings of the possession corporation. This appears to be at odds with the
legislative purpose. Of particular concern is the statement in the Committee
Report that funds placed with an intermediary, such as a hank, will be treated
as invested in a possession only if it can be affirmatively demonstrated that the
bank invested the funds within the possession. In most normal banking tranS-
actions such an affirmative showing would be impossible. If a possessions bank
is to be "looked through," it seems that nny sort of investment in the stock
or debt of a multi-national corporation organized in the possession would also
be subject to question.

Rather than imposing a requirement of an affirmative showing on the part
of the taxpayer, it would appear preferable to perui't the normal source rules
to be applicable to most situations. Some modification of these rules might be
considered where funds are invested in an intermediary that is known to serve
only as a conduit. Alternatively, the usual source rules could be applicable to
possessions corporations where a given percent (e.g.. 75%) or more of the gross
income of such corporation is derived from the active conduct of a trade or
business within the possession. If a possessions corporation failed to meet that
test, perhaps the affirmative showing suggested by the proposed Bill could be
iml)osed.

COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO PROPOSED SECTION 1042 OF I.R. 10612 AMENDING
SECTIONS 367(A) AND 1248 OF TIE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

I. Section 367
Present law

Section 1042(a) of IH.R. 10612 would amend §367(a) of the I.R.C. in sev-
eral respects. Section 367(a) now provides that for purposes of determining
the extent to which gain will be recognized in transactions otherwise coming
w-ithin the non-recognition provisions of §§ 3,32, 351, 354, 355. 356 and 361 of the
Code, a foreign corporation will not be considered to be a "corporation" (i.e.,
and gain will be recognized if corporate status is essential to non-recognition),
unless prior to the exchange it- establishes to the satisfaction Of the Commis-
sioner that the exchange is not in pursuance of a plan having as one of its
principal purposes the avoidance of federal income taxes.
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Problems
The amendments to § 367(a) were intended, according to the Report of the-

House Ways and leans Committee, to deal with several problems as follows:
(1) Undue and sometimes needless delays in consummating business trans-

actions, as a result of having to obtain a ruling prior to closing;
(2) Unsuspected tax consequences resulting from the consummation of

exchanges without the knowledge of United States shareholders of a for-
eign corporation, and thus without a prior ruling;

(3) The necessity that the Commissioner feels to impose a "toll charge"'
on certain exchanges without a present tax avoidance purpose- because of
his seeming inability, short of a closing agreement, to defer the tax until
a more appropriate subsequent event;

(4) The lack of an opportunity for an impartial determination by the.
courts; and

(5) The inability of taxpayers to determine the tax effect of their own
transactions from the statute or "clear and certain" accompanying-
regulations.

Proposed changes
In response to these problems § 1042(a) of the Tax Reform Bill of 1975 (HR.

10612) would change § 367 in several major aspects. While the transactions cov-
ered by § 367 would be the same as those presently covered, meeting the non-
tax-avoidance requirement would be accomplished by one of two methods de-
pending upon the type of transaction involved. An exchange which involves &
transfer of property from the U.S. (e.g., a transfer of property from the U.S.
to a. foreign corporation in a § 351-type transaction, a liquidation of a U.S. sub-
sidiary into its foreign parent, an acquisition of a U.S. corporation's assets by
a foreign corporation in a "C" reorganization, etc.) will continue, as a general
rule, to require a favorable ruling from the Service before nontaxable treatment
will be granted.

However, the request for ruling can be filed at any time up to 183 days after
the beginning of the exchange. More importantly, the Service is empowered to
issue regulations under which designated types of "out-bound" transfers will
not be subject to the ruling requirement. The Service will be able to establish'
guidelines in this area which will be definitive, rather than merely indicative,
as is the case with the present guidelines.

In all other transactions, there will no longer be any ruling requirement.
Instead, the Service will be required to issue regulations specifying the condi-
tions under which such transactions will be accorded tax-free treatment. These.
regulations are to specify the gain which must be recognized currently, that
which mav be deferred and the extent to which basis and earnings and profits
must bp adjusted. Until these regulations can be issued, these "other" transac-
tions will be treated in the same manner as transfers of property outside of the.
U.S.

The reason for the distinction is not clearly articulated. The statement is
made that "(t) ransactions in the first group generally include those transactions
where the statutory aim is to prevent the removal of appreciated assets or in-
ventory from U.S. tax jurisdiction prior to their sale, while transactions in the
second group primarily include those where the statutory purpose in most
cases is to preserve the taxation of accumulated profits of controlled foreign
corporations."

Finally, Congress would create a procedure for declaratory judgments before
the Tax Court in situations involving requests for rulings under § 367, i.e., those
involving "outbound" transfers. Under this procedure, the taxpayer would be
able to obtain judicial review of an unfavorable determination on the tax-avoid-
nnee Issue or of the conditions which must be met by the taxpayer before a
favorable ruling will be issued.
Comnwnts on proposal

1. Problems I and 2-Advance ruling
The elimination of the advance ruling requirement from § 367 ostensibly would

alleviate the problem of unnecessary delay in obtaining the required ruling.
However, from a practical viewpoint it seems unlikely that many taxpayers
would take advantage of this aspect of the proposal, since there would be no
guarantee that a favorable ruling would be obtained.. Any advantage gained by
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'being able to consummate the transaction in advance would certainly be out-
weighed by the risk of receiving an unfavorable response. Indeed, it seems likely
that In most cases the present practice of taxpayers of applying for the ruling
in advance will be unaffected by this change. Of course, where business con-
siderations require a transaction to be consummated by a particular date, elim.
nation of the advance ruling requirement will help. In addition, it also seems

unlikely that the elimination of the advance ruling requirement will have much
,effect upon the problem of unknowing U.S. shareholders. Where a transaction
requiring 1 367 clearance takes place without the knowledge of U.S. shareholders,
there Is no guarantee nor even probability that they will become aware of it
within the 183-day lriod.

In light of these considerations and no stated special need to treat "outbound"and "other" transfers differently, it would make more sense to treat "outbound"
transfers transactions covered by 5 307 in the same manner as "other" transac-
tions, i.e., by establishing "clear and certain" regulations as to the kinds oftransactions which will be treated favorably, and under what terms and
conditions.

The types of transactions and property which will or will not be accordednon-recognition treatment, amd the conditions under which "toll charges" will,or will not be a condition to such treatment In "outbound" transfers, can be as-well delineated in regulations, or preferably by statute (see infra), as in tiecase of transfers of property into the U.S. The collection of a tax or "toll charge"posed by statute or regulation in a situation involving a complete removalfrom the U.S. presents no greater problem than presently exists In such a situa-tiom where the advance ruling requirement is merely Ignored. Without the elim-ination of all required rulings, the problems of undue delay and uninformed
shareholders cannot be solved. The Internal Revenue Service has many yearsof experience dealing with 4 367, as witnessed by the workable guidelines itestablished under Rev. Proc. 68-23. Accordingly, it is no longer necessary to delay
Promulgating specific rules relating to "outbound" transfers, on which tax-payers could rely for purposes of planning transactions. The present proposalpermits continual delay and does not insure that regulations will ever be pro-mulgated. If new problems arise, the regulations can be amended, or rulings canbe sought. A general requirement of a ruling is an anachronism that should be
eliminated.

2. Problem 3-Toll charge procedure
The problem of the Service's inability to defer a "toll charge" until a more

appropriate subsequent transaction is met by authorizing the issuance of regula-tions in those cases where no deferred ruling can li required. In such eases, theregulations are to provide the circumstances unaer which amounts must becurrently included in income or deferred for Inclusion at a later date. "Clearand certain" deferral regulations would indeed meet the "toll charge" problemand provide a distinct improvement over the existing situation. The expressauthority to issue regulations should enable the Commissioner to eliminate therequirement of prior unanimous shareholder agreement to the imposition of a
.4 1248 tax that now exists in numerous of the Revenue Procedure "guidelines"sections. In fact, it is hoped that the regulations under the proposed amendment
would provide deferral of a § 1248 tax in a number of cases where such deferral
14 not now available under the guidelines.

It is Just this transfer of legislative responsibility to the Commissioner, how.ever, which 1.9 perhaps the most troublesome aspect of the proposed legislation.
Congress seems to have recognized this problem. An earlier version of proposed§ 367(b) (1) provided that a foreign corporation would be -treated as a corpora-tion in a situation not involving an outbound transfer "except to the extentprovided in such regulations as the Secretary deems to be necessary or appro-
priate to prevent the avoidance of Federal income taxes." (Emphasis added.)In the present version of the proposal those words have been changed to read:"except to the extent provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary whichare necessary or appropriate to prevent the avoidance of Federal income taxes."(Emphasis added.) The flavor of the provision appears to have been changed
significantly, especially in light of the statement in the Committee Report thatthe regulations prescribed under § 367(b) (1) will "he subject to normal court
review. . . ." Clearly, what is "necessary or appropriate" is to be governed by
Judicial standards, rather than Service discretion.
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Accordingly, it makes more sense for Congress to determine for itself what is
necessary or appropriate." While courts can be relied upon to make an inde-
pendent determination as to what is or is not "necessary or appropriate" in a
particular situation, there will almost certainly be a lack of uniformity of deci-
sion. Each judge will have a slightly different view of what he feels is "necessary
or appropriate." Moreover, the complexity and policy issues inherent in the Sub-
part F, § 1248 and other provisions which bear on the determinationwill be alien
territory for most of the judiciary.

This situation is substantially the same as would arise if instead of the present
provisions governing the taxability of corporate liquidations, organizations and
reorganizations (§ 331-368) the Code contained a simple provision authorizing
the Service to make regulations based on a set of subjective criteria.

3. Problems 4 and 5-Judicial Review
The inability to obtain a Judicial review would be cured tinder the proposal

by providing for a declaratory judgment procedure. Of course, this procedure
would not be necessary if rulings were no longer required. It is true that, after
a while, the review of the Service's Tulinigs or of its failure to rule should become
standard fare for the Tax Court and some clear rules may begin to appx'ar.
Moreover, it will provide for Judicial review which is otherwise lacking at this
point. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that these decisions will reflect Con-
gress' views of what is a "reasonable" exercise of Service discretion. If they do not,
then pressure will again be placed upon Congress to undo the mistaken Judicial
authority by statute. In view of this, the enactment into law of specific guidelines,
as proposd above, seems to be the only logical course.

If the declaratory judIgment procedure is to be adopted, it should first lie
modified in several respects. First of all, the petitioner should not be required to
begin the exchange in order to gain the privilege of filing suit. He will not have
been required to do so prior toisubmitting the request which resulted in the adverse
ruling upon which the suit is based. If this requirement has been inserted into
the statute solely to insure that the Tax Court reviews only "actual controversies",
then as a practical matter it is superfluous. Ta -payers would probably not incur
the generally substantial legal costs involved in submitting and following up
. 367 ruling requests, unless they plan to proceed with the transfer in the event
the response is favorable, especially in view of the fact that the various operative
documents must be drafted for submission with the ruling request. Thp Com-
mittee Report suggests that one way of coping with this "all or nothing" approach
of the statute is to effect a conditional transfer, i.e., one which would become
completely consummated only upon isuance of a favorable decision by the Tax
Court. Assuming that this approach comports with the Tax Court's ideas as
to when an exchange is considered to have "begun". it still may not solve the
dilemma. It just may be that certain exchanges which are so conditional, regard-
less of the effects of 0 367, will not qualify for tax-free treatment tinder the par-
ticular non-recognition section of Subchapter C which governs the underlying
transaction, due to their conditional nature. There could also conceivably be
problems under local law.

Secondly, the petitioner may have to wait 270 days before being allowed to
file suit. Certainly, 180 days is ample time for the Service to decide whether
or not it will issue a ruling.

Finally, the class of "petitioners" is open only to the "transferee or transferor"
of the stock or other property involved. There may be situations in which ade-
quate protection of the shareholders' interests in this regard may be Insured
only if they are also given the right to Institute a suit. After all, they are
the ones who ultimately stand to gain or lose depending upon the outcome of
suit. Of course, to avoid frivolous suits, the privilege probably should be limited
to "United States shareholders" as that term is defined under J 951(b).

4. Additional Problems
(a) Failure to .et gains and losscs.-A problem under 1 367 which is un-

touched by the present nroposal involves the applicability of that section to
"gain" situations only. The effect of 6 367 in certain situations is to impose a
tax which is in excess of the amount which would have been imposed if the par-
ticular non-recognition section involved had not applied, irrespective of the ef-
fects of 1 367. For example, In a "C" reorganization under which all of the
assets of a U.S. corporation are acquired in exchange for the voting stock of a
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foreign corporation, the non-recognition protection provided by § 361 is applicable
only to appreciated assets where the requirements of § 367 are not met.

Accordingly, it is possible for the acquired corporation to incur a tax greater
than the tax it would have incurred had its assets been sold for cash, since fail-
ure to qualify under 5 367 would not alter non-recognition with respect to the
losses. It is difficult to imagine that Congress could have intended this result.
Since the evil which § 367 aimed at involves the availability of non-recognition
provisions to situations pregnant with tax avoidance possibilities, the penalty
should be no greater than that whch would result from treating the particular
transaction in question as if those provisions had not been enacted.

(b) Retroactvitty.-One major change in this area is the granting of relief
to certain taxpayers who entered into exchanges after 1962 which ran afoul
of the § 367 requirement. While there may be equity in permitting these tax-
payers to obtain retroactive relief it would appear that similar equity would
apply for all periods. Although Subpart F income may not arise prior to 1962,
earnings and profits and basis are affected. For example, § 956 of the Code ap-
plies to total earnings and profits for all years. Similarly, the toll charge on
liquidations is not limited to post-1962 earnings and Rroflts.

(c) Deflnitions.-Fromi a technical point of view, there are a number of prob-
lems with the proposed amendment of § 367. The following terms or concepts
are not defined -and otherwise have no clearly established meaning In the Code:

(1) "Property"
(2) "Beginning of the exchange".

If the term "property" includes stock of a domestic corporation which is a
party to the exchange, proposed §367(a), and the need for a deferred ruling.
might be read to apply to transfers of property which are basically Into the
U.S., but where stock of U.S. corporation is transferred as consideration to a
foreign person. Examples would include a "C" or "D" reorganization in which
the assets of a foreign corporation are acquired by a domestic corporation, or a
"B" reorganization where a domestic corporation acquires control of a foreign
corporation from a foreign corporate shareholder of the acquired corporation.
This clearly seems contrary to the intent of the proposed legislation. Section
317 excluding stock of a distributing corporation is not applicable to Part III
of Subchapter C.

The Commitee Report only provides that "an exchange will not be considered
to begin with a board of directors or similar decision. but with the transfer
of assets." What constitutes a "transfer of assets" sufficient to begin the exchange
is not indicated. II. Section 1248

Present law
Under § 1248(n), any gain derived from the sale or exchange of stock of a

foreign corporation by a U.S. shareholder, who actually or constructively owned
10% or more of stock of the corporation at any time within the previous five
years, is treated as a dividend to the extent that earnings and profits of the
corporation accumulated during the period it qualified Fa a controlled foreign
corporation under J 957(a) are attributable to that stock. Certain amounts are
excluded from the earnings and profits of a controlled foreign corporation for
this purpose.

These Include amounts previously included under § 951 or § 551 ,' in the income
of its shareholders, gain realized (but not recognized by virtue of § 337) by the
foreign corporation In a sale of Its assets In the course of a complete liquidation,
certain earnlrgs and profits of less developed country corporations, income
effectively connected with the conduct of a U.S. btusinesq (if It is not subject to
a reduced rate by treaty) and certain earnings and profits of foreign Investment
companies. In addition, where certain criteria are met. the U.S. shareholder who
disposed of stock in a controlled foreign corporation, and who is therefore taxable
with respect to Its earnings and profits, must also include in his income certain
earnings and profits of lower-tier controlled foreign corporations. Finally,
§ 1248(e) provides for similar treatment of certain transactions with respect to
the stock of domestic corporations which were formed to hold stock of foreign

-corporations.

"Spetion 1248(d)(1) mpntlonR only Income included under 1 051. However. Reg.
I I.124R-3(p) (3) corrects this obvious oversight by naso excluding amounts previously
includedd in the income of the U.S. shareholder under " 551.
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Problem
Because dividends treatment Is accorded by § 1248(a) only in cases where gaib

Is recognized, certain nontaxable sales or exchanges remain unaffected by that
provision. The typical case involves the sale by a domestic holding company of
Its shares in a controlled foreign corporation in the course of a complete liquida-
tion. By virtue of § 337, gain is not recognized on the sale. Consequently, § 1248
(a) never comes into play and the shareholders of the U.S. corporation receive
the earnings and profits of the controlled foreign corporation, not otherwise
taxed by the U.S., in a transaction qualifying for capital gains treatment. Sim-
11lar results may be achieved by a distribution of the shares of the controlled for-
eign corporation to U.S. shareholders.

Proposed changes
To close this loophole, Congress proposed that transactions of certain domestic

corporations in the shares of controlled foreign corporations which would other-
wise receive nonrecognition treatment under § 311, § 336 or § 337 be treated In
the same manner in which sales or exchanges are treated under § 1248(a). Sec-
tion 1042(a) of the proposed bill would amend § 1248 adding a new subsection
(f) requiring dividend treatment in those transactions to the extent-Of the
excess of the fair market value of the stock over its basis or to the extent of tho
earnings and profits attributable to the shares disposed of, whichever is less.

Two limiations are placed upon this treatment. First, proposed § 1248(f) (2)
exempts from dividend treatment distributions of stock of a foreign corporation
where the recipient is treated as if it had held the stock for the period held by
the transferee and satisfies the stock ownership requirement of § 1248(a) (2)
immediately after the distribution. For example, proposed § 1248(f) (1) would
normally apply where a domestic corporation received stock of a foreign corpo-
ration in a transaction to which § 332(a) applied. However, if § 3.34(b (1) ap-
plies to the transaction, the distributee of the stock will be considered to have
held the stock of the foreign corporation during the period held by the transferor.
Consequently, § 1248(f) (2) would protect the unrecognized gain from dividend
treatment as long as the distributee meets the stock ownership requirements of
§ 1249(a) (2) with respect to thnt foreign corporation.

A second limitation is provided by § 1248(f) (3). Under that provision n1n-
recognized gains in certain § 337 transactions will not be subject to the dividend
treatment of proposed § 1248(f) (1), provided § 1248(e) applies with respect to
the transaction. This limitation is designed to avoid taxation under both § 1248(e)
and proposed § 1248ff).

Coinments on proposal
1. Continued Overlap

A number of difficulties exist with respect to the proposal. In spite of the limi-
tation placed upon the operation of § 1248(f) (1), there still is an overlap with
§ 1248(e). Where stock of a controlled foreign corporation Is distributed to
the shareholders in liquidation of a domestic corporation formed to hold stock of
the foreign corporation, both § 1248(e) and proposed § 1248(fM (1) could apply to
the transaction. Surely. double taxation was not envisioned. The Interrelationship
between proposed 4 12448(f) and § 1248(e) in all sales, exchanges, liquidations or
distributions should be clarified, preferably by combining into a single rule
covering all the situations contemplated in both subsections.

2. Continued Opening
More importantly, the intended effect of proposed § 1248(f) (1) may be easily

thwarted by the interposition of a foreign corporation between the domestic
corporation and the income-earning foreign corporation. When stock of the lower-
tier foreign corporation is to he sold, a complete liquidation plan can be adopted
by thp first-tier corporation. A § 337-type sale of the stock of the lower-tier cor-
poration results in no addition to the earnings and profits of the first-tier corpo-
ration by reason of § 1248(d) (2). Consequently. even though the distribution
of the proceeds to the domestic shareholders would be subject to dividend treat-

-ment of § 1248(f) (1), the earnings and profits attributable to the stock upon
which the distribution would be made, i.e., the stock of the intermediate corpora-
tion) would lie negligible.
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3. Other Areas to Cover
Since Congress proposes to amend 1 1248 for the purposes noted above, it seems

appropriate for it to take up other problems in the application of that section.
For example, since gain subject to § 1248(a) is treated as a dividend, the sale

of the stock of a foreign corporation by a domestic corporation can inadvertently
result in the latter being classified as a personal holding company, even though It
would not have been so classified had the foreign corporation's earnings been dis-
tributed as earned.0 This problem, present in a taxable sale or exchange of a
foreign corporation's stock under the existing section 1248, would be exacerbated
by the new subsection 1248(f), which would create dividends In transactions
where otherwise no gain is recognized, and which would remove escape valves
which have prevented the existing problem from surfacing.

The basic purposes and structure of the personal holding company provisions
would seem to call for the exclusion of 1248 deemed dividends from the definition
of personal holding company income. This Is particularly true where the deemed
dividends arise in an otherwise nontaxable transaction. At the very least an
averaging approach should be adopted to avoid the effect of bunching all of the
foreign corporation's post-1962 earnings as personal holding company income in
one taxable year of the domestic corporation.

Another problem results from the application of § 551(b) in the year of sale.
Where one U.S. shareholder of a foreign personal holding company is redeemed
out completely before the end of the year, that shareholder picks up as a dividend
his prorata share of the earnings and profits of the corporation accumulated until
the date of the redemption. However, there appears to be no adjustment in the
current earnings and profits of the corporation for the current. year to reflect
this "deemed dividend" for purposes of § 551(b). Section 562(a) provides that
the dividends paid deduction to § 561(a) (1) is applicable only to "dividends
described in section 316." Consequently, the remaining U.1. shareholders must
include in their incomes at the end of the year under § 551(b) their pro rata
share of the corporation's entire undistributed foreign personal holding company
income for the current year, including those curent earnings which were taxed as
a dividend under § 1248(a) to the shareholder redeemed out earlier in the year.

;Surely, Congress did not intend this result. The problem could be easily recti-
fied either by allowing for a reduction in the corporation's earnings and profits of
the curent year to reflect the amount attributed to the stock of the redeemed
shareholder or by 'allowing a dividends paid deduction under § 501 In respect of
that amount.

ANALYSIS OF SECTIox 1101 OF II.R. 10612 RELATING TO DISCs
PRESENT LAW

Present law provides for a system of tax deferral for Domestic Internatinnal
Sales Corporations or DISCs. The profits of a DISC are not taxed to the DISC
but are taxed to the shareholders of the DISC when distributed to them. How-
ever, each year, a DISC is deemed to have distributed income representing fifty
percent of its profits thereby subjecting that income to current taxation ill its
shareholders' hands. In this way. the tax deferral which is available under these
provisions is limited to fifty percent of the export income of the DISC. This
deferred income Is taxed to the shareholders when distributed, when the share-
holder sells his stock or when the corporation no longer qualifl.s as a DISC. The
DISC provisiorLq, enacted as part of the Rrvenule Act of 1971, were enacted to
provide incentives which, it was hoped. wvouid increase U.S. exports. improve the
balance of payments and increase Jobs in the United States by discouraging the
establishment of foreign subsidiary mruinfacturing operations.

To qualify as a DISC, .95% of a corporation's gross receipts for a taxable year
must be "qualified export receipts" and 95% of its assets must be represented
by "qualified export assets' 'at the cloce of the taxable year. Under section 995
(b) (2) of the Code, when a DISC becomes disqualified, its shareholders are
deemed to have received a taxable distribution in equal Installments on the last

Substantial arguments can be made that gain Included in gross Income as a dividend
under 1248 does not constitute a dividend for personal holding company Purposes. The,
Treasury position to the contrary, however, is implicit in proposed Regulation Section
1.543-12 (b) (1).
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-day of each of the ten years following the year of disqualification (but not more
than the number of preceding consecutive taxable years during which the M0 O
was qualified).

'SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION COMPUTATION OF DISC BENEFITS

The major change set forth in H.R. 10612, The Tax Reform Bill of 1976, is in
the computation of DISC benefits. In general, DISC benefits would be allowed
only to the extent that the DISC's export gross receipts for the taxable year exceed
75 percent of its base period export gross receipts. From 1976 through 1980,
the base period would be the taxable years 1972, 1973 and 1974. Beginning in
1981, the base period would move one year forward each year." The three year
averaging concept accommodates the problem that would otherwise confront
companies whose exports fluctuate from one year to another. Companies whose
total DISC benefits are less than $100,000 per year would not be subject to the new
base period method of computation but would be permitted to calculate their
DISC benefits under present law.

The means chosen for implementation of this base period method is the addition
of a new category of deemed distributions from a DISC to its shareholders. Under
this procedure, prior to computation of the deemed distribution under present law
(one-half of the taxable income of the DISC), the taxable income attributable to
the "adjusted base period export gross receipts" is to be deemed distributed
to the shareholders.

The "adjusted base period export gross receipts" is equal to 75 percent of
the "average export gross receipts" for the base period which in turn is the
average of the export gross receipts for the three-year based period. As earlier
explained, the bill provides for a five-year grace period before the three-year
base period begins to move. In the case of taxpayers having short taxable years
in the base period as well as short current taxable years, the Secretary Is to
prescribe regulations for determining export gross receipts in those years. To
illustrate operation of the base period method, if a DISC had taxable income of
$1,000 for 1978 and taxable income attributable to its "adjusted base period export
gross receipts" for 1972-74 of $400, the deemed distribution would be $700
($400+/2 ($1,000-$400) ).

The bill also includes three special rules to deal with situations where a cor-
priration has an interest In more than one DISC or where a DISC and the under-
lying trade or business giving rise to the DISC income have been separated. The
purpose of these Tules is to insure that in every year the "base period export gross
receipts" which are attributable to a DISC for purposes of deemed distributions
are appropriately matched with the current period export receipts of the DISC.

eipso rules also prevent taxpayers from creating multiple DISCs or trading
DISCs to reduce deemed distributions attributable to "base period export gross
receipts"."

The first rule provides that if more than one member of a controlled group
of corporations qualifies as a DISC in the current or base period year, the
.-amount deemed distributed to shareholders as taxable income attributable to'adjusted base period export gross receipts" is to be determined by aggregating
taxable income, current year export gross receipts and base period export gross
receipts of the commonly owned DISCs. This aggregation is to be accomplished
under rules prescribed by the Secretary.

The second rule provides for the situation where the ownership of a DISC
and the underlying trade or business which gives rie to the export gross
receipts of the DISC are separated. This rule requires that the person acquiring
the trade or business from the DISC must be treated as having, in any DISC
in which it has an interest, an amount of additional gross receipts for base
period years equal to export gross receipts in base period years of the DISC
attributable to that trade or business. The effect of this provision is to provide
a double attribution of base period export gross receipts in cases when a DISC
is separated from the underlying trade or business through a tax-free reorganisa-
tion or through a sale of the underlying trade or business since the DISC as
well as the new owner of the trade or business must take into account the same
base period export receipts."

r The House of Representatives, in approving the Tax Reform Bill of 1975. rejected an
vinendment which would have provided for a base period which would start to move in 1979.

r4H. Rept. No. 94-658, 94th Cong., 1st Bess., 266 [hereinafter cited as "H. Rep."].
" H. Rep. at 267.
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A third rule is provided to apply to situations where a person owns a partial
hiterest in a DISC." Under this rule, if a person has had an interest in more
than one DISC (either simultaneous ownership or ownership of one DISC during
the base period and ownership of the second DISC during the current year)
then, to the extent provided in Regulations prescribed by the Secretary to
prevent circumvention of the Rules for deemed distributions, amounts equal
to that shareholder's pro rata portion of the "base period export gross receipts"
of DISCs owned during the base period are to be included in "base period
export gross receipts" of DISCs currently owned by the shareholder. If the
first two rules apply, the Committee Print stated that this third rule would
generaly not be applicable.'1

A small DISC exception is also provided. DISCs with adjusted taxable income
In the current taxable year of $100,000 or less are not subject to the new base
period rules. The exception is phased out on a 2 for 1 basis so that DISCs with
taxable Income of $150,000 or more receive no benefit. -

The base period rules are to apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1975.

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION GENERAL

It should be noted that an incremental approach similar to the one adopted
in the Tax Reform Bill of 1975 was rejected by the Senate Finance Committee
when it considered implementing the DISC provisions in the Revenue Act of
1971." More specifically, the concept of a base period coupled with 100% deferral
was dropped in favor of no base period with 50% deferral." The Senate Finance
Committee rejected the incremental approach largely for the following reasons:

1. In an incremental system, there wwild be no way to identify firms which
are struggling to maintain their existing export level in the face of increased
foreign competition; and

2. In an incremental system, there are great administrative difficulties includ-
ing record keeping as well as choosing an appropriate base in which to measure
incremental performance.'

In the President's 1961 Tax Recommendations to the Congres, an incre-
mental approach was ,,et forth relating to his investment tax credit proposal.
More specifically, the proposal provided for a greater percentage of tax credits
for Investment in excess of a taxpayer's current depreciation allowance.' By
adopting this position, the President's proposal would base the amount of the
credit off the past history of the taxpayer's depreciable Investments. This pro-
vision was not adopted In the House, Senate or Conference Committee versions
of the Revenue Act of 1962.2 It apparently was not adopted for reasons similar
to those involving the rejection of the incremental approach for DISC in the
Revenue Act of 1971."

The current proposal involves a substantial additional burden on taxpayers
due to the necessity to prepare and keep records which are not presently re-
quired. For example, a taxpayer filing its 1980 tax return in 1981 would have
to compute its base period by reference to its export experience in 1972, 1973
and 1974. This entails preparing and keeping records relating to its export
transactions which relate to years going back nine years prior to the year In
which the return is filed.

m Ownership of five percent or more of the stock In the DISC constitutes a partial
interest.

11 . Rep. at 268.
r.q Senate Report No. 92-437. 92d Cong.. 1st Sess. (1971), reproduced in, 1972-1 Cum.

S,.vxs., reprodfuced in, 1972-1 (um. lull. 644. 666 (Conference Committee adopted Senate
Sess., fTprodueed in, 1072-1 Cirm. Bull. 644. 666 (Conference Committee adopted Senate
version which rejected the Hoiwe's incremental approach).

" The House of Representatives roposal provided for full deferral for export Income
ttrlbutable to sales In excess of 75 percent of the average gross receipts of the Cor-

porate group to which the IISC belonged for the years 1968. 1969 and 1970. I. Rept.
No. 92-533, reproduced in. 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 498, 409. 503, 540, 542.

' lhearings on II.R. 10947. Senate, Comm. on Finance. 92d Cong., 1st Sess.. 46.
reproduced in, 6 BNA Tax Mgt.-Prinary Sources. I 901.14 (1971) (Testimony of John
A. Connally. Secretary of the Treasury). See also Senate Rept No. 92-437, supra note
5, at 565. 609.

InPresident's 1961 Tax Recommendations. Hearings before the Comm. on Ways and
Means. 87th Congress. 1st Se s.. vol. 1, pp. 6. 23-29.

2 H.R. Rep. No. 1447. 87th Cong.. 2d Sess.. reproduced in, 1962-3 Cur. Bull. 405,
411-20. 50.-25 : S. Rep. No. 18,1. .Tth Cong., 2d Sess., reproduced in. 1062-3 Cur.
Bull. 707. 716-27: Conf. Rep. No. 2508, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., reproduced In, 1962-3 Cur.
Bull. 1129. 1140-43.

es ee Hearings on H.R. 10947, supra note 6. at 46 (Testimony of Connally).
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The proposed legislation also favors newly organized DISCs. For example, a
DISC beginning operations in 1975 would have no base period export gross receipts
for five full years. In 1981, the base period will begin to include the first year
in which the DISC had export gross receipts. As a result, these DISCs would be
entitled to the-ll 50% deferral until 1981. DISCs commencing operations later-
than 1975 would be entitled to the full 50% deferral for an even longer period.
All other DISCs would be placed on an incremental basis for taxable years begin-
ning after December 31, 1975.

A corporation with a newly organized DISC might have had large export sales
for years in which the DISC was not in existence. In this case, DISC benefits
would-n--be--affected by the export history of the corporationjrntil the base
period Includes the first year of the DISC's existence. As a result, a taxpayer with
large export sales and no DISC in the base period would not be as adversely
affected by the incremental approach as would a taxpayer who had the same-
export history and a DISC in the base period. Since the incremental approach is.
aimed at rewarding those taxpayers who increase their export activity, this in-

-equity should be corrected.

QUALIFYING DISTRIBUTIONS

Under present law, if a DISC has taxable income from nonqualifying receipts,
one-half of such income is deemed distributed under section 995(b) (1) (D) of the
Code, and, if a deficiency distribution is made under section 992(c) (1) (A) of
the Code, such distribution is "the portion of such corporation's taxable income
attributable to its gross receipts which are not qualified export receipts for such
year . . . ." Section 996(a) (2) (A) of the Code provides that such a qualifying
distribution is treated as having been made first out of accumulated DISC income.
The effect of these provisions, taken together. is the immediate taxation of 150%
of the Income from -nonquallyfing receipts. This "double counting" problem was
recognized by the Ways and Means Committee in its consideration of H.R. 17488,
the Energy Tax and Individual Relief Act of 1974, and is discussed in its Com-
mittee Report. H. Rep. No. 93-1502, 93rd Cong. 2d Session. 143-144. In order to
eliminate this problem, section 331(b) of H.R. 17488 would have amended section
996(a) (2) of the Code to provide that one-half of any deficiency distribution
would be treated as having been made first out of accumulated DISC income and
that the remaining one-half would lie treated as having been made first out of
previously. taxed Income. More specifically, Section 331(b) amended Section 996
(a) (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In the case
of any-amount-of any actual distribution made pursmnt to Section 992(c) which
Is required to satisfy the condition of Section 992(a) (1) (A), the preceding sen-
tence shall apply to one-half of such amount, and paragraph (1) shall apply to.
the remaining one-half of such amount."

However, H.R. 17488 was never reported out of the House Rules Committee.
Legislation encompassing Section 331(b) of H.R. 17488 does not appear to have
been reproposed In the 94th Congress. Therefore, it-is suggested that Section
331(b) be included in the Tax Reform Bill of 1975.

DETAILED CRITICISM OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS

(i) Special double attribution rule for separation of a DISC and ite undcrlylig
trade or bu1in88

_ The Tax Reform Bill of 1975 proposes to add a new section to the Internal
Revenue Code, Section 995(e) (8), which is a special double attribution rule
applicable to situations in which there is -a separation of the ownership of the
stock in the DISC from the ownership of the [underlying] trade or business"
giving rise to the export gross receipts of the DISC. This rule requires a person
owning the underlying trade or business after the separation of that trade or
business from the previously related DISt to be treated as having in any DISC,
in which such owner has an interest, an additional amount of export gross receipts
attributable to such trade or business." Double attribution will result in that the
export base period gross receipts will not only remain with the previously related
DISC but the same gross receipts also will be attributed to the new owner of the
underlying trade or business.

"Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Proposed 1 995 (e) (8) (A).
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There is no definition of what is meant by the words "separation of the owner-
ship of the stock in the DISC from the ownership of the trade or business which
(during the base period) produced the export gross receipts of the DISC." The
House Ways and Means Committee's Report on the Bill states that double attribu-
tion will result if there is a sale of the underlying trade or business or if there is

.a tax free reorganization in which the DISC and the underlying trade or business
are separated.6 The purpose of this rule is to make sure that the owner of the
underlying trade or business does not establish a new DISC with zero base
period export gross receipts.'

Initially, it should be noted that subparagraph (A) of the proposed section
attributes the additional export gross receipts to the "persons who own the trade
or business." If a corporation sells the underlying trade or business then It appears
that the new owner of the business has these additional export gross receipts even
though it might not have a DISC. While one assumes that no tax consequences
will ensue to that owner owing to these "hanging" receipts until he creates a
DISC, the statute should be reworded to make that point clear.

Furthermore, the statute provides in proposed section 99S(e) (8) (A) that
"the persons who own the trade or business during the taxable year shall be
treated as having had additional export gross receipts during the base period
attributable to such trade or business." However, the statute does not provide
the means for computation of these attributable base period gross receipts. The
Committee Print does provide that these attributable receipts shall be "equal
to export gross receipts in base period years, of the DISC attributable to that
trade or business." ' This computation problem should be dealt with in the
statute.

To deal with the hanging and computation problems, subparagraph (A) of
proposed section 995(e) (X) should be reworded by inserting the following un-
derlined words and deleting the following bracketed words: "separation of the
ownership of the stock in the DISC from the ownership of the trade or bus-
iness which (during the base period) produced the export gross receipts of the
DISC, then the persons who own the trade or business during the taxable year
shall be treated as having [had] in any DIS.C in which the owners of the trade
or business have or acquire an interest an additional amount of export gross
receipts [during the base period attributable to such trade or 'business] for base
period years equal to the export gros. receipts in the base period years of the
)ISC attributable to the trade or business."

Furthermore, if a corporation which has a DISC subsidiary chooses to in-
corporate tile underlying trade or business, then it appears that tile newly in-
corporated division will have additional exports gross receipts even though it
has no interest in the DISC. While these receipts would appear to be "hanging"
in mid-air, it might be argued that these receipts should be added to the export
gross receipts of the existing related DISC. However, proposed section 995 (e) (7),
which provides for aggregation Qf base period gross receipts for controlled
groups, is specifically worded to apply only to cases involving multiple DISCs
and therefore would appear to furnish a strong argument against aggregating
the incorporated division's export gross receipts with those of the DISC. If the
attribution rules of section 318 were applicable to subparagraph (a) (they do
not appear to be applicable)" then there would be no separation in the Incor-
ioration case since the ownership of the stock In the DISC would be attributed
to the person owning the underlying trade or lbsiness.

An exemption Is provided to the double attribution rule in cases:
"() Where the stock in the DISC and the trade or business are owned

throughout the taxable year by members of the same controlled group, affid

6It. RaPt. at 207.
It. Rev, at 267.
H. Rep. at 267.6 "Proosed section .90!i() (9) (B) only makes the attribution rules of Aection 31S

applicable to proposed section 995 (e) (9) (A)..0 Int. Rev. Code of 1954. 1 31(a ( 3) (C) If the attribution rules were not applicableto suhpnragraph (A) then one would he confronted with the situation where the creationof a second DISC after Incorporation of a division would lead to the combined effect ofdoublO attribution and the controlled group provision. Compare H. ReP. at 268 n. 3(creation of a second DISC In which the related DISC assets of the first DISC are placedat the time of Incorporation would not lead to double attribution). However. this appearsto be an academic cueston since the parent can still utilize the Initial DISC rather thanestablishing a second DISC to export the products of the Incorporated divisiorr.
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(ii) to the extent that the taxpayer's ownership of the stock in the DISC
for the taxable year is proportionate to his ownership during the taxable
year of the trade or business." "

A major problem with the separation rule is illustrated by the following fact
pattern. A parent corporation owns all the stock of a- DISC and of another
subsidiary which produces the export gross receipts of the DISC. If the attribution
rules of section 318 do not apply to subparagraph (A), then it would appear that
the ownership of the stock in the DISC is separate from the ownreship of the
trade or business. This follows because the export subsidiary owns the trade or
business but does not (unless section 318 applies) own the stock of the DISC.

As a result, if the parent chooses to sell either subsidiary, a "separation" will
not result since a separation existed prior to the sale. Therefore, double attribu-
tion of the base period export gross receipts can never exist in this case. This
would appear to be in direct contradictiton to Congressional intent." If the
attribution rules of section 318 were applicable to subparagraph (A), then under
section 318(a) (3) (C), the stock in the DISC would be constructively owned by
the other subsidiary prior to the sale. Therefore, a separation would occur
and double attribution would result if either subsidiary is sold. However, the Bill
as presently drafted does not provide for application of section 318 to this case.
Rather, the section 318 attribution rules appear to apply only to proposed sec-
tion 995 (e) (9) (A) which deals with the abuse potential of shareholders who own
interests in multiple DISCs.

Another problem wtih this provision is presented by the following fact pattern.
A corporation acquires the stock of another corporation which owns all the stock
of a DISC and of another subsidiary which produces the export gross receipts of
the DISC. If the constructive ownership rules of section 318 do not apply, the
ownership of the stock in the DISC is separated from the ownership of the trade
or business before the stock of the parent is acquired by the purchasing corpora-
tion and double attribution will not result. However, in this case, the conclusion is
sound but the reasons for it are illogical. There should be no double attribution
because the relationship between the DISC and the underlying trade or bui-
ness is not diqturbed [separated] by the transaction. The Committee Print
reaches a similar conclusion based on the premise that a separation occurred
but the exemption under subparagraph (B) prevents double attribution.7 If
the attribution rules of section 318, specifically section 318(a) (3) (C), are ap-
plicable to subparagraph (A) of subparagraph 9 of proposed section 995(e),
then a "separation" would not ensue because the ownership of the stock of the
DISC and the ownership of the trade or business would both be owned by the
subsidiary which produced the export gross receipts both before and after the
transaction.

If the Committee Print is correct and the transaction resulted in a "separa-
tion", then subdivision (i) of subparagraph (B), which provides an exemp-
tion from "separation", would only be met if the attribution rules of section
318 were applicable to subparagraph (B). However, the Bill as drafted does
not appear to apply the section 318 attribution rules to either subparagraph
(A) or (B) of subparagraph 8 of proposed section 995(e) of the Code. Ac-
cordingly, the Bill should be amended to apply the attribution rules to both
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subparagraph 8 of proposed section 995(e) of
the Code.

It should also be noted that the "separation" provisions raise the question
whether there is a "separation" if a corporation whicb, operates an export
division and also owns the stock of a related DISC sells one of several plants
or assets producing export gross receipts or sells 50% of the stock of its DISC.
Do these transactions result In a "separation"? If so, does the exception pro-
vided by subparagraph (B) of subparagraph 8 of proposed section 995(e) iire
vent double attribution. It appears that subparagraph (B) does not apply to the
latter situation but might apply to the former situation."

'0BllI 1101 (a) (3) ; Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Proposed 1995(e) (8) (B).
'n H. Rep. at 267-1R.
" H. Rep. at 267-268.
73 However. if one treats the transferred assets as constituting a "trade or business"

then it would appear that the suhparagraph (B) exemption does not apply to a sale of
assets. Proposed section tiA.5 )(8) (A) states that the "persons who own the trade or
business" receive the additional export gross receipts. This could be intrpreted to lentl
sipnort to the conclusion that a sale of a portion of the assets result in the addition of a
new owner to whom some share of the additional export gross receipts are to be attributed.
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Thus, if a corporation sells 50% of the stock of the DISC, it appears that its.

DISC will keep its "export gross receipts" and its seller parent corporation will
have additional "export gross receipts" which will "hang" in a way similar to
the incorporation situation discussed earlier.'The exemption provision relating to double attribution set forth o'n page 12,.
supra, also requires certain clarifying amendments. The words "the taxpayer's"
should be substituted for "his" and the words "which gives rise to the base-
period export gross receipts of the DISC' -should be added at the end of sub-
section (ii) of subparagraph (B) -of subparagraph 8 of proposed section 995(e).
(ii) Turmination of DISC benefits for certain product and treatment of pro-

dwers' loans made after termination of those benefits
Prolucts sold for use as military equipment and agricultural products not in.

surplus in the United States would be eliminated from the favorable treatment
accorded Domestic International Sales Corporations. This provision would be
effective for sales, exchanges and other dispositions made after October 2.
1976 in taxable years ending after that date. However, an exemption to this.
effective date is provided for sales, exchanges and other dispositions made after
October 2, 1975, but before October 3, 1978, which are made pursuant to a fixed
contract.

The effective date of October 2, 1975 for the provisions contained in section
1101(b) of the Bill which would eliminate DISC benefits for agricultural and
military goods should be changed. If section 1101(b) is enacted later this.
year, a substantial period of time-crossing two taxable years of most DISCs-
will have elapsed between the October 2, 1975 tentative decision of the Ways and
Means Committee and the date of enactment. As stated by the Committee on.
Tax Policy of the Tax Section of the New York State Bar Association:

"The real effect of retroactivity during this period [between the time a tax
proposal is announced and the date of its enactment] is to create a period in
which no governing law exists. Although the taxpayer may be on notice of a
proposed change, he cannot be sure that the law will be changed. The taxpayer
is, therefore, at a loss to ascertain the controlling law -,pplicable to his conduct
during such period. At best the situation is ambiguous--the taxpayer is on notice
that he can no longer rely on existing law but neither can he be sure the law
will be changed. The vast number of legislative changes which are proposed
with retroactive effect, but never enacted, accentuate the problem. Moreover,.
if the mere announcement of the proposed change can effectively and immedi-
ately alter conduct, then as a practical matter the law has been changed al-
ready, albeit constitutionally such a change cannot be made without the ap-
proval of the legislature."

Comm. on Tax Policy, Tax Section, N.Y.S. Bar Ass., Retroactivity of Ta.
Legislation, 29 The Tax Lawyer 21, 24-5 (1975) (footnote omitted).

If the October 2, 1975 effective date is retained, even those agricultural and
military DISCs which have attempted to remain qualified by tryfng to comply
with the terms of the proposed legislation could be disqualified as DISCs for
1975. For example, a buy-sell agricultural DISC which ceased to purchase in-
ventory in October 1975 but which had a substantial existing inventory of ex-
port property on October 2, 1975 might not be able to dispose of such property
without failing the gross receipts test. The DISC might also be unable to dis-
pose of the property prior to the end of its taxable year, thereby failing the
assets test.

Commission DISCs could also be disqualified for 1975. For example, if a
DISC's supplier's agreement provides that it is entitled to a commission on air
export sales,. the Internal Revenue Service might take the position that com-
missions must be accrued by the DISC on sales occurring after October 2, which
accruals could be sufficient to result in the DISC's failure to meet the gross
receipts test. Further, if commissions accrued with respect -to non-qualifying
sales were treated as constituting an asset at year-end, the DISC might be
unable to meet the assets test. This accrual problem would, of course, exist for
1976 as well, so that changing the effective date to January I, 1976, for example
would not eliminate the problem.

The forced disqualification of DISCs that would result from the October 2,
1975 effective date (or any other retroactive effective date) ts inconsistent with

74 See pp. 10-12. asipra. It the amendment to subparagraph (A) proposea'on pages 11-12.
supra, is adopted then this problem becomes more acute since additional export gross
receipts will be attributed to the DISC of the seller corporation.,
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other provisions in Bill section 1101 which are intended to enable DISCs whose
goods are being denied DISC benefits to continue their DISC qualification with
respect to their previously accumulated DISC income. See Bill section 1101(c)
(discussed below) which would amend section 993(d) (2) of the Code for the
purpose of permitting a DISC whose goods are being denied DISC benefits to
continue to make producer's loans (and thereby remain qualified as a DISC).
A more appropriate and consistent effective date provision would exclude military
and agricultural goods from DISC benefits beginning with the first day of the
DISC's taxable year beginning after the date of enactment of the legislation.

Section 1101(c) of the Bill provides a special rule for handling producers'
loans made after termination of DISC benefits. By its terms, this provision modi-
fies section 993(d) (2) (relating to the definition of a producer's loan) of the
Code by inserting after "of property which would be export property," the
following: "(determined without regard to subparagraph '(C), (D), or (E) of
subsection (c) (2))."

However, this provision fails to modify section 993(d) (1) (C) of the Code
which requires the loan to be: "made to a person engaged in the United States
in the manufacturing, production, growing, or extraction of export property
(referred to hereinafter as the "borrower") ......

As a result, producers' loans made after October 2, 1975 would appear to cease
qualifying as qualified export assets if the borrower still manufactures the ex-
cluded products. Thus, if the proposed legislation is enacted with an October 2,
1975 effective date, DISCs which make producer's loans after such date and be-
fore enactment of the Tax Reform Bill of 1975 may lose their DISC benefits.
This apparently inadvertent omission should be corrected.

If the above amendment is made then producer's loans made by a DISC to
manufacturers of certain excluded products (hard minerals, oil and gas, agricul-
tural products, products whose export is limited by federal law) will continue to
qualify as qualified export assets under Code Section 993(b) (5). However, it is
noted that apparently by inadvertence, Bill Section 1101(c) does not provide for
continued qualification for producer's loans made to manufacturers of military
products."

For purposes of computing the base period export gross receipts of a DISC, an
adjustment is to be made to reduce the base period export gross receipts of that
DISC to reflect the elimination of DISC benefits for products excluded under
code section 993(c) (2).7' This proposed adjustment does not include reference to
products that have been excluded under code section 993(c) (3). Under section
993(c) (3), the President, by Executive Order, can exclude articles that are in
short supply domestically. Omission of reference to section 993(c) (3) should be
corrected in the Bill.

In the case of a disqualification of a DISC, DISC benefits for prior years are
to be recaptured." Where a shareholder in a DISC sells his stock in the DISC,
DISC benefits for prior years are generally recaptured to the extent of the gain.T
The Committee Print provides that export gr6ss-receipts for base period years
prior to any sale or disqualification are to be reduced on a pro-rate basis to the
extent of the recapture."O However, the Bill does not provide for this adjustment.
As a result, proposed section 995 (e) (2) should be redrafted to cover these recap-
ture situations.

RECOMMENDATION

We hope that the above comments suggest the extent to which Bill Section 1101
would add a layer of complexity to existing DISC legislation. Such complexity
will significantly add to the burden of taxpayers who attempt to maintain DISC
benefits for their export operations and to the Internal Revenue Service which
is obligated to administer the new provisions. If it is thought desirable to con-

7 The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 excluded energy products and products subject to
export controls from the definition of export property. The ffectlve date of such
legislation. Mnrch 18. 1975. represented the-date of the floor amendment in the Senate
excluding these products from DISC benefits. not the date of a tentative decision by a
committee. More importantly, this legislation was enacted on March 29, 1975, only
eleven days after the floor amendment was proposed.

I TIn discussing Bill Section 1101(c). the Report of the House Committee on Ways and
Menns expressly gives an example of this subsection's applicability to military products.

11. Ren. at 271.
7Bill 1101(a) (0 : Int. Rev. Code of 1954, Proposed 1095(e) (2). See generally.
7T Tnt. Rev. Code of 1054, 1 995(b) (2).,
79Tnt. Rev. Code of 1954, J 995(c).
SO I. Rep. at 267.
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tinue the DISC tax Incentive for exports but at a reduced level It would be far
simpler to reduce the DISC deferral percentage from 50% to some lesser
percentage.

The CHAIRIAN ,. Our next witness is Mr. T. Howard Rodgers, presi-
dent, Santa Fe Natural Resources, Inc., and president, Domestic
Petroleum Council.

STATEMENT OF T. HOWARD RODGERS, PRESIDENT, DOMESTIC PE-
TROLEUM COUNCIL, AND PRESIDENT, SANTA FE NATURAL
RESOURCES, INC.

Mr. RODGERS. On behalf of the Domestic Petroleum Council, I wait
to thank you for the opportunity to be present this morning.

My name is T. Howard Rodgers. I am here in two roles today, as
president of the Domestic Petroleum Council, a relatively new associa-
tion of small- and medium-sized oil companies, and as president of
Santa Fe Natural Resources, Inc., a member of the Domestic Petro-
leum Council. The membership of the. council has asked me to present,
our position in favor of a 12-percent investment credit for intangible
drilling costs and geological and geophysical costs related to explora-
tory til and gas wells incurred in the United States.

A description of the Domestic Petroleum Council accompanies this
statement. As our description indicates, the. overriding concern of the
council is with the discovery and production of new sources of oil
and gas in the United States. While we have members with some
refining and marketing capacity, the focus of the organization is on
)roduction. To this end, I am appearing today to emphasize the

critical need for a Government policy toward the industry that fosters
the investment and capital growth necessary to finance the search for
oil and gas reserves in the United States, and to indicate our support
for a proposal which appears to effectively implement this policy.

Our support for an investment credit for intangibles and geological
and geophysical costs related to exploration is based on one very

straightforward consideration. If this country desires to expand the
search for domestic oil and gas reserves, more money must be spent
to do it than is currently available to the industry. We feel the invest-
mnent credit is a logical and effective way of channeling more money
into this exploration. Structured properly, the investment credit would
provide a substantial additional incentive for exploration, as well as
guaranteeing that the dollars provided are actually spent in the search
for oil and gas.

We believe that this Nation must increase its production of oil and
gas here at home and ease its dependence on foreign oil. Domestic
production, as well as known reserves, have been declining, and the
amount of imported oil has been rising. Between 1971 and 1973, even
while exploration expenditures were up from $3.9 billion to $8.14
billion, proved oil and gas reserves fell, from 35.77 billion barrels of
oil to 32.15 billion, and from 252.8 trillion cubic feet of gas to 224.0
trillion. With an even larger upturn in 1974 'apital expenditures for
exploration, the known reserve figures have decreased for that year,
while foreign import figures, from 1971 to 1974 have risen from 3.93
million barrels a day to 6.19 million.

69-4 60-76--pt. 2-19
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The President, Congress, and most of the American people recog-
nize this as a serious problem. The question is how to solve it. While
conservation measures and alternative fuels provide some relief, the
only guaranteed way to reduce foreign oil dependence is to drill more
wells in the United States. find better ways to get the oil out of wells
already drilled, and do whatever is necessary to increase domestic
production. To this end, the oil industry must have the necessary
financial resources; and that is why we have come to you today.

The enormous capital requirements for stepped up exploration will
have to be met both from the oil industry itself and from outside
investors as well. Historically, the industry has relied on internal
capital, around 87 percent during 1960 through 1964 according to a
study by the Chase Manhattan Bank. But in recent years that' figure
has dropped to 72 percent for 19.70-74. With the loss of the cash
generated by the depletion allowance, about $1.7 billion for 1975
according to' the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation staff
estimates, and the implementation of the 40-month Energy Policy
and Conservation Act price controls, the necessary increase cannot be
borne alone by capital from within the oil and gas industry. Yet out-
side capital sources are reluctant to pour large amounts of money into
the industry because of their uncertainty about Government policy.
With the elimination of the depletion deduction, proposals restricting
the use of intangibles, the current divestiture discussion, and the con-
fusion over natural gas deregulation legislation, the Government atti-
tude toward the oil and gas industry is not conducive to raising outside
capital.

An investment credit for exploration costs would serve two func-
tions here. It would allow more internal capital to be used for ex-
ploration, and it would signal to the outside investors and to the
American public that the Federal Government is committed to the
search for new oil.

The investment credit, already a part of the tax law, is a logical way
to encourage exploration. Resticting its application to exploration ill
the United States targets it where we need it the most, at home. By
establishing the credit at 12 percent and extending it to intangible
drilling and development costs and geological and geophysical costs
for oil and gas exploration, those companies involved in the search for
new oil and gas will be able to expand their efforts. The intangible
c osts, such as labor, fuel, repairs.. supplies, surveying. hauling, et
cetera, and those geological and geophysical costs Involved in find-
ing new sources of oil, are not currently eligible for the investment
credit. It might also be noted that the*House, in its version of tax
reform, extends the investment credit to certain intangible costs of the
movie industry for the purpose of creating jobs. Extending this same
type of credit for energy exploration, while no doubt creating jobs,
.nrlds to our domestic oil reserves and our national security, purposes
vital to the United States.

The scope of the definition of exploration, for the purposes of invest-
ment credit. should be broad enough to encompass not only the first
wel in a field, but also those others needed to define the limits of the
reservoir. Similarly, a well'close by a producing, well, bit taping
another reservoir, should still be considered exploratory. The credit
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should be structured to encompass all those costs related to finding new
oil and gas, including lease acquisition costs and bonuses.

Making use of the investment credit is an administratively simple
way to encourage exploration. Unlike the frequently discussed plow-
back feature tied to other tax proposals, the credit is a part of the tax
system that requires no new interpretation and is self-monitoring. An
investment in exploration generates a credit and the money is spent
for the desired goal before the credit applies. Additionally, it attracts
investors who have capital because they know that if their money is
used for this purpose they will obtain a credit.

The investment credit will benefit those companies doing the ex-
ploring. It is not going to reward a company for its size or its market
share. It is going to help the segment of the industry doing the most
to find new oil and gas: the independents and the wildcatters, coin-
panies like those belonging to the Domestic Petroleum Council.

In testimony before this committee 2 years ago, John Miller. presi-
dent of the Independent Petroleum Association of America, indicated
that over 85 percent of the exploratory drilling in this country" was
done by independents. An investment credit for intangibles and geo-
logical' and geophysical costs will provide additional financial incen-
tives which will enable a company to take more risks in attenpting to
discover reserves, which in the final analysis will lead to the produc-
tion of more oil and gas in the United States.

'[he investment credit should also apply to costs for enhance re-
coveiy methods since new ways to recover oil from old wells will also
add substantially y to our domestic production.

Using my company, Santa Fe Natural Resources, Inc., as an'ex-
ample, the loss of percentage depletion in 1975 resulted in a reduction
of cash flow of approximately $12 million which would have been used
for exploratory purposes in 1975. In addition, we are presently esti-
mating that for 1976 our cash flow will be reduced by an additional
$4 million because of the implementation, effective February 1, of the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act, again resulting in $4 million
not being available for exploration. The proposed investment credit
will not offset the above cash flow losses, but it, is at least a turn in the
right direction as it, will for a change provide us with a positive
means of increasing our cash flow which in turn will be used for ex-
ploratory purposes.

In this connection our 1976 budget for exploration is $48 million,
which is an increase of $19 million over 1974.

Considering a 12 percent credit for intangible costs and geological
and geophysical exploration costs, we will be able to generate approxi-
mnately an additional $4.3 million for more drilling. This kind of ex-

an ded exploration throughout the industry will help toward increas-
ing our domestic oil and gas reserves.

A Finance Committee staff analysis of a 10 percent credit, similar
to that which I have just discussed, estimates a revenue cost of $210
million for 1976 growing to $370 million by 1980. We have recom-
mended a 12 percent credit. This will, of course, increase the revenue
loss, vet the other side of revenue loss is additional cash flow for ex-
ploration. The search for domestic oil and gas costs money. If we want
more sources of petroleum in the United States, we have to spend more
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money. We have described one method we believe will successfully pro-
duce more oil and gas in this country.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee for the
opportunity to present these comments and for your courtesy to the
Domestic Petroleum Council today.

Senator BENTsEN. Thank you, Mr. Rodgers. We are very apprecia-
tive of having your testimony.

We are facing a paradox, it seems to me, in this Congress. In 1970,
we were importing approximately 23 percent of the oil used in this
country. Today we are importing about 45 percent of it. We are going
absolutely in the wrong direction. The oil bill that passed through
this Congress was supposed to reduce gasoline by 11/2 cents a gallon.
I do not think that this has helped: it has made us more dependent,
rather than less dependent, on the Middle East.

We have a proposal over in the Ways and Means Committee that
would put severe limitations on the intangible drilling costs. With
their proposal, the members of the IRS Agency would have to be
geologists to make the determination about whether you really have
an exploratory well, which it might well be. Almost every piece of
legislation that has been passed hns been one that has made us more
dependent rather than les dependent.

As I understand it. your 12 percent 1)roposal is one not in lieu of.
but in addition to. the intangible drilling costs. Now. we have had
testimony calling for a 12 percent investment tax credit for explora-
tory wells, but they had also proposed it as an alternative to the use
of the intangible drilling cost. I-am sure that is not what you are pro-
posing at all.

Mr. RODGERS. No. sir.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Packwood, I think you are next, in the

order of appearances.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Rodgers, I want to make sure that I under-

stand what you are advocating.
Let's presume that an oil drilling business of $2,000 gross income

for a year, where you have got $500 in the laboratory, a full $500 in
supplies, surveying and other miscellaneous, so that you have $1,000
apparently of intangible drilling costs. As I read your statement, you
are suggesting that, those intangible. drilling costs be taken as cur-
rent business deductions, subtracting from the gross, leaving with you
the net income upon which, just to say for simplicity, you would pay
50 percent tax, or $500.

Now, in addition to that. you would like a 12 percent tax credit. on
the thousand dollars, one hundred and twenty would be subtracted
from the $500, leaving $380.

Mr. RoDGEss. Yes. As you are aware. Senator, when the investment
tax credit is available for the purchase of equipment, the Congress
has provided that the depreciable basis of that equipment is not re-
duced by the amount. of the credit. We are requesting parallel treat-
mnent if our proposed credit is adopted by Congress. The whole prob-
lem is one of aggregate cash flow. There is the need for more capital
coming into the drilling business, but if we are granted some money
in one category and have it taken away in another, it is-really a wash.
out and does no good.
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Iii the case of my own company, as I mentioned, the legislaii-e im-
pact of recent congressional action has been to reduce our explorationn
budget by $16 million.

Senator PAcKwooD. Let me stop you there. I want to understand
how this works. It is an additional $120 tax credit. I may even be
sympathetic to it..

Now, we come to these intangible drilling costs. I never have tin-
derstood exactly what they are. Is there anything that is not an in-
tangible cost shlrt of a hard investment ?iWhat counts and what does
not count in intangible drilling?

Mr. RODC.ERS. I am not. a tax expert, but, my general understanding
is in our experiences that out of $100.000 spent on a well, about 60
percent of the expenditures can be lumped into the intangible cate-
gory. That would be labor and all of those things which are not fixed
assets.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is there a difference'between intangible costs,
intangible drilling costs and geological andl geophysical costs? Are
those costs in addition to the intangible drilling costs?

Mr. RODGERS. Yes they are, geological and geophysical costs are
computed separately friom intangible drilling costs, but of course they
are just as necessary for the well.

Senator PACKWO'OD. So when you talk on ain average of $60.00'),
- - $100,000 that would not include your geophysical ?

M[r. RoDERnS. That is correct, it would not.
enator PACKwooD. So that would make your costs even higher?

Mr. RODGERs. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Then. about. the only thing that is left, out of

this $100.000 seems to be. the hard fixed investment; almost everything
else fits into the intangible category ?

Mlr. RODGERS. That, is true, intangibles or geological and geoplhysical
costs.

Senator PACKWOOD. Your figures for 1974 talk about investment
costs having gone up. You indicate that more of the cost is now coming..
from borrowing rather than internally generated capital. When we
eliminated the oil depletion allowance and when we passed the energy
bill last year with the oil ceiling on it. the argument made was that
it was going to force the amount. of money to be. invested to go down.

In terms of constant dollars, has that happened in 1975? Has the
amount of money going into the investment, into the exploration and
development been going down?

Mr. RODGERS. I cannot answer for the industry: I can only answer
for my company. In our case, our investment, is going up.

Senator PACKWOOD. Up even in constant dollars?
Mr. RODOERS. Yes. we are investing niore money in exploration. There

are several reasons for this. We have been successful in generating cash
because of important discoveries and development. These generate cash.
Although exploration expenditures for the industry as a whole are not
available vet for 1975, several other members of the Domestic Petro-
leuim Council have indicated increases in exploration expenditures ns
well as Santa Fe. But, so far this year, drilling activity is down,
the number of -active rigs for the 4 weeks ending* March 8, reaching
a new low for the year, are well below 197h levels, according to a recent
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Oil and Gas Journal. But, even if the figures for exploration by the
entire industry were up, the critical fact, remains, known reserves have
continued to drop, our dependence on foreign oil has increased. The
fact that there may be some increase in exploration becomes significant
when our domestic production continues to lose ground against imports.

Senator PACKWOOD. Wi'ith the elimination of the oil depletion allow-
ance and with the passage of that energy bill putting the cap on oil,
indeed, there is more capital that goes into the exploration.

I have looked at your statement and I have noticed your increase of
$19 million, and I was wondering how, under those circumstances you
generate that much additional capital.

Mr. RoDcEs. Well, Senator, as I say, we have been extremely fortu-
nate in developmentt of oil resources. On the west coast, our precient well
production is at 17 million barrels a year. It is up from only #5 million
barrels a year in 1964. So there we have had a substantial increase,
and with the effect of the inventory profits from 1974, there has been
cash available to put into exploration.

-Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much.
Senator BE-xTSEN. Let me intrude here.
Intangible drilling costs, those are all costs, I understand it. for

preparation of the well other than G. & G., and except those things
that are solvent.

Senator PtKWOOD. I beg your pardon?
Senator BENTSEX. All the costs that you have and pay for labor, if

you will, repairs. anything in preparation for drilling, that is not a
solvent thing, such as a pump

Senator PACKWOOD. Everything else is intangible drilling cost which
you would have in as pait of the tax credit.

Senator BENTSEX. YCs.
Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Is that a fair statement of the intangible drilling

costs ?
Mr. RODGERS. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Just following up on the question of the Senator

from Oregon about the investment and capital structure and capital
formation that you speak about, has there been a change in the source
of capital? In other words, when we had the depletion allowance, we
had a great incentive for professional people to invest and for many
dollars to come from sources that, had been available over the years.

As I understand. that, some of that source of funding has dried up.
Is that your understanding?

Mr. RODGFRS. Yes, I think that is correct, for the industry as a whole
Senator, although we have never used that type of financing. We have
always internal y generated our own cash for exploration and have
not borrowed on the outside, which has increased the impact of the
loss of the depletion allowance and the enery bill on us.

Senator FANNIN. Does your Couicil have a position on LAL, a pro-
vision in the House bill applicable to oil and gas development? This
is beyond the development of wells.

Mr. RoDoERs. Yes, Senator, we do. The Domestic Petroleum Council
is opposed to the LAL provisions of the House bill. By removing the
incentives for investment in drilling, the Congress would be forcing
all of the industry to rely even more intensely on internal capital and
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would be discouraging, instead of encouraging, this country's efforts
to expand its domestic oil and gas production.

Senator FAN.-NIN. Eighty-five percent of the exploration drilling in
this country was done by independents. Has that changed? Two years
ago we were very concerned about that, that it changed, and this Con-
gress passed a bill.

Mr. RODGERS. The independenf- still do the greatest share of the ex-
ploration, but there are dri Ii,,,. rigs available and drilling crews
available, and I would have ((, assume that, there is less of a demand
for them.

Senator FANNIN. I think that both the public and the Congress do
not, understand the risks involved in your industry and do not dif-
ferentiate between the oil industry, especially on exploration, and also
in development and how these kinds of factors affect the investors as
compared to the investors of real estate, film makers, farming, and
the sportsmen's businesses.

I think if we could differentiate the risks involved in the different
businesses involved it would be a good thing.

MIr. RODGERS. There are high risks involved in the oil and gas indus-
try. with a great chance of failure. I suppose there are risks in these
other industries, but the success ratio is much smaller for us than those
other categories which you mention. But by the same token. we are
seeking something regarded as generally greater in value to America,
that is, energy to iun-our Nation. So the risks we have to take are going
to be greater.

In our business, enormous sums of capital are required, and the
requirements are getting larger all the time. We go offshore, and Santa
Fe participates in 25 offshore projects, where it is not uncommon to
pay $30,000 a day for a drillingbarge and production platform. It may
cost you $10 to 20 million to be successful in finding something. So
capital requirements have grown dramatically over the years but the
success ratio of finding new oil has not changed much.

Senator FANNIN. The amount in the continent where we have been
drilling for years and, of course, the areas that were considered to he
very productive and would be productive, have been drilled. You now
have to go out into new areas and you drill a new number of wells.

I)o you know the number of wells that are productive as well as
tbos e that are dry wells?

Mr. RODOFnS. "The onshore success ratio historically has been about
11 percent. and offshore, we are experiencing somewhere around a 33-
percent success ratio. These figures should not be emphasized too
strongly, however, because you are better to have a 1-percent success
ratio, if you have an enormous find. You are quite. correct that the
activities' offshore are getting more expensive. We 'are going into
deeper waters and we are going back over areas that have been drilled
again and again. The big strikes have already been attained. Although
new frontiers in Alaska may somewhat change this, it will be some of
the most expensive drilling ever done.

Senator PACKWOOD. May I ask one more question?
Senator BEzTSmE. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. If we give you the intangible tax credit, that

will be an alternative to your present method, or are you talking about
having both?
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Mr. RoDiEns. You mean on the intangibles?
Senator PACKWOOD. In the intangibles.
Mr. RODGERS. Senator, we are requesting this 12-percent investment

credit in addition to the current method of treating intangibles. We
are suggesting that if the Congress extends this credit to the industry,
it will be similar to the credit for investment in equipment, which does
not reduce the depreciable basis of that equipment. The deduction for
intangibles would similarly not be reduced. What we are saying is
that in order to increase exploration in this country, more capital is
required. It won't do any good to set up the investment credit as an
alternative and knock out the money somewhere else.

Senator PACKWOOD. To keep most of the capital and the cash flow
to get both the credit and to continue to extend them over the life of
the well. I am not sure if that is what you are asking or not, or rather
saying that you would like to have an election between the two and
give you the one that gives you the most cash flow.

Mr. RODGERS. We are proposing that both be available, not one or
the other.

SenatorPAcKwooD. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rodgers.
[The factsheet referred to in Mr. Rodgers' statement follows:]

FACTSHEET
The Domestic Petroleum Council is a group of small to medium-sized com-

panies primarily concerned with domestic production of oil and gas. Some mem-
bers are strictly producing, some are totally integrated, and some are affiliated
with companies outside the industry. Their domestic production ranges from
approximately 3,000 to 200,000 barrels of oil per day and up to 400 bcf/yr of gas.

The Council's member companies operate in 47 states and offshore. Despite its
dissimilarities, the Council agrees on certain broad solutions to the current
energy and tax problems.

There has not been an overall understanding in Congress of the problems
wich besiege small to medium-sized oil and gas companies, and the Council was
formed to help promote the business conditions of these companies. Many chief
executive officers have noted an absence of effective representation for their seg-
ment of the industry. The Council fills that void.

The Council provides its members with current information on Federal legis-
lation and regulations on major issues affecting the domestic oil and gas industry.
However, it does not duplicate the work of the existing industry associations.
It serves as a medium between the chief executive officers of the member corn-
panies and the Legislative and Executive Branches of Government. Personal
contact by the chief executive officers has proven to be most effective in the
council's s efforts to foster more universal understanding of the plights of these
companies.

An Operating Committee--consisting of representatives of member companies
in- Washington, D.C.-meets regularly to discuss legislative developments and
make operating decisions. The Operating Committee provides the directives for
the Council's Washington Office functions.

Information which Is compiled Is analyzed by the Council. Position papers
and legislative proposals are drafted and disseminated to government officials and
nmnemers of Congress on behalf of the Council. Testimony concerning legislation
affecting the Council is presented to Congressional Committees. Recent experi-
ence has demonstrated that iany members of Congress are willing to listen to
what tl mildle-sized companies have to say. The Council is presently concen-
trating on regaining capital formation incentives which were lost by repeal of
the percentage depletion allowance, and statements to that effect are being
prepared.

Tie Donestic Petroleum Council engages in no fund raising, and undertakes
no Business activities. Expenses are met by assessments of member companies
(based on production).
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DOMESTI-C PETROLEUM COUNCIL

MEMBER COMPANIES

Adobe Oil Co., Midland, Tex.
American Quasar Petroleum Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
Argo Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Burmah Oil & Gas Co., Houston, Tex.
Champlin Petioleum Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
Clinton Oil Co., Wichita, Kans.
Coastal States Gas Corp., Houston, Tex.
Equity Oil Co., Salt Lake City, Utah
Felmont Oil Co., New York, N.Y.
General Crude Oil Co., Houston, Tex.
Husky Oil, Washington, D.C.
Louisiana Land & Exploration Co., New Orleans, La.
Mountain Fuel Supply Co., Salt Lake City, Utah
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp., Oil City, Pa.
Santa Fe Natural Resources, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Southland Royalty Co., Fort Worth, Tex.-
Tenneco Oil Co., Houston, Tex.
Terra Resources, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Senator BENTSEN. Oufiext witness is Mr. ,John Chapoton, I)oniestic
Wildcatters Association, accompanied by Allan King and Robert
Beren.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. CHAPOTON, ON BEHALF OF THE DOMESTIC
WILDCATTERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY ALLAN C.
KING, INDEPENDENT EXPLORER, HOUSTON, TEX.; AND ROBERT
X. BEREN, INDEPENDENT PRODUCER, WICHITA, KANS., AND
COCHAIRMAN, SMALL PRODUCERS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

Mr. CHAPOTON. My name is John E. Chapoton. I am an attorney in
H1ouston, Tex. I am appearing on behalf of the Domestic Wildcatters
Association, an association composed of more than 30 independent
explorers and producers of oil and natural gas in Texas and Loui-
siana.

I am accompanied by Mr. Allan C. King, an independent explorer
and producer of oil and gas with offices in Houston, and whose ex-
ploration and production activities extend throughout south Texas
and southern Louisiana. Mr. King is president of the Domestic Wild-
catters Association.

Appearing with us today is Mr. Robert M. Beren, an independent
producer with offices in Wichita, Kans. Mr. Beren is active in ex-
ploration and production of oil and gas throughout the midcontinent
of the United States. Mr. Beren is cochairman of the Small IProducers
for Energy Independence.

IV e are here today to testify with respect to the provisions of the
Tax Reform Act now being considered by this committee which would
affect producers of oil and natural gas.

I want to emphasize that we 'are here today to disciss only tile
impact of the legislation on what we know. that is, the segment of
the industry composed of the independent prodtlcers.
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Our point here today is to describe for you the fact of the proposed
legislation on the independent producers such as Mr. Bi ren and Mr.
King. It must be considered in connection with the recent 1975 tax
change as affecting the oil and gas ceiling imposed regulated by the
Federal Government.

Article V of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 repealed the 2"2-percent
depletion-allowance with respect to income from oil and natural gas-
production. The legislation contained a partial exemption from the
repeal for independent producers and royalty owners. Independent
producers and royalty owners will be allowed to claim a percentage
of depletion deduction on a limited quantity of domestic oil or domes-
tic natural gas at a reduced rate.

The quantity of production qualifying for percentage depletion
under this exemption begins at 2,000 barrels of oil, or 1'2 million cubic
feet of natural gas per day-based on the taxpayer's average daily
production for the year-and phases down at the rate of 200 barrels
per day per year until a permanentt level of 1,000 barrels of domestic
crude oil, or 6 million cubic feet of domestic natural gas per day, is
reached in the year 1980.

Beginning in 1981, the rate of depletion on this quantity of produc-
tion begins to phase down from 22 percent to a permanent depletion
rate of 15 percent in 1984 and subsequent years.

Thus, the exemption will eventually allow 15 percent depletion on
up to 1,000 barrels average daily production of oil, or 6 million cubic
feet average daily production of natural gas-or any combination of
oil and natural gas, if elected by the taxpayer.

These changes in the tax laws took place at a time when the coun-
try was facing an energy crisis and the President had declared a.
national goal of energy independence through encouragement of ex-
ploration for and development of domestic energy resources. More-
over, these changes were adopted even though the price of most crude
oil and domestic natural gas was subject to Federal price controls,
preventing the replacement of the capital lost because of higher
Federal income tax liabilities through an increase in the sales price
of the product.

Perhaps most startling in light of our domestic energy situatiolr
is the fact that oil and natural gas were singled out-virtually all
domestic minerals are granted a percentage depletion allowance for
Federal income tax purposes-20 of which have a. 2.-percent rate-
none of these representing an energy source for the Nation, but no
change in the treatment of percentage depletion for minerals other
than oil or gas was proposed by the tax-writing committees or
adopted by the Congress in 1975.

By the same token, none of the tax reform provisions passed by the
House as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1975, including the changes
in the minimum tax provisions which would greatly increase its im-
pact on oil and gas producers, would affect these other minerals.

Tn addition to the direct reduction of the tax incentive provided
independent oil and gas producers through the pecentage depletion
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allowance, the legislation passed last year imposed a new 65 percent
of taxable income limitation on the total percentage depletion allow-
ance which will be allowed any taxpayer with respect to oil or natural
gas under the independent producers and royalty owners exemption.

At first glance, this does not seem to be an unreasonable limitation.
On analysis, however, it is clear that the 65 percent limit will curtail
exploration and development activities of many independent pro-
ducers. An active "wildcatter" budgets his exploration program to
utilize virtually all of his available cash flow in the search for addi-
tional reserves of oil or gas.

If his exploration ventures are unsuccessful, his overall taxable
income will be rediiced, thus lowering the 65 percent ceiling on the
percentage depletion allowance. The result will be that such a wild-
catter would find that his wildcat program not only was unsuccessful
in terms of locating new reserves of oil or natural gas, but also had
the impact of reducing his percentage depletion allowance on produc-
tion found in previous years.

As I said earlier, you are going to have a lot of statistical informa-
tion, and I think it would be interesting for you to understand the
impact of these changes and the changes on the typical budget, and
we have the-actual figures here. Mr. King has his 1975 budget, which
I would like him to review and discuss generally, and the other im-
pacts of these provisions on him.

Mr. KING. Thank you very much.
I wish to supplement Mr. Chapoton's statement by describing to

you what I be ieve to be a fairly typical independent oil and gas
exploration and production business in Texas and Louisiana, and
by showing you the impact the recent and proposed tax changes Mr.
Chapoton described would have on my 1975 oil and gas exploration.
and development budget.

I am 4,3 years old. There are only six men younger than I am in my
business. That is a sad commentary on our business.

I would say that my partner, Mr. J. N. Warren, and I tried to
determine how we would stay in if we were successful. We deter-
mined that the demise of so many independent oil men over the past
20 years had been probably the lack of financial prudence, not look-
ing at what their cash flow needs were and getting overenthusiastic
about their prospects for finding new oil and gas.

So we set up in our company di very strong financial department.
We first started our budget by looking at the bottom line cash flow
requirement, and then we worked back up from that to find what we
can and should spend.

Mr. CHAPOTO.. I know that the bell has rung. Can we take a couple
more minutes?

The CHAI-NAx. Go ahead. I would like to hear what you want to
say.

Mr. KiNG. Thank you, sir.
We decided the best thing to do. is take the numbers actually off

our books, and the numbers that we have are shown on the last page of
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our testimony. If I could very briefly go over that, we would like to
show you the impact.

[The figures referred to follow:]

1975-EXPLORATION BUDGET

Adjusted for-

Deferral
of IDC on 14-percent

65-percent 50 percent minimum tax Cessation of
Original limit on of develop- without exploratory
budget depletion ment wells offset drilling

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Income:
Oil and gas receipts (net of produc-

tion taxes) ..................... 2,749.9 ()
Other income ..................... 200.0 (1)

Total .......................... 2,949.9 (,) (I) (I) (I)

Costs:
Operating-......--------------- 347.7 () (I) (1) (1)
Development wells:

Intangible costs .............. 444.6 (,)Tangible costs .............. 303. 2() )(,
Wildcat wells:

Intangible costs -------------- 1,278.1 1,159.1 1,053.6 871.4 0
Tangible costs ................ 319.5 289.9 263.3 217.8 0

Total costs ---------------- 2,693. 1 2, 545.0 2, 414.4 2, 184.7 1,095.5

Federal taxes:
Income tax ....................... 111.0 193.9 423.7 551.3 1,005
Minimum tax:

Present law, 10 percent -------- 45. 1 36.8 13.8 0 0
Proposed 14 percent --------------------------------------------------- 113.9 0

Total Federal taxes ---------- 156. 1 230.7 437. 5 665.2 1,005
Net cash flow ------------------------ 100.7 174.2 98.0 100. 0 849.4

' Same.

Mr. K.NG. This budget was made up in early 1975 based upon our-
projected income expenses, what we now have, and then at the bottom
line it would come up to $100,000 cash flow. We then, as the new bill
caie, in last year, you can see from this, what we call wildcat wells
intangible costs. We then budgeted back in what we could spend, $1.-
278,000 for our IDC, and the tangible cost is shown right below that.

That is the amount of money we would anticipate the needs in the
case would be as a result of the successful wells in the wildcat p 1or11.

Senator PACKWOOD. IDC-intangible drilling cost and dry hole ?
The CHAIRMAN. If I might, let me go through this chart at the end

of your statement with you. You based this on your original budget.
and you started out with $2,949,900, Shown on the chart as total income?

Mr. KixN . Right.
The CI[AIRMIAN. Your total costs were $2,693,100, and then you have

a Federal income tax of $110,000?
Mlr. KiN.-G. $111,000.
T11e CIT.\IUrAN. I see. $111.000 in Federal income tax, plus a 10-

percent minimum tax, $45,100, for a total Federal tax of $156,100, leav-
ing a cash flow of $100,700?

Mr. KI.NG. Yes, sir.
You see, Senator, we started really with the income figure and then

went down to what our cash flow requirement, direct debt service
amortization.
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The CHAIRMAN. If I am with you, you started out with almost $3
million of income, and down at the bottom you wind up with about
$100,000?

Mr. KiNo. Yes, sir.
The Ch~iMAN. So you wind up with $1 for every $30 that you start

out with.
Mr. KiNG. Yes, sir.
Now, going back real quickly, we have our operating costs that are

ongoing costs of the pumpers and the employees, and so forth. We
then have certain developmental wells to be drilled as a result of earlier
discoveries. We then adjust our budget in the wildcat drilling segment
in order to come up with a cash flow requirement down at the bottom.

The CiimiRitiN. 'When you adjust for the 65-percent limit on deple-
tion, it looks like you come up with a cash flow of $174,200.

Mr. KIxo. In order not to invade into the 65-percent limitation, we
reduced our drilling by about 10 percent in 1975. We readjusted our
budget, of course, and that meant that we had more cash-not more
cash flow-and more taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. So you did less drilling, paid more taxes and wound
up with a larger cash flow for the reason that you did less drilling.

.Mr. KiNQ. Yes, sir; that is exactly right.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. K ING. Go to columns 3 and 4. With the proposed House rule, once

again we were at the same 1975 income. We have $98,000 instead of
$100,000 cash flow at the -bottom. We would develop our dollars spent,
our machinery on developmental wells initially because those are far
less risky, although you can find that there will be dry holes there.

Then, we have to adjust somewhere on the column and come up with
the cash required to come up to the end with $198,000, at the bottom,
so we would alter our wildcat drilling program here down $1,053,000.
That is another 17-per~int drop in wildcat exploration. You under-
stand that in our wildcat exploration we are producing, over here at
the top of the page, if the minimum tax rule as proposed-once again,
we had to come up with $100,000 at the bottom, because we were already
having those established costs that we have to meet-I mean, there are
firm obligations.

So you are to take away somewhere else. We made a business decision
to take away from the wildcat drilling and we would therefore reduce
our wildcat budget once again to this $800,000 figure, which is from
column 1 to 4 with about 33 percent drop in exploration.

Cohunn 5, very quickly, we say what our alternatives are that we
have in our business. One of the things we could do is sell the groceries
off our shelves, which would reduce our reserve, and go out of business
because we would not replace them.

In other words, you end up with a whole lot of cash flow down at the
bottom and you end up going out of business. You have lost a wild-
catter, and I do not know if that is good or worse.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether it is better or worse. What
you are saying happens is just what I did a long time ago. We are just
not drilling any more; we quit a long time ago. We did not do it quite
the same way that you did. I persuaded 'my family to take a look at
how we had been making out by drilling these little wells around north
Louisiana, just going back for lhe previous 5 years to see how we made
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out. As you say. when'you bring in a new well, everybody gets all ex-
cited and calls it black gold. They want to dip their face in it. But
after the initial production tapers off, you have to rework the well.
When you get through with all of that, you find after 3 years that you
lose money on the well.

So I said that we should look at how we were doing for the previous
5 years. We had just lost money hand over fist, notwithstanding the
good it did our mood every time we saw one of these little pumpers
come in. The result of our close look was that we just wanted to get out
before we lost any more money.

W, hat you are showing here is what the sum total effect of this
proposal is. I can only conclude that the people who are trying to
push this kind of tax proposal must know that this is the kind of
thing that would result from their proposal, and I cannot believe that
they are pushing this for the purpose of raising government revenue.
It seems to me that it is just like the situation when you sue a person
who is doing something-he is presumed to know and be cognizant
of his act. You have the right to assume that if people are proposing
this kind of effect, their purpose must be to nationalize the industry.
Perhnps their purpose is to set the stage for eternal world peace or
something like that. But I cannot for the life of me believe that the
proponents of this had revenue purposes in mind.

What you are talking about in this chart is all in the bill the
Hiiouse passed, is it not?

Mfr. Kixo. The House proposed bill would result in columns 3 and
4 being added, our financial people would add this into the estimate
of our budget.

Tho C1ATRM,4N. What you show in column 5 is not in the House bill.
That iq in Senator Kennedy's amendment, I think.

Mr. KNGo. Five is not meant as a threat, just a viable alternative,
something you have to figure out, what you ought to do.

Mr. CIf v-OTOx. If we could beg the committee's indulgence for Mr.
Beren to make a brief statement.

The C1-R. PA. If the committee will permit, I would like to have
him go ahead with his statement.

Mr. BERENN. I am Robert M. Beren from Wichita, Kans. I am also
cochairman of the Small Producers for Energy Independence, which
is a group of more than 60 independent producers and operators in
the States of Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas, and California.

Under the 1975 act, the Congress effectively imposed a minimum
tax exclusively on independent oil and gas producers by limiting the
availability of percentage depletion to 65 percent of taxable income.
The, com)utation of percentage deletion had already been limited
prior to the 1975 act. to 50 percent of taxable income from each given
property. Notwithstanding the existence, of these disincentives, the
House bill which vou are now considering would place an added tax
burden upon the independent pro(lucer which would severely restrict
his abilit.Y to generate the large sums of capital necessary for significant
exl)loration and drilling activity. Ikt me demonstrate how this works.

Let us, take a man who, after accounting for all tax deductible
charges such as severence taxes, operating costs, and that part of drill-
ing expenditures w hich do not have to be capitalized, has a $1 million
subject to tax before depletion. Assume the producer has enough oil
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and gas income on a property-by-property basis to provide $650,000
or more of percentage'depletion. He would be allowed a maximum of
65 )percent or $650,000 percentage depletion which would then cause
taxable income of $350,000. Normal income tax rates are then applied
on $350,000 because that is the way the rule works.

To the normal income taxes on tile $350,000, add the minimum pref-
erence tax on the $650,000 of percentage depletion, and then those two
tax numbers will total 70 percent of taxable income. This does not
include State income taxes. Then if you apply only two of the added
taxes under the suggested H.R. 10612, the first to increase minimum
preference tax from 10 to 14 percent and the second not to allow in
the computation of minimum tax the deduction of the normal tax, you
will find the total Federal tax will be at 80 percent of taxable income.
As another example, a producer with properties generating $850,000
del)letion would pay 90 percent Federal income tax and about 96 per-
cent including State income tax. The individual oil producer could
have most of his total taxable income eroded by the tax laws of this
country.

1 he CITAIRMAX . There are those who do not agree with you and who
take the view that any depletion other than cost depletion is an error.
I dont agree with that, but if you stayed in business, you would have
to exist on such portion of the depletion allowance that was permitted
to remain.

Incidentally, there ought to be another amendment offered to take
care of that.

Let me ask you this: Can you put. that on a cl art like the one shown
to us by Mr. King?

Mr. BEEN. I would be happy to.
The C1IAKM[Ax. I would like Mr. King's cart to appear in the

record in connection with his testimony.'
If you can put this on a chart and show what is being advocated,

especially if that is economic income rather than taxable income,
but this is something that results in taxing away from you 100 1)er-
cent of your income for producing oil and gas. One can only assume
that, those who advocate this, just do not want you people to produce
oil and gas. I guess that is what one could ordinarily conclude when
Congress puts 100 percent tax on somebody .for doing something.

[The material referred to follows:]
ARTHUR YOUNo & CO.,

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
Wichita, Kans., April 5, 1976.

SMALL PRODUCERS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE,
970 Fourth Financial Center,
Wichita, Kans.

GENTLEMEN: You have requested that we illustrate and comment upon the
impact to an independent oil operator of the limitation of percentage depletion
to 65 percent of taxable income before depletion contained as one of the provi-
sions of the 1975 Tax Reduction Act, and upon that part of proposed tax legisla-
tion in H.R. 10612 which affects the minimum tax on percentage depletion in
excess of basis. Based on our general understanding of the operations of a typi-
cal independent producer we have prepared the enclosed analysis. Discussion and
explanation of the analysis follows:

Column (1) illustrates the results for 1974 of an active independent oil and
gas operator who followed the practice of maximizing his drilling to the point

See p. 772.
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of reducing his taxable income to a negligible amount. lie therefore paid only a
minimum tax on the preference items of percentage, depletion and capital gdins.
(This is not to imply that all independent producers historically followed the
practice of reducing taxable income to a minimal amount.)

Column (2) illustrates in 1975, the'effect on the same taxpayer of the provision
in the, Tax Reduction Act of 1975 which limits percentage depletion to 65 percent
of taxable income before percentage depletion. This taxpayer is not yet-affected
by another provision of the Act which progressively will reduce allowable deple-
tion to a maximum 1,000 barrels a day at 15 percent by 1985, So that the Inde-
pendent producer can retain his full depletion as a source of capital fun-s he
must reduce drilling by $457,692. (Consideration of the consequences to the econ-
omy and to energy Independence of this reduced drilling multiplied by all the
independents is beyond the scope of our work.)

The 65 percent limitation on percentage depletion effectively has forced a tax
of $291,864fn taxable income of $457,692. When the 10 percent minimum tax is
added, the 9ffective rate on taxable income becomes 75.0 percent. The 65 percent-
of-taxable-income limitation on percentage depletion alone has created a current
tax burden to the oil operator that would seem to eliminate the necessity for an
added minimum tax.

Column (3) illustrates for 1976 the consequences of the H.R. 10612 increase
in the minimum tax rate, the disallowance of the deduction for federal income
tax and the change in the minimum tax exemption in computing the minimum
tax as it applies to percentage depletion. The immediate consequence to the in-
dependent producer is to increase the tax rate on his taxable income to 90.3
percent at the federal level and to a total 95.8 percent when state income taxes
are considered. At your request, other legislation, particularly changes in the
treatment of intangible drilling costs and the minimum tax applicable thereto,
has not been considered in this analysis.

Very truly yours,
R. R. CRAWFORD, Partner.

Enclosure.

Rate Rate
1974 1975 (percent) 1976 (percent)

Oil and gas sales less severance and ad valorem taxes,
operating costs, depreciation, intangible drilling costs,
delay rentals, overhead, etc., ....................... $1, 500, 000 $1, 500, 000----.. $1, 500,000.......

Depletion (22 percent of gross income limited to 50
percent of net--effective rate 18 percent ............. (850,000) (850, 000) .......... (850,000) .........

Adjusted gross income before additional drilling. 650, 000 650,000 .......... 650,000 ..........
Additional drilling to reduce taxable income to zero_.. (617,000) ............. ...............
Maximum additional drilling possible to maintain full

depletion allowed by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 ............... (159, 308) --------- (159,308) .......

Adjusted gross income ........................ 33,000 490, 692 .......... 490, 692 ..........
Itemized deductions ................................. (30, 000) (30,000) ---------- (30, 000) .....
Personal exemptions ............................... (3,000) (3,000) ---------- (3, COD).......

Taxable income ............................... 0 457, 692 .......... 457,692 ..........

Federal income tax (from tax rate schedules) ........... 0 291, 364 ---------- 291,364 ..........
Minimum tax (see computation below) ................ 84,000 54, 864 --------- 121,800

Total Fedetal tax .............................. 84,000 346,228 75.6 413,164 90.3
State income tax (assumed 5.5 percent effective rate) .... 0 25, 173 ---------- 25,173 ..........

Total income taxes ............................ 84,000 371,401 81.1 438,337 95.8

Minimum tax on preference items:
Depletion ...................................... 850, 000 850, 000 .......... $50,000 ..........
Capital gain on oil equipment .................... 20,000 20,000 .......... 20,000 .........
Tax preference exemption ....................... (30,000) (30,000)........Federal income tax deduction .................... 0 91,364)........ ...............

Total.. ..... 8...................... 40, COO 548,636 .......... 870,CCo.......
Rate--Times 10 percent ...................... 84,000 54,864 --------- 121,800 ....... "

I In arriving at this amount the mix of operating costs and intangible drilling costs will vary dependin g upon the
percentage of stripper wells that a producer operates. With an assumed 7 percent effective rate for severance and ad valorem
taxes, $330,000 in this example is included as an expense of production.

See accompanying discussion.
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Mr. BFmJNT. If I could make just. this added explanation. Capital
funds-as distinguished from funds which are deductible for tax pur-
poses-are needed for: (1) The purchase of equipment to put oil and
gas wells on production; (2) to purchase undeveloped acreage and to
pay geophysical costs to see if there is something worth drilling; (3)
to repay loans contracted in earlier years because prior income was in-
sufficient to provide, capital funds; and (4) for payment of Federal,
State, and local taxes at tax rates that I mentioned earlier.

Where does the money come from to provide these capital funds?
The sources are extremely limited. The principal source is noncash
deductions, the most important being percentage depletion; and that
will be disappearing year by year under the terms of the 1975 tax law.
Additional sources are: (2) that portion of depreciation which is not
needed to replace and repair equipment in use; (3) bank borrowing
to the extent you can go back for more money; and (4) after-tax
earnings, which as I have already indicated is a disappearing phe-
nomenon for the individual independent oil and gas producer by vir-
tue of combined tax rates; and (5) from the sale of properties, which
as Mr. King has already suggested, is critical. It may be the only way
to get enough capital to stay in the business-find some oil, then try to
sell the. property. But we have two problems. Values of property have
been diminished by the. 1975 Act preventing the passing on of per-
centage depletion to a purchased, and the value would deteriorate
further under the new House bill which has a provision to recapture
intangibles in the event of a sale.

Based on a study performed at S.P.E.I.'s request by one of the
major national accounting firms, drilling and exploration by inde-
pendents will necessarily be cut by as much as 25 to 30 percent if H.R.
10612 is enacted. This would be a terrible blow to our Nation's efforts
to achieve energy self-sufficiency.

I urge you to eliminate disincentives such as the minimum tax on
percentage depletion since the 65 percent limitation serves effectively
to cause a minimum tax. Exploration by independents will grow if
Congress will replace disincentives with capital-generating incentives
to promote maximum discovery of new reserves.

The Cx iAMAN. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have this very distinguished friend who is a very

distinguished citizen of Houston.
Mr. King, despite his tender years, and Mr. Beren comes from a very--

fine family of entrepreneurs in Kansas. One of the things which con-
cerns me very much is in the operation of our )eople's money ventures
there is a provision which would limit the intended deduction at-
tributable to a property to an amount which taxpayers have as a risk
on the property.

Now, what effect would that have on the independents?
Mr. CrAro'roN. Senator, it is well to say that it will have a definite

impact.. Some, it will not bother at all because they do not use recourse
debt or financing property. But many independents and many people
in the oil business, after the field has been established sufficiently, where
it will support nonrecourse debt, they do borrow more money on
a nonrecourse basis, giving in effect a production payment for the
repayment of a loan.

69-460-76--pt. 2- 20
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No individual is personally liable on that debt and it' is a common
method of financing. That would be income produced to pay back a
loan, so it would have the same effect on that type of operation as the
LAL proposal, because it would hit it twice. I think that most tax
practitioners agnee that to apply that type of rule to the oil and gas
makes no sense, whatsoever.

Senator B.ENTSEN. Mr. King, there is also a provision in here on the
House bill, a recapture bill, and that is the question of the transfer of
Property, that to expend the excess of the intangible drilling cost, tak-
ing off the deductions that would have been allowed had those expenses
been capitalized, that has come back as ordinary income.

Now, as I understand the interest procedure, time and time again
when you were giving up your excess cash flow, the thing that happens
with the independent, he is the fellow who goes out and does the wild-
catting, the digging, exploring the wells, and one way is to sell off
that production to other companies who do not like to take those kinds
of risks.,

Now, isn't that going to give the independent some real problems in
selling off property to do more exploratory drilling?

Mr. KING. I think, Senator, the net effect is the value of your prop-
erty, which maybe we should have done what Senator Long had done
earlier. I mean, our value of our property is definitely down, because
after the tax dollar that comes into the pocket, after we sell it, -I
frankly had hoped that our company would be one that could retain
their oil and gas production and not be a finder and seller.

Senator BENTSEN. A lot of them have to be, and that is their objec-
tive, to expand and do more exploratory work.

Mr. KINo. That is the way you reduce your loans.
Senator BENTSEN. That would be an incentive for them to keep their

property rather than sell it.
Mr. KixG. Definitely.
Senator BENTSEN. Now, the other point that was made, and the

chairman here talks about going into other businesses, one thing that
is not understood enough by these people who are proposing this
legislation, you cannot force people to stay in oil and gas, and par-
ticularly at the exploratory end of it, if they cannot get a reasonable
return tor their investment, as related to the risk taken.

They are going to pull up their chips and go into another line of
business. That is what happens and we are going to see a lot of that
if we continue in this vein.

One of the problems that I see is the definition of exploratory wells.
as apart from development wells. For it to be an exploratory well,
there has to be a difference in the bottom pressure-this seems to give
you another serious problem.

Mr. KING. Yes. sir. I was just about thinking of switching into some
other business. To be a wildcatter, you have to have somewhat the
heart of a river gambler, somebody must be born with it. It is a very
high-risk business. Not only is it a catastrophical environmental risk,
you do have these choices to make, and they will mean whether you
will eventually stay in or go out of business.

Now, as far as the definition of an exploratory well, we have, quite
frankly, worked very hard to try to come up with a presentation-to
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Congress dof an exploratory well. From what came out of the House,
we do not know whether we have an exploratory well or a development
well until after you get down and test the pressure.

Senator BENrTsE. It makes it a little rough financing, doesn't it?
Mr. KING. It wrecks my bottom line down here real bad because it

turns out to be a year or two later that somebody says that it is really
a development well and it was not really an exploratory well.

Senator BELNTSEN. My time has run out, but I would like to submit a
lot of questions to the gentlemen in writing for the record. I think that
the witnesses are very knowledgeable in the field.

The CHAInMAN. You can provide for information to be added to the
record at the end of the hearings.

Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. In your statement, Mr. Chapoton, you made

reference to the fact that it is difficult to borrow money, and this can-
not be analyzed building to building because there is no real capital
asset left over at the end of the period.

Do I understand that you are saying almost any loans which you
can get at all in this business are not based on your past record, or on
the likelihood of what you are going to hit in oil or gas?

Mr. CHAPOTON. No established company has an oil business like any
other business-my point is drawing the distinction'between a normal.
capital investment such as a capital investment in other buildings or
physical assets, as opposed to the investment of the intangible drilling
cost or drilling wells, part of which will be the intangible drilling cost.

In the building case, you have the capital asset. You can borrow
money on the projected value of that asset. Most companies operate
to the full hilt of the cash flow borrowing to the extent they can on
credit and the new assets to the extent that they think prudent in their
business. The oil business is denied the right to borrow on projected
wells to be drilled, even a development well, because it simply is not
predictable what their value will be even after the well is drilled and
the reserve established.

Normally, there is a substantial period of time before the value is
known.

Senator PACKWOOD. Your borrowing is similar to the contractor
with the construction loan?

Mr. CHAPo'ooT. No; I think-in that case, a building is something
that he takes his plans and knows where it is going to be built. They
project the value before he goes into it.

Senator PACKWOOD. He is not doing it for him. He is going to hope
that the people he is building it for are going to pay him.

Mr. CHAPOTON. That is correct, but the contractor who will build a
building through construction financing, the bank will contract a loan
on the basis of the projected value of that building, which is taken off
his hands when he sells that building.

Senator PACKWOOD. He does not own the building; lie is building it
for somebody else. The contractor's cost is the labor cost. He does not
have any assets at all. What he is borrowing on is to pay his laborers
and he hopes that the person he is building the building for will pay
him.
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Mr. C1APOTON. He takes~at-contract to the bank and that is what
supports the construction loan. The bank hopes very much that the
person willpay it off.

Senator P'ACKWOOD. Mr. Beren said that under the House bill that
we have to recover intangibles in case of a sale.

Mr. CHAPOTON. It is simply the recapture of intangible expenses to
the extent that they would not have been recovered through normal
depletion to the extent they were deducted when the well was drilled.

When you sell property to that extent, income is treated as ordinary
income rather than capital gains on selling the property. It creates
recapture. It is ordinary income of what would otherwise be capital
gains.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not understand your answer.
The CHAiRMAN. I think it would be the intangible expenses which

you are talking about.
Mr. CIAPOTON. We did go through what the intangibles were, such

as wages, which are deducted in drilling the well and would not enter
into the base of the assets because they -,ould not be deducted im-
mediately.

Senator PACKWOOD. This is if you can deduct immediately.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Wait. So, let us say $100,000 to drill and $60,000 of

that is intangible. It is deducted; $40,000 is not; it is capitalized, and
the well cost $100,000. Let us say that the property is stMacessful and
has a value of $200,000. after the drilling is completed. You will im-
mediately sell it for $200,000. Your gain would be $160,000. So you
have $100,000 again and plus the $60,000 in the intangibles, and the
present law, the $160,000 would be the capital rains.

Under the House bill, $100,000 would be the capital gains, and the
60 would be picked up as ordinary income.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cunris. Might I say to you gentlemen that in wrestling-

with these tax problems, this committee is not the final authority, and
a great deal of the tax legislation has been written on the Senate floor
in the last few years, and the current discussion about the tax reform,
where the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts, Mr. Kennedy,
appears to be the leader in advocating for the so-called tax reforms.
He appeared before this committee earlier in our hearings. As I un-
derstand it, he endorses LAL and a modification and the minimum tax
and other provisions in the House bill which would affect oil.

Then he has this to say in his presentation:
Tax shelters have become a new American way oflife for-wealthy individuals

in this country in the tax bracket of 50 percent or higher. There is hardly an
area of economic life that the tax shelter has not infected In recent years. They
are using it from farms, from cattle to azalea bushes. They are using it in drill-
ing for oil and gas.

Then he goes on to say this:
With the price of oil continuing at astronomical levels, the time has come

to end the major Federal tax subsidies for oil and gaa. The Congress should take
the following steps and require the capitalization of intangible drilling and the
development cost required, recapture of the tax benefits in cases where property
subject to intangible deductions is subsequently sold at a gain. Phase out the
2,000-blbls.-per-day exemption from the repeal of the depletion allowance and
reduce the tax credit for foreign oil income.
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Do any of you have any comments on this proposal, which I am
sure we will be confronted with on the floor of the Senate.

Mr. BEREN. If those things which the Senator from Massachusetts
advocates were to become a realism, then the realism would be that tile
drilling rate in this country, any chance of maintaining or improving
our energy self-independence, would be utterly destroyed and that Mr.
King and I would have to perhaps use the No. 5 alternative, because
you simply could not stay in business under those kinds of concepts,
because you could not generate the capital.

You could not generate the capital to run your business. It would
just be impossible.

Senator CUrris. I regret to say that I do not agree with it. I have
not voted for any of the tax bills in a long, long time, but I regret to
say that the philosophy has become a policy of the U.S. Congress. In
the last two congressional sessions, at a very time when we were facing
an energy crisis in the country, the Congress took steps to further dis-
courage the development of oil in this country. It is the exact opposite
direction that we should go in.

Of course, to say that they are doing this in the-interest of the
consumer is certainly in error.

Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator, there certainly has been a significant in-
crease in the price of oil over the last several years. There wasn't
really an increase in the price of oil and gas for 30 years. This in-
crease breathed new life in the independent segment of the industry,
particularly before the current round of adverse legislation.

The recapture was going ip possibly at a significant increase. Re-
serves were real possibilities. Now, we have legislation-

The CHAIRMAN. Well, so far the Congress has made massive contri-
butions to the energy crisis. It has rolled back the price of domestically
produced oil. It has doubled the tax on everybody in the business, and!
it has passed laws to force automobile companies to build small cars
that they cannot sell. The simple reason is that if you are going to
force the companies to sell gasoline at 51 cents a gallon, there is no
point in anybody foregoing all the comfort of big autoihobiles, air-
conditioning, power seats, power brakes, power door locks, and power
ashtrays.

You are making them sell the energy for one-third of what people
pay for it in other nations, and at a price below that in which pro-
ducers on an economic basis can afford to invest in it with any hope
of a fair profit-that is what has been achieved so far.

I would hope that some of the people here who are concerned about
the problem of the oil and the gas industry would try to compute for
us how many jobs we have lost by these tax increases on the petroleum
industry, what the tax gains from those jobs would have been, and
low many additional jobs one could expect they would lose if we go
beyond those tax increases.

Now, I am trying to make the Treasury and our own Joint Tax Com-
mittee staff compute the ultimate mischief of some of these sugges-
tions. It is not quite proper to say that if you raise the tax on a man
up to 100 percent, you thereby gain a large amount of additional in-
come. All you do when you do that is to persuade the man to quit
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working, and you lose the tax revenues that you were getting from
him while he was working and paying the lesser tax rate.

When you cause that man to quit working, that causes a ripple
effect beyond that. There is someone who is working for him, and
the second fellow loses his job because the first man quit being pro-
ductive. Now neither of them are trading down at the grocery store.
Perhaps they are going into the backyard to provide their vegetables.
So the grocery man can no longer afford to have help to stack the
shelves. When you compute it all the way down, I believe we will find
that these new taxes have been counterproductive. I am confident that
any fair calculation of the additional $1.7 billion of new taxes for the
oil and gas industry would be likewise counterproductive.

Mr. hapoton started out by saying that where his company had
hoped to succeed where others had failed, they would look on down
the road far-enough to see what would happen after that great burst
of sunshine that occurs when one discovers the "black gold"--only to
find out, by the time they got through with all the cost incidentals
and the taxes, they would t wind up with enough to justify the in-
vestment to begin *with.-

Now, those are things that we need to understand and that tla
Senate ought to try to understand before we conclude action on a bill
of this sort. Either your group or some of these other organizations
l)erhaps can help us learn what is the real ultimate result of these
tax proposals, rather than what happens when you assume that you
can go ahead and impose these taxes and just raise more money.

Thank you very much.
I would suggest that we recess now and come back in here at 2:30.
[Material supplied in response to the Chairman's preceding state-

ment and the prepared statements of Messrs. Chapoton, King, and
Beren follow. Oral testimony continues on p. 794.]

ALLAN C. Kr.,
Hous ton, Tcx., April 23, 1976.

Ion. RUSSELL LoNG,
U.oq. Senate,
Washington, D.'.

DEAR SENATOR Loo: On March 25. 1976. I testified before your ,euato Comn-
mittee on Finance regarding HR 10612 and its effect on the oil and gas industry.
You asked me if I could obtain a comparison of the treasury Department
revenue gained by the bill as opposed to revenue lost due to job lo4se.s in the oil
and ga. industry. This, of course, is a huge undertaking; but we are taking Steps,
toward fulfilling your request.

Attached i a letter from Drilco. an oil and gas service and manufacturing
company which has sales of 120 million dollars. As the letter indicates, Drilho
anticipates a 30 percent reduction in work force in 1976 because of a downturn
In oil and gas exploration. A recent survey showed that the twelve largest
companies in the oil and gas service and manufacttiring industry had sales of
12 billion dollars.: therefore, Drilco represented 1 percent of these sales. Assum-
ing that the twelve largest companies. have similar plans to Drilco's. you can see
that by expanding the Drilco numbers by 100. the twelve largest companies In
this industry would have job losses of 45.000 employees, resultifig in a loss to the
Treasury of payroll taxes of 94.5 million dollars andi corporate taxes of 280
million dollars. Applying the ripple effect of 9 to 1 only on theAe twelve large.st
companies, the Treasury Department would have a loss of revenue of 3A billion
dollars.

We feel that a major factor in thiq reduction In the sales of Drilco and other
manufacturing and service companies is the Tax Reduction Ant of 1975. mainly
as it applies to depletion and its 65 iPercent limitation that affects not only dry
holes but also exploratory wells. In my particular cae,. even though I am still
allowed statutory depletion as a small producer, the 65 percent limitation
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restricted my 1975 drilling by approximately 30 l)ercent, which is now being felt
in 1976 by companies such as Drilco. The proposed HR 10,612 would further
reduce my drilling by another 25 percent, which would, of course, adversely affect
the sales of 1)rilco and similar companies in 1977. An assumption could, thertfre,
be made that the House proposal would have approximately the same effect as
the 1975 bill as far as job losses and revenues are concerned.

Our understanding of HR 10,612 is that there would be an anticipated revaine
gained from this bill as it applies to the ol and gas industry of approximately
250 million dollars. There wmoild, therefore, be n net loss to the Trea,-ury Depart-
ment of approximately 3.15 billion dollars. Again, we wish to point out that this
statistic applies only to the twelve largest companies in this segment of the oil
and gas industry. If HR 30.612 would have approximately the samie emphasis ou
the service and manufacturing industry as the 1975 legislation, then, as demon-
strated above, the revenue loss to the Treasury Department would alpproxiinate
3.4 billion dollars.

We realize that this presentation is a very unsophisticated approach to your
question about "net Treasury revenue losses", because we have not taken into
account many other considerations, such as the fact that some of the unemployed
from this industry might find other employment (altfiough until full Plnylment
is attained, I assume that someone else might become unemployed as a resil!t of
being bumped by oil and gas industry unemployed). Also, we are not suro if the
twelve major companies anticipate the same sales reduction as I)rilco. It muut
be kept in mind, al,'o, that the 12 billion dollar sales figures used In this silI filed
presentation represent only a very small segment of the oil and gam industry and,
of cour.qe, do not cover other related industries such as the exploration comlmpnlos.,
producing companies, gas transmission and distribution compaiies, steel sup-
pliers, and many other segments of the oil and gas industry. Also, we have made
no attempt to take into account at this time the effects of not finding new oil and
gas reserves, such as adverse balance of payments consequences or adverse effects
oH the petrochemical industry and iany other manufacturing businesses.

As we establish additional information concerning your inquiry, we will, of
course, pass this on to you and your staff.

Sincerely,
nryALLAN C. KING.

Enclosure.
DRILCO, DIVISiON OF ISMITI! INTERNATIONAL, INC.,

Houston, Tex'., April 2.?, 1f976.
Mr. AuAN C. Kixo,
Goldking Production Co., First City National Bank Building,
Houston, Ter.

DEAR ALLAN: With reference to Senator Russell Long's request to you, we are
submitting the following information on the pending inpact on our employment.
level if the present drilling activity remains the same.

At the present time Drileo has approximately 11500 employees (80% in the
Houston Area) and if the present trend of oil exploration and drilling activity
remains tile same we will be looking at a 30% reduction In our work force by the
end of the year. The average wage of our employees is $14,000 per year, therefore,
a lay-off of 450 employees would result in a payroll reduction of approximately
$6,300,000. Assuming that our average employee wth a family of four has a tax
rate of 15% (which we have checked with our Accounting Department a41(l lid(!
this to be reasonable) this would generate a $945,000 loss In taxes to the United
States Treasury. This 30% reduction in business would amount to approximately
$36,000,000 so this would generate a loss of $2,800,000 in taxes to the United
States Treasury.

Chambers of Commerce in metropolitan areas generally agree that the ripple
effect of this loss In Jobs has a 9 multiple so you would have a $34.00,000 loss ini
tax revenue to the United States Treasury.

I feel this Is a justifiable number because we have already eliminated steel
purchases for the 3rd and 4th quarters of this year due to a decrease ii demand
because of the "wait and see" attitude of our customers. I)uring tile first 4 months
of this year we have received cancellations of orders amounting to $0,039,100. We
have also reduced our capital equipment expenditures from the planned $10,000.-
000 to somewhat less than $2,000,000 due to the lack of demand. Unless something
changes by the first quarter of 177 we will be faced with even further reduetloIws.

Hoping that this clarifies our position to you, I remain
Very truly yours, DON~ALD ,S. MORRlS, Presiden t.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN E. CHAPOTON ON BEHAF OF THE DOMESTIC
WDoATrTns ASsOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is John E. Chapoton,
I am-an attorney in Houston, Texas. I am appearing on behalf of the Domestic
Wildcatters Association, an association composed of more than 30 independent-
exlorers and producers of oil and natural gas in Texas and Louisiana. I am
accompanied by Mr. Allan C. King, an independent explorer and producer of
oil and gas with offices in Houston, and whose exploration and production
activities extend throughout South Texas and Southern Louisiana. Mr. King
is president of the Domestic Wildcatters Association.

Appearing with us today is Mr. Robert M. Beren, an independent producer
with offices in Wichita, Kansas. Mr. Beren is active in exploration and produc-
tion of oil -an-ga throughout the mideontinent of the United States. Mr.
Beren is co-chairman of the Small Producers for Energy Independence.

We are here today to testify with respect to the provisions of the Tax Reform
Act now being considered by this Committee which would affect producers of
oil end natural gas. We are particularly concerned about the legislation adopted
by the House, coming as its does on the heels of the Tax Reduction Act of
1975 which very drastically reduced the tax incentives for independent pro-
ducers to engage in the high risk business of exploring for and developing new
domestic sources of oil and natural gas.

Our purpose today is to demonstrate to the Committee the full ramifications
of the provisions of the House-passed bill which affect independent oil and
natural gas producers. However, as background for our testimony, we think it
is important that the Committee fully understand and appreciate the impact
of the provisions of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 affecting oil ad gas pro.
ducers,-particulraly in light of the Treasury Department's restrictive interpre-
tation of the partial exemption for independent producers contained in that
legislation.

It should be emphasized that we are addressing our remarks only to the
impact of the pending tax legislation on the segment of the oil and gas industry
with which we are familiar: the exploration and development of domestic oil
and gas reserves by independent producers. Our Informaton is, for the most
part, not statistical. It is, instead a description of the consequences to inde-
pendent producers, such as Mr. King and Mr Beren, we foresee from changes
in the tax laws.

Article V of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 repealed the 22 percent depletion
allowance with respect to Iilwonme from oil and natural gas production. The
legislation contained a partial exemption from the repeal for independent pro-
ducers and royalty owners. Independent producers and royalty owners will
he allowed to claim a percentage depletion deduction on a limited quantity of
domestic oil or domestic natural gas at a reduced rate. The quantity of produc-
tion qualifying for precentage depletion under this exemption begins at 2,000
barrels of oil, or 12 million cubic feet of natural gas, per day (based on the
taxpayer's average daily production for the year) and phases down at the rate
of 200 barrels per-day per-year until a permanent level of 1,000 barrels of
domestic crude oil or 6 million cubic feet of domestic natural gas per day is
reached in the year 1980. Beginning in 1981 the rate of depletion on this quantity
of production begins to phase down from 22 percent to a permanent depletion
rate of 15 percent in 1984 and subsequent years.

Thus the exemption will eventually allow 15 percent percentage depletion on
up to 1,000 barrels average daily production of oil or 0 million cubic feet
average daily production of natural gas (or any combination of oil and natural
gas. if elected by the Taxpayer).

These changes in the tax laws took place at a time when the country was
facing an energy crisis and the President had declared a national goal of
energy independence through Pncourneement of exnloration for and development
of domestic energy resources. Moreover. these changes were adopted even though
the price of most crude oil and domestic natural gas was subject to federal price
controls, preventing the replacement of the capital lost beeauqe of higher federal
income tax-liabillties-Ihrough an increase in the snles price of tha nrndunt.

Perhaps most startling in light of our domestic energy situation is the fact
that oil and natural gas were singled out-virtually all domestic minerals are
granted a percentage depletion allowance for federal income tax purposes (20
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of which have a 22 percent rate), none of these representing an energy source
for the Nation, but no change in the treatment of percentage depletion for
minerals other than oil or gas was proposed by the tax-writing committees or
adopted by the Congress in 1975. By the same token, none of the tax reform
provisions passed by the House as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1975, including
the changes in the minimum tax provisions which would greatly increase its
impact on oil and gas producers, would affect these other minerals.

In addition to the direct reduction of the tax incentive provided independent
oil and gas producers through the percentage depletion allowance, the legisla-
tion passed last year imposed a new 65 percent of taxable income limitation on
the total percentage depletion allowance which will be allowed any taxpayer
with respect to oil or natural gas under the independent producers and royalty
owners exemption. At first glance this does not seems to be an unreasonable
limitation. On analysis, however, it is clear that the 65 percent limit will cur-
tail exploration and development activities of many independent producers. An
active "wildcatter" budgets his exploration program to utilize virtually all of
his available cash flow in the search for additional reserves of oil or gas. If
his exploration ventures are unsuccessful, his overall taxable income will lie
reduced, thus lowering the 65 percent ceiling on the percentage depletion al-
lowance. The result will be that such a wildcatter would find that his wildcat
program not only was unsuccessful in terms of locating new reserves of oil or
natural gas, but also had the impact of reducing his percentage depletion al-
lowance on production found in previous years.

To allow dry holes to have this impact on the depletion allowance makes no
sense, we submit. This result should be corrected by this Committee at the
earliest possible date. This can be done quite easily by simply removing dry
hole costs from the base in computing the 65 percent limit on the depletion
allowance. Thus the "penalty" now imposed on dry holes under the 65 percent
limit would be removed, while still leaving the basic concept behind the limita-
tion intact-a taxpayer could not utilize the percentage depletion allowance to
reduce by more than 65 percent his taxable income as otherwise computed (be-
fore dry hole costs). If a larger reduction in taxable income resulted after
this change it would lie due to dry hole costs. not. the depletion allowance.

It should be pointed out that the new 65 percent limit with respect to per-
centage depletion on oil and gas is in fact a separate minimum tax applied
to this one preference. That is. it requires that a minimum amount of income
be subject to tax at the taxpayer's normal rates.

Finally. the exemption for independent producers under the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 is subject to restrictive and very complicated conditions. One of
these new rules would deny percentage depletion under the independent pro-
ducers exemption in the case of an oil or gas property, or an interest therein,
which was transferred after the property was a "proven" oil or gas property.
Another of these rules would deny the independent producers exemption al-
together to a producer who is considered to operate a retail outlet for the sale
of oil or natural gas (or any product derived therefrom).

These special rules would be burdensome, ., but in many instances they
have been interpreted in proposed regulations issued by the Treasury Depart-
ment in an extremely restrictive and technical manner. It is the opinion of many
in the industry that the intention of the Treasury Department is to deny inde-
pendent producers the percentage depletion allowance to every extent possible,
rather than retain it in an effort to keep this group of businessmen as a viable
and competitive segment of the oil and gas industry, as was the stated ('on-
gressional intent.

As one example, the Treasury Department's proposed regulations would
label many independent producers who engage in no marketing activities, and
have no direct o indirect interest in service stations, as "retailers." Under these
regulations a producer who makes bulk sales of his natural gas production to a
single industrial consumer of the gas would be considered to operate a "retail
outlet" at the place where such bulk sales are made if his income from the
sales to that consumer constitutes more than 25 percent of his gross receipts
from production of oil or natural gas. As long as this "retail outlet" exists,
such producer would be denied percentage depletion on all of his production,
including production sold to others.

These controversies should be resolved by this Committee. The retail outlet
problem could be easily cured by a brief amendment to new section 613A of the
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Internal Revenue Code, stating more precisely that the taxpayers to be denied
the partial exemption for independent producers and royalty owners are those
operating establishments which make small quantity sales of oil or natural gas
products to numerous members of the general public. A de innimis exclusion
should also be added to prevent ridiculous situations, such as the retail sale
of a few cans of machine oil by a store in which a producer owns an interest
resulting in the complete denial of his percentage depletion allowance.

The problems created by the new "transfer rule" in section 6130(a) (9) of
the Internal Revenue Code are more difficult to solve, but they are soluble
nevertheless. A rule can be fashioned to prevent unwarranted proliferation of
the exemption for independent producers and royalty owners that will not
upset normal business and estate planning arrangements of producers.

'In spite of the confusion the 1975 legislation has caused, no final administra-
tiVe interpretations have been issued to date even though almost a year has
lapsed since the legislation was passed. The resulting uncertainty has inhibited
bold exploratory and development activity by the independent segment of the
industry.

All of these consequences of the 1975 legislation-the direct reduction of the
depletion allowance and the indirect effects of the legislation described above-
increase the costs of independent producers which must be recovered from some
source if their exploratory and development activities are not to be curtailed.

On the heels of this disasterous action by the Congress insofar as independent
oil and gas producers are concerned, came the Tax Reform Act of 1975 passed
by the House of Representatives In December of last year. This legislation was
aimed not at the oil and gas industry, but instead was originally designed to
restrict certain tax shelter opportunities often used by high bracket individual
investors. In attempting to limit the attractiveness of tax shelters to such In-
vestors, however, the bill as finally passed by the Hlouse would deal ft second
body blow to the independent oil and gas producing industry. The principal pro-
visions of the House bill with which we are concerned would not apply to cor-
porations at all (other than Subchapter S corporations), only individuals,
trusts and estates would be affected.

The principal way the Tax Reform Act would affect independent -oil and gas
producers would be to reduce significantly the benefits under the option to de-
duct intangible drilling and development expenses. The deduction for intangible
drilling expenses on many wells would be deferred from the year in which in-
curred to a later year or years. and virtually all intangible expenses wouMl be-
come a tax preference item for purposes of the minimum tax on preferences.

The impact of these changes on exploration and development activities of
Ind(,pendent producers must be fully understood by the 'Committee. The best
startlnfr point is a more complete understanding of the nature of intangible
drilling expenses and the logic and equity in granting an immediate deduction
for these expenses.

Perhaps the best description of intangible driling expenses is found in the
Treasury Department's regulations, which read as follows:

"This option [to deduct Intangible drilling and development expenses] ap-
plies to all expenditures made by an operator for wages, fuel, repairs, hauling,
supplies, etc., incident to and necessary for the drilling of wells and the prep-
aration of wells for the production of oil or gas. * * * Examples of items to which
this option applies are, all amounts paid for labor, fuel, repairs, hauling, and
supplies, or any of them, which are used: (1) In the drilling, shooting, and
cleaning of wells: (2) in such clearing of ground, draining, road making, sur-
veying, and geological works as are necessary in preparation for the drilling
of wells, and (3) in the construction of such derricks, tanks, pipelines, and
other physical structures as are necessary for the drilling of wells and the prep-
aration of wells for the production of oil or gas.

"In general, this option applies only to expenditures for those drilling and
developing items which in themselves do not have a salvage value. * * *"'

These expenditures are referred to as "intangible" to contrast them with
"tangible" expenditures made in the acquisition of physical assets such as
derricks, tanks and other structures, the cost of which must be capitalized and
recovered through depreciation over the life of the physical asset.

Intangible drilling expenses have been allowed as a deduction since 1917.
They may not, as some assert, be properly equated to the costs of a building
or other capital assets. First and foremost, they are normally cash expendi.
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tures-payments for fuel, -labor and slinllar items-as opposed to the cost of a
building (which of courb may include labor and related expenses) which can
easily be financed through debt capital because a physical asset with a rea-
sonably predictable value results from the expenditure. Oil and gas reserves may
be located as the result of drilling an oil or gas well, but in the usual case the
value of the asset thus located is not determinable for a considerable period of
time.' Moreohver, In the case of natural gas the reserves cannot be produced un-
less and until sufficient production is obtained to warrant the construction of a
pipeline to the area. Usually this will require the drilling of several successfulwells.

Intangible drilling expenses are, In short, a cash outlay which is not analogous
to normal expenditures made in the acquisition of a capital asset, and for that
reason they have not been treated in the same manner for economic purposes
(i.e., debt capital is normally available to finance Intangible drilling costs)
or for federal income tax purposes.

From the standpoint of the independent producer the distinction Is even more
important. The activities of an independent wildcat explorer are totally cash
flow oriented. His exploratory program will be sized according to his projected
cash flow. A denial or deferral of the deduction for intangible drilling expenses,
or a penalty on the deduction through the minimum tax, will quite obviously
reduce his cash flow, and thus will remove dollars from the area where they
are most needed-the actual drilling of oil and gas wells to Increase domestic
productive capacity.

Unquestionably the drilling of oil and gas wells is a very high risk financial
venture. Even development wells within the industry meaning of that temn
have a success rate of only about 80%. It would not be possible for this indus-
try to compete successfully for funds with which to drill exploration and devel-
opinent wells if the provisions of current law allowing a deduction for the por.
tion of such expenditures which are made for intangible drilling expenses were
significantly curtailed. Other investment opportunities are available which will
produce an asset having a reasonably predictable fair marlcet value. By con-
trast, the expenses of drilling oil or gas wells may produce an asset having no
value, or even if an asset having value is located, its value is certainly not pre-
dictable in advance and is normally not ascertainable for a substantial period
of time. In the meantime, of course, if the deduction under current law were
not allowed, the taxpayer making such expenditure would be required to locate
other funds for payment of taxes.

It should also be kept in mind that not all expenses incurred in drilling oil
and gas wells are deductible under the intangible drilling expense allowance.
Quite the contrary. A significant portion, usually estimated to be from 25 per-
cent to 50 percent of the total costs of drilling onshore oil and gas wells (in-
eluding leasehold costs and tangible completion costs), are not classified as
intangible costs and must be capitalized and recovered 'through depreciation or
depletion. Offshore the nondeductible portion is much higher, approximating
75 percent of the total costs.

In sum, it is submitted that the rules of present law with respect to intan-
gible drilling and development costs were reached on a logical and economically
sound basis. The portion of the expenses of drilling oil 'and gas wells which do
not produce an asset of predictable value and represent high risk cash outlays
should' be treated as a current expense rather than a capital cost to be re-
covered over some unpredictable period of time. Other costs incurred In the
venture (leasehold costs and expenditures for tangible equipment) should be
capitalized.

It is difficult to accurately estimate the quantity of recoverable reserves discovered.
There are several geoloarcal and physical parameters which must he obtained to make a
reserves estimate, and yet cannot be obtained without extensive drilling and production
history. Also, the timing of production and the location of reserves affect asset value.
Ohvlosly., reserves that can he rapidly developed und produced are more valuable than
reserves which are either far from markets or must be producefd slowly to prevent reser-
voir damage. Finally, the risk inherent in produelng reserves can affect asset value. There
qs ways the% risk of mechanical well failure, blowouts, peculiar reserVoir behavior, water

(-onlng. Inefficient reservoir drive. etc., which may cause the reserves to either become
more expensive than anticipated to produce or unproducible. It Is normal industry Prac.
tic wh.n buying reserves in the ground, to apply estimated product prices and future
PxPenses nnd taxes to the reserves, tharn to discount them to present value. This value
is then reduced by 20 to 50 percent to take risk Into account.
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The basic approach utilized by the Ways and Means Committee in curbilg
tax shelters is the "Limit on Artificial Accounting Losses" (LAL), a concept
Initially proposed by the Treasury Department in 1973. (However, Treasury
now opposes application of the LAL to oil and gas activities, as explained by
Secretary Simon to the Committee last week, because of the significant legis-
lative activity adversely affecting domestic oil and gas producers since 1973.)
The concept of LAL is that certain types of deductions, labeled "accelerated
deductions," attributable to specific classes of property will be allowed only
to the extent that they do not exceed the "net related income" for the year
from such class of property.

In this manner such deductions would not be available to offset other Income,
such as salary or dividends, in the current taxable year or in any future taxable
year. The accelerated deductions not allowed in the current taxable year would
le placed in a "deferred deduction account" for the class of property to which
they relate, and the balance in this account would be allowed as a deduction in
any future year to the extent of net related income from such class of property
In such future year.

There are six separate classes of LAL property under the House bill. In the
case of oil and gas the LAL applies to any interest in an oil or gas well which
is not an "exploratory well," as defined in the bill. The accelerated deduction with
respect to oil and gas properties is the excess of intangible drilling and develop-
ment costs allowed under section 263(c) of the Internal Revenue Code over the
amount that would have been allowable as a deduction in the taxable year if the
intangible costs had been capitalized and recovered ratably over a 10-year period,
or if the taxpayer elects, over the amount that would have been allowed as a
deduction in the current taxable year if the costs bad been capitalized and
recovered under normal cost depletion.

Each oil P" 3 gas property would be treated as a separate class of LAL property
under the xiouse bill. Thus the intangible drilling expenses with respect to one
oil or gas propety could not be utilized to offset the income from another property
regardless of the proximity of the properties, geographically or geologically, or any
other factors. This is the harshest possible treatment of intangible drilling ex-
penses under the LAL concept. In other cases, notably real estate, all properties
would be aggregated so that the accelerated deductions with respect to real estate,
for example, would not be deferred under LAL unless such expenses exceeded a
taxpayer's Income from all of his real estate ventures, wherever located.

The mechanics of LAL as applied to the oil and gas industry would be relatively
simple. The deduction for intangible drilling expenses with respect to wells which
are not exploratory wells (as defined in the bill) would be denied until the oil or
gas property on which the well is drilled produces sufficient income to offset the
expenses. When the deduction is allowed to offset the Income from that property
in a later year, it will have the effect of reducing net income from the property and
therefore may reduce the percentage depletion deduction allowable in that later
year because of the limitation that percentage depletion cannot exceed 50 percent
of a taxpayer's net income from the oil or gas property. (This limitation has been
in the law for many years and wai not superseded by the new 65 percent of overall
taxable income limitation discussed earlier which was added by the 1)75
legislation.)

If the taxpayer disposed of an interest in an oil or gas property while there is
a balance in the deferred deduction account with respect to that property, the
balance in the account at the end of that taxable year would be allowed as a
deduction. If the a well is a dry hole, then upon a final determination that it is a
nonproductive well the intangible expenses would lie allowed with respect to that
well. (Technically this is accomplished by treating the nonproductive well as
a "disposition" of a separate class of LAL property so that the balance In the
deferred deduction account with respect to that property would be allowed as a
deduction upon the deemed disposition.)

Because the LAT. would apply only to intangible drilling expenses on wells
which are not exploratory wells, a definition of an exploratory oil or gas well
would be contained in the law for the first time. The legislative drafters had a
great deal of difficulty in developing such a definition and the final product is very
poor Indeed.

Under the House bill any well would automatically le an exploratory well if
it is more than two mies from the nearest producing well at the time the well
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in question Is completed. (The two miles arc measured from the nearest point on
the nearest producing well to any point on the new well in question.)

If the well fails the two.wile test, then it may nevertheless be an exploratory
well but only if it is completed two years or more after the completion of the last
producing well which is within two miles, and even then only if the taxpayer is
able to establish "by maps and other evidence" that the well will not tap any
reservoir from which there has been significant oil or gas production. Finally, the
legislative language adds a further stumbling block for the taxpayer by providing
that he will not be able to show he has tapped a new reservoir if on complet'.or,
of the well the bottom hole pressure indicates that there has been significant oil
or gas production from any reservoir tapped by such well.

This definition Is counterproductive. It Is inconsistent with the Industry concept
of an exploratory well, the industry concept being based on the available geologi-
cal and engineering information. Exploratory wells are wells other than those
drilled to develop a known reservoir and therefore exploratory wells are many
times more risky than development wells. The definition in the House bill does
not accurately describe exploratory wells and thus does not encompass those
wells which are considered to be the greatest economic risk, even though the
obvious purpose of a special rule for exploratory wells would be to encourage this
high risk investment; moreover, the House bill definition would usually leave
uncertain the status of a well before it is drilled, thus making accurate cash flow
projections impossibe.

The House Tax Reform Act would change the present minimum tax insofar
as it affects individuals, trusts and estates, by (1) Increasing the 10 percent min-
Imum tax rate to 14 percent, (ii) reducing the $30,000 exemption to $20,000 and
phasing out this $20,000 exemption on a dollar-for-dollar basis as preference in-
come rises above $20,000 (so that when total preferences reach $40,000 there
would be no exemption), and (11) eliminating the deduction for normal tax
liability or tax carryovers from previous years.

The effect of these changes would be to alter Insofar as non-corporate tax-
payers are concerned, the concept of the minimum tax as an additional tax on
taxpayers who do not pay sufficient normal income tax in relation to the total
amount of their tax preferences. Instead the minimum tax would become a
straight 14 percent tax on preferences, except to the extent the $20,000 exemp.
tion is available, without regard to the amount of normal taxes paid.

The drastic change in the minimum tax insofar as independent oil and gas
producers are concerned would be the addition of the deduction for Intangible
drilling expenses on productive wells to the list of tax preferences. The amount
of the preference would be equal to the amount of the intangible drilling ex-
pense deduction, reduced by the amount which would have been allowed if theintangible expenses had been capitalized and recovered over a 10-year period (or
at the election of the taxpayer) reduced by the amount which would have been
allowable if the Intangibles had been capitalized and recovered through normal
cost depletion). Intangible drilling expenses which are deferred under LAL
would not be a tax preference item under the House bill, nor would intangible
drilling expenses with respect to nonproductive wells.

As changes In the treatment of indepen(ifmmt oil and gas producers are con-
sidered It should be kept in mind that this industry Is subject to very stringent
price controls at the present time. All domestic crude oil and most domestic
natural gas are subject to restrictive price celings administered by agencies of
the federal government. Therefore, an increased tax burden on producers can-
not be explained away on the basis that tax incentives, or "tax expenditures" as
they are now often called, have no place in a free economic system. There Is not
a free economic system Insofar as this industry Is concerned, and any Increased
tax burden must necessarily reduce the ability of the industry to generate in-
ternal funds for further replacement of exhausted reserves, as well as have the
obvious Impact of making It more difficult to attract outside capital.

There has, of course, been a significant Increase in the price of crude oil over
the last few years. However this Is the first real increase in price which had
occurred over the past 30 years, so a large portion of recent increases simply

'ThP Wayp and Means Committee added to the liqt of tax prpterpne1 lntanqIble drillingexppnmes onlv on wells other than explorator.v wells (using the definition of exploratorywell discussed above), b1t the House. by floor amendment. Included both development
well and exploratory well Intangibles in the list of tax preferences.
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makes up for past erosion of the price through inflation. Also, there has been
a tremendous increase in all costs associated with the exploration .and develop-
ment of oil and natural gas. More realistic prices have revitalized the independ-
ent segment of the industry over the last few years and it can, and must, play
a major role if this Nation is to become less dependent on oil and gas produced
abroad. It cannot do so, however, if the capital presently available to it is de-
creased at a time when no alternative sources of capital are available.

Perhaps the most graphic way to illustrate the impact of the 1975 tax changes
affecting independent oil and gas producers and the proposed changes in the
House-passed bill is to show the impact they would have on the actual 1975
budget of Mr. King, who as I mentioned is an independent oil and gas producer
in Houston. Mr. King will present these figures, showing his original budget,
changes in that budget required by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, and the
further changes which would have been required if the House bill had become
law during 1075.

(A copy of Mr. King's statement is attached.)

CONCLUSION

The Inescapable conclusion is, we think, that now is not an appropriate time
to increase the tax burden on Independent oil and gas producers. This segment
of the industry has suffered a very significant increase in tax burden as a result
of tax legislation passed in 1975. We are for the most part subject to price
controls and therefore cannot offset diminution of tax incentives by increasing
the price of our product. Independent producers play a major role in the dis-
covey of new oil and natural gas deposits In the United States and the viability
of this industry should not be curtailed.

STATEMD.NT OF ALLAN C. KING, ON BEHALF OF THE DoM1ESTIC
WILDCATTERs ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wish to supplement Mr.
Chapoton's statement by describing for you what I believe to be a fairly typical
independent oil and gas exploration and production business in Texas and Loulsi-
ana and by showing you the impact the recent and proposed tax changes Mr.
Chapoton described would have on my 1975 oil and gas exploration and de-
velopulent budget.

By way of background, I am independent producer with offices in -ouston,
Texas. I operate with a partner, Mr. J. N. Warren. We are active in exploration,
drilling and development of oil and gas properties onshore throughout Texas and
Southern Louisiana, emjploying more than 3U0 people. Like most independent
oil men, we usually participate in exploratory ventures with other oil men, the
size of our participation In each venture being dependent upon the initial cost
of the oil or gas property and the anticipated expenses in drilling the exploratory
and development wells required to determine its value.

In our exploratory and development programs we utilize our own internally-
generated funds, attempting to hold back sufficient amounts to service debt which
inevitably mounts in our business, and we utilize the fund of a limited number
of investors who have participated with us in our ventures for several years.
We do not operate a drilling fund and do not actively seek investors for our
ventures.

Mr. Warren and I have a financial advisor in our office who projects our
cash needs and develops our budgets, such as the 1975 budget I am about to
describe. We, and other independents who have survived, have found that good
cash flow projections are essential. An important aspect of this-and some-
times the most difficult aspect-is being certain that our projected exploration
and development expenditures are within our means so that we vill be left
with sufficient cash flow to meet the debt service on loans previously incurred
to develop reserves located In earlier years. Once an exploratory program has
established the likelihood of oil and gas reserves In paying quantities in a
particular area, we of course undertake to develop the reserves and produce
them, selling the oil and natural gas in the normal course of business.

Traditionally we have had to borrow funds by pledging other assets for the
purposes of drilling development wells. They, like exploratory wells, can be
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extremely expensive. Normal bank financing is not available for development of
oil and gas reserves until the extent of the reserves is Well established by a
production history. Newly-found reservoirs are not considered adequate col-
lateral for delit. Thus loans for development activities can be difficult to obtain
under any circumstances, particularly for producers who are not yet well
established in the industry.

Once some production is obtained we must continue to explore for and locate
new reserves; otherwise, the production of reserves located in earlier years will
quite obviously exhaust those reserves and we will rapidly go out of business.
Thus, the income from prior production must serve two functions: It must be
sufficient to retire pre-existing debt and it must be sufficient to cover exploration
and development expenses to replace reserves which are being exhausted. Hope-
fully, it will also be sufficient to permit us to locate not only reserves to replace
those being exhausted but additional reserves as well and thus our business can
grow.

IMPACT OF PRICE INCREASES
It Is of course quite true that the price of oil and gas has increased significantly

over the last few years. That Increase has not only substantially Increased the
domestic reserves which are commercially recoverable, It has also pumped new
life into the exploration efforts of independent oil and gas explorers. The price
o oil and gas was far too low before the increases began in the early 1970's.
The IPAA has estimated that there were only one-third as many active Inde-
pendent oil and gas producers in business in 1970 as there had been in the middle
195G's. Unquestionably this was due to the inadequate price for oil and gas to
the producer during this period.

ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
I am convinced independent producers can play a vital part in Increasing our

domestic l)roductive capacity of oil and gas if a stable federal energy policy with
sufficient economic incentives Is established. In spite of pronouncements uphold-
ing the ideal of energy independence, the actions of our federal government in
my opinion seem to indicate a contrary policy. We have recently seen significant
tax changes adversely affecting the oil and gas business; we have seen stringent
price controls placed on all oil production, with tremendous uncertainty and
confusion in the application of the price controls; we have continued to have
stringent controls on interstate natural gas; and we have been the House of
Representatives pass additional tax legislation which would take yet another
significant swipe at the industry, this time hitting most directly the independent
explorers and producers through Increase of tax costs by altering the present
treatment of Intangible drilling expenses.

For example, it would be financially foolhardy for an independent producer to
budget an exploratory program for 1976 which does not give full effect to the
tremendous reduction in its cash flow which would result from the House bill
now before you. Yet, as some of the figures I will describe demonstrate, this
would result in a tremendous reduction in my exploratory budget, and presum-
ably a similar reduction in the activities of independents throughout the United
States.

IMPORTANCE OF TIE INTANGIBLE DRILLING EXPENSE DEDUCTION TO INDEPENDENTS

My particular concern today is the intangible drilling expense deduction. Mr.
Chapoton has described the nature of the expenses involved and the history and
logic of allowing an immediate deduction for the portion of the expenses of
drilling and oil or gas well which are labeled "intangibles." If the deduction for
intangibles is deferred, as proposed under House Limit on Artificial Losses
provision, the additional taxes we will have to pay in the year such costs are
expended would be a permanent loss of capital to us. In most cases there is
substantial lead time between the location of reserves and their production. For
example, in the case of a gas field the sale of production is not possible until a
pipeline is built to the area at a cost of $100,000 to $1 million per mile. The
pipeline will not be built at such tremendous costs until there are sufficient
producing wells in the area to Justify the expense. -

Thus, intangible drilling expenses, as well as the nondeductible costs of drilling
wells, must be Incurred in very significant amounts In order to have enough
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wells capable of production in commercial quantities to Justify the construction
of a pipeline. Only then will sale of the gas be possible and recoupment of the
costs commence. This may be a matter of several years.

In addition, even where production can be commenced sooner, many wells are
simply low-volume producers. The increased costs required by deferral of the
deduction for intangible expenses with respect to such low-yield wells will render
many of them non-commercial. These are obviously marginal prospects evert
under present law, but they are prospects which are being developed and would
be lost under the proposed change.

All of these time-lag factors are multiplied many times over in the case of
drilling activity offshore or in frontier areas far removed from existing produc-
tion.

1975 PROJECTED EXPLORATION BUDGET-DECREASES WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED
BY TAX LEGISLATION

I have attached a chart showing my original 1975 drilling budget prepared in
early 1975 and the change required in that budget due to the 1975 changes In the
tax law. We have gone further and projected the additional changes whici-would
have been required if the provisions of the House bill had been in place for 1975.

Column 1 shows the original budget. Gross revenues from oil and gas produe-
tion plus outside income would amount to $2.9 million. Remaining cash flow after
operating expenses, tangible and intangible costs on both development wells end
wildcat wells, and federal income taxes, would result in a positive cash flow
$.1 million. As described earlier, this net cash flow is destined principally for
amortization of debt incurred in prl'r years.

Column 2 shows the adjustment which our financial people made as a result
of the 1975 tax law changes. Since I was not above the 2,000 barrel a day or
12,090,000 cubic feet per day of gas limitations, those limits did not reduce my
depletion allowance, although I would be caught by these limits as they phase
down toward 1980. In addition the rate of depletion allowed for 1975 remained at
22 percent and therefore no reduction in the rate of depletion is demonstrated by
these adjusted figures. The only adjustment required. therefore, was the new
65 percent limitation on the depletion allowance. Thi. is the limitation that
provides the depletion deduction cannot exceed 65 percent of the taxpayer's
taxable income computed without the depletion deduction (and without certain
loss carrybacks to the taxable year.).

As a result of the new 65 percent limit, we projected a curtailment of our
wildcat drilling program to prevent a reduction of the depletion allowance on
production obtained in prior years as a result of active wildcat operations in
1975. The reduction was from $1.278 million to $1.159, a reduction of approxi-
mately 9.8 percent. This resulted in a projected Increase in federal income tax
liability. IIowever. you will note that it also resulted in an actual increase in
(ash flow, since I projectkd a significant cut in my exploratory budget.

I should emphasize that we could have elected not to curtail our exploratory
program more than would have been required to meet our originally projected cash
flow needs-$.l million. However, it became obvious that continuing our explora-
tion program to the point it significantly decreased the depletion allowance on
production of reserves located in earlier years (by reason of the new 65 percent
of taxable income limitation) would increase the costs of such further explora-
tion efforts to the point they would not he economically sound. Therefore, we pro-
jected a postponement of exploration of those prospects until 1976.

Column 3 shows the additional adjustment which would have been required
had the House bill provision deferring the deduction for intangible drilling ex-
penses on development wells (as defined in the House bill) been in effect for
1975. The deferral shown by these figures is not a4 great as would he true In
the case of many independents because an unusually large portion of our 1075
development program was planned for leases already in Droduction. Nevertheless,
to arrive at the same cash flow of approximately $.1 million, it w vs necessary to
reduce my exploratory budget to $1.054 million, a reduction of 17.7 percent from
the original 1975 exploratory twogram. If we had been developing frontier areas,
or offshore, where there Is little or no production until development is com-
pleted. the reduction would be much more dramatic.

Column 4 shows the further adjustment which would be required by the ap-
plication of the new miinmum tax provisions passed by the House to my 1975
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budget. Again, attempting to keep the cash flow at approximately $.1 million,
my exploratory budget would have been cut to $.871 million, a reduction of 31.8
percent from the original 1975 program.

Finally. Column 5 shows the effect on my cash flow if I ceased all exploratory
drilling. The result would have been a projected increase in my cash flow to
$0.849 million.

Obviously, I would be going out of business, since there would be no location
of new reserves to replace those being exhausted (even though these figures
assume continued drilling of development wells for the development of reserves
located in previous years). Considering the risks inherent in searching for new
reserves, the much less discussed risks of producing reserves once they are lo-
cated, and most importantly the potential catastrophic risks such as blowouts
and environmental suits, this final column would be a viable alternative for me
if I became convinced that tax changes similar to those passed by the House are
to be adopted, and particularly if continued governmental policies adverse to my
business appear possible. If it is not economically feasible to continue to ex-
plore my inventory of reserves through continuing an active exploratory pro-
gram, then I, like any self-employed person, must make a decision whether it Is
more prudent to liquidate my business.

1975 EXPLORATION BUDGET

Adjusted for-

Deferral
of IDC on 14-percent

65-percent 50 percent minimum tax Cessation of
Original limit on of develoo- without exploratory
budget depletion ment wells offset drilling

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Income:
Oil and gas receipts (net of produc-

tion taxes) ..................... 2,749.9 2,749. 9 2,749.9 2,749.9 2,749.9
Other inccoe ..................... 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

Total income .................... 2,949.9 2,949. 9 2, 949.9 2,949.9 2, 949.9

Costs:
Operating ........................ 347.7 347.7 347. 7 347.7 347.7
Development wells:

Intangiblecosts ............... 444.6 444.6 444.6 444.6 444.6
Tangible costs ................ 303. 2 303. 2 303.2 303.2 303.2

Wildcat wells:
Intangible costs ............... 1,278. 1 1,159. 1 1,053.6 871.4 0
Tangible costs-------------... 319.5 289.9 263.3 217.8 0

Total, costs ................. 2,693.1 2,545.0 2,414.4 2,184.7 1,095.5

Federal taxes:
Income tax ....................... 111.0 193.9 423.7 551.3 1,005.0
Minimum tax:

Present law-10 percent ........ 45.1 36.8 13.8 0 0
Proposed 14 percent ..................................................... 113.9 0

Total, Federal taxes .......... 156. 1 230.7 437.5 665.2 1, 005. 0
Net cash flow ......................... 100.7 174.2 98.0 100. 0 849.4

STATEMENT OF ROBERT 'M. BEREN, ON BEHALF OF THE SMALL PRODUCERS
FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

My name is Robert M. Beren. I am an independent oil and gas producer with
offices In Wichita, Kansas. I am also co-chairman of the Small Producers for
Energy Independence, which is a group of more than 60 independent producers
and operators in the States of Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas and California.

I appreciate this opportunity to testify before you today on the matter of tax
reform as it relates to the independent oil and gas producer. As others have
already explained the mechanics of H.R. 10612 for the record, I shall not further
expand on those points; rather, I should like to make some observations as to how
this proposed legislation will adversely impair domestic exploration and drilling.

If enacted, the provisions of H.R. 10612, together with the changes in the per-
centage depletion allowance brought about by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,

69-460 0 - " - Pt.2 - 21
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would seriously impair-and perhaps destroy-the ability of the independent
entrepreneur to compete in the field of oil and gas exploration. Under the 1975
Act, the Congress effectively imposed a minimum tax exclusively on independent
oil and gas producers by limiting the availability of percentage depletion to 65%
of taxable income. The computation of depletion had already been limited prior
to the 1975 Act to 50 percent of taxable income form a given property. Notwith-
standing the existence of these disincentives, the House bill which you are now
considering would place an added tax burden upon the independent producer
which would severely restrict his ability to generate the large sums of capital
necessary for significant exploration and drilling activity.

This tax burden could run as high as 100 percent of total taxable income in
certain circumstances because of the increases in the minimum tax rate from
10 percent to 14 percent and the inclusion, as preference items, of percentage
depletion deductions-diminished though they may be-and of intangible drilling
expense deductions.

Obviously, this would severely curtail the independent producer's cash flow
and leave him at a tremendous competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis large inte-
grated producers with alternate sources of capital.

To Illustrate this point, let me discuss briefly the principal role which capital
plays in oil and gas exploration and drilling. Capital funds-as distinguished
from funds which are deductible for tax purposes-are needed for: (1) the pur-
chase of equipment to put oil and gas wells on production; (2) to purchase un-
developed acreage and to meet geophysical and geological expenses incurred in its
development; (3) to repay loans contracted because prior income was insufficient
to provide capital funds; and (4) for payment of federal, state and local taxes.
Clearly capital expenditures of this type are indispensable.

The sources of capital funds are, however, extremely limited. They must come
from (1) non-cash deductions such as depletion ; (2) that portion of depreciation
which is not needed to replace and repair equipment in use; (3) bank borrowing
to the extent It is available; (4) after-tax earnings, which as I have already
indicated will be substantially eroded by virtue of unrealistically burdensome tax
rates; and (5) from the sale of propertles-whose value as a source of funds has
already diminished because the 1975 Act prevents the passing on of percentage
depletion to a purchaser, and would deteriorate further under a provision of
H.R. 10612 for the recapture of intangibles in the event of a sale.

It Is irrefutable that, if the independent producer's access to capital funds is
cut off, he will be forced to curtail his drilling activity. As an active independent,
i can tell you unequivocally that I rely very heavily in my (rilling upon the cash
flow I derive from my own operation. Based on a study performed at S.P.E.I.'s
request by one of the major national accounting firms, drilling and exploration
by independents will necessarily be clt by as much as 25 to 30 percent if H.R.
10612 is enacted. This would be a terrible blow to our nation's efforts to achieve
energy self-sufficiency in light of the fact that over the years, independents have
consistently drilled 85 l)ercent of all domestic exploratory wells. As a result, in
1974, independents found 94 percent of the new fields in the United States.

If the Congress wishes to Impair the ability of independents to make significant
contributions in oil exploration and drilling, then it should adopt the provisions
of H.R. 10612, as passed by the htouse--for this mose surely will occur. If, on
the other hand, the Congress intends to pursue a reasoned, long-range policy
course, it will encourage independents to continue finding reserves for our na-
tion's dwindling petroleum inventory.

As an independent producer who can attest to the debilitating impact which an
unsound decision by this Committee would engender, I urge you to eliminate
disincentives for exploration and drilling by the independent segment of the oil
and gas producing industry and to replace then with capital-generating incen-
tives to promote maximum discovery of new reserves.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2:30 p.m., this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The ChAIRMAN. To accommodate the witness from Texaco I will call
him out of order. Is that witness here?
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Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May we do it with the
panel?

The CHAIRIMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF W. T. SLICK, JR., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
EXXON CO., U.S.A.

Mr. YouNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Slick of Exxon will deal with the domestic side of this and I

would like later to deal with the foreign.
Mr. SLICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am W. T. Slick, Jr., senior

vice president of Exxon Co., U.S.A., a division of Exxon Corp. I am
pleased to have this opportunity to appear before this distinguished
committee.

Today the Nation is in trouble on energy. No amount of speech-
making or debate can deny the fact that oil imports are increasing and
domestic oil and gas production is declining, both at alarming rates.
It is time for the Government to decide whether it will use its abilities
to reverse this situation or whether it will continue actions which
accelerate this obvious and disturbing trend.

M[y filed statement speaks to the specifics of I.S. energy supply
and demand both now and in the future, capital requirements for
energy development, and recommended changes in fiscal, regulatory
and tax policies. I would like to highlight a few points at this time:

The petrole-uni industry is in a period of rapidly increasing costs-
both inflationary increases and real cost increases. Looking first at
inflation, during 1974 and 19T, the CPI went up 10 percent a year.
The wholesale cost of industrial commodities used by business in
general went up 15.7 percent. In petroleum the construction cost
index for a refiner went up 29.5 percent a year; production equip-
ment such as valves, well casing and tubing, tanks and separators,
et cetera went up 28 percent a year; and offsholre platforms went up
45 percent a year.

In addition to these inflationary increases real cost increases are
being felt in all parts of the business. In the future over 60 percent
of the reserves which will be ad(lded are likely to come from offshore
and Arctic areas.
- The C \wmr.x. Could I just ask you this? You say the Consumer

Price Index went up by 10 percent a year. How much did the cost of
the production industry generally go up?

Mr. SLICii. The l)roduction end of business went up somewhere
about 35 percent. It was about 28 percent for equipment other than
offshore. 1)latforms. Offshore platforms w-'ent up about 45 percent. So,
on a mixed -basis it was well over 30 percent a year.

The CIRMa. Thank you.
Mr. SLIACK. In the Gulf of Mexico a typical platform facility and

wells cost about $75 million. The cost. of comparable facilities in a
frontier area such as the North Slope is about $200 million. This is
about three times greater than Gulf of Mexico costs and some 20
times greater than inland lower 48 costs. In areas such as the Beau-
fort Sea costs would be even higher.

In addition to the much higher finding and development costs, these
reserves are located in remote areas requiring very costly transporta-
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tion systems. For example, the trans-Alaska pipeline is projected to
cost $7 billion. This amounts to about 10 percent of the petroleum
industry's total net investment in fixed assets at the beginning of
1975-just to move North Slope oil to Valdez which is still 1,500-
2,000 miles from the west coast markets.

Refiners are also facing real cost increases resulting from increased
environmental protection requirements, increasingly stringent prod-
uct specifications and a lower quality crude supply with increased
sulfur content. The cost of a typical grassroots refnery in the late
1970's is triple the cost in the mid-1960's.

Second, the Nation's oil supply/demand situation continues to de-
teriorate and imports now make up over 40 percent of requirements.
The nature of our plight was just recently magnified on March 12
when imports, as reported by API, for the first time in history reached
a level of 8,196,000 barrels per day, which exceeded domestic crude
oil production, 8,049,000 barrels per day.

Third, the profitability of the petrol eum industry is not out of line
with that of business as a whole. While profits rose sharply in 1974,
much of the increase was illusory, coming from inventories or cur-
rency revahations. Further, profits fell sharply in 1975. Preliminary
1975 data indicate petroleum industry returns on net worth of about
14 percent versus about 12.5 percent for all manufacturing.

I think it is essential that the Nation's fiscal and regulatory pol-
ices recognize the need to replace the Nation's dwindling oil and gas
reserves, and the sharply higher unit costs and total capital expendi-
ture levels necessary to do the job just can't be ignored. These policies
must permit industry the expectation of a reasonable return on new
investments as well 'as adequate earnings on existing production to
help finance these investments.

H.R. 10612 does further weaken the petroleum industry under the
guise of tax reform. Now obviously we can postulate arguments under
such catchy titles as minimum tax, recapture and limitations on
artificial losses. But the fact remains the IDC provisions of the tax
laws enhance the attractiveness of investments in petroleum. It fol-
lows, therefore, that removal of these provisions will decrease the
amount of investment capital available to independent producers.

Further, it is essential that ways be found to stimulate capital for-
mation in the overall economy and redress the imbalance which now
favors consumption at the expense of savings and investment. Ways
must also be found to offset the inflation felt over the past several
years.

Proposals which merit consideration include: extension of the in-
vestment tax credit., acceleration of capital cost recovery through
more rapid depreciation to recognize the damaging effect of inflation
on replacement costs, and integration of corporate and personal in-
come taxes to eliminate double taxation of corporate earnings

Finally, fiscal responsibility at all levels of Government is needed
to avoid rekindling the. high rates of inflation which have been so
detrimental to al' ectors of the economy.

Mr. Chairmaii. that concludes my remarks. Mr. Young has some
remarks.
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STATEMENT OF WILFORD R. YOUNG, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND GENERAL COUNSEL, TEXACO, INC.

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Committee
on Finance, my name is Wilford R. Young. I am vice chairman of
the board of directors and general counsel of Texaco, Inc. I appreciate
this opportunity to present my views on U.S. taxation of foreign-
source income.

The report on Project. Independence issued in 1974 by the Federal
Energy Adninistration idealistically contemplated energy independ-
ence for the United States by 1985. The FEA's recent report rejects
this thesis, and more realistically assesses the Nation's continued fu-
ture dependence on imported petroleum.

Available domestic reserves of crude oil and nathiral gas have been
dropping since the late 1960's. At the present time to meet the Na-
tion's liquid petroleum requirements of nearly 17 million barrels per
day, the United States is importing about 8 million barrels per day,
or about 45 percent of its requirements.

Mr. Slick referred to the fact that for the first time liquid petroleum
imports in March exceeded our production in the United States. In
fact, it was reported last week that, for the first time in our Nation's
history, the volume of petroleum liquids that were imported exceeded
domestic crude oil production.

Texaco studies indicate that by 1990 even if the private petroleum
industry is permitted to earn and invest capital at a maximum
practical rate, foreign imports would be supplying about 50 percent
of the Nation's demand for petroleum liquids, or about 12 million
barrels a day. If investments should be held at near current levels-
as adversely affected by controls and other governmental actions-
Texaco estimates that imports would rise by 1990 to more than 70
percent of requirements, or about, 20 million barrels per day.

Obviously our Nation must get on with developing its domestic
energy resources. But these facts also clearly show the importance of
secure sources of foreign petroleum supplies to meet U.S. import re-
quirements. And it is in this context that we ask you to consider the
U.S. system of taxing foreign source income.

Our country needs a tax system that, first, will not discourage
American oil companies from seeking oil resources overseas; and, sec-
ond, will permit American oil companies to compete on a favorable
basis with foreign companies.

The United States for many years had a reasonable basis for taxing
foreign source income. While the U .S. system was not. as favorable as
that in some countries, such as France and the Netherlands, it was
comparable to the systems in many nations and was understood and
relied upon by the American companies. U.S. incorporated companies
were taxed on their foreign source income at the higher of the U.S.
rate or the foreign rate, with credit for foreign taxes allowed in such
manner as to largely eliminate double taxation. Tax on the income
of American-owned foreign corporations was, very wisely and with
some exceptions, not taxed until the income was realized by the re-
ceipt of dividends.
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But the system has been weakened-substantially weakened-by the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975. That act denied to the oil companies, and
only to the oil companies, the use of the foreign tax credit on a per-
country basis, which has been used since 1932. It also established
arbitrary and complex restrictions as to application of the foreign tax
credit on the overall basis. The act harmed American companies com-
petitively. It operates against what is clearly the national interest
of maintaining a tax system that will assist in providing our country
with secure sources of foreign oil.

And now we are confronted with further damaging proposals, some
technical and some so drastic as to destroy the entire U.S. foreign tax
credit system. These proposals have one feature in common. They
would increase the oil companies' tax on foreign source income and
would render American companies less able to compete with the com-
panies of other nations. Weakening U.S. companies in this manner
would again move against the national interest. If changes are to be
made in the U.S. system of taxing foreign income, they should undo
the damage inflicted by the so-called Tax Reduction Act of 1975. They
should not place a more onerous tax burden on American oil companies
which must be depended upon to supply our Nation's crude oil import
requirements.

These comments are elaborated upon in a written statement that
has been filed on behalf of the American Petroleum Institute.

Thank you for your attention.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I want to ask about just one matter, and I guess Mr. Slick can

answer as well as anyone. Can you people get us some kind of study
to indicate what the effect has been on employment, somewhat in line
with the economic model Dr. Ture set up for the real estate people?
He endeavored to demonstrate in his judgment how many jobs would
be lost, how much the gross national product of the Ujnited States
would be reduced, and how much revenue would be lost, if we passed
the House recommended package with regard to real estate.

Now, admittedly those estimates are imprecise, but when you try
to work out an estimate, you find oftentimes that you are not arguing
about the figures, you are just arguing about where you ought to put
them, whether you ought to put them in one column or whether they
should be Dut in another column. Usually the majority of people tend
to arriveat the right conclusion if they have all the" facts set before
them.

Just computing from the ad I saw by Mobil in the Sunday magazine
section-they said that the 29 major companies are plowing back in
$2 for every dollar of net profit after taxes are permitted to keep-
that, would mean a $1.7 billion tax increase would reduce the amount
that the companies can spend on developing new energy by $3.4 billion.

Now, if you translate that into jobs, that itself represents a con-
siderable number of jobs. But it also has a secondary effect. Obviously,
if ypu can't hire a man to work on the oil wells, then he can't spend
the money he would earn with the fellow down at the grocery store
or the man down at the bowling alley. Those fellows, in turn, can't
continue to hire as many people as they hired before. It might be
helpful if you could arrange to develop some of those estimates, and
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it may be that you would want to talk with the people at the American
Petroleum Institute or some other group, to try to present us such
information.

I think it would be useful to us.
Mr. SLICK. Mr. Chairman, as you so accurately pointed out, those

types of studies are inclined to be a little imprecise. I think, if we
could get them, they would be illuminating. We would be happy to
see what we could do with relation to lost revenue, to lost jobs, which
I think is the thrust of your question.

[The material referred to had not. been received in time for printing
at this point,. Please consult the contents in the final volume of these
hearings.]

The CHAIRMIAN. Your presentation is also proof to what it does to
our balance of payments, because that becomes very important.

Mr. SLICK. If I night just comment, sir, we will try to do more
studies, but I would like to say for the record we should not lose sight
of the fact, and I am sure the chairman doesn't, that the Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1975 actually increased taxes on the American petroleum
industry, large and small companies. The loss of the depletion allow-
ance that occurred in that tax bill took $2 billion out of the petroleum
industry at the time when capital shortage was a real problem. That
was $2 billion that was just not available for exploration and develop-
ment, and it had an impact on the amount of exploration that could
have and should have been done in this country.

The facts remain that the American investments abroad in the
petroleum industry have made a positive contribution to the balance
of payments in this country, and that has had many rippling effects
through the economy over the past decade or more. My own company
has brought back to this country several hundred million dollars a
year.

After financing we brought back several hundred million a year
that was available for investment or'dividends. both of which have
positive effects on our economy. Last year alone it exceeded $1 billion
for our company.

Tax revisions can cut off that source of income like any other source
of income. I submit, sir, that such results'are not in the best interests
of this country.

The CHAIRMAIN. People-present their facts about what they did do,
and they say we made those companies pay and they were getting by
without paying what somebody else thought they ought to pay. It is
well for us to know how much companies have collected and paid; in
addition to that, to know how many jobs we lost because we did
impose those taxes.

The independents, I believe, are reporting that they are drilling less
wells. If that is the case, that is very unfortunate. We would hope they
would be drilling a lot, more wells; national policy would have dictated
your company to be drilling a lot more wells than you were drilling
previously. If your company had been able to do more good than you
did in prior years-

Mr. SLICK. No, sir, we did less. When I appeared before this com-
mittee in July 1975, I believe I indicated to you that because of the
thrust of the tax legislation Nve were reducing the amount of drilling
we were able to do because our funding was limited as well. We did
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less drilling as a result of the tax bill of 1975 than we would have done
without that bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I am personally convinced that your companies as
well as all those in the industry group for whom you are'speaking are
doing great things for this Nation, and that it is in our interest that
you be able to do more of the same. But I am concerned for more rea-
sons than one. There are those who don't seem to share my view about
that matter. I am confident that those who want to tax you to the
point that you can't do what the national economy has a right to expect
you to do are going to want to put the Government in business doing
with your tax money that which you would have done if you had been
permitted to keep some of it. I on occasion liken that to the efficient
practice of some of the earlier operators of the French guillotine
where they made the victim carry the basket to the guillotine with him
so they could carry away his head in a sanitary fashion.

It seems to me that we should have the facts available to us to
demonstrate that you would not need to have the Government drilling
for oil if you just let the people in free enterprise who would like to
do so, have enough of the revenue they earn in their honest endeavor,
to do what they would have done with the same tax money.

Based on the information that I have about your companies, gen-
erally speaking, is it not true that the amount that, you can do in terms
of drilling wells and building refineries and building pipelines to move
the oil around, or whatever it takes to do the job, pretty well relates to
your cash flow? The rule of thumb seems to be that for large major
companies. for $1 of profit after taxes, about the best you could hope
to do is put $2 back into the refining and processing industry.

Mr. YOUNG. May I comment on that?
The CHAIRM NA. I would like Mr. Slick to speak to it first.
Mr. SL CK. Yes. sir. We made last year about $1 billion in the United

States and we spent, almost two. Our expenditures this year will be'well
in excess of $2 billion, and we will make, if we are lucky, about what
we made last year, but certainly no more. But our ratio has been
running pretty close to 2:1 in recent years.

Mr. YoU.-'.' Certainly the amount you can spend has to be related
to earnings. Of course, earnings are vitally affected by taxes. For some-
time we have had a rule of thumb that by and large for capital and
exploratory expenditures you must provide three-quarters of the
amount out of earnings and other internal cash generation, and the
remaining quarter out of borrowings. But the earnings are an exceed-
ingly important part of the internal cash flow.

Last year earnings were $830 million; coir capital exploratory budget
was $1. 6 billion. Now this year it will noL be more and probably some-
what less than $1.6 billion.

The CHTAIM3A--. Then it is a correct statement that an additional
$500 million of taxes on the larger companies would probably result
in twice that much reduction in their drilling and other producing
activities.

Mr. SLICK. I think that is a fair statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAX. Thank you very much. gentlemen. I appreciate your

presentation here.
I will try to see to it that other Arembers of the Senate are fully

aware of what you have had to say. That sometimes is a chore, and I
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might have to ask some of you people to come back arid tap on some
doors of the Senators who are not on the committee and who were not
here to hear what you had to say, because I think you make a good
case.

Mr. SLICK. Thank you.
Mr. YOUNo. Delighted to do so, sir.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Slick and Young follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 830.]

STATEMENT OF W. T. SLICK, JR., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, Exxon Co., U.S.A., IN
BEHALF OF AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, M1ID-CONTINENT OIL AND GAS
ASSOCIATION, ROCKY-M1OUNTAIN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION, AND WESTERN OIL
AND GAS ASSOCIATION

The United States is in trouble on energy. U.S. energy consumption must in-
crease to permit economic growth. Oil and gas now supply three-quarters of
U.S. energy requirements. Even with substantial growth in other energy sources,
oil and gas will still supply about two-thirds of domestic energy needs in 1990.
However, U.S. oil and gas proved reserves and production are declining and
reliance on imports is increasing. The nation is faced with the absolute necessity
of replacing these dwindling reserves even to maintain, much less increase do-
mestic production.

The real cost of replacing these reserves will be much greater than the original
cost of existing reserves due to their location in deeper horizons and remote and
costly frontier areas, much higher transportation costs resulting from longer
hauls and changing logistical patterns, and substantially higher refining costs.
In addition, the impact of inflation on the petroleum industry has been par-
ticularly severe in recent years. The higher real costs coupled with the impacts
of inflation will result in a doubling or tripling of annual capital expenditures
for oil and gas.

A large portion of these expenditures must be financed internally from profits
and capital recovery provisions of the tax laws. However, the domestic petroleum
industry is faced with a serious capital formation problem which creates grave
concerns about its ability to finance the projected higher expenditures. These con-
cerns are reinforced by the recent industry tax increases resulting from the loss
of percentage depletion, the extension of price controls on both oil and natural
gas, and so-called tax reform proposals now being considered. All of these actions
and proposals further inhibit the petroelum industry's capital formation capa-
bility. In addition, the Industry is also affected by the numerous factors which
inhibit capital formation in the overall economy such as inflation, bias in the
tax system against savings and capital formation and government fiscal, mone-
tary, and economic stabilization policies.

What is needed is a sound U.S. energy policy which includes adoption of sound
fiscal policies regarding energy exploration and development, capital formation
and capital recovery. These policies should include increased fiscal responsibility
by government, enactment of proposals to encourage capital formation in the
overall economy, and recognition of the damaging effects of Inflation on capital
recovery allowances. It is imperative that these policies specifically recognize:
(1) the sharply higher real cost and capital expenditure levels needed to replace
the nation's dwindling oil and gas reserves, (2) the need for the petroleum indus-
try to be provided the reasonable expectation of a profit on development of these
new reserves, and (3) the importance of earnings from existing production in
financing the devolpmuent of new high cost discoveries.

In view of the nation's critical energy and capital formation needs measures
which further inhibit achieving these needs would be both illogical and
irresponsible.

STATEMENT

There has been a wide and growing concern in recent years that the U.S. econ-
onmy faces capital formation problems of major proportions. Spokesmen from
government, acadena, and the private sector have repeatedly warned that unless
action is taken to stimulate new capital formation the achievement of vital na-
tional goals such as full employment, stable price levels, increased productivity,
energy independence and environmental quality will be Jeopardized. The funda-
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mental problem is one of removing institutional constraints on profitability and
creating an economic and political climate which stimulates both the means and
the incentives for capital investment. The roots of the capital formation problem
which affects all sectors of the U.S. economy lie in:

Inflation: which results in shrinking real profit margins, increasing effective
tax rates, and underdepreclation of assets valued on a historical cost basis.

Bias Against Savings and Investmcnt in the U.S. Tax Systcm: which results
from the double taxation of corporate earnings at the corporate and the individual
level and the overall bias toward consumption rather than capital formation in
the progressive tax system.

Government Fiscal, Monetary, and Economic Stabilization Policics: which have
exacerbated the business cycle, while simultaneously limiting, by ever increasing
regulations, controls, and requirements for nonproductive capital expenditures,
industry's ability to offset its effects.

These conditions which inhibit adequate capital formation in the overall econ-
omy also adversely affect the petroleum industry. In addition, there are certain
factors which are unique to the domestic petroleum industry.

U.S. demand for energy must continue to grow if economic growth is to
continue.

Although production and use of other energy forms such as coal and nuclear
power are expected to grow very rapidly over the next 10-15 years, the U.S. will
continue to rely on oil and gas for about two-thirds of its energy needs.

Domestic oil and gas reserves peaked in the mid-1960's. Domestic production
has been declining since the early 1970's. The alternative to increasing domestic
reserves is sharply increased dependence on oil imports or crippling energy
shortages.

The costs of finding, developing and bringing replacement reserves to market
will be several times greater than the original cost of equivalent reserves now
being produced due to:

Higher real costs due to the location of replacement reserves in deeper horizons
and more remote areas;

Inflation which has been significantly higher for petroleum equipment than for
the economy as a whole;

Transportation costs, which are vastly greater because of the longer hauls from
remote areas and changing logistical patterns;

New refining capacity costs which have increased dramatically due to product
quality requirements, poorer crude quality, and increasing processing intensity;
and

Facilities for environmental protection, which are required at the production,
processing, and marketing stages and which add significantly to costs but not to
productivity.

These higher real costs coupled with the impact of inflation and high activity
levels will require a doubling or tripling of aniiiual capital expenditures for
domestic petroleum requirements.

A large portion of these expenditures must be financed internally from profits
and capital recovery provisions included in the tax code.

The elimination of percentage depletion and continuing controls on both oil
and natural gas prices serve to reduce the total funds available for replacing U.S.
oil and gas reserves.

These factors are discussed in more detail in the following sections of this
submission.

U.S. ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND SITUATION
Real and permanent improvement in our national energy situation is dependent

on increasing indigenous supplies. The U.S. has a large conventional energy re-
source base, and its expeditious development can make a significant contribution
to our energy independence as well as contributing to a healthy economy. It has
been widely emphasized that one of the most critical factors in the development
of these resources is the ability of the domestic petroleum companies to generate
adequate investment capital.

Unfortunately, in the two years since the embargo the Nation has moved back-
ward not forward. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 largely eliminated percentage
depletion and increased the petroleum Industry's tax burden upwards of $2 billion
per year at a time when additional capital formation capability was desperately
needed to finance the accelerated development of domestic resources.
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More recently, the Energy Policy and Conservation Act was passed. In spite of
its title, this Act does not give the Nation a much needed energy policy, nor does
it promote energy conservation. 8enate-passed legislation, to at long last deregu-
late interstate natural gas, failed in the House. Serious efforts are being made to
dismember and restructure the domestic petroleum industry. meanwhile, domestic
oil production continues to decline; oil imports continue to increase; no sub-
stantive action has been taken to provide security storage; and the Nation's
energy future remains clouded. The deteriorating U.S. supply/demand situation
is dramatically underscored by the fact that for the week ending March 12, 1976,
U.S. petroleum imports (8196 MB/D) exceeded domestic crude production (8049
MB/D) for the first time In history.

Exxon USA's projections of future energy demand an supply are illustrated
In the attached brochure: Energy Outlook: 1976-90. During the years prior to the
1973-'#4 embargo, U.S. energy demand increased at a rate of about 4 percent per
year, coincident with rapid economic growth. This relationship between energy
and economic growth is well known. Although more efficient energy use is possible
and desirable, no one can accurately predict how much the energy/GNP ratio can
be reduced and still meet the Nation's legitimate aspirations for jobs and a better
quality of life. Because.of higher energy prices, conservation, and increased
energy efficiency, energy demand growth over the next 15 years is projected to be
only about 2.8 percent per year, about two-thirds of the historical rate. This still
results in total energy demand increasing 50 percent from an estimated 38 million
barrels per day oil equivalent In 1976 to 56 million barrels per day oil equivalent
in 1990.

Domestic energy sources available to meet this demand include:
Nuclear power which is expected to supply only 16 percent of energy demand

in 1990 even with very rapid growth projections (which may be optimistic in
the light of recent public concerns about nuclear energy).

Hydroelectric and Geotherntal, which will be limited by the availability of sites
and by technological considerations, will supply 3 percent of 1990 needs.

Coal which, although production is projected to double by 1990, will still supply
only about 20 percent of energy demand.

Oil and natural gas will continue to be predominant U.S. enrgy source over
the next 15 years, supplying about two-thirds of the 1990 demand.

Since the mid-1960's, the U.S. has been consuming more domestic oil and gas
than it has been finding, and as a result, U.S. proved oil and gas reserves have
been steadily declining with the 1968 Prudhoe Bay discovery providing the only
significant break in that trend. By the early 1970's producing capacity reached
its peak and both oil and gas production have been declining ever since. Just to
maintain production, it will be absolutely necessary to replace these depleting
reserves with new discovered. Given the proper environment it should actually
be possible to increase domestic oil production by 20-25 percent. However, over
half of total 1990 production must come from reserves which have nt yet been
discovered. This same general situation holds true for natural gas. Still, U.S.
oil imports will continue to grow to meet the needs of the economy. These con-
clusions are not new or unusual. However, there seems to be a pervasive lack
of appreciation for both the seriousness of the problem and for the magnitude of
the capital formation problems which result both from inflation and much higher
real costs for the replacement of conventional oil and gas reserves, additions to
refining capacity, logistic facilities, and the need to develop new energy forms
such as synthetic oil and gas.

RESERVE REPLACEMENT COSTS AND CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

The costs of replacing the Nation's dwindling Inventory of oil and gas reserves
will be several fold greater than the cost for ani equivalent amount of existing
reserves because of their location and the effects of inflation. Even though ap-
preciable opportunities exist for adding new reserves in existing producing
areas, it is widely recognized that the unexplored Frontier Areas of the U.S.
(the deeper water OCS areas, the Alaskan Arctic, Gulf of Alaska. and Atlantic
and Paclfi, 008 areas) offer the greatest prospect for major additions to U.S.
oil and gas reserves and production. For example, less than one-third of the
34 billion barrels of today's proved crude oil reserves are located in the Frontier
Areas, while over 60 percent of the reserve additions projected through 1960 will
lie located in these areas (Attachment 1). This same relationship holds true for
production. Only 2 percent of 1975 oil production occurred in Frontier Areas;
this is expected to increase to (0 percent by 1990.
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To appreciate fully the magnitude of reserve replacement costs in remote and
harsh Frontier Areas it Is necessary to look at some specific numbers. For exam-
ple, an exploratory well in the Gulf of Alaska would cost over $5 million as com-
pared to $1-2 million in the Gulf of Mexico. The cost of a typical new offshore
platform In the Gulf of Mexico including wells and production processing facili-
ties Is about $i5 million. While this is greater by a factor of 10 than the cost of
comparable producing capacity on shore, a comparable capacity facility on
Alaska's North Slope would cost about $200 million or about three times the cost
of a Gulf of Mexico facility. !a other Frontier Areas such as the Beufort Sea
costs will be even higher.

The higher cost of logistical facilities is also a very significant factor. Pro-
duction from the Gulf of Mexico generally moves relatively short distances to
shore where it is essentially "at market" as the result of the existing onshore
pipeline distribution system. The opposite, however, is true for North Slope pro-
duction. An investment of $7 billion is required for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Just to move the production across the state of Alaska to the Port of Valdez,
which is stil over 1500-2000 miles from U.S. West Coast ports such as Seattle
or Los Angeles. The Alaska Pipeline cosf can be placed in perspective by recog-
nizing that the $7 billion cost represents in excess of 10 percent by the U.s.
petroleum industry's total net investment in fixed assets at the beginning of
1975 ($59.8 billion excluding chemicals--Source: Chase Manhattan Bank).

In addition to high transportation costs resulting from the remote location of
future reserves, changing logistical patterns are having a major Impact. Because
of declining domestic production in the lower 48, it is now necessary to move
,rude and products in completely different directions. For example, in the past
few years imported oil has begun to move in substantial quantities into the Gulf
Coast area. Also, facilities to move crude from the Gulf Coast to the midwest
and possibly to the northern tier states, as well as from the West Coast to the
mid-continent, will be needed by the later 1970's or early 1980's.

These inherently higher costs for new reserves in constant dollars have been
further increased by the effects of inflation which has been particularly severe
in the petroleum industry. For example, in 1974 and 1975 inflation in the overall
economy (as measured by the CPI and GNP Deflator) averaged about 10 percent
per year, and the Wholesale Price Index for industrial commodities in general
went up 16.7 percent per year. In contrast, the Wholesale Price Index for oil field
equipment Increased 17.5 percent in 1974 and 24 percent in 1975 ; the Construction
Cost Index for a refiner increased 29.5 percent per year; the cost of production
equipment such as valves, tubular goods, tanks, separators, etc. went up 28 per-
cent per year; and the cost of offshore platforms Increased 45 percent per year.
Future inflation will obviously continue to increase overall costs and future
capital needs.

Because of these higher costs, investments to develop the Frontier Areas
could easily total over $80 billion by 1990 (excluding lease acquisition costs).
To put this in perspective, it is one-third larger than the domestic industry's
total net assets of about $60 billion at the start of 1975. Equally significant is
the fact that $20-30 billion (excluding lease acquisition costs) must be spent
before any significant production begins.

This sum will represent one-third to one-half of the total U.S. petroleum
industry's Investment in net assets at the beginning of 1075 and would be in-
vested for a period of several years while interest charges accumulated with no
offsetting income from production. This underscores the importance of earnings
from existing production in supporting the development of new and higher cost
replacement reserves.

It should be noted that while the costs in frontier areas are high, every addi-
tional barrel of U.S. domestic oil which can be produced at world prices is bene-
ficial to the U.S. consumer compared with imports. Domestic oil is secure. It
creates no balance-of-payments problem. Moreover, the tax and royalty com-
ponents of the cost of domestic oil are simply a transfer of money within the
U.S. economy. It is not a real resource cost as are the tax and royalty components
of a barrel of foreign oil. These tax and royalty components of foreign oil give a
foreign government a call on American goods and services for a share in
American wealth. Thus, obtaining additional domestic oil at world prices is
clearly in the best interest of the Nation.

In addition to the sharply higher costs projected for frontier oil and gas
reserves, other related costs have increased sharply. For example, the cost of a
new grass roots refinery has been affected by the very high rates of inflation
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in the process construction industry, more stringent product quality require-
ments in terms of lead and sulfur content, and more intensive processing require-
ments due to heavier and higher sulfur crude slates. These factors have sub-
stantially increased both investment and operating costs. As a result, the cost
of a typical grass roots refinery has tripled from about $100/BBL/Day of ca-
pacity in the mid-1960's to over $3000/BBL/Day in the mid 1970's.

The costs of alternative energy sources, such as synthetic fuels and nuclear
power, are inherently higher than those for oil and gas. These capital intensive
facilities have also been hit hard by inflation over the past few years. Exxon
USA estimates that a typical 50 thousand barrel per day shale oil plant would
cost upwards of $700 million, and a 250 million cubic foot per day synthetic coal
gas plant would cost over $1 billion.

Putting all of these factors together, various sources have estimated that
total capital expenditures for oil and gas will range from between $20-30 billion
per year (in 1975 dollars) over the next decade. This is double to triple the
expenditure levels of $8-10 billion per year during the 1960's and early 1970's
(Attachment 2).

FINANCING CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

It is important to examine the petroleum industry's ability to finance these
higher expenditures. Capital requirements must be met from retained earnings,
new equity, new long term debt, and from reserves for depreciation and
amortization. In turn, the availability of funds from each of these sources is
strongly affected by fiscal policy.

During the 1960's and early 1970's petroleum industry capital expenditures
ranged from $8-10 billion per year. During this same period, profitability, as
measured by return on shareholders' equity, had been about the same as the
returns for all manufacturing (Attachment 3). The only major exception waS
1974 which is now generally acknowledged to be an unrepresentative year be-
cause of distortions caused by inventory profits, currency revaluations, etc. Pre-
liminary data for 1975 (First National City Bank) indicate industry returns
have fallen to 14.1 percent as compared to 12.4 percent for all manufacturing.

During most of the 1960's, the industry dividend payment rate was about
50-55 percent of earnings, and debt equity ratios over the period rose substan-
tially. In fact, between 1965 and 1972 debt/equity ratios doubled. Note that the
debt/equity ratios shown In Attachment 3 include long term debt only. If short
term obligations and debt in the form of lease arrangements were included, it
is estimated that debt equity ratios would be closer to 50 percent. Since about
1970, debt/equity ratios have stabilized, but this was accomplished by sharply
reduced dividend payouts (by 30-50 percent) and greater reliance on retained
earnings to finance capital requirements.

During this time period, capital expenditures more than doubled from $9
billion per year to around $19 billion in 1975. In view of the approximately 25
percent reduction in petroleum industry profits during 1975, these results raised
serious questions about the industry ability to finance further sharp increases
in capital expenditures from debt and/or retained earnings. These concerns
are further intensified by the recent loss of percentage depletion, extension of
oil price controls, and the continuation of natural gas price controls. Because of
these factors the so-called tax reform proposals now being considered are of
particular concern.

TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

In the House bill, H.R. 10612, we find not new tax policies to stimulate capital
formation, but a multi-prong attack on the current tax treatment of intangible
drilling and development costs (IDC) which would aggravate cash flow and
capital formation problems as well as creating enormous complexity. The damag-
ing features of the bill are the proposals to limit the current IDC deduction
to income from the same property, add IDC to the minimum tax base, subject
IDC to "recapture" rules upon certain dispositions, limit the deduction to the
amount "at risk" and establish vague limitations on allocation of partnership
deductions.

As passed by the House, several of these proposed changes would apply "only"
to individuals. However, that is not- much comfort to corporate taxpayers that
remember that the present minimum tax, as originally passed by the House,
applied only to individuals. Even if such proposals should be applied only to
individuals, there would still be an adverse impact on many corporate members
of the petroleum industry since these proposals would eliminate an important
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source of funds for exploration and development programs. And we must not
underestimate the importance of the individual independent oil man in the
search for oil and gas.
Limitation on intangible drilling co8ts

Present law provides that intangible drilling and development costs (IDC)
may be currently deducted. The House bill would limit the current deduction of
IDC on most productive wells to the net income from the same lease or an in-
dividual deposit on that lease. Although the bill purports to exempt explora-
tory wells, the exemption is so narrow as to be virtually useless. Deferral of
the IDC deduction would be required, for example, in cases in which a deposit
cannot be produced in the year the IDC is incurred because of the time required
to install necessary producing and transportation equipment. In some instances,
the delay may be for several years, such as the case with the Alaska North Slope.
Nevertheless, as a result of this proposal, the IDC deduction in such instances
would be deferred even though the taxpayer might have sufficient oil and gas
income from other leases to offset a current IDC deduction.

Not only would the IDC limitation decrease current cash flow with respect to
drilling and producing operations, but it would tend to distort investment deci-
sions. For example, the exemption front the proposed provisions for dry hole
costs lowers the economic threshold at which it becomes more advantageous to
abandon a marginal well to obtain the current deduction for IDC as dry hole cost
than to continue production and recover such costs as income is received. Such
premature abandonment would result in the permanent loss of production. Al-
though tire-volumes lost might be small, each barrel would have to be replaced by
additional imports. Similarly, the two-year requirement for exploratory well
status would delay many deeper tests to new formations close to older production.
Minimum tax-Inclu8ion of IDC

In the case of individuals, the minimum tax base or "items of preference"
would include any IDC that is currently deducted after the application of the
limitations discussed above. The "preference" would be limited to tile excess of
the current IDC deduction over the amount which would be deducted in the cur-
rent year if IDC were recoverable ratably over ten years. No adjustment would be
made in later years to reflect higher regular taxes resulting from the lack of a
ratable deduction in such later years. Coupled with the other detrimental
changes to the minimum tax, i.e., an increase iu rate to 14 percent, the abandon-
mnent of the "minimuhi" concept by elimination of the regular tax deduction and
reduction of the $30,000 exemption, this proposal would further reduce the cash
flow benefits of whatever current IDC deduction remains available to indivi(hals.
In fact, taxpayers would be worse off in many cases under the minimum tax
proposal than if offered the option to capitalize IDC as part of the well facility
cost subject to ADR depreciation and the investment tax credit. Such ridiculous
distortion of the IDC incentive clearly underscores one of the basic fallacies
of the minimum tax, failure to take into account timing differences.
Recapture of IDC

A new provision would require a portion of the gain on the sale of an oil
or gas property to be treated as ordinary income. The amount subject to this
"recapture" would be the excess of the IDC previously deducted on a property
over the amount that would have been deducted if the IDC had originally been
capitalized. However, the proposal overlooks the fact that the IDC incentive
relates to the search for and development of new reserves and should not be
arbitrarily taken back simply because the producer later sells the property.

Treating a portion of the proceeds from the sale of an oil and gas property as
ordinary income would increase the tax cost of the sale, and thus reduce the
after-tax benefit to the seller. For most maior petroleum companies, the proposal
would have little direct effect since they do not often sell producing properties.
The primary effect would be on the smaller companies and independents who
often sell prdiwinz nronertles to generate fund,4 for new exploration and de-
velopment. To discourage such activities is obviously contrary to the objective
of increasing domestic energy self-sufficiency.
Limitation of IDO to amount at risk

The deduction for IDC would be limited to the amount the taximyer has "at
risk". Expenditures financed through non-resource loans would he (deductilble only
as the loans are paid off. Although the impact of destroying this generally ac-
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ceptable financing method cannot be quantified, it is certain to result In reduction
in the level of expenditures in the search for oil and gas and is therefore
counterproductive.
Limitation on special partnership allocations

The bill would apparently override the provisions of a partnership agreement
as to allocation of deductions among partners in accordance with the portion of
such costs paid by each, unless each partner can meet the almost impossible
burden of showing that the allocation has no significant tax impact. If, as the
House Committee Report says, the proposal is intended to reflect current law,
there would appear to be no reason to change the current statutory language
and create a whole new round of controversy as to the thrust of the new language.
Overall appraisal of tax proposals

We often find ourselves completely immersed in the minute details of complex
tax proposals, reform or otherwise, to the extent we fail to see the forest for
the trees. Obviously, we can postulate arguments under such catchy titles as
minimum tax, recapture, and limitations on artificial losses. But, the fact re-
mains, the IDC provisions of the tax laws enhance the attractiveness of invest-
ments in petroleum exploration, not only for producers but for many investors
not directly involved in the operation of the business as well. It follows, there-
fore, that removal of the IDC provisions will decrease the amount of investment
capital available to the petroleum industry, particularly to the independent
producers. To effect this result in the face of the Nation's obvious energy and
capital formation problems defies all sense of logic.

RECOMMENDED MEASURES TO STIMULATE CAPITAL FORMATION

The costs of replacing the Nation's dwindling inventory of oil and gas reserves
is high, and the alternatives are limited. Either higher cost domestic resources
are developed, thus adding to U.S. economic activity and reducing dependence
on imports, or the course of greater reliance on imported oil can be chosen.
Imports, however, will not be any cheaper for the U.S. consumer than domestic
frontier reserves, and they will increase the Nation's economic and physical
vulnerability to future embargoes. A third and even less attractive choice would
be legislated energy shortages through mandatory limits on domestic energy
consumption, with resulting direct and severe impacts on U.S. economic activity
and employment.

The Nation can encourage the development of its domestic resources simply
by adopting a sound energy policy. A major element of such an energy policy
would be sound fiscal policies regarding energy exploration and development,
capital formation and capital recovery. Because of the vital need for new oil
and gas reserves and the long lead times involved, it is critical that the difficult
problems be addressed now, for both the petroleum Industry and for the overall
economy as well. These include:

Increased fiscal responsibility at all levels of government to avoid rekindling
the high rates of inflation which have had such a severe impact on the replace-
ment costs of all industries, including petroleum;

Enactment of proposals that are designed to redress the bias in the federal
tax system against savings and capital investment. Among the proposals are
the following:

(a-) Adoption of measures to integrate the personal and corporate income
taxes in order to eliminate the double taxation on corporate earnings.

(b) Establishment of a permanent investment tax credit at a minimum level
of 10 percent.

(c) A reduction in the corporate income tax rate.
(d) .Modifications to capital gains taxes such as an inflation adjustment to

the cost basis to eliminate the payment of taxes on illusory profits created solely
by inflation.

Recognition of the impact of inflation on the capital recovery provisions
applicable to all U.S. industries including petroleum. Depreciation of capital
assets on a historical cost basis has been inadequate to provide for replacements
at inflated prices. This problem has been greatly magnified for industries experi-
encing increasing real costs such as the petroleum industry. Proposals to accel-
erate capital cost recovery and avoid underdepreciation include: More rapid
depreciation provisions; adjustment of the cost bases for depreciation through
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price indexing or replacement cost accounting; and extension of accelerated
depreciation provisions to depletable assets.

It is imperative that U.S. energy policies recognize the sharply higher costs
which characterize Frontier Areas and alternate energy sources. These policies
must provide an environment which permits industry the expectation of a reason-
able return on investment. Unfortunately, in recent months, the need for the
tremendous sums of capital required for Frontier Area development has been
obscured by preoccupation with 1974 profits, which were above average due to
the extraordinary circumstances discussed above. Efforts arising from this pre-
occupation have focused on price controls utilizing composite average pricing
mechanisms rather than on removing restraints in order to facilitate develop-
ment of Frontier Areas. It should be recognized that retained earnings from the
production of existing oil and gas reserves are a vital source for the capital
required to develop the Frontier Areas which are characterized by the high
front end costs and the long lead times before production begins. It is critical
that prices permitted in the Frontier Areas adequately reflect the higher costs
and the sharply higher overall capital expenditures required to achieve the
needed energy development.

Finally, it is imperative that proposals put forth under the guise of reform,
but which in reality only serve to weaken further the petroleum industry's
ability to attract the capital necessary to enhance U.S. energy self-sufficiency,
be rejected.

ATrACHMENT 1

POTENTIAL CRUDE RESERVE ADDITIONS THROUGH 1990

Current To be added

Billion Billion
barrels Percent barrels Percent

Inland lower 48 ..................................... 21 62 17 34
Offshore lower 48 (pre-1975 leases) ................... 3 9 2 4
Alaska and OCS frontiers ............................ - 10 29 31 62

Total ........................................ 34 100 50 100

CRUDE AND CONDENSATE PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTION

1975 1980

Million bar- Million bar-
rels per day Percent rels per day Percen

Inland lower 48 ..................................... 7.0 84 3.8 37
Offshore lower 48 (pre.1975 leases) ................... 1. 2 14 .5 5
Alaska and OCS frontiers ............................. 2 2 6.0 58

Total ........................................ 8.4 100 10.3 100

ATTACHMENT 2

Capital expenditure projections (oil and gas only) 1, 1976-85 annual average,
billions of 1975 dollars per year

FEA national energy outlook (February 1976) ----------------------- 25
Exxon (December 1975) ----------------------------------------- 24
Sun Oil Co. (March 1976) --------------------------------------- 27
Standard of Indiana (June 1975) --------------------------------- 30
Texaco (October 1975) ------------------------------------------- 23
Standard of Ohio (May 1975) ------------------------------------ 29
Chase Manhattan Bank (March 1975) ------------------------------ 31
Bankers Trust (January 1976) ------------------------------------ 20
First National Bank of Chicago (May 1975) -------------------------- 32
Joint Economic Committee staff (September 1975) ------------------- 31.5
Average for the 10 yr 1965-74 ----------------------------------- 9.5

I Not all projections are based upon the exact same set of facilities.
* In some cases, extrapolations or truncations were necessary to get an average for

1976-1985. Also, some projections were originally stated in other than 1975 dollars.
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ATTACHMENT 3
HISTORICAL DATA-PETROLEUM INDUSTRY CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Capital I Return on net worth
expenditures (shareholders, equity) Dividends

(billions of as a percent
dollars per All of net Debtequity

Year year) Petroleum manufacturing income I rtos3

1963 ................................ 6.1 11.5 11.6 49 15
1964 ................................ 6.8 11.5 12.6 52 15
1965 ................................ 7.0 11.9 13.9 52 16
1966 ................................ 7.8 12.6 14.2 50 18
1967 ................................ 8.3 12.8 12.6 50 20
1968 ................................ 9.1 13.1 13.3 51 24
1969 ................................ 8.9 12.1 12.5 56 24
1970 ................................ 8.9 10.9 10.1 58 27
1971 ................................ 8.0 11.2 10.8 54 'J 29
1972 ................................ 9.9 10.8 12.1 56 / 30
1973 ................................ 11.5 15.6 14.8 35 29
1974 ................................ 17.6 19.7 15.5 29 28
1975 ................................ 19.o:: 614.1 612.4 '38 NA

I U.S. capital expenditures source:Chase Manhattan.
I Source: FNCB.
a Source: Chase Manhattan Group of 30. Note debt-equity ratios based on long-term debt only. Other debt forms such ast

long-term lease arrangements are not included.
,Preliminary estimate.
6 Preliminary estimates from FNCB.
* Preliminary Exxon estimate based upon data publ;oly available at this time.

STATEMENT OF W. R. YOUNG, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND
GENERAL COUNSEL, TEXACO INC., IN BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM IN-
STITUTE, MID-CONTINENT OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION, ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL AND
'GAS ASSOCIATION, AND WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

SUSSIARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. U.S. must continue reliance on foreign source oil
Imports are increasing currently. Energy self-sufficiency cannot be attained

by 1985. Under most favorable circumstances foreign imports will supply 50
percent of U.S. demand for petroleum liquids by 1990. If Investments remain
at current levels largely because of governmental actions, Imports could rise to
70 percent by 1990.
2. Our national security requires U.S .-owned oil companies abroad

This is necessary to assure an equitable allocation of oil to the United States,
particularly in times of crisis.
S. Tax policies must keep U.S. companies competitive abroad

U.S. foreign tax credit system has historically prevent double taxation. For-
eign nations prevent double taxation of their investors and provide other tax
and non-tax advantages for foreign Investment which exceed benefits available
to U.S. companies.
4. U.S. tax policies have not resulted in lessened domestic investment or em.

ployment
If forced to abandon foreign Investments, petroleum companies will not auto-

matically reinvest similar amounts In domestic oil activities.
If U.S. petroleum companies are forced to retreat from foreign areas, the

result will be loss of earnings, jobs, and less total Investment In the United
States.

Income from American petroleum Investments abroad have exceeded net out-
flows of capital from U.S.
5. Tax Reduction Act of 1975 lias made U.S. petroleum. companies less competi-

tive abroad
Revisions made by the Act were directed solely at oil companies. They in-

cluded: (1) restrictions on amount of foreign tax credit available, including

6(4-460 0 - 76 - Pt.2 - 22
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elimination of election to utilize-per-country method: (2) adoption of arbitrary
distinctions between oil and non-oil income.

6. New tax proposal would further harm operations of oil companies abroad

Proposals to further r',trict or eliminate foreign tax credit and to accelerate
U.S. taxation of earnings of foreign subsidiary corporations should not be en-
acted.

My name is Wilford R. Young. I am Vice Chairman of the Board and General
Counsel of Texaco Inc., and I am appearing today on behalf of the American
Petroleum Institute. the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, the Rocky
Mountain Oil and Gas Association, and the Western Oil and Gas Association.
This statement will supplement my oral remarks on United States taxation of
foreign source income.

Continued Reliance on Foreign Oil
We must be realistic in forecasting the long term energy supply and demand

situation in the United States and inl particular the projections of United States
petroleum production and the need for imported petroleum. Available domestic
crude oil and natural gas reserves have been dropping since the late 1960's and
the decline in the petroleum industry's finding rate has been accompanied'-by
soaring costs of exploration and development.

The United States is presently obliged to import about 45 percent of its liquid
petroleum needs. Latest figures available to the American Petroleum Institute
show that imports during the week ended March 12 rose to a record 8.2 million
barrels per day from 7.8 million barrels the previous week. In fact, it was re--
ported last week that for the first time in our Nation's history the volume of im-
ported petroleum liquids exceeded domestic crude oil production.

This reliance on imports will undoubtedly continue. It is an illusion to believe
that the U.S. can attain energy self-sufficiency by 1985, as originally envisioned
by the 1974 Project Independence report. The recent report by the Federal En-
ergy Administration points out the continued need for imports and makes even
more vital the task of increased exploration for domestic oil and natural gas.

Texaco's own studies indicate that under the most favorable circumstances,
domestic production of liquid l)etroleum would only reach 12.9 million barrels a
day by 1990. But it is more probable that production in the United States may
not rise above 10.5 to 11 million barrels a day, even after oil starts flowing from
the North Slope of Alaska.

By 1990, assuming that the private petroleum industry were permitted to
earn and invest capital at a maximum practical rate, foreign imports would be
supplying about 50 percent of United States demand, or about 12 million barrels
a (lay. However, if investments are held at or near current levels largely through
government actions which restrain earnings, such as continued price controls
and regulation of virtually all phases of our business, additional imports of
liquid petroleum vill be required to replace the lower (lonestic production of
both liquids and natural gas. In this case, imlrts of liquid petroleum could rise
to more than 70 percent of requirements by 1990. or about 20 million barrels a
day, compared with present levels of somewhat more than 7 million barrels a
day. These figures certainly pose unacceptable risks for the national security
and the economic well-being of our country.

Need for U.S. oil companies abroad
It is apparent, therefore, that despite substantial efforts to increase domestic

production, we will continue for many years in the future to be dependent upon
oil imports to meet our energy needs. Moreover, unless actions are taken now to
find additional secure foreign sources of supply, the United States will find it-
self increasingly dependent on oil imports from the Middle East, which Is the
world's only great reservoir of dl.scovere(d-hut-un(e'eloped reserves.

Under these circumstances, it Is clearly In the best interest of the Nation to
protect the competitiveness abroad of American-owned oil companies. In addi-
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tion to the oil exploration and development efforts in countries outside of OPEC,
e.g., in the North Sea, private international oil companies continue largely to
provide the industry's essential needs for efficient logistics and marketing or-
ganizations, technological developments, managerial capabilities, and mobiliza-
tion of capital. The withdrawal of United States oil enterprises from opera-
tions abroad would leave-this country substantially dependent for its essential
foreign supplies upon companies owned in whole or in large part by foreign
governments.

With an American presence in the international oil industry, it is much more
likely that an allocation of oil supply equitable to the United States, as well as
to others, will be achieved in the event of an international oil crisis. This lesson
was re-emphasized in the Arab oil embargo two years ago. In the words of the
Senate Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations: 1

"... U.S. companies decided that 'the pain should be evenly spread'... [and)
helped to blunt the edge of the Arab oil weapon by redistributing global supplies
so that the constriction of supplies was fairly evenly allocated rather than
targeted specifically against the United States and the Netherlands.
U.S. tax7 policies must keep companies competitive abroad

The two primary goals of U.S. taxation of foreign source income of American
companies have historically been to assure: (1) that the United States will
avoid international double taxation of American foreign investments in order
to preserve their competitiveness with foreign based companies; and (2) that
the United States will treat like investments at home and abroad equally in
order to avoid having tax policy stimulate foreign investment at the expense
of domestic investment. This long standing policy must be continued if we are
to achieve our energy goals, i.e., to accelerate domestic production and develop-
ment and at the same time to encourage American firms to continue the necessary
search for oil abroad.

Since 1918 the United States has attempted to achieve this equality of for-
eign/domestic tax treatment and-to avoid double taxation of foreign source in-
come earned by its nationals by allowing foreign income taxes as a credit against
the United States tax liability on foreign source income.

The foreign tax credit is not, however, the only way to eliminate double taxa-
tion. Many other international trading countries adopt in whole or in part the
so-called territoriality principle under which foreign earnings are not taxed at
all in the home country, generally provided such earnings are subject to tax
in the country where earned. The U.S. does not use this system but has instead
chosen to tax worldwide income of its citizens and corporations, with the protec-
tion of the foreign tax credit.

The U.S. foreign tax credit assures that the foreign operations of U.S. com-
panies bear the higher of the U.S. or foreign income tax rates, and thus neither
favors nor penalizes investment abroad relative to investment in the United
States. Without the foreign tax credit, U.S. companies generally would bear an
income tax rate on foreign operations that is about 50 percent higher than their
foreign competitors, thereby making it impossible to compete successfully against
the foreign companies.

The foreign tax credit can never be used to offset U.S. tax on U.S. source
income. In recent years misunderstandings and mistatements of this principle
have become commonplace in the press and among critics of the petroleum
industry.

The per-country method of computing foreign tax credit has been part of the
U.S. tax law since 1932. Since 1961, and until enactment of the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975, the taxpayer has been permitted the flexibility of calculating the
limitation on allowable foreign tax credit on either a per-country or overall

1 U.S. Senate, Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations of the Committee on Foreign
Relations. "MIultinational Oil Corporations and U.S. Foreign Policy" (Washington: Gov-

-. ernment Printing Office, 1975) pp. 147-148.
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basis. This flexibility which was prohibited as to the oil companies, under the
1975 Act, effective in 1976, is necessary to permit U.S. business to compete inter-
nationally with foreign companies. This is particularly the case with smaller
companies where a considerable part of their foreign operations consists of
risk ventures. It is also true of companies of any size wishing to expand their
present operations to new areas, including underdeveloped countries, which in-
volve serious risk of losses. If such companies do not have the option of electing
the per-country limitation method, the economics of a new business venture will
be worse than those of foreign competitors.

In general, as noted in Appendix 11, most trading nations either allow a for-
eign tax credit or follow the so-called territoriality system in taxing the foreign
activities of its citizens and corporations. The obvious result of abandonment
of the foreign tax credit concept by the U.S., as has been proposed by some, would
be that U.S. companies would rapidly be driven out of foreign activities. Not
only do foreign nations prevent double taxation of their investors but they also
provide other tax and non-tax advantages for foreign investment which in some
cases far exceed the total benefits available to U.S. companies. See Appendix I,
attached.

It should be noted that even prior to the restrictions in the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 the U.S. was discriminating in many respects against foreign in-
vestment. The investment credit is not today allowable for foreign capital
expenditures and the principal benefits of the Asset Depreciation Range system
are not available with respect to foreign assets. In general, as pointed out by
Treasury Secretary William E. Simon in his appearance before this Committee
in June last year, the U.S. system for general capital cost recovery is inferior
to that of most foreign countries.
Taxe polWies have not resulted in le88ened domestic investm-ent or emplonent

Some of the proposals to reduce or eliminate foreign tax credits have been
motivated by a desire to force companies to invest in the U.S. as opposed to for-
eign areas. The proponents seem to believe that if petroleum companies were com-
pelled to abandon foreign Investments, they would automatically reinvest sim-
ilar amounts in domestic oil activities. This reasoning is fallacious. First,
domestic investments must themselves be viable from an economic standpoint.
Investments will not be undertaken in the U.S. or abroad if the economic return
is insufficient. If such investments were undertaken by governments rather than
private enterprise, in the final analysis the same rules would apply since Gov-
ernment must finance its activities within its means or suffer a nationwide de-
crease in national wealth or standard of living.

Secondly, over many years foreign investment has been a revenue-generating
source of earnings for international companies. If U.S. petroleum companies
are forced to retreat from foreign areas, the result would be loss of U.S. earn-
ings, jobs, and less total investment.

far-frm-exporting jobs the evidence indicates that U.S. international com-
panies in general have increased jobs at home at above average rates. In the
petroleum industry, in particular, there are substantial indirect benefits from
foreign direct invetments. In addition to the oil companies themselves, a great
number of U.S. citizens are employed by the technical and contracting firms, and
substantial amounts of supplies are purchased in the U.S. relating to the foreign
activities of U.S. companies. If our foreign activities should be concentrated fur-
ther in foreign competitors-and in particular government companies-it is un-
likely that this level of purchases and employment in the U.S. would continue.

For many years income remitted to the United States from American petroleum
investments abroad has exceeded the net outflows of capital from the United
States to finance such investments by an average of about $1 billion annually
($3 billion in 1973) exclusive of about $0.5 billion of foreign earnings reinvested
annually abroad. In addition to these direct earnings, United States foreign
petroleum investments also resulted in increased income to the United States
from substantial American exports of oil-related equipment, supplies and services
for use in American-owned facilities abroad.
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In the case of Texaco, over the past five years total income earned in the
United States has been $2.1 billion and total income earned abroad has been
$3.1 billion. Capital and exploratory expenditures incurred in the United States
have been $4.7 billion as compared to expenditures outside of the U.S. of $2.7.
The data show that during this period expenditures in the United States
have been more than twice the earnings in the United States.
The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 has made the U.S. petroleum industry less

competitive abroad
Provisions of the Tax Reductioi Act of 1975 which were directed solely at

the oil industry have had the effect not only of discriminating against the U.S.
oil industry as compared to other U.S. industries, but have discriminated against
the U.S. oil industry in relation to foreign competitors. The significant changes
made by the Act involved (1) restrictions on the amount of credit for foreign
taxes, including elimination of the election to utilize the per-country method
of calculating foreign tax credit, (2) the adoption of onerous recapture pro-
visions, and (3) the creation of arbitrary distinctions between oil and non-oil
income.

The limitation on the amount of creditable tax seriously erodes the principle
of the overall credit limitation and the option to use the per-country limitation
was denied entirely insofar as oil-related incom is concerned.
Fracturing of Income under 1975 Tax Reduction Act

The fracturing of foreign source income between oil-related and other income
is arbitrary and discriminatory. No significant distinctions are made between
any other types of foreign income. These provisions weaken, for example, the
competitive position of fully integrated American petroleum-chemicals busi-
nesses in competition with those foreign-based companies whose foreign taxes
may be treated as a whole or whose foreign operations are not taxed at all
by their home governments.

With respect to the petroleum industry limitation on the overall foreign tax
credit, oil companies should be allowed to apply foreign tax credits from
extractive activities to all other foreign source income, instead of only to foreign
oil and gas related-income. This would help to restore for the oil industry
the basic principle of the overall foreign tax credit, which applies without
such restrictions to all other industries.
Technical problems of 1975 Tax Reduction Act

In addition, perhaps due to the haste in which the 1975 changes were enacted,
there are many technical questions of interpretation which make it difficult
for taxpayers to know the tax results of future activities. There are also sev-
eral technical errors and apparent oversights. In the latter category is the
apparent omission of interest income from U.S. incorporated oil companies op-
erating abroad as oil-related income, whereas such income from foreign affiliates
would be oil-related.

The loss recapture provisions could lead to double taxation. They require
the restoration of losses to U.S. source income and the reduction of foreign
tax credits in proportion to the amount of income recaptured. This could result
in U.S. tax not only on the income recaptured but also on a portion of foreign
income in the year of recapture.
Elimination of so-called "deferral"

As to the other foreign tax proposals now pending, we strongly oppose the
elimination of so-called "deferral" of the taxation of earnings of controlled
foreign subsidiaries. The reference to deferral is a misnomer in this case
since the proposal is really to tax currently unreceived earnings from foreign
subsidiaries, and represents a startling departure from international and domestic
tax practice in this area. As shown in the attached Appendix II, almost all
major countries defer taxation of undistributed earnings.
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Foreign inoim provisions of H.R. 10612
With respect to the foreign income provisions of H.R. 10612 we have the

following comments:
1. We favor the provision making rulings under section 367 of the Internal

Revenue Code no longer necessary for certain transactions and providing for
retroactive rulings in other cases.

2. We oppose the elimination of the per-country limitation for non-oil income
and the proposal for recapture of losses.

3. We favor the elimination of the U.S. withholding tax on dividends and
interest paid to nonresidents.

4. We oppose the elimination of the earned income exclusion of section 911
of the Internal Revenue Code.

5. We urge that the Western Hemisphere Trade and DISC provisions be
continued.

6. We endorse the amendments to section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code to
the extent that they allow investments in U.S. property without taxation.

7. We do not favor the gross-up of dividends from less-developed country
corporations.

8. We oppose the limitations on the foreign tax credits with respect to foreign
source capital gains.

CONCLUSION

In solving U.S. energy needs it would be futile to rely on a purely domestic
approach for our petroleum supplies. Even our best efforts in the United States
will not prevent a growing energy dependence on foreign nations. To reduce our
vulnerability to the concerted actions of a few foreign oil producing nations, we
should therefore expand our foreign sources of petroleum supply.

To do this it is imperative that we have a fair and competitive system for
taxing income from foreign sources. As a step in this direction, the penalty
provisions in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 should be repealed. The Congress
also should give serious consideration to other measures to counter and equalize
the competitive advantages created by foreign governments for petroleum com-
panies owned by their nationals.

APPENDIX I

Summary Statement of Tax Treatment and Other Provisions for Foreign
Petroleum Operations by Companies Domiciled In:

(1) France, Does not tax. Other Provisions: None for private companies.
(Government finances wholly-owned government company and owns substantial
interest in large private company).

(2) Japan, Taxes on overall basis with credit. Othfr Provisions: Allows de-
ductions for reserve for overseas exploration and deductions for reserve for
losses in overseas investment. Exploration loans of up to 50% not repayable in
the event of failure; government guarantees of bank loans for exploration and
development; percentage depletion at 15% with reinvestment requirement; ex-
pensing of dry holes.

(8) Netherlands, Does not tax, if taxed by host country. Other Provisions:
Allows deduction of foreign losses from domestic income.

(4) United Kingdom, Taxes on per country basis with foreign tax credit al-
lowed limited to average amount of corporation tax attributable to Income. Other
Provisions: Expensing of all pre-discovery costs & dry holes: expensing of plant
and machinery expenditures: rapid depreciation of fixed structures.

(5) West Germany, Tax exempt or taxes on the per country basis with credit.
Other Provisions: Expensing of all exploration costs; rapid depreciation of
tangibles and intangibles. Allows deduction of a net foreign loss.

(6) United States, For taxable years ending after December 31, 1975, taxes on
the overall basis with credit. Other Provisions: Expensing of dry holes and
intangibles on producing wells (but not deduction of prediscovery costs other
than dry holes, until properties are abandoned). Allows deduction of a net for-
eign loss, subject to recapture against future oil-related income by limiting the
foreign tax credits available with respect to the future years.



APPENDIX II

TAXATION OF INCOME OF FOREIGN BRANCHES: DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST FROM FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES UNDER THE TAX SYSTEMS OF CERTAIN MAJOR COUNTRIES IN THE FREE WORLD

Foreign branches Income from foreign subsidiaries

Country and basis of taxation Taxability of income Treatment of foreign income taxes Dividends Interest

Australia: Incorporation ---------- Taxed at normal rates but exempt if subject ----------------------------------- Exempt if taxed by host country ----- Exempt if awed by host country or a
to taxation by host country. Mote: Foreign foreign tax credit will be allowed.
branch losses are deductible except for
cases where net income, if it had been
received, would be exempt from taxation.

Austria: Incorporation ----------- Taxed at normal rates. Exempt if subject to Credit under per country limitation .. Taxed at normal rates, with direct Taxed at normal rates.
tax by host country.' taxes as a credit

Belgium: Residence ----------- Taxed at reduced rate. Exempt under most Deduction only --------------------- 90 percent, 95 percent or 105 percent Net interest taxed at normal rate. 15
treaties.2  dividend exclusion. Deemed paid percent deemed paid credit if taxed

credit of 5 percent of net. in foreign country.
Canada: Residence -------------- Taxed at normal rates plus an additional Credit under per country limitation Exempt --------------------------- Taxed at normal rat".

tax of 25 percent on aftertax profits with 5-yr carry-over provision.
(unless modifid by treaty).

Denmark: Residence ------------- Taxed at 50 percent of normal rate. Full Credit under per country limitation ... Taxed at normal rates. Tax credit under Taxed at normal rates.
deduction of losses.2  deemed paid system.

Finland: Incorporation ----------- Taxed at normal rates. Exemj)t under most Credit under per country limitation. Taxed at normal rates ---------------- Taxed at normal rates.
treaties? No carryback/forward.

France: Incorporation ---------- Exempt from taxation ' ------------------------------------------------------- Taxed at 5 percent of normal rate and Taxed at normal rate, credit for with-
foreign tax credit for direct taxes, holding taxes.

Germany: Incorporation or mind and Taxed at reduced rates. Exempt under most Credit under per country limitation ---- Exempt, or the foreign tax credit may Taxed at normal rate. Credit for with-
management treaties.2  be deducted under deemed paid Itolding taxes.

system.
Greece: Incorporation ------------ Taxed at normal rates ' --------------- Credit ---------------------------- Taxed at normal rates .............. Taxed at normal rate.

See footnotes at end of table.

O0I.-"



APPENDIX II

TAXATION OF INCOME OF FOREIGN BRANCHES: DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST FROM FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES UNDER THE TAX SYSTEMS OF CERTAIN MAJOR COUNTRIES IN THE FREE WORLD--Con.

Foreign branches Income from foreign subsidiaries

Country and basis of taxation Taxability of income Treatment of foreign income taxes Dividends Interest

ndonesia: Incorporation -------- Exempt ------------------------------------------------ Exempt --------------------------- Taxed at normal rates. Foreign tax.... ... .... ... " . .... ... .... ... ... credit allowed.

Italy: Incorporation ----------- Taxed at normal rates' 2--------------- Credit allowed to a limited extent- --- Taxed at normal rates and foreign tax Taxed at normal rates.
............ credit to a limitedl extent

Japan: Incorporation ------------- Taxed at normal rates and a foreign tax Credit under overall limitation --------- Taxed at normal rates. Foreign tax Taxed at normal rates. Foreign tax
credit is allowed. Note: Foreign *ranch credit allowed, credit allowed.
losses are deductible except for de-
termination of foreign tax credit

Netherlands: Residence ---------- Income exempt if taxed by host country - ... .... ..--------------------------- Exempt, if subject to tax by country of Taxed at normal rate.
losses allowed apinst domestic income, source.
with a carry-over provision.

Norway: Residence ------------- 50 percent of income taxed at normal rate. Deduction ------------------------- Taxed at normal rates with credit for Net received taxed at normal rates.
Exempt under most treaties.' taxes withheld P source.

Spain: Incorporation ------------- Taxed at normal rates. Exempt under most Credit under per country limitation-.... Taxed at normal rate. Foreign tax Taxed at reduced rate.
treaties if taxed by host country.' credit under deemed paid system.

Sweden: Incorporation ----------- Taxed at normal rate. Exempt under most Credit under per country limitation-.... Exempt --------------------------- Taxed at normal rate.
treaties if taxed by host country.

United Kingdom: Residence ....... Taxed at normal rate' ------------------ Credit under per country limitation.... Taxes at normal rate with foreign tax Taxed at normal rate.
credit under deemed paid system.

United States: Incorporation ----- Taxed at normal rate' 2--------------- Credit. under either the overall or per Taxed at normal rate with foreign tax Taxed at normal rate.
country limitation (except in the case credit under deemed paid system.
of the oil industry).

I No tax benefit from net foreign branch losses.
2 Similar tax treatment for foreign branch losses.

Source: American Petroleum Institute.
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INTRODUCTION

At Exxon Company, U.S.A., projecting the nation's energy environment five,
ten, or fifteen years into the future is essential to the formulation of long-term
business goals. Why look so far ahead? The main reason is that long leadtimes
are required to bring an oil or gas field into production, build refineries, construct
pipelines, and develop new and improved technology. Consequently, the necessary
plans and capital investment decisions must be made many years in advance.
Projections of the future energy environment provide an informed basis for these
critical, long-range decisions involving millions of dollars.

The most recent of these projections is Exxon USA's assessment of the U.S.
energy outlook for the period 1976 through 1990*. The assessment is based on our
analysis of activities in the nation's governmental, economic, and technological
spheres. Because this study deals with national energy matters that concern all
Americans, we present its major findings in this booklet. The projections pre-
sented in the following pages are not intended to be firm predictions. Any investi-
gation into the future can deal only in reasonable possibilities, and no single view
of the future can satisfactorily accommodate the complexities of the energy
problem. It is hoped, however, that this booklet will help clarify basic issues and
provide a useful frame of reference for evaluating other perspectives on the
nation's energy future.

We will begin our discussion with an outline of the key assumptions on which
we have based our projections, followed by the energy supply/demand outlook
itself, and a brief concluding examination of U.S. energy policy options that could
affect the projections of our Energy Outlook.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The conclusions of Exxon USA's Energy Outlook are tied closely to specific
assumptions about future circumstances affecting U.S. energy supply and de-
mand. Our Outlook is, in effect, a scenario of what the U.S. energy environment
is likely to be over the next 15 years should certain assumptions hold true. Any
significant variation from these all-important bases could considerably modify
our projections. We present here some of the more fundamental of these assump-
tions.
Government policy

Government will not mandate curtailment of energy consumption below levels
necessary for adequate national economic growth or enforce use of certain fuels
in preference to others. Government policies will facilitate expanded energy de-
velopment, increase the leasing rate of offshore acreage as well as oil shale and
coal acreage, moderate the delays in nuclear plant licensing and sting, and main-
tain a realistic balance between energy, economic, and environmental goals.
Government policies will not reduce the availability or inhibit the formation of
capital funds required by the energy industries.
The Economy

The nation will continue its recovery from the 1974-1975 recession. There will
be long-term growth toward full employment. Higher energy costs will divert

*This assessment is an update of the-one presented in Exxon USA's booklet, "Energy
Outlook, 1975-1900." While o ir new projections differ in degree from the earlier ones,
their overall implications for the nation remain unchanged.
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some capital from investment in labor-saving equipment, resulting in lower than
historic gains In productivity Primarily for this reason, long-term growth in real
GNP will be somewhat below historic growth rates.
The environment

Full attainment of secondary air quality standards will be delayed temporarily
to permit greater use of coal. Flue gas desulfurization facilities for coal-fired
utility plants are expected to be commercially available by the late 1970's or
early 1980's.
Energy demand

Oil imports will be available as needed. Energy prices will increase at about
the U.S. inflation rate. Higher energy prices will significantly affect energy con-
sumption, both depressing demand growth and influencing the mix of fuels
utilized.

U.S. ENERGY DEMAND BY CONSUMING SECTOR

SHARE OF TOTAL U.S. ENERGY DEMAND

I in percent]

1960 1976 1980 1990

Nonenergy ....................................... 9 8 9 9
Industrial .......... -------------------------------- 37 34 33 33
Transportation ...................................... 24 25 24 22
Residential/commercial ....................... 30 33 34 36

Total .................................... 100 100 100 100

Total U.S. energy demand is projected to increase from an estimated 38 mil-
lion barrels per day oil equivalent in 1976 to 56 million barrels per day in 1990.
High energy costs, conservation efforts, and slower economic growth over the
forecast period will cause the growth in U.S. energy demand to average about
2.8 percent annually, compared with 4 percent during the 13 years prior to the
embargo, 1960-73. For purposes of evaluation, Exxon divides energy demand
into the following sectors:
Non-energy

The Non-Energy sector reflects the utilization of oil, gas, and metallurgical
coal as feedstock or raw materials, rather than as fuel, in the manufacture of
such products as petrochemicals, asphalt, wax, carbon black and steel. The en-
ergy demand growth rate in this sector will show little change from historic
rates.
Industrial

This sector includes all mining and manufacturing industries. The growth rate
in industrial energy demand will decline sharply through 1980. due in part to
rapid improvements in energy-use efficiency and slower economic growth, then
increase as efficiency improvement slows and economic growth continues. Gas,
oil, coal, and electricity contribute to the sector, with gas continuing as the
predominant fuel but declining in its share of total sector demand from about
50 percent in 1976 to about 30 percent by 1990.
Transportation

Transportation is almost entirely dependent on oil. Average annual energy
demand growth will drop significantly below the historic rate. This sector will
account for about half of total oil consumed through 1990. Motor gasoline cur-
rently accounts for three-quarters of transportation demand: remaining de-
mand is for aviation and diesel fuels, heavy fuel oil, and liquefied petroleum gas.
Residential/Commercial

- This sector includes homes, stores, office buildings, hospitals, and schools. The
sector's projected growth rate in energy demand will decline from that of the
1960-73 period. Demand growth will he met primarily by gas and electricity.
Heating oil consumption will increase only moderately.
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TOTAL U.S. ENERGY SUPPLY

SHARE OF TOTAL U.S. ENERGY SUPPLY
[In percent]

1960 1976 1980 - 1990

Nuclear ........................................................ 3 5 16
Hydro/Geo .......................................... 4 4 4 3
Coal ......................................... 22 18 - 20 20
Gas................................................ 30 28 22 17
Oil ................................................ 44 47 49 44

Total ........................................ 100 100 100 100

Nuolear
Nuclear energy is confined to electric utility use. Although its development con-

tinues to be plagued by construction, regulatory, and siting delays, nuclear energy
is expected to be the nation's fastest growing-source of energy, supplying 16 per-
cent of total U.S. energy demand by 1990, compared with about 3 percent in 1976.
Hydro and geothermal

Hydro and geothermal power will supply about 3 percent of total U.S. energy
requirements by 1990, down slightly from today's share. Hydro power's share of
electric power generation will decline from a current 16 percent to 10 percent by
1900. The contribution of geothermal power to total electric power generation is
expected to remain negligible through 1990. These two energy sources have limited
growth potential due to technological problems and insufficient site availability.
Coal

Coal supply will essentially be determined by demand. Coal use by electric
utilities is expected to increase rapidly through 1980, then level off as nuclear
power captures most of the growth. After 1980, the most rapidly expanding use
of coal will be as an industrial fuel.
Ga8

Limited availability of gas will pace additional burdens on other energy re-
sources, particularly oil, to meet industrial fuel needs. Gas consumption by the
electric utility sector will decline as coal-fired and nuclear-powered generators
become dominant. Gas imports are not expected to increase significantly in the
future.
Oil

Oil will remain the predominant fuel through 1990, although its share of total
energy demand will return to the 1960 level of 44 percent. Oil consumption by
electric utilities in particular will decline from today's levels. Oil imports are
projected to increase to 50 percent of total oil demand by 1980 and begin to level
off thereafter.
Altcrnatc energy sources

Potential energy sources such as solar power and the breeder reactor are not
expected to be commercially available on a significant scale before 1990. One or
more of these sources, however, could begin to make an important contribution
before the end of this century. Energy from nuclear fusion could become com-
mercially available early in the next century.
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U.S. NUCLEAR SUPPLY

TOTAL U.S. NUCLEAR SUPPLY

1976 1980 1985 1990

Nuclear capacity (1,000 mw 48 83 180 300
Uranium requirements (mi ion pounds per year) 24 47 73 117

'Includes 8 yr forward reserve.

Nuclear energy is confined to the electric utility sector and is therefore shown
here in relation to total electric utility fuel demand. Electricity generated by
nuclear energy could be the nation's fastest growing energy source, rapidly
replacing oil and gas in utilities. By 1990 nuclear could supply about half of
U.S. electricity demand, compared with about 10 percent in 1976. Slightly more
than 60 nuclear plants with a total production capacity of about 48,000 mega-
watts are projected to be operating in the U.S. by the end of 1976. Technical,
licensing, and financial problems have continued to retard the growth of nuclear
capacity. In 1975 alone, 100,000 MW of planned additional nuclear capacity was
canceled or deferred. Longer-term, nuclear growth could be limited by uranium
availability.
Uranium resources

Approximately 95 percent of known U.S. uranium reserves are located in
sedimentary basins in the western U.S. Many such sites have not been adequately
explored. Atomic Energy Commission (now ERDA) estimates indicate that exist-
ing domestic inventories and proven reserves of uranium, all totaling about 1.0
billion pounds, can meet the nation's needs into the early 1980's. Iligher-cost
potential reserves could meet capacity projections through 1990. In order to
supply forecast nuclear capacity completely from domestic resources, uranium
reserve additions would have to average 65 million pounds annually between 1975
and 1990. From 1907 through 1974, an average of 00 million pounds per year was
added to reserves. Because eight to ten years are required to develop a uranium
mine and associated milling facilities. U.S. self-sufficiency in uranium through
1990 will depend on the success of exploration undertaken in the 70's.
Import

Nearly two-thirds of the Free World's proven uranium reserves are in Canada,
South and Southwest Africa, and Australia. Because of uncertainties as to ulti-
mate domestic uranium potential beyond 1990, the U.$. government plans to
gradually phase out uranium import restrictions between 1977 and 1984.
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U.S. COAL SUPPLY

TOTAL U.S. COAL SUPPLY
[Million tons per yearl

1960 1976 1980 1990

Eastern production ................................ 420 580 595 560
Western production ................................ 14 80 200 580

Total ...................................... 434 660 795 1,140

Coal reserves are abundant, accounting for 90 percent of all known U.S. fossil
fuel resources. By 1990 domestic production is projected to reach 1.1 billion tons
annually, compared with estimated 1976 production of 660 million tons. These
figures include exports of metallurgical coal amounting to about 55 million tons
annually through 1990. The largest user of coal is electric utilities, accounting
for almost three-fourths of domestic coal demand in 1976 and almost two-thirds
of domestic cotl demand by 1990. The pace at which new coal supplies are devel-
ojied will depI-.d on such factors as coal prices, availability of skilled manpower,
the nature of surface mining legislation, the timely development of flue gas
desulfurization technology, government leasing policy, and environmental delays.
Western coal

Western coal, 700-1,000 miles from the major Midwestern coal markets, has
been underdeveloped, and will account for only about 12 percent of U.S. coal pro-
duction in 1976. However, most of the growth in coal supply is projected to come
from Western mines as a result of environmental regulations requiring low-sulfur
fuels.
Synthetics manufacture

By 1990 about 100 million tons per year, or 9 percent of U.S. coal output, Is
expected to go toward the production of synthetic oil and gas.
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U.S. GAS SUPPLY

TOTAL U.S. GAS SUPPLY

[Trillion cubic feet per yearly

1960 1976 1980 1990

Domestic (conventional) ---------------------------- 12.9 19.2 16.8 17.2
Domestic (synthetic) ............................................... 3 .3 1.0
Imports ............................................-. 2 1.0 1.5 1.0

-- Tota ....- .................................. 13.1 01.3.5 18.6 19.2

Since 1954, the Federal Power Commission has maintained the wellhead price
of interstate natural gas at levels significantly lower than competition with our
fuels would dictate. The effect has been to stimulate demand for gas and, at
the same time, to decrease incentives for finding and developing new gas
reserves.

U.S. natural gas production peaked in 1972 and has been declining ever since.
roduction is not expected to recover to 1972 levels, even with production from

new offshore leases and from the Alaska North Slope. By 1990, more than half
of total natural gas production must come from reserves yet to be discovered.
Most of these discoveries will be in "frontier" areas of Alaska and the Outer
Continental Shelf.
Synthetics

Currently, about 0.3 trillion cubic feet of gas per year Is produced from
naphtha and liquid petroleum gas. Gas from coal is projected to be commercially
available beginning in the early 1980's. Synthetic gas production is expected
to reach about 1 trillion cubic feet per year by 1990, or about 5 percent of total
U.S. gas supply in that year.
Int port ..

Gas imports are projected to average from I to 1.5 trillion cubic feet per year
through 1990. Imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) are assumed to increase
as overland imports from Canada decline. However, LNG imports will depend
upon considerations of economics and security of supply.
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U.S. OIL SUPPLY

TOTAL U.S. OIL SUPPLY
[Million barrels per dayl

1960 1976 1980 1990

Domestic (conventional) ........................... 8. 2 10.3 10.0 11.8
Domestic (synthetic):

Oil shalf ............................................................................... .5
Coal ................................................................................. .2

Imports ............................................ 1.8 8.0 10.5 12.2

Total ...................................... 10.0 18. 3 20.5 24.7

We have left the discussion of oil until last to emphasize its function as the
nation's "swing fuel." As the most versatile and the most readily available
energy source, only oil is capable of taking up the slack created by the shortfall
of any other fuel. Consequently, slower-than-forecast growth in coal, nuclear, or
gas would rapidly translate into additional oil imports.

Domestic oil supply leveled off in the early 1970's and is now declining. This
decline is likely to continue until late 1977 when North Slope oil will begin
moving through the trans-Alaska pipeline. North Slope production will reach
2.0 million barrels per day in the mid-80's. Over half of 1990 domestic oil
production must come from reserves yet to be discovered. Most of these new
discoveries must come from "frontier" areas of Alaska and the Outer Continental
Shelf. Leadtimes between initial exploration and peak production, in some of
these frontier areas may be longer than ten years.
Synthetio Oil

Oil from shale and coal will not become commercially available for several
years. By 1990 combined synthetics liquids production from these sources is
expected to be 0.7 million barrels per day and will account for about 3 percent
of total oil supply.
Imports

Over the forecast period, U.S. oil demand will grow much more rapidly than
domestic oil supply. Consequently, the U.S. will require increasing quantities of
imports to fill the gap between domestic supply and demand. Oil imports are
forecast to increase from 44 percent of total oil supply in 1976 to about 50 percent
of supply by 1980, then maintain about this share through 19g0.
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U.S. ENERoY PoLIoY OpoeS

The Energy Outlook presented in the foregoing pages is based on what Exxon
USA believes to be reasonable assumptions. However, our energy projections are
by no means inevitable. They could be altered either positively or negatively by
a number of events and actions, particularly in the area of government policy.
At present, the nation lacks a coherent long-range energy policy. Current legisla-
tive trends are creating political and economic uncertainties that are impeding
expeditious development of domestic energy resources and hampering long-term
investment planning within the energy industries.

The outcome of the following key policy issues in particular will strongly
determine the extent to which the nation succeeds in reducing oil import
dependence.
Price controls

Price controls on "old" oil, which constitutes about 60% of domestic produc-
tion-and the threat of continuing controls and even price rollbacks-are the
greatest single impediment to the capital formation that is crucial to domestic
energy development. A return to a relatively free market, where price is deter-
mined by supply and demand, would provide the dual advantage of encouraging
energy conservation and stimulating development of domestic energy supplies..
This will lessen U.S. dependence on costly and insecure Imports, with consequent
benefits to national security and economic stability.
Oil import quotas

Congress has considered proposals that would enforce energy conservation
through mandatory Import curtailments. In addition to necessitating a complex
government rationing program, Import quotas would, in effect, amount to a
self-Imposed energy shortage that could have serious economic consequences for
the nation. Moreover, such proposals concentrate only on one-half of the energy
problem-demand-and tend to ignore the urgent need to develop domestic
energy supplies. This supply development is essential to sustain the long-term
national economic growth that is fundamental to expanded job opportunities.
Environmental delays

Environmental protection is of great importance, but this goal must be realisti-
cally balanced with the equally vital national priorities of energy development
and economic growth. At present, environmental concerns continue to limit In-
dustry access to the oil and gas reserves beneath the Outer Continental Shelf.
Environmental concerns have been a significant factor in lengthy delays to
nuclear power plant construction. A present environmental injunction against
expanded coal mining in a five-state Rocky Mountain area, If prolonged, could
significantly affect the coal needs of 29 utilities In 15 states by 1980. If a proper
balance of the nation's energy, economic, and environmental needs is not achieved
soon, the resulting domestic fuel shortfall will necessitate a greater U.S. reliance
on imports than has been projected in our Energy Outlook.
Oil company divestiture

Recent legislative proposals would split U.S. oil companies into separate func-
tional companies-production, refining, marketing and transportation---or would
prohibit their involvement in non-petroleum activities, such as coal and uranium.
Such legislation would significantly reduce the efficiency of the oil companies,
retard U.S. energy development, and increase consumer costs and unemployment.
We believe that oil company dismembermezit is a groundless issue which is
diverting attention from constructive efforts to develop a national energy policy.

'Environmental protection, nuclear safeguards, energy conservation, adequate
energy supplies-as well as the achievement of these goals at reasonable cost-
are all Important national priorities. Optimum progress toward each of them
will require farsighted decisions on the part of all Americans. In view of the
long leadtimes involved in developing U.S. energy resources and improving
energy-use efficiencies, the necessary decisions must be made soon if the nation
is to slow the trend toward Increased import dependence.

The CHAIRMA,.s. Next we will hear from Mr. Charles Fraser, First
National Bank of Midland, Tex.; and Mr. Allen Thomas, vice presi-
dent of the Natural Resources Group of the Central Bank of Denver;
and Mr. James C. Templeton, president, Paragon Resources, Inc.
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I hope we haven't lost Mr. Templeton during the recess. Will he be
back?

Mr. FRASER. No, sir. Mr. Templeton had to leave.
The CHAIRMAN. You can present my regrets to Mr. Templeton. I

hope I can talk to him later on and in greater detail.
M1,r. FRASER. He asked that his statement be put into the record.
The CIIAIRMAN. I will be glad to do so., He is a very fine person

and I am sorry I couldn't hearhim personally today.

STATEMENTS OF CHARLES D. FRASER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MIDLAND, TEX.; ALLEN
THOMAS, VICE PRESIDENT, NATURAL RESOURCES GROUP OF
THE CENTRAL BANK OF DENVER; AND JAMES C. TEMPLETON,
PRESIDENT, PARAGON RESOURCES, INC.

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I am Charles D. Fraser from Midland,
Tex. I am an executive vice president of the First National Bank
of Midland. My experience in the oil industry began upon graduation
from the University of Texas in June 1958. I hold bachelor and
master of-science degrees in petroleum engineering, and I am a reg-
istered professional engineer in the State of Texas.

For over 9 years I have been in the banking business with the
principal responsibility of oil and gas lending. Prior to becoming a
banker, I was a petroleum engineer with Mobil Oil Corp. for 7 years
and an independent petroleum consultant for 2 years. I am a director
of the Independent Petroleum Association of America and of the
Permian Basin Petroleum Association.

Our bank, with $36"2 million in total assets and $191 million in
total loans, could hardly be considered a giant of the banking indus-
try. However, I know of no bank which is so totally involved in the
oil and gas business at the grassroots level.

I might add a comment that is not in the statement. The president
of ourbank is a petroleum engineer. We have seven on our payroll,
and we have six commercial loan officers. Right or wrong, we are
heavily loaded with technical talent.

Midland, Tex., is a focal community for oil and gas activities in the
geologic region known as the Permian Basin. Geographically this
basin underlies western Texas and southeastern New Mexico. We are
the largest independent bank in Texas and, by far, the largest oil- and
gas-oriented bank in the Permian Basin. Our customers range from
the Jargest multinational oil corporations to the smallest of independ-
ents. However, most of our loan and deposit business is generated by
individuals or corporations which would be classified as independent
oil and gas operators by anyone's definition.

We also serve a multituIe of oil industry service businesses includ-
ing drilling contractors, well-servicing contractors, logging com-
panies, consulting geologists and engineers, equipment dealers, con-
struction contractors, et cetera.

The CHAIR3MAN. I might interject I was stranded in Midland, Tex.,
in World War II. I am pleased to see it has grown so much since
that date.

I See p. 840.
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Mr. FRAsER. There have been times when we wondered. I think it
was about 4 or 5 years ago we had some 1,500 to 2,000 vacant houses
in Midland and, naturally, our friends did a little bit of service. I am
afraid it didn't do the rest of the Nation too much of a service.

I find myself speaking out in opposition to the proposed legislation,
the purpose being to do what I can to preserve the viability of our
domestic oil and gas industry and specifically I am appearing to op-
pose the House bill.

From what I have heard today, I may add I hope what I under-
stood Senator Kennedy's suggestion-I might start here by saying
that I don't suggest to have the philosophical insight as some who
address overall tax reform. My only contribution is a practical com-
ment or two, more or less defensive in the sense that I happen to
believe the oil industry is vital to our country, and some considera-
tions obtuse to the needs of our country.

From a banker's view, we are talking about capital availability,
the impact of the recent price rollbacks and the now-proposed capi-
talization of intangibles. I think in the statement reference to attach-
ment 2, would be ample argument to refute the first two comments,
currently price does not offset the loss of capital because of price
rollbacks, and I would now like to address the capitalization of in-
tangible drilling costs.

One question which might be raised is, could an aggressive bank
lend money to offset this loss, and I would also respond by saying
"no." I don't think either prices or bank lending can make up what
would happen if the industry is forced to capitalize intangibles.

Banks operate under a multitude of guidelines in oil and gas lending.
I won't get into the details. I would just like to mention the two that
I consider to be key ones.

We have no risk money to lend; we cannot make venture loans.
That is, because we are lending depositors' funds and not our own
money.

Senator BFNTSEN. At least they don't start out to be risk loans.
Mr. FRASER. We try very hard to keep them from becoming risk

loans. We make short term loans. We know what forms our deposits
take. They could be withdrawn tomorrow technically and we want
our notes to roll over rapidly.

In the case of oil and gas lending we shoot for guidelines of a 36 roll-
back.

Now, within those guidelines then I would like to comment on how
capitalizing intangibles might affect banks and the availability of
capital through banking. First of all, I would like to say I feel that
there are two basic sources of capital for the industry. One is intern-
ally generated funds-I think we are all famiiliar with that
term, and the other would be externally generated funds. With regard
to internally generated funds, I believe that the legislation proposed
in the House of Representatives would consvatively reduce intern-
ally generated funds by a factor of one-half to one-third below their
present level on an annual basis.

Now, in our bank this would be money other than existing oil loans,
which would become instead of 3-year loans, something like 4- to 41/-
year loans, since we recover these loans after tax cash flow. Should
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this happen, our bank will be forced to curtail new credit until the
overall note case rollover falls back to a prudent level, and we can
then go about our business. However, during that time, and subse-
quently, we will have to reduce the amount of money we can lend on
new loans.

The question is again the reduction by approximately one-third
to one-half over the level we now have. The net effect of this is that
we cannot finance against internally generated funds in any way to
offset the loss of intangible drilling expenses or the change-of
capitalization.

With respect to the externally generated funds our bank will be
affected in two ways that intangibles are capitalized. We are contin-
uing deposits for over $40-some-odd million a month. That has raised
some outside investors. These moneys come from such places as well-
known drilling funds or direct contact with various individual clients
or entrepreneurs. We have a multitude of customers involved in rais-
in third-party money.

Our total deposits are $320 million and we believe that intangibles
have to be capitalized. This source of money will dry up, and we
would expect a loss of deposits somewhere in the range of $40 million,
which would in turn reduce our lending ability about $25 million
since these deposits are a general running number on-and, excuse me,
Senator, can I continue?

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead for about a minute or two, if you can,
summarize the rest of your remarks.

Mr. FRASER. Sure.
The net effect of it is to say we are also going to suffer another loss

in the source of money to lend, and therefore we just can't stand the
argument that we would be able to make enough money to offset the
intangible expenses.

The only other particular point I would like to make is sometimes
we have a great deal of trepidation to come here in Washington and
testify in the company of people like Mr. Slick, and it might be that
perhaps this is an idea that we can't come with the same quality of
members. However, back in late November I made some calculations
regarding the impact of the proposed Energy Policy Act on the total
national activity in the oil business, and attachment '2 is presented in
this paper as an update of this statement -the statement. is an ul)date
of material that was given President Ford by Chairman Mahon
predicting that the rig count would drop drastically and demand
was going up. ral)idly.

I would like to point this out. to you simply to show that we have
not been too far wrong in guessing what impacts some of this legisla-
tion is going to have and I happen to believe we are right about having
to capitalize intangibles-that if someone wanted to write a recipe to
bring independent oil business to its knees and set our bank back, they
couldn't choose a better vehicle than that provided by the House of
Representatives.

The CIHAIRMAN. Looking at these charts that you l)resented in your
statement, one would get, the inl)ression that had Congress not acted
to roll back the price and double the tax, by now we might have about
60 or 70 percent more rigs out drilling for oil than we have today.
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Mr. FRASER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If we had continued that trend of drilling more

and more and instead of drilling less and less, we might have achieved
the goal of energy in independence in this country.

Do you think we have the potential to achieve it if we provide
enough incentives to business to do so?

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I don't feel that we can become inde-
pendent through imported crude oil. I think we could materially mini-
mize our dependence over what we are faced with, and I think the un-
known that we tend to overlook is what we might find, that we don't
expect to find the projections most people made are based on historical
ratios or reserves found in the drilling of a number of rigs running.
However, if we could look back, say-which I personally think would
not be seen on a day-by-day basis-I would wonder who would really
be able to say we don't have some more sleepy giants out there.

If we were wildcatters and optimists instead of bankers, we might
have hope of reducing imports materially above what I predicted. The
trends we have seen now will make the predictions I have here come
out with much worse than if we were just left with the price roll. If
we impose LAL- n top of it, then I think we are going to be worse
off.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. On your chart that you supplied with your

testimony, you have a recovery trend line.* Each time it turns down
we pass a piece of legislation that is adverse to the oil industry, and
it starts up again on the presumption that the recovery trend line
could not have turned upward anyway. Would this chart simply say
we have delayed the explorative oil-and would continue up despite
our legislation?

Mr. FRASER. Well, I think, Senator, first of all, those are not pure
numbers.

Senator PACKWOOD. I was looking at your trend, the line.
Mr. FRASER. I would like to be specific on that problem. -
If you recall 1964 when the legislation was passed, had that not

been vetoed and vetoed, then we would never have seen the return to
the recovery trends.

Now, in respect to the Tax Reform Act of 1975, which did become
law, we had a long hiatus there of some approximately 6 months while
people regrouped to figure out what happened to them, and they
started drilling again, but you must recall there was no ceiling on the
price of new and released crude oil at, that time, and these factors did
not change, I think, real significantly to show the immediate sensi-
tivity of the industry in the thing that threatens to take away venture
capital.

Now, I think, even under the present conditions, that the drastic
downturn we have seen on the Permian Basin is any lower than it
has been since 1973.

Senator PACKWOOD. In response to the question I asked earlier, you
are telling me that the Energy Act and the oil depletion limitation,
these have all worked to turn down domestic exploration?

*See p. 842.
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Mr. FRASER. That is my opinion, yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. You put in your statement yoi loan to large

companies, small companies, particularly individually owned com-
panies on occasion. Who does most of the exploratory drilling in the
continental United States?

Mr. FRASER. Senator, I would like to restrict my lowledge to the
Permian Basin because I am not a statistician for who drills what in
the United States. In our part of the country-and, again, I don't
have have the percentages for you-I would say that in terms of the
number of wells the majority, like 70-80 percent, are drilled by in-
dividual independents and joint venture groups of that type.

Senator PACKWOOD. -YOU say a number?
Mr. FRASER. The total number of -wildcatters-I don't mean to

deride the contributions by Exxon, because they may come up in one
fell swoop, they may spend as much as some of my customers spend
drilling a half-dozen wells. As to the dollar contribution, I am not
sure that the ratio is still significant.

The trouble in the Permian Basin is the size of the prospect has
decreased through the years to the point where the return on venture
money is no longer attractive to the larger corporations, where it still
is to the smaller fellow. The evidence we have of that is Monday Mobil
Oil announced removal of 145 families from consolidating into
Houston and New Orleans. Obviously we don't have a big enough
deal for them to wildcat for.

As time goes by, I think we must expect a smaller and smaller
effort in the Permian Basin from the large companies, and smaller
prospects will still be drilled by the smaller individuals and corpora-
tions.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is 80-85 percent of new wells for new explora-
tion into the 80-85 percent recovery of oil? Is that a different per-
centage?

Mr. FRASER. I know I would say that.
If you are talking historically, we fall into the area of how long an

individual can go ahead on a drilling venture before he has to make
a sale. The traditional practice in the industry has been before for
independents to make out sales and/or to drill to discover wells on
farmed-out acreage where the larger corporation continues to-make
the main bulk of the-I think the small operators, the independent
producer comes out with a smaller percentage of the reserves for a
much larger percentage of the risk in the expenditure.

Something I would be willing to do throughout the years-and I
think still is-but, no, I don't think the ratio of wells to reserve control
is proportionate. I think independents receive much less.

Senator PACKWOOD. Most of these independents sell off oil as they
find they are not in business other than for discovery?

Mr. FRASER. Most of the time they hang on as long as they can. In
our bank, a 3- to 5- to 6-year range is a good number. When a man has
had a stroke of bad luck, he can't borrow more money, he has to go
back to the sale and clean up debts and start over. Most of them like
to stay in the producing business. They just tend to get up there so

'high, they tend to get out.
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Senator PACKWOOD. When you say producing, you mean getting oil
out of the ground?

Mr. FRASER. Yes. We have no marketers to speak of and no refiners
within our family of customers. When I said we do business with
major companies, we make no loans on the books to any of the "seven
sisters" or way on down the chain.

Now, we have some good depositors, and we appreciate their good
business and they are good friends, but they don't borrow money from
First National, Midland.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Under the new law an independent producer would generally be

able to go for percent depletion on the first 1,800 barrels per day pro-
duction. In 196, if that producer sells oil and gas or any products
derived from oil or natural gas, if he sells it to a man who is in another
business, be itmd rugstore or he might be selling petroleum products,
or be it a dress shop where they might sell some plastic material or
a gas product that is made into the fabric, he is denied some of the
advantages of the bill that is called the retailer's exclusion. That would
really be aimed at some of the major companies with their retail
outlets.

I have provided an amendment I am going to attach to this legisla-
tion, if I can, trying to clarify that to see If we can't further define
what a retail outlet is, because it has been carried far beyond because
of the ambiguity of the language.

Have you had some problems with that?
Mr. FRASER. Yes, sir, I might comment I know of the specific in-

stances here in the last 60 days where an individual-he still operates
as an individual and lie is qtiite successful in the area of natural gas.
During a course of time lie also built some gas-gathering systems and
was selling gas to irrigation farmers.

Out of the gas he found, lie set aside enough and got into the market-
ing to local irrigation wells. Along the way lie sold some gas to one
smaller community out there, and this became, according to his ac-
count, a retail operation.

Senator BENTSE-N. So, it loses depletion.
Mr. FRASER. He is going to lose his depletion and get out of business.

We do have cases where this is a problem. One of the big areas is just
not being sure. and the accounting fraternity takes a stand if you are
in doubt, sell or get out of the potential conflict, and it is serious to us.

Senator BENTSEN. I have another one they are studying over in the
Treasury, and I, if you haven't heard of it already, have been talking
about a farm arrangement that they would deny a part of the tax
deduction for the intangible drilling cost to the taxpayer of the driller
who takes the whole risk, even though he is taking the entire risk,
even though he incurs the full cost of drilling, even though he would
bear the full loss on a dry well.

Would you care to comment on that -
Mr. FRASER. Well, it is just kind of coffee shop gossip. I even heard

some people thinking that was already being looked at on their re-
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turns. I think it is a ridiculous attitude. I can't see how that man is
not entitled to recover his capital out of the interest he retains in that

- farmout. and I think, for instance, they are attacking the interest
-procedure, which is common where a man who gives a farmout,
thinking maybe it is going tQ be better than he thought it was, wants
to come back in for half interest after the venture money is recovered,
and trying to penalize the guy that takes the risk, and think that is
backward, but I can't really say much more.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Fraser. I think your
testimony has been very helpful to us. I have no further questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRTiS. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAX. Senator Byrd?
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Mi'. Fraser, you say your bank is very

heavily involved in the oil and gas business at the grassroots level.
What has been the result of the elimination of the depletion allow-

ance for oil? Have you found it to be detrimental?
Mr. FRASER. Yes, sir; it is really just-in my customer relations it

is just really coming to light because these people are just now making
their first tax return after the change in law, and there are lots of
them being shaken by what has happened to them.

I think we are going to see more of what we are already seeing, a
reduction of the level of investment this year out of the realization
that they don't have such money to spend as they thought they were
going to. This is based on their 1975 tax return.

There is no question it has had an adverse impact on our customers.
Most of my customers are too small to be affected by the up per limit
of 2,000 barrels a day, although I have probably a few. It willbe some
while before many of them will grow that fast, but it is always de-
pressing to them'to think that once they reach a level of endeavor
that gets them up there, they start losing cash flow. So, in that sense
there is some psychological impact on my people also.

Senator HARRY F. Bym, Jr. Have you noticed actual reduction in
drilling as a result?

Mr. FRASER. There is no question, Senator. It is hard to be sure that
you are pulling out. I mean, the depletion allowance by itself is not
the only thing that has impacted on these people. The price rollback
is certainly part of it and the fears of what is coming on this intangible.
question, but I think the recount figures on the Permian Basin speak
for themselves. We are down to at least-we are down way below what
we were in 1973.

We have some figures in the statement that merely evidence that
these people aren't spending their money; they are not asking us for
loans they were, say, a year ago on drilling contracts. Our customers
have rigs idle and for the first time.

Our bankers were here in the last 3 weeks and had a. difficult time.
with one drilling contractor's line. We just know that we have had a
downturn in activity.

Senator HAmY F. BYRD. ,Jr. Thank you, MNir. Fraser. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
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The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. THrOXAS. Mr. Chairman, *I realize we are over on our time. I

wonder if I might make a couple of comments here with your
permission.

The CHAIRMAN. If you make it brief. The time we had allocated was
for the two of you. Go ahead.

Mr. TiBIoAS. My name is Allen Thomas. I am with the Central Bank
of Denver. Our bank is approximately the same size as Mr. Fraser's
bank. We have approximately $40 million of accounts in exposure to
the business, and we have essentially the same type of portfolio. We
have small independent oil men.

My background is very similar to Mr. Fraser's. I am an engineer
with two degrees. I spent 8 years at the Chase Manhattan Bank and
have been with the Central Bank of Denver for 3 years.

There are several points I would like to make, and I will make them
very briefly.

First of all, we make secured loans to oil and gas companies and
selves a 50 percent safety factor in all our loans. We lend on lifoven
reserves, with engineering reports behind them. We are very careful to
make sure we have predictable cash flow and that we can recover the
loans from the production that, a man puts up as security and that is,
normally speaking, already producing.

We do not lend on what he might find. We lend on what he has
found.

The new increase in taxes, which would be caused by LAL, would
reduce money for debt payments, would reduce the amount of money
I can loan. As Charlie said, it would stretch out payments of existing
debts and also would increase our chances of being severely criticized
by our examiners, and we don't need that right now.

Outside sources of capital, I feel, would be severely impaired, the
drilling fund money, private investment. Money is attracted by a
combination of profits and investors' tax position. The tax position
determines when he spends his money. The profit potentiality deter-
mines where he spends his money.

He could spend it in real estate; he could be spending it in oil, in a
number of other ventures. Any attempt to reduce the intangible effects
are going to reduce tax attractiveness, and the capital will go elsewhere.

I think this will impact on my customers to the extent of reduction
of 50 percent of their outside capital.

Mly third point is, I would like to define the "independent." He is an
engineer; he is a geologist; he is a. land man. He worked probably 10
years for a major oil company and hie quit, because hie didn't like the
big company. lie wanted to be his own boss, and he would like to make
some of the money that be is contributing to their profits. He started
with no capital. He traded hard; he took a lot, of small independents
to spread his risk, and he built his income very gradually to be some-
thing he can be proud of. He is now seeing his business become too
complicated. He. has got mountains of paperwork; he has got environ-
mental reports, is it old oil, is it released oil? What is my depletion?
Is it 50, 20, or 65 percent? What is going to happen to my intangibles?



What are my preference taxes? I have got legislative uncertainties.
The whole trend is adverse to my business. And he is getting
discouraged.

Finally, my practical experience in the last year has seen a deferral
of expenditures by my customers for investments because they couldn't
figure taxes, they didn't know how to calculate profit. He can't figure
out what he is going to make on it; he is not going to do it.

Another customer significantly slowed his program for that reason.
A number of them are talking abut diversification and have said the
future is terrible for them, they are going to punch costs, I am going to
buy ranches. I am getting into another business, getting in real estate.

This is beginning. I have seen thigh happen. So, we are experiencing
discouragement because of a flight of capital. Historically the inde-
pendent wants to put his dollars back-in the ground. He is an oil
man; that is where he grew up. He went on to find out it is the only
thing he knows, and I think that we have to create the environment
that is going to encourage him to do that.

The CHAIR-MAIN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HAN.SE.N,. Let me compliment you, Mr. Fraser, for your ex-

cellent testimony. I have had a chance to scan it very hurriedly.
I have one question not directly related to what you testified on.

There are a number of bills before the Congress to biing about in the
oil business a breakup of four major functions. What effects would
these passages of this kind of legislation have upon the independents
and what effect would it have on the country?

Mr. FRASER. Senator, that is a V;ery difficult question, and I have not
done the level of homework that night be desirable. However, both
Allen and I are close to the independent sector and I think that result
would be absolutely chaotic for independents. I don't think it would
help them compete in any way. I think it is just going to make it
tough for them.

I wish Allen would comment from his view in the Rocky Mountains.
Mr. TI oT03As. I would say the same thing. My own philosophy is that

if the major oil companies are making x dollars of profit, and you want
to break them up, you want to allocate that back to various broken
up divisions, then you are going to have to say, "OK, we take this
profit and if production is so much, refining is so much and marketing
is so much," well, traditionally the refiner marketer has not made all
that much money. The money has been made in the producing segment.

Now if that happens, then you are going to have to take the produc-
tion profit, lower oil and gas prices, redistrib,,te over to the refiners,
marketers, and it is going to impact on the cA flow of the independ-
ents. That is my view.

Senator HAN-. ,,sN. I have one further question.
If the oil industry were to be forced to divest itself, as has been pro-

posed in some of these bills, would this type of integrated operation,
which we now have, result in making of a profit, provided the same
amount of profit or contribution to the same economy that we have
with the operation can be integrated?

Mr. FRAsER. If I want to try, I think you are saying will the sum
of the parts be the same as the whole?
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Senator HANSENs. Right.
Mr. FRASER. Again in my opinion, no. However, I wish some of my

friends would make comments to your response.
Senator HANSEN. I wanted to get your opinion.
Mr. FRASER. That is my opinion. I think it is much less efficient.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Templeton, Fraser, and

Thomas, follow:]

STATEMENT OF JAMES C. TEMPLETON, PRESIDENT, PARAGON RESOURCES, INC.
I am Jim Templeton, President of Paragon Resources, an independent oil and

natural gas exploration company based in Shereveport, Louisiana. I am also
appearing in my capacity as Chairman of the Tax Committee of the Oil Invest-
ment Institute (hereinafter the "O.1.1."). The 0.1.1. is an association of 20 in-
dependent oil and gas exploration companies that originate and act as general
partners for publicly offered drilling programs. In 1975, the 0.1.1. member com-
panies internally and externally generated nearly $300 million for domestic oil
and gas exploration. I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before the
Senate Finance Committee today to discuss the implications of the changes in
the income tax deduction for intangible drilling expenses included in H.R.
10612, the House-passed tax reform bill.

As other witnesses before the Committee have stated, capital is formed in
the independent oil and-natural gas exploration industry from three primary
sources: (1) cash flow or internally generated funds; (2) equity offerings in the
forms of working interest participation; and (3) borrowing from traditional
lending institutions.

Because of time considerations, I will outline the main points in my state-
ment and ask that the complete statement be entered into the hearing record.

The subject of my remarks is capital formation in the independent segment
of the petroleum exploration industry from equity offerings in the form of work-
ing interest participation. I believe the following areas were unfortunately mis-
represented during the House debate on tax reform, and that these areas need
further examination by this committee.

First, the domestic independent petroleum exploration industry has always,
in large part, relied on capital from both the driller and people associated with
him.

Second, non-operator investments are a substantial portion of the funds avail-
able for independent exploration.

Third, there is conflict in the arguments used by those who would seek to
reduce the intangible drilling deduction. These Members argued simultaneously
that the Congress could reduce the incentive for individuals to partlcipnte in
exploration and that individuals would continue to invest. That simply is not
true.

Fourth, Secretary Simon stated in his testimony before this Committee last
week the need to align tax policy with public energy policy in a compatible
manner.

It is our intention to present with this panel a discussion of the third capital
source for independents, namely borrowing from traditional lending institutions.
Members of this panel are Charles D. Fraser, Vice-President, First National
Bank of Midland (Texas), and Allen Thomas, Vice-President Natural Resources
Group, Central Bank and Trust Company, Denver.

STATEMENT OF CIARLES D. FRASER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF MIDLAND, TEx.

I am Charles D. Fraser from Midland, Texas. I am an Executive Vice Presi-
dent of The First National Bank of Midland. My experience in the oil industry
began upon graduation from The University of Texas in June. 1958. I hold
Bachelor and Master of Science Dearees in Petroleum Engineering, and I am
a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Texas. For over nine years,
I have been in the banking business with the principal responsibility of oil
and gas lendnPrtor to-becoming a banker, I was a petroleum engineer with
Mobil Oil Corporation for seven years and an independent petroleum consultant
for two years.=I--an- director of the Independent Petroleum Association of
America and of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association. Our bank, with
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$362,000,000 in total assets and $191,000,000 in total loans, could hardly be
considered a giant of the banking industry; however, I know of no bank which
is so-totally involved in the oil and gas business at the grass root level. Mid-
land, Texas, is a focal community for oil and gas activities in the geologic region
known as the Permian Basin. Geographically this basin underlies western Texas
and southeastern New Mexico. We are -the largest independent bank in Texas,
and, by far, the largest oil and gas oriented bank in the Permian Basin. Our
customers range from the largest multi-national oil corporations to the smallest
of independents; however, most of our loan and deposit business is generated by
individuals or corporations which would be classified as independent oil and gas
operators. We also serve a multitude of oil industry service businesses Including
drilling contractors, well servicing contractors, logging companies, consulting
geologists and engineers, equipment dealers, construction contractors, etc.

For many years, our bank has predicted rejuvenation of the Permian Basin
oil and gas industry believing that foreign governments would force our na-
tion to recognize the value of domestically owned and secure energy resources.
In this sense we predicted the OPEC Embargo of 1973; although, we had not
expected this disruption so soon or in such a drastic manner. The rash of puni-
tive legislative proposals directed at the domestic oil and gas industry and not
at alleviating the domestic shortage of productivity of oil and gas shocked and
surprised us. Once again, I find myself in Washington speaking out in an effort
to preserve the viability of our domestic oil and gas industry. Specifically, I
am here to oppose the proposed change in federal income tax law which would
drastically alter present treatment of intangible drilling and completion ex-
penses. In my view, the effort to maximize domestic oil and gas production has
already been seriously hindered by legislative action most of which has oc-
curred subsequent to the OPEC Embargo. Specifically, the industry has suffered
from provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (Pre-Embargo), the Emergency
Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975, and the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975. The cumulative effect of these
various pieces of legislation has been to reduce the oil industry's ability to gen-
erate capital; however, the decline in domestic drilling activity caused by al-
ready legislated deterrents will seem negligible compared to the drop in ac-
tivity which will result if proposals to limit the expensing of intangible costs,
such as those passed by the House of Representatives in last 1975, become law.

In December, 1975, 1 prepared a Critique of then pending Energy Policy and
Conservation Act of 1975 at the personal request of the Honorable George Ma-
hon, Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives.
Mr. Mahon subsequently communicated my views to President Ford in an effort
to elicit his veto of said legislation. A copy of this Critique is attached. The
purpose of attaching this information to my statement, today, is not to whip
a dead horse; instead, the purpose is to demonstrate that my arguments should
be taken seriously. Attachment I presents a five year history of do-
mestic daily crude oil production, the number of active drilling rigs in the
United States, and the total demand for crude oil which is made up of domestic
production plus imports. Attachment I is Identical to Attachment I of the
Critique. Study of Attachment I will reveal a number of interesting facts such
as the rapidly increasing dependence of our country on imported oil, the impact
of the OPEC Embargo and subsequent recession of 1974 and 1975, rapidly ac-
celerating demand with resultant dramatic increases in the level of imports
during most of 1975, response of the oil and gas Industry to price increases
beginning in 1973, the decline in domestic crude oil production which began in
late 1973, the reversal of this decline in late 1975 as a result of increased drilling
activity, and suppressions of drilling activity caused by either proposed or
legislated punitive actions against the industry.

Attachment II presents historical data for 1975 and a four year
forecast of production, demand, and rotary drilling activity. The effective date
of these predictions was November 30, 1975, at which time actual data were
available through mid-November. Refer to the Critique for qualifying assump-
tions and comments. Data available subsequent to the date of these predictions
have now been added to Attachment II revealing that my fears of a severe
downturn in domestic drilling activity have come to pass. Specifically, the
number of rotary drilling rigs active In the United States has decreased from
1,800 at the end of November, 1975, to a present level of 1,520 (March 15, 1976).
Simultaneously, total demand for crude oil in this country has increased from
approximately 12,800,000 barrels per day in mid-November, 1975, to approxi-
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lately 13,800,000 barrels per day on March 12, 1970. Domestic production has
remained relatively constant, but, unfortunately, crude oil imports have in-
creased dramatically. The conclusion to be drawn from Attachment II is obvious.
The domestic oil and gas industry cannot possibly minimize our dependence on
foreign oil in the face of reduced availability of investment capital. I would
now submit that passage of any legislation which delays or extends capital re-
covery rates now afforded the oil industry by virture of its ability to expense
intangible drilling and completion costs will insure future levels of dependence
on foreign oil well in excess of the predictions shown on Attachment I. Other
than by finding our own oil and bringing other domestic energy sources into
play, the only way to reduce this dependence .,IllI be to accept a lower level of
economic well-being for our Nation!

So far, I have made my arguments with ru.rpect to the National scene. I am
a concerned citizen and-I feel that we as i nation must make every effort to
minimize our dependence on foreign sources of energy. It is also true that our
bank and our local economy are dependt-rit for their well-being on a healthy
oil and gas industry. The Permian Bas.n produces approximately one-fourth of
all domestic crude oil supply. During tlhe five year period, 1971 through 1975, t1%
Permian Basin was able to increase its daily production of crude oil; however,
we know that this level of production cannot be sustained without a maximum
drilling effort. We have already lost our momentum as evidence by a drop in
the rig count in the Permian Basin from 290 active rotary rigs in later No-
vember, 1975, to a level of 215 active rotary rigs on March 15, 1976. Except for
a three week period at the end of September, 1974, the Permian Basin rig
count has not dropped to such a low level since September, 1973. I can assure
you that any adverse change in the tax treatment of expensing intangible drill-
ing costs will doom our area to rig activity levels which may well fall below
-the depressed levels of the late 1960's. We find it hard to understand why
skilled labor and valuable drilling equipment should be idle in the face of an
energy shortage In this nation.

It might be argued that the increased price for domestic crude oil and ag-
gressive lending by banks will compensate for the loss of depletion allowance,
the rollback and control of domestic crude oil prices, and the now proposed
reduction in Industry cash flow through required capitalization of intangible
drilling expenses. The record with respect to the depletion allowance and price
controls is clear and refutes such an argument. Let me, as a banker, speak to
this same argument with respect to intangible drilling costs. Banks work within
a series of concise lending guidelines. Rather than labor with a great ambunt
of detail,. let me merely point out the two most important guidelines. First,
banks have no venture money to lend. As an oil and gas bank, we lend only
against established production or other liquid and tangible collateral. We are
lending depositor funds and we cannot use these monies to drill wildcat or even
less risky step-out exploratory wells. Second, we are short-term lenders. The
policy in our bank is to seek a loan payout from oil production within 36 months
from tb date of the loan. In a few instances, we extend credit out to 60 months;
however, the bulk of our oil loan portfolio would be repaid from production
income within 36 months. We never intentionally exceed these guidelines.

Capital for investment in new drilling comes from two sources. The sources
can be classified as internally generated funds from already existing oil and
gas production and externally generated funds provided by persons outside of
the oil and gas industry either on a direct contact basis with an oil and gas
operator or through such vehicles as the well-known public drilling funds.

Let us first address the impact of capitalizing intangibles on internally gen-
erated funds. I believe that the legislation proposed by the House of Representa-
tives will reduce internally generated funds by a factor of one-third to one-half
of their i resent level on an annual basis. In our bank, this means that existing
loans which would now payout in three years immediately become four to four
and one-half year loans. If this happens, we will be forced to curtail credit
until overall loan rollover returns to the prudent level we desire. Additionally,
we will have to reduce the amount of money we can advance against existing
production by approximately one.third to one-half in order to offset the decrease
in after tax income avallnble to service debt.

With respect to externally generated funds, we will be impacted In two ways.
I estimate that we are a continuing depository for something in excess of
$40.000.000 of venture money raised from outside investors. As public venture
money is raised, our customers deposit the funds in our bank pending expenditure
for drilling and completion costs. We have a multitude of customers involved in
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the raising of outside funds ; therefore, we have a continuous inflow of this
capital. There is always a significant time lag between date of deposit and
the date these monies are used to pay for drilling and completion expenses;
therefore, we are able to lend against these funds on a continuing basis. Con-
sidering the fact that we have total deposits of approximately $320,000,000, the
loss of some $40,000,000 in deposits would be a serious blow and would reduce
our ability to lend by an amount exceeding $25,000,000. We would again be forced
to curtail credit and let our loan portfolio run down.

I feel that a major portion of these public monies will not flow into the
oil and gas industry if the investor is no longer able to shelter outside income
by expensing intangible drilling and completion costs. We have made several
surveys of our customers and find that a minimum of 75 percent of venture
capital raised by these oil and gas entrepreueurs comes from external sources.
Once invested, this venture or risk capital results in the discovery of oil and gas
reservoirs and provides our bank with proven developed production against which
we can lend on a secured basis to provide the additional capital needed to
complete development of the discovery. Simply stated, any reduction in the
availability of this venture money will take away the source of capital needed
to find new deposits of crude oil and natural gas thus reducing the possibility of
our making secured loans for development drilling. I would like to reiterate
that banks and particularly our bank should not and cannot provide risk capital;
therefore, any curtailment in the availability of extrenally generated funds will
result in a further decline in drilling activity by our customers. We cannot
hope to offset the loss by lending more money!

I assume that each member of this committee fully understands the definition
of an intangible cost as related to oil and gas investment. Some easy examples
would be the salary paid a consulting well site geologist, the cost of drilling mud
and chemicals which after completion of a well are totally worthless, the cost
of acid used to stimulate a formation which is recovered from the ground in the
form of water and must be disposed of, etc. The ability to expense these costs
merely provides the investor in oil and gas ventures accelerated recovery of his
capital when compared with depreciation of tangible costs. Opponents of this
treatment argue that federal income taxes are thereby avoided. This argument
is just not true. Taxes can be deferred, but a successful investor in oil and gas
ventures will find himself committed to exponentially increasing levels of in-
vestment if he continually tries to minimize his immediate tax liabilities. Tradi-
tionally, such investors find that their income from oil and gas plus their external
income is insufficient to maintain this ever increasing level of investment required
to minimize taxes. The natural step is to borrow against future income until the
level of indebtedness becomes excessive. Historically, individuals are able to.
combine their borrowing power with their income to accelerate their drilling
activity for periods of about three to five years at which time debt load becomes
imprudent, a series of unsuccessful ventures occurs, the investor reaches an age
at which he no longer wishes to take risks, the investor dies, etc. At that point
in time, standard practice is to sell the interest acquired and pay a capital gains
tax or to stop drilling and pay taxes on the income over the remaining life of the
properties developed. In either event, the level of taxation is much higher than
it would have been if the intangibles had been capitalized. The only ways I know
of for an investor to avoid taxes on the oil and gas income he develops are to give
his assets to a clarity or declare bankruptcy. For these reasons, I find little
merit in the philosophical argument that the present tax laws permit the investor
in oil and gas ventures to avoid payment of federal income taxes. Conversely,
there can be no doubt that the present treatment of intangibles permits an in-
vestor or a corporation to grow, if successful, at a -rate far in excess of that
which could be accomplished if these costs had to be capitalized.

In summary, I urge this committee to stand firm against any changes in the
present tax law with regard to intagible drilling and completion expenses for the
oil and gas industry. Irrespective of all other arguments, it appears to me that
curtailment of this valuable investment accelerator would be the ultimate step
of imprudence in the face of our obvious need to maintain domestic drilling
activity at the highest possible level and in the face of presently decelerating
drilling activity caused by previous legislation.

CRITIQUE-THE ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERvATION ACT OF 1975
(By Charles D. Fraser, Senior Vice President and Petroleum Engineer,

the First National Bank of Midland)

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975, if enacted into law, will con-
demn our Nation to a "no win" energy policy. This bill must be vetoed by The
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President and his veto must be sustained; otherwise, the domestic oil industry is
doomed to Congressional control with the predictable certainty that oil policy
will be as ridiculous as political control of natural gas prices at the wellhead has
been and with the same miserable "benefit" to the American People. What is
wrong with this proposed legislation? Consider the following:

1. The effect of this act will be to reduce oil industry revenue by about three
billion dollars ($3,000,000,000) in 1976. Reference to IPAA data reveals that the
expenditure by industry in 1973, (latest available), to drill and complete 26,244
wells, was $3,074,532,000.00. This act will reduce oil industry revenue by an
amount equal to the total expenditure for drilling and completion costs in 1973!
More than 2 billion barrels of new crude oil reserves were found in 1973, exclud-
ing Alaska I

2. The value of a barrel of new, domestic crude oil is immediately reduced by
a minimum of $2 per barrel or about 15 percent.

3. Any subsequent decrease in the volume of "old" oil must cause an additional
decrease in the value of "new" oil assuming continuation of a two tier system.

4. Any substantial increase in new oil production will force the price for
existing new oil down; viz., why should anyone explore for new oil knowing that
success will reduce the value of existing production?--

5. The virtual certainty that oil from the north slope of Alaska will be included
in the composite for domestic pricing devalues all other domestic oil prospects
which might otherwise be developed in the interim.

6. The concept that the initial $7.66 price per composite barrel can increase by
the lesser of 7 percent per annum or the GNP deflator insures that the real pur-
chasing power of income from domestic oil production will decline in the face of
accelerating costs of oil field equipment and services which costs have been and
will certainly increase faster than the national rate of inflation.

7. The possibility of a 3 percent per annum incentive price increase above the
maximum 7 percent per annum inflation factor is taken away by granting either
House of Congress veto power over the President.

8. Enactment will vest future control of the oil business in Congress; viz., the
industry will be effectively Congressionalized leaving but one short step to be
taken before nationalization. Who really believes that Congress will relinquish
control of the oil industry after 40 months?

9. Authorizing the President to require maximum rates of production of crude
oil and natural gas from designated fields coupled with the requirement-that
employees and officers of FEA and the Department of Interior "disclose their
financial interest in oil, natural gas, and coal" in an effort to legislate "objectivity
of administration" will insure ultimate waste of hydrocarbon reserves by taking
authority over producing rates away from eminently qualified State agencies and
placing same in the hands of unqualified, politically motivated, neophytes.

Considering the above, The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 should
be renamed the Energy Dependency Act of 1975.

There are certainly additional arguments to be made against The Energy
Policy and Conservation Act; however, those made above should suffice to elicit
and sustain a veto provided one can demonstrate that existing policy Is working
in a demonstrably superior manner. Readily available statistics reveal the
following:

1. The domestic oil and gas industry began to revitalize in the second quarter
of 1973, in response to increasing prices for domestic crude oil. Active rotary
rigs increased in number from 812 in 'March 1971, to 1760 in November 1975.

2. Domestic crude oil and condensate production declined steadily from a peak
rate of about 10,000,000 bbl per day in 1970, to the present rate of about 8,250,000
bbl per day. The peak rate of decline In domestic production was about 7 percent
per year over the period from August 1973. to April 1975; however, the decline
trend began to flatten in April 1975. and domestic production of crude oil and
condensate has been almost constant at about 8,250,000 bbl per day for the last
3 months. We have arrested the decline trend!

3. Each attempt to enact punitive legislation against the oil and gas Industry
has been reflected immediately In decreased rig activity and has delayed our
recovery effort. Examples are:

a. Emergency Energy Act of 1974.-Price rollback to $4.00 per barrel-passed
Congress, vetoed, and veto sustained-rig count dropped and stayed flat for 4
months.

b. Tax Reform Act of 1975.-Allowance for percentage depletion eliminated
for most of industry and severely restricted for all of industry-rig count
dropped and stayed fiat for 7 months.
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4. Our dependence on foreign supply for crude oil was clearly shown by the
OPEC Embargo which caused the energy recession of 1974-75. The United
States cannot permit its economy to be dominated by foreign governments.

5. The Tax Reform Act of 1975, the proposed price rollback of 1974, the cur-
rent attack on tax treatment of intangible drilling and completion costs, and
the pricing features proposed in The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of
1975, represent a continuous succession of illogical proposals on National energy
policy which suppress our oil industry as graphically evidenced by available
statistics.

Attachment I presents the five year statistical history upon which the above
arguments are based. W 'e conclude that the oil industry is responding to our
need to maximize domestic crude oil supplies despite the hindrances already
imposed by Congress. What will happen if this new act becomes law? Attach-
ment II Is a graphical presentation of our forecasts assuming decontrolled prices
versus controls proposed by this act. Key conclusions are:

1. Rig activity will decrease: We estimate a drop in the activity rate of about
four hundred rigs per year. This prediction results from our estimate that a
$0,700,00(4nvestment will be required by industry to sustain the activity of one
.rig for a full year in 1976; thus, a three billion dollar loss of revenue converts
to 44 percent fewer active rigs per year.

2. Based on 1974 statistics, we estimate that one rig over a year's time found
about 740 bbl per day of new crude oil productive capacity. If this energy act
becomes law, we project a productive capacity loss of: (1) 106 million barrels
per year by January 1, 1977; (2) 252 million barrels per year by January 1, 1978;
(3) 427 million barrels per year by January 1, 1079; and (4) 630 million barrels
per year by January 1, 1980.

3. Stating argument (2) differently, passage of this act is forecast to result
in loss of domestic crude oil productive capacity totaling 1,730,000 barrels per
day by 1980.

4. Assuming that OPEC increases oil prices by no more than 10 percent per
year, we will be paying about $18 per barrel for imported oil by 1980, and this
act will have reduced our capacity to produce our own oil by about 630 million
barrels per year. The rate of cost for the additional imports necessitated by
passage of The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 will exceed eleven
billion dollars per yehr in 1980.

5. Based on 1973 and 1974 additions to crude oil reserves (IPAA), this act
will prevent future additions to reserves in the approximate amount of one
billion barrels annually.

The specific numbers quoted above are subject to debate; however, we may
well have erred on the conservative side. For instance, U.S. demand for crude
oil is assumed to be the same whether domestic crude oil prices are controlled
or decontrolled. This surely results in a minimum estimate of import dependency
recognizing that a rollback in domestic prices encourages consumption; further-
more, we assume that Congress and The President will not decide to penalize our
industry further by forcing capitalization of intangible drilling costs as pro-
posed by the House Ways and 'Means Committee. Perhaps we are overly opti-
mistic! Whether or not our numerical estimates can be explicitly defended is
immaterial, the overall conclusion that enactment of The Energy Policy and
Conservation Act will do irrevocable harm to this Nation's efforts to gain energy
self-sufficiency is irrefutable. Just suppose another Prudhoe Bay or East Texas
Field lies beneath Atlantic coastal waters. Can we permit this "energy act" to
discourage the search?

The arguments presented above can be summarized by three questions.
1. Is it in our national interest to insure success for the OPEC cartel?
2. Is it in our national interest to kill industry efforts to rebuild domestic

productivity and reserves of crude oil?
3. Is it in our national interest to buy OPEC oil which we could have produced

ourselves particularly considering the fact that, if our domestic oil industry
received the same price as OPEC for these new barrels, the consumer cost would
be identical?

The Energy Policy and conservation Act dictates a yes answer to each ques-
tion! This is a "no win" policy! We believe the American people would counter
with a positive no if. their elected representatives will explain the simple facts
of our energy dilemma and quit using the situation for political gain at the
expense of our Nation's future!
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STATEMENT OF ALLEN THOMAS, VICE PRESIDENT, NATURAL RESOURCES IROUP
- OF THE CENTRAL BANK OF DENVER

Mr. Chairman, my name is Allen Thomas. I am Vice President of the Natural
Resources Group of the Central Bank of Denver.

As an energy banker dealing solely with the independent segment of the
petroleum industry, I feel well qualified to appear today to present the view-
point of a medium-sized bank toward proposed changes in petroleum taxation.
My background includes bachelors and masters degrees from Pennsylvania
State University in Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering and four years
of business and corporate finance at New York University. My work experience
includes three years as an oil field roustabout, roughneck, and reservoir engineer
for the Mobil Oil Corp., eight years as a petroleum engineer ant! loan officer for
the Chase Manhattan Bank, and three years in my present position.

The Central Bank of Denver is the fourth largest bank in Denver and in the
State of Colorado, having holdings of approximately $400 million. For over 20
years, Central Bank has been a leader in the financing of the operations of inde-
pendent oil men. Our petroleum portfolio to date consists totally of small- to
medium-sized independent explorers and producers, drilling contractors, service
companies, geologists and landmen.

Since I deal daily, and very personally, with zhe independent segment of the
oil business, I feel quite concerned about the adverse impact that H.R. 10612
will have on their operations and on the financing practices and capabilities of
our bank.

To illustrate my concern, let me explain briefly how oil and gas loans are
made.

First, oil and gas exploration is an extremely risky business. Great care must
be exercised before a bank will lend money for drilling activities. Banks will
not take greater risks in lending money for oil ventures than they will in lend-
ing money for a normal commercial venture. In fact, if properly designed, oil
and gas loans are structured to reduce risks below those associated with a nor-
mal commercial loan. This can be accomplished only through careful analysis
and selection of collateral.

The primary collateral of an oil and gas loan is proven, developed oil and
gas reserves. In addition, most bankers insist that the loan be self-amortizing-
i.e., the loan must be repaid from the income realized from the sale of oil and
gas from the collateralized property.

Bankers are aware that oil and gas are depleting assets. Therefore any delay
in repayment necessarily leads to a diminution of the underlying collateral.
Thus, it can be clearly seen why bankers will lend only on the basis of well
proven and developed reserves, not new risk ventures. They must know from
the outset of the transaction that the collateral pledged as consideration will
enable repayment even if the new venture proves unsuccessful.

A typical example, then, of an oil loan transaction would involve financing
of the development of a lease offsetting a new discovery or an extension of an
existing field. Our bank would evaluate the collateral offered as a basis for
the loan in terms of payout possibilities and, then, would advance the needed
funds for a period of up to five years.
-The production disincentives cont ined in H.R. 10612 are incompatible with
this process because they would arbitrarily reduce the cash flow available to
a producer, thereby reducing his ability to repay his loans. This, in turn, would
expand the repayment period, particularly for outstanding loans, beyond the
period reasonably anticipated. In some cases it would delay repayment to a
date which we would consider inappropriate for the risk involved, thereby ex-
posing the bank to potential problems with the bank examiner. The resulting
devaluation of pledged collateral would necessarily reduce the amount of funds
available to our bank to make new loans, thereby further stemming the amount
of capital available to independent producers, who are heavily reliant upon
capital.

Under these circumstances, independents would be forced to seek large amounts
of capital from external sources. In our experience, such capital would come from
primarily three areas: First, from small, private partnerships; second, from
publicly registered multi-growth programs: and third, from end-use investors.

Capital is attracted through a combination of potential profits and Investors'
tax considerations. Because of the considerable risk in oil and gas drilling, even
in development situations, tax benefits are a major inducement to participation.
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By reducing investment incentives, the proposed limitation of the intangible
expense deduction to related income would discourage investors and increase
producers' financial risks.

In my view this action would be counterproductive to this country's attempts
to increase energy self-sufficiency because it-.Avould reduce venture capital invest-
ments to independents by at least 50%. Recent legislation and proposed changes
under H.R. 10612 have combined to create elaborate rules and regulations which
impose debilitating restraints on exploration by independents and psychological
impediments growing out of independent producers' loss of confidence in their
ability to survive. As independents' attention has been increasingly diverted from
finding and developing production to administering costly and complex account-
ing systems and tax plans, legislative uncertainties, higher costs, and growing
administrative burdens have resulted in the deferral of expenditures and costs,
as well as a move by independents toward diversification of investment in order
to protect hard-earned capital.

In 1973-74, the increase in oir and gas prices noticeably raised the level of
drilling in the U.S. ; and, until the latter lihrt of 1975, activity was still increas-
ing. During 1975, however, the changes in the depletion allowance, the oil price
roll-back, and the passage by the House of H.R. 10612 created a slackening in
drilling activities. During the week of March 15, 1976, 176 rigs were running
in the Rocky Mountain region compared to 263 a year ago. The rig count is a
significant indicator of reduced activity, and signs points to a continued decrease
in drilling in this area of the country. Across the country as of March 15, 1976,
1,520 rigs were running compared to 1,672 a year ago. One of our drilling con-
tractor customers reports that five out of his eighteen rigs are idle. Last year at
this time all of his rigs were running.

This trend is clearly the opposite of what is needed to find more oil and gas,
especially due to the fact that our Rocky Mountain region is considered by many
to be the least explored, highest potential on-shore area in the country. Tradi-
tionally, the independent has had the courage to take risks, confident of his
ability to survive. When successful, his increased cash flow has been returned
to the ground in the form of increased drilling activity. The current legislative
climate fosters an uncertain economic environment in which each new change
reduces the will and ability of the independent to finance drilling to enlarge his
search for oil and gas. A more productive approach would be to stabilize the
economics of energy exploration and production and to create improved incen-
tives for increased spending which would stem the decrease, and encourage the
replacement, of domestic reserves.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we will hear from Mr. Robert Nathan, speak-
ing on behalf of the Small Producers for Energy Independt, ce.

We are very happy to have you, ir. Nathan.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. NATHAN, ROBERT R. NATHAN AS.
SOCIATES, INC., ON BEHALF OF SMALL PRODUCERS FOR ENERGY
INDEPENDENCE

Ar. NATHA . Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. -
I am very happy to be here because I do believe that this energy

situation, about which I earlier testified before this committee, is one
of critical importance for the national economy and for our whole
economic and security posture domestically aiid internationally. I be-
lieve it is critical that there be testimony from the economic point
of view.

Let me say, first, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
that I will not be commenting on specific, precise tax )roposals. but
I will be talking about the general nature of these tax provisions,
and also I wouldjust like to summarize this statement and leave the
total with all of the tables and charts to go into the record as it, is.

If I may, sir, just talk about two things briefly before dealing with
the specifics we are concerned about. I feel that the United States
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has made precious little progress in the solution of our energy problems
in the past.couple of years. It is now roughly 21/2 years since the em-
bargo was imposed and since we faced a crisis which had the country
deeply disturbed. Unfortunately, too many of our people have now
forgotten. Too many assume there was never a crisis or have the
attitude if there was a crisis, it is all gone and we don't have to have
any more energy.

True, some can drive at rapid speeds and keep the temperatures
high in winter, low in summer and all the other elements which are
incompatible. But, I regret that there aren't enough people in the
United States who are sensitive to the fact that we are now importing
not only a very high ratio of our total requirements of oil, but that
it is a very rapidly rising ratio from last year of roughly 38 percent.
The other day there was a report that in 1 week imports exceeded 50
percent of total use.

Members of the committee, I do not think we continue in the direc-
tion which we have been going or have our policies persist in those
directions. --

Let me turn to another aspect of the subject that has to do with
inflation. I do think that the legislation that is before this committee
ought to be thought of not only in the context of the energy crisis,
but also in terms of inflation. I don't believe we are out of the woods
on inflation. There continue to be threats of rising prices of a serious
magnitude.

While we have had 2 or 3 months in which prices looked pretty
good, on the'whole it isn't that good. In the last 6 months wholesale
prices of industrial commodities rose at an annual rate of almost 8
percent; in the last 6 months consumer prices of services rose at the
annual rate of 10 percent. It is only food prices that have slowed
considerably.

There are still threats in other areas. I think it is incumbent on us
then to think of how we can solve this energy problem with a mini-
mum impact on inflation as well as the maximum benefits in terms of
energy. I do believe that we have certain policy choices.

One policy choice has to do with imports of oil versus domestic pro-
duction, and I don't believe anybody has to dwell on that, because
it seems very clear in the national interest that we have got to do
nearly the impossible to get our domestic oil and gas production up
as such as possible.

Another alternative would be to go exclusively through the price
route in seeking maximum domestic output. Ve can try to push
prices up and up as the way of trying to get increased oil supplies in
the United States, and I think what this would do to raise problems
of an inflationary nature ought to be taken into account.

Clearly, risks have increased in energy, oil, and gas production in
the United States, and as these risks have increased, we did see some
adverse responses. We did have a long down trend in drilling in the
United States, and that is perfectly understandable because the eco-
nomic cost of producing oil rose further and further and further above
the market price. The result was that the incentives to- produce
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diminished and the drilling trend went down very, very substan-
tially for at least a decade prior to the embargo. Then with the em-
bargo, domestic as well as import prices did rise dramatically.

We have had a response in terms of rising drilling, but I venture
to say here that anybody would look carefully at oil production
and exploration activities in the United States and say that the
modest increase we have had in drilling ought not to be jeopardized
now. Rather, we ought-to do everything in our power to increase
it substantially.

Further, if we are going to move with any degree of success toward
energy self-sufficiency, we must understand the problems as to how
we are going to get more energy independence.

I believe that what we have had in the United States in the last
2 years is a set of policies, which are about as perverse in relation
to what is in the national interest as anybody could conceive.

If somebody sat down and said, "Let's figure out a way to avoid
progress toward energy self-sufficiency and to avoid energy inde-
pendence," I don't think they could have pursued a set of policies
that could have been worse than what we have.

As you remember., Mr. Chairman, I came before this committee
about 1 year ago and other committees and presented studies that had
been made. I think it was the first time it was ever done, and we
worked with a petroleum consulting group down in Texas, which
showed the estimated cost of new production-rather, the cost of oil
production of, I think, $12.84 a barrel.

There are differences that people have about the specific numbers,
but I think the fact that new oil prices were decontrolled and got up
around $13, induced more drilling and more exploratory activities.
Now, the first thing we have seen is a, reduction in raw oil prices.
I didn't think there is any question that it is a discouraging element.
Maybe it isn't reducing drilling yet, although in the last 3 months
drilling has slowed, but it will in time have a bad impact.

Again, I would emphasize before any congressional group that
what we need is not only to prevent a further decline like we had
from 1960 to 1973 in drilling, but we need to increase drilling ac-
tivity very, very substantially.

Second, the change in depletion was very contrary to stimulating
drilling activity in the United States. The $12.84 cost,. Mr. Chairman,
which we came up with as the economic price of oil about 1 years ago,
was estimated without taking into account any change in the deple-
tion provisions. If we recomputed that, Mr. Chairman, today on
the basis of the change in depletion. I think we would come up with
an economic cost of about $14 a barrel, not $12.84.

If we took into account rising costs si: :.ce then, I think we may
even be above $14 a barrel. The economic cost was aggravated by a
depletion change which diminished the incentives for new oil produc-
tion or, to put it another way, raised the economic cost, because if
you take away a benefit and try to recover that via prices, it means
you have to have a higher price.
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Well, sir, if those two measures were not bad enough in terms of
discouraging our moving toward energy self-sufficiency or energy inde-
pendence in the United States, now comes this intangible business.
While one can argue from the equity point of view, there just couldn't
be a worse time to even think about doing this from the energy point
of view. Maybe 20 years ago when Louisiana and Texas and Oklahoma
had limits and restraints that you could only produce 4 days a month
or 5 or 8 days a month, it was proper to fight for lowered incentives.
But not now.

One might have said a decade ago, why give all these incentives to
increase production and find new wells. But now there is an energy
crisis andit is desperate that we increase our domestic energy produc-
tion and our energy output. At thi time to take away the incentives
that have been there for 50 years is utterly incompatible with the best
interests of the United States.

So, I conclude, Mr. Chairman, that what is desperately needed now
is a very, very careful consideration of what the major objectives and
major purposes are with respect to oil and gas activities in the United
States. The major purpose should be to maximize, to expand, to in-
crease, to get as much production as we possibly can, and that trans-
lates into large-scale drilling, exploration in the fullest possible meas-
ure, and that is only going to be achieved by providing incentives
both on the cost or price side and on the incentive side, on the price
side so that if it is successful, the rewards will bear some relation to
the risk and cost; and on the incentive side so that the risk can be
minimized.

I hope. Mr. Chairman, that when this committee takes a good look
at these details, that these diminutions of incentives from taxes will be
taken out as they were passed by the House, and I would hope we
might even turn around and liberalize our depletion on new oil and
gas.

The CHAIRMiA-N. Thank-you very much for a very fine statement,
Mr. Nathan.

The reason that some Members found it necessary to leave while
you were speaking was because those five lights showing on the clock
behind you indicate a Senate vote is in progress. You made a very
fine presentation, just as you did last year, and I want to assure you
that all this fine -information, including these very useful charts that

-you presented to us, will be helpful to us.
Can you help us to determine the extent to which these tax increases

have resulted in less employment in this industry and the extent to
which these further proposed increases will result in less employment
in America?

Mr. NATHAN. Mr. Chairman, let me try to see what we can do about
that. We do have a great deal of information on input and output
analyses, and on the secondary, and tertiary, and multiplier effects
in terms of increased expenditures, revenues, and taxes available for
investment. I will see what we can do to try to come up with some
estimate of the impact on employment and on production that would
arise from these tax increases.

Senator FANNIN [presiding]. We certainly appreciate your testi-
mony-I will read it with a great deal of interest as you are reputed
to have a great deal of knowledge in this area of taxation.
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What has just been explained to me illustrates that you are con-
cerned with what this Congress can do. Recent reports continue to
point to the increase in oil imports. They are up to where we thought
they would be several years from now. This is very disturbing news.

I personally appreciate your testimony and the committee is very
appreciative of your appearing here today and furnishing the infor-
mation that you have, and I thank you on behalf of the committee.

AMr. NATHAN. Thank you very much for the opportunity, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nathan follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 879.]

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT R. NATHAN, ON BEHALF OF THE SMALL PRODUCERS
FOR EN2'RGY INDEPENDENCE

ENERGY, INFLATION, AND TAX POLICY

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert R. Nathan. Last year, I testified before this
Committee on the economic cost of finding oil in the United States. I did so at
a time when the Congress was considering an omnibus bill that would fix the
price of domestic oil. The purpose of my testimony was to establish the historic
relationship between oil price and domestic oil-supply. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to testify again today because what the Committee is dealing with now-
namely the tax treatment of intangible drilling costs and the taxation of inde-
pendent producers-also directly affects the domestic supply of oil.

In legislating changes in the tax treatment of the independent segment of the
oil and gas producing industry, the Committee will in effect be shaping far-
reaching U. S. energy policies. I urge that these policies be formulated with full
consideration not only of the serious energy crisis confronting the United States,
but also of the serious and debilitating inflation which has persistently plagued
this country for more than a decade. The energy policies established by Con-
gress-including tax policies affecting oil and gas production-should be designed
to reduce reliance on imported oil and to enhance our energy independence.

A brief look at both the energy crisis and the inflation situation should be
helpful in formulating appropriate tax policy proposals in the energy area.

The supply outlook.-Unfortunately, too many Americans think that the crisis
situation associated with the oil embargo of 2 2 years ago has disappeared.
Many people believe either that the crisis has been resolved or that there never
was a crisis; that it was all manufactured for the benefit of special interests
and that we have and can supply plenty of gasoline, oil, natural gas and other
forms of energy for decades and generations to come.

In fact, we have been dangerously lulled into a false sense of security. True,
the supply situation at gas stations is not what it was during the embargo. There
are no long lines for service, and purchases are not limited. However, consumers
forget or do not realize that more and more of these "abundant" supplies are
coming from outside the United States.' DomeStic oil and gas supplies are be-
coming increasingly inadequate in relation to current and prospective demands.
Our dependent on imported oil, especially from the Middle East, is rising at
an alarming rate.

Proved reserves of crude oil in the United States, including Alaska, reached
a peak in 1970 and have been declining ever since. The discovery of oil in Alaska
in 1970 accounted for that year's showing peak reserves. Alaskan activity since
then has not revealed new reserves to offset the drop in reserves in the United-
States as a whole. Similarly, proved reserves of natural gas peaked in 1970, the
year of the Alaskan discovery. As with oil, they too have shrunk significantly
since then. (See charts 1 and 2.)

Production of crude petroleum and of natural gas in the United States also
reached peaks in 1970 and 1973, respectively, and has since been declining, sub-

-stantially and steadily (charts l and 2).
While oil and gas reserves and production have declined since 1970, crude oil

imports have more than tripled. Crude oil imports in 1969 and 1970 were about
23 percent of domestic supply (production plus imports). In 1975 imports ac-
counted for about 38 percent of U.S. supply. The relationship is worsening as
our production falls and as imports rise (charts 3A and 3B).
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The demand for energy in all forms has grown relentlessly, despite the eco-
nomic recession and conservation efforts, and with economic recovery it is up
sharply. The last official report on energy demand, released earlier this month
by the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) in its National Energy Outlook,
projects that the country's total energy demands will grow at a compound annual
rate of 2.8 percent through 1985. Growth rates of this order of magnitude have
also been estimated by various economists. FEA makes several sets of assump-
tions in developing its projection of the rate of growth. Among the assumptions
underlying its 2.8-percent rate of growth is that of "business-as-usual," and that
oil prices will remain unchanged in terms of 1975 dollars. It aso assumes that
electricity output will grow about twice as fast as overall energy demand, that
consumption will shift gradually from oil and gas to coal and nuclear power, and
that no early significant contribution will be made by new energy sources, such
as solar, geothermal and synthetic fuel sources.

If we stimulate the economy to recover steadily and rapidly from the present
economic recession, we shall encounter greater and greater pressures for energy
growth. For example, increased electricity output is already reflected in the sensi-
tive index of electric power output for industrial use. After an 8-month decline,
it turned upward in June 1975 and has been rising strongly ever since. (See
chart 4). Total electric production for all uses is moving up sharply even itt th6
early stages of recovery.

There are, of course, many uncertainties entailed in predicting U.S. oil and
gas reserves and production, and the demand for energy as a whole and for oIl
and gas in particular. Yet, we can be sure that there will be increasing pressures-
on supplies, whether domestic, foreign, or both. Unless we achieve much greater
success in conservation and much more progress in expanding domestic produc-
tion of all energy sources, energy self-sufficiency will become more and more
remote. The only way we are going to reverse the downtrend in domestic produc-
tion and the growth of imports is to adopt realistic policies that will encourage
domestic output of energy supplies. Price and tax policies are key elements in
such policy efforts.

I4ftation.-The second aspect we must consde r in developing energy policies
is inflation.

We have experienced more than a decade of severe and persistent inflation.
It has been perverse in that it has continued through two economic recessions,
one of which was the most severe since the Great Depression. Also, inflation has
restrained many leaders from supporting vigorous recovery measures because
they are fearful of rekindling the inflation. This apprehension has often been
reflected by Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, who re-
marked to the Joint Economic Committee on February 19 of this year that "The
only sound fiscal and monetary policy today is a policy of prudence and modera-
tion." He repeated his concern about inflation just this week before the Senate
Budget Committee. President Ford and his two economic advisers repeatedly
warn against the pursuit of rapid recovery because of the dangers of worsening
inflation. It is questionable whether the policies being pursued are wise, but
there is little basis for confidence that we are firmly on the road to price stability.
In fact, recovery, even if moderate, may bring worsening inflation under existing
policies. The solution does not lie in fighting recovery, but rather in seeking both
recovery and greater price stability. This will require wise policies on a broad
front, and the energy sector is of critical importance.

Policies affecting oil and gas demand and supplies can have major impacts on
petroleum prices and on price levels across the board. The embargo imposed in
October 1973 by foreign oil producing countries against this country and much
of the rest of the world was soon followed by a quadrupling of oil prices. This
led to a significant increase in wholesale and retail prices in most of the econ-
omies around the globe, bringing serious curtailment of output and employment
as restrictive monetary and fiscal policies were initiated. Seldom have decisions
by suppliers of any commodity had such widespread and serious impacts in so
many nations.

As chart 5 shows, wholesale prices of crude petroleum, gas, and coal sky.
rocketed in 1974. Petroleum and gas prices continued upward in 1975. The whole-
sale price of electric power rose along with fuels, although at a lesser rate because
of regulatory processes. The increase in wholesale oil and gas prices was an
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Important factor in the disturbing rise we saw in the level of wholesale prices
for all commodities in 1974 and 1975. Chart 6 shows the rise in consumer prices.
Particularly notewl)rthy is the rate of increase following the imposition of the
oil embargo.

By now, most of the repercussions of the huge OPEC price Increases have
worked themselves through the price system, leaving long-term, if not permanent,
damage in their wake.

Over the last few months, we have seen a slackening in the rate of inflation,
but this abatement has been primarily the result of stable or falling food and farm
price& While in general prices are not advancing nearly as much as the extra-
ordinary rates of 1973 and 1974, increases over the past several months are
still very high by historical standards and especially high in view of the depth
and duration of the recession. Over the past 6 months, wholesale prices other
than farm and food products have risen at an annual rate of nearly 8 percent.
Over the same half year, the prices consumers paid for services have risen at an
annual rate of 10 percent. We are far from out of the woods on inflation.

Because oil plays such an important role In the functioning of our economy
and because oil price Increases constituted such a major factor in the rampant
inflation of 1974 and 1975, we need to avoid policies that would exacerbate those
inflationary pressures that would result from increasing reliance on imports
or from sharply raising the price of "lower-tiered" oil.

Polioy choices.-When I appeared before this Committee last July to discuss
the energy problem, I said that we needed to decide on the trade-off between in-
creased oil imports and increased domestic oil production. I proposed that we
help in the fight against inflation by holding down the price of "old" domestic
oil. I did recommend giving incentives to the production of "new" domestic oil by
permitting its price to reach levels that would allow investors in exploratory
drilling ventures to cover all costs of production and earn a fair return relative
to the- economic risks involved. My proposal sought to accommodate both the
serious inflatonary outlook and an alarming decline in the supply of domestic oil.

Incentives need to be considered in relation to the risk factors in the oil and
gas industry. These risks relate largely to costs Involved in discovery of oil
reserves. A major element in the drop in reserves was the marked decline
over the years In exploration and drilling 'for new oil. That situation continues
to be a source of serious concern. Chart 7 shows the decline In the search for oil
in terms of the numbers of seismic crews that are active. Seismic crews are
groups of geophysicists who search for oil on land In the United States and in
the adjacent seas. Trends in seismic crew activity are regarded as leading indica-
tors of oil exploration.

Seismic crew activity, which had been declining for many years, turned upward
in mid-1970. This was attributable largely to the increased exploration for natural
gas reserves to be sold in intrastate markets. In late 1974, however, .despite the
expectation that because of the OPEC embargo and price hikes the United States
would increase its search for domestic reserves, seismic crew activity actually
dropped sharply. Seismic crew activity has continued downward into 1976.

Chart 8 shows a sharp drop in oil well drilling for well over a decade. through
1973. Less than half as many wells were drilled in 1973 as were drilled in either
1959 or 1960. This reflected the inadequacy of domestic prices of oil relative
to the rising costs of exploration and drilling In the United States. The upper ine
in the chart Is based on the number of exploratory and developmental oil wells

tow drilled annually. The lower line on the chart shows the number of exploratoryoil wells drilled. (These numbers include the estimated number of the wells drilled
unsuccessfully In search for oil, in contrast to those drilled unsuccessfully in
search for gas.)

Over the years 1959-75, the level of drilling activity for oil fell by about
40 percent. Over those years, the yield of each successful oil well tended to
become slimmer, and the barrels of oil annually added to reserves from wells
drilled dach year in the lower 48 states and adjacent waters dropped between
1959 and 1974, the latest full year for which data are available. After the oil
embargo of 1973 and subsequent skyrocketing of prices, well drilling picked
up. Later, however, cost pressures intensified and exploratory drilling activity
became less expansive. Then Congress rolled back the price of "new" oil and
reduced the depletion allowance. The House moved to further restrict tax
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incentives for new drilling. The prospects for energy independence are getting
dimmer.

A study prepared at my request, by La Rue, Moore & Schafer, a petroleum
consulting firm in Dallas, Texas, was presented to.this Committee last July.
The economic cost of finding, developing and producing crude petroleum in the
lower 48 states in 1974 was estimated in that report to be $12.84 a barrel. The
economic cost was defined to include a 15 percent return on capital to stimulate
and sustain exploration. All costs incurred in the drilling of wells--producing
wells and dry holes-were taken into account. All tax incentives, such as in-
tangible drilling costs and percentage depletion (before its partial elimination by
Congress last year), were -added to cash flow in arriving at a price needed to
yield the stipulated rate of return. The rate of return was calculated on the
discounted cash flow basis widely used by investors in oil and other industries
and was the aftertax product of calculations.

The method was designed to determine, through available cost data, the level
of new oil prices required to yield a return that would induce a potential in-
vestor in this highly speculative activity to put his money into exploration and
drilling for new oil. These calculations were examined in detail by members and
staffs of congressional committees, by other witnesses and by many experts-
interested in the problem. As with all such analyses, there were differences
concerning the precise figures, but it was commonly agreed that the price of
oil had long been far below the average economic cost of producing oil. Clearly,
that had been a significant factor in the protracted falling-off in exploratory
drilling. While some 10,000-or about 50 per cent--of the independent drilling
in this country abandoned operations prior to 1973, there were some who ex-
perlenced better-than-average luck and who continued to invest their funds. But
their perseverance merely stemmed what would otherwise have been an even
sharper decline.

Higher prices or higher direct incentives? The Administration has urged total
decontrol of oil prices as its primary instrument for solving the energy crisis.
The President and his advisers have expressed the conviction that higher oil
prices will effectively serve the double purpose of shinking demand and of in.
creasing supply.

At present, however, we have legislation and a regulatory system that holds
the prices of "old" oil below those of "new" oil. That system also sets limits
on the amount of price liberalization that may be provided to either old or
new oil. In my view, no useful purpose would be served either by immediately
removing price controls on old oil or by setting much higher prices for it.
Rather, I believe we should pursue techniques that will increase the search,
discovery and production of new oil and gas and do it quickly and aggressively.

In short, it is necessary that the Congress scrutinize carefully the level and
pattern of incentives needed and appropriate for moving toward energy self-
sufficiency and away from high and growing reliance on oil and gas imports.
In deciding on the incentives, the Congress should be considering not only price
measures but tax measures as well. They need to be considered in relation to
each other, and they need to be adequate. I believe that inadequate incentives
may be worse than no incentives because they will likely lead only to false ex-
pectations and frustration.

Tax incentives in the oil and gas area must be probed in the light of present-
day realities. Circumstances have changed drastically from the time when we
were setting limits on production of oil and gas to avoid excess supplies. Twenty
years ago, when Senator Paul Douglas was arguing for the repeal of the per.
centage depletion allowance and the end of the intangible drilling cost deduc-
tion on oil and gas, state regulatory commissions were sharply restricting the
production of oil in order to maintain its price and to avoid overproduction.
Today, we need all the oil and gas we can produce.

Senator Douglas argued-and by and large I agreed with him over a period
of years-that 27 percent depletion and the allowance for intangible .drilling
cost deductions gave an undue advantage to one class of taxpayers, without
commensurately serving the overriding national interest. Again, I emphasize,
that was many years ago.

More recently, the following events have occurred:
The threat of increased dependence on foreign oil has made it essential that

the United States, as a matter of national policy, stimulate the maximum pro-
duction of oil and gas.
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iDurln the 1960's and early 1970's, there was a widenlg gap between the
*incentive" or "economic" price for oil (including all costs) and the actual
market price. The costs Increasingly exceeded the market price. As a result,
half the independent producers in the country went out of business. It is the
Independents. who account for the preponderance of oil exploration in the lower
48 states. Their continued and growing inability to mobilize resources to con-
tinue, let alone expand, their efforts made-it less and less likely that the United
States could maintain an adequate amount of domestic production. They pro-
vide the key to maximizing our oil output.

The huge price Increases of 1973 and 1974 by OPEC, of course, made possible
a rise in price of domestic oil. These higher prices induced a number of inde-
pendents to get back into the business of exploring for and developing oil re-
serves. In a state like Kansas, for example, where only independents are active
in exploration, the long decline in production was halted by an unprecedented
burst of drilling activity.

However, the Congress, disturbed by the very high profits of the major firms
associated with the re-pricing of inventories in 1974, not only repealed the per-
centage depletion allowance for the majors, but also substantially reduced its
value to independents. As a result of that legislation, independents during the
next 10 years will receive a steadily declining depletion allowance on a steadily
declining amount of production. They are also limited, in making use of deple-
tion, to 05 percent of their taxable income. The cost impacts of that legislation
were not taken Into account when we computed the economic price of oil in 1974.
Clearly, the new depletion provisions resulted in a higher economic cost of
domestic oil.

Further, late in 1975 Congress enacted a price-control bill that had the effect
of reducing the new oil price by about $2 per barrel, from the $13.25 range that
had prevailed prior to the new law to the $11.28 level set under the provisions
of the new law. The incentive price for new oil in 1974-tbe price necessary to
enable U.S. producers operating in the lower 48 states and off-shore to pay their
costs, taxes and royalties, and to earn a 15 percent rate of return on the oil
they found-had been computed to be $12.84 per barrel. This price assumed the
continuation of the percentage depletion rate at 22 percent. With percentage
depletion wholly or partially repealed, the economic or incentive price would
tend to approach $14. Thus, by both cutting the price back to $11.28 per barrel
and by reducing the depletion allowance benefit, the gap between the incentive
price and the market price has been widened. Once again prices tend not to cover
full costs. The effect is certain to be reflected in the level of drilling. That
impact will be seen gradually and increasingly as costs rise. Not only has the
combination of lowered prices and reduced depletion benefits taken away incen-
tives to explore for new oil, but it also takes at least $2 a barrel from those pro-
ducers who need those funds to finance exploratory and development operations.

Finally, the House of Representatives has now adopted an amendment of tax
laws that would further shrink incentives by severely curtailing- the use of the
intangible drilling cost deduction. Apparently the original motivation behind the
amendment was to limit the expensing of these intangibles by investors, namely
those professionals and businessmen who invest by taking participating interests
in oil and gas ventures. If the amendment did only that, it would have had the
costly impact on oil and gas exploration of cutting off a substantial source of
funding for many independents. But the amendment goes much further. It serves
to limit the value of intangible drilling cost deductions by the producers them-
selves, and therefore, it cuts down the incentives to these independent producers.
Further, should the House provision become law, money that the independents
have been earning and which they would expect to invest in developing new oil
properties will have to be put aside for taxes. The capital so removed from the
independents cannot reasonably be expected to be replaced through loans and
investments from outside institutional sources. This is the kind of "risk money"
which is not really fungible with other investment funds. These risk funds
cannot be expected to flow readily from most other channels of savings and
investment.

To sum up this history, Congress acted on oil prices and incentives during
1975 in a way more appropriate to conditions prevailing 20 years ago-a time
when there was no nationally recognized need to develop capital for oil ventures
and for expanded oil and gas production. It struck, first, at the percentage
-lepletion allowance, and then at the intangible drilling cost deduction, both
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of which are now more warranted and more needed than ever before. It rolled
back the price of new oil, and that is the oil accounted for primarily by the
independent producer. At a time when almost everyone agrees that the United
States must produce more oil from its own sources, Congress thus took two
steps, and the House has taken a third, to discourage that production.

What is most distressing is that the total impact of these, measures hits
hardest at the independent, It is the independent who relies most heavily on an
incentive price for new oil; who needs the tax incentives that help limit the
high risks associated with exploratory drilling; who, along with his financing
participants, pays the increased minimum tax that would be imposed on intan-
gible drilling cost benefits; and whose ability to compete with the major com-
panies is, ironically, the subject of much concern by the very Members who
voted for these bills. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that it Is the inde-
pendent who is the principal finder of new reserves and who needs the incen-
tives more than any other segment of the oil and gas industry.

Put in medical terms Congress prescribed a strong depressant for the patient
who most needs a forceful stimulant. In an effort to achieve some reform in the
tax laws and to restrain oil price increases, Congress, by depriving the independ-
ents of the capital they need for exploration and development, has aggravated
our energy crisis by making It less likely that independents can compete with the
majors, less feasible for them to discover new reserves through wildcat opera-
tions, and aggravated the inflation prospects by making more certain our in-
creased reliance on high-priced imports.

Virtually everyone agrees that a great deal more capital is needed to Increase
greatly our own energy resources-whether they be oil, gas, coal, nuclear or other
sources. Also, that capital in the oil and gas sector is most fruitful when it is
associated with risk-bearing and venturesome independents who find most of the
new oil and gas fields in the lower 48 states. The independent oil alid gas producer
has a fairly limited number of options in acquiring that capital. His is, emphatic-
ally, an enterprise of considerable risk. When four out of every five exploratory
wells that are drilled prove to be dry, investment capital is simply not going to
flow into that activity unless there are substantial price and tax incentives to
attract that capital through adequate rewards and limited risks.

Adequate prices serve to reward the investor when producing wells are dis-
covered. Tax incentives serve to reduce the risk of the investor. A number of
Members of Congress seem to feel that the price increases of the past 3 years
should be sufficient to attract the capital needed for a full-fledged exploratory
effort. But, as I have said, the Congress late in 1975 rolled back the price of new
oil below what I believe to be its true incentive level. That in itself will serve to
discourage many independents from drilling for new oil reserves. To also remove
or curtail tax incentives is to truly undermine the fight for energy self-sufficiency.

,Some policy-makers believe it would be possible to develop additional capital
for drilling by sharply increasing the price of "old" oil, or "lower tier" oil as it
is now called. In my judgment, to do so would be very costly and highly infla-
'tionary. The old oil cost much less to produce than oil being found today, meaning
that big price increases would yield large windfalls. Further, the increases In capi-
r:al flows into oil exploration by dramatically increasing the old oil price are quite
speculative. A swift rise in the price of old oil would amount to enlarging the
earnings, by and large, of the major companies which do not conduct a great
deal of the exploratory activity we need.

One other point needs to be made here, and that is with respect to inflation.
The higifest-priced oil we now consume comes from foreign sources. To the extent
we do not encourage production from our own sources, we must make greater and
greater purchases of that high-priced foreign oil. That will surely augment the
inflationary pressures in our economy. Also sharply rising prices of old oil will
aggravate inflation. We should not neglect the noninflationary role of tax incen-
tives in maximizing our own oil and gas production.

If new oil prices have been depressed to a level inadequate to support an ex-
pansive drilling prograbn and If the lowering of tax incentives persists, we need
to ask ourselves seriously, where else can the incentive be found that will attract
the large amounts of capital we need to generate major exploratory and develop-
mental efforts. Because of inflated costs, these efforts require bigger dollar vol-
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umes of total funds and funds per foot drilled than ever before. We hive to
recognize that the independent develops capital from production income, from
attracting outside investors, and to some degree from bank loans. With the price
option either restricted by controls on import prices in the case of new oil, or
limited by controls and inflationary considerations in the case of old oil, the
only alternative for developing and attracting capital that I can see is in the
realm of tax incentives. Congress has already and substantially reduced one of
the incentives--the depletion allowance. And now there is pressure to reduce the
value of the intangible drilling cost deduction. I have heard reputable producers
say that the hinpact of the change in the treatment of intangible drilling costs
that has been voted by the House would be to reduce the amount of drilling they
will do by perhaps one-fourth or one-third. This sounds reasonable.

Neither I nor anyone else is qualified to quantify precisely for you what the
impact of that intangible taxchange will be on the production of oil in the United
States. There are more dry holes being drilled today than five years ago, and the
amount of oil being found per producing well is less than it was. Most important,
the cost of drilling has skyrocketed.

But one thing is clear: Less exploratory and development drilling will mean
less domestic oil. It will mean greater reliance on imports at the OPEC-dictated
price. In the past 2 years, as I have said, the declining curve of domestic oil pro-
duction has flattened out in several states owing to the higher price of oil,
which induced increased drilling activity. But, that helpful development has been
slowed by the rollback in oil prices and is further Jeopardized by changes in the
tax law which hit hardest at the independent producer.

The Congress must really make up its mind about oil policy and what it
wants to do concerning the goal of energy self-sufficiency. It cannot have it both
ways. Last year, after nearly a year's effort, Congress arrived at an energy
policy which fixed the average price of domestic oil and allowed for a certain
amount of growth in that price over the next 40 months. It was concluded that
a composite price of $7.66 (with a beginning new oil price of $11.28 set by FEA
under the terms of the legislation) would be sufficient to generate the capital
and the Initiative to drive the engine of oil production. What Congress thought
it was doing on the price front, however, would inevitably be seriously under-
mined by a tax statute that required producers to set aside for taxes what they
had expected to put into rigs, pipes, leaie-hold costs, and labor and that, in
effect, rairqes the cost and economic price of oil. These statutes--depletion, price
controls, intangible drilling costs-are interrelated. They cannot be viewed as
discrete elements of national policy. They all have the most serious impact on
exploratory activity and therefore on the level of oil production in this country
and hence on the degree of our reliance on imported fuel. I strongly nrge the
Committee not to impose additional restraints on the productive capacity and
will of our domestic producers.

TABLE 1.-END-OF-YEAR ESTIMATES OF PROVED CRUDE OIL RESERVES AND PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED
STATES, 1969-74

[In billions of barrels) I

Proved
Proved reserves

reserves Proved at end U.S.
at end of reserves of year, production,

year, U.S. at end of excluding Total U.S. Alaskan excluding
Year total year, Alaska Alaska production production Alaska

1969; ................. 29,631,862 432,300 29,199,562 3,195, 291 73,098 3,121,193
1970 ................. 39,001,335 10,148,824 28,852,511 3,319, 445 82,735 3,236,710
1971 ................ 38,062,957 10,116,195 27,946,762 3, 256,110 77,952 3,178,158
1972- ............ 36,339,408 10,096,282 26,243,126 3,281,397 72,770 3,208,627
1973 ............ . 35, 299, 839 10,112,213 25,287,626 3,185,400 72,322 3,113,078
1974 ............ . 34,249,956 10, 094, 099 24,155,857 3,043,456 70,609 2,972,847

3 1 barrel equals 42 U.S. gallons.
Source: "Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Uquids, and Natural Gas in the United States and Canada and U.S. Produc-

tive Capacity as of Dec. 31, 1974," vol. 29, published Joindy by American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute,
and Canadian Petroleum Association, May 1974.
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TABLE 2.-END-OF-YEAR ESTIMATES OF PROVED NATURAL GAS RESERVES AND PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED
STATES, 1969-74

[In trillions of cubic feet- 15.73 p.sJ.a., at 60OFJ

Proved
Proved reserves

reserves Proved at end U.S4at end of reserves of year, production,
year, U.S. at end of excluding Total U.S. Alaskan excluding

Year total year, Alaska Alaska production Droduction Alaska

1969 .................... 275,108.835 5,202,143 269,906,692 20,723,190 81,458 20,641,732
1970 ................... 290,746,408 31.130,751 259,615,657 21,960,804 145,200 21,815,604
1971 .................. 278,805,618 31, 365, 341 247,440,277 22,076,512 153,547 21,922,965
1972 ................... 266,084,846 31,455,443 234,629,403 22,511,898 147,338 22,364,560
1973 .............. 249,950,207 31,642,626 218,307, 581 22,605,406 136,389 22, 469,017
1974. .................. 237,132,497 31,866,612 205,265,885 21,318,470 143,930 21,174,540

- source: "Reserves of Crude Oil Natural Gas Liquids, and Natural Gas In the United States-and Canada and U.S. Pro.
ductive Capacity as of Dec. 31, 1914," vol. 29, published jointly by American Gas Association, American Petroleum Insti.
tute, and Canadian Petroleum Association, May 1975.
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TABLE 3.-DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL, CONDENSATES AND NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS, IMPORTS OF
CRUDE OIL AND REFINED PRODUCTS, AND RATIO OF IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL AND REFINED PRODUCTS TO
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF OIL AND GAS LIQUIDS PLUS IMPORTS, 1969-1975

[In thousands of barrels per dayl

Total Imports of
crude oil and

refined products Percent of total
Domestic production plus total t mpo -ts

Imports domestic pro- tal dome
Crude oil Natural Total auction of crude production.
and con- qs produc- Crude Refined -. Total oil and natural plus tol

Year densates liquids tion oil products I Imports gas liquids Imports

1969 ........... 9,237.7 1,58.7 10,827.4 1,408.5 1,757.4 3,165.9 13,993.3 22.1970 ........... 9,636.8 1,660. 1,2.8 1,324.1 2,0.2 3,419.3 14,716.1 .1971 ........... 9,462.8 1,692.6 11,155.4 1,680.6 2,245.1 3,925.7 15,081.1 0
1972 ........... 9,440.9 1,743.8 11,184.7 2,216.2 2,524.8 4,741.0 15,925.7 9.81973 ............ 9,200 1,7381 10,94.1 3,243.8 3,012.3 6,256.1 17,202.2 36.41974 ......... 8,765.3 1,687.9 10,453.2 3,477.1 2,611.1 6,088.2 16,541.4 36.81975 ....... 8,33.5 1,631.2 9,984.7 4,101.6 1,951.0 6,05Z6 18,037.3 37.7

I Included unfinished olla nd plant condensates.
a 1975 figures reflect estimated monthly data for October, November, and December 1975,
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines,
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CHART 3A.. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL AND
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS AD IMPORTS OF

CRUDE OIL AND REFINED PRODUCTS,
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CHART 3B. RATIO OF IMPORTS TO DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION PLUS IMPORTS,

1969-1975

(Percent)
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TABLE 4.-INDEX OF ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT FOR INDUS1IAL USE, QUARTERLY, 1963-75

11967=1001

Electric power output

Year QI Q2 Q3 Q4

----- -- --------- 80.7 83.0 84.3 85.2
1964 ......---------------------- ----- 86.5 87.8 87.7 88. &%
1965 ......---------------------------- 90.3 91.3 93.2 93.6
1966 ............................................... 95.3 96.6 99.0 99e0
1967 ............................................... 98.6 99.2 100.7 101;4
1968 ............................................... 103.4 104.1 104.3 106.6
1969 ............................................... 108.8 110.6 112.1 1l118
1970 ............................................... 111.4 112.3 112.6 110,8
1971 ----------------------------------------------- 112.4 113.5 112.3 113.7-
1972 ............ ----------------------------------- 116.9 119.0 120.5 123,6
1973 ---------------------------------------------- 125.8 127.2 128.6 129.2
1974 ---------------------------------------------- 126.8 127.8 130.6 125.8
1975 .......-....................................... 118.9 115.7 119.0 122.8

Note: Electric power sotd by utilities for industrial use, electric power used by utilities, and power generated by industrial
plants excluding sales to utilities. Utilities include large cooperatives and government agencies-such as Bonneville, the'

tennessee Valley Authority, and municipally owned utilities-as well as Investor-owned companies.
Source: Industrial electric power use series, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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TABLE 5.--WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES: AGGREGATE AND FOR COAL, GAS FUEL, CRUDE PETROLEUM AND
ELECTRIC POWER, MONTHLY 1971-76

.. ..... [index: 1967=1001

Wholesale price Indexes

Crude
All petroleum Electric

Year and month commodities Coal Gas fuels I (domestic) power2

1971:
January .......................... 111.8 176.0 109.3 113.2 109.8

ebruary ......................... 112.8 176.0 108.1 113.2 110.2
March ........................... 112.0 176.0 109.4 113.2 111.1

ril ............................ 113.3 184.0 105.9 113.2 112.3
may ........................ 113.8 182.8 106.9 113.2 112.6
June ........................... 114.3 182.5 107.5 113.2 113.0
July-- -.................. .114.6 182.9 107.7 113.2 113.5
August ....... "'"-..... -...... 114.9 182.9 107.2 113.2 115.3
September .................... - 114.5 182.9 108.4 113.2 116.4
October .......................... 114.4 182.9 108.8 113.2 116.3
November ....................... 114.5 182.9 108.8 113.2 116.2
IDecember ........................ 115.4 190.2 107.9 113.2 116.3
January........................ 116.3 192.7 110.0 113.2 118.9
February ......................... 117.3 192.6 110.2 113.2 120.0
March........................... 117.4 192.6 110.9 113.2 120.0
Maril ........................... 117.5 191.2 112.5 113.2 120.5
May ....................... 118.2 191.2 113.0 113.2 121.2
June ............................ 118.8 191.2 112.9 113.2 121.2

July .......................... 119.7 191.2 113.2 113.2 122.1
August ..................... . 119.9 191.5 114.3 114.7 122.1
September ....................... 120.2 192.2 i16.7 114.7 122.6
October .......................... 120.0 192.4 117.5 114.7 123.1
November ----------------------- 120.7 201.2 119. C 114.7 123.0
December ....................... 122.9 205.5 119.2 114.7 122.9

1973:
January .......................... 124.5 205.5 118.4 114.7 123.8
February ......................... 126.9 206.9 118.6 114.7 125.9
March .......................... 129.8 207.4 118.9 114.9 126.8
April ............................ 130.5 123.8 120.1 117.1 127.6
May .......................... 133.2 214.2 121.4 122.0 128.2
June............... ........... 136.0 215.1 128.0 125.3 128.4
J uly ............................ 134.3 214.0 128.7 125.8 129.0
August ........................... 143.1 214.4 130.4 125.8 129.1
September ----------------------- 139.7 222.6 132.2 133.3 130.9
October .......................... 138.7 224.1 133.4 133.3 132.1
November ........................ 139.2 239.0 133.1 139. 3 133.5
December ....................... 141.8 240.7 137.6 146.2 135.9

1974:
January ......................... 146.6 249.3 137.1 178.4 137.5
February ......................... 149. 5 252.9 146.4 201.7 142.2
March .......................... 151.4 259.3 148.6 201.7 148.9
April ........................... 152.7 303.7 149.0 201.7 153.4
May ............................. 155.0 307.7 150.0 201.7 159.7
June ...... --..................... 155.7 321.5 151.4 201.7 164.7
July -------------------------- 161.7 344.0 187.4 224.4 167.6
August ....................... 167.4 357.7 189.9 225.2 170.6
September ----------------------- 167.2 371.8 166.6 225.4 173.8
October ------------------------- 170. 2 394. 3 167. 2 226. 2 178.3
November ........................ 171.9 398.0 175.5 231.0 179.7
December ----------------------- 171.5 428.4 177.2 223.0 180.3

1975:
January .......................... 171.8 428.8 181.0 223.1 183.3
February ........................ 171.3 409.9 188.5 228.6 186.5
March ........................... 170.4 388.3 188.1 230. 2 191.1
April ............................ 172.1 387.3 206.9 232.2 194.6
May......................... 173.2 389.3 219.1 234.2 192.9
June..........................173.7 385.9 220.0 256.0 190.6
July ..................... - 175.7 283.2 226.4 250.4 192.6
August .................. ..... .176.7 377.9 226.8 256.1 195.2
September ....................... 177.7 373.3 231.5 256.1 197. 5
October ......................... 178. 9 371.3 231.6 257.8 199.5
November ....................... 178.2 364.6 235.3 261.0 199. 3
December ....................... 178.7 371.2 245.6 262.0 197.6

1976:
January .......................... 179.4 370.3- 244.0 263.2 198.4
February ......................... 179.4 369.3 246.7 242.3 198.9

1 BLS monthly release states "Prices for ps except LPG (05-31), are lagged 2 mo."
U 8LS monthly release states "Prices lag I mc."
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statsitics, Wholesale Prices and Price Indexes,
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CHART 5. WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES: AGGREGATE AND FOR COAL,
GAS FUEL, CRUDE PETROLEUM AND ELECTRIC POWER,

MONTHLY 1971-1976
(Index: 1967-100)
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Year

Source: Table 5.



CHART 6

CONSUMERS PRICE INDEX - ALL ITEMS
MONTHLY PERCENT CHANGES, AVERAGED OVER 3 MONTHS,

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES, 1960-76
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TABLE 6.-CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, ALL ITEMS-MONTHLY PERCENT CHANGES, AVERAGED OVER 3 MONTHS,
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES, 1960-76

CPI seasonally 3 mo moving 3 mo movingadjusted, avera , almonth-to- .. ,,., =nnua

month rate month rate rate ofYear and month of change of change change I

(1) (2) (3)

1959:
November .............................................
December ..............................................

1960:January ................................................
February ............................................
March ................. .................
April ........................
May ...............................................
June .......... .............. .......................
July....................................August ..................................
September .............................................
October ...............................................
November ..............................................
December ..............................................

1961:
January ................................................
February ...............................................
March ................................................
April ..................................................
May ...................................................
June ..................................................
July ...................................................
August ................................................
September .............................................
October ................................................
November .............................................
December ..............................................

1962:
January ................................................
February ...............................................
March .................................................

.P.ril -..........
uy ...................................................

July-------------------------------------------
August.................................................
September .............................................
October ................................... ::::::::::-
November ..............................................
December ----------------------------------------------

1963:
January ................................................
February ...............................................
March -------------------------------------------------
April ..................................................
may ...................................................
June ...................................................
July..................... ......................
August m ................................Septem ber ---------------------------------------------
October ................................................
November ..............................................
December ..............................................

1964:
January -------------------------------------------------
February ...............................................
M r ..................................................

Auy u ..................................Augus ................................

September .............................................
October ..............................................
November ..............................................December-----------------------.................

See footnote at end of table.
69-460-76--pt. 2- 26
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TABLE 6.-CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, ALL ITEMS-MONTHLY PERCENT CHANGES, AVERAGED OVER 3 MONTHS,
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES, 1960-76--Continued

CPI seasonally 3 mo moving 3 ma moving
adjusted, average of average of
month-to- month-to- annual

month rate month rate rate of
Year and month of change of change change I

(1) (2) (3)

1965:
January ................................................. 1 .13 1.6
February ............................................... 0 .07 .8
March .................................................. 1 .07 .8
April .............................................-... . .3 .13 1.6
May ................--------- - - ---------------- .3 .23 2.8
June ...................................................-. 4 .33 4.0July----------------------------------------............ -0 .23 2.8
August----------------------------------------- --. 1 .10 1.2
September .............................................. 2 .03 .4
October ................................................. 1 .07 .8
November ............................................... 3 .23 2.8
December ............................................... 4 .27 3.3

1966:
January ................................................. 1 .27 3.3
February ................................................ 6 .37 4.5
March---------------------------------------------- .2 .30 3.7
april ................................................. . .4 .40 4.9
may...-------------------------------------------- .2 .27 3.3
June ................................................... 1 .23 2.8
July ..... ...................................... . 2 -. 17 2.1
August ---------------------------------------------- .6 .30 3.7
September -------------------------------------------- .2 .33 4.0
October -----------------------------------------------. 4 .40 4.9
November --------------------------------------------- 0 .20 2.4
December ............................................... 1 .17 2. 1

1967:
January -----------------------------------------------. 1 .07 .8
February ---------------------------------------------- .2 .13 1.6
March ------------------------------------------------ 0 .10 1.2
April -------------------------------------------------. 2 .13 1.6
May --------------------------------------------------. 2 .13 1.6
June --------------------------------------------------. 4 .27 3.3
July --------------------------------------------- .3 .30 3.7
August ................................................. 4 .37 4.5
September .................---------------------------. 3 .33 4.0
October -----------------------------------------------. 3 .33 4.0
November --------------------------------------------. 4 .33 4.0
December ------------------------------------------. 3 .33 4.0

1968:
January -----------------------------------------------. 4 .37 4.5
February ---------------------------------------------- .3 .33 4.0
March ------------------------------------------------ .4 .37 4.5
April ................................................... 2 .30 3.7
May --------------------------------------------- .4 .33 4.0
June .................................................... 5 .37 4.5
July -------------------------------------------------- . 5 .47 5.8
August ------------------------------------------------ 4 , 47 5.8
September --------------------------------------------. 3 .40 4.9
October -----------------------------------------------. 6 .43 5.3
November ---------------------------------------------. 5 .47 5.8
December ---------------------------------------------. 3 .47 5.8

1969:
January -----------------------------------------------. 3 .37 4.5
February ----------------------------------------------. 5 .37 4.5
March ------------------------------------------------ .7 .50 6.2
April -------------------------------------------------. 6 .60 7.4
may --------------------------------------------- .4 .57 7.1
June ......--- ------------------------------ .6 .53 6.6
July -------------------------------------------------- .5 .50 6.2
August ------------------------------------------------ .5 .53 6.6
S te r-------------------------------------------- .5 .50 6.2
October -----------------------------------------------. 5 .50 6.2
November ---------------------------------------------. 5 .50 6.2
December ---------------------------------------------. 6 .53 6.6

1970:
January ----------------------------------------------- .5 .53 6.6
February ---------------------------------------------- .5 .53 6.6
March --------..-------------------------------------- .4 .47 5.8
April -------------------------------------------------. 5 .47 5.8
May ------ _-------------------- .--------------------.5 .47 5.8
June --------------------------------------------------. 3 .43 5.3
July --------------------------------------------------. 3 .37 4.5
August .................................................. 3 .30 3.7
Sep tember ............................................ . 4 .33 4.0
October ................................................ .5 .40 4.9
November .............................................. .5 .47 5.8
December ............................................... 4 .47 5.8

See footnote ot end of tslihh.
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-TABLE 6.-CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, ALL ITEMS-MONTHLY PERCENT CHANGES, AVERAGED OVER 3 MONTHS,
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES, 1960-76-Connued

CPI seasonal 3 mo moving 3 mo moving
adjusted, average of average of

month-to- month-to- annual
month rate month rate rate of

Year and month of change of change change I

(1 (2) (3)

1971:
January ................................................. 3 .40 4.9
February ................................................ 1 .27 3.3
March -------------------------------------------- .3 .23 2.8
April ................................................... 3 .23 2.8
May............-.---.- -.--------.............. . . .37 4.5
Juneem...................................-.......... .5 .43 5.3
July----------------------------------------------.....2 .40 4.9
August --------------------------------------------- .2 .30 3.7
September-----------------------------------------....1 :17 2.1
October ........................................... .2 .17 2.1
November ............................................... 2 .17 2.1
Decenmber ............................................... 4 .27 3.3

1972:
January ................................................. 2 .27 3.3
February ................................................ 4 .33 4.0
March ................................................ . 2 .27 3.3
April ................................................... 2 .27 3.3
May .................................................... 3 .23 2.8
June .................................................. .2 .23 2.8
July .................................................. . 4 .30 3.7
August ................................................ . 2 .27 3.3
September ............................................ .3 .30 3.7
October ............................................... .3 .27 3.3
November ............................................. .3 .30 3.7
December ............................................. .3 .30 3 7

1973:
January ................................................. 5 .37 4.5
February ................................................ 6 .47 5.8
March ................................................ . 9 .67 8.3
uril ................................................... 8 .77 9.6
Jn.e................................ .............. 6 .77 9.6
July ............................................. .2 .43 5.3

August ........................................... 1.7 .80 10.0
September .............................................. 4 .77 9.6
October ............................................... .7 .93 11.8
November ............................................... 8 .63 7.8
December ............................................. .7 .73 9. 1

1974:
January ............................................... 1.2 ,90 11.4
February ............................................. 1.1 1. 00 12.7
March ................................................ 1.0 1.10 14.0
April ................................................. . 6 .90 11.4
May ..................-.............................. 1.1 .90 11.4
June .................................................... 8 .83 10.4
July .................................................... 7 .87 11.0
August ................................................. 1.3 .93 11.8
September ........................................... 1. 1 1.03 13.1
October ............................................... .9 1.10 14.0
November ............................................... 9 .97 12.3
December ............................................... 8 .87 11.0

1975:
January ................................................. 7 .80 10.0
February ............................................... 5 .67 8. 3
March .................................................. 4 .53 6.6
April ................................................... 5 .47 5. 8
May .................................................... 5 .47 5.8
June .................................................... 7 .57 7.1
July .......................... ........................ 1.0 .73 9.1
August ................................................. 4 .70 8. 7
September .............................................. 4 .60 7.4
October ................................................. 6 .47 5.8
November ............................................... 6 .53 6.6
December ............................................... 5 .57 7.1

1976:
January ................................................. 4 .50 6.2
February ................................................ 1 .33 4.0

1 Computed by averaging, for each month, seasonally adjusted rates of change for that month and the preceding 2 mo
(that is, a 3-mo moving average, plotted on the 3rd mo) and by converting to compound annual rates of change.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.



CHART 7. COUNT OF SEISMIC CREWS ENGAGED IN OIL AND
GAS EXPLORATION IN THE UNITED STATES AND U.S.

WATERS -- MONTHLY, MAY 1974-FEBRUARY 1976
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TABLE 7.-C6UNT OF SEISMIC CREWS ENGAGED IN OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION IN THE UNITED STATES AND U.S.

WATERS-MONTHLY, MAY 1974 to FEBRUARY 1976

Year and month Count of crews

1974:
May ..................................................................................... 313
June ..................................................................................... 317

uly- ...................... ................................................................ 334

October .................................................................................. 320
November ................................................................................ 306
December ................................................................................ 300

1975:
January ............. 3.................................................................... 301
February ................................................................................. 302
March ................................................................................... 299
April ..............................................-...................................... 283
May ................................................................................... 286
June ................................................................................ 289
July ..................................................................................... 286
August ................................................................................... 286
September ....... ---------------------- - ------------------------------------ 274
October ..................................-........................................... 270
November ................................................................................ 265
December ................................................................................ 259

1976:
January ............................................................................... 252
February ................................................................................. 249

Note: Count comprises land crews and crews on marine vessels.
-Source: Society of Exploration Geophysicists,
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CHART 8. -NUMBER OF OIL WELLS DRILLED IN THE UNITED STATES:
TOTAL WELLS AND EXPLORATORY WELLS,

AN4'ALLYP 1959-1975

Thousands
45

41) Total oil wells
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TABLE 8.-IUMBER OF OIL WELLS DRILLED IN THE UNITED STATES: TOTAL WELLS* AND EXPLORATORY WELLS,
ANNUALLY, 1959-75

Total wells drilled Exploratory wells drilled

Oil Oil
wells plus wells plus

Dry allocated Dry allocated
Total Oil Gas holes dry holes Total Oil Gas holes dry holes

Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

19594........... 9,53 25,413 5,049 19,10 4 13,191 1,702 912 10,577 8,589

1960...........44 133 21,294 5,262 17,577 35387 11,704 1,321 868 9,515 7,063196 ...............96 43M 21,204 5,674 17,11o 70 o1, M ,157 813 9o022 6,455
1962 ............... 43944 21,402 5,858 16,684 435110,791 1,211 771 81803 $,f1644 8,6881963 ............... 41853 20,678n 4,77 16,39 10,66 1:97 644 s 8965 848

1964 ............... 43486 21,012 4,874 17,600 352810,747 1,219 497 8,95 7,0131965 ............... 39,596 18;,57 4,772 15,967 31, 5 9,466 946 515 8 005 6,129196 ........... 34,5 155,856 4,060 14,605 27,483 10,313 1,030 578 8,705 6,605
1967 .............. 31,538 14,935 3,558 13,045 25,470 8,878 1,039 556 7,464 5,9011968 ........... 29 576 13,767 3,324 12,485 23,24 8,879 863 43 7, 586 5,9261969 ........... 29,481 12,915 3,927 1, 639 2,607 9,701 1,084 616 8,001 6, 1851970 ............... 2 177 12,547 3,44 10,786 0,803 7,63 790 481 6,422 ,781
1971 ............... 25,040 11,405 3,679 9,956 8,932 6,922 651 437 5,834 4,141
1972 ............. 26,443 10,753 5,086 10,604 17,951 7,539 684 601 6,254 4,0121973 ........... 26,244 9,705 6,427 10,112 15,787 7,466 619 900 5,947 3,0421974 ........... 31,6 12,784 7,240 11,674 20,237 8,619 814 1,195 6,610 3,4921975 ........... 37, 099 16,338 7,502 13,259 25,424 9,258 98 1,171 7, 09 4,328

*Excluding service wells and stratigraphic core tests.
Notes-Column:

(1) Col. (2)+col. (3)+col. (4).
2) Source: JAS survey, sec. 1.
) Source: JAS survey, sec. 1.

(4) Source: JAS survey, sec. 1.
(5) [Col. (2)/(col. (2)+col. (31)]Xcol. (4)+Col. (2).
6 Col. (7)+col. (8)+ccl. (9).

8 Source: Same as cols. (2), (3)+(4).
9 Source: Same as cols. (2), (3)+(4).( P C (7)/(col. (7)+col (8)l~col. (9) coL.(7).

Senator FA-NIx. The next witness or the witness as it is on the
schedule is A. F. Jones, president of the Independent Petroleum. As-
sociation of America.

I understand you have someone with you. We are pleased to have
you with as today. I had the pleasure of knowing your group for quite
some time, as you realize, and have certainly admired the work you
have done and your association has done, and the cooperation you have
given this committee and other committees of Congress.

It is important that we do have a cross-section of the information,
and you represent a very important group of people as far as solving
our energy problem is concerned and, of course, we are holding these
hearings -rom the standpoint of what can be done, and this particular
committee's standpoint is to assist in that regard and try to be fair
and equitable with all of the companies involved with the people of
our Nation, consumers, and we are very pleased to have you with us
and welcome you.

You can handle your testimony as you desire, sir. You have furnished
us with a written statement.
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STATEMENT OF A. V. 7o01W, JR., PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Jo E. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to say that I am an independent oil producer from

Albany, Tex., and I am representing the Independent Petroleum As-
sociation of America. That association represents about 4,000 inde-
pendent operators around the country. Our statement is also presented
in behalf of 10 other State, regional and national associations of in-
dependent oil and natural gas producers.

I am going to paraphrase my written statement. I would 'like the
whole statement in the record.

Senator FANNIN. Your complete statement will be placed in the
record after your summary.

In that case you can drop us a hint as to what page you are on.
Mr. JONES. We want to say that the opportunity to express our

serious concern about the tax bill is appreciated.
Oil and natural gas supply three-fourths of our energy needs. There

is no basis to anticipate that they will play a lesser role in the next
,decade or so. Even by limiting growth in consumption to some 2 per-
cent yearly, the demand for oil and gas will rise about 6 million bar-
rels per day or 22 percent in the next 10 years.

Our dependency on Middle East and Noith Africa oil has increased
more than 50 percent since the 1973 embargo. To trustingly proceed
under the assumption that another embargo of this kind cannot happen
again is a risk that we cannot afford. If the domestic industry is going
to attract the venture capital to accomplish the expanded effort to
reduce our future dependency on OPEC oil, it must have the en-
couragement of sound and consistent governmental policies.

Instead, it is confronted with one adverse proposal after another.
The chart "U.S. Oil Production and Reserves" shows that the

domestic industry bas been unable to add reserves equivalent to annual
production in every year since 11(97. Projections of these trends indi-
cate that by 1980 annual domestic production will have declined by
some 1.25 'billion barrels in the decade of the 1980's. Unless these
trends are halted and reversed, dependency on foreign oil will reach
almost 60 percent of the U.S. requirement just 5 years from now.

The next chart, "U.S. Oil Wells Completed," shows oil well com-
pletions declined persistently from 1955 to 1973. The oil wells drilled
in 1973, in fact, were less tlan one-third the number drilled in 1955.

Some have argued that the lack of drilling prospects rather than
economic incentives caused the decline in activity. These facts, how-
ever, do not support this argument.

The new oil reserves found for each oil well completed have in-
creased over the past 20 years. Clearly the progressively declining
rate of drilling that began in the 1950s and continued through 1973
is the primary and overriding cause of our deteriorating reserve
position.

As illustrated in the chart "U.S. Oil Demand and Producing
Capacity" the first year in which the United States had to have
imports to meet its lay-to-day needs was 1968, a scant 8 years ago.
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In these 8 years we have increased dependency on foreign oil by
an average of 5 percentage points a year with imports supplying
40 percent of our requirement in 1975.

In the past 2 years the Congress through punitive tax and price
legislation has voted consistently for increased dependency. Not a
single legislation act has been adopted designed to increase future
domestic petroleum production by a single barrel of oil or a cubic
foot of natural gas.

The repeal of percentage depletion in March 1975 effectively
removed more than $2 billion of what otherwise would have been
available for exploration and development.

Congress through the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975
reduced by another $3 billion the 1976 revenues which would have
been available to the domestic industry by the rollback price of new
and stripper well oil. By legislative action in 1975, therefore Congress
reduced by more than $15 billion potential exploration, drilling, and
production funds from the domestic industry.

The political fixation on denying the domestic industry the means
to expand the. search for production of domestic petroleum was fur-
ther reflected in the recent adoption by the House of adverse legisla-
tion; namely, H.R. 9464.

The message is coming through to many producers that a majority
in the Congress are not convinced that maximizing U.S. petroleum
exploration and production is important or that reducing U.S. de-
pendency on foreign oil is a pressing priority. It is significant that
the impact of these actions on industry revenues aro already evident
in a downturn of domestic industry activity.

The chart "U.S. Rotary Rigs Running" is very significant. It shows
that the. average rig count in the month of February 1976 was a
decline as opposed to significant increases in rig activity in February
for the past 2 years. In fact, for 4 years running we had a nice
increase in February.

February 1976 sh;ws a downturn and that downturn has intensified
since this chart was made. There has been a distinct relationship
between wellhead values and drilling expenditures for the past 20

eAl ,s lUnless this relationship changes significantly, which is un-
likely. drilling expenditures will be limited in 1976 to approximately
$5.9 billion under the composite pricing scheme imposed by Congress
on domestic crude oil. %

ITndeir the incremental adjustments in controlled prices the antici-
pated drilling" expenditures in 1977 will rise only $1/2 billion to $6.3
billion, which would contain drilling at a virtually stable level in
relation to 1975.

,ks illustrated on the chart "Producing Oil Wells Completed,"
these limitations on drilling expenditures will not provide any mean-
in,gfil increase in oil well completions in this 2-year period. tIo keep
the drilling resurgence. which started in 1974, on track, oil well com-
pletion should rise to 21,600 in 1976 and to 25,000 in 1977.

To achieve this level of oil well completions, drilling expenditures
would have to increase to $7.8 billion this year, and to $9.5 billion
in 1977.
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Much of the adverse legislation that has come from Congress in the
past several months was directed, according to its sponsors at the
integrated oil companies. However, in the case of the IDC changes,
there is no pretense that it is directed at the big oil-eompanies. The-
change would affect only independent producers who rely on outside
funds for exploration and development programs.

As shown on the chart, "Role of Independence," the independent
segment accounts for 89 percent of domestic wildcat drilling, 75.per-
cont of discoveries and for almost 54 percent of all oil and gas reserves
which are found. The proposed changes in IDO treatment would
impact on the area where oil and natural gas resources can be made
available to consumers with relative immediacy.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Jones, the time has elapsed. I would appre-
ciate your summarizing your recommendations.

Mr. JoN Fs. I have some recommendations.
We could recommend that:
One: We should terminate price controls. Congress should enact

legislation at the earliest possible date to remove Government price
controls from crude oil and natural gas.

Two: Retain the present IDC provisions. Reject completely the ill-
conceived proposals contained in H.R. 10612 to change the present tax

-treatment of intangible drilling and development costs. These pro-
posals were offered initially under the misconception that the present
tax provision tends to encourage inefficient investments which make
no contribution toward increasing discovery and the production of
domestic petroleum reserves.

The inaccuracy of this assumption is demonstrated by the direct
correlation between (1) total drilling expenditures, (2) producing oil
wells completed and (3) new additions to reserves.

Three: Reject any proposal to expand minimum tax for individuals.
Oil and gas producers presently are subject to taxes which effec-

tively require them to reinvest their incomes in new exploration and
drilling activities or pay a substantial additional tax. To impose new
so-called minimum tax provisions would force producers to withhold
substantial additional sums from exploration-drilling activities in
order to have the dollars with which to pay such taxes.

Four: We urge you to adopt tax credits for exploration and devel-
opment. To encourage new investment in exploration and develop-
ment activities, adopt positive new tax incentives such as an explora-
tion and development investment tax credit similar in concept to pre-
sent investment tax credits for machinery and equipment.

Five: Revise the percentage depletion provision of the 1975 Tax
Reduction Act. Specifically we propose:

(a) That the retailers exclusion provision in the exemption for in-
dependent producers be coupled with the small refinery exclusion;

(U Revise the transfer of property provision to eliminate am-
biguity and to make it clear that this does not extend to nominal
transfers of title which do not relate to actual changes in beneficial
ownership of property; and

(c) Revise the provision which limits percentage depletion to 65
percent of taxable income. This provision constitutes a substantial
disincentive to wildcatters who historically have been responsible for
a substantial proportion of the new fields discovered.
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Six: Defer depletion phasedown. In order to offset price control
we recommend that there be a moratorium-for at least the duration
of price controls-on the present annual reduction in the number of
barrels of crude oil eligible for percentage depletion.

We urge this committee toinitiate positive actions which will en-
able. domestic oil and gas producers to get on about the business of
finding and developing our vast potential reserves of crude oil and
natural gas.

I apologize for running over a little bit, gentlemen.
Senator BENTSEN. I just want to say to my colleague here that

Mr. Jones is a very able and distinguished businessman, an oil man
from my State, and I am pleased to have him here representing a very
fine organization. I apologize I haven't been able to be here ?or your
testimony, but I have been handling an amendment on the floor of
the Senate on the airport development bill to take care of some of
our problems back in Texas.

We have another vote.
The CHAiR-MAN. I would like to hear what the witness has to say.

Senator, maybe you ought to run and answer the rollcall right now.
I will chair the hearing until somebody gets back from the vote.

Mr. JONES. I had finished, Senator Long, my prepared statement.
I thinly they were getting ready to ask some questions there, and real-
izing that you do have other priorities, the thrust of our statement
was-

The ChAIRMA-N. Here is something I want to ask. Can you tell me
what has happened to drilling by independents is the last year?

Mr. JONES. We can correlate it to independents. Of course, we could
make the point that last year, Senator, independents did 89 percent
of the wildcat drilling and found 75 percent of the new fields.

I also presented charts here, which show that in February of the
past 5 years what the big count was. In 1972 it was 1,071 rigs; 1973,
1.126: 1974, 1355; 1975, 1,611. It got up to almost 1,800 rigs later in-
1975 prior to the omnibus energy bill being passed this fall. In Febru-
ary of this year it was back down to 1,594, and right now down to
1.500. probably on the way to 1,300 or 1.400 in the next couple of
months.

The ChAIRMAN. I hope you will help us get some of the figures to
show us how many jobs that cost us, and how much employment we
would have had if that had not been done. I think we ought to know
what. will happen if these big tax increases are put on your industry,
as Senator Kennedv wants to do. such as requiring you to capitalize
a hole in the ground, which is basically what his proposal amounts to.
I think we ought to have some kind'of analysis to show what these
proposals will do to the Nation's economy and also our balance of
payments. and while you might not be able to make this analysis all
l)y yourself, I think maybe some of the other people who appeared
here today can help in preparing the study. I have asked the Treasury
to analyze the secondary and tertiary effects of these proposals, be-
cause when you quit drilling, then the fellow who has planned to sell
you some pipe is not going to make a sale and there is no point in pro-
duclng pipe, if the people have on hand more than they can use, the
way it is now.

There is no use mining more if you cancel what you have on hand
already. And it means that you need less truck drivers if you are going
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to haul less pipe on location, and you need less gas to operate auto-
mobiles.

We need an analysis of what all that type of reform would do to
the economy, because I think not enough people understand it.

Now, the last time the Senate had a tax bill affecting you, we had
a small difference of opinion. Your people were doing the best they
could trying to save themselves, trying to talk to anybody that would
listen to them while we were fighting on the depletion issue. I was
trying to save you, but you didn't quite think so-there were at least
some points of the amendment that I supported that you didn' think
were in the Nation's interest. I believe you are going to find it neces-
sary to come back to Washington again and take all your poor, hard-
bitten wildcatters and try to talk to anybody that will listen to them.
By now you ought to know that it is not enough to persuade the Senate
Finance Committee that some unwise tax proposal aimed at you is
not necessarily a good idea.

We just have to count on people coming and trying to buttonhole
explain on the Senate floor what you said or what Mr. Robert Nathan
said, there might only be a few Senators there at the time.

The people you are talking to are not the ones you need to talk to.
You are like the preacher who stands up on the pulpit lecturing to the
congregation how they ought to come to church on Sunday. The peo-
pIehe is talking to are not the people who need to hear that sermon.
Only a few Senators show up at a hearing. You just have to pad down
the halls and talk to people who absented themselves, and when the
matter cones to a showdown in the Senate, if you look out there on
that floor, all those people that need to hear the gospel absent
themselves.

That is about the only way I know of trying to get some of them to at
least hear what the problem is, as it a appears to you and to your people.
I am satisfied that there are very few Senators in the Senate that
really have sworn to serve the devil. I think most of them would like
to do the right thing, but unfortunately a lot of them don't see the
light, they don't get the information they should have. I think you
are going to have to work at it even more, trying to familiarize them
with what your problem is.

Mr. JoxFs. I agree, Senator. We feel like that. Here in Washington-
it is not Midland or Houston, and we feel the numbers we have to
present now are more dramatic than they have been before.

-Our energy situation has deteriorated as far as our domestic sup-
plies are concerned, and we have been subjected to many punitive
actions, such as price rollback, loss of depletion and these provisions of
LAL and minimum tax, and things like that, which we feel are just
not warranted at this time, and we hope we can sell our case to the indi-
vidual Members of Congress.

The CIIAIR3AN. Mr. Jones, we will place your complete statement in
the record.

Thank you very much. I will study everything you presented here.
Usually I find myself in agreement with the IPA, and for many

years we have tried to see to it. that we do the Senate service rather than
disservice.

Mr. JoNEs. Fine. thank you, sir.
The CIAIR1AN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:]
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STATEMENT BY A. V. JONES, JR., PnEsIDENT, INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

I am A. V. Jones, Jr., a partner in Jones Company, Ltd., an independent oil
and natural gas exploration and production firm at Albany, Texas. As President
of the Independent Petroleum Association of America, I appear here today repre-
senting some 4,000 Independent oil and natural gas producers from every producing
area of the United States.

STATE AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF INDEPENDENT OIL AND
NATURAL GAS PRODUCERS

Joining in testimony today -Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners;
Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association (Texas) ; Kentucky Oil
and Gas Association; Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association; Eastern
Kansas Oil and Gas Association; California Independent Producers Association;
Ohio Oil and Gas Association; West Central Texas Oil and Gas Association; and
North Texas Oil and Gas Association.

The opportunity provided to us to express our serious concern about some
aspects of the tax bill (H.R. 10612) pending before this committee is very much
appreciated. Before getting to those specific provisions, however, I think It highly
important that the committee consider the state of our energy supply situation,
what has been done about it, and what in our view must be done if we are to
maintain the future energy-producing capability required by our society, our
economy and the nation's security.

Our worsening energy supply situation can only be further aggravated should
the Congress enact additional adverse changes in the tax treatment of oil and
natural gas production. These two fuels supply three-fourths of our energy needs.
There is no basis for anticipating that they will play a materially lesser role in
the total energy mix in the next decade or so. In fact, even if we could achieve
energy conservation to the most optimistic degree by limiting growth In con-
sumption to two percent yearly, the-combined demand for oil and gas (expressed
in barrels equivalent) still would rise almost six million barrels per day, or 22 per-
cent in the next ten years.

Given these facts, it is clear that we have no acceptable alternative except to
expand the search for and production of domestic oil and natural gas.

In 1976, we must import in excess of 40 percent of our oil requirements just to
meet day-to-day needs. Much of this growing dependency is attributable to the
fact that we are now making up for both declining domestic crude oil production,
and our growing shortage of natural gas, with increased imports of Middle East-
North African oil. Our dependency on that area has increased more than 50 per-
cent since the 1973 embargo. And we should not forget that the cutoff at that
time, while it was the first to discomfort Americans because it caught us without
adequate domestic supply for the first time, was the thirteenth major disruption
in foreign oil supply since Premier Mossadegh shut down the Iranian oil industry
in 1951.

To trustingly proceed under an assumption that it cannot happen again, and
that we can deny or impair the incentives to restore the domestic industry to its
maximum capabilities, is to run a risk we cannot afford. Yet this is a risk the
Congress has deliberately assumed by its counterproductive actions of the past
two years.

If the domestic industry is to attract the venture-capital to accomplish the
expanded effort that can and must be made to reduce our future dependence on
OPEC oil, it must have the encouragement of sound and consistent governmental
policies. Instead, it is confronted with one adverse proposal and action after
another-such as the repeal of percentage depletion, the crude oil price rollback
incorporated in the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975, and the House-
passed bill to extend the bankrupt concept of federal price controls on natural
gas to intrastate consumers.

As a result of these and other pending actions such as the limitations on the
expensing of intangible drilling costs incorporated in the legislation now before
this committee, the domestic industry has never been confronted with greater
uncertainty and discouragement as a result of punitive legislative actions by the
Congress.

Against the background of frustrating uncertainty that I have attempted to
describe, I would like now to discuss briefly the status of our petroleum supply
situation, our worsening position as to dependence on foreign oil, some signs that
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our efforts to Improve our supply position are now lagging, and prospective future-
trends that will be vitally affected by government policies and actions which
determine the economic climate for petroleum exploration, development and
production.

The chart "U.S. Oil Production & Reserves" shows that the domestic Industry
has been unable to add reserves equivalent to annual production in every year
since 1907. Our reserves In tile lower 48 states have declined since 1968, and pro-
duction has been on an uninterrupted declinee since 1970. Projection of these trends.
Indicates that by 1980, annual domestic production will have declined by about
1.25 billion barrels in the decade of the 1970's. and we will be adding reserves at
only 1.5 billion barrels yearly. As a consequence, total reserves by 1980 will have
dropped to only 23 billion barrels-compared with 31 billion In 1975.

Unless these trends are halted and reversed, (lependence on foreign oil will
reach almost 60 percent of U.S. requirements just five years from now.

Our declining strength as to domestic petroleum supplies is understandable
when one reflects on the next chart, "U.S. Oil Wells Completed. As can be seen,
except for only two years, oil well completions declined persistently from 1955
through 1973. Oil wells drilled in 1973, in fact, were less than a third of the
number drilled In 1955. Depressed and Inadequate drilling-caused by almost
two decades of eroding economic incentives-resulted in the persisting decline
pattern in domestic oil reserves. Some have, argued that a lack of drilling pros-
pects, rather than economic Incentives, caused the decline In activity. The facts,
however, do not support this argument. The new oil reserves found for each oil
well completed have, as shown on this chart, Increased over the past twenty
years.

Clearly, the progressively declining rate of drilling that began In the mid-
1950's and continued through 1973, is the primary and overriding cause of our
deteriorating reserve position. 'More important, the declining rate, the result of.
erosion in our domestic reserves, and the continuing drop in domestic oil produc-
tion, have precipitated a dramatic increase in U.S. dependency on foreign oil.

It Is doubtful that many Americans fully understand or appreciate the short
time-span of our transition from self-sufficiency to dependency on others for
essential oil supplies. This sharp and dangerous transition Is Illustrated in the
chart, "U.S. Oil Demand & Prc.iucing Capacity." As can be seen, the first year
In which tile United Strtos h.d to have some Imports to meet its day-to-day needs
was 19 68, a scant eight years ago. In these eight years, we have Increased our
dependence on foreign oil by an average of almost five percentage points per year,
with imports supplying about 40 percent of our requirements In 1975.

The question confronting our country is this: Are we going to make the policy
and capital commitments to reduce this dangerous level of dependency, or will we
continue on the present course until the United States becomes a permanent
economic hostage of the OPEC cartel? All projections indicate that the antici-
pated restoration of economic activity wvill result In demand again rising above.
17 million barrels daily In 1976. Although demand declined in each of the past
two years due to recessionary lfluences and some conservation, the dependency
gap was not reduced because production continued to decline under the momentum,
of 17 years of depressed exploration and drilling.

Unless domestic producing capability is expanded in consonance with a major
conservation effort, dependence on foreign oil will reach almost 0 percent of
requirements by 1980. A nation occupying and expecting to continue in a role
of world leadership clearly cannot afford even our present dependence on others
for critical energy supplies. It should be apparent that a prospective 60 percent
dependency just five years from now would be intolerable and unacceptable.

Through its policies on tax treatment of petroleum exploration and develop-
ment and In controlling prices of petroleum fuels (both oil and natural gas), the
federal government controls the economic climate and Incentives that will largely
determine whether we reverse or further expand our dependency on foreign sup-
plieP.. In the past two years, the Congress through punitive tax and price legis-lation has voted consistently for Increased dependency. Not a single legislative
act has been adopted designed to Increase future domestic petroleum production
by a single barrel of oil or cubic foot of natural gas, although the Senate has
recognized the need to deregulate wellhead natural gas prices, for which It Is
to be commended.
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U.S. OIL WELLS COMPLETED
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U.S. OIL DEMAND & PRODUCING CAPACITY
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On top of the unfortunate repeal of depletion on oil and gas alone, among
more than 100 items covered by this tax principle, Congress through the Energy
Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 reduced by another $3 billion the 1976
revenues which would have been available to the domestic industry by rolling
back the price of new and stripper well oil. By legislative action in 1975, there-
fore, Congress reduced by more than $5 billion potential exploration-drilling-
production funds from the domestic industry.

The political fixation on denying the domestic industry the means to generate
both internal and external funds to expand the search for the production of
domestic petroleum fuels was further reflected in the recent adoption by the
House of adverse legislation (H.R. 9464) to extend federal wellhead price reg-
ulation on natural gas. This legislation would apply to the gas sold in intrastate
inarkets the same wornout regulatory concept that has served to dry up supplies
of this fuel in the intrastate markets.

Aside from the practical economic effects of causing a flight of venture capital
from petroleum exploration, these accumulating punitive actions by Congress
have had an adverse impact on the psychology of the domestic oil and natural
gas explore-producer. The message is coming through to many producers that a
majority in Congress are not convinced that maximizing U.S. petroleum explora-
tion and production is important, or that reducing U.S. dependpncy on foreign oil
is a pressing priority. This climate of negativism is having a demoralizing effect
among many who believe that the restoration of relative security as to energy-
supplies is a challenge of unprecedented costs and risks which ought to have the
support of our government.

It is significant that the impact of these actions on industry revenues already
is evidenced in a downturn in domestic industry activities that we can ill afford.
Rotary rig activity, for example, has declined below year-earlier levels for the
first time since 1972. This beginning trend is reflected in the chart "U.S. Rotary
Rigs Running," which shows that the average rig count in the month of February
1976 was a declineas opposed to the significant increases in rig activity in Febru-
ary of the past two years.

It should be hoped that this is a temporary abberation, but there are substan-
tive reasons to believe that it is not. The primary reason is that there has been
a disinct relationship between wellhead revenues and drilling expenditures for
the past 20 years. Unless this relationship changes significantly which is unlikely,
drilling expenditures will be limited in 1976 to approximately $5.8 billion under
the "composite" pricing scheme Imposed by Congress on domestic crude oil. This
level of drilling expenditures would be a slight increase from 1975, but, due to
inflation, would drill fewer wells. Under the incremental adjustments in con-
trolled prices, the anticipated drilling expenditures in 1977 would rise by only a
half billion to $6.3 billion, which would contain drilling at a virtually stable level
in relation to 1975.

As illustrated on the chart, "Producing Oil Wells Completed," these limitations
on drilling expenditures would not provide any meaningful increase in oil well
completions in this two year period, as a result of the revenue impact of price
controls. To keel) the drilling resurgence which started in 1974 "on track." as
can be seen, oil well completions should rise to 21,600 in 1976 and to 25,000 in
1977. To achieve this level of oil well completions, drilling expenditures would
have to rise to $7.8 billion this year, and to $9.5 billion in 1977.

Much has been said about the capital requirements for domestic energy de-
velopment. Study after study has been made by government, financial iistitu-
tions, investment specialists, academic institutions, and the energy-producing
industries themselves. Many reports by Congress have acknowledged and com-
mented upon the unparalleled expenditures that will have to be made to increase
energy production under environmental safeguards that work. The lowest range
of estimates for oil and natural gas exploration, development and production
anticipates expenditures through the 1980's of approximately two and one-half
times the outlays of the 1960's. Our own estimates make clear that drilling
expen(litures must be more than doubled from the 1975 level, without adjust-
ment for inflation.
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In view of the need to generate capital resources of this dimension, It is sub-
nintted that Congress ought to be considering ways and menns of making the
high-risk enterprise of petroleum exploration at least as attractive aus alterna-
tive investments. Instead, it is continuing to propose actions which would inake
petroleum ventures far less attractive-and the latest and currently pending
example are the changes In the treatment of intangible drilling expenditures
incorlorated in the legislation (11.11. 10612) that is now under consideration by
this committee.

COMPLETED
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Much of the adverse legislation that has come from Congress in the past sev-
eral months was directed, according to its sponsors. at tile integrated oil com-
panies. Usually such legislation hurts the independent segment much worse, and
the pricel-ollback is the l)riue example. However, in the case of the II)C change",
there is no pretense that it is directed at tile "big oil companies". It is directed at
Investors who are providing capital for drilling ventures by independent pro-
ducers. The change would affect only independent producers who rely on such
outside funds for exploration and development programs.

True, the changes proposed are suplsed to adversely affect only development
wells, but in a drilling program following discovery, these wells would repre-
sent the great bulk of the capital commitment in an exploration-developlnent
program. While the report of the House Ways and Means Committee estimates
the first-year revenue impact at $207 million, this would not In our view lie
the most adverse result of this change. It would dry up much of tile outside
capital now being committed to domestic oil and gas exploration and develop-
mient. prograrns-because it would make these programs less attractive than
other investment opportunities competing for such funds.

The activity primarily affected would be the multiplicity of effort to find andl
develop increased petroleum supplies by the 10,000 independent producers. pri-
nmarily onshore in the lower 48 states. The chart "Role of Independents" sum-
mtrizes some of the basic findings in a special study by the American Association
of Petroleum Geologists covering U.S. drilling activity in the five years, 1969-73.
This study analyzed drilling and the results of drilling by 16 large oil companies
and by all others classed ats independent pro(lucers. As shown, the Independent
segment accounted for 89 percent of domestic wildcat drilling, for 75 percent of
discoveries, and for almost 54 percent of oil and gas reserves discovered.

The AAPG concluded from this study that while they operate in different
cost and risk environments, independent producers and major companies con-
tribute about equally to the finding and development of domestic petroleum re-
sources. Federal policies which penalized either segment, therefore, would not
serve the purpose of expanding our producing capabilities. The tax changes Ibe-
fore this committee would be a distinct disincentive for the independent segment.

The proposed changes In the IDC treatment would impact on domestic drilling
activity, which already is an unfortunate downturn, in the area where drilling
is dominated by independent producers. It also Is the area where oil and natural
gas resources found can be made available to consumers with relative im-
mediacy. For the short term of the next few years, the producing provinces
of the lower 48 promise the quickest means of providing substantial additional
petroleum supplies-in contrast, for example, to areas such as the Alaskan
North Slope where the very large natural gas reserves that have been found
will not be available to consumers for a number of years.

As previously pointed out, expenditures for drilling alone should be increased
from $5.5 billion in 1075 to $7.8 billion this year and to $9.5 billion in 1977.
Under price controls, however, drilling expenditures will fall short of the
requirements by $2 to $3 billion in each of the two years. Only minimal Increases

over 1975 can be expected. Our studies confirm other findings that adoption of
the proposed changes In petroleum tax provisions could result in a decrease of
as much as 20 percent in drilling expenditures by non-corporate operators. This
would further reduce the already inadequate drilling expenditures to no more, and
perhaps less, than actual expenditures in 1975.

To obtain additional insights regarding the proposed tax changes, Norman
Ture and Associates conducted a study at our request to determine the overall
impact of the LAL proposal and the minimum tax proposal contained in the
H1ouse-passed bill. Dr. Ture found that these proposals would have a negative.
impact on Federal revenues.

It would be unwise on two counts, therefore, for the Congress to Impo.se
higher tax rates on the petroleum industry: (1) drilling would be reduced at a
time when there should be an all out effort: and (2) there would be a net loss
in Federal revenues which would "fuel" inflation and unemployment.
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In view of the demonstrated need to redouble the total efforts of the domestic
petroleum industry to find and make available all domestic petroleum resources,
it is our conviction that Congress should be considering ways and means of
encouraging greater investment in these activities, rather than changes which
unquestionably would cause fewer dollars to be spent, less oil and gas to be
found, and dependence on foreign oil to accelerate. In considering this matter, we
urge the committee to keep in mind that increasing production of domestic oil
and natural gas is of far greater importance to the nation and our economy than
increasing revenue to the federal treasury.

WILDCAT
WELLS
DRILLED
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We urge the Congress to consider the following proposals as the minimum
action necessary at this time to remove the shackles from domestic oil and
natural gas producers.

1. Terminate price controls.-Enact legislation at the, earliest possible date
to remove artificial government price controls from crude oil and natural gas.
Recent experience clearly demonstrates that the domestic producing Industry
will respond in a very sigpiflcant way to price incentives. It is imperative that
the number of wells completed annually be increased substantially, and the
quickest way to assure this is the immediate removal of counterproductive, Il-
logical price controls which tend to encourage wasteful consumption and dis-
courage increased production.

2. Retain present IDO pro~isions.-Reject completely the ill-conceived pro-
posals contained in H.R. 10612 to change the present tax treatment of Intangible
drilling and development costs. The present treatment of IDC is necessary to par-
tially overcome the inherent bias against sUch risky investment existing in the
present tax structure. These proposals were offered initially under the miscon-
ception that the present tax provisions tend to encourage inefficient investment
which makes no contribution toward increasing discovery and production of
domestic petroleum reserves. The inaccuracy of this assumption is demonstrated
by the direct correlation between total drilling expenditures, producing oil wells
completed, and new additions to reserves. It must be borne in mind that no deduc-
tion for intangible drilling and development costs is permited unless there has
been an actual outlay of such funds, and thus we are not dealing with a fictitious
deduction.

3. Reject minimum tax cxpansion.-Reject any proposal to expand the mini-
mum tax for individuals which includes provisions to decerase the effectiveness
of current tax treatment of exploration and development expenditures. Oil and
gas producers presently are subject to a tax system which effectively requires
them to continuously reinvest their income in new exploration and drilling activ-
ities or pay substantial additional taxes. To impose any new so-called minimum
tax provisions would force producers to withhold the investment of substantial
additional sums from exploration and drilling activities in order to have the
dollars with which to pay such taxes. The practical effect is to force producers
to retain a higher proportion of their earnings in order to pay higher taxes-all
at the cost of decreasing our effort to expand domestic oil and gas production.

4. Tax credit for cxploration-developmcnt.-To encourage substantial new in-
vestment in exploration and development activities, adopt positive new tax in-
centives, such as an exploration and development investment tax credit similar
in concept to the present investment tax credit for machinery and equipment.
The same principle is equally applicable to encouraging additional investment in
the drilling of oil wells.

5. Clarify 1975 aet.-Revise the percentage depletion provisions of the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975, which have confronted Independent producers with con-
siderable uncertainty, and generally discouraged much needed exploration and
development activity. Specifically, we propose: Aa) That the "Retailer's Ex-
cluded" provision in the exemption for independent producers be coupled with
the Small Refiner Exclusion. The effect would be to maintain the intent of the
Act that most independent producers not engaged in refining and marketing
operations should retain eligibility for percentage depeltion to the limited degree
permitted by other provisions of the Act. (b) Revise the Transfer of Property
provision to liminate ambiguities and to make it clear this does not extend to
nominal transfers of title which do not relate to an actual change in the beneficial
ownership of property. This is especially critical since the Act was applied retro-
actively to transactions which were completed in all good faith in reliance upon
long established and accepted practices within the industry. (c) Revise the
provision which limits percentage depletion to 65 percent of taxable income. This
provision constitutes a substantial disincentive to aggresive wildcatters who
historically have been responsible for a substantial portion of new field dis-
coveries. The provision requires wildcatters to reduce by approximately 23 per-
cent the funds which otherwise would be expended for exploration and drilling
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activity. It ic recommended, therefore, that the method by which taxable income
is determined be revLved to take account of the "dry hole costs" which are expen-
ditures that no wildcatter can void.

6. Defer depletion pha8edown.-In order to offset the adverse effect of price
controls, we recommend that tfiere be a moratorium-at least for the duration
of price controls-on the present annual reductions in the number of barrels of
crude oil eligible for percentage depletion.

We urge this committee to initiate positive actions which will enable domestic
oil and gas producers to get on about the business of finding and developing our
vast potential reserves of crude oil and natural gas.

Thank you.
The CHAIUMAN. The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock

tomorrow.
[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Friday, March 26, 1976.]

_& 4.



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff
presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Packwood, Hansen, Curtis, and Dole.
Senator RiacoFF. The committee will be in order.
Our first witness today is Mr. Ralph Weller, chairman-of the Otis

Elevator Co., on behalf of the Emergency Committee for American
Trade.

Proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF RALPH WELLER, CHAIRMAN, OTIS ELEVATOR
CO., ON BEHALF OF EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN
TRADE

Mr. WELLFI. Thank you, Chairman Ribicoff, for having me here to
testify on behalf of the Emergency Committee for American Trade.

I am Ralph Weller, chairman and chief executive officer of the Otis
Elevator Co., one of the members of ECAT, an organization of busi-
ness leaders in support of sound policies for expanding international
commerce and investment.

Mir. Chairman, we have submitted a statement and with your per-
mission I will deviate from reading the statement to make some
comments.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection the entire statement will go in
the record as if read.

Mr. WELLER. Senator, our basic recommendations are twofold: One,
retain the foreign tax credit; and two. retain theso-called tax deferral
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. We have several reasons for
making these recommendations.

One: United States-foreign direct investment contributes greatly
to the American economy. In 1974, for example, the net return to the
United States from forei-n investment was $14.6 billion. Overseas
direct investments are an indispensable generator of U.S. exports sup-
plied by the output of the American workers.

Two: We feel the present system of taxing income earned overseas is
fair and neutral. I think we should stress that "neutrality provision.'

(897)
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We are competing overseas-and if I may speak just from my own
personal experience in international trade, Mr. Chairman-we con-
pete with giants overseas. My company competes with companies like
Siemens, Mitsubishi, Hitachi, and others that are many times our size
and that have a fair degree of expertise, management experience, and
technological assets.

It is not an easy job to develop foreign markets. If we are not
treated on a neutral basis, our job will be just that much tougher.

We feel that the foreign tax credit avoids double taxation while
insuring that foreign source income pays the higher of the United
States or the foreign tax rate. I am not an accountant nor an inVest-
ment counselor nor an economist, so I will not bore you with the
details of the tax bills. I think there are many other expert witnesses
that you will hear that can talk to these issues.

Proposals to change the foreign tax credit to a deduction wouldresult in punitive tax rates and substantial withdrawal of U.S. busi-
ness from abroad. Certainly the withdrawal would not be voluntary.
If we were forced to pay excessive tax rates over our foreign competi-
tion, it would, in effect, put us out of business in a lot of areas.

I might say that when Otis decided we could best serve our share-
holders by taking our products to new overseas markets, rather than
trying to diversify our activities into other products, we spent money
overseas, but we did not lose one bit of elevator business in the United
States.

Major cutbacks in the use of the credit and the so-called deferral
provisions would seriously impair from one-quarter to one-half of the
revenues of many of the largest industrial companies in the United
Stnhc , Icading to drastic consequences for U.S. production and
employment.

The so-called deferral provision is very important to us, Mr. Chair-
man, and if I may, I would like to give you an example from our own
experience of its importance. We introduced the elevator to Japan in
the early 1930's. During that period of time we had 100 percent of the
Japanese market. The Otis management at that time looked on the
Japanese adventure, if you would like to call it that, as an investment.
Accordingly we brought back to the United States all the profits we
made, such as the deferral provisions would force us to do. We
brought them back as return on investment.

We made a lot of money on that investment, but from 100 percent
of the market in the early 1930's, our market dwindled down to 4 per-
cent of the market in 1974. Why? Because we did not reinvest part of
those profits to expand our business and to develop our market over
there. We took the choice of bringing all the earnings home, which we
would be forced to do were so-called tax deferral eliminated.

While we were doing that, our Japanese competitors-Mitsubishi,
Hitachi, Toshiba, and other companies that you are all familiar with-
were spending money developing their market, and they took that
market away from us.

I may give you a more specific example in this area. Otis invented
and developed the escalator as far back as 1898. The escalator market
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in the Japanese islands is larger than the market in the United States
of America. We make escalators in the United States. We make
escalators in Western Europe. We have not been able to sell an esca-
lator in Japan in 2 years, where we do not make them. We have not
been able to export one.

So we feel very seriously that part of our income should be left to
develop business and part should be brought back in dividends. That
has b6en our policy over the last 10 years. In the last 10 years we
have brought back approximately 50 percent of our foreign earnings
in dividends.

The last point I would like to make is that proposals to tax unre-
mitted foreign earnings are analogous to requiring individual share-
holders of 3.-S. corporations to pay personal income taxes on corporate
profits not paid out in dividends to the shareholders.

The competitive position of U.S. subsidiaries would be damaged
should deferral be eliminated with foreign firms picking up lost U.S.
business.

We in ECAT do not believe that everything is perfect in the field
of international investment. It is a complex, many-faceted field. Com-
petition in it is tough. Please don't make it any tougher. -

Thank you, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. I just have a couple of

questions.
Do you have a list of the members for whom you speak
Mr. WELLER. I don't have one with me. We could provide that to

the committee though.
Senator RIzIcoFF. I wish you would. I assume they are major

American companies.
Mr. WELLER. As I say, they represent 65 companies involved in

foreign trade and investment, sir.
[The list referred to follows:]

JANUARY, 1916.

MEMB8suIP LIST OF THE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE

'Mr. David C. Scott, President and Chairman of the Board, Allis-Chalmers,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.

'Mr. Ian MacGregor, Chairman, American Metal Climax, Inc., AMAX Center,
Greenwich, Conn. 06880.

Mr. William A. Marquard, President, Anierlcan-Standard, 40 West 40th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10018.

Mr. Rodney C. Gott, Chairman, AMF Inc., World Headquarters, White Plains,
N.Y. 10604.

Mr. David W. Mitchell, President and Chief Executive Officer, Avon Products,
Inc., 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Mr. A. W. Clausen, President, Bank of Ameica, N.T. & S.A., Bank of America
Center, San Francisco, Calif. 94120.

Mr. W. Michael Blumenthal, Chairman and President and Chief, Executive
Officer, The Bendix Corp., Southfleld, Mich. 48075.

Mr. T. A. Wilson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, The Boeing C6.,
Seattle, Wash. 98124.

Mr. James F. Bere, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Borg-Warner Corp.,
200 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, I1. 60604.

Mr. Richard L. Gelb, President and Chief Executive Officer, Bristol-Myers Co.,
345 Park Aventie, New York, N.Y. 10022.
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Mr. Ray W. Macdonald, Chairman, Burroughs Corp., Second Avenue at Bur-
roughs, Detroit, Mich. 48232.

Mr. Harold A. Shaub, President, Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N.J. 08101.
Mr. H. Robert Diereks, Vice Chairman of the Board, Cargill, Inc., Cargill Build-

ign, Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.
Mr. Melvin C. Holm, Chairman of the Board, Carrier Corp., Carrier Parkway,

Syracuse, N.Y. 13201.
Mr. Lee L. Morgan, President, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111. 61029.
Mr. David RockeTeller, Chairman of the Board, The Chase Manhattan Bank,

N.A., One Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10015.
Mr. Lynn To'nsend, Chrysler Corp., 341 Massachusetts Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

48231.
Mr. W. E. Schirmer, Chairman and President, Clark Equipment Co., 324 East

Dewey Avenue, Buchanan, Mich. 49107.
Mr. Robert S. Hatfield, Chairman of the Board and President, Continental (.'an

Co.. Inc., (133 Third Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10017.
Mr. James McKee, President and Chief Executive Officer, CPC International

Inc., International Plaza, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632.
Mr. C. R. Dahl, President and Chief Executive Officer, Crown Zellerbach Corp.,

One Bush Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94119.
Mr. J. I. Miller, Chairman, Cummins Engine Co., Inc., 301 Washington Street,

Columbus, Ind. 47201.
Mr. Justin Dart, President, Dart Industries Inc., P.O. Box 3157, Terminal

Annex. Los Angeles, Calif. 90051.
Mr. William A. Hewitt, Chairman, Deere & Co., Moline. Ill. 61265.
Mr. A. Thomas Taylor, Chairman. Deltec International Ltd., 135 South LaSalle

Street, Suite 3702, Chicago, Ill. 60603. -
Mr. Gerald B. Zornow, Chairman, Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State Street,

Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
Mr. C. C. Garvin, Jr, Chairman of the Board, Exxon Corp., 1251 Avenue of the

Americas, New York. N.Y. 10020.
Mr. R. A. Riley, President. The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 1200 Firestone

Parkway, Akron. Ohio 44317.
Mr. Walter B. Wriston, Chairman, First National City Bank, 399 Park Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10022.
Mr. J. P. McFarland. Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Gen-

eral Mills, Inc.. 11.O. Box 1113, Minneapolis, Minn. 5440.
Mr. T. A. Murphy, Chairman of the Board, General Motors Corp., 14-130 Gen-

eral Motors Building, Detroit, Mich. 48202.
Mr. Colmian M. Mockler. Jr.. President and Chief Executive Officer, The Gillette

Co.. Prudential Tower Bulidiii, Bonston, Mass. 02199
Mr. 0. Pendleton Th'omas, Chairnin of the Board and President, The B. F.

Goodrich Co.. 500 South Main Street. Akron, Ohio 44318.
Mr. J. Peter Grace. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, W. R. Grace & Co.,

1114 Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y.
Mr. H1. J. Heinz 1i, Chairman of the Board, H1. J. Heinz Co., P.O. Box 5s,

Pittsburgh. Pa. 15230
Mr. William R. Hewlett, President, Hewlett-Packard Co.. 1501 Page Mill Road.

Palo Alto. Calif. 94304.
Mr. James II. Ringer. Chairman, Executive Committee. Ioneywell, Inc.. 2701

Fourth Avenue Souith. Minneapolis, Minn. 55408.
Mr. (illhert E. Jones, Chairman of the Board, IBM World Trade Corp.. Old

Orchard Road, Armonk, N.Y. 10504.
Mr. Brooks McCormick, President, International Harvester Co., 401 North

Michigan Avenue. Chic'ao, Ill. 60611.
Mr. J. Stanford Smith. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, International

Paper Co.. 220 East 42nd Street. New York, N.Y. 10017.
Mr. Richard B. Sellars. Chairman of the Board !if Directors, Johnson & John-

son. New Brunswick. N.J. 08903.
Mr. William 0. Beers. Chairman of the Board and President, Kraftco Corp.,

Kraftco Court, Glenview. 111. 00025.
Mr. Thomas .. Carroll. President and Chief Executive Officer, Lever Brothers

Co.. 390 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
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Mr. Charles B. Thornton, Chairman of the Board, Litton Industries, Inc., 360
North Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

Mr. Harold W. McGraw, Jr., Chief Executive Officer, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Mr. Robert M. Schaeberle, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Nabisco,
Inc., East Hanover, N.J. 07930.

Mr. Ralph A. Weller, Chairman of the Board, Otis Elevator Co., 245 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Mr. Donald M. Kendall, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer,
PepsiCo, Inc., Purchase, N.Y. 10577.

Mr. Edmund T. Pratt, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Pfizer, Inc.,
235 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Mr. Ross R. Millhiser, President, Philip Morris, Inc., 100 Park Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017.

Mr. Anthony L. Conrad. President and Chief Executive Officer, RCA Corp.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Mr. Colin Stokes, Chairman, R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc., Winston Salem,
N.C. 27102.

Mr. Vincent L. Gregory, Jr., President, Rohm & Hlaas Co., Independence Mall
West, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

Mr. Paul C. Baldwin, Vice Chairman of the Board, Scott Paper Co., Scott
Plaza, Philadelphia, Pa. 19113.

Mr. Joseph B. Flavin, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, The Singer Co.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Mr. J. Paul Lyet, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Sperry Rand Corp.,
1290 Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10019.

Mr. Richard M. Furlaud, Chairman of the Board & Chief Executive Officer,
Squibb Corp., 40 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Mr. Patrick E. Iaggerty, Chairman, Texas Instruments Inc., 13500 North Cen-
tral Expressway, Dallas, Tex. 75231.

Mr. Raymond H. Ierzog, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer,
3M Co., 3M Center, Saint Paul, Minn. 55101.

Mr. James A. Linen, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Time Inc., Time
& Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Dr. Ruben F. Mettler, President, TRW, Inc., 23555 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio 44117.

Mr. Harry J. Gray, President, United Technologies Corp., Main and Pearl
Streets, Hartford, Conhi. 06101.

Mr. George 11. Weyerhaeuser, President and Chief Executive Officer, Weyer-
haeuser Co., Tacoma, Wash. 98401.

Mr. Lester A. Burcham, Chairman of the Board, F. W. Woolworth Co., Wool-
worth Building, 233 Broadway, New York. N.Y. 10007.

Mr. C. Peter McColough, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Xerox Corp.,
Stamford. Conn. 00904.

Mr. William I. Flynn, Chairman, Zapata Corp., 2000 Southwest Tower, Hous-
ton, Tex. 77002.

Senator RimIoC'F. What would your thinking be about. denying
foreign tax credits, deferral or-DISC benefits to American companies
that, engage and cooperate with the Arabs in their boycott?

Mr. WELLER. In the boycott, sir?
Well, it is a complex issue that, I am really not prepared to speak

to. I know for one that we do not engage in that. And I can speak
personally on it. It is not going to hurt me personally.

Senator RinicopF. If you don't engage in it and you comply with
the policy of this country, do you think that, your competitors w'ho do
engage in it are entitled to an advantage over you in getting business?

Mr. WELLER. Well, I don't think that my competitors are able to
compete against me on the basis of the boycott at the present time.
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Most of my competitors in the Mideast are either Japanese or Western
European companies.

Senator RiBicorr. But assume that there would be two American
companies selling the same product and true competitors in every
sense of the word and one engages in the boycott and the other does
not and consequently the American company that does not engage in
the boycott loses business jist for that reason.

Should we through our tax laws be giving a benefit to the com-
panies that do cooperate with the boycottI

Mr. WELLER. Well, I am also not a lawyer, Senator, but it would
be my impression just offhand that it would be illegal to set up some
kind of a trust arrangement where you are going to pick on some-
body else. Our company has had no trouble dealing with both Israel
and the Arab nations through the years and we are going to continue
to do that.

Senator RIBicoFF. But. you don't want to make-you don't want to
take a position as to that?

Mr. WELLER. I am afraid I am not qualified to take a position on
that, Senator.

Senator RIB1coFF. Now, on the problem of taxing unremitted for-
eign earnings, how long do you think an American company should
be allowed to keep its earnings abroad without remitting them back
to the United States?

Mr. WELLzR. Well, it is a many-faceted question, Senator. We have
restrictions also l)laced on us by foreign governments concerning the
repatriations of earnings. We als o have restrictions placed on us by our
partners who also own part of these companies and sometimes are a
majority shareholder of these companies. Then we have restrictions
of the ;imarketplace that say that there are times when you have to
invest to upgrade your product, you have to invest in brick and mortar
so you can make more product or lose a share of a growing market,
which is the reason we went there in the first place.

So trying to pick some magic number and saying how much or
when, woldd put a serious restriction on a normal commercial deci-
sion. Obviously we have hivested money overseas to make money and
we are going to bring back that money when good commercial judg-
ment says it, should be brought back.

As I "pointed ot, our record is good. In the last 10-year period, if
I may refer to these notes here. iii the last 10-year period we made
4, 1)iillion as a 'Or1)oration and $153 million of that $29 million was
ma(lo overs-as. That is 53 percent, sir.

Of that 53 percent-or $153 million-we brought back $75 million
ini dividen(is. invested $58 million in plant, anl equipment, and used
$20 muillioni for working capital for expanding business.

We broti'ght back just abotIt 50 percent of our overseas profits, as
you can see.

Senator linircorp. I would like a list through the years when this
was earned and when it was )rought back. Do you have that available?
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1Mr. WELLER.-I can mako it available to the committee, yes.
Senator RiBiCorF. That would be appreciated.[Th document referred to follows :1

OTIS ELEVATOR CO.- 10-YEAR INTERNATIONAl. INCOME AND CASH INFLOW

IDoflar amounts in millions'

International
Subsliaries Technical

Total lnternatio! dividends assistance
income Incom reved fees received

1975 -------------------------------------- 40.5 34.8 13.0 6.7
1974 -------------------------------------- 43.5 29.3 11.0 8.41973 -------------------------------------- 40.3 24.1 15.0 8.5
1972 -------------------------------------- 28.2 10.4 4.7 6.0
1971 -------------------------------------- 24.8 6.8 3.9 5.01970 -------------------------------------- 23.7 8.3 4.0 3.81969 ----------------------------------- 23.0 11.3 6.2 3.11968 ----------------------------------- 22.0 11.2 6.6 2.91967 ----------------------------------- 20.0 4.8 3.3
1966 -------------------------------------- 25.1 5.4 2.6

Total ------------------------------- 291.1 . 153.1 '74.6 250.3

I Cash divldepd Inflow from foreign subsidiaries.
2 Cash Inflow for technical assistance provided t foreign subsidiaries, wNoh.is in addition to international subsidiaries'

dividends received.
Note: As a result of above, the co,. iany generated a net cash Inflow of foreign source income of approximately $125,000-

000.

Senator RIBICOFF. Gentlemen, you are here on a day where there
will be a number of votes and we will vote as fast as we can and re-
turn. Iain through with my questions. I will go over to vote.

Do you want to ask questions and come back?
Senator PACKWOOl). I will stay as long as I can, Abe, and if no-

bodv is back, I will leave in 5 minutes.
senator RIBICOFF. You gentlemen will have to be patient and we

will come back on our own shuttle service.
Senator PACKWOOD. I agree with you on the statement about the

foreign tax credit. I am not sure about the deferral. I want to under-
standthe theory, the reason for it.

In your statement you analogize it to taxes on dividends to share-
holde-s that would be as yet undeclared. It seems to me if you have a
profit-you are operating Otis Elevator, not the various divisions, we
have taxed Otis on any profits period.

Why defer the tax on proAts made overseas, and to this argument
about the foreign withholding tax and the tax they will put on if we
try to repatriate problems, absent that, what is your theory of de-
ferring the tax on the profit just because it happens to be made in
Venezuela or Germany rather than here ?

Mr. WELER. Well, I might start getting into corporate structure
and if I am not clear, please make me do it again.

Our corporation owns some subsidiaries in foreign countries out-
right and some in varying percentages down to a minority position.

Otis (New Jersey), which is the corporation being taxed by the
United States Internal Revenue Service, does not have overseas in-
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come until it is sent to us. And we would be asked to be paying taxes
on income earned in another sovereign nation, which is already be-
ing taxed there, which is subject to some regulations which you recog-
nize over there, but which also is subject to some very fine commer-
cial decisions which are saying that you can't bring it back without
destroying the business.

I don't think that the purpose of taxation is to place a stranglehold
on the ability of the corporation to use the funds within that third
country that we are talking about.

Senator PACKWOOD. What you are saying, therefore, that even with
a 100-percent-owned subsidiary-I don't know if you have any of
these, do you?

Mr. WELLER. Yes, sir, we do.
Senator PACKWOOD. That that really is a separate entity from Otis

(New Jersey).
Mr. WELLER. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. You can do whatever you want in the country

in which you operate within their laws
Mr. WLLER. That subsidiary is subject to their laws, their taxa-

tion. and their market conditions, which is something we should be
looking at.

Senator PACKWOOD. But absent additional penalties or, as you call
it, a holding tax they put on profit repatriated to this country-absent
that. where is the theory of why your 100-percent-owned .ubsidiary
should not be taxed on its profits made in Venezuela the same as Otis
(New Jersey) would be taxed on profits in the country? ,

You say it hasn't been paid back or it is another company, it really
isn't another company in the normal sense because you can pierce-the
corporate veil. It. is a 100-percent-owned Otis (New Jersey) company.

Mr. WELLEIR. You can, Senator, but, as I tried to point out in my
example of using our Japanese experience, when we actually had *a
corporate policy which followed what you are leading to, we dropped
from 100 percent of the market to 4 percent of the market. because it
was just bad business practices by taxation wlich we feel would be
punitive in these cases.

Senator PACKWOOD. I want to help you on this if I can, but I don't
want to get into the situation where the argument will be raised where
American companies are using their deferred profits overseas in order
to build up their businesses overseas, which may then help them make
more profits here, but refuse to repatriate the profits to escape
taxation.

Ifr. IWVErnR. I think we can stand on our record there. I think
studies will show that the amount of income repatriated has been con-
siderable. ks I say, I can quote to you our own particular experience
of about a 50-percent return, and that is essentially our policy, to try
to bring back 50 percent of the, money every year knowing that we
have to plough money back into the business.

Senator PACKWOOD. I had better go vote. I have only 7 minutes to
get. there now.

Mr. WELLER. Thank you, Senator.
[Vhereupon, a brief recess was taken.]
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Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Weller. I talked to
Senator Hansen who said he did not have any questions. I understand
that Senator Packwood has completed his questioning. Thank you for
your courtesy.

Mr. WmLFn. Mr. Chairman, if I might, Senator Packwood was on
one area, and could I add one bit to my answer for just a few seconds?

Senator RIBIcoFr. For the record? Fine, go ahead.
Mr. WELLER. Thank you, sir.
I (lid not touch in my answer on the aspects of international neu-

trality on the deferral issue. We were talking specifically about my
company and I think it is extremely important that we put on the
record the fact that if the United States treats deferrals in a different
manner than other nations treat deferral, you are going to put us at
a very serious disadvantage in competing again with our foreign com-
petitors.

Before concluding, I would appreciate it if a brief statement on the
DISC could be included as part of the record. It is not a statement on
behalf of ECAT but rather of our corporate position on DISC.

Thank you very much, Senator.
[The statement on I)1SC and the prepared statement of Mr. Weller

follows:]

STATEMENiT OF RAiPHi A. WELLER, CHAIRMAN OF TIlE BOARD, OTIS ELEVATOR
COMPANY, AND MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION'

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISO)

This statement is submitted for the record with the hope that it will be in-
cluded in any consideration of changes to the current DISC legislation.

United Technologies Corporation (formerly United Aircraft Corporation) is
a broadly hased, multi-market corporation designing and producing high-tech-
nology products for industrial, commercial and governmental markets world-
wide. Sales last year were $3.87 billion. The corporation late last year acquired
controlling interest in Otis Elevator Company, the world's largest manufacturer
of elevators and escalators.

Since DISC was instituted. the export sale of United Technologies Corpora-
tion have increased by 71 percent (or 33 percent In "constant economy" dollars)
and 5,000 new UTC Jobs have been created by these sales. In addition, there are
about 5,000 jobs at our vendors which result directly from these sales, not to
mention the supporting services and trade jobs which are generally estimated
at 1.7 or more for each prime Job.

The loss of tax income to the government resulting from the DISC deferrals
has been more than offset by the taxes actually paid on the additional export
sales (since the deferral generally amounts to only 50 percent of the regular
tax on half of the profits on the exported products, a significant increase in
exports/profit result in a net increase in taxes paid). In addition, the extra wages
of our workers and profits of our vendors were fully taxed so that the favorable
"leverage" on DISC deferrals is extremely high.

In addition to the Jobs created by these sales, the favorable impact on the
balance of payments should be recognized.

While it's Impossible to definitely prove that all or a specific part of the UTC
71 percent export sales increase resulted from DISC, there can be no question
about the fact that the increase would be substantially less had DISC not been
available. In instances, the price differential between VU.S. and foreign manufac-
ture has been well within the tax deferral benefit provided by DISC and the
existence of DISC has made it more desirable and possible to expend the extra
effort and expense necesgary to make export sales.

We therefore respectfully suggest that DISC be continued in its present form.

69-40--70--pyt_2-28
I
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"What is the DISC program?
DISC stands for "Domestic International Sales Corporation". Congress created

DISC to stimulate exports. Under this program U.S. manufacturers may defer
a portion of the taxes on export profits; generally, 50 percent of the regular
tax on one half of the profits. These deferred taxes must be invested in export-
related assets.
Why was the DISC program initiated?

To assist U.S. manufacturers to compete In world markets against foreign
firms which are, in general, subsidized by their government. As a result, manu-
facturing/jobs would be retained in the U.S. and favorable balance of payments
fostered.
Has DISC worked?

It has helped. Consider for United Technologies:

(Pre-DISC) 1971 1975 Increase Percent increase

Exports ..................................... $525,000,000 $900,000,000 $375, 000,000 71
Exports (in 1971 dollars) ----------------- $525, 000, 000 $700, 000, 000 $175, 000, 000 33
Related U"C jobs ........................... 16,000 21,000 5,000 31

These additional UTC exports have created many thousands of vendor and
supporting jobs. We estimate approximately one vendor job for each UTC Job
and the services/trade jobs are generally estimated at 1.7 or more for each
)rime Job.
Can you really show that DISC has been responsible for this gain?

Each sale is made, or lost, as the result of numerous interrelated factors,
no one of which can be given exclusive credit for the outcome. The price
differential between U.S. manufacture and foreign manufacture in many in-
stances has been well within the tax deferral benefit provided by DISC. DISC,
therefore, has made it more desirable and possible to expend the extra effort
and expense required to make export sales, thereby contributing to the Increase
in these sales and the resulting extra jobs.

luit what about the loss of tax income to the U.S.?
Because of increased export sales/profits, United Technologies actually paid

more taxes on 1975 exports than on 1971 exports. The taxes on the Increased
sales have therefore more than offset the tax deferral. In addition, the extra
wages of our workers and profits of our vendors were fully taxed so that the
favorable "leverage" on the DISC deferrals is extremely high.

Since the balance of payments is now favorable and unemployment has declined
why not discontinue DISC?

Although improved, unemployment is certainly not at a satisfactory level,
especially in Connecticut. Discontinuance of DISC would have a negative Impact
on the favorable trend and reverse some of the gains that have been made.
What would you recommend?

It would be unfortunate to change a program which Is working, which has
increased U.S.- jobs and improved balance of payments as its objectives. There-
fore, we recommend that DISC be continued in Its present form.

STATEMENT ON BEIIALF OF EICAT By RALPH A. WELLER, ('ITAIRM.AN OF
TIE BOARD AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, OTIS ELEVATOR CO.

SUMMARY
Basic recommendation

Retain foreign tax credit and tax "deferral" provisions of Internal Revenue
Code.
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Basio reasons for recommendation
1. U.S. foreign direct investment contributes greatly to the .Amerlcap economy,

In 1974, for example, the net return to the U.S. from foreign direct investment
was $14.6 billion. Overseas direct investments are an indispemsable generator ot
U.S. exports that are supplied by the output of American workers.

2. Present system of taxing income earned overseas Is fa, and neutrall,
3. The foreign tax credit avoids double taxation while ensuring that foreign

source income pays the higher of the U.S. or the foreign tax rate.
4. Proposals to change the foreign tax credit to a deduction would result In

punitive tax rates and substantial withdrawal of U.S. business from abroad.
5. Major cutbacks in the use of the credit and "deferral" provisions would

seriously impair from one-quarter to one-half of the revenues of many of the
largest industrial companies In the United States, leading to drastic consequences
for U.S. production and employment.

6. Proposals to tax unremitted foreign earnings are analogous to requiring
individuals shareholders of U.S. corporations to pay personal income taxes on
corlporate profits not paid out in dividends to the shareholders. The competitive
position of U.S. subsidiaries would be damaged should "deferral" be eliminated
with foreign firms picking up lost U.S. business.

STATF 1MENT

Thank you, Chairman Long and mr.embers of the Committee on Finance, for
having me here today to testify on behalf of the Emergency Committee for
American Trade. I am Ralph A. Weller, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of the Otis Elevator Company, and one of the 65 members of ECAT, an organiza-
tion of business leaders In support of sound policies for expanding International
commerce and investment.

My comments today are limited to the foreign tax credit and so-called foreign
tax "deferral" provisions of the tax code. We firmly believe these provisions to
be fair and sensible and in harmony with the systems of other countries. With
the present provisions, foreign investment is possible.

American foreign direct investment today provides an indispensable source of
earnings to be put to use creating jobs in the United States. It is also an indis-
pensable generator of exports to be supplied by the output of American workers.

In 1974 alone, for example, the net return from foreign direct investment was
$14.6 billion. In the past decade over $48 billion has been returned-again on a
net basis-to the United States in the form of earnings from overseas direct
investment. These billions of dollars are used exactly as profits made In the
United States. They pay salaries, dividends and other expenses, and are invested
in job-creating facilities here at home.

TIE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

Quite simply, the foreign tax credit provides that taxes paid foreign govern-
nients can be offset against the U.S. income tax on the income earned abroad.
The foreign tax credit system does not permit foreign taxes to be credited against
U.S. taxes imposed on income derived within the United States. It allows the
credit only against income earned overseas. U.S. law and regulation determine
what is U. S. source income and what is foreign source income.

The foreign tax credit is designed to avoid double taxation while ensuring that
income earned abroad by U.S. firms shall be subject to the higher of either the
United States or foreign tax rate. If the latter rate i,, the same or higher than
the U.S. rate, then nothing is owed the U.S. Treasury. If the foreign tax rate
is lower, then the U. S. Treasury Is owed the difference between the foreign and
the U.S. rate of 49 percent. In this manner, doulde taxation is avoided and the
higher of the two tax rates is charged thus removing taxes as an incentive for
either foreign or domestic investment.

Enactment of proposals before the Congress to convert the credit into a deduc-
tion would be to use the power to tax in the fashion our founding fathers feared-
as the power to destroy. What follows is an illustration of how a hypothetical
U.,. corporation doing business in Country A would fare if the law were changed
as proposed:
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Unter current tar credit provision

Income in country A before any tax ------------------------------ $100

Country A tax (rate of 50 percent) -------------------------------- 50

U.S. tax (rate of 48 percent) before credit --------------------------- 4
U.S. credit for foreign tax paid ----------------------------------- (48)

Net U.S. tax -----------------------------------------------

Total U.S. and country A tax after credit ---------------------- 50

Under elimination of the credit and the allowance of a deduction for taxe8 paid

Income In country A before any tax ----------------------------- 100

Country A tax (rate of 50 percent) -------------------------------- 0

U.S. deduction for country A tax ---------------------------------- 50

Income from country A subject to U.S. tax ($100-50) ------------------ 54)

Net. U.S. tax (rate of 48 percent X 50)------------------------------ 24

Total U.S. and country A tax -------------------------------- 74

This shows that under the current foreign tax credit provision, the total tax on
$100 of profits would be $50 and the effective tax rate would be 50 percent.
Under legislative proposals that would abolish the the foreign tax credit and
substitute a deduction, the total tax would be $74 and the effective tax rate 74
percent. At tax rates of about 75 percent, there undoubtedly would be substan-
tial U.S. business withdrawal from aborad simply because Americans would be
unable to compete with their overseas competitors who would be paying much
lower tax rates, since their governments follow the system we are threatening
to abandon.

Leaving foreign markets to the business enterprises of other nations would
have disastrous consequences to the U.S. balance of payments and to the eco-
noniic health of our country. Many billions of dollars of current exports fromn
U.S. parents to their overseas subsidiaries would be lost as eventually would the
ninny billions of dollars of profits annually returned to the United States by
overseas subsidiaries. Our economy would be poorer and jobs would disappear.

When considering the foreign tax proposals before your Committee, please
keep in mind that from one-quarter to one-half of the revenues of many of the
companies on Fortune's list of the 500 largest industrial companies are derived
from foreign operations. To subject them to tax rates of 75 percent on that
portion of their Income would mean massive layoffs and chaos for the American
economy.

It is also important to bear in mind when considering issues like the tax issue
before your Committee that foreign businessmen are fully capable of taking over
our overseas businesses. They have the knowledge, the skills and the desire to
expand d their markets. They are formidable competitors and they would wel-
conro, the competitive advantages that charges in the U.S. foreign tax credit and
"deferral" systems of the kind before this Committee would hand them.

FOREIGN TAX "DEFFERAL"

The other major proposal of great general concern to ECAT members would
tax all income earned abroad by a company's foreign subsidiary on a current
basis, whether the profits were distributed to the U.S. corporate shareholders or
not. This would be analogous to requiring individual shareholders of American
corporations to pay personal Income taxes on profits that had been earned by the
corporation but not paid out in dividends to the shareholders.

As a practical matter, tax "deferral" has meaning In those instances where
the effective foreign tax rate is less than the 48 percent U.S. rate. Where the
foreign rate Is the same or higher than the U.S. rate there is no U.S. tax. Most
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U.S. foreign Investment is In industrialized countries where tax rates are similar
to our own. Thus, repeal of "deferral" would hit hardest at investment In less
developed countries where the tax rates tend to be less than 48 percent.

Proponents of taxing unremitted foreign earnings argue that this would bring
increased revenue to the U.S. Treasury. This, however, is not necessarily so
since most countries levy, in addition to income and other taxes, a special tax
on profits sent abroad. This tax on profit remittances leaving the country is
referred to as a "withholding" tax and it averages about 25 to*30 percent, but
is usually held to lower rates in those countries with which the U.S. has tax
treaties.

In general, no country today taxes unremitted earnings of foreign affiliates of
their corporations. Should the United States unilaterally institute current tax-
ation of unremitted overseas subsidary Income, many countries might take the
view that the U.S. is intervening in their Internal affairs by trying to direct
that their corporations--which U.S. subsidiaries in their countries are-send
their profits back to the United States as soon as they are earned each year.
Such action would be bitterly resented and could lead to retaliation in the form
of much higher profit remittance or "withholding" taxes. This, coupled with the
foreign government's own income tax rate, could bring the total tax levy on the
subsidiaries' profits up to or above the U.S. 48 percent rate, depending, of course,
on the relative rate structures. Assuming existence of the foreign tax credit, the
U.S. would gain little or no additional revenue whereas the foreign government
would have collected more and the American subsidiary, through payment of
higher taxes, would be placed at a serious competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis its
foreign competitors who would be paying lower rates.

Again, an Illustration might help make tie effect of this clear. Assume a
country has a 36 percent income tax rate and a statutory 30 percent "withhold-
ing" tax rate that has been reduced by treaty to 15 percent. In the case of $100
of foreign profits and a dividend distribution of $40 from the overseas subsidiary
to the U.S. parent, the following illustration shows what would hapen if the
U.S. tax were accelerated by eliminating so-called "deferral":

Under profit remittance of $40 and withholding tax of 15 percent

Taxable income --------------------------------------------- $100

Tentative U.S. tax at 48 percent ---------------------------------- 4S
Credit for foreign income tax at 36 percent rate and "withholding" tax at

15 percent rate (15 percent of $40=$6) ($36+$6) ------------------ (42)

U.S. tax ------------------------------------------------- 6

Under profit remittance of $40 and withholding tax of 30 percent

Taxable income ---------------------------------------------- 00

Tentative U.S. tax at 48 percent ---------------------------------- 4
Credit for foreign income tax at 36 percent rate and "withholding" tax at

30 percent rate (30 percent of $40=$23) ($36+$12) ---------------- (48)

U.S. tax ------------------------------------------------- 0

In this Illustration, the U.S. government and the American subsidiary are
the losers. The overseas subsidiary has paid a higher tax to a foreign govern-
ment. And, the U.S. government has lost revenue that it eventually would have
collected from the parent. As a result, the U.S. subsidiary is in competitive trou-
ble. since its local competitors are subject to lower tax rates.

lRather than pay the higher profit remittance taxes, some corporations might
choose to pay the U.S. tax out of domestic earnings. This, however, would reduce
the capital sorely needed for domestic Investment in Job-generating facilities.

As this brief discussion on so-called "deferral" clearly illustrates, a change
In one area of U.S. taxation can initiate a series of related actions in otler coun-
tries that are detrimental to U.S. business abroad. It has taken decades of effort
to establish profitable American. subsidiaries overseas. Basic changes In the
foreign tax credit and "deferral" provisions will damage these subsidiaries and
will be harmful to the U.S. economy and U.S. workers. American profits and Jobs
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will Suffer as will job-generating exports. A dampening effect on the economy
and employment is something no one in America wants.

We in ECAT do not believe that everything is perfect in the field of interna-
tidnal Investment. It is a complex and many-faceted field. Competition in It is
tough. Please don't make it any tougher.

Senator Rmicorr. Mr. Robert M. Norris.
Are there a number of people accompanying you, sir?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. NORRIS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
TORIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY RAYMOND

A. SCHRODERi CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE, NATIONAL FOR-
EIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC., AND WESLEY N. FACH, VICE
PRESIDENT, TAX-LEGAL DIVISION, NATIONAL PO1EIGN TRADE
COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. NoRms. Yes, there are, sir.
Senator Rmicon'. Raymond Schroder and Wesley Fach, all right.
Mr. Noiuus. Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I appreciate _this

opportunity to present our views with respect to the bill under con-
sideration this morning. Our full documentation on H.R 10612 has
been submitted and I offer it for incorporation in the record.

Senator Rmicorr. Without objection, the entire statement and sup-
plementary materials that go with it will be in the record.

Mr. NoRius. I am mind ful that desire of the committee is to keep
the hearings as brief as possible and I should like first to begin by
saying that basically I would like to talk about some basic economic
considerations in connection with these bills.

We have advocated over the years, I think in great measure, the
policy that we have advocated has been supported by this commit-
tee, and that is that the U.S. economy overall is strengthened by an
economic policy, both domestic and foreign, which calls for continued
expansion of international trade and investment, particularly on a
basis that is realistic, fair, and reciprocal. Consequently, any legis-
lation that would impede such expansion in our view should not be
enacted.

Our concerns about the economic implications are indeed grave if
there should be any significant change in the system of taxation of
foreign-source income. These concerns are not new, as I am sure you
are aware. And in this connection, in 1975 we published our study on
the subject of "U.S. Taxation of Foreign Earnings-Economic
Implications."

I would ask that this study be incorporated in and made a part of
the record of these hearings.

Senator RrnicoFF. Without objection.!
Mr. NoRRIs. Continuing on the economic side, Mr. Chairman, our

view is that foreign direct investments are essential for maintaining
expanding sales in foreign markets.

Not only do they contribute to the overall expansion of U.S. exports,
the earnings of such investments are a major contribution to our bal-
ance-of-payments recipts.

I See p. 925.
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There is a lot of data on the inflow on interest, dividends and earn-
ings on foreign direct investments. I would like to merely point out
a couple of figures for the record.

The data shows that there has been a 41/2 times increase from $4 bil-
lion for the year 1965 to $18.2 billion for the year 1974.

Fees and royalties remitted by foreign affiliates tripled from $1.2
to $3.2 billion for the same period.

Some balance-of-payments receipts from these sources over the
past 10-year period -1965 to 1974 was $87.4 billion, or more than twice
the $41.3 billion for new foreign direct investments abroad during
the same period.

Not only has the net balance of direct investments become within
recent years the principal plus factor in our balance of payments, but
it has also more than offset the trade deficits experienced in the years
1971, 1972 and 1974.

With regard to employment, I think you will recall there was a De-
partment of Commerce survey which showed for the period 1966 to
1970, that the U.S. employment of 298 multinational corporations ex-
panded 11/ times faster than did total U.S. domestic employment for
all U.S. private industries. It was--there was further comprehensive
Department of Commerce data provided on 19 manufacturing indus-
tries that included the highest rate of expanding investment abroad
and showed they tended to have the most rapid growth in domestic
output and employment. Those with the slowest growth tended to ex-
perience the least expansion in home output and employment.

We maintain, have maintained and continue to maintain that for-
eign investment would not increase-curbing it would increase jobs at
home. As you know, and we have said this many times before this
committee, foreign markets cannot always be supplied on competitive
terms through exports. Foreign investment is necessary to enter mar-
kets that would otherwise be forfeited-or foreclosed. It is necessary
to preserve market positions which would otherwise be lost because of
com petition from other foreign investors.

The choice is often not one between U.S. and foreign operations, but
between foreign operations or no access to, at all, foreign markets.

The realistic question is not whether foreign investment is to occur,
because it will in any event, but whether the advantages will accrue to
the United States or other countries.

Much of what I have said, Mr. Chairman, really leads me to tress
very strongly that the increase in U.S. taxation of foreign-source in-
come by restricting the foreign tax credit or by other means would
negatively impact the competitive position of American business in
the world marketplace. It would seriously curtail positive contribu-
tions which foreign investments have traditionally made to the U.S.
balance of payments and indeed to our economic growth.

With regard to our full documentation on theprovisions of H.R.
10612, our concern really is that the cumulative effect of those provi-
sions that we oppose in that bill could so penalize business as to weaken
its ability to compete abroad and even in certain instances companies
would have to dispose of their investment.

Mr. Chairman, again in the interest of time I would like to close my
remarks by commenting briefly only on three provisions of H.R. 10612.
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First, I would like to talk about the tax deferral under the DISC
provisions. As we all know, the concept of this emphasizes that the 'ob
of maximizing exports and maintaining a favorable trade balance ?ies
primarily with private enterprise. And further, that the concept that
this effort should be supported by a policy of our Government in pro-
,g.rams which demonstrate that export expansion is a continuing ob-
jective of our Government.

The law also perceived that the DISC would serve to facilitate
domestic plant expansion and increase research and promotion activi-
ties and to improve our country's capability to export goods to meet
competition from abroad.

I would note for the record, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, that
since 1961 when the DISC provisions were first enacted into law for
financing of export-related receivables, they have provided a source of
funds to finance long-term development programs which programs
might otherwise not have been undertaken because of budgetary or
other financial restrictions, particularly during periods where busi-
ness was facing serious liquidity problems.

The point I want to comment on next is the proposed repeal of sec-
tion 911 of the Internal Revenue Code. As you know, repeal of this
annual exclusion of up to $25,000 would increase the cost of employ-
ment of individuals for ovet-seas duty and the utilization of their serv-
ices and experience which are necessary for the proper management
and other control over foreign operations of U.S. business.

It would also negatively impact on the competitive positions of U.S.
business vis-a-vis foreign compet Mon. particularly since other com-
peting countries do not tax citizens who have established a residence
abroad. I think there is a corollary negative impact which could be a
substantial reduction in employment. of U.S. personnel for such over-
seas service.

Last, for the record we would like to note our support of section
1041 of the bill as reported out by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee but which was subsequently deleted on the'House floor because
the 30 percent withholding tax, with certain exceptions, imposed upon
the gross amount of dividends and interest paid foreign investors can
seriously impact on the ability of U.S. companies to raise funds inthe
international capital market.

Since these hearings, Mr. Chairman, I believe contemplate that
other matters might be considered, we would respectfully request per-
mission to submit further documentation if there are such other mat-
ters considered.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, Mr. Norris, that will be OK.
I-low many American corporations are represented by your organi-

zation?
Mr. NoimTs. Some 600, sir, from all parts of the country.
'Senator RIBICOFF. I assume from among your members there were

those who complied with the Arab boycott and those thut don't comply.
,Should they or should they not be treated differently I
Mr. NoRRrs. I would like to comment with regard to the boycott

(jIestion, Mr. Chairman.
I think it is our position that we would oppose any form of boycott.

Boycotts are indeed matters which are very sensitive, very'emotional.
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They are frustrating indeed. On that, basis we would oppose boycotts
as a general principle.

My problem of dealing with the boycott question is the use of the
tax laws to deal with it. As I said before this committee at the time
the Jackson amendment was up with regard to the emigration of
Soviet .Jews to Israel, my concern was whether that should be, per se,
a part of trade legislation.

I believe a question such as that and the current question of boycott,
should be more properly dealt with in light of the diplomatic arena
and the political field. i just. happen to be confident that between the
Congress and the executive branch of the Government exerting their
energies in these areas that that can be properly dealt with in the
political area.

Senator RIBICOFF. In that, way nothing will ever really be done.
You have now a position where you have two competitors, two urajor
corporations, and I was intrigued reading the *.w York Times the
other day, Where they listed some of the companies that would not
comply with the boycott. They represent some of the major corpora-
tions of this country, especially in the export field.

So you have. company A that, will not comply with the boycott: its
competitor will. So its competitor has a decided edge in large portions
of the world to do business.

Why should competitor A who complies with the American policy
be penalized, as to competitor B who reaps tax advantages and reaps
business profits because lie complies with the boycott?

Mr. NoRnis. I heard you ask this question earlier and Fam familiar
with your point. My problem is, with regard to this, that I don't think
you should use the tax laws to get at the problem. Moreover, I think
that the administrative problems involved in any attempt to admin-
ister a tax law which would penalize-

Senator Rmrcor'. That is the easiest one of all to get, at. It. is a lot
easier than antitrust or going to court criminally that takes years.
You are going to have to file the, tax returns and when you see the
compliance with the boycott you lose tax advantage on the business
you do abroad with those countries.

Mr. Nonnis. I understand that. Ultimately the matter has to be set-
tled on the diplomatic basis, however. I think again that-my per-
sonal opinion is that to use the tax laws to achieve the objective of
dealing with the boycott problem is not the right approach. T think it.
could be a precedent, where tax laws could be similarly used for other,
not similar,-but kinds of problems providing the same kinds of frustra-
tions.

Senator RInlcor. I would say this entire tax bill is full of decisions
and provisions that are making policy in every phase of our Nation'seconomic and social activity and political activity, domestically and
internationally. That is why you people are here. We are making policy
right here.

Mr. Nomus. I understand that.
Senator RImicorp. And you are coming in for a policy,-you have a,

very big policy that you are all testifying to today. It is a question that
you approach. I gather the thrust of all your testimony is to establish

neutrality between U.S. multinationals and foreign multinationals.
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You don't want to be in a bad competitive position with foreign
multinationals.

There is anotherpoint of view which is being pressed, the tax neu-
trality concerning foreign operations of the U.S. companies and con-
cerning domestic operations of U.S. companies. Now, there would be
two different types of laws written depending on which philosophy is
taken. So you are really talking about policy here in this whole tax law.

Mr. NoIus. I understand that. I am very much aware of the point
that you are making. I am expressing a personal view, sir.

Senator RIBICoFF. Yes.
Mr. NORIS. And I think this is really such a political problem that

I believe it could be better handled and dealt with in the political-
diplomatic arena.

Senator RiBicOFF. I think Senator Packwood would be next.
Senator PACKWOOD. In the last part of your statement you made

reference to Domestic International Sales Corp., indicating you would
like to keep the provisions in there now.

Would you be willing to trade off Domestic International Sales
Corp., eliminate it altogether for a 2-percent reduction in the corporate
tax rate?

Mr. NORRIS. I have not really-I don't know that we have given this
any study. I think it is a matter that is worthy of study and explora-
tion but I would hesitate to venture an opinion without studying it.

Senator PACKWOOD. The tax loss is about the same. You could reduce
corporate taxes 2 percent at the cost of eliminating Domestic Interna-
tional -Sales Corp. I was curious from an American business stand-
point, from the overall generation of more business, be it export or
otherwise, would American corporations be better off with a 46-per-
cent tax rate and no Domestic International Sales Corp. ?

Mr. NORRIS. I think that really I would have to, to answer this effec-
tively, survey the feeling among our constituents to answer it honestly.
I understand the money aspect of it would relatively be the same on
the basis of what you say.

Whether an overall 2-percent tax reduction in the rate would ac-
complish the same objectives as the deferral under DISC or not I am
not sure, sitting here, Senator, whether it would or not. I would have to
really test this out and would like to get some judgmental values from
our members.

Senator PACKWOOD. I would appreciate it if you would.
[The information referred to follows :]

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.,
New York, N.Y., April 14, 1976.

Iron. RUSSELL 13. LONe,
(hairma1, Finance Committec,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. CHAIRMAN: This. letter Is the response of the Netional Foreign
Trade Council for incorporation in the record of the hearings of your Comnittee
on March 26, 1076 on the tax provisions of 1I.R. 10612 to the following question
of Senator Bob Packwood:

"Woui.you I* willing to trade off DISC, elwairate it altogether fox a two-
percent reduction In tie corporate tax rate?"
which was fitrther clarified In the discu;..on by Seator. Packwood as follows:

"I w4s curious frorp an Amerlcpn-bitsiness. standpoint, from thie orral gen-
eration of more business, be it export or otherwise, would American corporations
be better off with a 40-percent tax rate and no DISC?"
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It i therefore apparent that the purpose of such a proposal to reduce the U.S.
corporate tax rate by two percentage points would be to bring about an overall
generation of more sales for all business and would not be related only to export
sales. The purpose of DISC, however-within the limitation of the provisions of
the legislatlon-was directed towards the promotion and increase of export
sales by U.S. companies.

As you and the members of your Committee know, the Council has supported
the concept of DISC since its inception and has emphasized that the task of
maximizing exports and maintaining a favorable trade balance lies primarily
with private enterprise. Within this concept, we have continued to advocate that
these efforts should be supported both by a policy of our Government and pro-
grams thereunder, which would demonstrate that export expansion is a continu-
ing objective of our Government.

In the March 26 testimony, and in earlier testimony, we have emphasized that
in attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of DISC as a stimulus for exports,
there has been difficulty in obtaining data which would positively quantify the
extent to which the DISC has increased exports. We have also emphasized that
conversely there Is no available data demonstrating that DISC has not increased
exports. Some data is being developed, as for example in the August 7, 1975 letter
from S. Stanley Katz, then Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for International
Economic Policy and Research of the U.S. Department of Commerce to The Hon-
orable Guy Vander Jagt, which was offered by me for incorporation in the record
at the March 26 hearing.

As you also know, it has been our position that there is a need for this data
before a decision is reached on the discontinuance of DISC.

If a two percentage points reduction in the U.S. corporate tax rate were to be
substituted for DISC, it would seem to us equally necessary to attempt to evalu-
ate whether such a tax rate reduction would result in increasing U.S. exports and
the degree, if any, compared with the use of DISC. Since Senator Packwood's
question would involve the application of the tax rate reduction overall and not
just to exports, it conceivably might be more difficult to develop data to determine
whether such a tax rate reduction would have a negative or positive impact on
increasing exports.

Senator Packwood queried in his further clarification of the question whether
or not American business would be better off with a 46 percent tax rate and no
DISC from the standpoint of the overall generation of more business, be it ex-
port or otherwise.

Our response, therefore, to Senator Packwood's question is that the proposal
for an overall tax rate reduction of two percentage points should be considered
and studied independently of the existing DISC provisions, particularly when
there is not yet sufficient data to judge fully the effectiveness of DISC, and since
the tax rate reduction would envisage overall generation of more business for
American companies, which could also serve the objective of generating greater
capital formation.

We respectfully request that this letter be incorporated in the record of hear-
ings as being the Council's response to Senator Packwood's question.

For their convenience, a copy of this letter is being sent to each member of
your Committee.

Yours very truly,
ROBERT M. NORRIS,

1'roaidcntt.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have asked this of several companies that have
been in my office, including those who export. Most of them when they
think about it, and they only think about it for a minute or two, come
down on the side of, if they could have it, of getting rid of Domestic
International Sales Corp. if they were guaranteed the 2-percent re-
duction. They don't want to see the money go to some Federal spend-
ing program, but if they were guaranteed the quid pro quo they would
accept the 46 percent.

Mr. NORM. I think one of the problems, if I understand your ques-
tion correctly, if you have a 2-percent reduction in the rate, would
you relate that oihly to the 2-percent reduction in terms of export
salesI
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Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, no; general sales.
Mr. NoRius. It would be general. Then I suppose the basic consider-

ation to think about would be whether that would be accomplishing
the concept of Domestic International Sales Corp. as it was perceived
when enacted in 1971; namely, to spur exports.

Domestic International Sales Corp., it seems to me, the deferral
under Domestic International Sales Corp. is more directly related to
exports.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, it may be. I have been asking a lot of the
corporations that come in the question: "I)o you have the proof that.
but for Domestic International Sales Cor)., you wouldn't have devel-
oped exports? Give me the proof that if Domestic International Sales
Corp. is eliminated you won't export as much. Give me the proof that
there are now small corporations that would not be exporting af-all but
for Domestic International Sales Corp." I have yet to get the hard
evidence. I realize it is hard to prove, but for, and what if.

Mr. Nonnis. I think we had a discussion on this at one earlier hear-
ing. I merely would point out that as I recall Domestic International
Sales Corp. was formed in 1971 and I think sinve l)onestic Interna-
tional Sales Corp. there have beien something over 7.000 1)omestic In-
ternational Sales Corp. formed, which sems to be an indication in
itself that Domestic International Sales Corp. served one purpose at
least, that is to ,have resulted in more companies becoming ex)ort-
oriented to the extent, that they formed Domestic International Sales
Corp. to do it. That is No. 1.

Senator PACKWOOD. Most of those Domestic International Sale.s
Corporations were formed by corporations who are already exporting.

Mr. NORMs. And sonie wio have not been exporting.
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. NoRms. As I think I said earlier before this committee, there

is really no available hard data that you can point to which says that
Domestic International Sales Corp. has -been responsible for the
increase in exports, and I say conversely there is no hard data that
shows it has not been. The difficulty is the availability of data. I
would mention, Senator, that there was a letter which was written
to Congressman Vander Jagt in August. of 19715. from Stanley Katz
of the Department of Commerce. who at that time was Acting Deputy
Assistant Secretary for International Economic Policy and Research,
which I think is interesting in terms of some of the figures that he
sets forth in this communication to Congressman Vander Jagt. I
might offer this for the record if you would like.

Senator PACKWOOD. I would like to have it. yes.
Mr. NoRRIs. And the committee could take it into consideration when

dealing with the Domestic International Sales Corporation problem.
I would, with your permission. Mr. Chairman. offer this for incor-

poration in the record.
[The letter referred to is as follows:]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE.
Washington, D.C., August 8, 197-5.

Hon. Guy VANDER JAGT,
Houe of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGR.SSMAN VANDER JAUT: Secretary Morton has asked me to thank
you for your letter of July 23, expressing your interest in retaining the Domestic
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International Sales Corporation (DISC) incentive for U.S. exports. The DISC
appears to have been one of several important Inducements to the strong expan-
sion of the U.S. exports in recent years. This incentive of up to fifty percent tax
deferral on export profits tended to spur exporters to greater efforts in selling
V.S.-made goods abroad. In some cases, they decided to serve foreign markets
by building plants in tle United States to export rather than invest in overseas
facilities.

The latest Treasury report shows that the average growth rate of DISC related
exports for those DISCs with full tax years ending between lDecember 1972 and
June 1973 was 33 percent compared to a year earlier, while all U.S. exports, ad-
justed as far as possible to correspond to the composition and time period of the
DISC exports, Increased only abmut 23 percent. Commerce staff estimates based
(311 these percentages indicate that the DISC incentive probably contributed $2.6
billion of extra exports during this period. For calendar year 1972 the DISC in-
duced growth is estimated to be somewhat lower, i.e., $2.3 billion. This export
growth can be compared with an estimated current revenue loss to the Treasury
of $350 million in 1972. This comparison implies almost a 7 to 1 benefit-to-cost
ratio. If the same ratio is applied for 1974, the export growth in 1974 attributable
to DISC was close to $7 billion, while the revenue loss due to deferred taxes was
$1.05 billion, according to Treasury7 estimates. Since pronounced changes in ex-
port patterns In response to the DISC incentive are bound to be less in the initial
year of operation than later, it. is likely that the leiett-to-cost ratio was more
favorable in 1974 than in 1972. Therefore, the 1974 increase in exports attribut-
able to DISC could have been as high as $9 billion. This $7-$9 billion range for
)ISC induced exports In 1974 contributed about 7-9 percent to the total U.S.

merchandise exports for that year. In 1974 total merchandise exports increased
$27 billion from $70 billion to $97 billion. Accordingly, these estimates take ac-
count of the fact that a major part of this increase-aiout $18-$20 billion was
due to factors other than the DISC, i.e., inflation, the lower exchange rate for
the dollar, a world shortage of agricultural staples, etc.

The GNP effect of the DISC induced export Increase can be estimated from the
econometric model of the United States economy of the Department of Commerce.
A $1 billion sustained increase in the value of exports is likely to result in about
$3 billion annual increase in GNP, and about $700 million in increased Federal
tax revenues. These figures are similar to unpublished estimates prepared by the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. Using these figures, the GNP
effect of the DISC incentive in 1974 was likely to have been $21-$27 billion, which
in turn would have induced increased tax revenues of some $5-$6 billion. This
indirect revenue gain Is several times more than the estimated $1.05 billion in
current revenue loss in 1974 due to the direct and Immediate effect of the DISC
tax deferral.

The employment effect in 1974 of the export increase attributable to DISC
(all be calculated on the basis of BLS estimates of the average relationship of
merchandise exports and jobs. The additional $7 to $9 billion of exports attribut-
able to DISC is likely to have created anywhere from 280,000 to 360,000 export
related Jobs in 1974. Furthermore if one relates DISC induced GNP expansion
to employment, the economic stimulus of the DISC related export increase is apt
to have resulted in more than tine million U.S. jobs in 1974.

It Is, however, necessary to point out that caution must be exercised In the
evaluation of these estimates. One reason Is that only one year's data on DISC
are available. Moreover, sufficient precision in the adjustment for composition
and time period differences between DISC and U.S. exports could not be achieved.
Rapid export growth by DISC relative to non-DISC exporters during the first
Year of the DISC incentive may have been the result, to some extent, of the
readiness of the more export conscious firms to form DISCs at the outset. The
estimated effects of export growth on GNP and taxes are based on econometric
models of which the underlying equation structure attempts to approximate the
working of the economy. However, forecasts and relationships derived from
econometric models may not be correct at certain times. and could vary from
model to model as well. Finally. the Job effects of export growth, as measured
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics is based on average relationships from input.
output tables. The Job effect of an increase in exports may not be the same as the
average relationship, and the relationship itself might change in time. In con-
cluslon, these actual and potential shortcomings In the available data base could
have an effect on the above estimates.
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We hope that you will find these estimates helpful. Please let us know if you
need further information or explanation.

Sincerely,
S. STAiNLEY KATZ,

Acting Deputy As8.Ltant Sccretary for International Economlo Politoy and
Research.

Senator PACKiWOOD. I would appreciate it if you would give me
a response. assuming you could guarantee the 2-percent general
reduction.

Mr. Noins. We will attempt to develop that for you and submit it
for the record.1

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Senator RRTCOFF. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Norris, do you believe, the elimination of

DISC would reduce jobs in the United States as included in the House
bill?

To refresh your memory-not that I am being presumptuous in
assuming I might need to do that-DISC treatment would be elimi-
nated for products sold for use as military equipment and for agri-
cultural products not in surplus in the United States. In addition,
DISC benefits would be available only for increase in exports over a
base period. As I understand it you" have to keep building all the
time or you lose the benefits.

Mr. NoRms. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Second, companies whose total DISC benefits are

less than $100,000 a year would not be subject to the new bass period.
The third point. I would call to your attention is that $20,000 ex-

clusion or in certain instances the $25,000 exclusion for income earned
abroad by U.S. citizens living or residing abroad would under the
Ifouse bill be phased out over a 4-year period by lowering the exclu-
sion by $5,000 or $6.2-0 l)er year. Wflhat would the effect be on employ-
ment in your opinion?

Mr. NORRIS. Here. again I think we are dealing with a difficult
matter and I am not saying that to duck an answer to your question.
But basically I think so much of your answer to this kind of question
would indeed depend upon the extent to which you have available
ineaningful data upon which you can say DISC has really resulted
to what extent in exports, or haS not.

Now, if the data, when it is developed, is well founded and signifi-
cant and should show, for example, that DISC indeed has resulted in
a significant expansion of our export sales, the answer would be that,
it would prolballv be better to keel) it as it is rather than the new
proposals under il bill, which would have variable applications be-
cause it would result, 1 think, in a decrease in employment to some
extent.

I think we have.got to get back to that basic question, Senator. and
I think this is the real problem when we are talking about DISC
always. I would hopeo we could get. some more, meaningful data. As
we all know, there were other economic factors which came into play
during the period of 1972 to date which influenced our ability to ex-
port, devaluation, for example, that sort of thing.

See p. 014.
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Senator HANSEN. Would it be fair to infer that while it is difficult
to quantify in terms of jobs, there is no doubt in your mind that these
provisions would have an adverse effect?

Mr. Nonnis. I think they would have an adverse effect from the
present provisions of DICS, yes, sir.

Senator HANsEN. Now you make the statement with respect to the
$26,000 exclusion on earned income from those individuals who were
employed abroad but are American citizens, that one of the reasons
that you think we ought not to change that present provision is-I am
referring to page 5 of your testimony in the first full paragraph-
you say 'particularly since other competing countries do not tax citi-
zens who have established a residence abroad "

Is it fair to say that no other country, given a similar situation,
taxes its citizens? Or are there some who do and some who do not?

Mr. NonRis. I think there are some who do. What I am trying to
convey without getting into the detail, Senator, is that our principal
competitors abroad do not tax the -

Senator HANSEN. Could you identify those?
Mr. NORRIS. In the case of the United Kingdom, Germany, Nether-

lands, France and Japan.
Senator HANsEsN. All right.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Norris, the committee has a large, voluminous

bill sent over from the House, but we will not be the final decision-
makers on this because many of these issues will be determined on the
floor of the Senate. There is a vigorous drive to go further-

Mr. NORRIS. To what, sir?
Senator CURTIS. To go farther than the House has gone, even in an

antibusiness direction. These people are entitled to their opinion, of
course. The distinguished Senator from Massachusetts, Mr. Kennedy,
appears to be leading the drive for some of these tax changes. 14c
appeared before this committee a few days ago. I want to read a
couple of paragraphs from his remarks and I would like to have the
people from the business world tell us what you think about it:

The Senate should once again, as it did in 1975, vote to end the present tax
deferral on income earned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. multinational corpora-
tions. We need Jobs in the United States. We should not be encouraging Ameri-
can companies to go abroad to hire foreign workers when unemployment is over
7 percent here.

Continuing the quote:
The Senate should also repeal the DISC tax benefit. This subsidy is a Treas-

ury-spun tax loophole enacted in 1971. It has proved to be an almost complete
waste of taxpayers' money now costing the Treasury $1.5 billion a year. The
House Budget Committee after extensive study concluded that DISC had cre-
ated few if any Jobs for American workers. The AFL-CIO has reached a similar
conclusion. Congress can think of better ways than DISC to spend $1.5 billion
to create new Jobs.

And then these provisions are again mentioned in his tables which
he says would enhance the Treasury of the United States $1.5 billion
in 1977, but over $2 billion by 1981.

Do you favor the Kennedy program?
Mr. NORRIS. I do not, sir.
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Senator CURTIS. Do you have any comnnt about it ?
Mr. NoRns. I have sone comment and I will attempt to make it

brief.
With regard to the basic question of deferral, as has been pointed

out many times in testimony before this committee, I think that the
performance and the track record of American business with regard
to remission of earnings abroad is pretty good.

After all, American business basically is in business to make a profit.
It is also in business to protect the interests of its shareholders. I think
as a matter of business policy very few corl)orations would take the
hard position not to remit dividends to the benefit of the company
and indeed for the benefit of its shareholders. That is basic.

The problem with regard to deferral is very much similar to the
question of what would happen if you would repeal the foreign tax
credit from a competitive standpoint. Let me-it may be an oversim-
1)lified example here of what I am trying to say, but if you have $100
of income, foreign-earned income, in a country where the tax rate is
approximately the same as ours and let me lies 50 percent for a round
figure.

So the tax on that $100 gross income earned abroad would be $50
in the foreign country.

The tax on that $100 gross income, from foreign sources back here
would still be 50 1)ercent or $50. So if you allow the foreign tax credit,
foreign tax paid would wash out the foreign tax and the total net tax
burden would be $50.

Now, let's assume for the moment that you were to take -another
approach to the foreign tax credit and say, "Let's have it a deduction,"
which some suggest, "instead of a credit." You take your $100 of
gffross source income abroad where there is a 50-percent. rate, you pay a
;50 tax there. When you get that $100 subject to U.S. tax, you have
$100, and you can Let a deduction on that, and it means it would be a
$425-dollar tax liability here, so that the total tax paid there would be
$75 compared with $50.

Now, I use this as an illustration bPcause the same competitive situ-
ations would put such as an American company to a competitive dis-
advantage in trying to deal in the overseas markets.

When you take the deferral, you have very much the same problem.
You have a need for retention of earnings until remitted, first because
no other foreign competitor imposes a tax on foreign-source earnings
before they are, remitted. Tndeed. many foreign countries never tax
foreign-source income at all. Consequently, the fact that we, would tax
so-called deferred income-incidentally, I think that is a bad term to
call it "deferred income." Tt's really an "anticipatory tax of foreign
earti'ned income" rather than thel deferral. But if we were to tax. and this
is purely earned income, we would indeed place American huciness nt P
distinct disadvantage insofar as our foreign competitors are concerned
wlho don't tx it and in any instance do not tax it. before it is remitted.

Senator CURTIS. Our time is up. but T just briefly would ask vo,,. if
aq you sav the removal of these provisions would end these: activities
abroad, then there wouldn't be a ,rain to the Treasury if all this busi-
n,,s activity stnopned: is that right?

Mr. NOTIs. T think the track record and the benefits derived from
foreign investment to the U.S. balance of payments will show that
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the most traditional "plus" contributor to our balance of payments
has been income including royalties and fees from foreign investment
and this was particularly so during the bad periods of 1971-72 when
we had some rather significant trade imbalances.

Senator CuiTr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Rmcop. Thank you very much, Mr. Norris.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Norris and a study referred to pre-

viously, follows. Oral testimony continues on p. 933.]

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL FOEIoN TRADE COUNCIL, INC. oNi TAX RzroaM
PROPosALS RELATING TO FOREIGN INCOME

SUMMARY

The present method of taxing foreign source income, particularly the allow-
ance of a foreign tax credit and taxation of foreign source Income only when
realized, has been essential to meet foreign competition abroad on equal terms.

Most of the proposals for taxation of foreign source income itemized for con-
sideration by the Committee, as set forth in H.R. 10612, would, in varying
degrees, penalize foreign Investment and impair the ability of U.S. companies to
compete abroad as well as impair their present position and future potential in
the world marketplace.

We stress the importance of foreign direct investment to the U.S. economy,
to U.S. employment, to U.S. exports and the U.S. balance of payments.

We recommend that no legislative changes be enacted that would significantly
alter the present U.S. system of taxing income derived from foreign trade and in-
vestment. This is particularly important in the light of current and foreseeable
capital formation requirements.

TOPICS FOR TAX REFORM-FOREIGN INCOME PER COUNTRY LIMITATION IN COMPUTING
FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

Longstanding U.S. policy has recognized the primary right of a foreign country
to tax income arising therein and has sought to promote tax neutrality through
the foreign tax credit mechanism.

The flexibility now provided by the election to calculate a U.S. taxpayer's
limitation on allowable foreign tax credits on either a per-country or overall
basis is necessary to permit U.S. business to compete internationally with for-
eign companies. Loss of this flexibility would serve to aggravate their competitive
disadvantage. This would be true particularly of less broad-based firms where
a considerable part of their foreign operations consisted of risk ventures and
firms wishing to expand their present operations in other areas but with serious
risk of losses. Unless a taxpayer has the option of electing the per-country
limitation method under these circumstances, the potential economic conse-
quences, as contrasted with those of his foreign competitors who would not be
burdened by the same tax consequences, could be a decision to forego the risk
of any such venture, thus adversely affecting U.S. trade. This would affect pri-"
marily proposed ventures in less developed countries contrary to longstanding
U.S. policy to assist in the development of such countries.

While Congress imposed certain punitive restrictions on the use of the per-
country limitation in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 in the case of oil-related
Income, any such restrictions should not be extended to other categories of
Income.

GROSSING UP DIVIDENDS FROM LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRY CORPORATIONS FOR PURPOSES
OF DETERMINING U.S. INCOME AND FOREIGN TAX CREDIT AND TREATMENT OF EARN-
INGS OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRY CORPORATIONS WHERE THERE IS A DISPOSITION
OF STOCK REPRESENTING THESE EARNINGS

H.R. 10612 would (a) repeal the present provision of Section 1248 under
which gain realized upon disposition of shares of a less developed country
corporation under certain circumstances is taxed as a capital gain rather than
ordinary income and (b) amend the provisions of Section 902 to require gross-up
of dividends received from less developed country corporations.

69-460--76--pt. 2-29
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These provisions were enacted into law in the Tax Reform Act of 1962 only
after careful consideration of their potential benefit to the economic development
of less developed countries and to U.S. trade with such countries. The Council
submits that the considerations supporting the conclusions reached in 1962 are
even more valid today. Furthermore, these provisions should be retained to
better enable U.S. business to continue to participate in these developing e'ono-
mies on a more competitive basis with non-U.S. businesses. Other countries, such
as Japan, have negotiated agreements with several less developed countries
which provide for substantially more favorable home country tax treatment of
income from investments in less developed countries than is accorded income
from investments by U.S. businesses. The ability of U.S. business to compete
worldwide with foreign-owned businesses should not be. further impeded by
changes to present law which has been relied upon in making long-range plans
to met foreign competition. Continued participation in the development of less
developed countries which, in general, represent large economic growth potentials
for U.S. trade, without further disadvantages is beneficial to U.S. trade and
investment, including the export of U.S.-manufactured products and equipment,
and would contribute to better international relations between the U.S. and
such countries.

APPLICATION OF THE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT IN THE CASE OF CAPITAL GAINS INCOME

H.R. 10612 provides that any capital gain from personal property (other than
stock) sold outside of the country in which a company does most of its business
would not be treated as foreign source income, for purposes of the foreign tax
credit limitation, if no substantial foreign tax was paid on that income. In the
case of stocks, however, the gain from disposition will not be treated as foreign
source income, whether or not any substantial foreign tax is paid thereon, unless
disposed of in the country from which such corporation derived most of its gross
income. These proposals seem in fundamental conflict with the source rules in the
Internal Revenue Code which have been tested for many years and found to be
satisfactory, and to be contrary to the provisions of a substantial number of
tax treaties entered into by the U.S. with foreign governments.

These proposals would change the present rule as to the source of any gain
from the sale of a capital asset abroad so that such gain would be treated as
U.S. source gain unless the specific exceptions applied, even though there was no
measurable connection between the transaction and U.S. business operations.

It seems inappropriate to arbitrary treat as U.S. source income any gain
realized upon disposition in the host country of shares of stock of a foreign
corporation merely because less than 50% of the gross income from such foreign
corporation was from sources within that country. The source of gross income
of a foreign corporation is not determined by its country of incorporation. If
dividends received from a foreign corporation would be treated as foreign
source Income, it seems reasonable to treat as foreign source income any gains
realized on the disposition of such shares outside the United States, without
regard to such corporation's sources of gross Income.

In the case of a patent transaction under the proposal, the source of the
income would depend upon whether the transaction were a sale (including an ex-
clusive license) of a foreign patent or a license and, if a sale, whether substantial
foreign tax was payable on the gain. This too seems illogical, particularly where
it is not always under the control of the owner of the patent whether the trans-
action becomes a sale or a license, and under local foreign law some tax may be
payable on the transaction even though not substantial as that term may be
Interpreted.

Moreover, it is difficult to reconcile the proposed treatment of foreign capital
gains where no substantial foreign tax is paid thereon as U.S. source income
with provisions of a number of Income tax treaties between the U.S. and foreign
countries. Ten of the present twenty-three treaties provide that capital gains
realized by a resident of the United States in a foreign country are exempt from
foreign tax, unless the property disposed of is real property or the gain is effec-
tively connected with a permanent establishment of the U.S. company In the
foreign country. Thus, the law embodied by such treaties requires that such
foreign capital gains realized by U.S. persons be exempt from foreign tax while
the proposed change in U.S. law could require as a result of such exemption that
the gain be treated as an item of U.S. source income. This is an unwarranted in-
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terference in the operation of tax treaties since it is generally understood by
the treaty countries that the sources of the income is the country where the sale,
takes place. Unilateral action by the U.S. to-change this principle of international
tax law could result in foreign countries reviewing their position and imposing
tax on capital gains where no tax is now payable.

Present regulations provide adequate safeguards against any abuse of present
source rules.

The Council strongly urges that your Committee exclude such change in source
rule in any bill submitted to the Senate for its consideration.

TREATMENT OF FOREIGN INCOME SUBSEQUENTLY EARNED WHERE FOREIGN LOSSES ARE
AGAINST U.S.-SOURCE INCOME

Recapturing foreign losses by carrying them forward to offset subsequent for-
eign income for foreign tax credit limitation purposes is undesirable.

American business already has a disadvantage in competing internationally
with nationals of countries which do not tax foreign source income (e.g., France
and The Netherlands). Recapturing foreign losses will extend the disadvantage
to competing with nationals of countries which grant foreign tax credit without
recapturing foreign losses (e.g., United Kingdom, West Germany, Canada and
Japan).

Moreover, a recapture mechanism will unfairly discriminate against industries
which must operate abroad in order to maintain or develop a market for their
products which otherwise would be closed to them.

It should also be noted that as a general rule the tax laws of foreign countries:
allow tax benefit for start-up losses through amortization and/or loss carry-
overs. These deductions reduce the foreign tax paid and therefore the amount
of creditable tax during the pay-out period. In any event, a taxpayer will not
benefit from additional U.S. tax deduction once an excess credit position is
achieved because foreign taxes can never be applied against U.S. tax on Income
from domestic sources.

EXCLUSION FOR INCOME EARNED ABROAD BY U.S. CITIZENS LIVING OR RESIDING ABROAD

The Council urges the Committee not to adopt Section 1011 of H.R. 10612 which
repeals Section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 911 of the Code now
permits an annual exclusion of up to $25,000 of earned income for services per-
formed while living or residing abroad. Repeal of this exclusion would either
discourage the employment of U.S. personnel abroad or increase the cost of em-
ployment of such individuals whose services are necessary to maintain proper
management and other control over foreign operations of U.'S. businesses. Either
alternative would adversely affect the competitive position of U.S. businesses
vis-a-vis their foreign competitors.

In order to roughly equate the living standards of U.S. employees overseas
with their counterparts in the US., American companies typically provide allow-
ances of various types to cover unusual expenses incurred abroad. These gener-
ally take the form of cost-of-living allowances (including recognition of the fact
that foreign countries rely heavily for revenue on indirect taxes not qualifying
as foreign tax credits), housing allowances, and tuition expense payments. The
after-tax effect on the "take home" pay of the employee, giving consideration to
the present exclusion under Section 911, is a factor in the determination of these
foreign service allowances. Therefore, the' elimination of the present earned
income exclusion under Section 911 would only add to the cost of present allow-
ances granted such employees, thus adversely affecting the competitive position
of U.S. businesses abroad. While the U.S. taxes its citizens on a worldwide basis,
even though they reside abroad, most competitive countries, such as Germany,
U.K., Japan and France do not. Therefore, any Increase In cost of employing
U.S. nationals abroad would impact adversely on the competitive status of U.S.
companies vis-a-vis foreign competitors.

In this connection, it should be observed that a U.S. person accepting a foreign
assignment generally is at a unique tax disadvantage with respect to one accept-
ing a new assignment within the U.S. Ordinarily, an employee transferred abroad
is not able to defer recognition of taxable gain on the sale of his principal resi-
dence in the U.S. since, as a practical matter, he will occupy rental quarters while
on foreign assignment. Thus, upon his return to the U.S., his principal amount
available for purchase of a residence will have been reduced by the tax paid on
the recognized gain on sale of his residence prior to foreign assignment.
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It also should be noted that small and medium-sized concerns often use self-
employed U.S. citizens residing abroad to act as independent commission agents
in effecting export sales. To the extent that repeal of the present exclusion under
Section 911 would reduce the presence of such persons abroad, the expanloix or
maintenance of present levels of U.S. exports could be adversely affected.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

The National Foreign Trade Council opposes elimination of the deduction
allowed to Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations which was enacted in 1942
for the purpose of encouraging trade with Latin America and Canada. The provi-
sions have worked well for over thirty years permitting United States corpora-
tions to compete effectively with both foreign local corporations and with third
country foreign cQrporations doing business in the countries of the Western
Hemisphere.

The activities of the Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations are a substan-
tial factor in maintaining a favorable balance of trade with these countries. In
addition, it does not appear timely to make any change in this provision as it
would adversely effect the competitive position of U.S. business in relation to
foreign competitors, who enjoy export incentives granted by their own countries,
pending conclusion of trade negotiations with foreign governments to eliminate
or reduce present barriers to free and competitive trade.

Accordingly, the existing provisions must be retained if we wish to continue
to maintain and implement our international policies with respect to investment
in and trade with the nations of South America.

TAX TREATMENT OF U.S. POSSESSION CORPORATIONS

The Council supports the concepts of taxation of possession corporations as
set forth in Section 1051 of H.R. 10012.

TAX DEFERRAL UNDER DISC PROVISIONS (INCLUDING EXPORT TRADE CORPORATIONS)

The Council, in reiterating its support for the concept of DISC, emphasizes
that the task of maximizing exports and maintaining a favorable trade balance
lies primarily with private enterprise and that business efforts should be sup-
ported by government policy and programs which demonstrate that export ex-
pansion is a continuing, objective of our government. The DISC clearly manifests
this objective. The concept of DISC is that it should also serve to facilitate do-
mestic plant expansion and increase research and promotion activities and In
turn Improve our country's capacity to export and meet competition abroad
of foreign producers who enjoy export incentive benefits provided by their
governments.

Since 1971, U.S. exports have increased from a level of $43 billion to $107 bil-
lion in 1975, a dramatic increase of approximately 150 percent. Althonuh there are
other factors which have had a bearing upon U.S. international trade, there can
be no doubt that DISC has had a favorable impact on U.S. exports during its
existence, as well as developing a base for future export sales, and in turn on
U.S. Jobs which has helped to soften the impact of a depressed domestic economy.
The Commerce Department has estimated that $5.2 billion of exports in 1975
were attributable to DISC with an increase of 180,000 export related Jobs with-
out regard to other jobs from the increased stimulus to the gross national product
and its multiplier effect.

DISC has materially assisted in the financing of export related receivables
during a period of severe cash liquidity problems. Without the cash flows gen-
erated by DISCs, the level of exports could not have-been sustained.

Furthermore, in this period DISC has provided a source of funds to finance
long-term market development programs which might not otherwise have been
undertaken because of budgetary or other financial restrictions, thereby broaden-
ing the base for future export sales.

APPLICATION OF THE 30 PERCENT WITHHOLDING TAX TO DIVIDEND AND INTEREST
INCOME RECEIVED FROM THE U.S. BY FOREIGN PERSONS

The Council wishes to express its support of Section 1041 of H.R. 10612 as
ordered reported by the House Ways and Means Committee (subsequently de-
leted on the House floor).
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It would urge the Committee to reinstate Section 1041 as reported out by the
House Ways and Means Committee but, however, In implementing that decision
it not adopt a narrow or restricted definition of "portfolio investments". This
proposal would encourage U.S. business to use foreign capital markets as a
source of funds for future capital requirements, thus contributing to a favorable
balance of payments. Any restrictive definition, however, would only serve to re.
duce the full potential use of such foreign capital markets.

The Council also endorses the statement by Assistant Treasury Secretary
Charles M. Walker before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on International
Finance and Resources on March 1, 1976 setting forth in detail the position of
the Treasury Department and the Administration that existing withholding taxes
on dividends and inteerst payment; by U.S. persons to non-resident aliens and
foreign corporations should be eliminated.

DIVIDEND TREATMENT OF U.S. SHAREHOLDERS WHERE FUNDS ARE INVESTED IN THE
UNITED STATES BY FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

While the Council supports the amendment of Section 956 of the Internal
Revenue Code set forth in Section 1021 of H.R. 10612, it would urge further
consideration of the complete repeal of Section 956 as an additional inducement to
improvement of the balance of payments position of the U.S. The principal effect
of the current provision, aside from operating as a trap for the unwary, is to
encourage foreign corporations to invest abroad. Thus, a corporation in search
of temporary investments for working-eapital--ls-induced to purchase foreign
short-term obligations ratherThan those of United States companies. The Council
believes that present case law adequately protects the government against utiliza-
tion of funds of foreign subsidiaries by U.S. shareholders in the form of dis-
guised dividends without payment of tax thereon.

ADVERSE IRS RULINGS FOR TAX-FREE EXCHANGES INVOLVING FOREIGN CORPORATION&.
RELATED TO U.S. TAXPAYERS

The Council strongly supports the elimination of the advance ruling require-,
ment of Section 367 of the Internal Revenue Code ae set forth In Section 1042
of H.R. 10612.

U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN EARNINGS

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

FOREWORD

A growing body of literature and documentation has dealt with foreign direct
Investment in considerable detail. In our view, there is a continuing need for
information on and analysis of the subject, particularly in the light of recent
developments in a world of increasing International economic interdependence.

In 1971 and 1972, the National Foreign Trade Council published its studies on
"The Impact of U.S. Foreign Direct Investment on U.S. Employment and Trade"
and "Economic Implications of Proposed Changes in the Taxation of U.S. In-
vestments Abroad". This paper, drawing upon these and other studies, examines
the present system for the taxation of foreign source income and the economic
implications of certain tax proposals which would adversely affect U.S. invest-
ment abroad and the international operations of U.S. companies.

ROBERT M. NORRIS,
President, National Foreign Trade ClouneU, 1nc.JULY 1975.

SUMMARY

Since 1972, there have been a number of proposals which would eliminate or
so drastically reduce the amount of foreign tax credit allowable as to have sub-
stantially 'the same effect as the elimination of such credit, as well as proposals
to tax the earnings of U.S. subsidiaries abroad, whether or not such earnings
were remitted to the United States.

Apparent misunderstandings still prevail about the operation of the foreign
tax credit and the effect of taxing earnings of foreign subsidiaries of U.S.
corporations prior to their remission.
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The U.S. foreign tax credit system has been reviewed many times in the
-past by Congress and has been found to be sound tax policy.

Repeal or limitation of this credit would negate the longstanding U.S. policy
of promoting tax neutrality between foreign and domestic income.

Contrary to the implication of many published statements, the foreign tax
credit can never be used to reduce the U.S. tax on domestic source income.

Comparison of the tax rates on income earned by wholly-owned manufacturing
subsidiaries operating in countries with substantial U.S. investments shows
that by and large the tax burden abroad is equal to or greater than the U.S.
tax rate.

This comparison refutes the allegation that foreign investment is motivated
by lower foreign taxes.

Elimination or substantial restriction of the credit would result in double
taxation of U.S. companies abroad thereby placing them at a competitive dis-
advantage with foreign-owned competitors to such an extent that American
business ventures would, in all probability, be eliminated in foreign countries.

Any anticipatory taxation of income prior to realization by a U.S. taxpayer
would not only result in a U.S. tax on income that may in fact never be
realized, but would place U.S. business at a competitive disadvantage abroad
and would adversely impact capital formation in the U.S.

The result of the reduction in foreign investment that would be caused by
such burdensome taxation, when viewed in the light of the substantial value of
such investments (in excess of 107 billion dollars in 1973), would be to reduce
substantially U.S. employment and to affect adversely our balance of trade and
balance of payments.

U.S. foreign direct- investments are essential to maintain and expand sales
of U.S. corporations in foreign markets and the earnings derived from such
investments have become a major contribution to the U.S. balance of payments
receipts.

Changes in U.S. tax laws which would result in discriminatory tax burdens
on U.S. corporations operating abroad would result in decreased U.S. exports
with adverse effects on U.S. employment, balance of trade and balance of pay-

.ments.
Decrease in foreign investment would not result in an increase in U.S. invest-

-ment primarily because foreign investments are undertaken not as an alterna-
,tive to domestic investment but to supplement such investment.

INTRODUCTION

In the latter part of March this year, a proposed amendment to the Tax Re-
duction Act of 1975 would have taxed the earnings of U.S. subsidiaries abroad,
whether or not such earnings were remitted to the United States. This amend-
ment was passed with very little discussion or consideration by the Senate but
was deleted by the Conference Committee, although other items having an ad-
verse effect on the competitive status of U.S. companies abroad were included in
the Tax Reduction Act as enacted.

This proposed amendment was also contained in the proposed Foreign Trade
and Investment Act of 1972 (the Burke-Hartke bill), along with a proposal to
eliminate the foreign tax credit. Since 1972, several bills have been submitted to

-Congress containing similar provisions.
Detailed studies 1 and testimony concerning these tax provisions of the Burke-

Hartke bill established the fact that foreign direct investments entailed little or
no tax advantage relative to U.S. investment in most major countries and, gen-
erally, taxes have not been the motivation for the establishment of foreign oper-
ations or the incorporation of foreign subsidiaries. Further, the studies showed
that multinational manufacturing enterprises expanded their U.S. employment
faster than U.S. manufacturing companies as a whole. The studies and testi-
mony documented that the elimination of the foreign tax credit and the proposed
taxation of foreign income prior to receipt would adversely effect:

U.S. competitive position abroad.
U.S. employment.
U.S. exports.
U.S. balance of trade and payments.

I "The impact of U.s. ForeIgn Direct Investment on U.S. Employment and Trade",
Nntinn.1 F'rrpln 'rder Council, Tnc.. New York. Novemh~r. 1971: "Economlc Ymplica.
tions of Proposed Ch~nes In the Taxation of U.S. Investments Abroad". National Foreign
Trade Council, Inc.. New York. June, 1972.
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The reasoning and analysis set forth In opposition to the 1972 proposals, which
were not enacted, are clearly valid today and in the present world economic situ-
ation would establish that the adoption of such proposals would be even more
harmful to the United States. Accordingly, It is important that there be an evalu-
ation at this time of any tax proposals, particularly in terms of their effect on
the economy of the United States and the ability of U.S. enterprises to compete
abroad.

In the interest of brevity, this paper concentrates solely on two proposals which
would change the present U.S. system for taxation of income derived from for-
eign trade and investment. One would impose double taxation on the U.S. share-
holder by restricting or eliminating the present system of allowing credits for
foreign income taxes incurred on income derived from abroad up to the level of
U.S. tax on such income, and the other would tax the income of foreign sub-
sidiaries prior to realization by the U.S. shareholder.

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

rThe Council is gravely concerned about the apparent misunderstandings that
still prevail surrounding the operation of the foreign tax credit. The U.S. for-
eign tax credit system has been reviewed many times in the past by the Con-
gress and has been found to be sound tax policy. Repeal or limitation of the for-
eign tax credit would negate the longstanding U.S. policy of promoting tax neu-
trality between foreign and domestic investment. Allowance of a credit for for-
eign taxes paid, limited to the U.S. tax on foreign source income, approaches In-
ternational tax neutrality.

Contrary to the inferences in some published statements, the foreign tax credit,
under existing limitations, can never be used to reduce the U.S. tax payable on
income from domestic sources.

Because foreign -tax systems cannot be expected to conform in exact detail with
the rates and provisions of the U.S. law, one limitation permits any income tax
paid to one foreign country to be applied as a credit against U.S. tax on any
income derived from sources within that country, though the foreign country
may tax items of income at a rate lower than the U.S. rate and other items at a
rate higher than the U.S. rate. The other limitation permits income taxes paid to
all foreign countries to be credited against U.S. tax on all foreign source income.
A taxpayer may elect to use either limitation but may not switch from one to
the other at will.

The authorization to combine foreign taxes at various rates in computing the
credit provides the necessary flexibility for international business to maintain
the tax neutrality intended by the foreign tax credit system. Under this system,
the United States recognizes the primary right of foreign countries to tax income
arising therein, and imposes a U.S. tax only to the extent it will bring the total
rate up to the U.S. rate as a minimum.

Under these concepts, there is no reason or necessity to regulate the maximum
rate at which foreign taxes will be recognized as creditable or to discriminate
against any particular industry abroad. The existing limitations prevent the use
of high foreign tax credits to reduce the U.S. tax on U.S.-source income.

Appended hereto (Table A) is a comparison of the current statutory tax rates
on income earned by wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiaries operating In
countries with substantial U.S. investments.

The comparisons in the table refute the notion that foreign investment is moti-
vated by the desire to avoid high domestic taxes. U.S. direct investments in most
of the countries shown bear roughly the same tax burden as do domestic itfvest-
ments. The average of total tax burdens on U.S.-owned foreign sub-sdiaries in the
seven countries compared is approximately the same as the U.S. burden, counting
both federal and average state income taxes. Even where the tax burden Is
lower-as for example in The Netherlands (49.3%), Italy (46.5%) and Canada
(46.4)-the differences relative to the U.S. rate are too small to constitute
significant incentives for foreign investment.

The case for keeping the foreign tax credit is compelling. Foreign income
tax rates, unlike state income tax rates, are generally as high as the U.S. rates.
If these income taxes were treated as a deduction rather than a credit. American
companies would no longer bp able to-compete in operations abroad. Through
no fault of their own, companies who, in good faith, based their prior decisions
on longstanding, generally accepted tax principles would suffer an impairment of
earning power and a destruction of capital value. to illustrate this point, the'
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following tabulation (based on the same payout ratios used in Table A) shows
the total percentage increase in the effective tax rate of a U.S. parent company
operating a wholly-owned foreign subsidiary in each of the seven foreign coun-
tries if foreign tax credit and deferral of tax on remitted income are eliminated:

If foratlsn
tax credit

and deferral
of tax on

unremittedIncome are Under PercentageLocal tax Jurisdiction of subsidiary eliminated present laws Increase

Canada .......................................................... 72.1 46.4 55.4France ........................................................... 74.7 51.3 45.6
Germany ......................................................... 76.0 53.8 41.3
italy ------------------------------------------- 72.2 46. 5 55.3
Japan..-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-.... ".. ........ ......... . *... . 75.6 53.0 42.6
Netherlands ...................................................... 73.6 49.3 49.3
United Kingdom .................................................. 75.0 52.0 44.2

The result would be to elimiante American business ventures in foreign coun-
tries. This is recognized on both sides of the aisle in Congress. For example, the
then Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, Stanley S. Surrey, in
testimony in the late 1960's at hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Com.
mittee with respect to the proposed United States-Brazil income tax treaty, re-
iterated a fundamental and accepted premise: "American investment would not
proceed at all without the foreign tax credit because then, as the Chairman
pointed out, two taxes would be imposed and the overall- burden of two taxes
would be so great that international investment would practically cease."

George P. Shultz, then Secretary of Treasury, stated in his testimony before
the Ways and Means Committee on February 4, 1974: "the basic foreign tax
credit must be understood as a tax loophole or positive incentive to foreign in-
vestment, but rather as part of a system designed to allocate primary taxing Juris-
diction to the government within whose borders the income is earned. The system
does not reduce the total tax bill of U.S. companies below the amount they would
have paid to the U.S. if the income had been earned here. They are excused from
paying U.S. tax on foreign income only to the extent that they have paid an
equivalent tax on that income to a foreign government. We must accept the fact
that other countries now impose taxes comparable to ours, so that the U.S. now
collects little or no tax from operations conducted by its corporations in most
major foreign countries."

TAXATION OF INCOME PRIOR TO REMISSION

Is the U.S. principle of taxing income regardless of source breached by taxing
U.S. shareholders on the income of their foreign subsidiaries only when dis-
tributed to such shareholders? No. What is at issue here is not whether foreign
source income should be taxed, but whether such taxation should occur before
the income to which It applies is realized. Any proposal to tax income prior to
realization is really an attempt to tax indirectly undistributed earnings of sub-
sidiaries operating abroad which the United States cannot tax directly because
they are foreign corporations outside the tax Jurisdiction of the U.S. Tilis would
result in an acceleration of tax payments rather than an elimination o:Y deferral

Today there is no other country which taxes undistributed operating earnings
of a foreign operating subsidiary. In fact, some countries never tax earnings of
foreign subsidiaries regardless of whether such earnings are distributed or not.

Any tax on undistributed earnings of operating foreign subsidiaries would dis-
criminate against U.S. shareholders of foreign corporations because shareholders
of domestic comIpanies would continue to be taxed only on their dividend income,
not on the undistributed earnings of the corporations in which they have an
equity. This is consistent with sound tax principles. Under U.S. tax law, a cor-
poration is treated as an entity separate from its shareholders, each taxed on its
separate income. There would be no justification for the corporate tax if share-
holders were taxed on undistributed corporate earnings, since such treatment
would amount to defining shareholders themselves as the corporate entity, paral.
leling the treatment of partnerships. This reasoning applies to individual and
corporate shareholders alike.
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Nor can It be reasonably urged that the propoqaI for having undistributed
earnings is needed to prevent tax abuse. Existing sections (f the Internal Reve-
nue Code dealing with foreign personal holding companies, tax haven situations
and allocation of income and expense items are adequate to prevent abuses. More-
over, as pointed out earlier, when foreign tax rates are considered in the areas
where U.S. foreign investments are concentrated, there is on balance no tax ad-
vantage because a foreign Income tax equivalent to the U.S. income tax is beipg
levied on the earnings of the foreign subsidiary when earned.

Thus, there Is no Justification for departing from the well-established principle
of taxation and the universal practice of other countries that do tax foreign
source income namely, that a parent company should be taxed on the earnings of
its foreign subsidiaries only when dividends are received and not before.

In summary, any severe restriction on the use of the foreign tax credit, or the
anticipatory taxation of income earned abroad prior to realization by the United
States' shareholder, would so impair the ability of taxpayers with Substantial
foreign operations and Investment to compete abroad that many such U.S. com-
panies would at the very least be compelled to substantially reduce their invest-
ments and activities abroad. Indeed. in a number of cases, the overall burden
might be so great that taxpayers would be compelled to discontinue foreign oper-
ations and Investment entirely when the full tax impact materialized.

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

The economic cost to our nation resulting from any substantial reduction ih
the foreign direct investments of U.S. nationals must be realistically appraised In
terms of the substantial value of such investments, and their contributions to
the U.S. economy.

Not only are U.S. foreign direct investments essential for maintaining and
expanding of sales in foreign markets, and not only do they contribute positively
to the overall expansion of U.S. exports, but the earnings derived from such In-
vestments have become a major contribution to U.S. balance of payments receipts.

In analyzing the data it Is Important to relate the magnitude of U.S. direct
investments abroad to the results of the overseas operations of U.S. companies
represented by such investments. At year-end 1978, the book value of U.S. direct
investments abroad exceeded $107 billions and the total sales of majority-owned
U.S. foreign affiliates in 1972 totaled $221 billion.' Of these total sales about
7% represented exports from foreign affiliates to the United States, particularly
in the fields of transportation and energy resources; 71% represented local sales
In countries where the affiliates were located and 22% constituted exports from
those locations to countries other than the United States.' These figures indicate
the important position of the United States in the world marketplace. Such In-
vestments, to a large degree, assure for American business access to foreign mar-
kets both for export of products of U.S. manufacture and sales of products manu-
factured abroad. Moreover, a special survey of the U.S. Department of Commerce
shows that U.S. exports of 298 multinational companies have expanded at a rate
faster than have total U.S. exports. For instance, In the period 1966 through 1970,
total U.S. exports rose by 44% whereas total exports for the 298 multinational
companies surveyed rose by 55%. It Is significant that In 1970 these same 298
multinational companies alone accounted for around 50% of total U.S. exports.'
It Is equally significant that over the years about 25% of U.S. exports have
been made to foreign affiliates.'

The data on the inflow of Interest, dividends and earnings on foreign direct
investments to the United States show a 4%-time increase from $4.0 billion for
the year 1965 to $18.2 billion for the year 1974.' Fees and royalties remitted by
foriegn affiliates about tripled from $1.2 billion to $3.2 billion for the same period.

2,,rI.S. Direct Investment Abroad in 1973", Survey of Current Business, August 1974,
Department of Commerce.• ",Sales% by Majority-Ownri 1nrelgn Affiliates of U.S. Companies, 196-72", Survey of
Current Business, August, 1974. Department of Commerce.

4 Ibid.
'-"Worldwide Sales of U.S. Multinational Companies", Survey of Current Business,

Janurv.x 1078. Department of Commerce.o"U.S. Direct Investments Abroad, 19641". Supplement to the Survey of Current Busi-
ness. lfnll D.ita. 1975. Department of Commerce.

v"U.S. Balance of Payments Developments-First Quarter 1974". Survey of Current
Rnsiness. June, 1074. D,,pArtment of Commerce & "U.S. Balance of Payments Develop.
ments-Fourth Quarter & Year 1974", March, 1975, Department of Commerce.
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The sum of The balance of payments receipts from these sources for the past 10
years (1965-1974) was $87.4 billion, or more than twice the $41.8 billion outflow
for new direct investments abroad during the same period.8 As shown in the table
below, not only has the net balance on direct investments become within. recent
years the principal plus factor in the U.S. balance of payments, but it has al.
more than offset the trade deficits experienced In the years 1971, 1972 and 1974.

COMPARISON OF INVESTMENT INCOME WITH DIRECT INVESTMENTS AND TRADE BALANCE

[In billions of dollars)

1970 - 1971 1972 1973 1974

Investment Income Including fees and royalties ..... 7.2 8.5 9.3 12.3 21.4
Direct investment outflows ....................... -4.4 -4.9 -3.5 -4.9 -6.

Net balance on direct investment account. ... 2. 8 3.6 5.8 7. 4 14.6
Trade balance .................................. 2.2 -2.7 -7.0 -. 5 -5.S

Excess of direct Investment account over trade
balance ................................. 6 6.3 12.8 6.9 20.5

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Cusiness, June 1974 and March 1975.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND U.S. EMPLOYMENT

Far from exporting jobs, the evidence indicates that those American com-
panies expanding their foreign investments actually have increased jobs at
home at above average rates. From 1966 to 197 total employment in the United
States of 298 multinational corporations included in a U.S. Department of Com-
merce Survey expanded at a rate one and a half times faster than total domestic
employment of all private industry in the same period.'

A detailed industry analysis by Professor Robert G. Hawkins'* both confirms
and further emphasizes the positive relationship between investment abroad and
domestic expansion that has been noted in other surveys. Mr. llawkins' examlia-
tion of comprehensive Commerce Department data for 19 manufacturing Indus-
tries led him to conclude that the industries with the highest rate of expanding
investment abroad tended to have the most rapid growth in domestic output and
employment. Conversely, the industries with the slowest investment growth
abroad tended to experience the least expansion in home output and employment.
Analysis of 39 sub-industries containing the largest foreign InveEtments In manu-
facturing generally supported the results of the more aggregated comparisons.
In Professor Hawkins' words:

"It appears the MNC operations abroad are more a product of relative dyna-
mism of the industry and the firms involved-both domestically and overseas-
than of the switching of the locus of production of a fixed level of output among
countries."

Furthermore, the survey by the National Foreign Trade Council (NI,"TC,
corroborated by the Tariff Commission,.' refutes the contention that U.S. com-
panies have shifted plants or high-level technology abroad to a significant degree
for the purpose of supplying the U.S. market with the output of low-wage for-
eign labor. The sectors where the inroads of imports into the domestic market
have been most rapid and extensive are not generally sectors where U.S. direct
Investments abroad loom large.

Evidence from the NFTC survey indicates that foreign investments giving rise
to imports back to the United States are concentrated in a few industrial sectors,
a few components or simple products and raw materials and not ones incorpo-
rating high technology. This was confirmed in a publication by the Commerce
Department which noted that:

"The rapid growth of U.S. Imports in recent years has not been due solely, or
even mainly, to the multinational corporation. Mos, t of the increase has come
from sources other than the foreign affiliates of U.S. firms. German, Japanese,

a Ibid.
9 "Sr ecni Survey of U.S. Multinational Companies, 1970", November 1972. Department

of Commerce.1e "The Multinational Cornoration-8tfdies In U.S. Foreign Direct Investment", U..
Dept)artment of Commerce. Volume 1. March 1972.u "Economic Factnrs Affectine the Use of ltemq 807.00 Fnd A0(1.30 of the Tariff Sched-
ules of the United States". Tnriff Commission Publication No. 330. September. 1970.
and other exports of automobiles, steel, textiles, footwear and electronic goods
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have very successfully entered the American market without the benefit of ties
with U.S. corporations "

Moreover, the U.S. Tariff Commission in a special report to the President
stated: ""Industries characterized by heavy overseas investment in productive facilities
appear also to be those which not only contribute most heavily to U.S. exports
but also have had the least impact on the upsurge of U.S. imports-with exactly
reverse results appearing for those industries in which strong foreign investment
activity is not characteristic."

Notwithstanding the clear evidence that foreign investment overall is not a
cause of domestic unemployment-quite the contrary---certain critics allege that
curbing such investment can lead to Job expansion at home. In their view, the
demonstrable ex- 'ansion of domestic employment by firms investing abroad illus-
trates merely that the firms concerned are enjoying rising demand for their prod-
ucts In several areas of the world, and not that their foreign investment is a
direct cause of higher employment at home. On the unrealistic premise that pro-
duvtion abroad is a substitute for exports as a means of supplying export mar-
kets, these critics conclude that no matter how rapidly U.S. foreign investors ex-
panded their exports from the United States, their export performance would be
better still if foreign investment were discouraged, and larger exports would
mean greater domestic production and this in turn would mean more jobs.

But this conclusion is invalid because its major premise is unrealistic. Curbing
foreign investment would not increase jobs at home." Foreign mrkets could not
be supplied on competitive ternis through exports. Foreign investment is neces-
sary to enter markets that would otherwise be foreclosed, and to preserve mar-
ket positions that would otherwise be lost because of competition from other
foreign investors enjoying the benefit of lower Iroduction costs. It Is essential
that such investments lie made to overcome obstacles such as trade barriers,
tra lsportation costs, perishability of products, local content requirements, and
government procurement practices.

The choice for the U.S. firm is ino.t often not between U.S. or foreign opera-
tions. but between foreign operations or no access at all into foreign markets. The
realistic question is not whether foreign Investment is to occur, because it will
in any event, but w whether its advantages will accrue to the United States or to
other countries,

FOREIGN INVESTMENT-DOES IT PREEMPT DOMESTIC INVESTMENT?

Certain critics also call for tax measures to restrict foreign investment on the
grounds that to a significant degree domestic and foreign investments are mutually
exclusive and that foreign investment materially reduces the amount of domestic
investment that would occur in its absence. Available evidence does not support
this allegation. The earlier NFTC survey indicated that foreign direct investment
tends to expand U.S. exports and thereby stimulates both domestic investment and
employment in the United States, even though this may involve some shifts in
the structure of employment in this country. All but one of the respondents to
an earlier survey by the Emergency Committee for American Trade (ECAT)' 5

stated that their foreign investment programs were independent of their domestic
programs, and therefore had no adverse impact on domestic investment expendi-
tures. Basic to this exercise of independence is the availability of foreign funds
to finance investments abroad.

The NFTC study in 1972. drawing on a comprehensive report on sources of
funds for U.S.-owned foreign affiliates "' showed that in manufacturing, capital
from the United States accounted, on the average, for only 12.6% of total invest-

22SPe Note (10) Supra.
I "CompetItiveness of 1U.S. Industries". Report to the President, U.S. Tariff Commission,

Publication No. 473, WashIngton. D.C., Anril. 1072.
4 A recent econometric stidv by the Nntional Association of ManufActnrers estimRtes

that if legIRslation were enacted eliminating "tax deferral" on foreign source Income. em-
PloVment in the TUnited Stntes over a flv-yenr period would decreaw.e by 680.000: If the
ore~ln tnx credit nrovisions were renenled. employment over the snone period would

decrease by 1.240.000: and If both "deferral" and foreign tax credits were eliminated,
this would result in a 2,720.000 decrease in employment over the same nerind. (Source:
"Tax Imnact Project Report", National Association of Manufacturers, Washington, D.C.,
June. 1975.)

Is"The Role of the Multinational Corporation In the United States and World Econ-
ornies". ECAT. Washington. D.C., February. 1972.

14 "Source and Uses of Funds of Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Firms, 1967-68", Survey of
Current Business, November, 1970, Department of Commerce.
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"ment abroad In the most recent ve years for which consistent data are avail-
;-able--1968-O5 and 1967--0& To be sure, this low percentage of U.S. source funds
partly reflects capital contributions by foreigners with whom, In many cases,
American parent companies share ownership. And in the 1965-68 period, reliance
on U.S. source funds was probably subnormal, because the government's balance
of payments programs placed great stress on the overseas financing of foreign
direct Investment. Still, the average percentage of U.S. source funds in 1968-64,
before these balance of payments programs were instituted, was 11.0%, lower
even than the five-year average. Despite these qualifications, It remains a striking
fact that only $1 from the United States was associated with each $8 of actual
investment abroad by U.S.-controlled foreign affiliates during the period covered.

Furthermore, at most, only a small fraction of each dollar actually invested
abroad could be lost to the home economy. And even this fraction would be lost
only if the U.S. portion of the overseas Investment dollar came at the expense
of domestic investment. But there are good reasons for believing that little, if
any, does. To be sure, at the level of the individual company, fund limitations
could require a marginal choice between Investing at home or abroad. This raises
the possibility that preventing a firm from investing elsewhere might induce it to
expand at home into projects that would not otherwise be profitable enough to
warrant approval. But even at the individual company level, the result of re-
stricting foreign Investment might simply be lower total investment and not ex-
panded Investment at home. In any event, what Is true for a company need not
be true for the economy. Indeed, capital outflows tend to be offset by government
policies aimed at maintaining domestic stability. These policies help to maintain
a high level of Investment at home, except during periods of monetary and fiscal
stringency Imposed to counter Inflation. By their very nature, these compensatory
policies tend to prevent foreign investment from displacing domestic.

In summary, foreign investments tend to supplement rather than supplant
domestic investment, and their effect on the domestic economy Is positive in the
long run by actually increasing the amount of funds available for both investment
and consumption at home. This positive effect is a consequence of the return flow
of funds from U.S. investments. As already described, remittances of dividends,
Interest, branch earnings, fees and royalties have risen more rapidly than capital
outflows from the United States, with the result that for the period 1970-74
U.S. Investments abroad have returned annually around $2 of purchasing power
for every American dollar currently sent out for foreign expansion.'

Nor is there any reason- to suppose that reducing the profitability of foreign
operations would produce larger domestic capital expenditures by U.S. Indus-
tries. Any realistic historical review of the facts will demonstrate, as it has been
,earlier pointed out, that decisions to make foreign direct Investments are not a
matter of choice but of necessity. Such investments permit access to the market-
place which would otherwise be denied. Enlarging upon these investments not
only preserves for the investor his position in the marketplace but helps to insure
him a share In an expanding market. Reduction In the profitability of foreign
operations would, therefore, destroy their viability and force their abandonment
thereby ceding the markets to other foreign Investors.

TABLE A.- A COMPARISON OF THE CURRENT STATUTORY TAX RATES (INCLUDING WITHHOLDING TAXES WHERE
APPLICABLE) ON INCOME EARNED BY WHOLLY-OWNED MANUFACTURING SUBSIDIARIES OPERATING IN SE-
LECTED COUNTRIES WiTH SUBSTANTIAL U.S. INVESTMENT

PARENT COMPANY'S COUNTRY OF OPERATION AND INCORPORATION

fAll amounts expressed In percentages]

Subsidiary's country of United Nether- United
operation and incorporation States Car,ada France Germany Italy Japan lands Kingdom

United States .............. 5. 0 ..................................................
Canada .................... 46.4 42.0 46.4 46.4 45.4 46.4 46.4 46.4
France ..................... 51.3 56.3 50.0 50.0 53.8 53.8 50.0 51.3
Germany ................... 53.8 53.8 56.3 50.0 58.8 56.3 56.3 56.3
Italy ------------------ 46.5 53.3 49.1 53.3 45.0 47.8 45.0 46.4
JaDan ------------------ 53.0 54.2 54.2 53.0 53.0 50.5 53.0 53.0
Netherlands ............ . 49.3 51.9 49.3 50.6 48.0 49.3 48.0 49.3
United Kingdom .......... 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0

If Oeo Note 7 Supra,



-. The 51.0% rate fora U.S. corporation operating domestically takes into ac-
count the Federal income tax of 48% and average state income taxes of 5.8%.
Likewise, the rates shown for other countries include local income tax effects.

Because withholding and home country taxes (in certain cases) depend on
amounts remitted, it was necessary to consider the percentages of after-tax earn-
ings distributed to the parent companies. The dividend for each country was
deemed to be 50% of the after-tax net income.

Differences in the rates paid by the various nationalities reflect variations in
tax-treaty dividend withholding rates between countries.

It has been assumed that the total income of the wholly-owned subsidiary was
earned within the taxing Jurisdiction in which it operates.

Senator RIBICOr. Mr. William J. Nolan, please.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. NOLAN, JR., CHAIRMAN, COMMIT-
TEE ON TAXATION, UNITED STATES COUNCIL OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC. -

Mr. NOLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.
I am William J. Nolan. Jr., vice president,, Amax, Inc., I amp-pear-
ing today as chairman'of the Committee on Taxation of the United
States Council of the International Chamber of Commerce.

The U.S. council membership is comprised of most of the major
business firms in the United States engaged in foreign trade and for-
eign operations. It represents American business interests within the
international chamber, which in turn represents the international busi-
ness community in approximately 60 countries. I have filed with the
committee a comprehensive statement which I hope will be included
in the record.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Without objection the entire statement will go
in the record as if read.

Mr. NoLAN. I would like to summarize very briefly a few of the
points.

As we reviewed the wide range of topics which are to be considered
by your committee during the course of these hearings, our organiza-
tion in an effort to be most constructive opted to limit its comments
to those measures before you which if adopted would have the most
far-reaching implications upon the majority of our membership.

In this regard, the first topic I would like to comment on are those
propsals before the Congress which would eliminate or restrict the
foreign tax credit. It is apparently the view of the sponsors of these
proposals that the credit is an unwarranted incentive for those U.S.
businesses that invest abroad and in turn is a cause of unemployment
and inflation in the United States. The objective of the proposals
appears to be to discourage U.S. foreign investment and/or to force
our U.S. companies to relocate their foreign operations here at home.

Although there may be disagreement as to the effects of foreign
investment by U.S. corporations, the preponderance of the evidence
supports the fact that foreign investment generally is not made in lieu
of dQmestic investment. On the contrary U.S. based multinational
firms would prefer to manufacture in the United States and export to
foreign countries so they might realize efficiences of scale to the maxi-
mum extent possible.

However, because of both tariff and nontariff barriers to U.S. ex-
ports, this objective cannot be fully realized except as a byproduct
of foreign operations.
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Furthermore, our foreign operations would be significantly affected
if the foreign tax credit were to be repealed in that thev would be
placed at a severe competitive disadvantage as compared with for-
eign-based multinationals whose home countries do not impose similar
tax burdens. Such action would eventually reduce U.S. manufactured
exports in the form of completed units, components, replacement parts,
plant, machinery, and equipment, et cetera.

More importantly, there would be no offsetting increase in domestic
employment opportunities since limitation of foreign manufacturing
operations of U.S. compares would not result in transfer of these
operations to the United States.

Instead, the operations of foreign-based multinationals would be
well positioned to take advantage of these foreign sales opportunities.
If indeed the Congress determines that some corrective action is war-
ranted as may be the case in dealing with the problems that low-priced
imports have visited upon certain industries, we would propose that
the appropriate action be aimed at these specific problem areas rather
than in the repeal of existing income tax provisions that have much
broader economic implications.

Along these same lines there are various legislative proposals before
the Congress that would alter the method by which the current credit
is calculated. More specifically, these proposals would require that,
(1) the overall limitation be repealed, (2) the per-country limitation
be repealed, or (3) the taxpayer be required to use the method which
produces the lowest credit and, therefore, the highest U.S. tax on
foreign source income.

The Council does not subscribe to these proposals on the grounds
that we view them as attempts to chip away at the foreign tax credit
with the ultimate objective being to eliminate the concept without
providing any viable substitute for avoiding double taxation.

I think it worth emphasizing-because there does seem to be con-
siderable misunderstanding of the effect of the foreign tax credit-
that under present law, the credit is limited to foreign source income
and does not reduce the U.S. tax imposed on U.S. source income.

The second proposed legislative change upon which I would like to
comment has to do with the acceleration of taxes on undistributed
income of foreign subsidiaries.

In our opinion, if this proposal is adopted it would result in a
significantly higher tax burden on the foreign income of U.S. corpo-
rations. The arguments in favor of this proposition erroneously refer
to the current law as granting a "deferral privilege" with respect
to such income. We submit that there is no such thing as a deferral
privilege; that under internationally accepted tax principles, income
earned-by a separate entity is not taxed to its shareholders until re-
ceived by them. This has been a basic underlying tenant of the U.S.
tax system since inception and it is reflected in the treatment of
domestic shareholders of domestic corporations.

In its true perspective any legislation which ended the deferral
on foreign subsidiaries' earnings would not be eliminating a privilege,
but rather imposing a penalty.

Again, we believe that the enaction of any such punitive legislation
would serve only to increase the competitive edge of international
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corporations of other nations at the expense of our own. In developing
our position on the proposed foreign tax credit rules, and on elini-
nation of the d ferral rules, we relied heavily on concepts of taxation
which have proven through their usage over the past 50 years to be
fair and reasonable principles and which surely would be compromised
if the proposed revisions were to be adopted. to elaborate, the United
States has historically taken the view that taxes on international busi-
ness should be "neutral"; that is, they should be imposed in a way
that business decisions are able to be inade on their own merits and
are not unduly influenced by tax considerations.

Second, we as a nation have long held that there should be equal
treatment of taxpayers regardless of the source of their income.

Several intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development, the European Economic
Community, and recently the United Nations have clearly recognized
the importance of these principles and are devoting a substantial por-
tion ot their energies to developing techniques which would promote
maximum advantages of world trade while insuring that the coun-
tries involved received their appropriate taxes.

They also recognize the hazards and inequities of multiple taxation
and are striving toward the goals of economic neutrality and national
treatment. The U.S. Government is a recognized leader in these efforts.
Congressional committees and others should Le cognizant of these
activities and should, in our opinion, lend their full support to these
endeavors.

Although we have strongly endorsed the concepts of economic neu-
trality and tax equality, we welcome certain provisions of the code
which are adopted from time to time and which are seemingly con-
trary to our philosophy. These provisions which were considered to be
in the Nation's best interest at the time they were adopted generally
establish incentives or neutralize foreign incentives. This brings me
to the third point and that is that we feel that it would be unwise at
this point to repeal or further restrict either the DISC or the Western
Hemisphere Trade Corp. provisions. We think that those provisions
which have served for various periods of time and were adopted for a
purpose should be given a longer chance to prove their value. That is
all I have.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I don't think I have any questions, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator RmLCOFF. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Nolan, you were here in the hearing room a bit

ago when I asked the previous witness about the proposal advanced
by Senator Kennedy.

Mr. NoLAN. Yes, I was.
Senator CURTIS. That is, to end the present tax deferral and do

away with DISC.
Based upon your comment already made, I take it that you concur

with Mr. N~orris in his opposition I
Mr. NoLANI do indeed.
Senator CURTIS. Do you feel that if these actions were taken it would

enhance the Treasury of the United States to anything like $2 billion
by 1981?
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Mr. 0NoLAz. I can't believe it. I can't answer with definite knowledge.
Senator Curris. You believe the activity would end Without-the

business activity would endwithout these provisions?
Mr. NOLAx. I think there would certainly be a curtailment of the

foreign business activities.
Senator Cuirais. Isn't it also true that a foreign subsidiary does not

receive the investment tax credit?
Mr. NOLAN. That is correct.
Senator Cuiris. Would you concur with this statement ? It has been

argued that there are tax incentives to be gained by incorporating
overseas and we feel these so-called incentives would result in tax
neutrality and provide additional revenues. The reverse is true, if the
law were changed to end deferral to provide a tax deduction rather
than a credit for that portion of foreign taxes which corresponds to
U.S. State and local taxes, there would be temporary revenue gains,
that these gains would be more than offset if the law were also changed
to extend the investment tax credit and the asset depreciation range to
investment abroad and to allow foreign tax credits in excess of the
tentative U.S. tax.

Do you agree with that contention?
Mr. NOLAN. Well, there are a lot of different conclusions in there.
Senator CUtrns. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN,. I think that if the-the single most important occur-

rence would be treating the credit as a deduction as I think you quoted
first. I think that would so disturb the foreign operations of U.S. com-
panies that you might be able to extend the investment tax credit and
asset depreciation range and everything else and still not do any sub-

-stantial good because if-even if those items are granted that would
not stop the foreign government from taxing without regard to them.
Most of our major competitors are taxing income just about as high
as we are if not higher. So, if you took away the credit, you would
still be paying the tax and anything extra that the United States
gave would have no bearing on it.

Senator CURTis. That's all.
Senator RrBicoFr. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for

coming in late. I am in the process of reading the statement.
Senator PACKWOOD. Could I ask one that I forgot? -.

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you the same question of trading of

DISC for the 2-percent reduction in the corporate tax rate.
Mr. NOLAN. I could answer that very quickly since my company

doen't have a DISC, but I think some of my membership do and they
would not think that would be a very good trade. I think the thing to
know is whose ox is being gored, Senator Packwood.

Senator PAcKwooD. As I indicated, the corporations involved heav-
ily in export whom I have asked, most of them when they weigh it
come down on the side of rather having the 46 ercent tax rate if they
are guaranteed of that in exchange for DISC. In your case, there is
no problem at all.

Mr. NoAzN. No, no problem. I will take it if you guarantee it, please.
[Laughter.]
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Senator Rmroo. Senator Packwood had asked the previous wit-
ness, I believe, a very important question concerning the back-up, or
the proof that DISC actually helps in the export business and crea-
tion of jobs. I think he raised the point that while people generalize

-there has been very little proof. I am impressed with that question.
Would you want to comment, or do you have available some factual

material to answer Senator Packwood's previous question?
Mr. NOLAN. I do not, Senator Ribicoff. I would endeavor to try tofind out if there is any. I don't know of any, as a matter of fact.
Senator RIBICOFF. That's a very good question. I mean I originally

voted for DISC. I mean, I have questions in my mind at the present
time. I have not made up my mind on this issue.

The question that Senator Packwood puts to the witness is a very
proper and legitimate one and I share his concern.

Mr. NOLAN. I am really surprised that the Treasury doesn't have
any information on that score, but I don't remember ever having seen

senator RIBICOFF. Well, it isn't only the Treasury involved, you

know, your membership, these large corporations, they have very good
auditors. They ought to have a pretty good idea of whether this does-
or does not help in export business and creation of jobs. They ought to
have proof of that.

Mr. NOLAN. I certainly would be more than happy to go back to our
membership and-see if Ican't compile something on that score.

[At presstime, June 8, 1976, the material referred to had not been
received for the record.]

Senator RIBICOFF. How many major corporations are members of
the U.S. Council of International Chamber of Commerce?

Mr. NOLAN. About 225.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would make out of those 225 there are some

companies that comply with the Arab boycott and there are some that
do not?

And many of them compete with one another in the world market.
Why should we treat the company that complies with the boycott
the same as the company that doesn't comply with the boycott

Mr. NOLAN. Well, I think there are two answers.
First off, I don't know of any that do. I am sure there are, but I

personally disapprove of the boycott.
But leaving that aside, leaving personal opinion aside, it seems to

me not only are the U.S. companies competing with themselves, but
also with other foreign corporations.

Now, conceivably treating the corporations differently under the
U.S. tax law would injure them, but favor the foreign corporations.

Senator RmiIcoF7. In other words your opinion is that as long as
some foreign company does something that is contrary to American
policy and American public opinion, that American companies should
do anything they want to do irrespective ?

Mr. NOLAN. No, sir, I did not mean to imply that.
Senator Rmicon'. That seems to be the impression I would gather.
Mr. NOLAN. Excuse me, I was pointing out we have to keep in mind

international competition as well as U.S. competition.
Senator RnmIcor. There is more than just doing business. I think

the world is composed of many other factors. I was very intrigued to
69-40-7--pt. 2-30
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see a list of companies hi the New York Times this past week, some
of them major companies of America, who refuse to comply with the
boycott and as I looked over those lists not a single one of them has
a monopoly. Each one of those companies as I went down that list,
really is in tough competition with other companies. Why should they
be placed at a disadvantage to companies that comply with the boy-

_cotti That bothers me.
Mr. NOLAN. It bothers me also.
Senator RmicoF. I don't want to name the companies because I

think it is unfair.
Mr. NOLAN. Well, no, they were named-the ones you mentioned

were named in the newspaper.
Senator RmicoFr. The others weren't and I didn't have the proof

- whether they were ii- were not complying. But the fact some were
listed, it raises implications, but since Idon't have the proof, I won't
name the companies. But it becomes obvious that you have major cor-
porations in the United States that as a matter of policy will not
comply with the boycott and you have their competitors who are
complying with the boycott. So, they are losing business, the other
people get business. They are using the American tax laws to encourage
them to continue the boycott. Now, why should they have the com-
petitive advantage of the tax credits and DISC and tax deferrals
which amounts to about $1 billion a year?

Mr. NOLAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, the main reason I would suggest
it should not be handled in the tax law, but as a political matter. Now,
I heard your prior comments that this would be the easiest way to
handle the thing rather than some sort of special legislation. But it
strikes me that the tax law-and granted your position that the tax
law is constantly making policy outside the tax field--still, I feel it is
a rather dangerous-disturbing factor to go after particular areas under
the tax laws.

Senator RMICOFF. Sir, if we were not making policy in the tax lawseverything you are talking about 'would be out the window. You are

making policy with everything that everyone of you gentlemen are
testifying to.

Mr. NOLAN. Yes, yes.
Senator RIBIcOFF. And much of it, I agree with. I know of no better

way of making economic and social policy than through the tax laws.
Every provision in the tax laws makes policy in this country. Now, we

. have a major problem facing American business.
Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBicoFF. Senator Dole.
Senator Dorz. Could I put in the record a statement by the Depart-

ment of Commerce on DISC and what it means tax-wise and how
much it increases the GNPI It is onlyiin estimate, but it might give
some answer to Senator Packwood.

Senator Rmiicor. I think it is important and I think it is important
that not only the Treasury and Commerce, but also private industry
submit figures like that because it would be very persuasive on the
decisions we make.

[The statement referred to and an analysis by Dr. Norman Ture,
follows:]
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ANALYsis or D.I.S.C. BY TnE DE .=MZNT Or COMMEZCZ

Due to the multiplier effect, the Commerce Department staff estimates indicate
that $1 billion of increased exports results in an annual increase in GNP of $3
billion. Therefore, the estimated $7 to $9 billion increase in exports due to
DISC incentives would result in a $21 to $27 billion increase in GNP.

Federal Tax revenues are about $230 million annually for each $1 billion of
GNP. Thus, the $7-$9 billion increase in exports attritutable to DISC directly
increased Federal revenues by $1.6 to $2.1 billion, without considering the much
larger impact of Federal revenues from the multiplier effect to the GNP; i.e.:
the 8-fold increase in GNP for each export dollar.

ANALYsis oF DISC BY NORMAN€ B. TunE

(1) Total U.S. merchandise exports in 1974 were $5.2 billion greater than they
would have been in the absence of the DISC provision.

(2) Throughout the business sector, there were 442,000 more full-time equival-
ent Jobs than there could have been in the absence of the DISC.

(3) Wages and salaries paid to employees in export production in 1974 were
$0.6 billion greater than the amount that would otherwise have been paid.
Adding the $3.6 billion of wages and salaries paid to -the additional employees in
supplying industries, the aggregate amount of employee compensation in excess
or the amount which would have been paid in the absence of DISC is about $4.4
billion.

(4) The total increment of GNP in the business sector attributable to DISC
was $28.5 billion.

(5) Aggregate capital outlays throughout the business sector are estimated to
have been $23.3 billion more than they would have been without DISC.

On the basis of the Treasury's fiscal year estimates, the calendar year 1974
revenue loss attributable to DISC is estimated at about $1.0 billion. This is the
"initial impact" revenue loss, based on the assumption that there were no changes
in exports, production, employment and income in response to the DISC pro-
visions. These responses, as estimated above, generated about $2.2 billion in
Federal tax revenues above amounts of revenues that otherwise would have been
obtained. The next revenue effect, therefore, is a gain of about $1.2 billion.

Summary of economic effects of DISC: All exports industries [Dollar amounts
-in billions of 1974 dollars]

Increases in-
1. Employment, total (effective Jobs) --------------------------- 442

2. Employee compensation, total ----------------------------- $4.4
3. Net change in Federal tax revenues ------------------------- 1.2

Initial impact ------------------------------------- 1. 0
Increase attributable to increase in output and income -------- 2. 2

4. Business sector GNP, total -------------------------------- 28. 5
5. Value of exports ---------------------------------------- 5. 2
QA . Capital outlays due t(, DISC ------------------------------- 22.3

Senator RrBIcoFr. Does anyone else have any questions of this wit-
ness because there is a vote on and we could answer the vote now.

Again, our apologies, gentlemen. We are finished, Mr. Nolan, ques-
tioning you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Nolan follows:]

STATEMENT OF WILtLIM J. NOLAN, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
OF THE UNITED STATES COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

I am William J. Nolan, Jr., Vice President of AMAX Inc., and am appearing
today as Chairman of the Committee on Taxation of the United States Council
of the International Chamber of Commerce. The U.S. Council membership is
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comprised of most of th6 major business firms in the United States engaged in
foreign trade and foreign operations. It represents American business interests
within the International Chamber, which in turn represents the international-
business community in approximately 60 countries. As some of you may recall,
our Committee on Taxation has had the privilege of presenting its views on tax
matters to your Committee on prior occasions.
General background

Hopefully, we have long since passed the point where we should dispute the
advantages to us of world trade and investment. Economic interdependence is a
reality. In short, the United States must have access to foreign technological de-
velopments and commodities and raw materials located abroad. The United
States must finance these foreign purchases through what it produces efficiently-
whether soybeans, aircraft, or sophisticated computers. Obviously, it is frequently
necessary to invest- abroad as part of the complicated system of production and
trade. Raw materials may only be found-or only remain in quantity- in coun-
tries where capital is short or nonexistent.

The worldwide shipment of many items is precluded because of transporta-
tion costs or physical impossibility. Protectionist or nationalistic fervor demands
local manufacture or imposes punitive tariffs and duties on foreign production.
The new economic order currently being debated and implemented will ensure
that the developing world will get more and more of total world production.

The studies in this area have been less than conclusive and must be further
researched and attuned to changing conditions. It is of no help to suggest, for
example, that if punitive taxes were imposed on foreign investments, there would
be equivalent investment in the United States. Our productive facilities depend
on tin-zinc-iron ore-neckel, etc., not available in sufficient quantity in the
United States. So long as we drink coffee or tea, eat bananas and coconuts, read
newspapers, use aluminum cans, ride on rubber tires and consume countless other
everyday items, we must finance their growth or production directly or indi-
rectly. U.S. companies investing abroad for these purposes are not improperly
diverting capital or labor but are generally contributing to the economic well-
being of this country.

Intergovernmental organizations such as the OECD, the EEC and recently, the
U.N. are devoting a substantial portion of their energies to developing tech-
niques which would promote maximum advantages of world trade while ensur-
ing that the countries involved receive their appropriate taxes. They also recog-
nize the hazards and inequities of multiple taxation and are striving toward the
goals of economic neutrality and national treatment.

The United States Government is a recognized leader in these efforts. Con-
gressional Committees and others should be cognizant of these activities and
avoid unilateral action which would only penalize U.S. citizens and give com-
petitive advantages to foreigners. In the meantime, we should support the efforts
of these organizations as they attempt to curtail special tax provisions under
legislation of certain countries. In general, tao holidays, too sparing and similar"
incentives to international business should be limited in time and application
to recognized economic objectives such as assistance to underdeveloped countries
on a temporary basis.

It is generally accepted that taxes on international business should be "neutral."
that is, they should be imposed in a way that business decisions are made on
their own merits, and not because of tax considerations. And it is also generally
accepted that the cornerstone of tax neutrality is the elimination of international
double taxation.

The major industrial nations of-the world eliminate double taxation either by
following the "territorial" concept of taxation or by granting a credit for taxes
paid by domestic taxpayers to foreign jurisdictions.

Under the "territorial" approach income from commercial activity is taxed
only by the country in which it is generated. France and the Netherlands are
among those who follow this concept. From a theoretical standpoint, the terri-
torial concept best meets the tests of non-discrimination and neutrality. It could
be subject to abuse, however, as encouragement would be given to the establish-
ment of tax-haven operations in countries soliciting businesses solely on the basis
of tax savings. This could well foster the spread of stricter controls on capital and
technology flows and limitations on transfer prices for good and services.

Under the foreign tax credit system, on the other hand, a country taxes the
worldwide income of citizens and domestic corporations, but allows a credit for-
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tgxes paid foreign countries. The United States, Japan and the United Kingdom
among others, use this system. Both systems recognize that the host nation is
entitled to priority in taxing domestic commercial activity; for it is the host na-
tion which supplies the financial, social and economic stability which permit
profitable commercial activity. The tax credit system, in addition, permits the
investor nation to tax foreign profits to the extent its tax rate exceeds that of
the host nation.

FOREIGN TAx CDIT
There are several proposals before the Congress which would eliminate or re-

strict the foreign tax credit. These are apparently based on the assumption that
the credit is an unwarranted Incentive to foreign investment by U.S. business
and in turn in a cause of unemployment and inflation in the U.S. Accordingly, the
aim of the proposals is the discouragement of U.S. foreign investment and/or the
forced withdrawal of U.S. interests from abroad by imposing on U.S. owned
business a cost which would render it unable to compete with foreign owned
business.

Repeal of the credit for foreign taxes paid on foreign source income would be
disastrous to U.S. business interests abroad. The Council, believing that such con-
traction of U.S. business Interest overseas would be contrary to sound U.S. eco-
nomic policy, accordingly opposes all such proposed legislation which would have
the effect of causing double taxation. The Council Is of the opinion that the for-
eign tax credit Is not an incentive but rather is a necessary mechanism for the
-Implementation of both our long-standing policy of international taxation and
the many bilateral agreements for the avoidance of double taxation. We know
.of no developed country which has taken a position adversely affecting its na.
tionals' overseas Investments as dramatic and severe as would be the introduc-
tion of double taxation through the elimination of the foreign tax credit sys-
tem. Obviously, the forced withdrawal of U.S. foreign investment will not solve
U.S. employment and inflation problems and in fact may well contribute to both.

In electing the credit method of avoiding international double taxation, the
United States has long recognized that foreign income tax laws might very well
differ in rate and method of computation from those of the United States. Ac-
cordingly, in arriving at the allowable credit, U.S. taxing concepts have been
applied even If the foreign country does -not necessarily follow such concepts in
Imposing its income taxes. That is, in taxing worldwide income, the same rules for
determining income subject to tax have generally applied whether the business
operations were conducted in the United States or abroad. This approach by the
U.S. ensures that' income taxes will be paid in an amount at least equal to the
U.S. income tax that would have been paid had such foreign Income been earned
in the U.S.

Further, in order to preclude the credit for foreign taxes from exceeding the
U.S. income tax on foreign source income, the law applies one of two limitations
(either the per country or the overall) to obtain this objective. These provisions
limit the amount of the credit to the amount of the U.S. tax on such foreign
source income so as to ensure that full U.S. tax is Imposed on U.S. source In-
come. The general result is that the burden of income taxes on foreign source
income is the higher of either the foreign or U.S. tax rate. The Council supports
the retention of the present credit provisions and believes that any substantive
changes would be ill advised.

The U.S. foreign tax credit is, therefore, far from being an incentive. The
credit achieves the objective of tax equity and neutrality. By avoiding double
taxation, it effects equality by permitting U.S. owned business to operate in over-
seas locations with a generally no more burdensome tax cost than its foreign
owned competitor. At the same time, it effects equity by subjecting foreign source
Income to no higher a U.S. tax burden than U.S. source income. Finally, it effects
neutrality by insuring that foreign source.inoome bears no lower combined U.S.
and foreign tax burden than that imposed on U.S. source income.
Unemployment not due to U.S. foreign tnvestment

Although economists may disagree on the effects of foreign Investment by
U.S. corporations, the preponderance of evidence supports the fact that foreign
investment generally is not made In lieu of domestic investment and that
employment in plants abroad, therefore, does not result in a loss of employment
in the United States. There is no question that production will flow from plants
abroad; the question is who will own such plants. It is quite obvious that if U.S.
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interests cannot compete abroad as a result of a severe and punitive U.S. tax
burden on such foreign operations, the ownership of such plants will all to
others. This, of course, would not mean that comparable reinvestment in the
United States will result.

U.S. operations abroad help increase our exports of capital goods and inter-
mediate products. The proceeds of these export sales and profits from foreign
branch and subsidiary operations, together with fees and royalties from
overseas sources, have a most favorable impact on our balance of payments.
Moreover, this inflow, whether retained or distributed as dividends, provides
additional U.S. governmental revenues and stimulates the U.S. economy. More
importantly, the need for U.S. produced goods by our business operations abroad
creates more U.S. jobs than would otherwise be the case. Inasmuch as more than
90% of the output of U.S. owned foreign operations is absorbed in foreign
markets, which could not otherwise be competitively supplied by export sales
from U.S. plants, the use of American products, et cetera, results in higher U.S.
employment. -

More domestic jobs are created in supporting foreign operations than are lost
as a result of importing a small percentage (less than 10%) of the output of
American plants abroad. We believe that the Tariff Commission Report of
January 1973 to the Senate Finance Committee fully supports this thesis. In any
event, recent developments in the Third World .will require greater local produc-
tion and it is obviously in our national interest that U.S. business share in this
growth.
Repeal of tax credit not answer to import problem

It is recognized that low priced imports have created problems in certain Indus-
tries and require immediate attention. Although the magnitude of such problems
may be quite severe in localized areas, corrective action should be aimed at these
localized problems (as was done in the Trade Act of 1974) rather than taking
the form of repealing existing income tax provisions that have broad, sweeping
application. It would be particularly tragic in that these proposals might well
increase the severity of the existing problems at the expense of abandoning fair
and reasonable principles in usage over the past 50 years. The Council believes
the overall net result would be to worsen our economic Ills by increasing unem-
ployment, lowering productivity, continuing the inflationary spiral and forcing
U.S. withdrawal from foreign markets.

ACCELERATION Or TAXATION OF UNDISTRIRUTED INCOME OF FOREIGN SUBSTIDARTES

Unfortunately, there is a large body of opinion in legislative and economic
circles today that undistributed income earned abroad by U.S. controlled foreign
subsidiaries should be taxed to the U.S. shareholder as earned rather than, as
under the current rules. when distributed (except for the existing Subpart F
provisions which currently tax to U.S. shareholders certain categories of so-called
tax haven income as earned by. a controlled foreign subsidiary).

The arguments in favor of this proposition erroneously refer to the current law"
as granting a "deferral privilege" with respect to -such income. We submit that
there is no such thing as a deferral "privilege:" that under internationally
accepted tax principles income earned by a separate juridicial entity is not taxed
to its shareholders until received by them. This has also been a basic underlying
tenet of the U.S. tax system since inception and is reflected in the treatment of
domestic shareholders of domestic corporations. As has been noted by a lending
authority in the economics of taxation. "the phrase 'deferral of tax' as used in
this connection is as unjustified as it would be to criticize the estate tax because it
'defers' the tax unfil death."

A controlled foreign subsidiary of a U.S,. corporation is legally a separate jurl-
dicial person. created under laws of another sovereign nation. Such a subsidiary
is required to conform to the rules and regulations (including taxation) of the
country under whose laws it was created- as well as those countries in which it
conducts its business activities. It Has no responsibilities or obligations, taxwise
or otherwise, under the laws of the United States or any of the several states,
unless it is doing business within the U.S. wherein its obligations are clearly
spelled out in existing federal and state legislation. In this connection, it is the
foreign country in which the subsidiary Is domiciled and/or operating, not the
U.S., which provides the basic governmental services expected by the citizenry
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(including Juridiclal persons) of any sovereign state. Although the U.S. parent
corporation of a controlled foreign corporation has many .bligations under our
rules of law and our customs, such obligations arise by reason of its separate
existence as a U.S. corpration.

This distinction between the legal entities Is obscured by those arguing against
deferral and Its recognition serves to explode the myth of a deferral privilege.
In its true perspective, any legislation which ended deferral on foreign subsidi-
aries' earnings would not be eliminating a privilege but rather imposing a penalty.

Other countries of the world recognize and abide by the concept of separation
of corporations and their shareholders. To the best of our knowledge, no country
has ever Instituted a policy which subjects to tax its resident taxpayers on the
earnings of controlled foreign subsidiaries. In fact, as previously discussed, a
number of countries have adopted territorial tax systems under which earnings of
foreign subsidiaries are never subjected to home country taxation in recognition
of the principle that a host country should have the first and primary right to
tax Income earned within its boundaries.

The extension of U.S. taxing jurisdiction as advocated to foreign Income of
foreign corporations may well Invite some form of retaliatory action by other
foreign, countries. For one thing, such unilateral action on the part of the U.S.
would serve to run counter to the philosophy embodied in our network of double
taxation treaties. What shape such retaliatory acts may take is speculative at
best, but the seeds therefor will be sown If the U.S. proceeds to legislate in this
direction.

As has been noted in the introductory portion of this submission, any punitive
legislation enacted by the Congress which imposed significantly higher tax
burdens on foreign Income of U.S. corporations would only serve to Increase the
competitive- edge of international corporations of other nations vis-a-vis our own.
The application of a concept which breaches the corporate veil of controlled
foreign subsidiaries, In conjunction with other of the provisions advocated, could
have such a deleterious effect on U.S. owned foreign business to lead to a complete
retrenchment therefrom, with the ultimate effect of Inviting foreign owned busi-
ness to compete directly with U.S. business In the U.S. marketplace. To the ex-
tent any abuses exist, current legislation (Section 482, etc.) is sufficient to deal
with the matter.

It should be noted that the ending of deferral would generate little overall
additional tax revenue to the U.S. Government by reason of the combined effect of
corporate tax rates in other countries comparable to ours and withholding taxes.
Moreover, in countries offering lower tax rates and/or other tax incentives where
potential U.S. revenue might arise In specific situations in the absence of de-
ferral, it seems clear that these countries would deny the benefit of these tax
incentives to subsidiaries of U.S. corporations in order to capture the tax that
would otherwise flow into the U.S. Treasury. In fact, this position has been con-
sidered by the U.N. Ad Hoe Committee of Experts as a solution to the problem
of otherwise improperly shifting revenues to the capital exporting country from
the host country.

If, as a result of the end of deferral and the lack of legislative action by host
country governments, the U.S. tax obligation of a U.S. corporation were to In-
crease, one of two adverse effects Is likely. First. the U.S. corporation might de-
cide to apply Its own domestic cash resources to the satisfaction of the additional
tax liability so created, with the obvious result of diminishing the U.S. corpora-
tion's funds available for domestic Investment. Out of this might ensue a reduc-
tion In employment opportunities for U.S. workers. Alternatively, the U.S. cor-
poration might decide to draw on the cash resources of the foreign subsidiary
whose income is giving rise to the additional tax liability, with the result of
diverting funds from the foreign subsidiary so as to impair its ability to com-
pete locally. This could result In a decreased demand by the foreign subsidiary
for U.S. produced components and parts with an adverse impact on the U.S.
job market.

OTHER MATTERS

There are special provisions in the U.S. Code which appear to conflict with the-
basic concept of neutrality in the taxation of foreign Income. These provisions
were adopted to establish Incentives, or neutralize foreign Incentives, considered"
desirable as national policy objects at that time. With the current world eco-
nomic situation, we do not believe that It is desirable at this Lime for the U.S.
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to take unilateral action, as proposed In HR 1012, to eliminate or reduce the
benefits from these special provisions.
(1) Domestio isterhatiod saes oorporatons (DISC) and Witerm Heisphere

trade corporations (WHTO)
On the assumption that the encouragement ot exports is a desirable policy goal

for the U.S., as mentioned above, we do not believe that It Is appropriate at this
time to take unilateral action either to repeal or further to restrict the DOSO
and WHTC provisions, and accordingly, we strongly urge that these provisions
be at the very least retained In their present form.

With particular respect to DISC, we believe that data available thus far
indicates that these provisions have bad a favorable impact on U.S. exports,
although the precise magnitude is difficult to measure because of other nontax
factors which contribute to the growth in export activity. Furthermore, the argu-
ment that the DISC Incentive is too costly in direct revenue loss to the U.S.
Treasury falls to take into account the secondary revenue effect attributable
to the U.S. tax paid on the increase in corporate and personal incomes generated.
through Increased export activities, including the manufacturing for export. It
should further be noted that the use of an incremental -approach, as embodied
In H.R. 10612, would serve to penalize those taxpayers who were substantial
exporters during whatever base period Is selected.
(2) Earned income eclusi on
---- We recommend retention of the Section 911 earned income exclusion and
therefore do not endorse the House bill provision which repeals Section 911 on a
phase-out basis. If it is still in-the interest of the U.S. to encourage its citizens to
go abroad to promote US. business (which we believe It is), then the tax law
should recognize the extraordinary costs and expenses (including taxes) of a
U.S. citizen working and/or residing abroad.

Other provisions contained in H.R. 10612 propose constructive eh,-ages which
the U.S. Council has in the past advocated.
.(1) Possessions corporations

In concept, we p,'n= te special provisions of the Code which exempt U.S.
corpor,-' .o irom U.S. tax with respect to income generated from business activ-
ities in the U.S. possessions and Puerto Rico. Code Section 031 has done an ade-
quate Job in this regard; but it has demonstrated a glaring weakness in its per-
baps unintended penalty against repatriation to the U.S. of possessions earnings
in excess of those needed for reinvestment. We believe that new Section 936, as

.embodied in H.R. 10612, remedies this deficiency and therefore receives our
strong endorsement.
(2) Advance ruling requirement

We endore the provision of H.R. 10612 which substantially liberalized the
existing Section 367 advance ruling requirement. This has long been a top priority
amendment advocated by the U.S. Council and, as the provision is a step in the
needed overhaul of Section 367, should be enacted as soon as possible.
(3) Investment in U.S. property

We are substantially in agreement with the provision of H.R. 10612 which
restricts the application of Section 956 on taxation of U.S. shareholders of con-
trolled foreign corporations investing in U.S. property. The concept behind Sec-
tion 956 has long served no useful policy purpose (in fact, it has been detrimental
to the U.S. balance of payment position), and has merely functioned as a trap for
the unwary. We would suggest that the House provision be further restricted to
treat only Investments in U.S. property, thereby eliminating from its amblt
leases with related parties.

Senator RmicoF. The next witness will be Mr. Home, and if you
will be patient, we will be back within 5 minutes.

Senator DOLE. I would be willing to stay and he can start.
Senator RrBcon'. All right, Mr. Home, will you come and testify

then and Senator Dole will stay.
Senator DOLE. This is one of 'the few times Republicans have the

-majority. You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. HORNE, JR., CHAIRMAN, TAXATION
COMMITTEE, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED
BY THOMAS A. MELFE, CHAIRMAN, TAXATION COMMITTEE OF
THE TRUST DIVISION, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. HoRNE. Thank you, Senator. I am William Home, Chairman
of the Taxation Committee of the American Bankers Association

.: and I have with me Mr. Thomas Melfe, who is Chairman of the Taxa-
tion Committee of the Trust Division of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation. I will speak on the general provisions affecting banks and
Mr. Melfe will testify as to estate and trust provisions.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today and
we will try to contain our testimony to the highlights of the statement
which we have submitted for the record.

Senator Doi. Your entire statement will be made a part of the
record. You may summarize, there is a time limit imposed and the
bell will ring.

Mr. HORNE. We would like to discuss first the proposal for a taxable
State or municipal bond, the option provision which has been pro-
posed in the House. We think that that legislation could be effectively
combined with the bill before you. This proposal has been supported
by the administration and has been studied by the Treasury Depart-
ment .for a number of years.

We think it is an idea whose time has come. It would provide more
effective assistance to the hard-pressed State and local governments
in their public borrowing. We would support the optional taxable
municipal and State bond proposal and hope that it can be con-
sidered by your committee.

Our second proposal would be a permanent exemption for with-
holding for interest on foreign-owned deposits in U.S. banks. This is
a provision which now is contained in section 1041 of the House bill.
This exemption was a permanent exemption from 1921 to 1966. In
1966 the exemption was made temporary and Congress has extended
the temporary exemption from 1966 through the end of this year.
We think it is time to make that exemption permanent and the House
bill so provides. But I would like to emphasize the necessity for early
action on this proposal.

The foreign-owned deposits in U.S. banks amount to, in the aggre-
gate, about $7 billion. These are short-term deposits for periods of
3, 6, and up to a maximum of 12 months. There i.i a potential loss.
of existing deposits unless Congress acts relatively quickly.

We would hope that this action could be taken by the committee
at an early date.

Senator'DoL... Your statement indicates that the exemption expires.
on December 81?

Mr. HORNE. December 31 of this year, yes.
Senator DoLe. Yes.
Mr. HoRNm. We believe that passage of the permanent exemption

provides no loss of revenue to the Treasury Department, as included
in the House bill, and in fact if Congress does not take action it could
have a serious impact on capital flows into the country with a corre-
sponding ripple effect on the economy.
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Another item we would like to affirmatively support in the House bill
is section 1211 dealing with administrative summons by the IRS for
bank'records and the John Doe summons provisions.

While the IRS must.not be impeded in its taxpayer investigations,
we also know that there is a potential for abuse if legal restraints are
not placed on overzealous or arbitrary IRS actions.

We believe the House bill represents a proper resolution of the con-
flict between the IRS need to investigate and the individual's right to
privacy for his financial records.

The. John Doe provisions in the House bill might be strengthened by
requiring the Federal Court to review both the John Doe summons as
to its relevancy and whether it adequately protects the rights of in-
nocent taxpayers.

There is another provision in the House bill that the American
Bankers Association feels should be carefully looked at by your com-
mittee and rejected. This is section 206 of the House bill which pro-
vides a limitation on deductions for nonbusiness interest. This provi-
sion would impose a $12,000 limitation on personal interest expense
and would further limit the deductibility of investment interest ex-
penses. This is a true sleeper in the House bill. It could have a substan-
tial impact on the housing market and on the financing of small
businesses.

On the foreign income provisions of the House bill, we would have
little to add because they have been widely discussed by other witnesses
before your committee.*We would simply like to emphasize the ABA
position that no changes would be made affecting foreign income. We
would therefore oppose any changes which would penalize foreign in-
vestment because our experience has shown that these investments
result in large inflows to the U.S. economy and have a beneficial effect
on domestic employment.

One final provision we would like to address your committee's atten-
tion to, specifically, is section 1011 of the House bill dealing.with taxa-
tion of Americans working abroad. We oppose the provisions which
would repeal the present $20,000 to $25,000 earned income exclusion
which U.S. citizens earn abroad.

Along with this proposed repeal, the House bill would grant a $20,-
000 exclusion to U.S. citizens working abroad for a charitable
organization.

Also, under section 912 of present law, the U.S. Government, of-
ficers and employees can exclude a special living allowance which they
get for overseas assignments. But under the House bill, a U.S. citizen
working for a U.S. private company overseas would get neither the
$20.000 exclusion allowed to employees of certain exempt organiza-
tions, nor the exclusionary overseas living allowance granted by U.S.
Government employees. This appears to be a totally unwarranted dis-
crimination and apparently a bias against the free enterprise system.
We hope your committee will correct this inequity..

This concludes my remarks on the general provisions and Mr. Melfe
will comment on estates and trusts.

Senator DOLE. I would say that the other members would be return-
ing. Mr. Melfe can go ahead and summarize whatever he wishes to do.
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I assume they will ask questions of each of the witnesses at that time.
If I should have to leave, someone will be back in a few minutes.

Mr. HORNE. Thank you.
Mr. MpTm. Thank-you, Senator. I am Thomas A. Melfe, chair-

man of the taxation committee of the trust division of the American
Bankers Association which represents 4,000 banks with trust depart-
ments. -

I am also executive vice president of the U.S. Trust Com-
pany of New York. I would like to spend a few minutes on these
provision of H.R. 10612 which relate to trusts and estates. We have
prepared a written statement and with your permission we would like
to have it included as part of the record of these proceedings.

Senator DOLE. The entire statement will be made a part of the
record.

Mr. MFJFiYE. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of provisions in
H.R. 10612 which are applicable to trusts but which create an inap-
propriate and serious result because of the unique tax structure of
trusts. In the case of a typical trust which distributes all of its in-
come currently, the trust is given a distribution deduction for amounts
that are distributed to beneficiaries and the beneficiaries include those
amounts in their gross income. Also an estate or trust may have a de-
duction for income paid or permanently set aside for a charity, and
there is a special deduction under section 691 of the code to mitigate
against double taxation when income is subjected to both State and
income taxes.

I would like to briefly discuss provisions of H.R. 10612 which
create problems-

Senator DOLE. Excuse me, are you reading from a summary at-
tached to your statement?

MNr. MELP. No.
The first is 301, the minimum tax. This was enacted in 1969 and ap-

plies to estates and trusts as well as to individuals. There have been
proposals for change in the structure of this minimum tax. We feel
that regardless of its ultimate form the minimum tax should allow
to estates and trusts these unique deductions to which I referred so
as to avoid double taxation and to be consistent with the conduit
theory of estates and trusts under current law.

The bill does not do so and therefore it would lead to incorrect and
un warranted results.

For example. the excess itemized deduction provisions of H.R. 10612
would have 70 percent of those deductions, in excess of 70 percent of
the taxpayerls adjusted gross income, considered as a tax preference
and, in the case of a trust and estate, the bill does not exclude the dis-
tributions and other deductions that I referred to, with the result that
a minimum tax can be imposed on an estate or a trust which has dis-
tributed its entire income to the beneficiary.

Also, the bill imposes a $12,000 limitation on the amount of per-
sonal interest which is deductible from gross income but it specifically
provides that a trust shall have no deduction for such personal inter-
est. We fail to see why a trust or an estate should be denied such a
deduction.
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Section 701 of H;R. 10612 relates to the throwback rule as applied*
to accumulation trusts. This rule has the effect of taxing to a benefi-
ciary any accumulations that are paid to him in the manner that such
income would be taxed to him if he had received it in the year that it
was received by the trust. %

Present law provides that a beneficiary receiving a throwback has:
the right to compute his tax under an exact method or a shortcut
method. H.R. 10612 eliminates the exact method. We fail to under-
stand the reasons for this and believe the options should be retained.

Section 701 of the bill would also eliminate a beneficiary's right,.
which he has under current law, to a tax refund to which he mav
become entitled under either the exact method or the shortcut method
of computing the throwback income subject to taxation. We see no
justification lor the elimination of the tax refund benefit available-
under current law.

The bill also repeals a throwback treatment of capital gains. We
agree with this because the present law is unduly complicated and
virtually unworkable. However, elimination of the capitalgain throw-
back has been coupled with a new section proposed, section 644, which
treats as a short-term capital gain all unrealized appreciation of prop-
erty transferred to a trust if a sale is made within 2 years after the
transfer to the trust. This provision does not apply to outright gifts.
and we fail to see the reason for penalizing trusts in this regard and
not outright transfers.

For that reason we believe section 644 should be eliminated as dis-
criminatory and unnecessary.

Mr. Chairman, the ABA greatly appreciates this opportunity to
present these views to you and your committee.

Senator RIBICOFF (presiding). Mr. Horne, you say you represent
some 14,000 commercial banks in America?

Mr. HORNE. That is correct.
Senator RIBICOFF. How many commercial banks are there?
Mr. HORNE. I do not know the exact figures but I can supply it for

the record. That is about the extent of most of the commercial banks-
in the United States.
I Senator RiBICOFF. In other words, you represent the overall.
majority.

Mr. HORNE. 94 percent.
[The following information was subsequently supplied by Mr..

Home:]
There are 14,572 commercial banks, of which ABA represents 94 percent.
Senator RrIcOFF. You know the major role in the Arab boycott is

being played by the banks of this country. When someone wants to do
business with an Arab customer he needs a letter of credit from a
bank, they are frequently refused a letter unless they participate in.
the boycott.

Now, some banks engage in this and some banks do not. Do yoir
think that there should be a different treatment of banks from the tax-
standpoint that engage in the boycott and those that do not engage iM
the boycott ?

Mr. HonR . Mr. Chairman, would you permit me to make a per-
sonal reply to your question rather than representing the ABA on this
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one because I really have no authority to speak for the ABA and its
members on this point.

I would like to make a personal comment.
I have long admired your distinguished service in the Senate and

particularly on the Senate Finance Committee. I find I usually agree
with the Position you take, but I do think in this case that the pro-
posal to deny a foreign tax credit for U.S. companies that do support
the boycott is not a good provision of the tax law. I say that for this
reason; I think it is really too bad that in the status of our position
as a country in the world today, that we cannot resolve issues such as
the boycott between two countries in a way other than by applying
penalties to our own citizens in hopes they will be able to put pressure
on that way to get sovereign countries to change their position.

I think that for this. reaso--expressing only a personal view-I
really believe that that type of legislation is not in the best interests
of the country.

Senator RIBICOFF. We are not talking about business in other coun-
tries, we are talking about 3,000 American companies boycotting some
0.000 American companies, and not doing business or employment
with people. I am very intrigued that around this room all you gentle-
men who represent in one way or another the major business and
banking companies of America are afraid to face up to this issue.

Many American companies are facing up to the issue because they
are saying "No."

I do not know that any of them are going bankrupt or doing so
badly. But if an American bank. an American company is going to
take'dictation from another country as to how and who they do busi-
ness with I think we have fallen on very, very sad times on American
ethics and of American business practices.

If you have bank A that will refuse to play along and bank B that
does play along, bank B gets the business. Bank A is being hurt.

Now, if we have corporations who will not go along with the boy-
cott and corporations that will, then the corporations that conform
with American business principles and practices and philosophy and
policy loses business and the- other one gains business.

Why should we as a people give a benefit for a bank or a corporation
that is going contrary to American practice and policy.

All I can tell you, gentlemen, you are going to face this question.
We are going to vote on it in the Finance Committee and we are going
to vote on it on the floor of the U.S. Senate.And we are not going to duck it or avoid it. But what intrigues me
is that none of you willVface up to a basic policy. You say, "L~t us not
us6-the tax laws."

You are asking us to use the tax laws with every line in your testi-
mony to establish a policy that is social, economic, or political, but yet
you say do not use the tax laws for this policy.

I have no further questions.
I do not know if any of my colleagues are coming back to ask you

questions.
Would you please, until the other members return, Mr. Home, be

willing to step aside to see if any of the others may have questions
when they return from the vote.
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Mr. HoRN-E. Certainly.
[The prepared statement of Messrs. Home and Melfe follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 969.]
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. HORNE, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS

ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY
I. The taxable municipal bond option

We support proposals to permit state and local governmental units, at their
option, to issue Federally taxable obligations with a Federal subsidy of the tax-
able interest cost to the state or municipal issuer. The taxable option would-

(1) Broaden the market for state and local bonds,
(2) Stabilize that market during periods of monetary stringency,
(3) Provide more efficient assistance to state and local governments.

IL Permanent exemption from withholding for interest on foregn-owne!
deposits in U.S. banks

We support the permanent exemption from withholding for interest on bank
deposits on non-resident aliens, not related to a trade or business, as provided by
the House bill. U.S. banks hold approximately $7.0 billion in interest-bearing non-
negotiable deposits. A continuation of the exemption, which expires on Decem-
ber 81 of this year, is essential for the following reasons in order to:

(1) Prevent the outflow of foreign-owned time and savings deposits, and
related demand deposits.

(2) Avoid serious adverse effects on the U.S. economy, including an immediate
dollar-for-dollar reduction in bank reserves with resulting distortions in the
banking system.

A permanent exemption is necessary in order to remove continuing unce'rtain-
ties in U.S. tax policy for attracting foreign funds for U.S. investment through
the bank deposit mechanism.
III. Limitations on IRS Administrative Summonses For Bank Customer Records

(1) IRS Administrative Summons Generally: (a) We support the limitations
in the House bill on the authority of the IRS to issue administrative summons
for taxpayer records held by banks and other third-party recordholders, viz:
(i) The summons should sufflicently identify taxpayer's financial records, (1i)
The IRS should be required to notify the taxpayer of the pending summons for
his financial records, (iII) The taxpayer should be permitted to object to the
summons and to stay compliance before the records are turned over to the IRS.
(iv) The taxpayer should be given 14-days in which to notify the recordholder
and the IRS not to comply with the summons, (v) In an IRS court proceeding to
enforce the administrative summons, the taxpayer should be given the statutory
right to intervene in order to assert his legal rights prior to enforcement.

(2) John Doe Summons. We support the provisions to limit the issuance of
John Doe or "no-name" administrative summonses for taxpayer financial records
in order to protect the rights to financial privacy of individuals who are not
under tax investigation, with the following additional recommendations:

(a) Prior to the issuance of a John Doe summons, a Federal court should
review the extent of the summons request in order to determine its relevancy to
the tax investigation at hand, and,

(b) The Vederal court should review the records obtained under the summons
before they are submitted to the Internal Revenue Service in order to protect the
rights of innocent taxpayers whose recor~ls are reviewed under the John Doe
procedure.
IV. Limitation on deductions for nonbusiness interests expense

We oppose the proposed amendments to Section 163(d) which would provide
substantial limitations on deductions for interest in nonbusiness indebtedness.
These amendments would not achieve their intended objectives because: (1)
They may permanently disallow the personal interest deduction for borrowers,
and, (2) They would adversely affect the investment interest deduction for bor-
rowings to finance vital sectors of the U.S. economy, particularly for financing
of small businesses.
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V. Foreign innw-
We oppose those provisions of the House bill which would tend to upset the

existing neutrality of our tax laws regarding foreign income. We would oppose
any changes in the tax structure which tend to penalize foreign investment be-
cause such proposals would: (1) discourage competition by American business
in the international market place, (2) burden American shareholders with tax
costs, adversely affecting their cash position and ability to make current invest-
ments, and (3) impose tremendous administrative burdens on taxpayers with
foreign income.
V1. Taxation of Amorcane working abroad

We oppose the proposed amendment under Section 911 to end the limited ex-
cluslon of a part of income earned by Americans working in foreign countries.
The termination of this exclusion would increase the high cost of employing U.S.
personnel overseas, creating a detriment to effective international competition by
American businesses,

STATEMENT

i am William M. Home, Jr., Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the
American Bankers Association. I wish to express my appreciation for this oppor-
tunity to testify on behalf of the American Bankers Association before the Com.
mittee on Finance on the subject of tax reform. The American Bankers Associa-
tion is a national organization which represents approximately 14,000 commer-
cial banks. My oral testimony before this Committee will cover the following
topics of tax reform which are being considered in these hearings: (1) The Tax-
able Municipal Option, (2) The Permanent Exemption From Withholding For
Interest On Foreign-Owned Deposits in U.S. Banks, (3) Limitation on IRS Ad-
ministrative Summons for Bank Customer Records, (4) Limitation on Deduc-
tions For Non-Business Interest Expense, (5) Foreign Income, and (6) Taxa-
tion of Americans Working Abroad.

THE TAxABLE MunicIPAL BorD OPTION

The American Bankers Association takes -this opportunity to stress its support
for the principles underlying proposals to permit state and local government
units, at their option, to issue federally taxable obligations as contained, for
example, In HR. 11214 introduced by Congressman Reuss. The bill would require
the Secretary of HUD to subsidize 40 percent of the taxable interest cost to the
municipal Issuer. Under necessary regulations to be determined by the Secretary,
the subsidy payments would be automatic.

H. 11214 and other similar bills In the past have been designed to broaden
the market for state and local bonds, to stabilize that market during periods of
monetary stringency, and to provide more efficient assistance to state and local
governments.

The American Bankers Association believes that with an appropriate subsidy
percentage, the taxable option would expand the market for municipal bonds to
include certain tax-exempt or lightly taxed Institutions and other taxpayers that
cannot now advantageously buy tax-exempt bonds. Broadening of the investor
base would diminish the rate of volatility for all municipal borrowing, which is
a large factor of uncertainty in the present municipal market environment.

It is likely that the taxable bond option would be used in the longer-term area
because tax-exempt municipal yields rise relative to taxable yields, as the term
to maturity increases. The taxable option would provide state and local issuers
with needed flexibility to take advantage of lower tax-exempt yields in the
shorter maturities and lessened after-subsidy costs in the longer maturity areas.
A smaller supply of tax-exempt bonds may also tend to reduce costs.

Free market forces would continue to determine borrowing rates based on
quality. Experienced intermediaries now handling the distribution of municipal
bonds would continue to underwrite and distribute both taxable and tax-exempt
bonds.

As f9r the government, a simple subsidy approach would not be difficult to ad-
minst r, thus eliminating the need for a large new bureaucracy. Moreover, sub-
sidized taxable municipal bonds may be a more efficient way of providing help
to hard-pressed municipalities than the issuance of tax-exempt bonds. Much of
the subsidy cost would be offset by taxes on the total interest paid on taxable
bonds.
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This is not to say that potential problems do not exist. The most important of
these is the amount of the subsidy percentage. Too large a percentage would
shift all-or most-municipal issuances into the taxable option. On the other
hand, too small a percentage would be Ignored by municipal issuers.

The American Bankers Association does not believe that the subsidy should
be treated as a guarantee. Without constraints on excessive issuance, the entire
taxable bond market would be weakened. It should be made clear that the sub-
sidy would terminate with default.

The exact percentage of subsidy may require some change for optimum results
over time. However, any change in the percentage should remain within the
power of Congress. The testimony should guard against any limitation by an ex-
ecutive department on the amount municipalities may Issue subject to subsidy
during a given period. Otherwise, requirement of issuance approval could lead
to charges of political maneuvering.

tTuon introducing H.R. 11241, Congressman Reuse stated: "With a 40 percent
subsidy it is estimated about 16 percent of tax-exempt bonds would be replaced
by taxable bonds."

The American Bankers Association cannot take issue wtlh that estimate be-
cause no recent data are available for an adequate appraisal. However, recent
studies have shown that 58% percent of municipal obligations were more than
ten years to maturity and 42 percent had maturities over fifteen years. Coupled
with data on the widened yield spreads since mid-1974 between Aaa and Baa
municipal bonds and on the increased ratios of municipal to corporate yields, we
believe that perhaps 25 percent or more of municipal bonds would be offered in
taxable form. If that estimate Is correct, some $7N billion of the $30% billion
of municipal bonds offered in 1975 would have been issued as taxables.

Conceivably, the amount cciuld be substantially greater than 25 percent. Ac-
cordingly, it might be well to consider whether the initial subsidy percentage
should be s~t at some lower rate, say the 33% percent originally proposed by
Senator Proxmire in 1972. If that percentage proves to be too low after a trial
period of perhaps two years, a legislative change should be made based on the
experience that would then be available. However, any change should be legis-
lated rather than be determined administratively.

The legislation should also ensure the avoidance of self dealing as in the case
of a municipality borrowing from its own pension funds. In general, a market
test should be required. For example, dealings between a state finaincing bank
and the municipalities to which it lends should be monitored. There also should
be rules to avoid arbitrage wherein a municipality could borrow on a taxable
basis and then buy a Treasury or Federal Agency issue and pocket the subsidy.
The arbitrage provisions of the Internal Revenue Code now apply only to tax-
exempts.

One final point, The American Bankers Association would like to underscore ---
the concern expressed by some that the issuance of optional taxable munici.
pals might be the first step toward complete elimination of the tax-exempt
status for municipalities. We would urge that the Congress reaffirm that this
is not Its Intent. Further, It should be made explicit that the agency charged
with the administration of the program should not seek to bring about this re-
sult through Its regulatory policies.

PERMANENT EZMPTION FROM WITHHOLDING FOR INTERESTS ON FOREION-OWNED
DEPOSITS IN U.S. BANKS

--Under Section 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, interest on bank deposits
of nonresident aliens, unrelated to a trade or business In the U.S., is exempt
from the 30 percent withholding tax. The exemption expires on December 81,
1976, unless legislation is enacted to extend It. Under Section 1041 of H.R. 10612,
the exemption would be made permanent. The American Bankers Association
strongly urges the Senate to adopt this provision.

Historically, the Interest on these foreign-owned deposits has been exempt
from U.S. tax for more than half a century. For 45 years (1921 to 1966) the
exemption was permanent. Beginning in 1966, the Congress made the exemption
temporary by imposing a definite termination date at the time of eacl exten-
sion. Since 1968, the Congress has reviewed the exemption several times, and
after careful consideration of the impact of permitting it to expire, has renewed
the exemption.
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A prolonged delay In the enactment of the legislation allowing the exemp-
tion to continue would result in a rapid outflow of foreign-owned deposits from
the banking system. An outflow of time and savings deposits would also be
accompanied by the loss of demand deposits 6wned by the same individuals.
The total of Interest-bearing, non-negotiable deposits of banks has grown rapidly
during the past two years. From December 1973 to December 1975, these funds
increased from $2.9 billion to more than $7.0 billion.

Failure to enact legislation on the bank deposit exemption would have a
serious effect on the U.S. economy. With the approach of the expiration date
most, if not all, of these deposits would be drained from our banking system to
find refuge in other strong currency countries that permanently exempt in-
terest earned by foreigners from withholding or other taxes.

Repatriation or transfer to other countries of a significant part of the funds
now on deposit in U.S. 'banks would have a strong adverse impact on our
foreign exchange position and balance of payments.

Withdrawals of these deposits from the banking system would result in an
immediate dollar-for-dollar reduction in bank reserves. While the reserve loss
could be replaced through Federal Reserve open market operations or reduc-
tion in reserve requirements, distortions within the banking system would arise.
The distribution of the replacement reserves throughout the country would in-
evitably be quite different from the distribution of the deposits withdrawn.
This development would require inter-bank transfers of funds through the
money market with an unwarranted impact on money market interest rates.
Reserves lost which would not be fully replaced by the Federal Reserve, or
frictions involved in the inter-regional movements of maldistributed replace-
ment reserves could have a multiplied drag effect on the economy. Loans that
would otherwise be made would not be made. The potential incomes and taxes
such loans would have generated, would be lost.

Advocates of tax withholding, particularly on deposit interest, must certainly
be aware that such deposits represent liquid funds that can readily flow from
country to country seeking the highest rates of return after tax. Since the bulk
of this money would undoubtedly be moved out of the country with the imposi-
tion of withholding, the tax gain would be negligible in comparison with the
adverse effects generated.

In the annex to his statement before the Subcommittee on Internationial
Finance and Resources of the Senate Finance Committee on March 1, 1970,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Charles M. Walker listed 9 Western Euro-
pean Countries plus Canada, Australia and Japan that wholly or largely exempt
interest on foreign held deposits from withholding or other taxes.

Appearing before the Senate Finance Committee on major tax revisions, Sec-
retary of the Treasury William E. Simon made the following statement about
witholding taxes on foreign long-term (nondeposit) investment in this country:
"Increased investment by foreigners in the United States is desirable any time.
Proposals to remove impediments to investment have been under consideration
for several years. Increased investment is especially important today when we
are faced with a massive outflow of funds to pay for very expensive oil. The
statutory elimination of withholding will greatly increase market efficiency for
investments in the United States."

Secretary Simon and Assistant Secretary Walker were aware, of course, that
the House had already passed the permanent exemption of bank deposit interest
from withholding. They strongly requested the Senate and the House to also
extend the exemption to long-term investments. Their recommendations as to the
benefits to our economy of encouraging long-term capital to remain or flow to
this country apply equally to foreign-owned bank deposits.

It should be pointed out that as has been the case since 1966, the need to
return to Congress every other year to obtain an extension of the exemption
from withholding for interest on these bank deposits has had a tendency to pro-
duce uncertainties among foreign owners of U.S. bank deposits as to whether
these deposits should be renewed or even acquired in the first instance. A
permanent exemption would remove this uncertainty in U.S. tax policy for
attracting foreign investment through the bank deposit mechanism.

Accordingly, the American Bankers Association urges Senate approval of the
permanent withholding exemption of interest on foreign-held bank deposits as
provided by Section 1041 of H.R. 10612.

69-40-76--pt. 2- 31
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LIMITATIONS ON IRS ADMINISTRATIVE SUMMONS TO OBTAN BANK CUSTOMER
RECORDS

Section 1211 of the House bill would enact a new Section 7609 of the Internal
Revenue Code which contains special procedures to be used In connection with
administrative summons for third party financial books and records in taxpayer
investigations. This new section limits the IRS' administrative summons author-
ity under Section 7602.

The American Bankers Association strongly endorses these provisions of the
House bill and takes this opportunity to recommend certain additional pro-
visions which will safeguard the privacy of an individual's financial records in
the possession of a bank or other third party recordholder.

The American Bankers Association and its member banks are greatly con-
cerned about the basic concept of privacy or confidentiality of bank customer
records. This problem was highlighted in the recent Supreme Court case, U.S. v.
Bi8ceglia, which involved the issuance of a "John Doe" summons to examine the
bank records of a large number of bank customers in order to identify an un-
known individual who had made a deposit or cash exchange of old bills.

The Federal courts have held that records of an individual's financial
transactions with a bank are entitled to the fundamental right of privacy
guaranteed under the Constitution, and that such records may only be obtained
by the Government through lawful process. See U.S. v. Miller, 500 F.2d 751 (1974).
However, under existing Judicial decisions, the concept of financial privacy does
not in fact provide a bank customer with the right to challenge an IRS adminis-
trative summons to a bank for his financial records in connection with a Federal
tax investigation. This is because a valid administrative summons is a "lawful
process" under which the IRS may obtain an individual's banking records. '

For a. number of years, the American Bankers Association has received
voluminous complaints from its member banks concerning problems that banks
have encountered in responding to IRS summonses for customer records. Many
of these summonses have involved apparent abuses or questionable practices by
IRS field agents. Additionally, these IRS record requests, which have greatly
increased in volume within the last decade, impose heavy financial burdens on
banks.

One of the most frequent problems that banks encounter in responding to IRS
summons for customer records is that the summons is overly broad, i.e., it requests
"all records" of financial transactions of the named taxpayer over a period of
years. In such cases, the summons does not designate specific records sought or
sufficiently identify the types of banking transactions of the customer which are
under investigation. A summons of this type imposes time-consuming and costly
record Identificationl and retrieval burdens on the bank, particularly in the case
of a typical bank with a multiple branch system which does not maintain a
centralized records system. More importantly, overly broad summonses may
violate the concept of financial privacy.

From a public policy point of view, banks often object to the role in which they
find themselves in tax investigations of their customers. Under existing law, the
IRS is not required to notify the bank customer that an administrative summons
for his financial records has been issued. Unless the bank notifies the customer
of the receipt of the summons, the customer is probably unaware that his records

a e t-ng examined by the IRS. Many banks have received strong complaints
from their customers for responding to IRS summons. In a number of recent

cases, banks have been sued in the Federal courts to enjoin this procedure.
Although banks recognize their duty under the law to provide the IRS with

customer records under a valid administrative summons involving a civil tax
investigation, banks frequently encounter circumstances in IRS investigations

which cause them to question the validity of a summons and thereafter to chal-

lenge it in order to protect the customer's rights. For example, frequently the

investigation is conducted by an IRS "special agent". The use of a special agent

may indicate that a criminal investigation of the customer is underway. In some

recent cases brought to the attention of the American Bankers Association, the

special agent has acknowledged that the investigation is criminal in nature.

Under existing case law, an administrative summons -will not Issue if the tax-
payer is under a criminal investigation (or if there has been a recommendation

for criminal prosecution). Obviously, there is a close dividing line between a civil

investigation and a criminal investigation in many IRS taxpayer examinations.
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However, banks are confronted with the dilemna of not wishing to act as conduits
of Information which will result In a criminal prosecution of a bank customer
without the customer's right to challenge the authority of the IRS to obtain such
records for this purpose.

An additional problem Involves efforts of IRM agents to look at the records of
customers who are not named in the summons. For example, this may occur
when the IRS seeks to bring Its own personnel onto the bank premises to examine
customer records. It Is to be emphasized that the majority of banks refuse to
permit the IRS to use this procedure but Instead use bank personnel to conduct
the records search and retrieval. Moreover, the body of the administrative sum-
mons may request the records of other Individuals who have had transactions
with the named taxpayer under investigation. At issue, of course, in all of these
situations-lncluding the John Doe summons--is the privacy of the financial
records of Individuals who are not the named subjects of a tax investigation.

The American Bankers Association recommends the following changes in the
Internal Revenue Code, most of which are contained in Section 1211 of H.R.
10612.

(1) The administrative summons should sufficiently identify the records of
the taxpayer which are sought by the IRS to enable the third party record-
holder to locate such records, and to protect the rights of other other Individuals
who are not under investigation.

(2) A taxpayer whose records are sought In a tax investigation through the
issuance of an administrative summons--or any other person whose financial
records are Identifted in the body of the administrative summons--should be
notified by the IRS In person or by certified mail of the administrative summons
prior to Its issuance to the third party recordholder.

(3) The customer or other individual entitled to notice of the administrative
summons should be advised in writing by the Internal Revenue Service of his
right to stay compliance.

(4) The customer or other person entitled to notice should be given a period of
14 days in which to notify the person summoned (the third party recordholder)
and the Internal Revenue Service not to comply with the summons.

(5) The bill should expressly provide that the financial institution or other
third party recordholder may challenge an administrative summons on grounds
currently available under Federal court decisions (e.g., the summons is defective
on its face, the summons was Improperly served, the summons has been Issued in
connection with a criminal investigation, the summons imposes an unreasonable
burden upon the third party recordholder, etc.). H.R. 10612 is silent on the right
of the third party recordholder to challenge an administrative summons.

(6) The customer or other person entitled to notice should be given the clear
right to intervene in any proceeding by the IRS to enforce the administrative
summons in the Federal courts. Both the right to stay compliance and the right
to Intervene In a Federal court proceeding should be set forth In terms which
may be easily understood and under the sImpliest possible methods for Invoking
these procedures.

(7) Section 1211 specifically provides that a John Doe or "no name" summons
may be served only after a Federal court proceeding in which the Government
establishes that there is "reasonable cause" to believe that a transaction has oc-
curred which Involves an unreported or Incorrectly reported tax liability. Al-
though this provides safeguards which go beyond those provided under the Su-
preme Court's decision in U.S. v. Bfsceglia, we urge this Committee to consider
two additional provisions involving John Doe summonses which are essential to
protect the financial privacy of the records of individuals who are not under tax
investigation, to wit:

(a) The court should review the John Doe summons in order to determine, in
the first Instance, the relevancy and materiality of the records sought to the tax
investigation which is being made before the summons Is served on the third
party recordholder; and

(b) The court should review the records obtained from the third party record-
holder before such records are submitted to the Internal Revenue Service in
order to provide the maximum possible protection to the financial privacy of
Innocent bank customers whose records are reviewed under the John Doe sum-
mons procedure.

This additional review procedure would ensure that the rights of Innocent
bank customers would not be Jeopardized by the John Doe summons procedure
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and would lessen the opportunity of IRS agents to engage in "fishing expedi-
tions".

We respectfully request that the following two items be entered into the Com-
mittee's Record in connection with the administrative summons issue:

(1) newspaper articles and editorials commenting on the United States Su-
preme Court's decision in U.S. v. Biaceglia,# and

(2) the American Bankers Association's publication entitled, "A Banker's
Guide to IRS Procedures For Examinations of Customer Records and Levies on
Customer Accounts",* issued to approximately 20,000 ABA member banks and
member branches in 1974.

LIMITATION ON THE DEDUCTION FOB NON-BUSINESS INTEREST EXPENSE

The banking industry strongly opposes the proposed amendment to Section
163(d) of the Code (Section 206 of H.R. 10612), which would impose substan-
tial limitations on deductions for interest on non-business indebtedness.

The Report of the Committee on Ways and Means sets forth two general rea-
sons for the proposed change in Section 163 (d) :

(1) That interest on borrowings should not be deductible where the loan pro-
ceeds are spent for items of a luxury nature to provide a standard of living
which is clearly out of the ordinary, i.e., the benefits of the personal interest
deduction should go to the lower and middle-income taxpayers; and

(2) That a taxpayer should not be permitted to shelter or reduce income from
the taxpayer's professional or other income-producing activities by incurring
related deductions.

The objectives outlined by the House Committee in support of these amend-
ments are of operationable volidity. In any case, the amendments go much too
far. They can result in a permanent disallowance for the personal interest de-
duction and the spill-over effect could also result in permanent disallowance of
Investment interest deduction for borrowings to finance vital sectors of the
Nation's economy.

As Secretary Simon noted in his testimony, due to the rapidly growing cost
of housing and high current rates of interest, the deduction for interest on the
home mortgage may be affected by the $12,000 personal interest limitation. As
inflation continues to drive up the costs of housing, college education, medical
care, automobiles and other non-luxury consumer goods, the aggregate personal
interest expense of middle-income and even lower-income taxpayers to finance
these non-luxury items will soon exceed the $12,000 allowance and will be lost
to that extent.

In any event, personal interest expense will currently substantially absorb the
$12,000 allowance available under the House bill to offset investment interest
expense in excess of investment income and net capital gain. Therefore, the im-
mediate and perhaps major impact of this provision will be on the investment
interest deduction.

The current interest limitation in Section 163(d) does not affect a taxpayer
unless he incurs investment interest expense of $25,000 in excess of investment
income and capital gains, in which case only half of the excess interest is subject
to current disallowance. It should be noted that many taxpayers in the higher
economic brackets receive substantial amounts of investment income in the form
of interest and dividends.

Therefore, the major impact of the current disallowance of excess for such
diverse investment purposes as to purchase securities, acquire real property for
future development, and to finance small business.

From the cited Committee Report, it is clear that the intent of the propsal is
not to permanently disallow the excess investment interest deduction but rather
to defer it to the time when investment income is received. However, as this pro-
vision is drafted, it does not ensure this result.

Under the provisions in Title I of this bill dealing with the limitatons on
artificial losses, accelerated deductions to the extent tht they exceed related
income are similarly subject to current disallowance and are placed in a deferred
deduction account. These deferred deductions may be claimed in later years if net
related income is produced. However, if LAL property is disposed of, any amount
remaining in the deferred deduction account is allowed as a deduction in the year

* This document was received and made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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of disposition. In cases of certain transfers, such as by gift or death, the transferee
succeeds to the deferred deduction account.

Now, let us examine how Section 163(d) will operate. At best, the disallowed
interest may be deferred until investment income or capital gains are received
from the investment or until the taxpayer has investment income or capital gain
from other investment property or a portion of the $12,000 allowance can be
applied in subsequent years. However, if the taxpayer dies before any of these
events occur, the deduction is lost forever.

If the investment property is sold at a loss or transferred in a non-taxable
exchange, the disallowed interest may not be deducted in the year of disposition
nor wilU the disallowed deductions be available to the transferee. In fact, if an
investment results in a loss, the loss from the transaction may result in the dis-
allowance of investment interest expense with respect to property which was
disposed of at a gain. In this case, we are discussing true economic losses and
not artificial losses. This Inequity may be more clearly seen from the following
example.

In 1977, a taxpayer has personal interest expense of $12,000. In addition, on
January 1, the taxpayer incurs $50,000 indebtedness at 12 percent simple interest,
which is used to purchase 100 shares of X Company for $25,000 and 100 shares
of Y Company for $25,000. During 1977, the taxpayer received dividends of
$2,000 from X Company. Under amended Section 163(d) the taxpayer would be
allowed an interest expense deduction of $2,000 (equal to the- amount of invest-
ment income from dividends) and the $4,000 disallowed investment interest
expense would be carried over to succeeding years. The same facts apply in
1978, that is, $12,000 personal interest expense, $2,000 dividends received on X
stock, and $6,000 investment interest expense paid on the $50,000 indebtedness.
In December of 1978, the 100 shares of X Company are sold at a gain of $5,000
and the 100 shares of Y Company are sold at a loss of $5,000 with a resulting
net gain of zero. In filing his 1978 return, the taxpayer would again have an
allowable investment interest deduction of ony $2,000 (the amount of divid-
ends received).

Therefore, in effect, not only has the taxpayer been denied the $6,000 invest-
ment interest deduction in 1977 and in 1978 on the $25,000 of indebtedness to
acquire the 100 shares in Y Company, but he is denied a deduction for his full
economic loss when the property is disposed of. Moreover, the taxpayer is
allowed to claim an interest deduction for only $4,000 of total interest expense
of $6,000 to acquire the shares of X Company which produced economic income
of $9,000 ($4,000 dividends and $5,000 gains) because of the netting of the loss
on the Y Company stock. The total disallowed deduction of $8,000 for this
closed transaction will be deferred for an indefinite period until the taxpayer
receives investment income or gain from unrelated investments. If he dies, the
deduction will never be allowed.

Due to the operation of Section 163(d), the effective tax rate on capital gains
for some taxpayers is increased, but not for others. If a taxpayer may claim,
an Investment interest deduction because he has net capital gains in the year,
the amount of gain equal to the allowed investment interest deduction is treated
as ordinary income. Assume the taxpayer in the above example in 1979 has
$12,000 of personal interest expense and sells 300 shares of stock of Z Company
which he had acquired in 1974, at a gain of $8,000. If the taxpayer is in the
50 percent bracket in 1979 (after claiming the $8,000 interest disallowance in
1977 and 1978), the entire amount of unrelated capital gain will be treated as
ordinary Income resulting in a tax of $4,000 upon the gain. If the same taxpayer
bad $8,000 investment income in 1979 to offset the $8,000 carryover, he would
pay a maximum regular tax of $2,000 on the gain. In this case, the taxpayer
might also insure a minimum tax on one-half of the gain.

The minimum tax under H.R. 10612 on this item of tax preference, reflecting
the increased rate and after deducting half the tax paid on the gain, would be
$420, or a total tax of $2,420 on the same gain. In other words, the taxpayer in
the above example would pay $1,580 more tax on the unrelated capital gain
because of the operation of Section 163(d).

A broad, legitimate inquiry may be made by Congress as to the extent to which
ordinary deductions should be allowed in respect to items which qualify for
capital gains treatment or into the equity behind capital gains preferences. How-
ever, Congress should not pursue this goal by piecemeal measures such as
amended Section 163(d) which has an uneven and inequitable approach to dif-
ferent taxpayers.
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The above examples involve investment securities. The proposed amendment
may also seriously affect the financing of small business. The Ways and Means
Committee Report cites the example of the taxpayer who uses the proceeds of
a mortgage on his home for his trade or business. If the business of the taxpayer
in that example were incorporated, as is frequently the case, the proceeds of the
loan -would either be directly invested as additional capital or loaned to the
corporation. Under existing case law, the loan to the taxpayer would probably
not be considered indebtedness to purchase or carry on a trade or business or
property held for use in a trade or business unless the taxpayer can establish
that his dominant motivation in making a loan of the proceeds to his corpo-
ration was to keep his employee status or that the loan was approximately related
to maintaining his trade or business as an employee.

The interest disallowance rules would also apply to investors who borrow to
provide venture capital to small business. An individual who is not in the trade
or business of lending money or of financing a particular type of business would
not be allowed the interest deduction on the indebtedness he incurred unless the
investment produces immediate income or gain-which is extremely unlikely dur-
ing the development period-or he has sufficient investment income or gain from
other sources. Moreover, such investments involve a high degree of risk so
that no income or gain may be realized from the transaction and the capital
loss may have the effect of postponing the deduction of other investment interest.
Therefore, Section 163(d) may seriously Inhibit or increase the cost of financing
small business.

Further, amended Section 163(d) would create an administrative nightmare
as different taxpayers attempt to allocate interest expense between exempt and
taxable investments and to trace the use of borrowed funds among personal,
investment, and business purposes. Elaborate recordkeeping will be necessary to
keep records of any carryovers and to apply the two sets of transitional rules.
The integration of this provision with the LAL provisions adds further
complexity.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the Section 163(d) rules may penalize
married taxpayers, deter refinancing of pre-existing indebtedness or the sale
of property secured by such indebtedness, and cause taxpayers to attempt to
structure loans in artificial or an uneconomic manner to avoid the presumption as
to personal interest indebtedness.

Therefore, the American Bankers Association opposes this amendment to Sec-
tion 163(d) and urges the Senate Finance Committee to delete Section 206
of H.R. 10612.

FOREIGN INCOME
The American Bankers Association is very concerned about certain proposals

to change the rules on taxation of American business on income earned abroad
because of the serious impact these changes would have on the competitive
strength of the American economy in the world marketplace.

The American economy operates in a world environment. It must, together
with all of the American people, succeed or fail in the world marketplace. Trade
barriers, including proposals designed to discourage Americans from competing
successfully outside the United States, will with certainty weaken the ability
of the American economy to maintain and create jobs and provide adequate in-
comes for Americans. Many proposals now being supported as a means of pro-
tecting domestic Jobs will have the opposite effect. The only effective means to
protect American jobs is to enable the American economy to meet competitive
challenges in the world on equal terms with others.

The present rules on taxation of income from foreign sources contained in
the Internal Revenue Code were not enacted in order to encourage activities
abroad. They had as their principal purpose to implement U.S. tax policies In a
neutral way, recognizing simultaneously our claim to tax worldwide income of
American citizens and corporations and the right of foreign countries to tax that
part of such income which is earned within their boundaries.

Certain proposals start from the premise that because U.S. shareholders are
assessed U.S. tax on dividends from foreign corporations when dividends are
paid to them, rather than earlier when the corporation records profits potentially
belonging at some future date to the shareholders, there exists a deferral of
U.S. tax and a resulting benefit, which encourage investment abroad. The solu-
tion proposed would be to tax the American on such potential income whether or
not It is distributed as dividends. The effect of any such rule would, in our view,
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be to burden the American shareholder with tax costs In advance, to the detri-
ment of their cash position and their ability to make investments currently.
While theoretically, over time, the income taxed in advance to the American
shareholder would be available to the shareholder as dividends, and eventually
the only additional tax borne would be that owed after foreign tax credited,
in fact the methods of calculating taxable income in foreign countries differ con-
siderably from the U.S. methods, so that the income will not coincide, and
credits will not be available in time or in corresponding amounts. A considerable
portion of foreign taxes on profits are levied as withholding taxes on dividends
when paid.

In addition to the direct cost of assessment in advance, there would be an im-
mense administrative burden in recording income taxed In advance and recon-
ciling such income with future dividend receipts and changes in the profit de-
velopment of the foreign entity over time (e.g., intervening loss periods, (as well
as in ensuring that new shareholders do not lose credit for taxes already paid
by former shareholders. The proposals to end "deferral" would create very serious
burdens for American shareholders in order to achieve what a number of studies
reveal is already being achieved substantially by operation of the economic
realities. It appears that in fact American shareholders are repatriating regu-
larly, and paying U.S. tax on a substantial part of all of the profits of foreign
corporations to which they have a claim.

Enactment of such proposals may also call forth countermeasures by foreign
governments who would see such rules as designed to force early repatriation of
profits.

Proposals to restrict in various ways the amount of foreign tax credits also
appear to be aimed at abuses of the present rules which are in fact not present.
The present rules provide flexible but very real limits to the amounts of credit
which may be taken so that no more credit can be taken than the U.S. tax on
foreign income over time. Such flexibility is necessary to allow for differences
between U.S. tax law and foreign rules, and if this flexibility is taken away, the
result would be an increase in the tax costs of the entire U.S. based enterprise
.thus restricting its ability to provide jobs and income now and here.

These potential costs are of real concern to banks, both because of the indi-
rect effects a weakening of the U.S. economy would have on them and more
importantly because the foreign business of U.S. banks supports a considerable
number of Jobs for Americans. For example, the eleven New York Clearing
House banks recently estimated that over 12,000' jobs in New York are directly
related to their overseas operations. With the growth in the overseas activities
of banks outside of New York, the same will be true on a smaller but significant
scale in other American cities.

For all of these reasons, present proposals to change the rules on taxation of
foreign income appear to the American Bankers Association to threaten the
competitiveness of the American economy in the world and a serious weakening
in its ability to provide Jobs and incomes for Americans.

TAXATION OF AMERICANS WORKINo ABROAD

Proposals have been made to end the limited exclusion of a part of earned in-
come of Americans working abroad. We believe that ending this exclusion would
raise the already high cost of employing Americans in overseas posts and make
effective competition abroad even more difficult. One of the American economy's
valuable assets is its corps of trained specialists and managers, whose services
can be exported. In order to use this asset, competition requires that these spe-
cialists and managers not forfeit those advantages which the American economy
Is able to provide at less cost than can foreign economies. The increased costs
of providing housing, schooling, and a roughly comparable standard of living
abroad is a cost of doing business there. The individual employee, however, does
not enjoy a higher economic income by reason of these costs, as the aim of these
benefits is to equate the overseas situation with his situation here. The exclu-
sion provided under Section 911 has proved to be an effective means of ensuring
that the individual is not penalized by reason of the increased cost of making
him equal to his U.S. based colleagues. If the method of Section 911 is to be
changed, the fact should not be lost sight of that the costs of maintaining him
abroad do not represent income to him. Unless this fact is recognized In the form
of an exclusion or of specified deductions, employment of foreign nationals will
supplant employment of Americans, and both the use of and continued develop-
ment of a significant export asset will be lost.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. MELFE ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS
AssocIATIoN'

SUMMARY
Section 301-The minimum tax

Whether the Minimum Tax is continued as an additional tax or becomes an
alternative tax, trusts and estates must be allowed a distribution deduction under
Section 651 or 661 of I.R.C.
Excess itemized deductions as new tax preference

Trusts and estates should be excluded entirely from this provision or, at a
minimum, the definition of "excess itemized deductions" should exclude those
deductions relevant only to trusts and estates to avoid double taxation.
Lump sum distribution from qualified plans

ABA recommends that plan participants have election to use ERISA provi-
sions where conflict with H.R. 10612 exists.
Interest deduction limitation

If the interest deduction limitation provisions are not eliminated a deduction
for "personal interest" should be available to trusts and estates, and interest
on State and Federal estate, gift and income taxes should be allowable deduc-
tions without any limitation as to amount.
Throwback rule changes

ABA agrees that computation of tax on throwback income should be simplified.
ABA opposes limitation of exact computation of tax method. ABA endorses new
"short-cut" method of taxation of throwback income. ABA opposes elimination
of tax refund which current law allows. ABA supports elimination of capital
gains throwback, but opposes new Section 644 relating to taxation of gains in new
trusts.
Other legislative recommendations

ABA recommends that revocable trusts used as will substitutes be given elec-
tion to be treated as estates.

ABA recommends reinstatement of Treas. Reg. §§ 1.661(a)-2 (e) and 1.662(a)-
2(c), relating to tax treatment of support allowance for spouses, as they read
prior to Treasury Decision 7287.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is Thomas k. Melfe.
I am the Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the Trust Division of the
American Bankers Association and an ExecUtive Vice President of United States
Trust Company of New York.

The American Bankers Association is a trade association composed of about
14,000 banks or some 96% of the banks in the country. Approximately 4,000 of
the banks exercise fiduciary powers serving their customers as trustees and
executors. Thus, the Association is keenly interested in the taxation of estates
and trusts.

There are several provisions in H.R. 10612 which suggest to the ABA that
some fundamental misunderstandings exist regarding the income taxation of
trusts and estates and their beneficiaries. Before discussing these provisions, we
would like to outline briefly (and to some extent oversimplify) the method of
taxing these entities and their beneficiaries.

A trust or an estate is a fund of property in which one or more beneficiaries
have interests. When taxable income is received by the trust or estate and dis-
tributions are made by the trust or estate to the beneficiaries, an allocation of
the income for tax purposes must be made between the trust or estate and the
beneficiaries receiving the distributions. This is accomplished in Subchapter J
by, in general, treating any distributions as consisting of income (other than
capital gains) received by the trust or estate during the period involved and
having income retain the same character in the hands of the beneficiaries.

To thp extent that current income Is treated as being distributed to a bene-
ficiary, the trust is entitled to a dstributions deduction under section 651 or 661
and the beneficiary is tnxed under section 652 or 662 on the amounts so deducted.
The distributions deduction is unique to a trust or estate.
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A trust or estate may also be entitled to other special deductions. For example,
when an estate or trust has charitable beneficiaries the "normal" rules are
modified and the provisions of section 642(c) and ,64 must be considered. In
other cases, the income received by a trust or an estate may be subject to both
Inconie tax and estate tax. When this occurs, an income tax deduction Is allowed
under section 691 to the trust or estate (or beneficiary) in an amount equal to
the estate tax on this income to avoid double taxation on the full amount.

It a trust accumulates income and in a later year distributes amounts in excess
of the current year's Income, a "throwback" rule co:;taincd in sections 605
through 669 is applied, which is intended to place the beneficiary receiving
the distribution in roughly the same position that he would have been in if he
had received the Income in the year -t was accumulated by the trust. The
throwback rule is not applicable to income accumulated in an estate.

A number of distinctions other than the application of the throwback rule
are made between estates and trusts. The rules for estates are more favorable.
For example, an estate is entitled to a $600 exemption, while a trust receives
either a $300 or $100 exemption. One possible reason for these distinctions is
that an estate has a short duration while a trust usually exists for a longer
period of time. During the last 15 years the use of a revocable trust as a will
substitute has substantially increased. Such a trust is not considered as a separate
taxpayer for income tax purposes while the grantor is alive. The reasons for using
a revocable trust are largely non-tax oriented. The increased use of revocable
trusts as will substitutes has focused more attention on the tax differences be-
tween trusts and estates. We have yet to hear anyone contend that there is a
Justifiable reason for treating a revocable trust which becomes irrevocable at
death differently from an estate during the period required to satisfy the
decedent's obligations. including estate taxes. Nevertheless, the distinctions
continue to exist and are increased. As we will discuss later, H.R. 10612 creates
a new distinction, which is unwarranted.
Section 801-the minimum tax

A. Trusts and Estates
The minimum tax provisions came into the tax law as a part of the Tax

Reform Act of 19G9. In the case of an estate or trust, the only minimum tax item
of significance is capital gains. In fact, the application of the minimum tax to
other types of trust income is so confused that the Service has refused to treat
the iniurein tax paid on other than capital gains as a tax imposed on the trust
for purposes of the throwback rules. See Treas. Reg. § 1. 065(d)-lA. Proposals
for change in the minimum tax have been considered by the House Ways and
Means Committee during 1974 and 1975 and some changes are included In H.R.
10612. The fundamental policy question with the minimum tax is whether it
should continue as an additional tax on preference Incorni or should be changed
to an alternative tax. During 1974 the House Committee on Ways and Means
tentatively approved the alternative approach in modifying the Administration's
minimum taxable income (MITI). In his testimony before the Committee, Secre-
tary of the Treasury Simon renewed the Administration's support for MTI,
but in a somewhat modified form.

Regardless of what form the minimum tax does take, the deductions unique
to trusts and estates which we have referred to should be allowed in computing
",his tax. I1.R. 11612 does not do so and MTI as modified would not do so. H.R.
10612 qlso fails to take account of other deductions which should be considered.

In H.R. 10612, "excess itemized deductions" are made a tax Preference item
and Secretary S'mon indicated the term would be used with MTI. It is defined
as the amount by which all'deductions allowed to a taxpayer (including a trust
or an estate), other than (1) those allowed in arriving at adjusted gross income,
(2) the standard deduction and (3) personal exemptions exceed 70% of the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income. In arriving at the "adjusted gross income"
of a trust or estate, there would be no deduction for the section 651 and 661
distribution deductions mentioned above. The result would be that a minimum
tax could be imposed om a trust or estate which distributed its entire income of
dividends and interest currently to a beneficiary who was taxed on this income.
Thi is obviously wrong and we assume is an oversight.

The problem is not limited merely to the distribution deductions under see-
tions 651 and 661. As mentioned above, estates and trusts which have charitable
beneficiaries. are subject to somewhat different rules. Under current law, an
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estate is entitled to a deduction under section 642(c) (1) or (2) for all amounts
of income which are payable to charity. Application of the excess itemized deduc-
tion concept to such an estate could result in a minimum tax being payable on
amounts which will be paid to charity. This also is wrong. A third demonstrable
error in the excess itemized deduction concept involves the deductions under sec-
tion 691(b) or (c), whether claimed by an estate or trust or an individual. As
mentioned above, these deductions are allowed to mitigate double taxation. They
should not be eliminated for minimum tax purposes so as to reintroduce double
taxation by the back door.

The difficulties with the excess itemized deduction concept are not limited to
the deductions just mentioned. They also extend to section 642(g), which per-
mits administration expenses allowable as estate tax deductions to be claimed
as income tax deductions provided a waiver is filed to use them as estate tax
deductions, and section 642 (h), which permits deductions in excess of gross in-
come of a trust or an estate in the year of termination to be claimed by the
beneficiary or-beneficiaries succeeding to the property.

More fundamentally, the ABA submits that a trust or an estate should be
excluded entirely from the application of the excess itemized deduction concept
regardless of the form the minimum tax may take. The abuse cases which have
been publicized whereby combination of deductions have been used to avoid the
payment of any income tax have involved individuals not trusts or estates. It is
a mistake to impose inapplicable concepts to the trusts and estates area. Fur-
ther, if the exclusion is not made, the statute should contain a "laundry list" of
special deductions for a trust or an estate in order to produce fairness in the
application of the tax. Such a list inevitably causes complexity and leads the
uninformed to believe the trust or estate is "getting away with something," which
is not true.

B. Lump Sum Distributions From Qualified Plans
The portion of a lump sum distribution attributable to pre-January 1, 1974

contributions is taxed as long term capital gain and onenhalf of this portion is
subjected to the minimum tax. The modifications made in the minimum tax,
viz., increasing the rate of tax to 14%, denying a deduction for the taxpayer's
ordinary income tax and restricting the availability of an exemption from the
minimum tax, have the effect of eliminating the relation established by the
ERISA changes in the method of taxing lump sum distributions between (1) the
tax imposed by the ten year averaging device and (2) the tax paid by a retired
participant who was a member of a plan prior to January 1, 1974. The un-
intended result is that a participant who was a member of a qualified plan prior
to that date may be "penalized" through the imposition of a higher tax by not
being able to use the special averaging method for the entire distribution as a
participant who became a member of a plan after that date may do.

The ABA recommends that a pre-January 1, 1974 participant be given an elec-
tion to compute his tax by using the special averaging method for the entire lump
sum distribution.
Section 206-LAmitation on interest deduction

This provision imposes deduction limitation of $12,000 ($3,000 in the case of
a separate return by a married individual) on "personal interest" as contrasted
to "investment interest". As discussed in Mr. Home's statement, we agree with
the Adfninistration that the $12,000 limitation is undesirable. The minimum tax.
whether as in H.R. 10612 or a MTI, will provide sufficient protection for "excess"
interest. One type of itemized deduction should not be singled out for further
special treatment.

Also, under section 206, a trust is not allowed any deduction for "personal
interest". Proposed section 163(d) (5) provides that interest payable under sec-
tion 6601 on any installment payment of estate tax is not to be taken into account
in computing personal interest.

We fall to see why a trust should be treated as a second class citizen and
allowed no deduction for "personal interest", which would include interest on a
home mortgage. Our members often act as trustee of a trust holding a family
residence. What is the policy which justifies denying the trust a deduction for
the interest?

We n siqim, that thp noliov reason for not permitting the deduction of all
interest on tnte or Federnl Income, aift or estate taxes 1, to eneouraze the
prompt payment of taxes which are due. hut would point out this hns already
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been accomplished by (1) the interest rate change in Public Law 93-625 which
is keyed to the current prime rate and (2) the Service's recent policy of asserting
negligence penalties. Denying or limiting the interest deduction in the case of
interest on taxes is overkill. This change is also undesirable because it (1)
creates a distinction between corporations, which are not subject to the "per-
sonal interest" limitation, and individuals (including trusts and estates) and
(2) ignores the fact that during the underpayment period the individuals will
in most cases have earned income which has been subjected to income tax on
the amount of the deficiency.

The failure to allow any deduction for interest on estate taxes to a trust
which is required under applicable state law to contribute towards the payment
of estate taxes (other than amounts deferred by law) plus interest is unfair and
creates a new distinction between trusts and~estates which has no basis in fact.
Also, as discussed above, a revocable trust is being used in many cases as a will
substitute for valid non-tax reasons and a distinction between a trust or an
estate in terms of the interest deduction would create a further disparity of
treatment for no good reason.

If the $12,000 limitation on "personal interest" is not eliminated, the ABA
urges that proposed section 163(d) (1) contained in Section 206 denying a de-
duction to a trust for any personal interest be deleted and that section 163
(d) (5) (D) be broadened to provide that interest on any Federal or State
income, gift or estate tax should be disregarded and not taken into account.
Section 701-Throwback Rule Changes

We believe the throwback rule changes in Section 701 taken as a whole Improve
current law. There are, however, some modifications in Section 701 which the
ABA favors.

A. Simplified Computation Method
Under current law income accomulated in trust and later deemed distributed

to a beneficiary retains the same character which it had when received by the
trust and the beneilciary's income tax returns for the affected years are "opened
up" in the sense that any percentage, limitations applicable to medical expenses
or charitable contributions must be adjusted to reflect the additional income.
See Treas. Reg. § 1.668(b)-3A(b). The ABA suggested that the throwback com-
putations could be simplified if the character rules and the "opening up" of
returlis were eliminated. The computations would then be accomplished merely
by adding the throwback amount to the beneficiary's "taxable income" for the
affected year or years. Section 701 contains these simplifications. Proposed section
667(a) eliminates the reference to section 662(b), except with regard to tax-
exempt interest now contained in section 668(a), and thereby eliminates the
character rule except for tax-exempt income. We believe the changes are desir-
able, although in individual cases the tax payable by the beneficiary may be more
or less than he would pay under current law. This could occur with, for example,
foreign source income.

We understand that some objections have been made to these simplifications.
We continue to believe they are desirable.

B. Elimination of the Exact Method
Current law provides in general that a beneficiary receiving an accumulation

distribution has the right to compute his tax under an exact method or a short-
cut method. The ABA has been concerned with the ability of a beneficiary to
use the exact method when a number of years have passed after the income
being distributed was accumulated in the trust. Several years ago we suggested,
along with simplification mentioned in A above, that the beneficiary's "taxable
income" figure for prior years be retained by the Internal Revenue Service on
computer tape if an appropriate request was made. We understand that when
this matter was discussed with the Service, it focused (perhaps for the first-
time) on how information supplied by a beneficiary receiving an accumulation
distribution as to his income for a prior year would be verified. Apparently, all
taxpayer information on computer tape is erased after six years and all tax-
payer returns are destroyed. We further understand that the Service desired
to eliminate the exact method because of its information retention problem.
Section 701 dnes so.

The ABA does not support the elimination of the exact method. When the
beneficiary can supply copies of hk returns for prior years, there is no reason
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to deny him the use of the exact method. We believe that the Service will, in
almost all cases, be able to verify information supplied by a beneficiary as to
his income for a prior year. In the rare situation when it cannot do so, the
problem should be resolved on a case by case basis.

C. New Short Cut Method
The ABA suggested that the short cit could be improved by using a five

year base period and then eliminating the taxpayer's two years with his high-
est and lowest taxable income. Section 701 makes this change. We understand
some concern has been expressed as to how the method would be applied If the
taxpayer was not in being during the full five year period. We believe the full
period he is in being should be used. If this matter cannot be handled by regu-
lation, proposed section 667 should be modified to cover the point.

A
D. Tax Refunds

Under current law a beneficiary is entitled to receive a refund if his tax
computed by the exact or the short-cut method is less than the tax paid by
the trust and is not attributable to a year In which the beneficiary was not
in being. Section 701 would eliminate a benficiary's right to received a refund.
We believe this is wrong. There is no good reason to deny a refund when the
beneficiary must use the short-cut method, which everyone acknowledges will
on the whole produce a higher tax than the exact method.

E. Repeal of the Capital Gain Throwback and Proposed Section 644

1. Policy

Section 701 repeals the capital gain throwback, but couples this change with
a new provision which Is highly discriminatory and overkill. This provision
(proposed section 644 treats as short-term capital gain all unrealized apprecia-
tion in property transferred to a trust if a sale should be made within two
years after the transfer.

The ABA believes section 644 is addressed to a phantom problem-one that
exists no more for trusts than for individual donees. This section would impose
an additional tax factor which would inteiHfre with a trustee's normal and
reasonable investment decision. We consider section 644 both discriminatory
and unnecessary.

Clearly, the only possible tax reduction in a case where a sale is made soon
after the creation of a trust is the failure to tax the capital gain of the trust
at the grantor's tax rates rather than the trust's tax rates. If proposed section
644 is retained in any form it should be keyed to this objective by providing
that a trust's tax on any gain cOvered by section 644 will be the tax on the gain
which the grantor would have paid if he had sold the property immediately
prior to its transfer in trust.

2. Technical Objections

Proposed section 644 is technically deficient in two respects. First, as a result
of the amount of short term gain being based on the amount paid by the trust,
the short term gain may exceed the unrealized appreciation In the property at
the time of transfer. Second, the wording of the section has the unintended result
of creating short term capital gain treatment where there is a transfer from one
trust to a second trust followed by a sale within two years of the transfer but
more than two years after the iniial transfer in trust and having the short term
gain treatment based upon the value of the property at the time of the transfer
to the second trust rather than at the time of the transfer to the first trust.
These deficiencies could be remedied by modifying (1) and (2) of section 644(a)
to read :

(1) property Is transferred to a trust and the fair market value of such
property at the time of the transfer exceeds the trust's basis In the property,
and

(2) the trust or another trust to which the property is distributed sells
or exchanges such property at a gain not more than 2 years from the date
of the initial transfer of such property in trust,

One other technical defect is the failure of subsection (h) of Section 701 (the
effective date provision) to refer to "transfers" which is the operative word
insofar as proposed section 644 is concerned. This section should apply only
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to property initially transferred In trust after a specified date which should not,
precede the date the provision was finalized.
Legislative recommendation8

We urge this Committee and House Committee on Ways and Means to extend
their attention to solving some other taxpayer problems and we have two reconi-
mendations for the Committee's consideration which are important to our
customers. If enacted, they would have virtually no revenue Impact.

A. Revocable Trust-Operation Switch
As we noted at the beginning of our testimony, revocable trusts are being used

with increasing frequency as will substitutes for primarily non-tax reasons.
The ABA submits that there is no reason to differentiate for tax purposes

between property held in an estate and property held in a revocable trust during
a period of administration. This distinction has concerned the ABA and the
American Bar Association (see 29 Tax Lawyer 428 (1976)) and should he elimi-
nated. We are attaching to our statement as Appendix A a proposed section 645
which would eliminate this distinction and as Appendix B a memorandum
noting the reasons for creating a revocable trust and discussing the major
tax differences between trusts and estates and the proposed statute.

B. Spouse's Support Allowance
We support It.R. 11436, introduced by Representative Mikva, which reinstates

the Treasury's position as expressed in Treas. Reg. §§ 1.661(a)-2(e) and 1.602
(a)-2(c) prior to their amendment on September 26, 1973, by Treasury Dcision
7287.

The Tax Section of the American Bar Association has recommended that al-
lowances for support of a spoWse or dependent be added to section 663 as an ex-
ception to sections 661 (a) and 662(a). See 22 Tax Lawyer 1037 (1969).

SECTION 645. TRUST TAXABLE AS AN ESTATE AND ESTATE TAXABLE AS A TRUST

(a) Effect of Election.-If an election is made with respect to a trust as pro-
vided in subsection (b), all property held in the trust shall for purposes of Sub-
titles A and B be treated from and after the decedent's death as held in an
estate, and all property held in the estate of the decendent be treated as held in
a trust.

(b) Persons Making Election.-Any decedent who was treated immediately
prior to his death pursuant to section 676 or section 678 as the owner of all prop-
erty held in a trust may by will make the election provided by subsection (a) or,
in the absence of a will provision, the executor or administrator of such decedent
and the trustee of the trust may jointly so elect by written instrument in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate. The election
may be made as to only one trust owned by the decedent.

APPENDIX A

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING PROPOSED SECTION 645

INTRODUCTION

Revocable trusts are being used with increasing frequency as will substitutes.
This development has been given additional impetus in recent years as a result
of the use of revocable trusts being publicized. Information obtained from several
of the larger member banks of the Trust Division of the American Bankers As-
sociation indicates that more than one-third of decedents use a revocable trust
as a major part of their estate plans. A number of differences exist between the
tax treatment of property held in an estate as contrasted to property held in a
revocable trust. There is no sound basis for these distinctions.

The purpose of proposed section 645 Is to permit property held in a revocable
trust to be subjected to the estate rules rather than the trust rules, in which
event property held in the estate proper will be subjected to the trust rules. This
objective is accomplished through the creation of an election exercisable by the
decedent's will or, in the event the election is not so exercised, by his executor
and the trustee of the trust.
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APPENDIX B

DISCUSSION

A. Reasons for using revocable trusts
Some of the reasons for the increased use of revocable trusts are:
1. To reduce the expenses of administration.
2. To provide for uninterrupted management of the decedent's property in the

event of senility or incompetency.
3. To avoid state laws which plac) restrictions upon persons who may admin-

ister property passing by will.
4. To avoid state laws involving a spouse's elective share or restrictions on

charitable transfers that are imposed upon transfers by will.
5. To avoid publicity given to probate proceedings.
6. To receive payments from qualified pension and profit sharing plans with-

out the loss of the exclusion provided by section 2039(c).
7. To receive life insurance proceeds which are exempt from state death taxes

If payable to a beneficiary other than the decedent's estate.
B. Tax differences between trusts and estates

As previously mentioned, the federal tax law treats property held in a revocable
trust during "the period of administration" differently from property held in an
estate. The major differences are:

1. Income accumulated in a trust is subject to the throwback rules of section
665 through 669 while income accumulated in an estate is not subject tr, these
rules.

2. A "set aside" charitable deduction is available for an estate under section
642(c) but not for a trust.

3. An estate has a $600 exemption while a trust has a $300 or $100 exemption
depending upon whether the income is required to be distributed currently.

4. The depreciation deduction may operate differently for an estate than for a
trust. See Estate of Ida Wray Nissett v. Jomm'r, 345 F.2d 230 (4th Cir. 1965);
Lamkin v. United States, 75-1 USTC 9479 (D.C. Tex. 1975).

5. The separate share rule of section 663(c) applies to a trust but not to an
estate.

6. An estate and a trust are treated differently under section 691 regarding
the realization of income upon the transfer of a right to receive income in respect
of a decedent.

7. An estate, but not a trust, may elect under section 6152 to pay its income
tax in four equal installments.

8. Section 267, disallowing losses between certain taxpayer, is applicable to
a trust but not to an estate. See Estate of Hanna, 37 T.C. 63 (1961), rev'd, 320
F.2d 54 (9th Cir. 1963).

9. A distribution from one trust to another trust may accelerate the payment
of estate tax attributable to a closely held business which has been deferred
under section 6166, but a distribution from an estate to a trust will not cause
such acceleration. See Treas. Reg. § 20.6166-3(e).

10. Treas. Reg. § 20.2056(b)-5(f) (9) stating that an interest is nA to be re-
garded as failing to satisfy the conditions that the surviving spouse is entitled
to all the income of a marital deduction trust and that the income be payable
annually or more frequently because the spouse is not entitled to income on assets
prior to distribution is applicable to estates but not to trusts.
C. Operation of proposed statute

As previously noted, proposed section 645 permits a decedent to elect by will to
have property held in a revocable trust treated as being held in an estate. The
term "property held in a trust" is intended to include property distributable to
the trust as a result of the decedent's death. If an election is made, the decedent's
estate is treated as a trust. For purposes of Subtitles A and B, relating to the
income, estate and gift taxes. This includes the section 2039(c) exclusion for
payments made from qualified pension and profit sharing plans attributable to
an employer's contributions. Thus, if the election were made, paymentm-ade
to a trust that would otherwise qualify for the exclusion would be treated as
being made to the decedent's estate and the exclusion would be lo3t.
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1. Trusts as to Which Election Available
There are two types of trusts that are subject to the election provided by sec-

tion 645-(1) a trust created by the decedent as to which he is treated as the
owner under section 676 and (2) a trust created by a person ot1 er than the
decedent but as to which the decedent is treated as the owner under section 678.
The most common illustration of the second type of trust is a marital deduction
trust over which the surviving spouse has an unlimited power of withdrawal.
Neither type of trust is a separate entity for income tax purposes prior to the
decedent's death. In either case, the decedent is required to include all income
received by the trustee in his return as if it had been received directly by him
and is entitled to claim all deductions for amounts paid by the trustee that he
would be entitled to deduct if he had paid them directly. Treas. Reg. § 1.671-
3(a) (1). Upon the decedent's death, each type of trust becomes irrevocable, and
the trustee may then elect to file federal income tax returns using a fiscal year
or calendar year. Rev. Rul. 57-51, 1957-1 Cum. Bull. 171. Thus, these tax entities
come into existence at the same time the decedent's estate comes into existence.

Consideration was given to permitting the election to be made as to any trust
which was included in a decedent's gross estate. Such an approach was rejected
for two reasons. First, the "additional" trusts would have been separate tax
entities prior to the decedent's death and a problem would be presented in
terminating this entity as of the decedent's death. Second, these trusts would
not be "similar" to a decedent's estate, except as to a marital deduction trust
over which the surviving spouse-decedent has a general testamentary power of
appointment which would permit an appointment to the decedent's estate.

2. Will Contest

An election by will could be rendered uncertain by a will contest. The regula-
tions would provide that in the event of a will contest an election would, until
overturned, be presumed to be valid.

3. Election Procedure

Consideration was given to permitting the election to be made by a provision
In the affected trust as well as by the decedent's will. While a dual approach
would work satisfactorily with a trust subject to section 676, it would be trouble-
some for trusts subject to section 678 because a power of withdrawal may not
include a power of amendment and a revocation and recreation of the trust
would be necessary. Also where there are two or more trusts as to which an
election may be made the possibility of an invalid "double" election is eliminated
if an election is made in a neutral instrument-the will. Finally, the election
does have significance to the estate since it will be treated as a trust, and there-
fore the will is a natural place in which to make the election.

In cases where the: decedent falls to make an election, proposed section 645
permits executor and the trustee of the affected trust to make the election. Since
both of the entities are affected by the election, both of the fiduciaries rather
than only one of them should be parties to the election. The statute does not
permit the two fiduciaries to "overrule" an election made by the decedent.

4. Duration of Election

It is intended that an 94ective trust would continue to be treated as an estate
in accordance with the provisions of Treas. Reg. J 1,641(b)-3. So long as the
decedent's estate has not terminated under Treas. Reg. § 1-641(b)-3(a), the
trust would be treated as an estate. When the estate proper is terminated under
this regulation, the elective trust would be subject to the normal trust rules.
Similar termination rules are contained in the regulations to section 664 (see
Treas. Reg. §1.664-1(a)(5)(i), 1.664-1(a)(6)(Hii), 1.664-2(a)(6)(li) and
1.664-3(a) (5) (ii)) and will presumably be contained in the final regulations to
section 4947.
D. Utility of proposed statute

Application of the estate rules to revocable trusts will be particularly useful
when the trust Is to be divided into a marital trust and one or more non-marital
trusts upon the decedent's death. Under current law, the Income tax consequences
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of such a disposition are unclear. This subject is now a study project of the
Committee on Income of Estates and Trusts of the Section of Taxation of the
American Bar Association. See 29 Tax Lawyer 428 (1976).

1. Income Tax Throwback Rules

A common type of disposition will indicate one of the problems presented by
the division upon a decedent's death of his revocable trust into two (marital and
non-marital) continuing trusts, with the income to be distributed currently to
the beneficiaries of each trust. The continuing trusts are "simple" trusts, viz.,
trusts the incomes from which is to be distributed currently. Assume that the
terminating revocable trust (1) earns income of $10,000 a year for each of the
first two years after the decedent's death, (ii) makes no distribution of income
in the first year and (iii) in year two distributes the entire $20,000 (reduced
by the income taxes on the first year's $10,000) as income to the marital and
non-marital trusts which in turn distribute such income immediately to the
income beneficiaries of the two trusts. The result of such distributions would
appear to be that (i) the terminating trust has made accumulation distribution,
to the marital and non-marital trusts in the amount of $10,000 for the first year's
income, (ii) these distributions are included in the gross income of the marital
and non-marital trusts (see section 668(a)) and in the distributable net income
of each of these trusts and (iii) the distributable net income is taxed co the
income beneficiary of each trust. It would appear, however, that the !ncome
beneficiaries are not entitled to claim a credit for the taxes paid by ther termi-
nating trust on the $10,000 earned in the first year because the dist.-ibutions
from the marital and non-marital trusts to the income beneficiaries are not
accumulation distributions within the meaning of section 665(b) since they are
not covered by section 661(a) (2). This result is obviously unfair an(. would be
avoided If the terminating trust can be treated as an estate for income tax
purposes.

Although the income tax throwback rules are not applicable to income that is
accumulated in an estate, the "outside income" concept set forth in Treas. Reg.

1.665(e)-lAtb) will prevent the trusts created from the revocable trust being
able to avoid the throwback rules for income in respect of a decedent that is car-
ried out to such trusts by distributions from the terminating revocable trust.
Thu,, a new loophole is not created by treating this trust as an estate.

The enactment of proposed section 645 would, in cases where the election is
made and the decedent's residuary estate is "poured-over" to the elective trust,
permit the throwback rules to be avoided in connection with a distribution from
the trust to an individual beneficiary in a year other than that In which the trust
receives an accumulation distribution from the estate. This same result [ay,
however, be achieved under current law by a reverse "pour-over" from a trust
to the estate. Thus. the election device does not cause a new inroad in the appli-
cation of the thrud back rules.

2. Section 642 (c) Charitable Deduction

The failure of current law to permit a section 642(c) "set aside" charitable de-
duction for a trust which was subject to section 676 or 678 until the decedent's
death is particularly unfair. The normally operative rule under section G43(a)
is that capital gains are not included in a trust's distributable net income. Appli-
cation of the rule will prevent gains which are eventually distributable to char-
ity from being distributed currently so as to avoid an income tax ol such gains.
There is no -sound policy reason supporting this result, which will be avoided by
applying the estate rules to the trust.

3. Section 267

As mentioned previously, a revocable trust is often divided into a marital and
non-marital trust after the decedent-grantor's death. When the marital trusts is
in the form of a pecuniary bequest gai: is recognized to the extent that the fgir
market value of property distributed in kind in satisfaction of the bequest ex-
ceeds its income tax basi,. See Treas. Reg. § 1,1014-4(a) (3). Oil the other hand,
section 267 prevents a loss from being recognized on such a transfer. The result
is otherwise if tbh pecuniary bequest was being satisfied from an estate. As ini the
case of the "set aside" charitable deduction, there is no sound policy reason.
supporting such a distinction, which will be eliminated by the election device.
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4. The Marital Deduction Income Requirement

When a marital deduction trust is created under a decedent's will, the two
income requirements-that the surviving spouse is entitled to all income of the
trust and that the income be payable annually or more frequently-are not ap-
plicable during the administration of the decedent's estate that is not unreason-
ably delayed. Treas. Reg. § 20.2056(b)-5(f) (9) state:

"An interest is not to be regarded as failing to satisfy the conditions set forth
in paragraph (a) (1) and (2) of this section (that the spouse be entitled to all
the income and that it be payable annually or more frequently) merely because
the spouse is not entitled to the income from estate assets for the period before
distribution of those assets by the executor, unless the executor is, by the dece-
dent's will, authorized or directed to delay distribution beyond the period reason-
ably required for administration of the decedent's estate. As to the valuation of
the property interest passing to the spouse in trust where the right to income is
expressly postponed, see § 20.2056 (b) -4."

No case or revenue ruling has dealt with whether this regulation will be ap-
plied to a marital deduction trust which is funded from property held in a re-
vocable trust at the decedent's death. The policy considerations supporting the
"liberal" rule of the regulation when a funding from an estate is involved seemi
equally applicable to a funding from a revocable trust. Since the amount of the
marital trust is based upon the final federal estate tax determination, the value
of the trust and the amount of income attributable thereto cannot be deterinia'd
until the federal estate tax audit is completed. Thus. it is unrealistic to expe oct
that this income can be distributed currently from the decedent's death.

In 1974 Northern Trust Company submitted to the Service an application for
an information letter concerning the income requirements of a marital (edu.-
tion trust funded from a revocable trust. The Service took the position that
Treas. Reg. § 20.2056(b)-5(f) (9) was not applicable in such a case.

5. Section 6166
This section permits the estate tax attributable to a closely-held business to lie

paid in ten equal installments commencing nine months after the dccedent's
death.

Certain events occurring after a decedent's death may cause an acceleration of
the deferred payments. One of the events that will cause acceleration is If 50%
or more of the interest in the closely held business "Is distributed, sold, exchanged],
or otherwise disposed of". The quoted words are the same as those used in sec-
tIon 2032 in determining the alternate valuation date. Treas. Reg. § 20.6166--3(e)
(1) states:

"A transfer by the executor of an interest In a closely held business to a Ibene-
ficlary or trustee named in the decedent's will or to an heir who is entitled to
receive It under the applicable intestacy law does not constitute a distrilution
thereof for purposes of determining whether 50 percent or more of an interest in
closely held business has been distributed, sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed
of."

This result would appear to be inconsistent with the section 6166 result when
the distribution is made from a revocable trust which becomes irrevocable upon
the decedent's death. The section 6166 regulations do not deal with such a dis-
tribution, but do suggest that this inconsistency would occur since Treas. Reg.
5 20.6166-3(e) (3) provides:

"An Interest in a closely held business may be 'distributed' by either a trustee
who received It from the executor, or a trustee of an Interest which is included
in the gross estate sections 2035 through 2038, or section 2041."

There is no sound policy reason for such an inconsistency.

Senator RIBIcorr. Mr. Libin, please.

STATEMENT OF JEROME B. LIBIN, SUTHERLAND, ASBILL &
BRENNAN

Mr. LIBlN-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Jerome B. Libin, I am
a partner in the law firm of Sutherland. Asbill & Brennan, here in
W ashington and professor at the George Washington University Law

69-460--70-pt. 2- 32
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School. I am appearing today at the request of the firm of Lee, Toomey
& Kent to provide you with an academic point of view on the very im-
portant question of tax deferral of foreign source income earned by
subsidiaries of American corporations.

I have a full statement which I would like to request be put in the
record.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
Mr. LIBIN. The starting points as I see it for addressing the ques-

tion of tax deferral are certain very fundamental concepts and prin-
ciples of international taxation which have a long history and are
well established and which address the theory of the use of deferral in
the international taxing order. The primary principle is that income
is taxed in the country where it is earned-the country where the in-
come originates has the right to tax that income.

Next, when the income is earned in a particular country by a for-
eign taxpayer, the taxpayer's country of residence may decide to tax
that income as well if it chooses to tax the worldwide income of its
taxpayers, but in such a case to avoid international double taxation
the country of residence yields to the country where the income
originates.

F inally, if income is earned in a particular country by a local entity
organized, managed and operating in that particular country, but
owned by a foreigner, the country of origin of the income again taxes
that income when it is earned and the country of residence of the owner
of the entity does not tax the income until it is remitted home through
dividend distributions.

This latter principle is the principle of tax deferral.
At. the present time no major nation in the world applies its tax

laws in contravention of that very basic and fundamental principle,
except, in tax abuse or tax avoidance situations.

Now, the proposals which you have before you would like to elimi-
nate that deferral concept and thereby revolutionize our own tax law
and the international taxing order.

They overlook what is perhaps the most compelling rationale for
retaining deferral. That is a very fundamental additional principle of
our tax law, that all taxpayers similarly situated should have the op-
portunity to secure equal tax treatment..

Now, when companies operate in a particular country and engage in
international commercial activity in that country, they; may be subject
to a variety of tax laws unless there is a mechanism for them to secure
equal tax treatment in the particular marketplace where they are
competing.

In the international context that mechanism has been the use of a
local subsidiary, or to put it in our terms a foreign subsidiary, estab-
lished in that particular country and subject only to its tax laws at the
time the income is earned. In that fashion all competitors in a particu-
lar country, whether they are domestic competitors or foreign com-
petitors, wherever they come from, can utilize the same legal technique
to secure equal tax treatment in the marketplace.

Action by the Congress that would eliminate deferral for U.S.-owned
foreign corporations and tax the income earned by those foreign sub-
sidiaries on a current basis would make the United States unique,
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would stand it alone in the world among nations that engage in for-
eign commerce, because we alone would be denying to our corporations,
through their subsidiaries, the opportunity to compete on an equal tax
footing in a particular marketplace. We would be denying to our cor-
porations this very fundamental tax concept that all corporations and
all taxpayers similarly situated should have the right to secure equal
tax treatment as they earn their income.

The issue of eliminating deferral is not new to the Congress or to
this committee. It has been raised for many years. It was first raised
about 15 years ago.

At that time, rather than adopt such a sweeping proposal, the Con-
gress opted instead for what is known as subpart F of the Internal
Revenue Code. At that time, legislation of that nature was revolu-
tionary. No other country had acted in the manner we did in 1962
when we enacted subpart F.

That portion of the Internal Revenue Code reaches out and does
tax currently certain forms of income realized overseas by foreign
subsidiaries of American corporations. It taxes certain types of rental
income, royalty income, dividend income, interest income, sales income,
services income, insurance income, and shipping income. While there
are many exceptions and many complexities involved in the legisla-
tion, we do have a mechanism already in the Internal Revenue Code
for taxing currently certain foreign source income derived by a for-
eign subsidiary of an American corporation.

In 1975 Congress acted to repeal some of the liberal features of
subpart F and tightened even further its reach on the taxation of
income earned abroad. There was the repeal of the minimum distribu-
tion rules; repeal of the less developed country reinvestment rules; the
lowering to 10 percent of the threshold figure before subpart F would
operate with respect to certain types of income earned by the foreign
subsidiary. Indeed, there is very little left of deferral right now except
the retention of earnings by corporations operating in nontainted
businesses for use by them in meeting competition and growing and
expanding in their particular marketplaces.

Yet, we continue to hear requests for elimination of deferral. The
argument that has been suggested is that eliminating deferral would
achieve a form of tax neutrality here at home. If all income wherever
and whenever earned were taxed immediately at 48 percent there
would be no incentive to go abroad and everybody would invest more
money here.

I think the figures suggest that foreign investment is not undertaken
solelv to achieve tax benefits. There are many non-tax factors that go
into the business decision to enter a new market overseas.

The neutrality argument is quite fallacious for a number of reasons.
In the first place, as suggested by Senator Curtis, the asset depreciation
range system and the investment tax credit, two very strong incentives
to capital investment, are not available for foreign investment. They
are available only for domestic investment. So there is no neutrality
with respect to the investment credit or the asset depreciation range
system.

Secondly, even if we were to eliminate deferral, it would have no
effect with respect to investment by American corporations in high tax
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countries because our foreign tax credit would be available to offset
the tax imposed by those countries and no additional U.S. tax would
be collected. The principle that the country where the income originates
has the first right to tax it would cause the United States to yield to
the high tax country through its tax credit mechanism.

The only place where eliminating deferral would have an impact
would be in the lower tax countries, the countries whose tax rates are
not equal tq ours and who are in fact seeking to attract new investment
by offering tax incentives. In those countries we would, by eliminating
deferral, be denying to our corporations, through their subsidiaries,
the opportunity to compete locally by denying them the opportunity
to secure equal tax treatment with other similarly situated taxpayers.

We would. therefore, actually stultify investment in those countries.
The policy decision to eliminate deferral would not have a neutral
effect. at all; it would have a determinative effect in stultifying invest-
ment in those countries.

In my opinion, we should retain the use of subpart F, rely upon that
as a mechanism for taxing certain types of foreign source income which
ought to be taxed currently under the policy decisions of this committee
and the Congress.

We should pay special attention now to legislation adopted by the
Canadians and the Germans, modeled after our subpart F but taking
account of current international business practices, not those of 15
years ago. And we should review comprehensively subpart. F, apply
it as we think it ought to be applied today, but go no further at this
time.

Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFIF. Thank you very much.
Gentlemen, Mr. Horne and Mr.'Melfe testified and no one had an

opportunity to question them. I have asked them to remain and 'Mr.
Libin would step aside in the event there are any questions for either
Mr. Horne or Mr. Melfe.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have none. Mr. Chairman.
Senator HAN-SNF... I have none. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Rmicor. Senator Curtis?
Senator Crrmrs. I have no questions at this time.
I believe that all these witnesses are giving us some very valuable

testimony but I think most everything has been gone over in their
statements.

Senator RiBicoyT. Are there any questions now for Mr. LibinI
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, on the theory of your argument, on page

8 now, you start the section titled-
Responses to Arguments for Ending Deferral,

by saying:
• . . tho primary argument advanced by the opponents of deferral is that taxes
should be a neutral factor.

Then in the next paragraph-
The fallacies in this argument should be apparent.

Then you go on to cite tle investment, tax credit. liberalized deprecia-
tion allowances not available to overseas subsidiaries.

It looks to me like you are saying that because part of the tax code
discriminates in favor of domestics and we should tilt it in favor of
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foreign subsidiaries to balance it. It is not, a question of neutrality in
either case but you are coming to a balance.

Mr. LIBIN. That is a very good point, Senator Packwood. Really if
you thought neutrality was the desirable end result-

Senator PACKWOOD. That is what you believe, is it not?
Mr. LiBIN. Well I certainly think neutrality is desirable. I do not

think it is achievable. Therefore, I think it is a mistake to focus on
neutrality as the sine qua non of proper tax policy.

Senator PACKWOOD. Everybody else focused on neutrality yesterday
and today and all the statements we have had. You are saying all that
is awash we will not get neutrality; we ought to achieve balance?

Mr. LiBIN. This is the fundamental point in focusing on foreign in-
vestment. You are in a different context, in a different situation look-
ing at foreign activity. We are dealing with well-established interna-
tional tax principles on which all the nations of the world have built
their tax policies and their investment policies. You cannot equate
the rules in the international sphere with those that seem desirable
and applicable in the domestic sphere on grounds of neutrality with-
out recognizing the impact that would have on the entire segment of
international business conducted by American corporations. It is not
a case of doing business in California and Michigan, where we cer-
tainly would want to apply equal tax treatment domestically. It is a
case of doing business here or in other parts of the world, where
entirely different considerations are present.

Senator PACKWOOD. If we were to extend to foreign subsidiaries
the-if we did not eliminate the deferral

Mr. Lini N. I am not sure that would be enough because, for example,
foreign subsidiaries are not allowed to file consolidated returns with
domestically affiliated companies. Foreign subsidiaries are taxed dif-
ferently on distributions in kind-

Senator PACKWOOD. If we would achieve neutrality then, we could
eliminate deferral?

Mr. LniIN. If neutralit-y were achievable, we would have a different
situation to look at. But it is not realistic to talk about that without in
effect rewriting the entire Internal Revenue Code. I do not think that
is desirable at this time. I think we should stay with the mechanisms
we have: fine-tune them; and maintain the international taxing struc-
ture that has been well-established for many years.

Senator PACKWOOD. I (lid not hear the opening part of your state-
ment. Who do you represent?

Mr. LiBi.N. I am here as a member of the law firm of Sutherland,
Asbill and Brennan; and a professor at George Washington Univer-
sity Law School.

I am here at the request of the firm of Lee, Toomey, and Kent to
give an academic viewpoint on this.

Senator PACKWOOD. You are not here lobbying on behalf of any
client who is paying you to do this then?

Mr. LiBiN. I am being paid by that firm. I am not here on behalf
of any corporation paying me to do this.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSEN. I have no questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Libin, you have given us a very fine statement.
Mr. LiBiN. Thank you, sir.
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Senator CuTirs. And it has been prepared so that it is very easily
understood and it is most helpful and I thank you.

Mr. LIBIN. Thank you.
Senator CurTis. Would you elaborate on what Canada and West

Germany have done that you mentioned?
Mr. LIBiN. Certainly, ) would be happy to. The Canadian and Ger-

man legislation both aim at tax abuse, tax avoidance situations by
corporations owned by nationals of those countries operating in the
international arena.

Both are modeled after our subpart F. The German legislation, how.
ever, takes a somewhat different approach. Instead of defining specific
types of income which are tainted income or undesirable income, it
defines the types of income earned abroad which it favors, which it
encourages, and says all other types of income should be subject to
current taxation in Germany.

Senator RmBoF. If you would yield at that point. Give me some
examples. What type of income do they favor and what kind of in-
come do they disapprove?

Mr. LmB-. They favor manufacturing income abroad; agricultural
earnings abroad; they favor banking and financial income earned
abroad; they are against purely passive activity, or activity that seems
to be structured abroad in a very artificial way solely to escape Ger-
man taxation. But the type of international competition we are dis-
cussing here, in the full range of business activity, is sanctioned. It is
encouraged. It is not discouraged by the German Government.

Similarly, the Canadian legislation is aimed at passive investment,
income, income that seems to be earned from property that has been
acquired or sent abroad rather than from funds invested in Canada to
earn interest or rents or royalties or income of that nature. But not
actual aggressive business activity which generates income in other
countries.

The German legislation also does not apply if the income earned
abroad is subject to a 30-percent tax in the foreign country. In other
words, the German Government has decided that if the income is sub-
ject to some fair measure of taxation in the country where it is earned.
then Germany is satisfied. We do 7rot want to stultify the ability of our
corporations to compete. abroad, says Germany. so if they pav; 30 per-
cent tax overseas we will not tax currently the income which they earn.
If theV pay a lower tax than that. we may tax it. currently.

Senator Ciunrrs. In other words. what'was done in su)part F tried to
separate those operating companies; that co abroad and Participate in
something in order to secure a market we would not otherwise get?

Mr. LTTN. That is correct.
Senator CUrTIs. But. more or less an investment company or maybe

a type of holding company or something. something to locate abroad
primarily for the purpose of receiving income.

M r. LITBN. That is correct.
eqntor CrpTis. Or at least where that was a major element.

Mr. LTBIN. Certainly a very mainr element.
Senator CUrTrS. And what Cnnadn and West Germany have done

has been to sort of follow our subpart F ?
Mr. TmtBN. Follow our apnro-ch lhi ren-cnize, Senator. that in some

instances you may want to set iin a -nmnanv in a central location in a
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certain part of the world to do business in other countries. Now, under
our subpart F that becomes very difficult to do without incurring a
current IJ.S. tax. But the Germans and the Canadians have seen that a
base company located in a central location, as for example Switzerland
in Europe, can serve legitimate business interests by selling in all the
countries of the European sector. They would not penalize that
operation.

Senator CURTIS. It is not uncommon to ha-ve a Swiss sales corpora-
tion promoting sales of products produced in the several European
countries.

Mr. LIBIN. That is correct. But under our subpart F we may go too
far in taxing that income currently. We may not mean to do that. We
may be affecting our corporations' abilities io compete with Canadian
and German industries under that mechanism.

Senator CtRTns. I have wondered about a jurisdictional problem. If
we launch out and assert the right to tax income not earned in this
country and not brought back into this country, and other countries
say we have jurisdiction to do likewise, it seens to me it could end in a
rather chaotic situation.

Mr. LIn-. There are all kinds of
Senator CurTls. And we would find foreign countries extracting

revenues from activities in the United States. The income would have
been earned here and never transmitted abroad possibly.

Mr. LuNN. You would be tinkering with the very delicate mech-
anism of international tax concepts. That is absolutely right. Senator
Curtis, and you could be opening up opportunities for retaliation or
double taxation of a horrendous nature, all of which would be llighlv
undesirable.

Senator Cuirns. 1 (1o not know how important it is, but do we not
tax individuals on that same basis, too?

Mr. Limi. Yes.
Senator CURrIS. If somebody goes to a foreign country and earns

wages and the wages are spent there on his living, he is not subject to
tax when he comes home: is he?

Mr. Lix. He is taxed by the United States on li.s worldwide in-
come currently, unless he takes advantage of the special exclusion i'n
section 911. that is correct. But individuals are obviously operating on
a different basis from corporations-

Senator CURwrs. Yes.
Mr. LIBx. Which are incorporated locally and operating under

local laws.
Senator CURTIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBIcoFr. In your answers to Senator Packwood. Mr. Libin.
what you are really doing, you are arguing for neutrality and equality
between the United States and foreign multinational corporations. Is
that right ?

Mr. LTAIN. Yes.
Senator RlRIcoFr. What. would you want to say about neutrality or

equality between American multiiational and domestic corporations?
Mr. LIPIN. Mr. Chairman. it seems to me that the issue there is not

one of neutrality because, as was sucruested earlier, there may come a
point in time in the company's history when it has sold all the eleva-
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tors it could in this country and it is looking for new markets in which
to sell its elevators, and if we impose excessive tax burdens on our
companies which wish to go abroad and tap new markets for their
products, we do not guarantee that they would sell any more elevators
here if they fail to make that foreign investment. It is just a totally
different situation.

Senator PACKWOOD. They would export the elevators, would they
not ?

Ir. LIBIN.. If the price is competitive they may well do so, but if
the price is not competitive they effectively have given up the market
and yielded to the Germans and the Japanese.

Senator CURTIS. Price may not be the control, the country in which
the activity is located may say no one is going to sell that product here
unless it is manufactured here.

Mr. Lira-,. That is correct, absolutely right, Senator, it could be a
requ irement of local -

Senator CURTIS. So if the American company does not go there to
create the business activity, maybe some other industrial country
would have tho corporations that would move in the back way.

M r. LTIX. Very definitely.
Senator Rmicor,. Of course. what is going on now?
I assume that comparative inflation and productivity and wages and

social benefits in many of our competitors are now more costly than
for American corporations or maybe American corporations could
compete, which they apparently are in view of the increase in exports
for the past couple years. But let me ask you, do you feel that the Ger-
muan aud Camalin legislation is better legislation than subpart F?

Mr. Lin,,. In certain respects I think it is an improvement over
ours. It is certainly no less complex than ours.

Senator RBIico'Fr. In your opinion would the German and Canadian
]ezislation bring in more tax revenue to the American Treasury than
subpqart F ?

Ir. Lini. That is a difficult question for me to answer right now.
Senator. I think in some respects it would not. In other respects it
mi;ht. I cannot give you a

Senator RiWoFF. Mr. Woodworth, do you think the German and
Canadian legislation if provided here, would differ much in revenue
effect from the American version of subpart F?

Mr. WoorwoRTII. I do not think it would be much different.
Senator RIBicoFF. Not much different at all. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Libin follows:]

STATEMENT OF JERoME B. LuiuN-, SUT!IPLA.D, ASnILL & BRE.N"NAN

Proposals to Eliminate Deferral of U.S. Taxation on Foreign Source Income

SUMMARY

1. Fundamental legal principles of international taxation strongly support the
continuation of our present system of taxing income earned by foreign subsidiaries
of U.S. corporations.

2. The most compelling rationale for retaining deferral of active business in-
come of foreign subsidiaries is the tax principle that all taxpayers similarly
situated should have the opportunity to secure equal tax treatment. The most
striking feature of the proposal to eliminate deferral is that it would place the
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United States alone among nations in denying to its corporations the opportunity
to compete on an equal footing in the international marketplace.

8. The Subpart F provislos of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975, have largely remedied the problem of tax avoidance
or abuse by U.S. corporations. Essentially all that remains in the way of true
U.S. tax deferral of foreign source Incorw earned by a controlled foreign cor-
poration is income which is legitimately retained by the foreign corporation for
use in its own non-tainted business activities..

4. The argument that eliminating deferral would promote "tax neutrality" is
unsound.

5. Subpart F should continue to be relied upon as the appropriate vehicle for
imposing a current U.S. tax on certain types of income earned by controlled
foreign subsidiaries, but these provisions should now be reviewed in their en-
tirety to assess their impact on current patterns of international business. As
part of this review, serious attention should be paid to legislation recently
enacted by Canada and Germany-two other major nations with interests similar
to ours in this area.

STATEMENT
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: The purpose of my remarks is

to focus on certain fundamental legal principles of international taxation which
I believe strongly support the continuation of our -present system of taxing
income earned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations. Indeed, a departure
from our present system in favor of current U.S. taxation of all income earned
by controlled foreign subsidiaries would make the United States unique among
the leading nations of the industrialized world in the application of its tax laws
to foreign source income.
General international tax principles

The proper starting point for resolving the question whether our present sys-
tem of taxing controlled foreign subsidiaries is sound is, in my opinion, one of
the very basic and fundamental principles of international taxation-that income
derived from business activity conducted in a particular country is to be subject
to tax in the first instance by the host country (the country where the income
originates). Thus, when foreign business activity is not conducted through a
separate taxable entity, e.g., when a corporation located in one country under-
takes to operate in another country through a branch office, both the country
where the income originates and the country where the corporation is located
may assert a right to tax the same earnings currently. In such a case, under well-
accepted principles, the country of residence yields to the country where the
income originates in order to avoid international douhle taxation of the saut.,
income. The United States, which taxes the world-wide income of its corporations
on a current basis, gives recognition to this basic principle by allowing a tax
credit for income taxes paid to the country where the foreign source income
originates. While the United States does exercise its residual right to impose
a tax on such income, it collects only the difference between its tax and the tax
imposed by the host country.

When foreign business activity is conducted through a separate legal entity,
e.g., a controlled foreign subsidiary organized and managed in the host country.
the primary right of the host country to tax the income earned within its borders
is not in dispute. In such a case, the country of origin of the income and the
country of residence of the entity are one and the same. The "residual" rizht
to impose further taxes on the earnings of the controlled foreign subsidiat v then1rests with the country of location of the owner of the entity, i.e., the parent
corporation. The applicable principle of taxation in such situations hfs ab.so
heretofore been well recognized: the parent corporation of the controlled foreign
subsidiary is taxed, if at all, when the earnings of the subsidiary are distributed
to It as dividends. Stated another way, exercise of the residual right to tax the
earnings of a controlled foreign subsidiary is deferred until such earnings ore
actually remitted to the country where the parent is located. Only in situations
evidencing tax abuse or international tax avoidance have certain countries, in-
cluding the United States, asserted the right to impose a current tax on the
undistributed earnings of a controlled foreign subsidiary.
Additional tax principle supporting deferral

Yet another fundamental tax principle, well engrained in both the U.S. tax
law and the international tax order, provides an additional rationale for the
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deferral of tax on the earnings of foreign subsidiaries. That principle is that all
taxpayers similarly situated should have the opportunity to secure equal tax
treatment. In an imperfect world, when overall foreign investment is of a sub-
stantial magnitude, but different countries impose various tax rates and employ
widely different tax systems, it is essential that there be a means by which all
business enterprises, both domestic and foreign, may compete in a particular
marketplace on an equal tax footing. Otherwise, true economic competition across
national boundaries would be seriously distorted by the divergent tax Habilities
that would be imposed on the competing enterprises.

The internationally accepted mechanism for achieving current tax equality in
the conduct of an active business ,n a particular country is through the forma-
tion of a separate legal entity which is taxed on a current basis only by the
country in which the business is conducted. It is, of course, the parent company's
choice whether to operate in a foreign country through a branch or a subsidiary.
Frequently, non-tax factors will be determinative. However, if the parent seeks
current tax equality, but its home country imposes a current tax on its world-
wide income, the only technique available to it to achieve its tax objective is the
use of a foreign subsidiary.

The elimination of tax deferral by Congress would have the effect of equating
the taxation of U.S.-controlled foreign subsidiaries with the present taxation of
U.S.-owned foreign branch, operations, i.e., it would impose a current U.S. tax
on the subsidiary's income when earned. It would, therefore, completely vitiate
the internationally recognized mechanism which is available to place business
enterprises in a particular country on an equal footing from a current tax stand-
point. This, I submit, is novel and inappropriate tax policy. Surely, the adoption
of such a sweeping change in our tax laws should only be undertaken for the
most compelling of reasons, and should not be adopted before every reasonable
alternative has been thoroughly explored.
Prior U.S. Approach to the Problem

The basic question here under consideration is, of course, not new to the mem-
bers of this Committee or to the Congress. Fifteen years ago it was proposed that
deferral be completely eliminated as it-applied to income earned abroad by for-
eign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations. At that time, Congress rejected so radical
a change in our tax system in favor of the more limited, albeit complex, approach
embodied in Sections 951 et seq. of the Internal Revenue Code, commonly re-
ferred to as "Subpart F."

Under the Subpart F provisions, certain specific types of income derived from
foreign operations conducted by a controlled- foreign corporation (CFC) are
taxed currently to the U.S. parent, irrespective of whether actual dividend dis-
tributions are made. The types of income subject to current taxation include the
following:

(1) income of a passive nature such as rents, royalties, dividends and
interest, with certain enumerated exceptions, including, by way 6f example,
dividends received by a CFC from a subsidiary incorporated and operating
in the same country;

(2) sales income from property purchased from, or sold to, a related per-
son, if the property is manufactured and sold fok-use or consumption outside
the country where the CFC is incorporated;

(3) income from services performed for or on behalf of a related person,
if the services are performed outside the country in which the CFO is
incorporated;

(4) certain shipping income;
(5) income from the insurance of U.S. risks; and
(6) earnings of the CFC invested in certain types of U.S. property.

The Subpart F provisions were designed to curb tax avoidance by U.S. in-
dividuals and corporations with respect to passive foreign investments and cer-
tain types of active foreign business operations. They represented a major inno-
vation in the international tax order when adopted in 1962. Congress was right-
fully concerned about the abuses which had resulted from the artificial shifting
of income from high-tax to 1o- or no-tax countries, largely through the use of so-
called foreign base companies located in various tax havens. It can be fairly
stated that the Subpart F provisions have been quite effective in remedying such
abuqe situations.

The recent amendments adopted as part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 have
further tightened the grip of Subpart F on foreign source income derived by
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controlled foreign corporations. In Its original form, Subpart F contained cer-
tain exceptions which enabled U.S. corporations to cause the distribution of earn-
ings from a second-tier foreign subsidiary to a first-tier foreign subsidiary lo-
cated in a different country without automatically subjecting the full amount of
such earnings to a current U.S. tax. These exceptions included the so-called
minimum distribution rules and the less developed country reinvestment rules.
In addition, unless at least 30 percent of the controlled foreign subsidiary's gross
income was of the tainted variety, the provisions of Subpart F had no applica-
tion with respect to such income. Last year, Congress acted to modify or elimi-
nate these exceptions. Both the minimum distribution provisions and the less
developed country reinvestment provisions were repealed, and the 30 percent
threshold figure was reduced to 10 percent of gross income. As a result of these
changes, when earnings are withdrawn from Investments in any country, they
will likely be subject to immediate U.S. taxation whether or not actually remitted
to the U.S. parent company.

Indeed, as a result of the 1975 amendments, It has been suggested that very
little is left in the way of opportunity for true U.S. tax deferral of foreign
source income earned by a controlled foreign subsidiary. Essentially all that re-
mains untaxed by the U.S. on a current basis today is the income that Is re-
tained by a controlled foreign subsidiary to expand its own non-tainted business
activities. The current proposals for eliminating deferral thus actually seek to
prevent even that legitimate use of foreign source income without first sub-
jecting it to a full U.S. tax.
Response to argument for ending deferral

The primary argument advanced by the opponents of deferral is that taxes
should be a neutral factor in determining whether a U.S. corporation makes a
domestic or a foreign Investment. As long as deferral exists, the argument runs,
our tax law encourages foreign investment, at least in those countries where the
local tax rate is less than our 48 percent rate. Only by eliminating deferral, so
that both foreign and domestic investments would be taxed at the same 48 per-
cent rate, would taxes become a neutral factor in weighing investment decisions.

The fallacies in this argument should be apparent. First, other provisions in
our Internal Revenue Code expressly discriminate in favor of domestic invest-
ment over foreign investment. As prime examples, the investment tax credit,
generally regarded as the strongest single incentive to capital investment, and the
liberalized depreciation deductions permitted under the Asset Depreciation
Range (ADR) system, are not available for property used "predominantly out-
side the United States." No suggestion has been offered thus far to end these
differences In treatment in order to neutralize the effect of our tax laws on
investment decisions.

Further, assuming that the foreign investment is made through a foreign
subsidiary, which is a prerequisite for the deferral of U.S. tax, numerous other
distinctions between the treatment of domestic and foreign corporations are evi-
dent. Thus, with one very limited exception, foreign subsidiaries, in contrast to
domestic subsidiaries, may not join in the filing of a consolidated return with
their U.S. affiliates. As a result, losses of a foreign subsidiary may not be
utilized to offset Income derived by such affiliates. In addition, while distribu-
tions of appreciated property by a domestic subsidiary to its U.S. parent are
taxed only to the extent of the subsidiary's basis In the distributed property,
similar distributions by a foreign subsidiary are taxed at fair market value.
Even if it Is acknowledged that these differences in the treatment of foreign and
domestic subsidiaries must be eliminated if deferral Is to be eliminated, the
U.S. tax law would not be neutral with respect to foreign investment so long
as the investment tax credit and ADR system discriminate in favor of capital
Investment in the U.S.

Secondly, eliminating deferral would have no significant effect with respect
to U.S. investment in the developed, industrialized countries of the world, where
corporations are already subject to tax rates comparable to, and In some instances
higher than, U.S. rates. Our foreign tax credit would substantially reduce, If
not eliminate, any additional tax resulting from the removal of deferral with
respect to foreign subsidiaries operating In such countries.

In this connection, It Is noteworthy that the dollar amount of U.S. foreign
Investment in these countries at present far exceeds the amounts invested in the
less developed countries. U.S. companies have chosen to invest In the developed
countries notwithstanding the high tax costs incurred, because the reward J
potential associated with such investments is considered to outweigh the risks
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involved, and bmnuse the U.S. investor can be assured of equal tax treatment
with his foreign and domestic competitors there.

By contrast, the elimination of deferral would undoubtedly deter fresh in-
vestments in the low-tax countries. The non-U.S. investor would have a distinct
competitive advantage in the marketplace, and the reward potential to the
U.S. Investor would be greatly diminished in relation to the risks inherent in such
ventures. In addition, the imposition of a current U.S. tax would likely force
the repatriation of earnings from an existing foreign subsidiary to its U.S.
parent in order to permit payment of the tax. To the extent such funds are
needed to maintain the subsidiary's competitive position locally, that position
would obviously be impaired unless fresh funds were invested in the enterprise.
The reinvestment of earnings for purposes of growth and expansion would be,
similarly restricted, quite possibly leading to a decision to cease further opera-
tions. Under the guise of neutrality, therefore, the opponents of deferral actually
would achieve a blockage of foreign investment in the developing countries.

Moreover, since one effect of a decision by Congress to eliminate deferral would
be to nullify, insofar as U.S. corporations are concerned, the tax incentives
presently being offered by the less developed countries to attract foreign in-
vestment, retaliatory action should not be discounted. It is entirely possible
that such countries would Tespond by increasing their income tax rates, or at
least their withholding tax rates, to collect for themselves more of the tax
dollars that would otherwise flow from investment in their countries to the
U.S. Treasury. Since many developing countries do not presently have tax trea-
ties with the United States, there can be no assurance such tax increases would
not occur.
Recommendations

I urge that Subpart F continue to be relied upon as the appropriate vehicle
for imposing a current U.S. tax on certain types of income earned by controlled
foreign subsidiaries. It is clear, however, that the approach of piecemeal, frag-
mentary amendments to Subpart F has suffered from a lack of perspective.
Every year or two fresh battles are waged on certain basic questions, but no
overall review of the scope and effectiveness of the provisions has been under-
taken. Yet, it is indisputable that many of the old-patterns of conducting inter-
national business no longer exist, and many new ones have taken their place.
I therefore urge that a complete re-examination be made of Subpart F in its
entirety. My thought is that some presently covered categories of income would
be eliminated to reflect the current realities of international business activity,
while certain new categories of income might be -added. At the same time, an
opportunity would be presented to eliminate some of the complexity presently
existing in Subpart F and Its accompanying regulations. (It should be kept In
mind that the removal of deferral would not necessarily simplify the tax treat-
ment of foreign source income, since many technical problems would still have to
be resolved.)

Subpart F was a revolutionary tax concept when first enacted. Its approach
has rec6htl. been--emulated in legislation adopted by two other major nations
with interests similar to ours in dealing with problems of this type-Germany
and Canada. Significantly, both countries have attempted to improve upon our
basic approach, and have sought to tailor their legislation more precisely to cur-
rent international business practices. Neither country has opted for the extreme
action of eliminating deferral altogether. Should the United States so act, there-
fore, it would stand alone.

..... In re-examining Subpart F, Congress should study carefully the German and
Canadian legislation. Consideration might be given, for example, to the German
technique of defining what types of foreign source income would not be subject
to current taxation, allowing all other types of income to be so taxed, or of
limiting current taxation only to Income not subject to a minimum level of
taxati-n abroa-i-r to the Canadian technique of permitting the use of inter-
mediate foreign holding companies to serve as vehicles for the financing of
affiliated-company business activities without adverse tax consequences.

A thorough and complete study of there type here recommended would un-
doubtedly result in many improvements to our present tax treatment of foreign
source income, without at the same time eviscerating fundamental tax prin-
ciples which strongly support the viability of our complex and interdependent
world economy.

Senator Rinicori. Perry Wilson. chairman of the board, Union Car-
bide, in behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association.
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STATEMENT OF r. PERRY WILSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
UNION CARBIDE CORP., ON BEHALF OF MANUFACTURING CHEM-
ISTS ASSOCIATION

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
F. Perry Wilson, chairman of the board, Union Carbide Corp. and
appearing here today on behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Asso-
ciation. The association is a nonprofit trade organization representing
more than 90 percent of the Nation's productive capacity of basic
industrial chemicals.

Accompanying me are Matthew P. Landers treasurer of Pfizer, Inc.,
and John F. Mooney, tax counsel of Union Carbide Corp. Our state-
ment, Mr. Chairman, has been submitted which we would like the
committee to accept for the record.

My discussion will summarize three main areas of interest. These are
capital formation, taxation of foreign income, and DISC.

Chemical manufacturers constitute a capital intensive industry
which must invest large sums in order to maintain modern, efficient
industrial facilities, to increase productivity and to remain competitive
at home and abroad. Additionally, these investments are particularly
necessary to create new jobs for an expanding labor market.

The American economy currently faces a serious capital shortage
which we in the chemical industry believe should be corrected as
quickly as possible. Accordingly, it is our opinion that your committee
should carefully consider policies which assist business to generate
greater funds internally to meet capital requirements.

Any sound tax reform should contain capital formation incentives
so as to encourage expansion of our industrial base and contribute to
an increased productivity in this Nation. This, in turn, will reduce the
present high unemployment and greatly assist in moderating and con-
trolling inflation.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association has been consistent in its
position that the investment tax credit and the asset depreciation
range system are vital features of our Federal income tax structure.

Accordingly we urge that the 10-percent investment tax credit be
made a permanent part of the income tax structure and that larger
capital cost allowances be provided.

In addition, while we recognize the legislative difficulties involved,
we recommend for your serious consideration the following provi-
sions: Reduction of the corporate income tax. This would generate
new capital funds internally for reinvestment and would provide
higher yields, which will encourage new investment in equities. Elimi-
nate the double taxation of dividends either at the corporate or share-
holder level by integrating the present separate taxation of corpora-
tions and shareholders. Change the present method of taxing capital
gains either by allowing reinvestment of capital assets to be excluded
from tax or by providing that the tax diminish as the holding period
of such assets increase.

Members of the chemical industry believe that foreign markets are
best served by exports from the United States so long as foreign gov-
ernment regulations and competitive factors permit. Foreign opera-
tions are only established when it is impossible for the market to be
served by manufacturing in this country. We do not build plants
abroad for tax reasons.
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The chemical industry is a positive contributor to the national trade
account. The 1975 foreign trade surplus of the industry approximated
$5 billion and the industry has provided a trade surplus of $27 bil-
lion over the past 10 years. There is also ample evidence that direct
investment abroad has served to increase exports of U.S.-manufac-
tured products to the same markets where the U.S.-owned foreign
manufacturing exists.

My own company, which has a long history of international busi-
ness, has made an in-depth study of our foreign operations over a
24-year period and, Mr. Chairman, copies of this study are on file
with the staff of your committee.*

Our findings conclusively show that as foreign investments increase,
so did our overall U.S. exports. These exports consisted of other allied,
intermediate or accessory products, and these were higher due to the
"pull effect" of our foreign investment base. Further, our U.S. em-
ployment, was proportionately higher as a result of our increased
exports.

In addition, it is fallacious to assert that if U.S. investments abroad
were terminated, these markets would be supplied from the United
States.

Similar studies by other companies, industry associations and gov-
ernment agencies are consistent with our findings.

The foreign tax credit historically has been the cornerstone by
which the United States has eliminated international double taxation.
Its repeal would increase the effective rate of taxation on most foreign
operations by an additional 23 to 25 percent. When this is added to the
normal income tax due in most countries, the combined effect is a tax
rate of 72 to 75 percent of earnings generated abroad.

This repeal would be a gross discrimination against foreign opera-
tions, which would seriously affect the ability of U.S. corporations
to compete, with the consequent loss of jobs in the United States and
reduction in the flow of earnings from abroad. We recommend that the
existing provisions of the tax law in this area be retained.

A basic principle of taxation both in the United States and abroad
is that a corporation, like any shareholder, is taxable solely on income
from investments only when received. Disregard of this fundamental
concept will discriminate against U.S. interests which operate through
foreign subsidiaries and will create an advantage to foreign
competitors.

Current U.S. taxation of foreign earnings and profits of controlled
foreign subsidiaries will result in a higher burden of taxation. Funds
to pay these increased taxes will have to be withdrawn from these
investments abroad and will seriously impede the U.S. capacity to
compete in foreign markets. Again we recommend that no change in
current law be made in this area.

The DISC concept was adopted in an effort to create more jobs for
American workers and to reverse the downward spiral of our badly
deteriorating balance of payments by making U.S. products more
competitive on the international scene. We believe that the DISC
incentive has accomplished what it was intended to accomplish.

* The study was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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U.S. exports for 1971 were approximately $43 billion. Since the
enactment of DISC the U.S. export level has increased to $107 billion
in 1975.

While some of this increase is attributable to dollar devaluation, no
doubt DISC played an important role. DISC has enabled us to become
competitive and places the national focus on U.S. exports.

In 1976, it is expected that increased raw material imports associated
with our economic recovery will bring a significant decline in our
balance of trade. Accordingly,.it would be most imprudent to make
any changes in the DISC provisions.

We urge that they be retained in their present form.
Lastly, Mr. Chairman, H.R. 10612 contains several items on which

we have commented specifically in our extended written paper, which
we call to your consideration.

We appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity of presenting our
views on these areas of importance to the chemical industry.

Thank you very much.
Senator RIBTCoFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilson.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Wilson, on the opening page of your

summary you talk about reducing the corporate income tax rate and
retaining DISC. I will ask you the same question I have asked others.

Which would you rather have, DISC and 48 percent or no DISC
and 46 percent?

Mr. WiLmsoN. Speaking for my own company we would take the 46
percent on the basis that you said it would be permanent.

Senator PACKWOOD. On all corporate profits, not just export profits.
Mr. WiisoN. I can't answer for other companies, of course. I have

no hesitancy on ours.
Senator PACKWOOD. It is an excellent statement. I agree with 90

percent of it.
Thank you very much. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiBicoF'. I was just curious. I asked our counsel what the

difference would be in money to the Treasury of the 46 percent rate as
against elimination of DIS. Do you know, tarry?

Mr. WOODWORTII. We, understand that a 2-percent decrease in the
corporate surtax rate would cost about $2.6 billion in revenue. A 2-
percent decrease in the normal rate would cost about $2.9 billion, and
a 1-percent decrease in the normal rate would cost about $1.45 billion.

The cost of the DISC provisions is estimated at $1.45 billion for
R, 1977. This, however, does not take into account the recapture of

amounts previously deferred. If recapture of amounts previously de-
ferred were to be spread over a 4-year period, this would give rise to
an additional revenue pickup of about $1.2 billion. This $1.2 billion
added to the $1.45 billion from ending new deferrals would roughly
match the revenue loss from a 2-percent drop in corporate rates.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Larry.
Senator RiBICOFF. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. I don't have any questions.
Let me compliment you, Mr. Wilson, on your statement.
Mr. WirsoN. Thank you.
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Senator RmicorF. Mr. Wilson, so there won't be any discrimina-
tion

[Laughter.]
Senator RIBICOFF. I am going to have to ask you the same questions

I have asked the other witnesses. I-low many manufacturing chemists
are there in your association?

Mr. WVILso.,. There are 188.
Senator RIBICoFF. I would imagine out of those 188 some comply

with the Arab boycott and some don't, like the rest of the segments
of American business.

Mr. WILSON. I suppose.
Senator R mico. o you think we should have a different treat-

nent of those that do comply with the boycott and those that don't?
Mr. WmsoN. Senator, from my own personal standpoint and my

company's standpoint, we are opposed to boycotts. Our company policy
has always been that in terms of trade that we engage in any place
in the world, that we engage in it on the basis of nondiscrimination,
based on race, creed, color, country or national origin.

Frankly I would think that the question that you have asked is one
that can certainly be better answered by the U.S. Congress than by me
as an individual.

I don't know whether the tax code is the place to handle this or not.
I think the Senate would be in a position to make this judgment.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, you can see something. Here you are, you
are competing with many of the other companies-

Mr. WILoN. Right.
Senator RiBICOFF [continuing]. You have w country which will not

allow your goods to be sold in their country because, let's say, you
don't comply with the boycott and your competitor does comply with
the boycott and he gets the business and you don't.

Now, in getting that business, he gets certain tax benefits because
of our tax laws. Why should you and I be giving these benefits that
you -don't receive because you won't comply with the boycott ?

[No response.]
Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you very much, MNr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilson follows:]

STATEMENT OF F. PERRY WILSON, ON BEHALF OF THE MANUFACTURING CHEMISTs
ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY
1. Capital formation

The chemical industry is a capital intensive industry which requires large
amounts of capital to modernize Its plants and equipment, to increase its produc-
tivity, and to Improve Its competitive capabilities throughout the world. We rec-
ommend the adoption of tax Incentives, such as making the 10% Investment tax
credit permanent, reducing the corporate Income tax rate and providing addi-
tional cost recovery allowances, to assist Industry to generate sufficient funds
internally to meet capital requirements. The increased capital investment in pro-
duction facilities, which these tax incentives will help to generate, will provide
a boost to the economy, will create more Jobs, and will reduce the inflationary
trend.
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2. Taxation of foreign income
In order to remain competitive with foreign Industry both at home and

abroad, It is important that U.S. Industry not be placed at a disadvantage as
compared to the tax treatment extended to foreign Industries by their parent
governments. We recommend that no change be made (1) in the foreign tax
credit provisions and (2) in the timing of the imposition of U.S. tax on foreign
earnings of foreign subsidiaries. In order to stimulate exports and to Improve our
balance of payments position, we recommend that DISC be retained. We also
recommend that the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to Western
Hemisphere Trade Corporations and U.S. Possessions be retained. In order to
avoid delays in regard to corporate reorganizations involving foreign subsidiaries,
we proIpose that section 367 of the Internal Revenue Code be amended to delete
the requirement that an advance ruling be obtained from IRS that the proposed
exchange does not have as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Fed-
eral income taxes.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name Is F. Perry Wilson.
I am Chairman of the Board of the Union Carbide Corporation and appear before
you today on behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association is a nonprofit trade association
having 188 United States company members representing more than 90 percent of
the production capacity of basic Industrial chemicals within this country. Our
member companies also carry on extensive international operations throughout
the world.

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to present to this Committee the Asso-
ciation's views on tax revision. My testimony is directed to the two areas of par-
ticular interest to the U.S. Chemical industry, namely, capital formation and the
taxation of foreign income.

CAPITAL FORMATION AND TAX PoLIOY

THE PROBLEM

Today, the United States faces a severe capital shortage. Since World War II
our investments have been Inadequate to meet our aspirations for growth. Now,
more must be invested, not only to create new jobs, but also to improve produc-
tivity and the supply of goods to avert another severe inflation-recession cycle.

A work force growing by 15 million in the next 10 years needs capital tools.
The future requires greatly increased capital intensification as inflation has
significantly increased the cost of plant and equipment over that experienced in
recent years. Experts have estimated our capital needs at between $4 and $5
trillion for the period 1974-1985. The New York Stock Exchange has estimated
a $4 billion per month capital shortage over the next 10 years.

THE CAUSE OF THE PROBLEM

Over a period of years the high emphasis placed on income taxes as a major
revenue source has fostered a bias in favor of consumption spending rather than
capital accumJulatio)l. Thus. an individual is naturally inclined toward current
spending rather than investing funds where income accumulates very slowly
because of the heavy tax burden. Furthermore, the total investment Is eroded
due to continuing inflation.

III addition, hero such funds fire invested in equities, the double tax on
corporate profits-first to the corporation and then to the individual on divi-
dends-discourages this form of investment. Even when the second tax is avoided
by retention of corporate earnings, the ensuing growthin calptal is %subsequently
subjected to capital gains taxes with little consideration given to.h1'e inflationary
forces which have reduced the purchasing power of the vapitlf accumulated.

Government monetary and fiscal policies hIX.- at 7 exacerbated the capital
shortage. Unless savings develop coQ ucqtsirrate with capital requirements, gov-
ernment deficits creatnIfttfiafar'y trends. In addition, high government bor-
rowing competes f6r available capital, causing Interest rates to rise and redirect-
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ing funds otherwise available for equity investment. As capital expansion and
productive capacity is thus restrained due to fiscal policies, the ultimate result
is a failure to maintain economic growth and to meet foreign competition.

Finally, the need to develop higher environmental standards has contributed
to the capital shortage. In 1974 about 11 percent, or $10.4 billion, of the capital
spending In manufacturing was directed toward pollution control and occupa-
tional safety factors. In chemicals the percentage was 12.5%. From 1973 to
1982, pollution control expenditures have been estimated at about $90 billion.
However necessary, we must not forget that such investments do not directly
increase productivity but, instead, divert ah'eady scarce capital funds.

EFFECTS OF TIlE SHlORTAGIE.

Insufficient capital Investment curbs productivity, limits job opportunities
and, in a growing labor market, creates unemployment. In the early 1970's capital
formation per person added to the work force fell about 25% from the mid-1950's
to mld-19060's. While capital has been declining in the current decade as approxi-
mately 15 million people enter the labor force, minimum capital investment of
between $40-50 thousand will be needed to create each new industrial job; but
we are falling far short of raising the amount of capital needed to maintain
the growth in employment opportunities necessary to absorb this Increased work
force.

The high rate of inflation over the last 10 years has added to this unemploy-
ment situation. Because of It depreelation reserves have been Insufficient to re-
place worn out assets with newer higher priced ones. This, in turn, has led to
plant shutdowns and other operating insufficiencies.

One source of equity funds to combat inflation is through retention of cor-
parate earnings. However, when earnings are adjusted to eliminate inventory
profits and underdepreciation, 1974's rate of earnings drops to less than half of
1965's. The overstatement of income stemming from faulty accounting procedures
means, in the last two years, corporations have been paying taxes at an effective
rate of almost 70% and, after payment of dividends, have had no effective
retention of earnings for growth.

One of the effects of Inflation and lack of equity capital has been corporations'
greater reliance on debt financing. In 1964 debt-equity rates were 25.4 percent.
By 1973, the average was 44 percent. Another Indication is the ratio of net
operating Income to interest. In 1960 it was over 14 to 1. Now It Is under 5 to 1.
As a result of these ratios, many companies are now experiencing increased difl-
culties in obtaining additional loans from banks and other financial institutions.

Finally, the U.S. economy is steadily losing its position as an International
leader as indicted by the following facts:

United States fixed investment as a share of national output was last among a
group of eleven major OEC) countries.

The United States growth rate of real gross national product for the period
1960-1973 was 4.2% as compared to Japan's rate of 10.5%. Canada, France, Ger-
many and Italy were all above the U.S. growth rate.

Depreciation practices In the U.S. lag behind those of other countries. The
United Kingdom permits a one year write-off, Canada two years, and Sweden
a 60 percent write-off In the first year.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

To reverse current trends it is essential that a new emphasis be directed toward
capital formation. Among the possible remedies that might be adopted are the
following:

(1) Reduce the corporate tax rate. A greater proportion of profits wold then
be available for reinvestment or, if paid as dividends, the higher yield to in-
dividuals would encourage new investment In equities.

(2) Review the capital recovery system so that the cost of manufacturing
facilities will lie recovered over a shorter period of years. This could include
liberalization of the ADR system.

(3) Make the 10% investment tax credit permanent.
(4) Reduce double taxation of corporate earnings by either adopting a split-

rate system whereby distributed earnings would be taxed at a rate lower than
retained earnings, or by allowing shareholders a credit or a deduction for taxes
paid by the corporation.

1%
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(5) Reconsider present methods of taxing capital -gains Including possibly
allowing reinvestment rollovers to be excluded front tax, or providing that the
tax rate diminish as the holding period of the capital assets increases.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in his appearance before the Senate Finance
Committee on March 17, 1970, recommended substantially all of the proposals
enumerated above in some degree. He proposed it permanent reduction in the
corporate income tax rate from 48 percent to 46 percent, a permanent 10 percent
investment tax credit, a system of eliminating double taxation of corporate
earnings, and a program for phasing down the tax rate applicable to capital
gains the longer the capital assets are held. The Secretary emphasized that
measures such as these are essential to continued long range capital formation,
which is vital to the well-being of our country. The Manufacturing Chemists
Association strongly supports the thrust of the Secretary's proposals.

Capital formation is essential to provide efficient machinery and equipment
which will create Improved productivity, economic growth and expanded Job
opportunities. The excessive emphasis on corporate income taxes, double taxa-
tion, and capital gains taxation has created a bias against equity investment.
This bias has been further expanded by fiscal and monetary policies which
have created competition of the government with business for needed capital.
Current capital recovery rules and high inflation have prevented corporations
from retaining needed funds to replace existing machinery. To reverse these
processes It is essential that the corporate and individual Income tax laws be
revised so that capital formation is stimulated.

One Ytnal observation with respect to the possible remedies which might be
adopted: The general rule in providing tax changes has always been to esti-
mate the immediate tax effect of such changes. Under this rule, each of the
remedies suggested seemingly would Invlove loss of revenues which would have
to be made up through other changes or balanced through reduced governmental
spending.

What is often ignored is the fact that tax changes designed to increase capi-
tal formation improve productivity; this. in turn, increases Income and em-
ployment, thereby yielding more taxes. It is only the net effect that is truly im-
p)ortant. This effect, over a relatively short period of time will, in our estimation,
prove positive.

TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCOME

Members of the chemical industry believe that, from an economic standpoint,
foreign markets are best served by exports from the United States. This philos-
ophy remains the practice so long as foreign government regulations and com-
petitive factors permit. Foreign operations are established when competitive
circumstances or government requirements make it impossible for the markets
to be served by manufacturing in this country. The chemical industry does not
build plants abroad purely for tax reasons.

In 1974, the level of chemical direct investment abroad amounted to $10.17 bil-
lion. This represents 14.7 percent of the 1974 U.S. chemical assets.

The chemical industry is a positive contributor to the national trade account.
The 1975 foreign trade surplus of the industry approximated $5.0 billion with
exports in the neighborhood of $8.7 billion and Imports of $3.7 billion. The indus-
try has provided a trade surplus of $27 billion over the past ten years.

There is also ample evidence that direct investment abroad has served to in-
crease exports of U.S. manufactured products to the same markets In which
foreign manufacturing Is established. These exports are in the form of materials
for further processing abroad or products to complement a line manufactured
abroad where a position in the consumer market has been established by affiliates
of U.S. enterprises.

TAXATION OF UNREMITTED EARNINGS OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

A basic principle of taxation both in the United States and abroad is the recog-
nition that each separate entity is taxable solely on its own income. This principle
is applicable to U.S. corporations operating domestically where there is owner-
ship of one corporation by another, and as to individuals who are owners of
stock of corporations. This same distinction between taxable entities is well-
recognized in the taxing practices of all foreign countries.

Any attempt by the U.S. Government to disregard this fundamental concept
of taxing income only when earned by entities within its jurisdiction will dis-
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criminate against U.S. interests which invest in foreign enterprises and will
create an advantage to foreign competitors of U.S. industry. Current U.S. taxa-
tion of foreign earnings and profits of controlled foreign subsidiaries will result
in a higher burden of taxation which will have to be paid currently. In most
cases, funds will have to be withdrawn from investment abroad resulting in a
serious reduction in U.S. enterprises' capacity to compete for the foreign markets.

Some of the consequences which must be weighed In considering such amend-
ment to the U.S. tax system are:

1. Additional dividend withholding tax laymenlts t) foreign countries will
presumably result since increased distribution of dividend. would be the logical
consequence. The combined income tax and withholding taxes in many foreign
countries will serve to eliminate any U.S. taxes which might otherwise result
from requiring full taxation currently of the foreign subsidiary's earnings.

2. Funds required by foreign subsidiaries for working capital, repayment of
loans, and capital expansion will be drained away, thereby creating a strain on
such companies' resources. Unilateral action by the United States which would
lead to Increased withholding taxes paid to foreign governments will do nothing
to improve the U.S. economy but call limit the financial well-being of U.S. inter-
ests abroad.

3. Foreign countries with lower tax rates than the United States will have a
tendency to Increase their rates or increase their withholding taxes to offset
any added tax imposition by the United States. Furthermore, some basic changes
in the double taxation conventions which presently prescribe lower withholding
rates may well take place.

The experience of V.S. chemical interests indicates a distribution level from
foreign operations in the range of 50% to 60' of current earnings. With this
result, there can be little additional U.S. tax revenue from earnings inI countries
where the major foreign Investment are located since the tax rates of those
countries approximate and often exceed those in the United States.

The following table Illustrates this point:

Foreign withholding tax Effective
on dividends I foreign

Foreign Income tax
income tax Amount Percent rate

Canada ............................................ 43.0 $5.13 15.0 51.6
France ............................................. 50.0 1.50 5.0 51.5
Germany ........................................... 44.0 5. 10 15.0 49. 1
Japan .............................................. 44.0 3.36 10.0 49.6
Netherlands --------------------------------------- 47.0 1.60 5.0 48.6
United Kingdom ....................----- ------- 52.0 4.32 15.0 59.2

Average for group ............................. 46.6 3.50 10.8 51.6

I Per $100 earnings, assuming 60 percent payout of net earnings as dividends.

For the foregoing reasons, the Manufacturing Chemists Association reconi-
mends that no change be made In the timing of the imposition of U.S. tax on
foreign earnings of foreign subsidiaries.

THE U.S. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT SYSTEM

The foreign tax credit has been the cornerstone by which the United States
has eliminated international double taxation. It is unilateral recognition by the
United States of the prior right for other countries to tax income derived frofill
within their borders. There can be no question that the elimination of a credit
for foreign income taxes would be unfair and discriminatory against time U.S.
taxpayer. The foreign tax credit is essential to our concept of imposing tax
on the world-wide income of corporations.

Repeal of the foreign tax credit would increase the effective rate of taxation
on most foreign subsidiary operations to over 70%. The comparative table
presented on the following page shows the effective tax rates applicable to
income received by a parent corporation located in a major developed country
from a wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiary operating in each of the other
major developed countries and how a U.S. parent would be affected by the pro-
posal to make foreign taxes deductible rather than creditable.
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[in percent]

Country in which subsidiary operates and pays tax

Nether- UnitedCanada France Germany Japan lands Kingdom

Corporate income tax rate on subsidiary's earnings.. 43 50 44 44 47 52
Statutory rate of withholding tax on dividends to

parent located in the following:
United States ............................... 15 5 15 10 5 0
Canada ............................ ; ................. 15 15 15 15 0
France ..................................... 15 .......... 25 15 5 0
Germany ................................... 15 0 .......... 10 10 0
Japan ...................................... 15 15 25 .......... 5 0
Netherlands ................................ 15 5 10 10 .......... 0
United Kingdom ............................ 15 5 25 10 5.......

Tax imposed on dividends received:
By the United Kingdom on United Kingdom

parent ...........----------------------- 4 0 0 4 2 0
By all other countries on parent company

located therein ............................ 0 0 0 0 0 0
By United States- if Burke/Hartke type pro-

posal were adopted ........................ 25 23 24 25 24 23
Combined effective rate of tax on income retained

by subsidiary and income distributed to parent
located in the following:

United States ............................... 48 52 49 47 49 152
Canada .............................................. 55 49 49 52 52
France ..................................... 48 ---------- 53 49 49 52
Germany ................................... 48 50 .......... 47 50 52
Japan ...................................... 48 55 53 ----------- 49 52
Netherlands------------------------. 48 53 47 47 .......... 52
United Kingdom ............................ 52 53 53 52 52 ..........

United States- if Burke/Hartke type proposal were
adopted ...................................... 73 75 73 72 73 75

I Under terms of a recently negotiated treaty yet to be ratified, United States shareholders would receive a partial refund
of United Kingdom tax resulting in an effective tax rate of 48 percent.

Note: Above computations are based on assumed dividend distributions of 60 percent of net profits after foreign corpora-
tion tax.

The foregoing table illustrates the uniform pattern and consistency in tax
rates and concepts which prevail in the capital expo;,ting countries with respect
to -taxation of earnings, both domestic and foreign The dividend withholding
taxes which range from 0% to 25%, with 10% aud 15% predominating, are
governed in many cases by a network of conventions for avoidance of double
taxation.

It should be particularly noted that, with the exception of a small tax in the
United Kingdom, no tax is paid to the country where the parent is located on
receipt of dividends from earnings of subsidiaries in the other capital exporting
countries. This situation would be severely changed by the United States for
U.S. parents if the foreign tax credit were eliminated. This would create an
additional tax of 23% to 25% as shown in the table. When this is added. to the
normal income taxes due in most countries, the combined effect is a tax rate of
72% to 75% for a U.S. parent with earnings abroad, a discrimination against
foreign operations which would seriously affect the ability of U.S. corporations
to compete.

U.S. companies with foreign interests have reevaluated their position in view
of these proposals. It is clear that the elimination of the foreign tax credit
would place severe burdens on operations abroad and, consequently, would reduce
the earnings flow to this country.

In connection with our foreign tax credit system, proposals have been made
for gross-up of dividends from less developed country corporations. Such a pro-
vision is contained in H.R. 10612, currently before your Committee. When the
gross-up amendment was incorporated in the Internal Revenue Code in 1962 for
purposes of computing the foreign tax credit, it was recognized that it would be
inappropriate to extend this amendment to dividends received from corporations
engaged In active conduct of business in less developed countries. To do so
would have canceled out the advantage of generally lower income tax rates im-
posed by those countries in order to encourage development of their economy.
We believe that no change should be made in this area. As long as it is the con-
tinuing policy of the United States to support economic expansion of less devel-
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oped countries, the participation of private enterprise in this effort should be
encouraged.

Under present law, alternative methods of computing the foreign tax credit
are generally permitted. They permit taxpayers the flexibility of computing the
credit according to their business requirements. Particularly, the choice between
the overall limitation and the country-by-country limitation can be made depend-
ing on each taxpayer's own circumstances.

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 eliminated the country-by-country limitation
for the oil and gas industries. H.R. 10612 would eliminate this limitation for all
taxpayers. Although it is our understanding that this method is only used by a
limited number of taxpayers, nevertheless, the country-by-country limitation
serves a useful purpose in encouraging investment in less developed countries.
The reason for its adoption in 1954 is as sound today as it was when the Com-
mittee approved this election. The Committee pointed out at that time that with
the overall method, losses in one country adversely affect the amount of the
foreign tax credit allowable with respect to taxes paid to other foreign countries.
The country-by-country limitation permits investment in less developed countries
and at the same time continues the amount of foreign tax credit with respect to
profitable countries.

For the foregoing reasons, the Manufacturing Chemists Association recom-
mends that the foreign tax credit provisions be continued without change.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SAIES CORPORATIONS

The DISC concept was adopted by Congress in the Revenue Act of 1971 in an
effort to create more jobs for American workers, and to reverse the downward
spiral of our badly deteriorated balance of payments by making U.S. made prod-
ucts more competitive on the international scene.

Many persons have attacked DISC as a high-cost item which has generated
little tangible evidence that it has been effective In creating jobs and improving
our balance of payments. The evidence of what DISC has accomplished is
clouded mainly because dollar devaluation occurred at approximately the same
time that DISCs were being implemented.

Nevertheless. the proof of the pudding is whether these objectives are being
accomplished. The fact that other events have occurred which benefit DISC im-
plementation and utilization should not be treated as detracting from DISC, but
as catalysts which-have aided in the successful use of DISC.

We believe that the DISC incentive has accomplished what it was Intended to
do. With respect to the creation of jobs, the Department of Commerce has esti-
mated that each additional billion dollars of exports creates over 70,000 new
domestic jobs and tends to create them in the-most productive industries, thereby
accTratin- the overall economic growth and efficiency of the nation.

U.S. exports for 1971 were approximately $43 billion. With the enactment of
DISC, by 1973 the U.S. export level had increased to $70 billion and continued
its climb through 1975 to $107 billion. Without the ability to be competitive and
without a national focus on exports, we doubt that exports would have increased
in such a dramatic manner.

Our U.S. balance of payments-, which had deteriorated so badly in 1971, has been
effectively checked so that during most of the period of DISC's existence, the U.S.
balance of payments has not deteriorated any further. Obviously, the dramatic
increase in U.S. exports has had a very substantial effect on this.

The OPEC energy situation has significantly increased the country's cost of
imported oil. During the current year, increased importi7of oil associated with
the economic recovery in the United States have had a significant Impact on our
balance of trade. We, therefore, feel that the DISC provisions continue to be very
Important.

The DISC incentive has been criticized by a number of people as being too
costly. The House Ways and Means Committee Report accompanying H.R. 10612
states that the cost of DISC is $1.3 billion in 1975 and it is projected to be $1.4
billion in 1976.

H.R. 10612 proposes an incremental approach for the future computation of
DISC benefits which i.v considered br some to be less costly and more efficient.
ru brief, only the exCess export receipts of a DISC over a base period average
export receipls will qualify for benefits. What advocates of this change fall to
recognize is that any cost mus't lie considered In the context of the total result
attained such as the increased benefits of exports and employment resulting
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from the DISC provisions. It is often overlooked that U.S. taxes are currently
[did on approximately 4hree-fourths of the profits on these export sales, and
tha1 total tax collections have been much larger because of increased exports.
T here ik also increased employment growing out of these export sales that with
its imultiplier effect has also produced additional I".. tax(e. Since competition
by foreign corporations is intense, the U.S. taxes paid on iInreas,.-d U.S. exports
cannot be ignored when c inpared vit h the alternative (of not collecting taxes
on sales generated by foreign coinpetition. We, therefore, feel that any measurahle
loss of revenue from the DISC incentive I more than compensated by the eco-
nomic benefits accruing from the r(,ported increases in U.S. exports from $43
billion i. 1971 to $107 billion in 1975.

As you know, many other countries, both deveolped anld developing, have sub-
stantial export tax incentive programs to encourage expansion (,f export trade.
Some countries exempt all export trade profits from income tax. some exclude
exports from the value added tax, and others provi(le various types of incentives.
The DISC program we have today certainly is not expensive in terms of benefit
generated as contrasted io the cost incurred by other countries; in promoting
export trade.

We must recognize, particularly as long as Other countries prvide export
trade incentives,,, that the DISC incentive as presently c(nstituted Is not only
desirable but essential to maintaining a competitive position in the international
market Il ace.

WESTERN IIEMISP1IERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

The We.stern Hemisphere Trfld(1 Corporation c 'celt was introduced in 11942
to encourage participation by I'.S. c, 'nlianic-s in trading, with other countries in
the Western Hemisphere and a substantial number of countries in the Western
Hemisphere have established income tax rates at i'veis below that prevailing in
the United States. Therefore, this treatment gives recognition to these lower
tax rates and does not penilize either tihe U.S..'eller in the American markets
or the consumers by providing that thw full U.S. rate of tax be alpplieable.
Obviously, to increase the effective tax rate will either inereavi, the cost of '.S.
products in these markets or reduce tle return to the We.stern Hemisphere trade
Corporation. in either event, any change at this time would impair the competi-
tive position of U.S. industry vis-a-vis that of other countries, many of which
benefit from lower rates of tax prevailing in a number of Western Hemisphere
countries.

The Manufacturing Chemists Assoclation believes that removal of the Western
Hlemiisphere Trade Corporation )rovisions under current conditions would have
an adverse effect on U.S. business interests in the Western IlemIsphere and
particularly in Latin America. Accordingly, we recommend that section 1052
of II.R. 10612, which would phase out the Western Hemisphere provision over
a four year period, be rejected by your committee.

U.S. POSSESSIONS

The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code which apply to the United States
possessions stem from the Revenue Act of 1921. Under substantially unchanged
provisions since that date, United States corporations and United States citizens
have been accorded certain tax advantages with respect to business carried on
in our possessions. In general, it is provided that If a domestic corporation de-
rives 80% or more of its income from sources within a possession anid 50%
or more of its income from active conduct of a trade or business within the
possession, all of the foreign income of that corporation is excluded from United
States taxation. The purpose of these provisions is to encourage American de-
velopment of its underprivileged possessions by placing United States businesses
operating in possessions on equal footing with competing businesses from other
countries.

In general, the possessions have their own revenue laws. Several have Intro-
duced economic development programs for the express purpose of reducing
poverty and unemployment. These programs, together with a favorable U.S. tax
policy extended .to U.S. possession corporations, have been very effective in
attracting private capital investment into the possessions.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association recommends that no change be made
that would Jeopardize the beneficial development programs of these possessions
and that the existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code which support
these programs be substantially retained.
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The Manufacturing Chemists Association believes that the provisions included
In H.R. 10612, which would permit current tax-free distribution of profits to
United States parent corporations, would be beneficial, both from rthe United
States and Puerto Rican viewpoints.

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 367

Where a foreign corporation is a party to a reorganization, it is required that
an advance ruling be obtained from the Internal Revenue Service that the
proposed exchange is not in pursuance of a plan having avoidance of Federal
income taxes as a principal purpose in order for the Subchapter C nonrecognition
provisions to be applicable to exchanges in the reorganization.

Due to the increasing tempo of world-wide business, the number of reorgani-
zations subject to section 367 has increased substantially in recent years, gen-
erally for compelling business reasons which are not tax motivated. At the same
time delays are experienced in obtaining a favorable ruling in order to meet what
is frequently a critical timetable in order to proceed with a proposed transaction.

Furthermore, in recent years, more detailed reporting to the Internal Revenue
Service is required in regard to organizational changes in foreign subsidiary
corporations. Therefore, the need for an advance ruling to protect government
revenues no longer seems appropriate.

We have consistently recommended that section 367 be amended to meet pres-
ent day requirements. Thus, an advance ruling would no longer be required
prior to giving effect to a corporate reorganization, but the taxpayer would be
able to request such a ruling if he so desired. We believe that section 1042 of
H.R. 10612 constitutes constructive steps towards this objective. We particularly
endorse the provisions granting taxpayers permission to obtain a ruling from
the Internal Revenue Service after the transaction has occurred and the right
to appeal to the Tax Court for its review of any IRS decision on the ruling
request.

INVESTMENT IN U.S. PROPERTY

Under present law, any increase in Investment in United States property by
controlled foreign corporations may constitute a taxable distribution to their
United States shareholders within the provisions of section 956. The present
law is very broad in the classes of property which constitute U.S. investment.
The Manufacturing Chemists Association has consistently taken the position
that these provisions serve no useful purpose, and, In effect, are detrimental
to the best interests of the United States. H.R. 10612 would restrict substantially
the scope of section 956. It would limit the coverage of section 956 to (I) .t1ck
or debt obligations of a related United States person and (2) tangible property
which Is leased to or used by a related United States person.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association supports the action taken toward
limiting section 956. We believe, however, that section 956 should be repealed
completely. Where investment in United States property would constitute a dis-
guised dividend, other section,; of the Internal Revenue Code provide ade(Iunte
methods of preventing abuse. We believe repeal of this section will remove the
detrimental effect of those provisions upon our balance of payments.

REVISION OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT COMPUTATTION FOR CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

H.R. 10612 proposes changes in present law for the computation of the foreign
tax credit limitation in situations which involve capital gain transactions. One
of these proposed changes relates to the netting of long-term and short-term
gains and losses in cases where some are U.S. source related while others are
foreign source related. One specific revision incorporated in It.R. 1(0012 wvnuld
require that losses from sources within the United States offset gains from
sources outside the United States for purposes of determining taxable income
from sources outside the United States in computing any foreign tax credit
limitation.

We wish to call to your attention the reverse situation which should 1e
accorded comparable treatment. Where the taxpayer has a net capital loss from
sources outside the United States which offsets a net capital gain from sources
within the United States, such foreign loss should also offset United States
source capital gains in determining any limitation on the foreign tax credit.
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In brief, It is recommended that foreign capital losses be, in the reverse
situation, treated similarly to the proposal with respect to United States source
capital losses.

EZOAPTURE OF FOMON LOSSES

Section 1032 of H.R. 10612 relates to the recapture of the tax benefits of
foreign losses. The House Ways and Means Committee Report accompanying
H.R. 10612 points out that where an overall foreign loss exceeds foreign in-
come in a particular year, the excess offsets United States taxable income and
reduces United States taxes. Subsequently, when income is derived from those
activities which contribute to the loss, the foreign tax credit, In many cases
eliminates, or substantially reduces, United States tax on such income. Section
1032 is designed to prevent this advantage by requiring that in cases where
an overall loss from foreign operation reduces United States tax on United
States source income, the tax benefit derived from the loss is to be recaptured
by the United States when income is derived from abroad.

The recapture mechanism contains two steps. The first step requires that an
amount of foreign Income earned in succeeding years be deemed to be United
States source income to the extent of prior year's overall foreign los& The second
step reduces the amount of foreign income taxes In suceeding years in the same
proportion that the amount of foreign income treated as United States source
Income bears total foreign income. This second step recalculates the amount of
foreign income taxes which may qualify for foreign tax credit purposes. Foreign
Income taxes which are eliminated by this second step cannot qualify at any
time for deduction and cannot be carre4 forward or carried back to other
taxable years.

The proposed recapture provision will not operate equitably In many cases
In so far as the second step Is concerned because of a lack of correlation with
the tax policies of foreign countries in which the foreign losses arise. Where a
foreign country permits losses to be carried forward and deducted In the
computation of its tax In later years, there will be a double reduction in foreign
Income taxes-once because of the foreign country's carryover and again under
this proposed provision In section 1032. The reason is that no consideration is
given as to the way this loss is treated in particular foreign countries. We
recommend that your Committee provide a more equitable policy by (1) permit-
ting the taxpayer to prove that the foreign country or countries in which the
overall lose arose will allow a deduction for these items over a reasonable period
of time and (2) requiring a recapture of the loss on a country-by-country basis,
mot on an overall basis, as now proposed.

We further point out that the reduction required under the second step covers
the amount of "Income or profits or excess profits taxes paid or accrued (or
deemed to have been paid)." The inclusion of "deemed" tax payments will en-
compass carryovers and carrybacks which have already been whittled down in
prior years and which should not be covered within another recalculation as
to the year to which carried. We recommend that this be corrected.

Senator RInicorF. Dennis Bedell is our next witness.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS P. BEDELL, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN MIN-
ING CONGRESS TAX COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID T.
WRIGHT, PARTNER, COOPERS & LYBRAND

Mr. BEDF.LL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Dennis Bedell, and I
am appearing before you today on behalf of the American Mining
Congress which is a trade association representing all segments of the
mining industry.

I am accompanied by Mr. David Wright, a partner in the interna-
tional accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand.

Mr. Chairman, we have a number of comments in our statement on
various aspects of the subject of capital formation, such as the question
of the investment credit, integration, and capital cost recovery al-

69-460--76---pt. 2-34
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'lowanesf. Our recommendations and our comments on those' niatters
are included in otir prepared statement. In view of the demands on
the committee's schedule I would like-to confine my oral testimony to
the tax treatment of foreign mining activities.

Senator RiBIcoFF. Without objection, the entire statement will go
in the record as if read.

You may proceed, sir.
Mr. BEDELL. To put-the tax treatment of our overseas mining activ-

ity in proper perspective, I think it is helpful to briefly review the
overall minerals picture facing this country.

.- .. The Secretary of the Interior has projected that in the years ahead-
there will be an increasingly large shortfall of domestic mineral pro-
duction as compared to domestic mineral demand. In 1971 the short-
fall was some $6 billion.

The Secretary of the Interior has projected this will increase to
approximately $20 billion in 1985, and in the year 2000 to a shortfall
of domestic production in the neighborhood of $50 billion. To meet
this gap between domestic production and domestic demand for min-
erals we are increasingly having to rely on foreign sources. Our min-
eral imports run in the range of $9 billion.

At the same time as the projected shortfall of domestic production
will be increasing another phenomenon is occurring, and that is there
is an increased worldwide competition by other countries and other
industrialized nations for the world's mineral resources. Thus, not only
do we have ahead of us an increasingly large-4ikelihood of a shortfall
of domestic production but also increasing worldwide competition for
minerals.

An extremely important characteristic of the domestic mineral
situation is that in this country we physically do not have a number of
the minerals we need. In other cases, while the minerals may be here
physically, because of present economic conditions and the state of the
technology, it is not feasible to extract these minerals.

In view of this, it is very important that the U.S. mining industry
have the ability to effectively participate in the discovery and devel-
opment of foreign mineral resources. Obviously, this is necessary in th:
short run; and indeed also in the long run for even assuming that we
can further increase domestic production, there will still be a gap to
be filled by foreign mineral sources.

I think it is important to emphasize that if the foreign mineral
sources that this country needs are not developed by American mining
companies, they will be developed by mining companies from other
major industrialized nations of the world.

If this is done, it obviously introduces more variables and potential
problems in our sources of mineral supply.

In addition, if the mineral resources of the world aTe developed by
mining companies from other nations, it is likely that mineral proc-
essing activities and fabrication of products would be done abroad
rather than in the United States by U.S. employees.

When American mining companies attempt to compete abroad with
mining companies of other major nations, it is obvious that the rela-
tive tax treatment they receive from the United States vis-a-vis the
tax treatment mining companies from other major nations receive
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from their countries is a very important factor. To the extent we give
a less favorable treatment to our mining companies, they are placed
at a competitive disadvantage with their competitors.

As a means of comparing in quantitative terms the effect of the rela-
tive tax treatment by capital-exporting countries of their foreign
mining activities, the American Mining Congress had a study pre-
pared by Coopers,& Lybrand in 1973 on this subject. This study was
updated and expanded in mid-1975 and has just been further reviewed
to ascertain that it still is currently valid in light of the changes that
have occurred in the tax laws of the countries involved in the study.

In brief what the study did was select four minerals and construct
mine models for these minerals. The minerals were iron ore, nickel,
copper, and manganese. The study then selected a variety of capital-
importing countries around the world where one or more of these min-
erals wold exist, for a total of 28 different investment possibilities.

It then analyzed the relative effect of the tax systems on rate of
return for a, mining investment if the investment were made by a min-
ing company from the Unit-d Stn tes. or from a number of other major
capital-exporting countries, such as Belgium, Canada, France, Ger-
many, Japan, Neth~irlands, Swvitzerland, and the United Kingdom.

In general, the study demonstrated that our present tax system
places U.S. mining at a competitive disadvantage and indeed often a
substantial one vis-a-vis mining companies from the other major in-
dustrialized countries of the world.

On an overall basis for the 28 situations for which the relative rates
of return on these mining inv-tmeits were compared by the study,
the United States on a rate-of-return,-on-equity ba.is ranked next to
last of all the capital-exporting countries in the study.

Another significant factor is that the average rate of return for the
U.S. mining companies on an overall basis was significantly lower
than that for the country which had the highest rate of return-20-
pereent lower.

For two of the minerals in which we would have been in the worst
situation, copper and manganese, the U.S. rate of return was approxi-
mately 30 percent lower.

Another basis of compnarintr the relative position of the United States
is to look at these 28 situations and determine the number of times
each of the other capital-exporting countries achieved the highest,
or second highest rate of return. On this basis it is seen that ti,
United States never attained the highest rate of return and deed
attained the second or third highest rate of-return of the 28 situations
only once each.

In comparison, other major cmital-exporting countries achieved
the highest or next highest rate af return a number of times, ranging
from Canada. which achieved it in 8 out of the 28 situations; down to
France, which achieved the highest rate of return in 3 situations, but
second highest in 12 situations.

In other words, no matter which method of comparison is used. it
is clear that our present tax system puts U.S. mining companies at a
competitive disadvantage and'hinders our ability to compete with for-
eign mining companies for the supplies of foreign minerals we need.

This is a time to be considering narrowing the discrepancy rather
than increasing it.
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I would like to briefly note that the situation in which our mining
companies face the most serious disadvantage is where the host coun-
try in which the mineral is located requires the use of a local corpora-
tion, that is, a foreign subsidiary.

The effect of this requirement is that the development expenditures
and other startup costs incurred by our mining companies produce
no current tax benefit. This is in substantial contrast to the treatment
the other major capital-exporting countries provide to their mining
companies where they do allow a current tax effect for these type OR
expenditures even though the activity is conducted through a f foreignsubsidiary vis-a-vis that capital-exporting country.

I have a table on pages 18 and 19 in my statement which shows
the effect of this, which is to put the .S. rate of return in the range
of 50 to 60 percent of the highest rate of return.

If these foreign subsidiaries were allowed to be treated as branches,
the situation would be greatly improved.

Senator RniCoFo. Is this all in your statement, Mr. Bedell, that
you are giving us nowI

Mr. PEF.DELL. The numbers are in the statement.
Senator Rmicop'. Because your time has expired and we have other

witnesses waiting to testify.
Mr. B ED LL. In conclusion, let me say, Mr. Chairman, that we believe

the present situation calls for changes which would make us more
competitive abroad, not changes such as those embodied in H.R. 10612
dealing with the foreign tax credit limitation or loss recapture, which
would increase the tax burden on the American mining industry
operating abroad and therefore further harm our competitive position.

Thank you very much.
Senator Ruiiconr. Thank you very much.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HAnszN. I don't have any questions, Mr. Chairman. I am

pleased to have this statement by Mr. Bedell before us. I am on the
Interior Committee and I think "it is the opinion of people who have

ven much attention and study to this very important facet of the
.S. economy, and they have been predicting for some time that the

growing foreign dependency upon oil and gas will be followed and
indeed is now emerging clearly into view with respect to minerals. I
Couldn't agree more. I think that what you say is highly important and
significant.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Bw ,L. Thank you very much, Senator Hansen.
Senator Rmsiconr. Thank you very much, Mr. Bedell.
(The prepared statement and exhibits of Mr. Bedell follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 1015.]
STATEMENT OF THE AMEICoAN MININo CoNGoRss sY DNNiIS P. BEDELL, CiHAIRMAN

or THE AMC TAX COMMn'

SUMMARY
To meet the substantial projected gap between domestic mineral production

-and U.S. demand for minerals In the years ahead will require substantial addi-
tional capital to develop domestic reserves and will require the effective partici.
nation of the U.S. mining industry in the development of foreign mineral source.
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A rent study prepared f9r the American Mining Congress by Coopers &
Lybrano demonstrates that, as measured by after4ax rate of return, our present
tax se .stem places U.S. mininj companies operating abroad at a competitive dis-
advantag0--0fen a substantial one-vis-a-vis mining companies of other major
industrialized nations of the world. On an oveall average basis for 28 situations
for which rates of return were compared in the study, the United States ranked
next t9 lWst of the other capital exporting countries considered. Furthermore, the
ove r1 .yerage U.S. rate of return was significantly lower-more than 20 per-
cent-than the country with the highest overall average rate of return. Ac-
cordingly, a sound tax and minerals policy calls for improvements in the tax
treatment of foreign mineral investments s6 the U.S. mining industry may more
effectively compete abroad, rather than for increased tax burdens on the U.S.
inning industry. To this end we recommend that:

Where a host country requires the use of a local corporation for a mining In-
vestinent in that country, a U.S. mining company should be allowed to treat such
a required foreign subsdiary as a branch for U.S. tax purposes.

Carrybacks and carryovers should be allowed for foreign income taxes for
which a foreign tax credit Is denied under the special foreign mineral income
limitation in section 901(e).

In view of the fact that sound policy calls for making the U.S. mining Industry
more, not less, competitive abroad, we are opposed to changes In the tax treatment
of foreign Income that would Increase the tax burden on American mining com-
panies operating abroad, such as repeal or limitation of the foreign tax credit.
repeal of the per-country foreign tax credit limitation, recapture of foreign losses,
elimination of deferral-of tax on unremitted earnings of foreign subsidiaries, or
the Imposition of a minimum tax on foreign source income.

To assist the mining industry to raise the vast amount of capital it will need
In the coming years, we recommend the elimination of the double taxation of
corporate earnings through Integration of the corporate and Individual tax
structures and the adoption of a system of meaningful, flexible capital cost:
recovery allowances.

We also believe the effectiveness of the investment tax credit should be im-
proved by:

Providing a permanent 12 percent credit.
Allowing the full credit on equipment subject to rapid amortization.
Not reducing depreciable basis by the credit.
Allowing progress payment treatment for property that takes less than two

years to construct.
An area in which the mining Industry is faced with increasingly heavy capital

expenditures is that of pollution control. To assist the mining industry in meet-
ing the ever growing environmental requirements imposed on it, we recommend
that a number of improvements be made in the presently allowed amortization
deduction for pollution control facilities.

Finally, we recommend that the 10 percent minimum tax be made inapplicable
to corporations.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman: My name is Dennis P. Bedell and I am appearing before youz
today on behalf of the American Mining Congress. Accompanying me is Mr. David
T. Wright, a partner in the accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand.

The American Mining Congress is a trade association representing all segments
of the mining industry. It Is composed of (1) U.S. companies that produce most
of the nation's metals, coal and industrial and agricultural minerals; (2) more
than 240 companies that manufacture mining and mineral processing machinery,
equipment and supplies, and (3) engineering and contracting companies and banks
that serve the mining industry.
Thre U.S. mining industry

In the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970, Congress stated It was our
national policy to foster and encourage private enterprise in the development of
an economically sound domestic mining industry and in the orderly and economic
development of domestic mineral resources. The critical importance of this
national policy becomes readily apparent when It Is realized that the United
States faces a severe shortage of minerals, which are the lifeblood of our indus-
trial economy and our national defense and are the basic products from which
substantially all other products are derived.
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The mining industry has peculiarly distinctive characteristics and circum-
stances which justify its present tax treatment and indeed warrant liberalizing
changes in that treatment if the industry's after-tax rate of return on invest-
Went is to be sufficient to allow it to effectively compete abroad and to provide,
and allow it to attract, the capital required for the needed tremendous expan-
ion in output.

To put the distinctive features of this industry in context, it it useful to
review the overall minerals picture. Recent authoritative sources for data on
the present and projected supply and demand for minerals are the 1972, 1973,
and 1975 Annual Reports of the Secretary of the Interior to Congress pursuant
to the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970. The Secretary's Annual Reports
project that in the years ahead primary domestic demand for minerals will
substantially exceed domestic mineral production at an everwidening pace. The
gap was $0 billion in 1971 and is projected to increase to $20 billion in 1985 and
to $52 bilion in the year 2000.

To meet this gap, we have been and will continue to be increasingly. relying
on foreign sources. In 1972, our mineral imports were valued at approximately
$9 billion. Attached as Exhibit 1 is Figure 4 from the Secretary's 1975 Annual
Report which shows for a number of minerals the percentage of.U.S. 1974
demand which was supplied by imports.

Moreover, the Secretary's 1973 Annual Report points out (at page 25) that
although "U.S. production has increased in quantitative terms, its relative role
as a world consumer of mineral raw materials and as a world-manufacturer of
products of mineral origin has shrunk." The result is that "the United States
is encountering steadily increasing competition in the acquisition of nondo-
mestic mineral raw materials as other industrialized countries also seek reliable
sources of reasonably-priced mineral raw materials."

Thus, at the same time as our needs are increasing and the gap between
domestic production and domestic demand is widening, there Is likely to be
increased world-wide competition for minerals which will make it increasingly
difficult for us to fill the gap. In other words, we are facing a minerals crisis.

An extremely important characteristic of the mining industry is the fact that
in the case of a number of minerals we physically do not have additional re-
sources in this country. Moreover, in the case of a number of other minerals
almost all of the high grade deposits have been discovered. The ones left gen-
erally are deep. low-grade deposits which either are not exploitable under present
economic conditions or because of a lack of the necessary technology. There are
on the other hand foreign mineral deposits of a higher grade than domestic
deposits which accordingly may be developed at a relatively lower cost. As
indicated before, however, there is also likely to be increased competition from
other countries for these supplies of natural resources.

It is important for a number of reasons that the United States mining in-
dustry be able to effectively participate in the discovery and development of
foreign mineral reserves. It is obvious that for some time to come the United
States will be in need of significant and increasing amounts of foreign minerals
if domestic demand is to be met. The mining of foreign reserves by U.S. com-
panies provides a greater as.surance that these foreign minerals will be available
to uis, although there are, of course, risks arising from the uncertainty of the
p,,ii eal environment in some foreign countries. Moreover, because of economic
cot.nditions. the Ftate of the technology and the lead time required for the
development of new deposits, increased production of domestic minerals is simply
'not a viable means of meeting projected domestic demand.

This is not to say that the significantly increased efforts which are necessary
for further exploration and development of those minerals which exist in the
T'ifted States should not he undertaken from a long-run standpoint. These
efforts should he pursued. but they should be pursued hand in hand with those
efforts neceq nry to continue to assure ourselves of needed supplies of foreign
nflnerols. The size of the projected gap between domestic demand and domestic
snpi)ly of minerals is qo great that in the long run very substantial increases
in domestic production-even a doubling of produetion-will still leave a gap
which must be filled by substantial imports of foreign minerals. It is in our
national Interest that the U.S. mining industry be allowed to effectively par-
ticipate in the development of these foreign minerals. If these foreign mineral
sources are not developed by American mining companies, they will be developed
by mining companies of other major Industrialized nations of the world. This
would make the availability to us of needed foreign minerals even more de-
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pendent on, and subject to variations in, the economic and political climates of
other countries. It is also important to note that the availability of needed raw
materials to American industry means that mineral processing and the fabrica-
tion of many products may be done in the United States by U.S. employees
rather than abroad.

In addition to providing us with additional assurance that the minerals will
be available to us, the development of foreign mineral deposits by the U.S.
mining industry will also tend to mitigate the balance of payments effect of
imports since the profits arising on the foreign operations of U.S. mining com-
panies will be at least in part repatriated to the United States.

The United States mining industry has already made very substantial invest-
ments abroad for mineral exploration and development and for the very
substantial capital facilities which are required for the processing and trans-
portation of minerals. Moreover, substantial additional capital investments wiU
be required to find and develop additional supplies of foreign minerals.
The tax treatment of foreign income

In attempting to carry on mining activities abroad, American mining com-
panties must compete with mining companies from other capital exporting na-
tions, such as the United Kingdom, France, Japan and Germany. To the extent
American mining companies receive less favorable tax treatment from the United
States than companies of other capital exporting countries receive from their
home countries, the U.S. companies are placed at a competitive disadvantage.
Ooopers d Luybrand comparative study

As a means of comparing, in fairly precise terms, the relative tax treatment
by capital exporting countries of the foreign activities of their mining com-
panies, the American Mining Congress bad a comparative study made for it in
1973 by the international accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand. This study
focused on the effect which the tax systems of Important capital exporting
countries In conjunction with the tax systems of a varied range of capital Im-
porting countries have on after-tax rates of return of mining companies. The
objective of this study was to apply a common measurement standard (i.e.,
after-tax rate of return) to the tax systems of the United States and its
principal capital exporting competitors.

We believe this type of study is of substantial help to the Committee in
considering the question of the proper tax treatment of U.S. mining companies'
foreign mineral operations. Accordingly, the American Mining Congress had
Coopers & Lybrand prepare a new study for it in mid-1975 to reflect the changes
in the tax systems of the capital exporting and capital importing countries
involved. The new study also analyzed the effect on after-tax rate of return
of various tax proposals that would affect U.S. mining companies operating
abroad. Coopers & Lybrand has just completed a further review of the changes
in the tax laws of the countries involved in the study which have occurred since
the study was made and is of the opinion that the conclusions of the study are
basically unchanged. Copies of the study, dated May 12, 1975,* and a letter
from Coopers & Lybrand, dated March 28, 1976, to the American Mining Congress
regarding the current validity of the study are attached as Exhibits 3 and 2,
respectively.

In general this study demonstrates that our present tax system places U.S.
mining companies at a competitive disadvantage--often a substantial one--
vis-a-vis mining companies of other major industrialized nations of the world.

In the study both the return on equity investment (after subtraction of the
Interest cost of borrowed money) and the return on total investment have been
computed. The comparisons have primarily been made, however, on the basis of
return on equity investment because as the study points out it is believed that
this basis, which assumes a debt and equity capital structure, is more repre-
sentative of typical mining investments and consequently is more illustrative of
the effect of tax systems on mining companies from the U.S. and the other capital
exporting countries. After-tax rate of return was chosen as the standard of
comparison because it is a reasonable measure of an investor's capacity to make
concessions to the host country aud thereby outbid other potential investors
who have significantly lower rates of after-tax return, and because it serves as
a measure of a company's ability to borrow funds, or to allocate internally
generated funds, for the needed capital investments.

*This study was made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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The after-tax rates of return of United States-mining companies have been
compared with those of eight other capital-exportng countries: Belgium,
Oaada, France, Germany, Japang the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom. The- rates of return have been computed on hypothetical models of
mining ventures involving four minerals: iron ore, copper, nickel, and manganese.

Twelve capital-importfng countries were chosen for the study. They are
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Liberia, Mexico, New Cale-
dona, New Zealand, the PhiUppines, and South Africa. It was not reasonable to
expect that all four of the minerals chosen for the study would be found in each
of the 12 capital-Importing countries, so the computations were made for each
mineral only in those countries where it is reasonable to anticipate that commer-
cial deposits of the mineral are located. Consequently, the study computes rates
of return on an iron ore mine in each of seven countries, a copper mine in each
of eight countries, a nickel mine in each of seven countries, and a manganese
mine In each of six countries. In summary, 28 Investment possibilities were
considered.

It would be impossible for the study to cover all potential capital-Importing
countrie. It is believed, however, that the countries selected cover a repre-
sentative range of taxing systems, varying from New Caledonia, which had
no income tax at the time of the study, to countries such as Canada, which
has an Income tax system similar In many respects to our own. (Although New
Caledonia has now enacted an Income tax system, this has not changed the
study's conclusions.) Since the mine models utilized in this study were standard
In all Instances, the rates of return for each investment by each company were
affected solely by the respective tax systems of the investor countries and the
country in which the Investment Is made. Therefore, rates of return express the
relative effect of each country's tax system.

The Coopers & Lybrand study shows that the U.S. tax treatment of U.S.
mining companies operating abroad generally Is significantly less favorable than
that of most other major capital exporting countries. On an overall average
basis for all 28 situations for which rates of return on equity were compared,
the United States ranked next to last of the capital exporting countries In the
study. Furthermore, the overall average U.S. rate of return was significantly
lower-more than 20 percent--than the coutry-Japan-with the highest overall
average rate of return. The following graph from the study shows the compara-
tive position of the United States on an overall basis.

In terms of the four specific mine models utilized, the United States on an
average rate of return on equity basis ranked eighth In the case of copper, sixth
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in the case of iron ore, fifth in the case of nickel, and was tied for last in the case
of manganese. Moreover, the ma~goitzde of t)* disprtty between t IW.o - .. t
of return and the rate of return for the highest country for each mineral was
substantial. In the case of nickel, where the United States ranked highest of
the four minerals studied, the U. S. rate of return was only 85 percent of that
of the highest country, Canada. Ih the base of iron ore, the U. S. rate of return
*as 80 percent of *that of the highest cotuinty. Ith the ease 6f Cemme -aial 'man-
tanese-the two situations in which the United States would be in the worst
competitive position-the U. S. rate of return was 71 percent and 72 pdreut,
respectively, of that of the highest country. The graphs on the following pageq,
whichh are from the Coopers & Lybrand study, show the comparative Ddsiti6n
of the United States for each of these situations.
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; Another basis for comparing the capital exporting countries tax systems is
the frequency with which a given capital exporting country obtains the highest
or next highest rate of return in a capital importing country. Of the 28 situations
compared in the study on a rate of return on equity basis, the United States

'never attained the highest rate of return and attained the second and third
highest rate of return only once each. By comparison, most of the other major
capital exporting countries achieved the highest, or next highest, rate of return
a number of times, which is shown as follows:
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Times country achieved-
Highest rate of Next highest rate,

return of return-

Canada ................................................................ 8 ............
Japan .................................................................. 6 - 6

many ............................................................... 5 ..................
Belgium ............................................................... 4 ............

rance ................................................................. 3 12
United Kingdom ....................................................... 3 ..........

Note: The number of Instances In the above table of highest rate of return totals 29 because Japan and France tied for
1st in I situation.

It is clear that no matter which method of comparison is utilized, the present
U.S. tax system treats U.S. mining companies considerably less favorably than
the tax systems of the other major capital exporting countries treat mining com-
panies based in those countries. Thus, our present tax system hinders the ability
of American mining companies to compete with mining companies for the sup-
plies of foreign minerals which this country needs.

It is Important to emphasize that a frequent pattern of having United States
mining companies fall significantly below the highest after-tax rate of return
in competing with investors from other countries is extremely serious even if
the United States investor's rate of return is comparable to the average for other
potential investors. The reason is that the investor with the highest after-tax
rate of return with comparable terms in the host country will be able to concede
more to the host country and thus outbid any other potential investors who have
significantly lower rates of return after tax.
Local incorporation requirement

U.S. mining companies operating abroad are at the most serious disadvantage
in those capital importing countries that, either directly or indirectly, require
mining activities in that country to be carried on by a corporation organized
under the local law. United States companies that are, thus, effectively obligedTo
operate -through such a locally incorporated subsidiary are at a particular dis-
advantage because mine development and other start-up expenditures by these
foreign subsidiaries cannot be deducted and these foreign subsidiaries are not
eligible for percentage depletion deductions when the mines reach the producing
stage.

Several of the capital exporting countries provide a means whereby their min-
ing companies may obtain a current deduction for mine development expenditures
and therefore not be penalized by an external requirement that they conduct
operations through a foreign subsidiary. For example, France permits its com-
panies to consolidate, for fixed periods of time, foreign subsidiaries with domestic
activities for purposes of computing taxable income. This consolidation election
is for a ten-year period after which the foreign subsidiary need not be consoli-
dated. Thus, preproduction tax losses produce a current tax benefit. Dividends
from a foreign subsidiary, if not included in a subsequent consolidation after the
tenayear period has lapsed,. are eligible for further preferential tax treatment.
Germany also provides a method to obtain a tax benefit for preproduction losses
realized by a foreign subsidiary of a German company. Germany allows Its com-
panies to claim a tax-deductible reserve against investments in forei--n subsid-
laries in amounts equivalent to preproduction losses, subject to certain limlita-
tions. Such reserves are restored to income as the venture generates income or
after a specified period of time has lapsed.

Of the capital importing countries included in the Coopers & Lybrand study,
Brazil, The Philippines, Mexico, Indonesia, and Iran require a local corporation
to conduct mining ventures in their countries. The following table from the study
shows the rate of return on equity of U.S. mining companies from investments
in these countries, expressed as a percentage of the highest rate of return for a
capital exporting country company's investment in that country, both with the
foreign subsidiary treatment to which U.S. mining companies are limited under
present law and as if they could be treated as branches.
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"COMPARISON OF U.S. RETURN ON EQUITY EXPRESS AS A PERCENT Oit HI$EST RETURN ON EQUITY IN COUN-
TRIES REQUIRING LOCAL INCORPORATIONS

Percent of highest-

If branch
treatment were

Subsidiary allwd

Copper:
'indonesia .......................................................... 56.4 801.0
i'ran............................................................... 40.7 59.3
W.Mexico ............................................................ 52.2 71.8
Phllppnes............-------------------------......... -- - 55.2 79.0

1ron ore:
Brazil ............................................................. 56.8 96.0
Philippines ......................................................... 60.6 93.9

Nickel:
Indonesia .......................................................... 67.7 100.0
Philippines ......................................................... 75.8 100.0

Mananes58.9 77.6

Iran---------------------------------------------------. 58.0 78.6
Mexico ............................................................ 53.3 75.1
Philippines ......................................................... 66.0 87.3

As can be easily seen, if U.S. mining companies could qualify for branch treat-
ment under United States tax law in these situations, the rate of return on equity
investment would be increased sharply in every case.

,Recommendation
The failure of the United States tax system to keep United States mining

companies competitive in those countries where local corporations must be used
is serious. Furthermore, the problem is likely to grow as other capital-importing
countries adopt the requirement of local incorporation. To solve this problem
and to avoid a further deterioration of the competitive position of the United
States mining companies, we recommend that in those situations where the use
of a local corporation is in line with the policy of the host country, United States
mining companies be permitted,-at their option, to treat stock ownership in the
foreign corporation that is engaged in mining operations as though the mining
operations were conducted by a branch of the United States company or by a
partnership in which the United States company owns a partnership interest.
Proposal# to Inorease taxes on foreign mineral operatons

A number of changes in the tax treatment of foreign Income that would further
worsen the competitive position of American mining companies operating abroad
are contained in H.R. 10612. Other changes that would have adverse efects have
been proposed. We oppose any change in the tax treatment of foreign income
that would increase the tax burden on U.S. mining companies operating abroad.
Changes of this type would further hinder the ability of U.S. mining companies
to secure the resources which this country vitally needs.

It should be noted that in a January 29, 1976, report to the Congress by the
Comptroller-General, entitled "U.S. Dependence on Imports of Five Critical
Minerals: Implications and Policy Alternatives," the importance of foreign min-
erals sources to this country was recognized. Furthermore, the GAO stated (at
page 62)- that "the Congress should be cognizant of tax code changes tending to
deter foreign mining investment when domestic self-sufficiency is not a practical
alternative."

The Coppers & Lybrand study computed the effect which various proposals
would have on U.S. mining companies operating abroad. These include repeal of
the foreign tax credit with allowance of foreign income taxes as a deduction,
repeal of the per country limitation on the foreign tax credit, and ti-proposal
to recapture foreign losses which were deducted from U.S. source income by dis-
allowing a portion of the foreign tax credit when operations in the foreign coum.
try in question become profitable. The latter two proposals are contained in
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H.R. 10612. The Coopers & Lybrand study shows that any one of these proposals
would place U.S. mining companies In last place among the capital exporting
countries in terms of overall average return on equity. Furthermore, in a number
of cases, the present discrepancy between the United States and the capital ex-
porting country with the highest overall average return on equity would be very
significantly widened. If the foreign tax credit were repealed and instead a deduc-
tion was allowed for foreign income taxes, the U.S. overall return on equity as a
percentage of the highest capital exporting country would fall, according to the
study, from 80 percent to 62 percent. Similarly, if the per country foreign tax
credit limitation were eliminated as is proposed in §1031 of H.R. 10612, the United
States would fall from 80 percent to 67 percent. In the case of the loss recapture
proposal which It contained in J 1032 of H.R. 10612, the drop would be from 80
percent to 76 percent. Although this is a smaller decrease, what is significant is
that a U.S. mining company would be 24 percent below a company from the
capital exporting country with the highest return. Accordingly, we strongly oppose
proposals of this type and recommend that sections 1031 and 1032 of H.R. 10612
be deleted.*

Proposals also have been made for a minimum tax on foreign source income,
either directly by an additional tax on foreign income or indirectly by making
the foreign tax credit a tax preference item subject to the present 10-percent
minimum income tax. It should be recognized that proposals of this type are
simply complex backdoor methods of repealing a portion of the foreign tax credit.
Accordingly, we oppose any proposals of this type which would result in addi-
tional tax on foreign income and thereby through the imposition of double tax
burdens further worsen our competitive position abroad.

Other proposals which would also have a deleterious effect on American min-
ing companies operating abroad include the repeal of Western Hemisphere Trade.
Corporation treatment as provided in § 1052 of H.R. 10612, and the elimination,.
as provided in § 1033 of H.R. 10612, of less developed country treatment under
the foreign tax credit (i.e., requiring dividends for these countries to be grossed-
up) nnd under section 1248 which treats a portion of the gain realized on the
sale of stock of at foreign subsidiary as ordinary income rather than as a capital
gain. Increasing the tax burden of the American mining industry by proposals
of this type is not a wise course of action. It wouid only hurt the industry's ability
to supply the minerals this country needs now and will increasingly need in future
years. Accordingly, these provisions should be eliminated from the bill.

We also believe that the present deferral treatment accorded foreign source
income of foreign subsidiaries should not be eliminated. If this were done, this
foreign source income would be subject arbitrarily to United States taxation as
earned which would further aggravate the competitive position of United States
investors compared with investors of other capital-exporting countries.
EBemption for income earned abroad

Present law provides a limited $20,000 per year exemption ($25,000 In certaitr
cases) for income earned abroad by U.S. citizens who reside abroad for sub-
stantial continuous periods--17 out of 18 months. After a 3-year phase-out pe-
riod, this exemption would be repealed under § 1011 of H.R. 10612. Even with the
tax exemption provided under present law for income earned abroad, however,
the mining industry finds it difficult to induce qualified executive and technical
personnel to go abroad. It is to the advantage of the United States as well as the
businesses involved to have competent personnel in charge of the operations
abroad, and the Mining Congress believes that if the exemption is eliminated, it
will increase the cost and lower the efficiency of operations abroad. Accordingly,
this provision of H.R. 10612 should be deleted.

* If the repeal of the per-country limitation contained In 1 1031 of H.R.10612 is retained,
a technical change in proposed section 904(e) of the Code is needed to assure the ap-
plicability of the transitional rules contained in such subsection in the case of a taxpayer
who did not claim a forel tax credit for its last taxable year before 1976 but which had
not elected the overall limitation for its most recent pre-1970 taxable year in which
it did claim a foreign tax credit. This situation could occur where the taxpayer in its last
taxable year before 1976 had an overall loss or claimed a deduction, rather than a credit,
for its foreign income taxes.
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Dividend and interc8t withholding taxes
Secretary Simon, in his statement before this Committee during these hear.

ings, urged the abolition of the 30-percent withholding tax imposed under
present law on dividends and interest paid to foreign persons. He stated
that "the many benefits of eliminating the tax outweigh the small revenue
loss." We agree with Secretary Simon's statement and support his recomnienda-
tion that the present withholding taxes on all dividends and interest be eliminated.
Section 901 (e)

The Tax Reform Act of 19069 enacted a new section 901(e). It requires that
the amount of foreign taxes paid on "foreign mineral income" from sources within
any foreign country or possession that is otherwise available for foreign tax
credit, be reduced by the amount by which the foreign taxes paid exceed the
United States tax on the same income, due to the allowance of a percentage
depletion deduction by the United States. We oppose subjecting the mining indus-
try to more restrictive rules than other industries in computing the foreign tax
credit. Consequently, we recommend that section 901 (e) be repealed. in the ab-
s,-,ae of repeal, we recommend that 901(e) be amended to allow carrybacks and
carryovers of the portion of the foreign tax credit that has been denied under
this section since inequities can arise as a result of timing differences in the
United States and the foreign country. We think the failure to allow carrybacks
and carryovers may have been inadvertent in the 1969 Act. We specifically rec-
ow iend that section 901(e) be amended to provide for a two-year carryback and
a live-year carryover the amounts of foreign income tax for which a credit is
denied under the "foreign mineral income" limitation in those years. This would
grant the mining industry the same carrybacks and carryovers of unused foreign
Income taxes on "foreign mineral income" that are available for foreign taxes on
nonmineral income.
Other rccommendations

In its Declaration of Policy, the American Mining Congress has adopted three
other r proposals that would improve the competitive position of U. S. mining
companies operating abroad. First, we recommend that the tax treatment of
foreign expropriation losses be revised to provide a more realistic definition of
expropriation, to assure that business losses will always qualify as ordinary
loses, and to extend the carryforward period for the use of such losses. Second,
the Asset Depreciation Range System, and any more flexible capital recovery
allowance adopted for domestic assets, should be extended to foreign assets.
Finally, we recommend that a foreign tax credit be allowed for taxes that are
excused by developing countries that are seeking to attract capital so the incen-
tives allowed by those countries can have a meaningful effect. This treatment
is already accorded by a number of other major industrIalized countries, such
as Canada, France, Germany, and Japan. We urge the.Committee to adpt these
rtcon, mendat ions.
Need or capital

To meet the challenge of obtaining the minerals we will need in the years to
comp will require the expenditure of tremendous amounts of capital. Existing
faciulties must be expanded and modernized to more effectively exploit known
mineral deposits. New deposits must be discovered and developed.

The discovery and development of minerals in the United States i.4 becoming
more and more costly. Most of the high grade mineral beds have already been
discovered, and low grade deposits are the only ones left. Today, the mining
Industry must expend great suns of money on exploration and development in
lho U'nitd States. This exploration regilres soph~tIcnte-d and expensive geol,,g-

tO, geocnhmical, and geophysical equipment. Exploring underground is parti-
,inflnrly rn. 4y. Moreover. In rnaiv case, the deposits that are discovered are of
such a low grade that the technology required to make it economically feasible
to mine and process them must first bp developed. AlRo. to process low grade
cre at an economically attractive cost reqnres tremendous capital investment
in facilities for large scale operations.

In addition to theqe expenditures, the American mining indnutry is faced with
large increases In required capital expenditures as a result of the great amount
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of environmental and health and safety legislation affecting the industry which
has been enacted in recent years. These expenditures, which do not add to pro-
ductive capacity or result in any significant economic return, further increase
the mining industry's capital needs.

Where will the enormous amount of capital required to meet these needs
come from? In recent years the industry has been required to turn increasingly
to debt financing, thereby significantly increasing the industry's debt burden
and its debt/equity ratio. The industry's ability to generate capital internally
and to attract outside capital is dependent on its profitability for that determines
its cash flow and return on investment. The lower the industry's profits are,
the less funds there are generated internally to meet capital needs. Moreover,
inadequate profitability seriously impairs the industry's ability to obtain ex-
ternal financing. Even if the industry is able to attract the needed funds in the
first instance, inadequate profits impairs its ability to service new debt bardens.

The heavy inflation of recent years also has placed substantial additional
burdens on the mining industry. As a result of inflation, the industry is en-
countering substantially' higher replacement costs. Moreover, it is faced with
rapidly escalating costs on uncompleted mine development projects. The discovery
of an ore body and the development of a mine is a long-term, 5 to 10 year project.
Th0% inflation induced escalation of costs of mining projects has imposed substan-
tial new and uncontemplated capital expenditure burdens on the mining industry.
Our tax laws must provide adequate incentives to allow the mining industry to
obtain the capital it needs if we are to have the needed modernization and
expansion of productive capacity.
Integration and capital recovery

We strongly believe that new initiatives must be undertaken in our tax system
to eliminate the double taxation of corporate earnings by integrating the
corporate and individual tax structures and to allow much more rapid capital
c0t recovery. We recomnuend the adoption of a system of flexible cost recovery
allowances for plant and equipment, deducted at the taxpayer's discretion over
as short a period as 5 years and under any of the present permissible methods
of depreciation, including accelerated methods. The positive stimulative effect
of such a capital recovery system should not be diluted and impaired e .ner
through a reduction in the amount of the otherwise allowable investment credit
or through the treatment of capital recovery allowances as tax preference items
for purposes of the 10-percent minimum tax. A capital recovery system of this
type would substantially improve the present tax climate for the mining industry,
would be simple and flexible to apply, would encourage needed investment, and
would mitigate the problems created by inflationary replacement costs, obsoles-
cence, and foreign competition.
Investment tam credit

Over the years, it has been well demonstrated that the investment tax credit
is an important incentive to encourage capital investment and to assist industry
in meeting its capital needs. We believe the strengths of this incentive should
l,, oontinued and improved. Specifically, we recommend the following with respect
to the investment tax credit:

The investment credit should be increased to 12 percent on a permanent basis.
The full investment .credit should be allowed, regardless of-whether the equip-

ment in question is subject to depreciation or rapid amortization.
The depreciable or amortizable basis of equipment should not be reduced by

the amount of the investment credit.
Progress payment treatment, which allows the investment credit to be claimed

as expenditures are incurred, should he available without regard to whether It
takes two years or more to construct the property and without any phase-in
period.
Pollution control

The mining Industry has been faced with increasingly heavy capital expendi-
tures to meet the many new environmental requirements being imposed on it.
Moreover, in future years the mining industry vill be required to spend stagger-
ing amounts of capital for pollution control facilities. The present section 169
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9f the Code allowing the write off of pollution control facilities over a five-year
period Is so limited and restricted that It has not been effective in easing the
industry's financial burden of meeting pollution control standards.

Tq increase the effectiveness of the tax laws in combating air and water
pollution, we recommend that the deduction for the cost of pollution control
facilities be liberalized and many of the restrictions in the present law be
removed. The most significant change we recommend is that taxpayers should
be allowed to elect to deduct the cost of pollution control facilities currently,
rather than over a five-year period as under present law.

At the very least, the following modifications to existing law are essential
it the write off allowed for pollution control facilities Is to be of meaningful
assistance to the mining industry.

Taxpayers should be permitted to use accelerated methods In computing
their pollution control facility amortization deductions over a five-year period
and should be allowed the maximum investment credit on these facilities.

The existing 60-month amortization rule applies only to facilities to control
pollution in plants that were in operation before January 1, 1969. The definition
of qualified pollution control facilities should be extended to include the cost
of pollution control facilities used in connection with new as well as old plants.

We recommend removal of the restriction under existing law that makes' the
five-year amortization inapplicable if it appears that by reason of additional
receipts derived through recovery of waste the cost of the pollution control
facility will be recovered over its life.

The requirement that pollution control facilities must have Federal and state
certifications to qualify for fiVe-year amortization should be removed. The test
for qualification should be whether the primary function of the facility is pollu-
tion abatement.

Under existing law a pollution control facility must be placed in service by
the taxpayer before January 1, 1976 to qualify for 60-month amortization. We
recommend that the definition of qualified facilities-be extended to include facil-
ities placed in service on or after January 1, 1976.

The restriction of five-year amortization to a fifteen-year portion of the actual
life of a pollution control facility which has a useful life of over fifteen years
should be removed.

Under existing law a deduction for amortization of a pollution control facility
that is part of a taxpayer's mining operations will reduce the taxpayer's taxable
income from the mining property, and this reduction may result In a lower
percentage depletion deduction for the mine-thus offsetting, in part, the effect
of the amortization provision. We recommend that any increase in deductions
for pollution control not he offset by applying the increased deductions to reduce
the 50 percent of taxable income limitation on percentage depletion deductions.

Under existing law the excess of deductions for amortization of pollution
control facilities over ordinary depreciation deductions is included In the tax
base for the 10-percent "minimum" tax as an item of tax preference, thus dimin-
ishing the effect of section 169 in many cases. We recommend that pollution
control facilities be deleted from the base of the 10-percent minimum tax.
The 10-percent minimum tax

The 10-percent minimum tax imposed under present law is in reality an addi-
tional tax, not a minimum tax. Moreover, for the mining industry and corpora-
tions generally, It is essentially an additional tax on percentage depletion
deductions and capital gains. Its effect, thus, is in large part to reduce through an
Indirect approach the incentive effect of a specific provision in the tax law
which is of substantial assistance to the mining industry. The Imposition of
the minimum tax on corporations Is not a sound policy. This is especially true
at a time like this when It is clear that sound policy requires greater, not re-
duced, tax incentives to assist industry in meeting its capital requirements. The
time has come when the Inappropriateness of the imposition of the minimum
tax on corporations should be fully recognized and the tax made inapplicable
to corporations.

Respectfully submitted,
AM7PT4ICAN MINxrO CONGRESS,

DENrIS P. BEDELL,
Chairman, Tax C omnittee.
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EXHIBIT 2
Commu & LYBRAND,

Mr. . Amiqov=oNJI- NeW YOrk, March1 28, 1976.

President, American Mining (Jongreaa, 1100 Ring Building#
Waelhington, D.O.

Dn&R MR. OvjmroN: As you requested, we have surveyed each of the capitalimporting and capital exporting countries Included In our report "A ComparativeStudy of Tax Systems and Their Effect on Foreign Mining Investments" datedMay 12, 1975 (hereinafter referred to as -the Study) as to whether there havebeen any changes In the tax laws of those countries which would modify the

MINERAL
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conclusions of the Study. The changes In tax laws, which have occurred, are
summarized in the Exhibit enclosed herein.

BACKGROUND

As you know, the Study analyzed the tax structures of eight leading capital
investing countries, namely:

Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, The Netherlands, Switzerland,
and United Kingdom.
(Hereinafter described as capital exporting countries) and measured the U.S.
tax structure against the tax structure of each of those countries. To measure
these tax systems, we utilized four distinct mathematical models which represent
possible investments in mines with various degrees of profitability and required
capital investment. Rates of return were computed for these mine investments
assuming such investments were made In various foreign ("capital importing")
countries by each capftal exporting country. These rates of return were com-
puted utilizing the available tox elections which would provide optimum rates
9f return in each circumstance.

The tax systems of foreign countries in which it was assumed investments
were made are reasonably representative of the wide range of tax systems which
exist around the world.

The mine models utilized in determining the various rates of return were
standard in all instances so that the rates of return achieved by each capital
exporting country were affected solely by its tax system and the capital im-
porting countries' tax systems. It should be emphasized that these models do
not represent actual mines or actual rates of return or the relative degree of
profitability for the various minerals; rather, they are examples of complex
mining ventures which reflect a range of financial possibilities in terms of capital
expenditures, revenues and operating costs.

The rates of return achieved by each capital exporting country for each ns-
sumed mining investment (i.e., mine model) were averaged and a ranking of the
various capital exporting countries was-made on the basis of these results. In
addition, to-provide a perspective for these rates of return, a percentage rela-
tionship was determined by assigning a percentage of 100 to the highest average
rate of return and expressing all other countries' rates of return as a percentage
of 100. For example, if the highest rate of return for an investment is 16% and
the next highest is 14%, the percentage relationships would be expressed as
100.0% and 87.5%, respectively. For purposes of this Study, these relationships
are called "Percentage of Highest Average Rate of Return." These overall aver-
nges and percentage relationships present a balanced comparison of the export-
Ing countries' tax laws, since results from atypical situations are minimized. ,

The overall results of these comparisons are reflected in the bar charts and
tables on pages 4 and 5 of the Study. We have also summarized in bar charts
and statistical tables the average rates of return for each capital exporting
country by mineral; see pages 6 through 9 of the Study for these results.

We computed rates of return on both a return on equity (ROE) basis and on
a return on total capital invested (ROT) basis, i.e., with no debt financing. See
Appendix A of the Study for a discussion of the ROE and ROT bases. However,
we believe the return on equity basis, which assumes a debt and equity capital
structure, is more representative of typical mining investments and consequently
is more illustrative of the effect of the tax systems on mining companies In the
U.S. and other capital exporting countries. Therefore, our comparisons were
made primarily on an ROE basis. Based on the Study, the results for a U.S.
mining investor were as follows:

U.S. POSITION COMPARED TO THE 8 OTHER CAPITAL EXPORTING COUNTRIES

On an overall
Copper Iron ore Nickel Manganese b3sis

Comparative position of the United Stites
to other capital expoltlng countries
based on average ROE ............... 8 6 5 18 5

U.S. average ROE as a percentage of
highest average ROE ................. 71.3 80.5 84.8 72.1 79.6

I Tied for 8th (last) position with Switzerland,
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The- above percentages of highest average rate of return reflect the degree
by which the U.S. rates of return fall below the country with the highest rate
of return. It is also significant to note those countries whose rates of return
consistently exceed the U.S. rates of return.

It was noted in the Study that, on an ROE basis, France, Canada and Belgium
had higher average rates of return than the U.S. for all four mine investments;
the United Kingdom and Japan had higher average rates of return than the
U.S. for -three of the four mine investments and Germany had a higher rate
of return than the U.S. return in two of the four mine investments.

The Study also analyzed the frequency with which a given capital exporting
country attained a rank, In terms of return on equity, such as first or second in
a capital importing country, since such frequency provides further insight and
another basis for comparing the capital exporting countries' tax laws. The
tables which reflect the frequency with which a given rank was attained by
each capital exporting country In the capital importing countries for each
mineral are set forth on pages 12 and 18 of the Study.

In this connection, our Study noted that, on an ROE basis, the U.S. never
attained the highest rate of return in any of the capital importing countries
and attained the second and third highest rate of return only once each. To
give perspective to the above statistics, it should be noted that there are 28
opportunities to attain the highest rate of return ranking.

By comparison, the highest rate of return, on an ROE basis, was achieved
by Canada eight times, Japan six times, Germany five times, Belgium four times,
France and the U.K. three times each. Further, the second highest rate of return,
on an ROE basis, was achieved by France twelve times and Japan six times.
Review of Changes

We reviewed the changes in the tax laws of the capital exporting and capital
importing countries and considered their effect on each assumed investment.
It should be noted that the changes in the capital exporting countries' tax laws
will improve the rates of return on investments for those countries vis-a-vis
the U.S. rates of return.

The changes in the tax laws of capital importing countries were reviewed as
to the effect on cash flow from those countries and the related effect on the
rates of return realizable by the capital exporting countries. Where the changes
In the tax laws of the capital importing countries will have a substantial effect
on the capital exporting countries' rates of return, those rates of return were
recomputed to measure the impact on the average rates of return for each mine
model to determine whether the U.S. position relative to the other capital
exporting countries was affected. Further, the effect of such changes on the
relative position of the U.S. as reflected in the tables of frequency of rankings
were also inferred (see pages 12 and 18 of the Study).

Based on these reviews and analyses, we believe that the conclusions and
results set forth in the Study as to the U.S. position relative to other capital
exporting countries are basically unaffected by the changes in the tax laws of
the capital importing and capital exporting countries, which have occurred
since May 12, 1975.

Very truly yours, CooPERs & LYDRAID.
EXHIBIT

The ehanwye in the tax laws of the capital exporting and capital importing
countries are summarized on the following pages.

COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS
Rate of Micome tax

The tax rate on taxable income in excess of DFL's 50,000 has been reduced
from 48% to 47%.
Loss carryoters

For taxable years 1074 through 1970, operating losses can be carried back two
preceding years instead of just one year. The carryforward period remains un-
changed at six years.
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Tam treatWe
A tax treaty with Australia is now under negotiation.
The changes in tax treaties between the capital importing and capital ex-

porting countries may be summarized as follows:
Germa*yV-outk Afrioa treaty

The instruments of ratification were exchanged during 1975. However, the
treaty is effective retroactively to 1965 with respect to interest and dividends.

Under the treaty, dividends received from South African corporations which
are at least 25% owned by a German corporation will be taxed at a 7.5% with-
holding rate, rather than 15%, and will not be subject to the German corpora-
tion tax. (Formerly, these dividends were subject to German corporation tax,
reduced in whole or part, by a credit for South African income and withholding
taxes.) Further, South African branch income will no longer be subject to Ger-
man corporation tax.
Germany--Liberia treaty

The treaty entered into force during 1975 when the instruments of ratification
were exchanged. It is effective retroactively to 1970.

Under this treaty, dividends received from Liberian corporations which are
at least 25% owned by a German corporation are subject to Liberian with-
holding tax at the rate of 10% rather than 15%. Under the treaty, dividends
from 25% or more owned Liberian subsidiaries are exempt from corporation tax.
Liberia iR considered a developing conutry for German income tax purposes;
thus, even prior to this treaty, dividends from Liberian corporations effectively
were not subject to German income tax. Under the treaty, branch income also
is not subject to German corporation tax. Finally, the withholding tax rates on
interest were reduced from 15% and 80% to 10% and 20% for financial institu-
tions and all other taxpayers, respectively.
GermanyBrazit treaty

The treaty between Brazil and Germany was ratified in December, 1975.
Under this treaty, withholding rates have been reduced from 25% to 15% for

dividends and interest. The effective dates are January 1, 1978 in the case of
dividends and January 1, 1977 in the case of Interest payments.

The Brazilinn treaty calls for the same tax exemption for dividends received
In Germany as under the Liberian treaty. Brazil ts also a developing country
for German income tax purposes, so that the German income tax rules that
previously applied to Liberia and are discussed above also applied to Brazil.

COUNtrYT." AUSTRALIA

There have been two changes in the Australian tax law which will affect
mining companies.

Reduction in the general tax rate from 45% to 42.5%.
Accelerated depreciation allowances were extended to certain assets.
In addition, the government has proposed that an investment allowance be en-

acted retroactive to January 1, 1976; which incentive Is expected to be adoptedL.
Acoelerated deprecion

For the year ended June 30, 1976, the assets eligible for the double deprecia-
tion allowance were expanded. To qualify for this benefit, these assets must be
used or installed before July 1, 1976; such assets would continue to be depreciable
at the double rates until fully written off. Normal rates of depreciation would
apply to new assets used or installed after June 80, 1976. (This assumes the In-
vestment allowance discussed below is ei.acted.)
Investment allowances

The new allowances will apply to eligible plant ordered on or after January 1,
1976. Eligible assets ordered or contracted for between January 1, 1976 and
June 80, 1978 will attract an allowance of 40% of the cost of each Item in excess
of $1,000 provided the asset is first used or installed ready for use by June 80,
1979; such allowance will be allowed as a deduction. Eligible assets ordered or
contracted for between July 1, 1978 and June 80, 1988 will be eligible for an
allowance of 20% of the cost of each item in excess of $1,000 provided the plant
is first used or installed ready for use by June 80, 1984.

The investment allowance does not reduce the tax basis of the asset for
depreciation purposes and such assets may be depreciated at normal rates.
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The new investment allowance will apply to all new depreciable plant and
equipment other than Items specifically excluded. Thus, expenditures on qualify-
ing assets in the mining industry will not be eligible for this allowance if they are
claimed as a current deduction under the special industry provisions. At present,
current deductions are allowed for certain exploration and prospecting plant
and equipment. However, a taxpayer may elect to claim normal depreciation on
such plant and thereby qualify for the allowance.

The pertinent items of the mining industry which are specifically excluded from
the investment allowance are:

Certain structural improvements, for example, wharves and jetties and pri-
mary produced' boundary fencing and employees' cottages.

Jigs, tools, dies, and tooling.
CoUNTY: BRAZZL

Withholding tawes
The temporary reduction in withholding tax to 5% on interest has lapsed and

the rate has returned to 25%. However, in the case of certain loans incurred for
the purchase of equipment, 85% of the 25% withholding tax is refunded to the
local borrower. This refund applies only in the case of loans amortizable over
five years or more.

Where the withholding tax on interest is reduced by treaty, the amount re-
funded to the local borrower is 85% of the applicable withholding amount.

COUNTRY: CANADA (IMPORTING)

Federal corporate income tam
The tax rate on production profits from a mineral resource in Canada has

been reduced from 50% to 46%, effective January 1, 1976. The rate for income
from processing beyond the "prime metal stage" remains at 40%, which rate also
applies to general manufacturing and processing income.
Proaincial mining tame*

Provincial mining taxes, which can be substantial, are not deductible for
federal and generally not for provincial income taxes purposes. In lieu of pro-
viding a deduction for provincial mining taxes, there was a 15% abatement of
the federal income tax rate. This abatement has been repealed. In its place a
resource allowance is now granted equal to 25% of production income after
deducting operating costs and capital cost allowances (depreciation). Since the
resource allowance is deducted from income before calculating depletion, the
amount of depletion that may be claimed will be reduced. The following Illus-
trates the calculation of the federal income tax under this provision:

Amount

Production revenue-----------------------------------------------I At* *
$100.00

"Operatng costs ........................................................................... (15. 00)
Capital cost allowance .......--------------------------------- 0

80.00
Resource allowance (25 percentX$80) ........................................................... 20.00
Less: 60.00Canadian exploration expense .... L ......................................................... (18.00

Canadian development expense ........................................ 08.0
Interest expense .........................................................................

32.00

Depletion (25 percentX$32) .................................................................... 8.00

Taxable income ............................................................................... 24.00

Federal tax (46 percent less 10 percent provincial income tax abatement) ............................ 8.64

Those provinces which decide not to allow a deduction for the resource allow-
ance may well deeide to allow a deduction for the mining taxes in computing
taxable income for provincial income tax purpose.
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Investment t ore4lt
For "qualifying assets" acquired during the period from June 23, 1975 through

June 30, 1977, a five percent investment tax credit is allowed as a credit against
federal Income taxes payable. The credit which may be claimed may not exceed
$15,000 plus one-half of the tax payable. The unused credit may be carried for-
ward for five year. The credit actually claimed must be deducted from the de-
preciable base of the qualifying assets. Such assets Include practically all mining
assets except cost of acquiring mineral properties and "Class 12 assets" such as
haulage ways and cross-cuts.

In certain cases, the investment credit will be available with respect to the cost
of completing buildings under construction on June 80, 1977.

COUNTRY: MEXICO
Withholding ta#e

The withholding tax rates have been increased as follows:

[Amount In percent]

From To

Dividends ...................................................................... 20 21
Interest:

Normal .................................................................... ( 42
Foreign financial institutions .................................................. 10 21
Public interest loans ......................................................... 20 21

1 5 percent graduated to 42 percent

COUNTRY: NEW CALEDONIA

Possible forms of doing business
Branch or subsidiary.

Corporate inoome tax
An income tax on profits from mining operations in New Caledonia has been

adopted retroactive to January 1, 1975. The rate has been set at 50%, which Is
applicable to both branches and subsidiaries (certain capital gains are subject to
tax at lower rates). In addition, a new export tax has been adopted retroactive to
January 1, 1975: however, the amount of the export tax payable is reduced by
the income tax on profits.

Formerly , New Caledonia imposed only an export tax on the gross value of
the minerals.
Vith holding tares

Dividends: 10%.
Branch earnings are subject to a 10% "withholding" tax, when earned. If the

branch operation is conducted by a company incorporated outside of this "znne
franc" area over which the French government asserts exchange control Jurisdic-
tion, only 75% of that branch's New Caledonian income is subject to the withhold-
ing tax.

Interest: 10%.
Note: A 3% surtax on dividends, interest and branch profits has been imposed

for an unlimited period, which effectively Increases such taxes to 13%.
Treatment of major itens in mining operation

The costs of acquiring mineral leases and/or mineral concessions normally
must be amortized over the period of the lease or of concession; certain
related fees such as legal fees and finder's fees may be deducted in the year In
which they are incurred, or carried forward at the option of the company and
deducted against the Initial profits.

Exploration and development expenditures must be amortized over the life of
the lease or the concession.

Equipment with a normal life of less than three years, and industrial buildings
with a useful life of 15 years or more, must be depreciated on a straight-line
basis. However, equipment with a useful life of three years or more, and indus-
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trial buildings with a useful life of less than 15 years, may be depreciated on an
accelerated basis. If assets are depreciated on an accelerated basis, the following
percentages are used: Peroestage ot
Useful life: straight Use

8 to 4 years ----------------------------------------------- 150
5 to 6 years ------------------------------------------- 200
More than 6 years ------------------------------------------ 250

Depreciation may be claimed in the year an asset is acquired or constructed.
In tax loss years, depreciation may be deferred and deducted in full from

profits in subsequent years. --
In profitable years, depreciation may also be deferred; however, in this event,

only the amount of depreciation in excess of straightllne depreciation may be
deducted from subsequent profits. The straight-line depreciation which Is de-
ferred may be amortized on a straight-line basis at the end of the asset's normal
useful life assuming it remains in service. Such amortization would be based
upon the asset's remaining useful life. The straight-line portion of the deferred
depreciation not subsequently deducted is reflected in the basis of the asset for
purposes of computing gain or loss upon disposition of the asset.

A percentage depletion allowance, similar to that available under French sys-
tem, may be claimed as a deduction. The amount of such deduction Is the lesser
of:

a. 5% of gross Income from mining, or
b. 15% of the taxable net income arising from the sales of mineral products

(including sales of refined products).
The percentage depletion deduction must be recaptured as taxable income in

subsequent years unless equivalent amounts are expended on:
a. exploration in New Caledonia
b. Improving the recovery of minerals
c. or for Investment in corporations or ventures whose object is the same as

above.
At the end of two years, recapturable percentage depletion amounts to one-

third of the allowance which is "unexpended"; at the end of five years, recap-
turable depletion amounts to the balance of the allowance which is unexpended.
Limitations on deductibility

Home office expenses incurred outside of New Caledonia are generally
deductible.
Net operating loss carryovers

May be carried forward five years, but not carried back.
Ta. treaties with capital exporting countries

New Caledonia has no income tax treaties with any capital exporting countries.
Other taxes on mining operations

The new export tax is applied as follows:
Ta on ore eports.-15% of the sales price FOB New Caledonia.
Tax on processed minerals.--6.5% of the sales price FOB Nev Caledonia for

1975 reduced gradually to 3% for 1979 and later years. When products other
than nickel matte are exported to France for further processing, the tax Is
imposed upon 95% of the sales price FOB New Caledonia. Similarly, when nickel
matte is exported to France for further processing, the tax Is imposed upon
75% of the sales price FOB New Caledonia.

The amended export tax laws and the income tax law described above do not
apply to miping companies that were granted special tax concessions before 1975,
unless they olect to be covered by the new laws.
Exchange controls

There are no exchange controls In New Caledonia.
Accounting principles relating to mining

In general, the accounting principles are similar to French accounting
principles.

Senator RImicorr. Mr. Holmgren, please.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. HOLMGREN, VICE PRESIDENT, H. H.
ROBERTSON, CO., ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT T. COLE

Mr. HOLmORF6 N. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Holmgren, vice president of the H. H. Robertson

Co., and we understand that the Senate's Finance Committee is holding
these hearings primarily to deal with major tax issues.

The H.H. Robertson Co. is here to discuss an issue which is sig-
nificant to it and may be significant to other taxpayers in the future.

The reason we are here is that the tax law worked in a way which
we were subject to a tax which was unfair. We were taxed twice on
the same income. Having said that we are here because of our problem
does not mean that the problem we have is not a general problem.
The double taxation of the same income resulted from the general
problem which you are now considering in connection with the tax
reform bill dealing with the requirements for an advanced ruling from
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under section 367, and the
standard to be used bv the Commissioner to extract the toll charge as
a condition to the issuance of a favorable section 367 ruling.

As stated in the House report, one of the reasons for the proposed
changes is that-and I will quote, "There may be cases where these
standards are inappropriate or not being correctly applied."

Robertson's situation is one case where the standard was inappro-
priate and therefore should be corrected.

The Robertson Co. is a corporation engaged in the manufacture and
erection of industrial and institutional-commercial building products
both in the United States and overseas. The income of our United
Kingdom subsidiary was taxed by its government in the year it was
earned but in accordance with the U.S. tax system was not subject to a
U.S. tax on a current basis. However, when the dividends were declared
the dividends were then subject to U.S. tax.

In 1965 Robertson decided to reorganize its corporate structure by
liquidating its United Kingdom subsidiary and thereby bring back to
the United States the earnings and business of its subsidiary which
were previously not subject to any U.S. income tax. Robertson sought
to have the liquidation of its subsidiary treated as a tax-free liquida-
tion under the appropriate provisions of the code so that no U.S. tax,
subject to appropriate toll charge, would be due upon this reorganiza-
tion. Therefore, Robertson requested appropriate rulings from the
Internal Revenue Service including a request for an advanced deter-
mination under section 367 that the liquidation did not have as one of
its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes.

As a condition to the issuance of the section 367 ruling, the Internal
Revenue Service extracted a toll charge whereby Robertson agreed to
include in its gross income as a dividend an amount equal to the earn-
ings and profits of the United Kingdom subsidiary. While a toll charge
was proper, it got out of hand and led to U.S. taxation on $1.6 million
of earnings that we didn't have.

Thus, under the earnings and profits rule the $1.6 million was doubly
taxed for reasons I don't fully understand. What I do know is that
from its inception until liquidation the United Kingdom subsidiary
earned $9.1 million and the total amount of its income on which the
Robertson Co. subsequently paid tax was $10.7 million. This was the
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equivalent of an employee being taxed upon $10,700 of salary income,
when the actual salary income was $9,100.

This toll charge extracted by the Internal Revenue Service was un-
fair. However, since the Internal Revenue Service stood on the only
bridge, on the only road to be traveled, Robertson had no choice but to
pay the toll the Internal Revenue demanded.

We respectfully request that you afford Robertson the relief it needs.
I would now like to call on Mr. Robert Cole, counsel for the Robert-

son Co.
Mr. COL,. Senator Ribicoff, I will just briefly try to in 2 or 3 minutes

to give you an idea of what the problem is.
Senator Rn3IconF. By the way, I read your full statement so your

entire statement is in the record as though read.
Mr. CoLz. The problem is the IRS picked up a convenient term

from another area of the Code and misapplied it in determining how
much this company should be taxed when the deferral of its foreign
earnings were needed. A previous witness talked about the problems
of ending deferral. There is one case under the current law where de-
ferral is ended and that is when you liquidate a foreign subsidiary
and tax the UA corporation. But it is important that the deferral be
ended in a fair way.

What happened is that the IRS picked out a term which was in-
appropriate and said, "We will tax this company on earnings and
profits," but what they should have said is "We will tax this company
so that it is treated as it would have been if it had used a U.S.
corporatiQn."

One can sympathize with the IRS using the technical term but what
we are asking is that we be taxed as if we had always used a U.S.
corporation. What we are asking for is tax neutrality on the ending of
deferral.

Now, one important thing is that in this case Robertson was hurt
but in the next case the insistence on using the technical term could
whipsaw the Government and find the Government collecting less
tax than it should. It could even be that the insistence on the use of the
term "earnings and profits" could serve as a shield for hiding foreign
bribes, and I think it is important for the tax law to be applied with-
out all this technicality in a way that achieves the right results and not
by the use of inappropriate concepts from one area to another just
because it serves some convenience.

Now, as I understand it, the staff is concerned about departing from
these technical terms and one of the reasons Robertson asked me to join
them in this testimony was because I have worked in the international
tax area for 16 years, including part of that time with the Treasury
Department, and in my role as expert what I want to tell you is that
you can deal with this problem on the ending of deferral on liquida-
tion of a foreign company without getting into this entire area, this
earnings and profits area in other contexts.

Indeed, in 1971, that is exactly what the Congress did.
So what we are asking you to do is to follow the 1971 precedent anff

say that even though the'Internal Revenue Service was attached to a
technical term and was afraid to Pqive the right result in this case,
we hope that the Senate Finance Committee with its broader juris-
diction can make an appropriate amendment to a section that is already
in the House bill, the very section that is involved in the House bill.
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What we are asking for is to make a minor change to prevent the
whipsawing effect against the taxpayer, or against the Government.
and to get the right result.

Thank you.
Senator RuicoFF. The staff informs me that they are aware of this

matter and are studying it for the committee. So the staff is involved
in your problem there.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
-[The prepared statements of Messrs. Holmgren and Cole and the

legislative brief follow:]

STATEMENT OF MB. ROBERT E. HOLMGREN, VICE PRESIDENT, H. H. ROBERTSON
COMPANY

We are mindful that the Senate Finance Committee is holding these hearings
primarily to deal with major tax issues. H. H. Robertson Company (Robertson)
is here to discuss an issue which is significant to it and which may be significant
to other taxpayers in the future. In our system there are some tax issues that
can only be dealt with by legislation, and this is one of the two places to which we
can address ourselves.

The reason we are here is that the tax law worked in a way in which we were
subject to tax in a manifestly unfair way. We were taxed twice on the same in-
come.

Some might think that such an occurrence is something that cannot be helped
and that we should go about our business without trying to do something about
it. On the other hand, one of the geniuses of our system is that our various agen-
cies and, especially Congress. are senslijye to the needs of even one citizen or
the needs of one company. Indeed, recently the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare decided that it will deal with all complaints rather than just with
complaints involving a general principle and many of our institutions both pub-
lic and private are trying to make themselves more attuned to individual situa-
tions.

Having said that we are here because of our problems does not mean that the
problem we have is not a general problem. The double taxation of the same in-
come resulted from the general problem which you are considering in connection
with Section 1042 of H.R. 10612 dealing with the requirements for nn advance
ruling from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under Section 367 and one
standard used by the Commissioner to extract the "toll charge" as a condition to
the issuance of a favorable Section 367 ruling. As stated in the House report, one
of the reasons for the proposed changes is that, and I'll quote, "There may be
easoe where these standards are inappropriate or are not ei(ng correctly applied."
Robertson's situation is one such case where the standard was inappropriate,
and, therefore, should be corrected.

Robertson is a corporation engaged in the manufacture and erection of indus-
trial and commercial building products-both in the United States and through its
foreign affiliates abroad. The income of Robertson's U.K. subsidiary was subject
to taxation by the government-of the U.K. in the year it was earned, but in ac-
cordance with the U.S. tax system for taxing earnings of foreign subsidiaries, was
not subject to a U.S. tax on a current basis. When dividends were declared, the
dividends were, then, subject to U.S. tax. In 1965, Robertson decided to re-
organize its corporate structure by liquidating its U.K. snbsidiarT'imd-thereby
bring back to the United States the earnings of its U.K. subsidiary which were
previously not subject to any United States income tax. Robertson sought to have
the liquidation of the subsidiary treated as a tax-free liquidation under the
applicable provisions of the Code so that no U.S. tax, subject to the appropriate
toll charge, would be due upon this reorganization of its corporate structure.

Therefore, Robertson requested appropriate rulings from the Internal Revenue
Service including a request for an advance determination under Section A67 that
the liquidation did not have "as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of
Federal income taxes". As a condition to the issuance of the Section 367 ruling,
the Internal Revenue Service extracted a toll charge whereby Robert.qon agreed
to include in its gross income as a dividend an amount equal to the "current-atnd
accumulated earnings and profits of the U.K. subsidiary". The effect of this
condition was that the liquidation of its U.K. subsidiary was only partially tax
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free and that Robertson was required to pay a tax in the year of liquidation on an
amount to be computed in accordance with the condition. However, the final rul-
ing issued did not contain a specific dollar amount for the earnings and profits
which it was required to include in income.

Originally, its request for rulings included a request for an earnings and profits
ruling which would have fixed the amount of the toll charge. However, when its
request was under consideration, Robertson was advised by the Internal Revenue
Service that if the earnings and profits rulings were desired, final action on the
Section 367--ruling would be postponed beyond the time when the Section 367
ruling would-be of any significance to Robertson. Accordingly, in order to obtain
the mandatory Section 367 ruling within Robertson's time schedule Robertson
voluntarily withdrew its request for the earnings and profits ruling. Subsequently,
after the issuance of the Section 367 ruling which was conditioned upon the pay-
ment of the toll charge, Robertson and the Internal Revenue Service had a dis-
pute over the proper manner to compute the amount of the "current and accumu.
Lted earnigs-and profits" of the U.K. subsidiary. The issue was litigated and the

government's interpretation of the proper calculation of the term "current and
accumulated earnings and profits" prevailed.

Under this standard Robertson was subject to double taxation of the earnings
of its U.K. subsidiary for reasons which I don't fully understand, but which
have been explained to me as resulting froin the technical application of the
Code. Counsel for Robertson, Mr. Robert T. Cole, who will testify upon the coin-
pletion of this testimony, will explain the technical aspects of this issue. What I
do know is that from its inception until liquidation the U.K. sub,-idlary earned
$9.1 million and the total amount of its income upon which Robertson subse-
quently paid tax was $10.7 million. This is the equivalent of an employee being
taxed upon $10,700 of salary income when the actual salary Is only $9,100. The
additional $1.6-million was attributable to basing the toll charge upon the earn-
ings and profits standard. We are not here-taking issue with the decision of the
court, but we are taking issue with the insistence of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice in requiring the toll charge to be based upon the earnings and profits
standard.

When a foreign subsidiary, which has income which was not previously sub-
ject to any U.S. tax, is liquidated, it is appropriate for the Internal Revenug
Service to impose a tax in the form of a toll charge on the deferred income as a
condition for the issuance of a Section 307 ruling. However, where there is only
a simple reorganization of corporate structure in the form of a liquidation, we
believe that there is no basis to Impose a penalty which will have the effect of
deterring the returning of these earnings to the United States. If we had oper-
ated as a branch, there would not have been double taxation to the extent of
$1.6 million.

We submit that the proper toll charge should not involve double taxation and
that the Internal Revenue Service's insistence of basing the toll charge ul)on
earnings and profits is inappropriate. The payment of tax upon an amount equal
to our deferred foreign earnings, in the language of Section 367, is certainly
enough to prevent the avoidance of Federal Income taxes. Taxing the income
twice Is not comteinplated by the statute. Accordingly, we believe that the toll
charge demanded and extracted from Robertson was too high. Since the In-
ternal Revenue Service stood at the only bridge on the road to be travelled,
Robertson had no choice but to pay the charge it desired to extract. We respect-
fully request that you afford Robertson the relief that it now seeks and provide
that in no event will the toll charge exceed the amount of the paying corpora-
tion's historical earnings and profits.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. COLE, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF H. H. ROBERTSON CO.

As explained by Mr. Robert Holmgren in his testimony, the reason 11. H.
Robertson Company (Robertson) was subject to double taxation was because
of the technical and complex rules associateed with the concept of earnings and
profits. Before I discuss how these rules Intermeshed-to reach the harsh, and
what I believe to be an inadvertent result, I would like to address myself to
the more fundamental question of whether, based upon current law. the section
37 toll charge upon a liquidation of a foreign subsidiary was properly geared
to the standard of earnings and profits. I submit that it was not and that it cer-
tainly should not have been geared to that standard in a case where a taxpayer
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is taxed twice upon the same income. TMe statutory foundation allowing the
imposition of a toll charge is contained in section 867 where the only statutory
guidance is a standard to prevent the avoidance of Federal income tax. This
statutory standard is met where a domestic corporation liquidates a foreign
subsidiary which had $9.1 million of earnings and pays U.S. taxes at ordinary
rates on a total of $9.1 million, but is exceeded where tax is paid on the equiva-
lent of $10.7 million of earnings.

The context of this problem involved the liquidation of a foreign subsidiary.
As to Robertson, the parent corporation, this amounted to a recording or re-
structuring of its corporate organization with no independent economic signifi-
cance. Normally, where domestic subsidiaries are involved such a reorganization
of corporate structure can be accomplished without the imposition of U.S. income
tax. However, when a foreign subsidiary is liquidated a different set of cir-
cumstances is involved.

The present U.S. system generally gives full recognition to a separate cor-
poration even though the foreign corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary and
with certain exceptions does not impose a U.S. tax upon the income of a foreign
corporation in the year the income is earned. Therefore, at the time such a foreign
corporation is liquidated, it may have earnings which, although subject to tax
in the foreign country, were not subject to any U.S. tax. This Is different than
the liquidation of a domestic subsidiary because the earnings of the domestic
subsidiary would have been taxed in the year income was earned. If, as in the
situation with a domestic subsidiary totally tax free liquidation were per-
mitted, the deferral of U.S. tax on those earnings would continue. Therefore, the
liquidation of a foreign subsidiary is the proper triggering event to end deferral
and impose a U.S. tax, subject to appropriate foreign tax credits, otherwise, the
liquidation could be used as a method to continue deferral and thereby avoid the
imposition of U.S. tax upon the deferred earnings. To prevent this future tax
avoidance as a consequence of the contemplated transaction, the extraction of
a toll charge as a condition to the issuance of a section 367 ruling is proper and
in conformity with the standard in section 367. However, Imposing a toll charge
which does more than prevent the avoidance of Federal income tax and extracts
a penalty of taxation of the same income twice Is not in conformity with the
statute nor with the historical treatment of such deferred income.

The goal of the toll charge, as applied to Robertson, was to insure that the
principal purpose of the transaction was not the avoidance of U.S. income tax
by making sure when the assets of its U.K. subsidiary were returned that the
U.S. Income tax was imposed upon the same amount of income upon which
U.S. tax was deferred. This goal was not achieved through application of the
earnings and profits standard since the toll charge to Robertson resulted in it
being subject to tax on $1.6 million in excess of Its historical earnings. The
proper toll charge should be based upon an analogy to the circumstances which
would have occurred If the taxpayer had operated abroad in the form of a
branch and not used a foreign subsidiary. The branch income would have been
taxed upon a current basis without reference to earnings and profits.

The reasons the standard of earnings and profits does not work in this context
is that one of the adjustments required to be made to the earnings and profits
account, like many other rules, was designed or evolved out of domestic cir-
cumstances and was then incorporated or used in the international area without
adequate consIderation of its impact. or incidental effects. Earnings and profits
is a special tax concept, which Is different than the accounting definition of
retained earnings. Originally, its basic function was to determine the extent
to which Individuals were taxed upon distributions from domestic corporations
in the form of dividends, as opposed to a return of capital. Earnings and profits
has never been defined in the Code, although Congress has sporadically pro.
vided for various adjustments to be made In calculating earnings and profits.
The complexity of these mechanical rules evolved for calculating earnings and
profits should not obscure the function of the term. It Is not an accounting or
cori;orate concept, but a measure of taxability. When using the term earning.
and profits as a measure of taxability one should not overlook the underlying
basis for the Imposition of the tax and allow the concept Itself to control. Blindly
using the concept to measure taxability upon liquidation of a foreign subsidiary
does Just this when it results In taxation of the same earnings twice.

In 10962 Congress, desiring to increase the measure of taxation upon distribu-
tion of appreciated property from foreign corporations in order to prevent an
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abuse, unrelated to a liquidation of a foreign subsidiary, enacted an amendment
to the earnings and profits section of the Code dealing with the adjustment to
be made to the earnings and profits account upon the distribution of property, as
opposed to cash. The application of this provision in computing Robertson's
toll charge produced the double taxation. This 1962 amendment was part of basic
changes made in the taxation Income and distributions from foreign corpo-
rations. Again, earnings ad profits was used as a measure of taxibility, but
the underlying reasons for the 1962 amendment to the earnings and profits sec-
tion and the other changes dealing with foreign corporations Is totally incon-
sistent with taxation of the same income.

A thorough, detailed and complex analysis of these rules is set forth in a
Legislative Brief prepared in connection with this issue. With the Chairman's
permission, at the conclusion of my testimony, I would like to submit it for the
record.*

Briefly, the 1962 Act was designed to end deferral of U.S. tax on certain types
of foreign earnings and to foreclose opportunities for repatriating earnings at
capital gain rates so that repatriation of the earnings, irrespective of the manner
of realization, would have the same consequences. As part of these policies the
earnings and profits amendment was added so that nonliquidating distributions
of property by a foreign corporation would be taxed in the same way as dis-
tributions of cash. No consideration was given to the effect of the earnings
and profits amendment upon a liquidation of a foreign subsidiary. Nowhere was
there any expression of intent to tax an amount in excess of the earnings of
the foreign corporation or impose a penalty as a result of the deferral in those
circumstances where it was permitted to continue. To the contrary in effectuat-
ing these policies Congress went through a series of elaborate provisions to
prevent double taxation of previously taxed earnings. These expressions of
intent indicate that any double taxation resulting from the application of the
rules was not intended, not contemplated and Inconsistent with the provisions
designed to prevent such a result.

Accordingly, earnings and results are not an appropriate standard to measure
taxability for these purposes and should be abandoned. Previously when this
has been demonstrated, Congress has made corrections. In the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 Congress recognized this with respect to the relationship between the
earnings and profits calculation and depreciation and provided relief.

We recognized that the concept of earnings and profits has ramifications in
both the domestic and foreign area beyond the circumstances of a liquidation
of a foreign subsidiary and that imperfections in the concept can produce im-
proper results similar to the unfair double taxation of the same Income. Al-
though this might suggest an overall review of earnings and profits to ascertain
whether the concept is working as a measure of taxability, correction of the
imperfection involving reorganizations of foreign subsidiaries can easily be
corrected without changing or affecting the existing earnings and profits rules
in these other contexts. Thus, a review of the broader ramifications, although
desirable, is not required in order to provide relief for Robertson. This can be
accomplished by providing a toll charge limitation in section 367, which would
not change existing rules in these other areas in any way. All that would be
required is an addition to proposed amendment, section 1042 of H.R. 10612,
which would provide that the amounts to be included In gross income as a toll
charge shall not exceed the amount of the historical earnings and profits of the
foreign corporation minus the amount of such earnings and profits otherwise
included in income. Additionally, in order to benefit Robertson and other taxpay-
ers similarly situated, some transitional rule is required. We believe this is
appropriate because the issue arose in the context of the Commissioners' arbo-
lute power under section 367 and the issue involves double taiation which is
generally not sanctioned by our tax system. There is ample precedent for such
action under section 367 and other Code sections, indeed the House-passed bill
already contains such a provision in the proposed changes to section 367.

Senator RmiCoFF. The committee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock Monday morning.

[Whereupon, at 12:47 p.m., the committee was recessed, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Monday, March 29,1976.]

lThe brief referred to was made a part of the official files of the committee.
()0


